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Smart Time Grade 12 is a course for learners studying British
English at intermediate level. It allows a flexibility of approach
which makes it suitable for classes of all kinds, including large
or mixed ability classes.

Smart Time Grade 12 consists of nine units. Each unit consists
of six-seven lessons plus Progress Check. An additional Skills
section appears in some of the units. The corresponding units in
the Workbook provide the option of additional practice. 

COURSE COMPONENTS

Student’s Book – Workbook & Grammar Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each unit is based on a single theme and the topics covered
are of general interest. All units follow the same basic
structure (see Elements of the Coursebook). 

The Workbook is in full colour and contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book containing
practice in all four language skills. It also contains a Grammar
Bank with theory and exercises, a Vocabulary Bank with
exercises, a Quizzes section and a Translator’s Corner
section. It can be used either in class or for homework upon
completion of the relevant unit in the Student’s Book. 

Teacher’s Book 
The Teacher’s Book contains Teacher's Notes which provide
step-by-step lesson plans and suggestions about how to
present the material. This book also includes a complete Key
to the exercises in the Student’s Book & Workbook &
Grammar Book and the audioscripts of the listening material. 

Teacher’s Resource Pack & Tests CD-ROM  
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each module,
as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio activities, tests
and a key to all exercises. The Test CD-ROM contains the
tests in the Teacher’s Resource Pack in word format, as well
as all recorded material and audioscript that accompany the
tests.

Class Audio CDs  
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material which
accompanies the course. This includes the monologues /
dialogues and texts in the Listening and Reading sections as
well as the Pronunciation / Intonation section, and the
material for all listening tasks in the Workbook & Grammar
Book.

IWB 
The IWB contains all the material in the Student’s Book,
Teacher’s Book and Audio CDs and aims to facilitate lessons in
the classroom. It also contains grammar presentation of all the
grammar structures in the Student’s Book as well as video
extracts for Ss to further practise their English and expand their
knowledge.

ieBook 
The ieBook contains all the material in the Student’s Book and is
the Ss’ interactive study partner. 

ELEMENTS OF THE COURSEBOOK

Each unit begins with a brief overview of what will be covered
in the unit.

Each unit contains the following sections:

Reading 
The reading texts practise specific reading skills such as
skimming, scanning, intensive reading for specific purposes,
understanding text structure, and so on. The texts are usually
exploited in four stages:
  •    a warm-up activity to intrigue students 
  •    top-down activities (scanning and reading for gist) 
   •    bottom-up activities (reading for detailed understanding)
   •    oral reproduction (Ss outline the main points of the text)
  •    written reproduction (Ss summarise the main points of

the text)

Grammar in use
   •    The grammar structures of each unit are contextualised

and presented by means of illustrations or pictures and
clear and concise theory boxes. 

   •    Grammar exercises and activities reinforce Ss’
understanding of these items. There is also a Grammar
Reference section at the back of the Student’s Book that
offers more details.

Vocabulary / Vocabulary plus
Pictures are employed to introduce Ss to the vocabulary of
each unit. Vocabulary is practised through various types of
exercises. A particular feature of the book is the teaching of
collocations, which helps Ss remember vocabulary items as
parts of set expressions. (See Student’s Book Ex. 6, p. 57).

Listening skills and Speaking skills
   •    Ss can develop their listening skills through a variety of

tasks. These tasks employ the vocabulary and grammar
practised in each unit, in this way reinforcing
understanding of the language taught in the unit.

  •    Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow Ss guided practice before leading
them to freer speaking activities.

  •    The sections provide practice in real-life communication.
Standard expressions and language structures
associated with realistic situations are extensively
practised.

Pronunciation / Intonation
Pronunciation activities help Ss recognise sounds and
reproduce them correctly. Intonation activities help Ss
improve their intonation patterns.

Writing skills
The writing sections have been carefully designed to ensure
that Ss systematically develop their writing skills.    
   •    A model text is presented and thoroughly analysed, and

guided practice of the language to be used is provided.
  •    The final task is based on the model text and follows the

detailed plan provided.
  •    All writing activities are based on realistic types and

styles of writing such as letters, emails, descriptions,
essays, stories and summary writing.

i
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CLIL / Culture Spot – Culture
Each unit is accompanied by a CLIL section and a Culture
Spot section.
   •    Each CLIL section enables Ss to link the themes of the unit

to a subject from their school curriculum, thus helping them
contextualise the language they have learnt by relating it to
their own personal frame of reference. Lively and creative
tasks stimulate Ss and allow them to consolidate the
language they have learnt throughout the unit.

  •    In each Culture Spot section, Ss are provided with
cultural information and read about aspects of English
speaking countries that are thematically linked to the
unit. Ss are given the chance to process the information
they have learnt and compare it to the culture of their
own country. An extra section at the back of the book
familiarises Ss with the culture of their country.

Progress Check
These follow every unit and reinforce Ss’ understanding of the
topics, vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.

Skills
Skills sections provide more practice on reading, listening,
speaking, use of English and writing.

Competences
At the end of each unit a grading scheme allows Ss to evaluate
their progress and identify their weaknesses. The objectives of
the unit and the Ss’ achievements are clearly stated.

Tips 
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders at various points
throughout each unit help Ss develop strategies which improve
holistic learning skills and enable Ss to become autonomous
learners of the English language.

Grammar Reference section
This section offers full explanations and review of the grammar
structures presented throughout the book. It can be used both
in class and at home to reinforce the grammar structures taught.

Videos
Videos are thematically related to the topics of the course.
The video icon indicates that there is a video which the
teacher can play to introduce the topic or to provide extra
material for classroom activities.

Presentation Skills
This section provides practice in preparing and giving a variety
of presentations. A step-by-step approach to building students’
abilities and confidence helps students to become memorable
public speakers. The section includes brainstorming, note-
taking, Tips and Plan & Useful Language along with model
presentations. It aims to help students become public speakers.

Word List 
A complete Word List contains the new vocabulary
presented in each module, listed alphabetically, with a
phonetic transcription of each word and explanation. 

Irregular Verbs
This provides students with a quick reference list for verb
forms they might be unsure of at times.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

 A   Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Smart Time Grade 12 is
presented through pictures. (See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 9,
Ex. 1.)

Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
  •    Miming. Mime the word you want to introduce. For

instance, to present the verb sing, pretend you are
singing and ask Ss to guess the meaning of the word.  

  •    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

        –    present the word strong by giving a synonym:
“powerful”.

         –     present the word strong by giving its opposite: “weak”.
        –    present the word weekend by paraphrasing it:

“Saturday and Sunday”.
        –    present the word famous for by giving its definition:

“very well-known (person or thing)”.
  •    Example. Examples place vocabulary into context and

consequently make understanding easier. For instance,
introduce the words city and town by referring to a city
and a town in the Ss’ country: “Ho Chi Minh is a city, but
Bac Ha is a town.”

  •    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch of the word or words
you want to explain on the board. For instance:

  •    Flashcards. Flashcards made out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, ready-made
drawings, and any other visual material may also serve
as vocabulary teaching tools.

  •    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, you may explain
vocabulary in the Ss’ native language (Vietnamese). This
method, though, should be employed in moderation.

  •    Use of Dictionary. In a multilingual class, Ss may
occasionally refer to a bilingual dictionary. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word or
expression. For example, you may find it easier to describe an
action verb through miming than through a synonym or
definition. 

 B   Choral and individual repetition
Repetition will ensure that Ss are thoroughly familiar with the
sound and pronunciation of the lexical items and structures
being taught and confident in their ability to reproduce them.

Always ask Ss to repeat chorally before you ask them to
repeat individually. Repeating chorally will help Ss feel
confident enough to then perform the task on their own.

 C   Listening and Reading
You may ask Ss to read and listen for a variety of purposes:
  •    Listening for detail. Ss listen for specific information.

(See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 9, Ex. 2)
  •    Listening and reading for gist. Ss read or / and listen to

get the gist of the dialogue or text being dealt with. (See
Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 10, Ex. 1. Tell Ss that in
order to complete this task successfully, they do not
need to understand every single detail in the text.)

Note: Check these words sections can be treated as
follows: Go through the list of words after Ss have read the
text and ask Ss to explain the words using the context they
appear in. Ss can give examples, mime / draw the meaning,
or look up the meaning in their dictionaries.

          happy 
            

sad

ii
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  •    Reading for detail. Ask Ss to read for specific
information. (See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 10, Ex. 2.
Ss will have to read to the text in order to do the task.
They are looking for specific details in the text and not
for general information.)

 D   Speaking
  •    Speaking activities are initially controlled, allowing for

guided practice. (See Student’s Book, Unit 2, p. 32, Ex. 3
where Ss use the same structures to act out a dialogue.)

  •    Ss are then led to free speaking activities. (See
Student’s Book, Unit 2, p. 27, Ex. 3 where Ss are
provided with the necessary lexical items and
structures and are asked to act out their dialogue.)

 E   Writing
All writing tasks in Smart Time Grade 12 have been carefully
designed to closely guide Ss to produce a successful piece of
writing.
   •    Always read the rubric and model text provided and deal

with the tasks that follow in detail. Ss will then have
acquired the necessary language to deal with the final
writing task. (See Student’s Book, Unit 3, pp. 42-43.)

  •    Make sure that Ss understand that they are writing for a
purpose. Go through the writing task in detail so that Ss
are fully aware of why they are writing and who they are
writing to. (See Student’s Book, Unit 3, p. 43, Ex. 7. Ss
are asked to write an email.)

  •    Make sure Ss follow the detailed plan they are provided
with. (See Student’s Book, Unit 3, p. 43.)

  •    It would be well-advised to actually complete the task
orally in class before assigning it as written homework.
Ss will then feel more confident with producing a
complete piece of writing on their own.

  F   Assigning homework
When assigning writing tasks, prepare Ss as well as possible
in advance. This will help them avoid errors and get maximum
benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned tasks include:
Copy – Ss copy an assigned extract;
Dictation – Ss learn the spelling of particular words without
memorising the text in which they appear;
Vocabulary – Ss memorise the meaning of words and
phrases or use the new words in sentences of their own;
Reading Aloud – Assisted by the ieBook, Ss practise at home
in preparation for reading aloud in class;
Writing – After thorough preparation in class, Ss are asked to
produce a complete piece of writing.

 G   Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors – it is part of the learning process. The
way you deal with errors depends on what the Ss are doing.
  •    Oral accuracy work:
        Correct Ss on the spot, either by providing the correct

answer and allowing them to repeat, or by indicating the
error but allowing Ss to correct it. Alternatively, indicate the
error and ask other Ss to provide the answer.

  •    Oral fluency work:
        Allow Ss to finish the task without interrupting, but make a

note of the errors made and correct them afterwards.
  •    Written work:
        Do not over-correct; focus on errors that are directly

relevant to the point of the exercise. When giving

feedback, you may write the most common errors on the
board and get the class to attempt to correct them. 

Remember that rewarding work and praising Ss is of great
importance. Post well written work on a display board in your
classroom or school, or give “reward” stickers. Praise effort
as well as success.

 H   Class organisation
  •    Open pairs
        The class focuses its attention on two Ss doing the set

task together. Use this technique when you want your
Ss to offer an example of how a task is done. (See Ex. 4
on p. 12 of the Student’s Book.)

  •    Closed pairs
        Pairs of Ss work together on a task or activity while you

move around offering assistance and suggestions.
Explain the task clearly before beginning closed
pairwork. (See Ex. 7 on p. 39 of the Student’s Book.)

  •    Stages of pairwork
        –    Put Ss in pairs.
        –    Explain the task and set time limit.
        –    Rehearse the task in open pairs.
        –    In closed pairs, get Ss to do the task.
        –    Go around the class and help Ss.
        –    Open pairs report back to the class.
  •    Group work
        Groups of three or more Ss work together on a task or

activity. Class projects or role play are most easily done
in groups. Again, give Ss a solid understanding of the
task in advance.

  •    Rolling questions
        Ask Ss one after the other to ask and answer questions

based on the texts.

   I   Using the ieBook
Dialogues, texts and Pronunciation sections are recorded on
the ieBook. Ss have the chance to listen to these recordings
at home as many times as they want to improve their
pronunciation and intonation. 
  •    S listens to the recording and follows the lines.
  •    S listens to the recording with pauses after every

sentence / exchange. S repeats as many times as
needed, trying to imitate the speaker’s pronunciation
and intonation.

  •    S listens to the recording again. S reads aloud.

  J   Using L1 in class
Use L1 in moderation and only when necessary. 

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations used in the Student’s Book and Teacher’s 

Note: Αll tasks that ask Ss to:
  –    write about their country, refer to Viet Nam.
  –    say something in their language refer to Vietnamese.

        T    Teacher
    S(s)    Student(s)
    HW    Homework
      L1    Students’ native

language
 Ex(s).    Exercise(s)

   p(p).    Page(s)
    e.g.    For example
     i.e.    That is
    etc.    Et cetera
      sb    Somebody
     sth    Something

iii
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Living together 1Unit

In this unit Ss will explore the topics of people, family,
appearance & character.
Vocabulary: People around the world (dark hair, rosy
cheeks, friendly people, happy to have guests, nomadic
tribe, colourful clothes, tall, slim, hardworking, polite, pale
skin, facial tattoos, brave, courageous, peaceful);
Character (easy-going, arrogant, responsible, forgetful,
annoying, messy, ambitious, sensitive, shy, truthful, open-
minded, bold, grumpy, sensible, self-confident, impatient,
generous, sociable, carefree, rude, brave, frank, honest,
bossy, vain, stingy, mean, polite, outgoing, helpful, nosey,
anxious, noisy, sad);

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information (multiple choice), to talk about a tribe, to
present the Hadza, to describe an imaginary experience
Vocabulary: Nouns (crops, elder, baboon, bow, homeland,
interpreter, niece, heat, soil, bug, meaning, nature, berry,
possession, responsibilities, worry, arrival, departure,
effect); Verbs (wander, hang, hunt, provide, gather,
wonder); Phrasal verbs (pick up, set off, live off); Adjectives
(lean, fit, curly, extreme, poor, generous, easy-going);
Phrases (filled with, skin belt, native language, short supply,
keep track of time, hunter-gatherer, in person, dive in, free
from belongings, be better off, attached to, matter of time,
be over)

Lesson Objectives: To learn or revise the present simple,
the present continuous, the present perfect and the present
perfect continuous, to practise adverbs of frequency, to
learn or revise comparatives / superlatives, to practise key
word transformations, to compare people, to practise
phrasal verbs with BREAK, to practise forming -ing / -ed
participles and to practise prepositional phrases

Lesson Objectives: To describe people.
Vocabulary: Physical characteristics: Age (child, young man
or woman, middle-aged, old, in his / her late / early twenties);
Complexion (tanned, dark, pale); Height (tall, short, of
average height); Build (skinny, plump, overweight, thin, slim,
athletic, well-built); Face (oval, round, long); Lips (full, thin);
Eyes (brown, big, small, hazel); Nose (big, flat, hooked); Hair
(curly, short, straight, long, wavy, bald, frizzy, fair, dark,
shoulder-length); Special features (wrinkles, freckles, shaved
head, beard, moustache); Family relationships (mum, dad,
sister, brother, grandma, grandpa, mother-in-law, father-in-
law, aunt, uncle, daughter, son, niece, nephew)

Lesson Objectives: To learn topic-related vocabulary, to
describe people, to read for gist, to listen for specific
information (multiple choice), to talk about the pros and
cons of living in an extended family, to learn and practise
exclamations 
Vocabulary: Phrases (nuclear family, extended family, live
long lives, have company, younger generation, chores to
do, cooperation, peace and quiet, complain, close
relationships, hurt feelings)

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to complete a
dialogue, to role play,  to express an opinion, ask for an
opinion, and express  (dis)agreement, to compare pictures
Vocabulary: Families (nuclear family, extended family,
single-parent family)

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise linking words, to express an opinion, to
write an opinion essay 

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for details, to
research the topic of globalisation, to discuss how
globalisation has affected people’s live
Vocabulary: Verbs (trade, create, allow, flow, spread,
affect, assemble, consider, connect); Nouns (globalisation,
culture, citizen, member community, responsibility,
obligation, realise); Adjectives (opposite, inner-city, rural,
national); Phrases (global marketplace, closely linked,
high-tech gadgets, global solution)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to compare ethnic groups in your country to
ethnic groups in the UK
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of accidents &
disasters, natural phenomena and space exploration.
Vocabulary: Accidents & disasters (house collapses, fire
breaks out, evacuated from homes, river burst its banks,
rocks and mud bury homes, tanker sinks, spilling oil)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information (multiple choice), to present an event,
to describe an imaginary experience
Vocabulary: Nouns (crew, explosion, plot, survival, landing,
lift-off, bang, trail, oxygen tank, meteor, command module,
lunar module, lifeboat, adapter, carbon dioxide,
catastrophe, obstacle); Verbs (flash, re-enter, schedule,
explode, depend, conserve, build, reduce, consider);
Phrasal verbs (carry out, deal with); Adjectives (doomed,
leaking, enclosed, superstitious); Phrases (manned
mission, no time to lose, cope with, splash down, go down
in history, in charge of); Prep (despite); Injuries (bump,
survive, injure, scratch, break, twist, rescue, escape)

Lesson Objectives: To learn or revise the past simple, the
past continuous, the past perfect and the past perfect
continuous, to compare the past simple and the present
perfect, to learn and practise used to / would / be / get
used to, to practise key word transformations, to listen for
gist, to make notes, to write about an experience, to
practise phrasal verbs with PUT, to practise forming nouns
from verbs and to practise prepositional phrases

Lesson Objectives: To talk about the weather
Vocabulary: Natural phenomena: Clothes / Footwear /
Accessories (sandals, gloves, cap); Good weather (hot, mild,
warm, sunny, dry); Disasters (flood, hurricane, tsunami,
volcanic eruption, drought, tornado, earthquake); Bad
weather (foggy, cloudy, frosty, stormy, rainy, windy, cold,
snowy, chilly, thunder)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information (R /
W statements), to write a news article about an experience,
to present a nasty experience, to learn and practise word
stress and weak vowels
Vocabulary: Adjective (terrifying); Phrases (get caught in
a natural disaster, get badly sunburnt, tsunami struck, loud
roar, froze in fear, huge wall of black water, pushed
underwater, floating inside hotel lobby, grabbed onto a
staircase, standing on rooftops, upside down cars, broken
wrist)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role play, to
ask about a bad experience, to narrate a bad experience, to
express interest, to express shock / disbelief, to describe a
picture

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise setting the scene, to practise using
adjectives and adverbs, to write a story, to listen and make
notes

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
details, to listen for specific information, to research and
write a summary of a myth
Vocabulary: Nouns (feathers, fur, web, rays, put, darkness);
Verbs (steal, discuss, hide, burn off, offer, enter, weave,
stretch); Adjectives (bushy, clay, golden, giant); Phrasal
verb (come up with)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for details, to
check comprehension, to research and present how the
Earth orbits the Sun
Vocabulary: Verbs (reflect, revolve, orbit, face); Nouns
(space, star, planet, satellite, axis, appearance, period,
surface, phase, sequence); Adjectives (reflected,
progressive, waxing, waning); Phrases (source of light,
crescent moon, half moon, gibbous moon); Adverbs
(approximately)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to present a celebration in your country
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Work 3Unit

In this unit Ss will explore the topics of jobs, work, education,
job qualities and requirements.
Vocabulary: Jobs of the future (nanotech-nurse, cyber-
manager, vertical farmer, virtual security guard); Work
(evening shift, successful applicant, CV, starting salary, 9-
5 job, day staff, training, full-time)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information (multiple matching), to make predictions,
to talk and write about robots, to practise vocabulary
related to work
Vocabulary: Nouns (revolution, human, shore, navy, flame,
surgeon, patient, surgery, pulse, temperature, specialist,
corridor, fleet, staff, steak, entertainment, dessert, sci-fi
film, tip, bomb disposal expert); Verbs (operate, patrol,
fight, defuse, rescue, race, drag, battle, shake, replace,
save, provide); Phrasal verbs (take over, pick you up, give
up, put out, wake up, hand out, get on with, head for,
check out); Adjectives (remote-controlled, steady, ex-army,
pocket-sized); Phrases (take (sb’s) temperature, get into
trouble, keep afloat, operate on, medical history, hard at
work, take an order, main course, recharge batteries, fight
crime); Work (job involves travelling, check, stressful, well-
paid job, work long hours, exciting job, responsibility, keep
up-to-date, creative at work, concentration, work hard,
earn a lot, part-time job, long career, lose your job, look for
a job, quit your job, high position in a company)

Lesson Objectives: To learn or revise future tenses (the
future simple, the present simple [future use], the present
continuous [future use], (be) going to, the future continuous
and the future perfect, to learn time clauses, to practise key
word transformations, to make predictions and talk about
future plans / intentions, to practise phrasal verbs with
GIVE, to practise forming nouns from verbs / nouns and to
practise prepositional phrases, to present information
about choosing the right career

Lesson Objectives: To learn and talk about education, job
qualities and requirements
Vocabulary: Education (hold a degree, fail exams, graduate
from university, educated, enrol on a course, post requires,
resit exam, compulsory education, tuition fees); Job qualities
& requirements (punctual, hardworking, (a) quick learner,
polite, efficient, cooperative, patient, enthusiastic)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information (Yes /
No statements), to talk about a job, to learn and practise
echo questions
Vocabulary: Nouns (CV, banking, experience, computing,
finance, skills, IT, department, interview, applicants,
personality, willingness, wages, tip); Verbs (guarantee, fill,
train); Phrasal verb (pick up); Phrases (computer repair
shop, right grades, full training, key positions, good attitude,
bear in mind, working environment, treat customers,
application form, hold interviews)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role play
an interview

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise formal language, to write a CV, to write
an email applying for a job

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to read for main idea, to compare children’s
lives in Victorian times to children’s lives nowadays, to
research about living conditions in Victorian times
Vocabulary: Verbs (survive, sort, employ, crawl, thread,
protect); Nouns (labour, servant, truck, tunnel, candle,
factory, scrap, industry); Adjective (poor); Phrases
(Victorian times, road sweeper, coal mine, weaving
machine, working hours); Adverb (underground); Phrasal
verb (pick up)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read to confirm, to
describe a traditional job
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of culture, art & crafts,
TV shows, books & films, theatre & performances and jobs
related to the arts.
Vocabulary: Past participles (directed, painted, written,
sculpted, designed); Nouns (oil painting, famous building,
science-fiction film, classic novel, sculpture)

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information (missing sentences), to present an artist, to
write a biography
Vocabulary: Nouns (career, fur, portrait, outline,
advertising agency, creation, advertising campaign,
environmental organisation, Hyperrealist movement,
masterpiece, canvas, design, scales); Verbs (stroke,
promote, research, transfer, exhibit, bother); Phrasal verb
(carry on); Adjective (realistic); Adverb (surprisingly);
Phrases (bring to life, public awareness, endangered
species, stay still, shower away, handheld gadget, true-to-
life)

Lesson Objectives: To learn / revise the passive, to
change from the active to the passive, to learn the
causative, to research a process, to practise key word
transformations, to write a quiz, to practise phrasal verbs
with GET, to practise forming compound nouns and to
practise prepositional phrases

Lesson Objectives: To learn topic-related vocabulary, to
learn vocabulary related to films and TV shows, to talk
about preference
Vocabulary: TV shows (awards, characters, cast, set, hits,
season, critics, series, episode, plotlines); Films (boring,
gripping, predictable, moving, interesting, educational,
exciting, scary, funny, relaxing, impressed, imaginary); 

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information
(multiple choice), to give an opinion on a film, to pronounce
/ai/, /Oi/
Vocabulary: Nouns (dwarves, dragon, adventures); Verb
(spoil); Phrasal verbs (calm down, get on with, get into,
pick out); Phrases (adapted from, based on, set out on a
journey, battle scenes, edge of my seat)

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to complete an advert,
to complete a dialogue, to role play, to ask about a
performance, to describe a performance, to recommend, to
compare pictures

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a model,
to practise adjectives, to recommend, to write a review

Lesson Objectives: To understand lexico-structural patterns
in a text, to talk about art, crafts and jobs related to the arts, to
listen to specific information, to present a festival, to research
a festival, to compare festivals
Vocabulary: Verbs (pose, participate, hoze off); Nouns
(pavement, attention, angle); Adjective (talented); Phrasal
verb (turn into); Adverb (properly); Professions related to
the arts (juggler, living statue, trapeze artist, opera singer,
mime artist, stand-up comedian, street magician)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to read for detail, to research different sculptures
and present them
Vocabulary: Verbs (depict, resist, convey, melt down,
pour, cool, harden, gather); Nouns (stone, metal, wood,
butter, ice, material, quality, hillside, mould, carving,
casting, modelling, assembling); Adjectives (long-lasting,
temporary, realistic, abstract, clay); Phrasal verb (chip
away)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to research and write a short text about a
gallery
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Can you help? 5Unit

In this unit Ss will explore the topics of global issues, the
environment and international organisations.
Vocabulary: Social problems: (poverty, homelessness,
unemployment); Environmental problems: (endangered
species, landfills full of rubbish, pollution); Nouns (packaging,
volunteers, household waste, accommodation)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
the main ideas (matching headings), to present light
pollution, to summarise a text, to research for a song
Vocabulary: Nouns (overload, power cut, resident,
emergency services, authorities, office block, security lights,
wildlife, ecosystem, horizon, seafront, insect, lack, depression,
heart disease, cancer, lighting); Verbs (spot, wander, waste,
affect, hatch, swarm, feed, reproduce, decline, disrupt,
marvel); Phrasal verbs (creep in, switch off); Adjectives (giant,
silvery, stray, dim, starry); Phrases (complete darkness, light
pollution, streetlights shine, security lights flash on and off,
wasting energy, affects wildlife, get confused, sleep patterns
get disrupted, dim streetlights, switch off unnecessary
lighting, low-energy bulbs, in a panic, shop front, flash on and
off, baby turtle, sleep patterns)

Lesson Objectives: To learn reported speech (statements,
questions, commands), to learn reporting verbs, to practise
key word transformations, to act out a dialogue, to practise
forming adjectives from nouns or verbs and to practise
phrasal verbs with TURN

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to
environment, to match problems to solutions
Vocabulary: The environment (ozone layer, global
warming, fossil fuels, thick smog, oil spill, greenhouse
gases, conservation projects); Verbs (prevent, save, raise,
reduce, ban, fine, invest)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information
(multiple matching), to collect information on reducing
waste, to learn and practise homophones

Vocabulary: Nouns (compost, coffee shop, packaging,
charity shop, bargain); Verbs (patrol, swerve); Adjective
(disposable)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role play,
to make suggestions, to introduce examples / results, to
agree / disagree, to describe pictures

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise linkers, to practise paragraph structure,
to listen for ideas, to write an essay providing solutions

Lesson Objectives: To understand and interpret information,
to read for detail, to complete an open cloze text, to listen and
read for confirmation, to prepare a leaflet and to discuss how
to save energy
Vocabulary: Verbs (generate, spin, convert, reduce);
Nouns (energy, resources, coal, oil, chemical, steam,
turbine, generator, wind, waves, rate); Adjectives (non-
renewable, renewable, geothermal); Phrasal verbs (use
up, run out, heat up); Phrases (natural gas, fossil fuels,
organic material, power station, solar energy, solar cells)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to research and talk about an inventor and
their invention
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of fears and phobias,
feelings and body language.
Vocabulary: Fears (flying, storms, open water, meeting
new people, public speaking, heights, crowds / people,
closed spaces, dentist / doctor, animals / bugs); Nouns
(attack, blow); Verbs (shake, move, sting, bite, stop,
freeze, sweat, hide, disappear); Adjectives (unhealthy,
sick, wet)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, (matching headings) to talk and write
about phobias
Vocabulary: Nouns (arachnid, venom, treatment, fear,
plughole, rainforest, tarantula, mosquito, cockroach, fly,
moth); Verbs (harm, suffer, sweat, scream, block, crawl,
startle, reduce, shake, sweat, scuttle); Phrasal verb (run
away); Adjectives (creepy, nutritious, common, eight-
legged, irrational, deep-fried, confident) Phrases (suffer
from, at all costs, play a part, nutritious treat, pest
controller, exposure therapy)

Lesson Objectives: To learn or revise modals, to practise
deductions, to practise key word transformations, to
practise prepositional phrases, to practise forming negative
adjectives and to practise phrasal verbs with KEEP

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to body
language and feelings
Vocabulary: Body language (touch chin, gaze, tilt head to
one side, cover mouth, raise an eyebrow, wide eyes and
open mouth, frown, smile); Feelings (anxious, nervous,
embarrassed, dizzy, scared)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information
(multiple choice), to talk about social anxiety, to practise
elision
Vocabulary: Nouns (student counsellor, hypnotherapy);
Verbs (tremble, affect, persuade); Phrases (social phobia,
panic attack, painfully shy, make judgements, low self-
esteem

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role play a
dialogue, to express concern, to show sympathy, to give
advice & respond to advice, to describe a picture

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise language for giving advice, to practise
error correction, to write an email giving advice

Lesson Objectives: To understand lexico-grammatical
patterns in a text, to listen for detailed meaning, to talk
about fears & phobias, to learn idioms related to fear, to
present a competition, to write an informal email narrating
an experience
Vocabulary: Fears & phobias (Animals – snakes, dogs,
spiders, Natural environment – height, darkness, storms,
Situational – closed spaces, tunnels, flying, Blood / Injury –
germs, blood, needles); Idioms (as white as a sheet,
butterflies in my stomach, scared stiff, jumped out of his
skin, hair stands on end); Nouns (stalk, precaution);
Adjectives (acid, bare); Verbs (inject, strip off, cheat)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
main idea, to give a presentation, to write an informal email
giving advice
Vocabulary: Verbs (unease, cope with, distract, pump,
affect, relieve, fight, heal); Nouns (nervousness, chemical,
serotonin, dopamine, virus, wound); Adjectives (longer-
lasting, energised, processed); Phrases (whole grains,
lose its hold)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to describe
typical traits, to compare and contrast people’s traits
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Health & Food 7Unit

In this unit Ss will explore the topics of health & fitness,
food & drinks, symptoms & treatments and illness.
Vocabulary: Nouns (digestion, symptoms, immune system,
diet, vitamin, calories); Verbs (lose, reduce, catch); Phrasal
verbs (break down, fight off)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist / detail, to
read for detail, opinion, attitude, tone, main idea, to talk
about food and drinks, to present a diet, to express likes /
dislikes, to describe a festival, to write an article about a
festival, to compare festivals
Vocabulary: Food & drinks (Red meat: lamb, beef; Dairy
products: butter, cheese, yoghurt; Fruit: grapes, olives,
watermelon, cherries; Legumes & nuts: almonds; Pasta:
spaghetti; Vegetables: broccoli, beetroot, cabbage,
potatoes, tomatoes, cucumber, lettuce, onions, peas; Fish
& seafood: tuna, lobster, salmon, prawns, trout; Poultry:
chicken, turkey; Sweets: ice cream apple pie, cake, Other:
bread, eggs); Verbs (chuckle, sample, deserve, poke,
gather, swallow, squeeze, nod, respect); Nouns
(anniversary, beetle, agreement, grasshopper); Adjectives
(eager, worm-like, mature, buttery); Phrases (deep valley,
stag heart, seagull egg, lamb tail); Adverb (encouragingly)

Lesson Objectives: To learn / revise conditionals, to learn
wishes, to practise key word transformations, to state a
problem and give advice, to learn prepositional phrases, to
learn to form abstract nouns from adjectives, to learn
phrasal verbs with CUT

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for symptoms &
treatments
Vocabulary: Symptoms & treatments (sore throat, high
temperature, muscles ache, bad cough, hurts to breathe,
vomited, itchy eyes, sneeze, exhausted, mouth swells and
itches, get a rash, tripped over, swollen and bruised, a cold /
the flu, a chest infection, food poisoning, hay fever, insomnia,
a food allergy, a twisted ankle) 

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information
(multiple choice), to talk about the pros of exercising in a
group, to learn and practise question tags
Vocabulary: Nouns (fitness, personal trainer, hormones);
Verbs (motivate, attend, overdo, convince, demand);
Phrasal verbs (let down, work out); Adjective (nutritious);
Phrases (one-to-one attention, class level, pull a muscle,
push themselves, aerobics sessions)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a mind map, to complete
a dialogue, to listen for gist, to role play, to ask for / give /
respond to advice

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise topic sentences, to practise linkers, to
learn clauses of concession, to write a for-and-against essay 

Lesson Objectives: To listen, for specific information, to
read for detail, to check comprehension, to explain how the
digestive system works
Vocabulary: Verbs (absorb, swallow); Nouns (molecule,
oesophagus, stomach, bloodstream, fibre, liver, pancreas,
bile, fat, protein, minerals, vitamins); Adjectives (excess,
undigested); Phrases (digest food, small intestine, large
intestine, digestive enzyme); Phrasal verb (break sth down)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to research and compare dishes
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xi

In this unit Ss will explore the topics of travel, holiday activities,
accommodation, city life / country life and travel situations.
Vocabulary: Verbs (meet, stay, shop, explore, enjoy, join
experience, sleep); Nouns (accommodation, home)
Adjectives (local, sandy) Holiday activities (lie on the beach,
go shopping for souvenirs, write postcards, take holiday
snaps, practise the language, enjoy the scenery, try the
local food, go on guided tours, prefer an all-inclusive
holiday); Types of holidays (skiing, cruise, sightseeing,
safari, beach); Accommodation (self-catering apartment,
B&B, hostel, campsite); Transport (trolley, subway, taxi,
ferry, plane, moped); Cultural places (art gallery, museum,
theatre, ancient site); Eating out (pizzeria, fast food
restaurant, steakhouse, fish restaurant)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, (multiple matching) to talk about special
places, to write a short paragraph about a tourist attraction in
your country
Vocabulary: Nouns (passenger, crew, desert, ruins, rock,
site, stall, maze, pavilion, pond, bridge, guide, cross-
country skiing, husky sledging, Aurora Borealis, clap);
Verbs (wander, board, float, entertain, remind, create);
Adjectives (unique, elegant, separate, peaceful); Phrases
(overnight (boat) trip, mouth-watering meal, on deck, dine
in style, carve out of, off the beaten track, passionate
about, take my breath away, wander around, take things at
my own pace, physically active, stay awake, light pollution,
natural phenomenon, make noises, in the distance)

Lesson Objectives: To learn relative clauses, to learn
defining / non-defining relative clauses, to learn clauses of
purpose, to learn phrasal verbs with CHECK, to learn to
form verbs from adjectives and nouns, to learn prepositional
phrases

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to city life
& country life, to discuss travel experiences
Vocabulary: City life / Country life (close relationship, job
opportunities, peaceful walk, streets crowded with people,
traffic jam, late hours, heavy traffic, polluted air, unspoilt
nature)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information
(note-taking), to persuade a friend to go on a holiday, to
learn subject-object questions and intonation

Vocabulary: Nouns (lifetime, dog sledding, snowmobiling,
transfer,); Verb (hire); Adjective (complimentary);Phrases
(winter break, overnight stay, chairlift ride, direct flight, in-
flight meal, luxury accommodation, 3-course meal, airport
taxes, thermal clothes)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to listen for
gist, to role play, to ask for / give information, to ask about /
express preference, to compare pictures

Lesson Objectives: To analyse a rubric, to analyse a
model, to practise adjectives, to practise opening / closing
remarks, to practise informal style, to write an informal letter 

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to listen for gist, main idea, specific information,
to give reasons, to write a brochure, to give a presentation
Vocabulary: Verbs (wander, feature); Nouns (wilderness,
chain, bird-spotter, scenery, stream); Adjectives (wild,
unspoiled, hilly, rare, rocky, spectacular, misty, freshwater);
Adverb (inland); Phrases (nature lover, get into trouble, off-
road driving);

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
detail, to present a place to TV viewers
Vocabulary: Verb (cool); Nouns (granite, surface, magma,
outcrop, streams, soil, mining, quarrying, copper, tin, vein,
mine, industry); Phrases (natural beauty, flat-topped
moorland, V-shaped river valley, sheep farming, main
industries)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to research for places and write a text, to
compare places
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Get connected 9Unit

Lesson Objectives: To present tech gadgets and how we
use them; to present social media; to talk about how we
use tech gadgets
Vocabulary: Tech gadgets (smartphone, laptop, tablet);
Uses (take selfies, follow celebrities on Twitter, watch
videos on YouTube, talk on Skype, post an update on
Facebook, stream TV shows, download an app, text
someone, call someone); Verbs (text, post, watch, take,
talk, stream, download)

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to read for
cohesion, coherence and text structure, to listen and read
for gist, to write a paragraph giving reasons, to present
futuristic technology in films
Vocabulary: Verbs (set, destroy, hover, float, control, lift,
record); Nouns (hologram, villain, lightsaber, droid,
landspeeder weapons, reality, swamp, mind, sword,
headset, brainwaves, mission); Adjectives (futuristic,
advanced, evil, robotic); Phrases (fashion show, follow
orders, make decisions, physically disabled, space
exploration); Adverb (surprisingly)

Lesson Objectives: To learn about the infinitive / -ing
form; to learn about clauses of result, to learn reflexive /
emphatic pronouns, to learn about quantifiers /
determiners, to practise prepositional phrases, to learn
phrasal verbs with MAKE; to practise using negative
prefixes

Lesson Objectives: To learn about computer hardware
Vocabulary: Verbs (download, upload, copy and paste,
delete, save, scroll, insert, browse, install, edit); Nouns
(touchpad, webcam, keyboard, router, mouse, speakers,
external hard drive, USB port, screen, printer)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for attitude, opinion, gist,
purpose, feeling, main points and detail (multiple matching),
to practise pronunciation of British English and American
English
Vocabulary: Verbs (rely on, achieve); Adjectives (frustrating,
online, convenient); Phrasal verbs (put down, do without)

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to listen and
read for text structure, to ask for help / offer to help, to
explain a problem and suggest solutions, to make
decisions
Vocabulary: Asking for help: (Excuse me, (but) could /
can you help me?, I need some help / assistance with…, I
have a problem with…); Offering help (Let me have a look /
see what I can do, Let’s see what’s wrong.); Explaining a
problem (It won’t / doesn’t turn / switch on / off., It doesn’t
seem to (have a picture / any sound, etc)); Suggesting
solutions (I can / could offer you a refund / a replacement.,
Perhaps you’d like a new…, How about…?)

Lesson Objectives: To read for text structure, to identify
formal style, to practise strong / mild tone in letters / emails
of complaint, to write an email of complaint about a faulty
item

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for detail and
understanding, to present how electricity reaches our
homes
Vocabulary: Verbs (light, power, imagine, burn, produce,
generate, increase, reduce, measure); Nouns (oil, gas,
energy, electricity, wind, sunlight, transformer, voltage,
wire, structure, pylon, substation, level, explosion, pole,
meter, household, flow, wiring); Phrases (power station,
fossil fuels, nuclear power, renewable energy, flowing
water, power station, fuse box, electrical socket) Adverbs
(safely); Phrasal verbs (turn into, cut off)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to present a scientist
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6(T)

  1    To present / revise vocabulary related
to routines

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the rubric and the pictures
underneath. 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    help         4    have       7    cook         10   play
        2    send        5    eat          8    surf
        3    walk         6    do           9    walk

  2    To present / revise adverbs of frequency
and sports

       •    Ss work in pairs. Read out the example and ask
Ss to look at the adverbs of frequency and the
sports activities.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task while you walk
around the class and offer assistance wherever
necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       3    I usually go jogging on Sundays. 
       4    I don’t always go horse riding.
       5    I sometimes go surfing.
       6    I usually go sailing.
       7    I never go skateboarding.
       8    I always play rugby with my friends on Fridays.
       9    I often go rollerskating.
     10    I never go scuba diving in winter.

Objectives
To present / revise adverbs of frequency, vocabulary
related to routines, sports and household chores. To
present / revise prepositions of time / place, question
words, make / do, countable / uncountable nouns and
plurals and the definite and indefinite articles a / an – the.

Vocabulary
Routines (help with household chores, send text
messages to friends, walk to school, have lessons, eat
lunch, do homework, cook dinner, surf the Net,  walk
the dog, play video games); Sports (go cycling, play
basketball, go jogging, go horse riding, go surfing, go
sailing, go skateboarding, play rugby, go rollerskating,
go scuba diving); Household chores (mop the floor,
make your bed, dust the furniture, iron the clothes,
take out the rubbish, tidy your room, cook dinner, water
the plants, wash the dishes, do the laundry).

  3    To present / revise adverbs of frequency
and household chores

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task in their

notebooks.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I never dust the furniture. I sometimes iron the
clothes. I usually take the rubbish out. 

       I always tidy my room. I never cook dinner. I often
water the plants. I always wash the dishes. I never do
the laundry.

Game: Ss play in teams. A student from Team A mimes a
household chore or a sport. Team B tries to guess the
answer. Each correct answer gets 1 point. The team with
the most points wins. 

Starter
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  7    To practise using make or do

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss that they can use their
dictionary to look up the meanings of the phrases.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and check Ss’
answers.

       •    Elicit the L1 equivalents from Ss.

Answer Key

        1    do            5    make         9    make         13   make
        2    do            6    do           10   make         14   make
        3    make        7    do           11   make         15   make
        4    make        8    make       12   do             16   do

7(T)

  4    To practise using prepositions of time /
place

       •    Elicit / Revise when we use prepositions of time
(in – months, parts of the day etc; on – days, parts
of particular days; at – time, parts of the week etc)

       •    Go through the prepositions of place with Ss and
elicit L1 equivalents.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    within                 5    on                      9    in
        2    in                        6    at                     10   during
        3    from, to              7    At
        4    on                      8    between

Extension: Ss work in pairs and ask questions to find out
what there is in their partner’s bedroom to draw it.
e.g. A: Is there a bed in your bedroom?

B: Yes, there is.
A: Is there a desk in your bedroom?
B: Yes, there is.
A: Is the desk next to the bed?
B: No, it isn’t.
A: Is it opposite the bed?
B: Yes, it is. etc

  5    To practise using prepositions of place

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        2    next to               5    in front of           8    on
        3    in front of           6    above
        4    above                 7    between

  6    To present / revise question words

       •    Revise question words and elicit a number of
them from the class (who, what, when, why,
where, how [many, much, often], which etc.)

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key

        1    How                   3    What time          5    When
        2    Where                4    What                  6    Who

Suggested Answer Key

        1    10
        2    Barcelona, Spain
        3    8.00
        4    I play football
        5    At 10 o’clock
        6    Pedro

Starter
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8(T)

  8    a)   To revise / practise countable /
uncountable nouns / Plurals

             •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the
headings into their notebooks.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       Countable: cupboard, foot, bank, cherry, headache,
job, battery, coat, dress, nurse, biscuit

       Uncountable: electricity, work, people, luck, time,
maths, money, weather, rice, physics, blood, traffic,
paper

       Both: furniture, police, glasses, meat, trousers,
luggage, news, hair

       b)   To practise countable / uncountable
nouns

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss work in closed pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    are            4    hair              7    are             9    is
        2    travels       5    luggage       8    some        10   job
        3    hair            6    isn’t                  paper

  9    To present / revise a / an – the

       •    Go through the rubric and elicit from Ss the uses
of a / an – the (a / an used to refer to an
unspecified thing, the used to refer to something
specific etc).

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it.
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

Answer Key

       1    a, the, the      4    a, the
       2    a, The, the      5    a, a, the, the, the
       3    –, a, –, a, the

10   To practise using the definite article the

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    –, the, the, the      5    –, the, –
       2    –, the, the, the, the      6    The, –, the, –, the
       3    The, –      7    –, –, –, –, –
       4    The, –, the, the

As an extension Ss work in groups and collect information
about the capital cities of various countries. Each group
chooses a different city. Then, they prepare a Did you
know? text similar to the one in Ex. 10. They present it to
the class. 

Windsor Castle is a large castle built around 1000
years ago. It is in the town of Windsor in Berkshire,
about 30km west of London.
The Houses of Parliament (or The Palace of
Westminster) includes the House of Commons and
the House of Lords, where elected representatives of
the people of the UK decide on laws. The current
building was designed by Charles Barry and
completed in 1870.
The Tyburn was a small river in London. Now it flows
entirely through pipes and drains to join with the
River Thames.
Buckingham Palace is the main residence of the
British Royal Family in London. It was built in 1703 by
the Duke of Buckingham.
London Bridge was built in 1974 from steel and
concrete.
Waterloo Bridge was built in 1817. It was named in
honour of the Battle of Waterloo.
Hyde Park is a large park in central London, dating
back around 500 years.
Peter Pan is a fictional character created by
children’s author J.M. Barrie.
Diana, Princess of Wales (1961-1997) was the wife
of British Prince Charles and an international figure of
fashion and philanthropy. 

Background information

Starter
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What’s in this unit?
In this Unit, Ss will learn vocabulary related to people
around the world, appearance and character, and family
members. They will learn / revise the present simple, the
present continuous, the present perfect, the present
perfect continuous and comparatives /  superlatives. They
will learn intonation in exclamations, they will learn to ask
for and express opinion / disagreement and compare
pictures. They will also write an opinion essay.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary through pictures

       •    Read the title of the unit Living together and ask
Ss to suggest what they think the unit will be
about (the unit is about people around the world,
appearance, physical characteristics, character
and families.) Go through the What’s in this unit list
to stimulate Ss’ interest in the unit.

       •    Go through the questions (1-3) and explain / elicit
the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Direct Ss to the pictures and give them time to
match them to the descriptions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    Odval                 2    Koyati                3    Pui-Litan

  2    To listen for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the people
to the descriptions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    Mongolians        2    Maasai               3    Atayal

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To practise new vocabulary by describing
people

       •    Ss work in pairs and use the vocabulary in Exs 1 &
2 to describe the people in the pictures.

       •    Ask some Ss to describe the people to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Odval has got rosy cheeks. She is also warm and
friendly.

       Koyati is tall and slim. He is also hardworking and
polite.

       Pui-Litan has got pale skin. She is brave, courageous
and peaceful.

  4    To present new vocabulary

       •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the
meanings of any unknown adjectives.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

       •    Ss tell their partner, giving reasons.

Answer Key

        1    responsible       5    sensible             9    vain
        2    messy                6    sociable           10   polite
        3    shy                    7    rude                 11   bossy
        4    truthful              8    arrogant           12   anxious

Suggested Answer Key

       I am shy. I feel uncomfortable with others.
       I am anxious. I often feel nervous or worried.
       I am truthful. I never tell lies.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that you don’t have to have a
lot of possessions and wealth to be happy. I think that
if you make the most of what you have, then you can
be very happy indeed.

Mongolia is a country in Central Asia. The capital
city is Ulan Bator and the population is 2.9 million
people. The people are called Mongolians.
The Atayal is a tribe from central and northern Taiwan,
an island in East Asia. It is the second largest native
tribe in the country and has an advanced culture.
Taiwan is a sovereign state in East Asia. Neighbouring
states include Japan to the east and northeast, and
the Philippines to the south. Taiwan is one of the most
densely populated countries in the world with a
population of about 23.5 million people. The official
language is Mandarin and the currency is the New
Taiwan dollar.
The Maasai are a people from Kenya and northern
Tanzania in southeast Africa. There are around
841,000 Maasai people. They are a semi-nomadic
people and they are easily recognised by their bright
traditional dress.
Eastern Africa is a region on the continent of Africa
that includes the countries of Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi as well as the islands
of Mauritius and the Seychelles.

Background information

9(T)
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10(T)

1a
  1    To read for gist

       •    Give Ss time to read the title of the text and the
introduction and find the answer to the question.
Ask Ss to skim through the text rather than read it
in detail.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       The first tribes of people in Africa were hunter-
gatherers who lived day-to-day and the Hadza tribe is
the last tribe who still live this way.

  2    To read for specific information
(multiple choice)

       •    Read out the Tips box to help Ss do the task. Ask
Ss to read question 1 and the possible answers.

        •    Give them time to read the text again and choose
the correct answer for the question giving reasons.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the rest of questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and ask Ss to

justify their answers with examples from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    A   (whole text)
       2    D   (I am thrilled to get close to the Hadza people.)
       3    B   (They wander the land taking food from it

whenever they need ...)
       4    D   (They are generous and easy-going people ...)
       5    A   (They don’t seem to have any worries.)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       elder (n): an older member of a community
       filled with (phr): being full of sth
       baboon (n): a large ape
       pick up (phr v): to lift sth up in your hand
       bow (n): a weapon which you shoot arrows from
       set off (phr v): to begin a journey
       lean (adj): without fat
       fit (adj): in good physical shape
       curly (adj): having curls
       hang (v): to be suspended
       skin belt (phr): a belt made from animal skin
       hunt (v): to track and kill animals for food
       native language (phr): a language spoken by the

people who live in a particular area
        homeland (n): where a person was born and grew up
       interpreter (n): a person who translates from one

language to another to help people who don’t speak
the same language communicate

        niece (n): your brother or sister’s daughter is your niece
       extreme (adj): very great in degree or intensity
       heat (n): hot temperatures
       soil (n): the ground
       poor (adj): not rich; lacking
       short supply (phr): when there is not much / many of

sth

       bug (n): insect
       keep track of time (phr): to note the passing of the

minutes, hours, days, weeks, etc
       meaning (n): significance
       live off (phr v): rely on to provide with food, water etc
       nature (n): the natural world
       provide (v): to give sb sth they need
       hunter-gatherer (phr): a person who hunts and

gathers fruit, berries etc to live
       in person (phr): face-to-face
       gather (v): collect
       berry (n): a small fruit that grows in bunches on a

plant or a bush
       generous (adj): giving of their time / money /

possessions freely to another
       easy-going (adj): relaxed and carefree
       dive in (phr): to put your hands into sth quickly and

eagerly
       possessions (n): personal belongings
       free from belongings (phr): without possessions
       responsibilities (n): duties
       be better off (phr): be in a better position
       worry (n): trouble or problem
        attached to (phr): to have a special bond with sb / sth
       arrival (n): the act of coming to a place
       departure (n): the act of leaving a place
       effect (n): a change one thing causes to another
       wonder (v): think about
       matter of time (phr): sth that is certain to happen in

the future
       be over (phr): come to an end / finish

  3    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    It is very hot, there is little water and the soil is no
good for growing crops. There are also lots of
insects.

       2    They live day to day and do not have permanent
homes. Also, I think that their way of living must be
quite dangerous and that is why they don’t
become attached to people or things.

       3    Life is very difficult for them and they may not be
able to survive this way for much longer.

  4    a) & b)  To consolidate new vocabulary
through synonymous words / phrases

       •    Read the words / phrases in the list and give Ss
time to match them to the words in bold in the
text. Ss can work in closed pairs.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class
and elicit what part of speech each word / phrase
in bold is.

Answer Key – see p. 11(T)
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Suggested Answer Key

        The Hadza do not celebrate religious holidays, birthdays
or anniversaries. They have no official leaders as
everyone is equal. They do not have ceremonies, not
even weddings. They do not have houses either.
Everyone sleeps around the campfires and shares all
the food. Family groups are hard to distinguish within
a tribe as everyone lives together.

  9    To describe an imaginary scenario
based on information in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to write a
few sentences.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell their partner
or to share their answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I’ve been with the Hadza people for a week now. The
conditions are very difficult because it is very hot and
there are a lot of insects such as mosquitoes that bite.
I sleep in my tent, but the Hadza sleep outside around
a campfire. The men go hunting together and the
women collect berries and fruit. It is very interesting to
see how they live such a simple life without worries but
I really miss all my home comforts.

Activity for weaker classes
Create a cloze text using the suggested answer in Ex. 9.
Remove the underlined words in the answer above and
give them in a list. Ss complete the text.

Tanzania, officially the United Republic of Tanzania is a
country in East Africa within the African Great Lakes
region. It is bordered by Kenya and Uganda to the
north, Rwanda, Burundi and the Democratic Republic
of the Congo to the west, Zambia, Malawi and
Mozambique to the south and the Indian Ocean to the
east. Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest mountain, is in
northeastern Tanzania. The country has a population of
approximately 51.8 million people and it is composed
of several ethnic, linguistic and religious groups. Its
official capital is Dodoma and the official language is
Swahili, although English is widely spoken.

Background information

1a
  5    To describe a picture

       Ask questions about the picture: What does it show?
What is the weather like? What is the man like? What
is he wearing / holding / doing? Elicit answers, then
allow Ss some time to prepare their answers. Ask
various Ss around the class to describe the picture.

Suggested Answer Key

       In the picture there is a Hadza tribe member with a
bow and arrow ready to shoot. The tribe member is a
short, lean man named Onwas. He looks quite old
but fit. There are trees and bushes in the background.
I think he is hunting baboons. It seems it is a very
hot day.

  6    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Play the recording and ask Ss to read the text.
       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class four things they

have learnt from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

       I’ve learnt that they are one of the last tribes who live
as people in the past did. I’ve learnt that they live from
day to day and do not have permanent homes. I’ve
learnt that they don’t become attached to people or
things and that their way of life may not be able to
survive for much longer.

  7    To develop presentation skills / To present
the Hadza people

        •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss to
read the text again. Tell Ss to copy the headings in
the rubric in their notebooks and make notes under
them.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS1 for guided help with this
presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK1

  8    To expand the topic and develop
research skills

        Ask Ss to research on the Internet and / or other
sources and find out more information about the Hadza
and present it to the class. Ss can work in groups if they
like and prepare a PowerPoint presentation.

ICT

11(T)
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1b
  1    To present / revise present tenses

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the email and elicit
identification of the verb forms 1-10 in bold.

       •    Give Ss time to match the verb forms 1-10 to the
uses A-J. Ss can work in pairs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar
Reference section for more information. Revise
formation of these tenses if necessary.

Answer Key

        1    present continuous – E
        2    present perfect – F
        3    present continuous – G
        4    present perfect continuous – I
        5    present simple – A
        6    present continuous – D
        7    present perfect – J
        8    present simple – B
        9    present simple – C
      10   present continuous – H

  2    To practise present tenses

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
it. Ss compare answers in pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit justifications.

Answer Key

       1    is graduating, have just received (fixed future
arrangement & recently completed action)

       2    Have you seen, I’ve been looking (an action that
happened at an unstated time in the past & an
action that started in the past and continues to the
present)

       3    Does Sally live, is looking (permanent state & an
action happening now)

       4    leaves, are always rushing (a timetable &
a complaint)

        5    is Amy doing, walks, is going (an action happening
now, a habit / routine & an action happening now)

       6    are you meeting, always meet (a fixed future
arrangement & a habit / routine)

  3    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
       •    Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    a    enjoy (like / permanent state)
             b    am enjoying (having a good time / action

happening now)
       2    a    is appearing (acting / a fixed future

arrangement)
             b    appears (seems / stative verb / meaning)

       3    a    see (understand / stative verb / meaning)
             b    is seeing (meeting / fixed future arrangement)
        4    a    is thinking (considering / action happening

now)
              b    don’t think (don’t believe / stative verb /

meaning)

  4    To practise adverbs of frequency using
personal examples

        •    Explain the task and read out the table explaining /
eliciting the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class.
       •    Ask some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  What do you usually do in your free time?
       B:  I usually read a book or watch a DVD. Sometimes, I

play a sport or go for a walk. How about you? etc
       A:  What are you doing this weekend?
       B:  I’m going to the cinema. etc

The James Bond film series is a British series of spy
films based on the fictional character of MI6 agent
James Bond “007”, who originally appeared in a
series of books by Ian Fleming. It is one of the longest
continually-running film series in history. The first film
of the series was Dr. No and it was released in 1962.
Russia (also called the Russian Federation) is a
large country in Eurasia. It is the largest country in
the world. The capital city is Moscow and it has a
population of 143 million people.

Background information

12(T)
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       •    Invite Ss to create a Word formation section in
their notebooks. Ss create four columns Person
noun – Abstract noun – Adjective – Adverb and list
words they come across. Ss can use their
dictionaries to complete the rest of the columns.

        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Ss should justify
their answers.

Answer Key
       1    annoyed (feeling) 4    interested (feeling) 
       2    confused (feeling) 5    shocking (what like)
       3    amusing (what like) 6    boring (what like)

10   To practise prepositional phrases
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Invite Ss to create a Prepositional phrases

section in their notebooks where they copy the
prepositional phrases they come across every
time, in alphabetical order. Tell Ss to revise them
as often as possible. This will help them expand
their vocabulary.

       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check answers around the class.

Answer Key
        1    on           2    with       3    about     4    to       5    to

11   To practise comparisons with adjectives
and adverbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       My mum is more outgoing than my dad.
       I can run more quickly than my sister.
       My dad is not as helpful as my mum.
       My cousin is more serious than his brother.
       My grandma speaks more slowly than my grandpa.
       My dad is the most generous person in my family.
       My sister is more confident than my brother.
       My brother is the laziest person I know.
       My best friend is more impatient than me.
       My grandpa is the most polite person in the family.

  5    To present / revise comparative /
superlative forms

       •    Explain the task and elicit the comparative /
superlative forms in the text, then elicit how we
form comparative / superlative forms.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

       Comparative forms – taller, more patient than,
as patient as

       Superlative forms – the tallest, the least patient, the
most hardworking

       We compare two people or things by using the
comparative form (+ than). We compare more than
two people or things by using the comparative form
(+ than) and the superlative form (+ of). We show that
two things are the same or not the same by using
(not) as + adjective + as.

       •    As an extension ask Ss to compare three of their
friends.

  6    To practise comparative / superlative forms

       Explain the task, give Ss time to complete it and then
check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    the least
       2    the most intelligent, as good as
       3    more patient than, kinder
       4    slower, later, faster than
       5    more outgoing than, the most easy-going of

  7    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
        •    Invite Ss to create a Phrasal Verbs section in their

notebooks where they copy the phrasal verbs they
come across every time in alphabetical order. Tell
Ss to revise them as often as possible. This will
help them expand their vocabulary.

       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Check answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    up            2    down         3    out          4    down

  8    To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    the funniest person      3    isn’t as patient as
       2    haven’t seen Alice for      4    first time I’ve been

  9    To practise word formation (-ing / -ed
participles)

       •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary. Give Ss time to complete the task.

1b
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1c
  1    To present vocabulary related to physical

characteristics

       •    Go through the list of words and explain / elicit
meaning.

       •    Allow Ss time to do the task in closed pairs.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Explain any

unknown vocabulary.

Answer Key

       A – age F – lips
       B – complexion G – eyes
       C – height H – nose
       D – build I – hair
       E – face J – special features

  2    To practise new vocabulary

       •    Ask Ss to look at the first picture. Ask questions
and elicit answers (e.g. How old do you think
Laura is? Is she tall / plump? What complexion
has she got? What is her hair like? etc).

       •    Allow Ss some time to prepare their answers for
the rest of the class.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. As an
extension Ss can choose a person in the class
and describe him / her.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Laura is in her early twenties and she is tall and
slim. She has got long straight blonde hair and a
pale complexion.

       2    Lucy is a child. She is short and thin. She has got
dark, frizzy, shoulder-length hair.

       3    Peter is middle-aged. He is tall and plump. He is
bald with a beard.

       4    John is a teenager. He is of average height and
well-built. He has got short brown hair.

  3    a) To present new vocabulary / revise
family relationship words

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task in closed
pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       mum – dad grandma – grandpa
       aunt – uncle niece – nephew
       sister – brother mother-in-law – father-in-law
       daughter – son

       b) To consolidate new vocabulary

              Ask various Ss to describe their family members to
the class. Ss can use the headings in Ex. 1 and the
words listed in the table to prepare their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       My mum’s short and plump with short, brown, curly
hair. She is quiet, honest, shy and polite. My dad’s tall
and slim with dark hair and green eyes. He’s very
hardworking, self-confident and generous.

  1    To prepare for a listening task

       •    Explain the task and read the question and the
options aloud.

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the underlined words and ask
them to read the extract. Point out that the script
contains all the main ideas in the questions so Ss
need to be careful with their choice (e.g. hospital).

       •    Elicit answers from Ss.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    A

  2    a)   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

             •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-5) and the
possible answers and find the key words.

              •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Ss need to pay attention to the key words.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

        Key words: interview, describe, family, grandparents,
old, make mistakes, give advice, family occasions,
together, lots to do, doing chores, doesn’t like, no one
listens, house, quiet, family, talks too much, found,
difficult, listen to, complaints, get, family, read, book,
tell, truth, about family

Answer Key
        1    B             2    C           3    A            4    B         5    C

       b)   To talk about the advantages and
disadvantages of living in a large family and to
take notes from an audio recording

             •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and make
notes.

              •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class using
their notes as well as their own ideas.

Suggested Answer Key
        The advantages of living in an extended family are that

you always have company and you can get advice
from your grandparents who have lots of experience.
There is lots of cooperation and you can enjoy
spending time with your family and there is always
someone to listen to you. The disadvantages are that it
is often quite noisy living in a house full of people and
you may not have any quiet time or time alone.

  3    To present / practise exclamations

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss and explain
how we form exclamations.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss should justify their choices.

Answer Key
  1    How (how + adjective)
  2    What (what + (a / an) + adjective + countable noun)
  3    What (what + adjective + uncountable noun)
  4    How (how + adjective / adverb)
  5    What (what + adjective + uncountable noun)
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

        A:  In my opinion, grandparents should look after their
grandchildren because they are more trustworthy
than other caretakers. Don’t you agree?

       B:  That’s true. They have a family tie to them so they
care more about them.

       A:  Also, I think it would help parents financially
because they wouldn’t have to pay the
grandparents for looking after the children.

       B:  That’s correct. On the other hand, grandparents
may spoil their grandchildren and let them have
whatever they want. Don’t you agree?

       A:  True, but grandparents may be quite old and they
may not have the strength to take care of active
children.

       B:  Of course, but I think grandparents can offer
valuable advice to the younger generation.

       A:  That’s true. Anyway, I think it may work for some
families and not for others.

       B:  I totally agree.

  6    To compare pictures

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and explain the
task.

       •    Ask Ss to make notes for each photo under these
headings: people - looks - feelings. Ask Ss to
describe each picture using their notes.

       •    Ss use their notes to compare the pictures. Point
out that Ss should use the linkers given to express
similarity / contrast.

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then

elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the
class comparing and contrasting the pictures.

Suggested Answer Key

        The photographs show two families. Photograph A
shows two parents with one teenage daughter
whereas picture B shows a family with grandparents,
parents and two children. Both families look very
happy. Being an only child means the girl doesn’t
have to share her things or room with her brother or
sister. On the other hand, having brothers and sisters
means they have someone to talk to and hang out
with. They have to share things, too.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  1    To complete a dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before / after
each gap as these will help them do the task.

       •    Ask Ss to read the completed dialogue to see if it
makes sense.

Answer Key

        1    be            4    all            7    to             10   yourself
        2    about       5    better      8    or
        3    being       6    when      9    make

  2    To listen for confirmation

        Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in closed /
open pairs.

  4    To identify functional language

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
language table and read the dialogue again and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       Ask for opinion: Don’t you agree?
       Express opinion: In my opinion
       Agree: That’s correct, Certainly, That’s true
       Disagree: Not really

Suggested Answer Key

       Don’t you agree? = Isn’t that right?
       In my opinion = If you ask me…
       That’s correct = That’s right.
       Certainly = Of course.
       That’s true = True
       Not really. = No, I don’t think so.

  5    To discuss a given topic and follow
a model dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs. Write this diagram on the board. Ask
Ss to follow it.

       

A
Express opinion;
give first reason.

Give second
reason.

Reply. Give a
negative reason.

Agree. Come to
a conclusion.

B
Agree.

Expand on the reason
given.

Agree. Expand on it.
Ask A if he / she agrees.

Agree; Add a counter
argument.

Agree with A.

15(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric paying special attention
to the underlined words. Explain that these will
help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       1    an opinion essay about working mothers
       2    a)   I should write in formal style.
              b)   longer sentences, formal linking words / phrases

  2    To read a model essay and match
paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
contents 1-5 to each paragraph A-E.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    B             2    A            3    C           4    E         5    D

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    a)   To identify and analyse topic
sentences / supporting sentences in a model
essay

             •    Go through the theory box with Ss.
             •    Ask Ss to find the topic / supporting sentences,

then the linking words.

Answer Key
       Para B: To begin with, going to work means that

mothers can provide more income for the family. –
Yes – example / result – For example, they can buy
better food and clothing for their children. (For
example). / As a result, they can ensure the children
have what they need. (As a result).

       Para C: Secondly, working mothers are excellent role
models for children. Yes – example – For instance,
they demonstrate how to take care of children, the
house and pursue a career. (For instance)

       Para D: On the other hand, working long hours
means that mothers spend a lot of time away from
home. – Yes – results – Therefore, they may miss out
on quality time with their children. (Therefore)

        b)   To suggest alternative topic sentences

             Ss work in pairs. Elicit suitable topic sentence
alternatives from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Para B: In the first place, working mothers are better
able to provide for their family.

       Para C: Furthermore, they set a good example for
their children.

       Para D: However, working mothers may be away
from home a lot.

       c)   To identify formal language

             •    Elicit what characterises a text as formal. 
             •    Ask Ss to look at the model essay again and

elicit examples of formal language from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       full verb forms: e.g. they can buy, means, may miss

out on
        formal linkers: As a result, To begin with, On the other

hand etc.
       longer, more complex sentences: e.g. Secondly,

working mother ... pursue a career.
       more advanced vocabulary: e.g. pursue a career,

beneficial etc.
       no imperatives

  4    To practise linking words / phrases

       Explain the task and elicit suitable alternatives from
Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       To begin with = To start with
       For example = For instance
       As a result = In this way
       Secondly = In addition
       For instance = For example
       On the other hand = Alternatively
       Therefore = As a result
       In conclusion = All in all

  5    To practise linking words / phrases

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify

their answers.

Answer Key
       1    First of all (list points)      4    However (contrast)
       2    For example (example)      5    such as (example)
       3    As a result (result)      6    In this way (result)

1e
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give their presentation in the next lesson.
Suggested Answer Key

       Hello, everyone. My name is Maria González de
Medina. Some people wake up in a silent house every
morning, but not me! In my home, there’s always a
queue for the bathroom, chaos in the kitchen and
people hunting everywhere for their school books, car
keys or gym kit. That’s because I’m part of an
extended family, and I love it!

       In an extended family, you rarely feel lonely. There are
lots of other people around and so you always have
someone to spend your free time with, whether you
want to go out and play football or stay in and watch
TV. You can also support one another and help each
other out with problems, from schoolwork to more
serious issues. Of course, in a large family you need to
share a lot of things, including your bedroom! I share
mine with two of my sisters, so I sometimes feel like I
lack privacy, but overall it’s quite fun.

       To sum up, although you might not have much
privacy, being part of an extended family means you
never feel alone. As the actress Gisele Bundchen
said, “When you come from a big family, you see that,
growing up, ... your sisters have got your back.” I
know that my sisters – and the rest of my big family –
are always there to support me.

       Are there any questions? ... Thank you for listening.

10   To write an opinion essay

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the Useful

Language box and their answers from Exs 8 & 9.
       •    Remind Ss to not use short verb forms and to use

appropriate linkers.
       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan and check their first

draft against the Checklist amending accordingly
if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.
Suggested Answer Key – see p. 12(T)

        Families come in all shapes and sizes. Some people
think a nuclear family is the best option but I strongly
believe that an extended family has a lot more to offer.

       To start with, in an extended family you rarely feel
lonely. For example, you can spend your free time
together instead of by yourself. Therefore, you can
share interests and exchange experiences.

       Secondly, family members can provide support to
each other. For instance, you can help each other with
your problems.

       On the other hand, in a big family you may need to
share a room. As a result, you may lack privacy.

       All in all, I believe that although you may want time to
yourself sometimes, being part of a large family has
many benefits. You will always have someone to
support you and you will never feel alone.
Extra activity

       Photocopy the model above or copy it onto the board

  6    To practise phrases used for expressing
opinion

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       I strongly feel that = In my opinion
       I believe that = To my mind

  7    To practise phrases used for expressing
opinion

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       2    I believe that it is better for children to grow up in

the countryside.
        3    I strongly believe that eye contact is very important

in a conversation.
       4    As far as I am concerned, everyone needs a close

friend.

  8    a)   To analyse a rubric

             Ask Ss to read the rubric. Elicit which are the key
words.

Suggested Answer Key
       Key words: teacher, essay, ‘It is good to be part of an

extended family.’, opinion with reasons to support your
point of view, 120-160 words

       b)   To match viewpoints to supporting
sentences

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    c                        2    a                         3    b

       c)   To introduce viewpoints & supporting
sentences

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
        To start with, in an extended family you rarely feel lonely

as you can spend your free time together instead of by
yourself. Therefore, you can share interests and
exchange experiences. Secondly, family members can
provide support to each other. For instance, you can
help each other with your problems.

       On the other hand, you may need to share a room. As
a result, you may lack privacy.

  9    To develop presentation skills

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to use the notes /
points in Ex. 8b to prepare a presentation on why
it is good to be part of an extended family.

        •    Give Ss time to prepare their presentation and ask
various Ss around the class to give their
presentation.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

17(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Ask Ss the questions in the rubric.
       •    Elicit answers from the class.
       •    Give Ss time to skim through the text, then ask

the class how the text answers the questions.

Answer Key
        Globalisation is the way in which the world is becoming

more and more connected. It affects almost every
aspect of our lives, but communication and trade most
of all.

  2    To complete an open cloze text

       •    Explain the task.
        •    Give Ss time to read the text again and do the task.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen to the complete text

to check their answers.

Answer Key
        1    makes        4    do                  7    For        10   with
        2    than           5    to                   8    is
        3    in                6    between        9    or

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key
       trade (n): buying and selling goods
       global (adj): worldwide
        marketplace (n): a small outside area in a town / city /

village where there is a market
       flow (v): to continue to arrive or be produced
       culture (n): the ideas, customs, and social behaviour

of a particular people or society
       spread (v): to reach a wider area
       link (v): to connect
       affect (v): to influence
       inner-city factory (n): a building where goods are

produced / packaged situated in a city
       rural (adj): in, of, or like the countryside
       assemble (v): to put parts together to create a whole
       gadget (n): small electronic device
       citizen (n): a person living in a place, with rights and

responsibilities

18(T)
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Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit answers from the class.
       •    Play the recording and allow Ss to read and listen

to the text, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       Britain has a mixture of ethnic groups. These include

white, Asian, black, people of mixed race and others.

  2    To develop presentation skills

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

ICT

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
        •    Ask Ss to research information related to ethnic

groups in their country on the Internet and / or
other sources and compare this to the information
related to British ethnicity.

       •    Give Ss time to prepare a presentation and ask
various Ss to give their presentation to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

       member (n): a person, animal or thing that is part of
a group

       local (adj): belonging to an area
       national (adj): relating to a country and its people
       community (n): the people living together in one

particular area 
        responsibility (n): sth that is your job or duty to deal with
       consider (v): to think about
       connect (v): to link
       obligation (n): a duty or commitment
       realise (v): to become aware of sth as a fact
        global solution (phr): a worldwide answer to a problem

  3    To consolidate information from the text

       •    Read through the rubric and the example aloud.
       •    Ss work in pairs to do the task.
       •    Go around the class monitoring.

Suggested Answer Key
       B:  ... globalisation make trade easier?
       A:  It creates a global marketplace. How does the

Internet affect globalisation?
       B:  It allows information to flow and cultures to spread.

How does it affect travel?
       A:  It makes travel easier. What else does it affect?
       B:  It affects the jobs we do, the food we eat, the

clothes we wear and the music we listen to. etc

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To develop research skills

       •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss can do research either in class or for homework.
       •    Give Ss time to share what they have learnt with

the rest of the group and prepare their paragraph.
       •    Have some groups read out their paragraphs.

Suggested Answer Key
        The globalised market is possible because of modern

communications. In real terms this means that for
customers in Britain many of the customer service call
centres are in India. Also, many clothing companies
design their products in Europe, make them in
Southeast Asia and sell them worldwide.

  5    See p. 19(T)

ICT
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Ex 5 on p. 18(T)

  5    To develop critical thinking skills

       Allow Ss some time to prepare their answers. Elicit
answers from various Ss.

Suggested Answer Key
        Globalisation has made trade easier. Because of the

Internet people can communicate easily from opposite
sides of the world. It also affects people’s jobs.

  1    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions 1-5 and the possible
answers.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the
correct answer for each question.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    C   (whole text)
       2    A   (whole text)
       3    B   (Because they live … fighting.)
       4    D   (The Inuit people have been living … Arctic.)
       5    B   (Whole text)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

       

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    a             3    b                4    b

  3    To listen for specific information 
(T / F statements)

        •    Give Ss time to read the rubric and the statements.
       •    Play the recording twice, if necessary. Ss listen

and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    F             2    T            3    T            4    F          5    F

Canada is a large country in North America and
extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. It
has a population of around 35 million and the
capital city is Ottawa. It has 10 provinces and 3
territories and it is one of the wealthiest countries in
the world.
Alaska is one of the states of the USA. It has a land
border with Canada. The state capital is Juneau and
it has a population of 735,000, but around half of the
population live in and around Anchorage which is the
largest city.
The Arctic is the polar region at the most northern
part of the planet. It consists of a huge ice covered
ocean (the Arctic Ocean) and a large area of barren
land covered in permafrost. Parts of Canada,
Russia, Alaska, Greenland, Norway, Sweden,
Finland and Iceland are in the Arctic.

Background information

19(T)
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Holland is a country on the northwestern coast of Europe. It
lies on the North Sea at the mouths of the Rivers Rhine and
Meuse (Maas). It has numerous rivers and lakes and an
extensive inland canal and waterway system. With a
population of approximately 6.5 million, the region includes
the capital city of Amsterdam, Rotterdam (Europe’s largest
port) and the seat of government at The Hague.
South America is a continent in the Western Hemisphere. It
is bordered on the west by the Pacific Ocean and on the
north and east by the Atlantic Ocean. North America and the
Caribbean Sea lie to the northwest. The continent includes
countries such as Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador and Guyana.
Asia is Earth’s largest and most populous continent, located
primarily in the Eastern and Northern Hemispheres. With a
population of about 4.4 billion people, Asia is notable for its
overall large size. It is bounded on the east by the Pacific
Ocean, on the south by the Indian Ocean and on the north
by the Arctic Ocean.
Bangladesh, officially known as the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh, is a country in South Asia, bordered by India and
Myanmar, at the apex of the Bay of Bengal. The official
language is Bengali and the population is approximately 169
million people. Bangladesh is rich in biodiversity, being
dominated by the fertile Bengal delta and it is home to the
world’s largest mangrove forest.
India, officially the Republic of India, is a country in South
Asia. With a population of over 1.2 billion people, it is the most
populous democracy in the world. India is a multilingual and
multi-ethnic society and home to a diversity of wildlife in a
variety of protected habitats. It is bounded by the Indian Ocean
on the south, the Arabian Sea on the south-west and the Bay of
Bengal on the south-east. 
Pakistan, officially the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, is a
country in South Asia. With a population of over 199 million
people, Pakistan has a coastline along the Arabian Sea and the
Gulf of Oman in the south and is bordered by India to the east,
Afghanistan to the west and Iran to the south-west. The official
language is Urdu but English is widely spoken and the currency
is the Pakistanian rupee.
The West Indies is a region of the Caribbean Basin and
North Atlantic Ocean that includes the islands and island
nations of the Antilles and the Lucayan Archipelago. After
the first of the voyages of Christopher Columbus to the
Americas, Europeans began using the name ‘West Indies’ to
differentiate that region from the ‘East Indies’ (South Asia
and Southeast Asia).
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK) or Britain, is
located off the north-western coast of continental Europe. The
country includes the island of Great Britain, the northeastern
part of the island of Ireland, and many smaller islands. Northern
Ireland is the only part of the UK that shares a land border with
another state—the Republic of Ireland.

Background information
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    reliable               5    elder                  9    impatient
        2    curly                   6    bossy               10   track
        3    wrinkles             7    grumpy
        4    sensitive             8    early

  5    To consolidate grammar structures 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    works (every weekend – routine)
       2    of (prepositional phrase)
       3    starts (timetable)
       4    than (comparative + than)
       5    Is Jo coming (fixed arrangements in the near

future)
       6    down (phrasal verb)
       7    with (prepositional phrase)
       8    funniest (superlative – in my family)
       9    is thinking (is considering)
     10    has been working (an action that started in the

past and lasted for some time and has left a
visible result in the present)

  6    To write an opinion essay

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and give Ss time to plan
their essay and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Alternatively, assign the task
as HW and check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

        Everyone needs friends. Friends are always there for us,
whether the times are good or bad, and accept us as we
are. However, there are many different kinds of friends. I
believe good friends help us become better people.

        To start with, a good friend will listen without criticising.
Therefore, they give us the support we need as well as
any advice we need in a truthful but sensitive way.

       Secondly, a good friend can inspire us to be the best
we can be. In this way, we can achieve things we
wanted to do.

        On the other hand, not all friends are a positive influence
on us. For example, some friends may agree with us
even when we are wrong because they don’t want to
hurt our feelings. As a result, we may make a wrong
decision and we may get hurt.

        In conclusion, I strongly believe that good friends play
an important role in our lives. Friends who are truthful,
supportive and fun to be with help us become better
people.

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss can work in closed pairs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    who / that (relative)
        2    of
        3    by (passive)
        4    as (role as)
        5    all
        6    their (possessive)
        7    decides (general truth)
        8    living (-ing after preposition)
        9    far
      10   are experiencing (gradual change)
      11   has attracted (present perfect with recently)
      12   have become (and joins recently / similar tenses)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

20(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this Unit, Ss will explore the topics of nature and science,
they will learn vocabulary related to accidents & disasters,
natural phenomena, weather and space exploration. They
will learn / revise the past simple / past continuous / past
perfect and used to / would – be / get used to. They will also
learn to ask about an experience and express interest /
shock and disbelief and they will practise describing a
picture. They will write sentences about an experience, a
story and a summary.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary through pictures

  •    Read the title of the unit Survival and ask Ss to suggest
what they think the unit will be about (the unit is about
accidents, disasters, natural phenomena, the weather
and space exploration.) Go through the What’s in this
unit list to stimulate Ss’ interest in the unit.

  •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and the news
headlines underneath each one and give Ss time to
use the words provided to complete them.

  •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    COLLAPSES          3    BURSTS         5    SINKS
        2    BREAKS OUT         4    BURY

  2    To present new vocabulary

        •    Go through the list of words and elicit any unknown
vocabulary. Ask Ss to copy the headings in their
notebooks and complete the task. Ss work in
closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       Accidents: train crash, car crash, factory fire, oil spill,
building collapse, drowning, plane crash, gas leak,
food poisoning, shipwreck

       Natural disasters: earthquake, tornado, volcanic
eruption, flood, drought, tsunami

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To listen for key information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the
descriptions to the events.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       Speaker 1 – house fire      Speaker 3 – flood
       Speaker 2 – oil spill

  4    To develop critical thinking skills /
To describe an imaginary situation

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to think about how
they would feel and what they would see and hear
if they witnessed one of the accidents /  disasters
in the pictures.

       •    Ss prepare their answers. To help Ss write these
key words on the board: 

             –    air / thick black smoke • firefighters / put out
fire • shouting / sirens / lose homes

             –    streets / flooded • small boats / carry children /
people cry

             –    under mud • people cry / look for missing
family members

             –    black oil / wash up on beach • tanker / oil /
come out / hole.

Suggested Answer Key
       1    The air was filled with thick black smoke and heat.

The firefighters were trying to put out the fire and
there was a lot of shouting and sirens. Luckily no
one was hurt. I felt scared by the fire and very sad
for the people who lost their home.

        2    The streets were flooded with water. Some people
were in small boats and others were carrying small
children and their belongings on their shoulders. It
was a terrible sight. Some people were crying. I felt
sad for them.

       3    Many houses were under the mud which was
slowly moving down the mountain, taking everything
along with it. People were crying and looking for
their missing family members. It was very upsetting. I
felt helpless to do anything.

       4    The sea was filled with black oil and it was
washing up on the beach. I could see a tanker on
its side and the oil coming from a hole in the side
of it. I felt shocked to see how much oil there was
and I felt very sorry that the coastline and all the
wildlife there would be affected by this disaster.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key
       I think this quotation makes a good point – that life

without hope is no life at all. If a person has no hope
then they are not looking to the future and to things
becoming better.

       Also, if they are in an accident or a disaster and they
give up hope, then they will not survive. Many people
have survived terrible disasters against the odds
simply because they didn’t give up hope.

Activity for weaker classes
Read aloud each of the suggested answers. Ss tell which
picture each description matches. Ask Ss to tell you which
words helped them decide.

21(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic of the text

       Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the title and
elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the text is about.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think it is about a mission to the Moon organised by
NASA in the USA, where something went wrong.

  2    a)   To introduce key vocabulary from a
text and practise new vocabulary in context

        •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the meanings
of the words given.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences and then
check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       meteor: a rock in space
       lift-off: when a rocket takes off
       re-enter: to come back in
       manned: with a crew
       leaking: releasing a small steady amount of liquid or

gas through a hole
       landing: the action of coming to the ground after

being in the air
       carbon dioxide: a gas

Answer Key

        1    manned       3    leaking         5    carbon dioxide
        2    lift-off           4    meteor         6    re-enter, landing

       b)   To listen and read for gist

             •    Elicit what Ss know, if anything, about Apollo 13
and what the sentences in Ex. 2a tell us about
Apollo 13.

              •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read and check.

Suggested Answer Key

       I know that Apollo 13 was a mission to the Moon. The
sentences tell us that it was a manned mission and
that the spacecraft had a lunar module and a
command module.

  3    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

        •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-5) and the possible
answers and find the key words.

       •    Give them time to read the text again and choose
the correct answers to the questions. Ss can work
in closed pairs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and ask Ss to
justify their answers with examples from the text.

Answer Key

       Key words: 1 (writer’s purpose, give advice, describe,
persuade, explain), 2 (writer, say, were problems,
planned, lift-off, Friday, scientists, believe, bad luck, lift-

off, delayed), 3 (astronaut’s, attitude, explosion, didn’t
think, problem, thought, die, had to do something,
believed, nothing they could do), 4 (astronauts survive,
lunar module, lifeboat, new oxygen supply, repair,
command module, adapt, less oxygen), 5 (appropriate
headline, crew, lost, space, drama, space, meteor,
stops, moon landing, astronauts, land, moon)

Answer Key

       1    B   (whole text)
       2    A   (Was it doomed from the beginning? ... minor

problems on lift-off ...)
       3    C   (... they knew there was no time to lose ...)
       4    A   (... by moving from the command module into

the lunar module ... Now, though, they were
using it as a kind of lifeboat ... the three men
could survive in the lunar module ...)

       5    B   (whole text)

       •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and
explain / elicit the meanings of the words or ask
Ss to use their dictionaries and look them up.

Suggested Answer Key

       crew (n): the staff onboard a vessel or ship
       manned mission (phr): a journey to space with a

crew of people onboard
       explosion (n): a sudden violent burst of energy
       plot (n): storyline
       survival (n): the state of living through a difficult

situation
       doomed (adj): destined to fail
       landing (n): the act of coming down to the ground
       lift-off (n): the act of taking off from the ground
       bang (n): a loud noise, usu from an explosion
       flash (v): to turn on and off (of a light)
       trail (n): visible signs of movement of sth
       leaking (adj): releasing
       oxygen tank (n): a container filled with oxygen
       meteor (n): a large lump of space rock
       no time to lose (phr): used when sth must be done

immediately
       command module (n): the main part of a spacecraft
       lunar module (n): the part of a spacecraft that lands

on the Moon
       lifeboat (n): a small boat on a ship used for escape
       enclosed (adj): surrounded on all sides
       cope with (phr): to deal with
       adapter (n): sth that changes sth so it can be used in

a different way
       carbon dioxide (n): a type of gas
       re-enter (v): to go into sth again
       splash down (phr): the action of a spacecraft landing

(always in water)
       go down in history (phr): be remembered through

time

Background information – see p. 23(T)
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Answer Key

        1    survived            4    escaped             7    broke
        2    injured               5    scratched          8    bumped
        3    rescued             6    twisted

  7    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss
to read the text again. Tell Ss to copy the
headings in the rubric in their notebooks and
make notes under them.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS2 for guided help with this
presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – See Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 6, p. PSK2

  8    To personalise the topic

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to write a

few sentences.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their

answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        I was very shocked when I heard the explosion.
I thought a meteor had hit the spacecraft. It turned out
to be a short circuit which had caused an oxygen tank
to explode. We had to act quickly and come up with a
solution because we were running out of oxygen and
power. We decided to move into the lunar module
which had its own oxygen, water and power supply.
We knew we could survive in there and return to Earth.

       •    As an extension take the roles of reporter and one
of the astronauts. Prepare questions based on the
text, then act out an interview.

Possible questions

       – When did ‘Apollo 13’ start its journey?
       – When did the problem begin?
       – What exactly happened?
       – What caused the problem?
       – What did you do?
       – How did you deal with the problem?
       – How did you feel?

23(T)

2a
  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    They used the lunar module to save oxygen and
made an adaptor to reduce the carbon dioxide
levels. They survived inside the lunar module and
then switched to the command module for the
splash down.

       2    NASA thinks the mission was a success because
the astronauts handled the situation well thanks to
their training.

        3    The astronauts were unlucky because they
had a short circuit which caused them a lot of
problems and they didn’t get to land on the Moon. /
The astronauts were lucky because they avoided a
disaster and made it back safely to Earth.

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonymous words / phrases

       •    Read the words / phrases in the list and give Ss
time to match them to the words in bold in the text.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class and
elicit what part of speech each word / phrase is.

Answer Key

       Para A: in charge of = responsible for, scheduled =
arranged, superstitious = believing in good / bad luck,
despite = although

       Para B: catastrophe = disaster, carrying out = doing,
explode = blow up, depended = relied

       Para C: conserve = save, built = made, reduced =
lowered

       Para D: obstacle = difficulty, go down in history = be
remembered in the future, considers = regards, deal
with = manage

  6    To consolidate vocabulary related to
injuries

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

The Moon is the Earth’s natural
satellite. It is a large barren rock that
orbits the Earth and its gravity affects
the Earth’s tides. It formed 4.5 billion
years ago and it is 384,400 km away

from the Earth. Humans first set foot
on the Moon in 1969.
Houston is the largest city in Texas,
USA. It is the home of NASA’s
(National Aeronautics and Space

Administration) Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center where the Mission
Control Center is located. It is the
centre for human spaceflight training,
research and flight control.

Background information

Background information for Ex. 3 on p. 22(T)
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  1    To present / revise past tenses

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the news article and elicit
the verb forms 1-6 in bold.

       •    Then give Ss time to read the news article and
match the verb forms 1-6 to the uses A-F.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar
Reference section for more information. Revise
formation of these tenses.

Answer Key

       1    past simple – A      5    past simple – B
       2    past continuous – C      6    past perfect
       3    past continuous – D            continuous – F
       4    past perfect – E

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To practise the past simple and the past
continuous

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    caused, lost, crashed
       2    Did you hear, was walking
       3    was landing, caught, Did everyone get
       4    were you doing, was reading, was cooking

Gdynia is a city in Poland with a population of about
247,000 people. It is an important port of Gdansk
Bay on the Baltic Sea. It is a relatively modern city
and the surrounding hills and coastline attract many
nature lovers.

Background information

  3   To practise past tenses

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       1    had spent
       2    was waiting
       3    was snowing, was howling
       4    were looking, were trying
       5    had been talking, hadn’t seen
       6    was walking, noticed
       7    had been trying, managed

  4    To practise past tenses

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    went                 6    saw                   11   were
        2    stopped            7    was coming      12   felt
        3    were eating       8    had crossed      13   stopped
        4    smelt                9    had seen
        5    climbed          10   knew

  5    a)   To compare the past simple and the
present perfect

             •    Ask Ss to read the table and refer them to
the Grammar Reference section for more
information.

             •    Elicit when we use each tense.

Suggested Answer Key
       We use the past simple for a completed action at a

specific time in the past.
       We use the present perfect for an action that started

in the past and continues to the present.

       A nasty experience
       who: me & my parents
       when: last summer
       where: on holiday, travelling around Scotland
       what happened: warm, sunny day, decided to go

hiking, started climbing a mountain, reached the top;
view was amazing, stopped for lunch; sky became
cloudy; soon pouring with rain, very dangerous
climbing back down; slippery rocks, difficult to see
where we were going; scared and worried, made it
back to our cabin; dried our clothes and made a
delicious hot meal; nice end to a stressful day

       Good afternoon. My name is Pham Thu. Have you
ever got caught in the rain? It’s not a nice experience,
is it? But it’s even worse when you’re up a mountain
a thousand miles from home! I should know, because
that’s exactly what happened to me.

       I was on holiday with my parents last summer. We
were travelling around Scotland. One warm, sunny

day we decided to go hiking and we started climbing
a mountain near the cabin where we were staying.
After a few hours, we reached the top and the view
was amazing! We stopped to have lunch on the top,
looking at the fantastic view. As we were eating, the
sky became cloudy and soon it was pouring with rain!
It was very dangerous climbing back down because
the rain made the rocks on the path really slippery
and it was difficult to see where we were going. I was
scared that I would fall, and I was also worried that
my mum or dad might slip, but eventually we made it
back to our cabin! We dried our clothes and had a
delicious hot meal. It was a nice end to a very
stressful day!

       Our experience that day was pretty frightening, but it
didn’t stop us from going hiking again. But we did
learn something very important that day. Now, before
we go out, we always check the weather forecast!

       Does anyone have any questions? … Thank you for
your attention.

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 4 on p. 26(T)
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Answer Key

        1    from                  3    with                    5    of
        2    from                   4    about                 6    on

10   To practise word formation (nouns from
verbs)

       •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Remind Ss to

add these words to the Word Formation section in
their notebooks.

Answer Key

        1    discovery                   3    information 
        2    treatment                    4    eruption

11   a)   To listen for gist and make notes

             Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and make notes.

Suggested Answer Key

       hiking trip, walking dog, Mandy, cliffs, stupid mistake,
texting friend, too close to edge, slipped, fell down
cliff, onto rock, twisted ankle, Mandy started barking
loudly, passers-by heard, called 999, rescue team,
took her to hospital, Mandy is her hero, better now
but never text while walking along the cliffs again.

       b)   To write an informal email using past
tenses

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to write their
emails using their notes from Ex. 11a. Elicit
how we begin / end an informal email and
what opening / closing remarks Ss can use.

             •    Ask various Ss to read out their emails to the
class.

             •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Sally,
       Hope you are well. You’ll never guess what happened

to me!
       I was on a hiking trip last week and I was walking my

dog, Mandy, along the cliffs when I made a stupid
mistake. I was texting a friend while I was walking too
close to the edge. I slipped and fell down the cliff. I
fell onto a rock and I twisted my ankle badly. Mandy
started barking loudly. Some passers-by heard and
called 999. A rescue team came and took me to
hospital. Mandy is my hero. I’m better now, but I will
never text while walking along the cliffs again!

       Write back and tell me all your news.
       Amy

Activity for weaker classes
Give the beginning of each sentence in the model (see
underlined parts) and ask Ss to complete the email.

       b)   To practise the past simple and the
present perfect

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    hasn’t rained              4    haven’t flown
        2    happened                   5    did the fire start
        3    Did you hear

  6    a)   To present / practise used to /
would - be / get used to

             •    Ask Ss to read the theory and refer them to the
Grammar Reference section for more
information.

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    go                               3    are getting used to
        2    would spend               4    lived

       b)   To practise used to / would - be / get
used to using personal examples

             Explain the task, give Ss time to complete it and
then check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I used to play in the snow and I used to read books
when I was seven years old.

       I didn’t use to watch documentaries and I didn’t use
to play video games when I was seven years old.

  7    To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    took an hour               3    didn’t stop raining hard
        2    hasn’t snowed for      4    was the first time

  8    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Remind Ss to add these verbs to the phrasal

verbs section in their notebooks.

Answer Key

        1    off                   3    through                5    on
        2    out                   4    up with

  9    To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
        •    Remind Ss to add these phrases to the Prepositions

section in their notebooks.

2b

25(T)
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2c
  1    a)   To introduce new vocabulary related

to natural phenomena / weather

             •    Go through the mindmap with Ss and allow
them time to complete it with the words in the
list.

             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Explain any
unknown vocabulary. Ss can add to the lists.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    sandals              4    sunny                 7    tornado
        2    gloves               5    mild                    8    snowy
        3    cap                    6    tsunami              9    frosty

       b)   To talk about seasonal weather

             Ask Ss to use words from Ex. 1a to describe
weather conditions in their country in different
seasons.

Suggested Answer Key

       In my country, it is hot and sunny in summer, cool and
cloudy city in spring and rainy and chilly in autumn.

  2    To practise vocabulary; to personalise
a topic; to use audio material to stimulate the
imagination

       Go through the questions. Play the recording. Elicit
answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       ... coats and gloves and hurrying home. I think it’s
winter. I can hear the wind. It’s raining hard. It’s
freezing cold.

  3    To present / practise new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers by looking up the

words in the Word List at the back of the book.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    pouring 4    freezing cold
       2    thick 5    soaking, heavy
       3    rays 6    heavily, snowflakes

  1    To prepare for a listening task 
(R / W statements)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the text
and use the underlined words to decide if the
statements are right (R) or wrong (W).

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    R   (top restaurant, great view)
       2    R   (food, not as great)
       3    W  (ended up sick, room)

  2    To listen for specific information 
(R / W statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements 1-6 and then play
the recording.

       •    Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    R       2    W       3    W       4    W       5    W     6    W

  3    To give a summary of a listening script

       Ask Ss to use the recording they listened to and their
answers in Ex. 2 to give a summary of Toby’s
experience to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        Toby Brown was on holiday with his family when
disaster struck. A tsunami hit the coast of Thailand. He
and his brother were pushed under the water but
survived the tragedy by swimming to the top and
floating inside the entrance of the hotel and climbing
up the stairs to the top of the building. They found their
parents at the hospital. Their mother had a broken wrist
and their dad was with her. They were very lucky.

  4    To develop presentation skills

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to copy the
headings in the rubric in their notebooks.

       •    Tell Ss to think of a nasty experience they had and
make notes about it under the headings.

       •    Ask Ss to present their experiences to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

present their experiences in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 24(T)

  5    a)   To practise word stress and weak
vowels

             •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat chorally and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ intonation.

       b)   See p. 28(T)

Background information – see p. 28(T)
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  How was your trip, Jane?
       B:  Not so good, I’m afraid.
       A:  Oh, really? How come?
       B:  Well, I went for a walk on the first day and I fell

over and twisted my ankle.
       A:  Oh dear, that’s awful! So what did you do?
       B:  Well, I limped back to the campsite, but then in

the night a bear came and stole my food from
outside the tent.

       A:  You’re kidding!
       B:  No, I’m not. To make matters worse, the next

night it rained and the tent got flooded.
       A:  Unbelievable! That’s too bad! Better luck next

time, I suppose!

  4    a)   To make notes on a picture

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and give them
time to make notes under the headings in their
notebooks.

             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

       time: morning
       place: outside in a garden in front of sb’s house
       people: firefighters
       clothes: protective clothing
       actions: putting out the fire with water hoses
       feelings: glad no one was hurt

       b)   To describe a picture

             •    Ask Ss to complete the task in pairs.
             •    Monitor the activity around the class and then

elicit a variety of descriptions from Ss around
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        It seems to be during the day perhaps it is the
morning. There are two firefighters outside in a
garden in front of someone’s house. The firefighters
are wearing protective clothing and they are putting
out the fire with water hoses. I think they feel glad no
one was hurt.

       Activity for weaker classes
       Create a cloze text using the underlined words in the

suggested answer key. Give the words in a list. Ss
complete the description, then they read it aloud to
the class.

  5    To assess and compare a model answer

       Play the recording and elicit how similar / different the
model answer is to Ss’ own answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       The descriptions are similar.

  1    a)   To identify situational language for
asking about an experience / expressing
interest / shock / disbelief

             •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and / or individually.

             •    Then elicit which phrases ask about an
experience, express interest, shock or disbelief
from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       A   shock / disbelief
       C   shock / disbelief
       D   shock / disbelief & interest
       F    interest

       b)   To complete a dialogue and listen for
confirmation

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it using the phrases in Ex. 1a.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Elicit what went wrong on the trip
and the style of the dialogue.

Answer Key

        1    E             3    D            5    A                7    B
        2    F              4    G            6    C

Suggested Answer Key

       They got lost and they got stung by wasps. They
didn’t sleep much and the next day it was raining, so
they went home.The dialogue is informal. It has short
forms and everyday language.

  2    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in closed /
open pairs.

  3    To act out a dialogue using prompts
based on a model dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it 
in closed pairs using the prompts, their own ideas,
the useful language and following the model in
Ex. 1. Encourage Ss to be expressive with their
feelings, by using facial expressions and gestures
to show shock, interest or disbelief.

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

       

A
Ask B about trip.

Ask why.

Express sympathy.
Ask what B did.

Express shock /
disbelief.

Express shock.

B
Reply expressing
disappointment.

Explain what happened.

Describe what you did.

Reply. Describe what
happened in the end.

27(T)
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28(T)

  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then draw Ss’
attention to the underlined words.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    young people who read the magazine
       2    Tom
       3    past tenses
       4    an alligator and a mobile phone
       5    B

  2    a)   To analyse a model and identify the
person

             •    Give Ss time to read the model and complete
the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
             •    Elicit what person the story is written in: first (I,

we) or third (he / she / they).

Answer Key

       1    was shining 4    was staring
       2    started 5    didn’t know
       3    grabbed 6    had never felt

       It is a third-person narrative.

       b)   To match paragraphs to content

              •    Give Ss time to match the paragraphs A-D to
the descriptions 1-4.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2              B   3            C   1                D   4

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Florida is a state in the southeast United States, with
coasts on the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean.
The capital is Tallahassee and the population is
approximately 20 million people. Florida is internationally
known for golf, tennis, auto racing, water sports and
Disney World.

Background information

  3   a)   To order events in a story and identify
the climax event

             •    Explain that the climax event is the most
important event in a story.

             •    Give Ss time to read the model again and
complete the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the climax event.

Answer Key

       A   2             C   5             E   6                G   3
       B   7              D   1             F    4                H   8

       The climax event is the alligator staring at them.

       b)   To summarise a story and practise
linkers

             •    Ss work in pairs and summarise the story using
the sentences in Ex. 3a and the linkers provided.

             •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some Ss to summarise the story for the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Tom and Matthew set out on a camping trip. First, the
canoe capsized. Then, they fell into the river. Next,
the water swept them down the river. After that, they
got back into the canoe. Suddenly, Tom saw an
alligator staring at them. After a short while, Tom
phoned the canoe hire shop. Finally, a helicopter
came to rescue them.

  4    To learn how to set the scene in a story

       Ask Ss to read the theory and then elicit how the writer
sets the scene in the model.

Answer Key

        He describes the weather, the people and their feelings.

  5    a)   To analyse the setting of a scene

             Give Ss time to read the paragraph and elicit
answers to the questions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    One Tuesday morning last spring at the train station.
       2    It was pouring with rain.
       3    John
       4    really annoyed

2e

       b)   To identify stressed syllables and
weak vowels

             Play the recording again for Ss to mark the
stressed syllables and weak vowels, then ask Ss
to repeat chorally and / or individually and check
Ss’ intonation.

Answer Key
       •     •        •   • • •            • •           • •
       about      rainy      attack      perhaps      rescue

Thailand (officially the Kingdom of Thailand) is a
country in south-east Asia. It is famous for its tropical
jungle, beautiful beaches, ancient temples and its
exciting capital city of Bangkok. Its population is
67,091,120 and its currency is the baht.

Background information

Exercise 5b on p. 26(T)
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       1    a short story, people in my college
       2    ‘As Jack and Tom put up their tent, they didn’t

notice the big sign.’
       3    I will write in the third-person and I will use past

tenses.

       b)   To listen for ideas

             Play the recording and ask Ss to make notes
under the headings in their notebooks as they
listen. Play the recording twice if necessary. Write
answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

       time: night
       place: forest
       people: Jack and Tom
       events: put up tent, went to sleep, woken up by

noise, made a fire
       climax event: heard loud roar, bear was staring at

them, hid in tent, called forest rangers
       ending: ranger rescued them
       feelings: relieved

10   To write a story

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and their answers from Exs
9a & b.

        •    Remind Ss to follow the plan and to use appropriate
linkers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       As Jack and Tom put up their tent, they didn’t notice
the big sign. It was dark and they had been hiking all
day. They were so tired, they climbed into their
sleeping bags and went to sleep. 

       In the night they were woken by strange noises
outside their tent. Jack grabbed his torch and bravely
stuck his head out of the tent. He could hear an
animal, but he couldn’t see anything. He decided to
make a fire.

       Next, they heard a loud roar. They froze in fear. A huge
bear was staring at them. They hid in their tent. They
didn’t know what to do. Then Tom remembered his
mobile phone and called the forest rangers. Very soon
a ranger came and rescued them.

       “You were very lucky. The bears like this area. That’s
why we have the ‘No Camping’ sign,” the ranger said.
They had never felt so relieved in their lives.

Activity for weaker classes

Give the beginnings of sentences (see suggested answer
underlined parts) and ask Ss to complete the story.

       b)   To practise setting the scene

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       It was a cool windy day last summer and Andy and
Mary were having a lovely time on a sailing boat.
They were feeling happy and relaxed.

  6    a)   To practise adjectives

             •    Read the theory and explain the task. Give Ss
time to complete it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    dark                   3    sharp              5    terrified
        2    loud                   4    huge               6    venomous

       b)   To identify adjectives that describe
nouns in a model

             Elicit which adjectives are used to describe the
nouns given.

Answer Key

       amazing canoeing trip
       rushing water
       huge alligator

  7    To identify adverbs used to describe
verbs in a model

       •    Elicit how adverbs are formed. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more details.

       •    Elicit which adverbs are used to describe the
verbs given.

Answer Key

       flowing unbelievably fast
       said calmly

  8    To practise using adverbs

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    angrily               3    heavily                5    quietly
        2    Luckily               4    carefully

  9    a)   To analyse a rubric

              •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key words.
             •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then

check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        Key words: short story, competition, must begin with
‘As Jack and Tom put up their tent, they didn’t notice
the big sign.’ 120-160 words, must include a bear, a fire

29(T)
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  1    To present topic-related vocabulary
through visual prompts

       •    Go through the questions and explain / elicit the
meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Direct Ss to the pictures and elicit which description
matches which picture.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    B           3    D           4    A         5    E

  2    a)   To predict the content of the text

             •    Ask Ss to read the title of the text.
             •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the story is about

based on the pictures and the title.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the story is about a person called Grandmother
Spider who uses a spider web to steal the sun.

       b)   To listen for confirmation and gist

             •    Play the recording.
             •    Ss listen to find out if their guesses about the

story were correct.

Answer Key

       The story is about different animals who try to steal
the sun to bring warmth and light to the Cherokee
people, but only Grandmother Spider succeeds.

  3    To read for detail & specific information 
(multiple matching)

       •    Go through the questions with Ss and explain /
elicit any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Grandmother Spider 4    Grandmother Spider
       2    Possum, Buzzard 5    Grandmother Spider
       3    Grandmother Spider

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       darkness (n): without light
       steal (v): to take sth that does not belong to you
       discuss (v): to talk about sth
       come up with (phr v): to think of
       hide (v): to cover sth so as not to be seen
       bushy tail (phr): a tail with thick fur
       hang (v): to secure sth with its top part fixed and

its bottom part free
       burn off (phr v): to burn sth away
       fur (n): animal hair
       offer (v): to be willing to do sth
       feather (n): a type of hair found only on birds

       enter (v): to go in
       clay pot (n): a cooking pot made of baked earth
       weave (v): to make cloth
       web (n): a network of thin threads usu. made

by spiders
       stretch (v): to extend
       golden light (phr): bright yellow light
       ray (n): a single beam of light
       giant (adj): huge

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To read for general comprehension

       Give Ss time to read the text again and complete the
task and then check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Possum and Buzzard failed to carry the sun home
with them because it burnt them.

        2    Grandmother Spider was wise because she
made a clay pot to carry the sun so it didn’t hurt her.

The Cherokee are a Native American tribe historically
settled in the Southeastern United States. In the
19th century, white settlers in the United States called
the Cherokee one of the “Five Civilized Tribes”,
because they had assimilated numerous cultural and
technological practices of European American settlers.
The Cherokee were one of the first, if not the first, major
non-European ethnic group to become U.S. citizens.

Background information

30(T)
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  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    flew                   3    wove                  5    offered
        2    hanging              4    stretched           6    stole

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary

        •    Go through the words in bold with Ss and explain /
elicit any unknown words.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    big                     4    very small           7    cold
        2    fast                    5    unhappy
        3    clever                 6    strong

  7    To consolidate the sequence of events
in a story; to summarise a text

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and read the events
A-K.

       •    Give Ss time to put the events in order and then
check Ss’ answers.

       •    Ask various Ss to give a summary of the myth to
the rest of the class.

Answer Key

       A   2            D   7           G   11          J    9
       B   8             E    5            H   6            K   10
       C   1            F    3            I    4

Suggested Answer Key

       The Cherokee people were in darkness. Possum
travelled to the other side of the world. Possum found
the sun in a tree. The sun burnt Possum’s fur. Possum
returned home without the sun. Buzzard flew to the
sun. The sun burnt the feathers on his head.
Grandmother Spider made a big pot. Grandmother
Spider wove a long web. Grandmother Spider put the
sun in the pot. The Cherokee people got the sun at last.

  8    To listen for specific information 
(T / F statements)

        •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read sentences 1-4.
Explain any unknown words.

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen
and mark them accordingly.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    T              2    F             3    F                4    F

  9    To write about a myth related to the
weather; to develop research skills

       •    Ask Ss to research online for a myth related to the
weather from their country and write a short
summary of it.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class their summary.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

       (Ss’ own answers)

Activity for weaker classes

Read aloud the suggested answer. Write these on the
board. Ss write the Myth.
– Nuberu • bad god • created storms • ruin crops
• frighten children
– One day • Nuberu • ride a cloud • fall to Earth
– Poor peasant • let him stay in his house
– Nuberu • give peasant • good weather / he become rich
– Peasant • travel Egypt • stay there long
– Wife • think he was dead • agree to marry other man
– Nuberu • take peasant on cloud back home • stop
wedding

ICT

31(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic; to listen and read
for gist

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the question in the rubric
and elicit Ss’ answers.

       •    Elicit answers from the class.
       •    Give Ss time to read the text, then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key

       We have a new moon when the Moon is closest to the
Sun.

  2    To read for key information (complete
sentences)

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the sentences.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    source of light            5 see the Moon
       2    reflects light            from Earth
       3    the Earth and the Sun            6 full moon
       4    it revolves on its axis

       •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and
explain / elicit the meanings of the words or ask
Ss to use their dictionaries to look them up.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 33(T)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

2

Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and elicit their
guesses in answer to the questions in the rubric.

       •    Play the recording and allow Ss to read the text,
then check their answers.

Answer Key

       The summer solstice is around 21st June and is the
longest day with the most daylight. It is connected to
Stonehenge because people believe it was built to
celebrate the summer solstice.

  2    To develop research and
presentation skills

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
        •    Go through the rubric and ask Ss to think of a

summer / winter solstice celebration in their
country and collect information from the Internet
and / or other sources.

        •    Ss prepare a presentation using the information
they found and give their presentation to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

ICT

  3    To consolidate information from the text

       •    Choose two Ss to read the example.
       •    Ss in closed pairs do the task.
       •    Go around the class monitoring.

Suggested Answer Key

       B:  The Sun is a source of light because it is a star.
Why does the Moon’s appearance change?

       A:  Because we can see different amounts of reflected
light on its surface. What are the phases of the
Moon?

        B:  They are the new, the half crescent, the gibbous
and the full moon. When can we not see the Moon?

       A:  When it’s a new moon. What is a waxing moon?
       B:  When the moon seems to be getting bigger. What

is a waning moon? etc

  4    To develop research and
presentation skills

        •    Go through the task with Ss and allow them time to
do research on the topic either in class or as HW.

       •    Ss can work in groups.
       •    Ask Ss to give their presentations to the class or

assign the task as HW and ask Ss to present their
work in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 33(T)

Extra activity
Ask Ss to draw our solar system, name the planets and
their moons. Ss collect information, then do the task and
present it to the class.

ICT
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       5    C   (It’s obvious that Larry and Eric love what they
do and really want others to enjoy their tours.
Despite the fact that we got incredibly close to
the storms, I never felt in danger.)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate Everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a                         2    b                        3    a

  3    To listen for specific information 
(R / W statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences (1-6).
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and decide if the

sentences are right (R) or wrong (W).
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    W      2    R        3    R        4    W       5    W      6    R

  1    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (When I first agreed to go on a tornado chasing
tour in Tornado Alley with my friend Jonas, I
wasn’t sure what to expect.)

       2    B   (they showed us the radar, radios, satellite
images and GPS systems they had to help them
find the best storms ... we set out excitedly,
each of us with a screen in front of our seat so
that we could see the radar and maps.)

       3    D   (On that occasion we were disappointed, but
as dusk fell, we witnessed the most incredible
lightning storm! Late into the evening, bolt
after bolt of lightning lit up the sky over the
landscape. It was magical.)

       4    C   (Eric explained how a tornado forms ... I had
never been particularly interested in weather
before, but Eric’s face lit up when he talked
about tornadoes and he just made it all so
fascinating and easy to understand.)

33(T)
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Ex. 2

source of light (phr): a place where light comes from
star (n): an extremely large ball of burning gas in space
planet (n): an extremely large, round mass of rock and
metal, such as Earth, that moves in a circular path around
the sun or another star
reflect (v): to send light back and not absorb it
satellite (n): an object moving around a larger object in space
revolve (v): to move around sth
axis (n): a real or imaginary straight line going through the
centre of an object that is spinning
orbit (v): to follow a curved path around a planet or a star
face (v): to look directly at
approximately (adv): almost
amount (n): the quantity of sth
surface (n): the top layer of sth
phase (n): stage
progressive sequence (phr): a regular order of events
new moon (phr): the phase of the moon when it is not
visible from Earth
crescent moon (phr): the curved shape of the moon
half moon (phr): the phase of the moon when only half of
it is lit up and visible from Earth
gibbous moon (phr): the phase of the moon when its lit up
part is bigger than a semicircle but smaller than a circle
full moon (phr): the phase of the moon when its whole
disc is lit up

light up (prep phr): to make something bright and visible
waxing moon (phr): the phase of the moon when it
increases in illumination
waning moon (phr): the phase of the moon when it
decreases in illumination

Ex. 4

Hello, everyone. Listen to this riddle: I wake up in the east, I
sleep in the west. What’s the answer? … The Sun, of course!
The answer may seem obvious, but actually it’s not quite
correct. The Sun doesn’t really rise in the east and set in the
west – it’s Earth that is moving.
Earth goes around the Sun because of gravity. This is a
force that pulls objects towards each other. Earth’s path
around the Sun – its orbit – isn’t a perfect circle; it’s slightly
squashed, making a shape called an ellipse. It takes one
year for Earth to orbit the Sun and during that time Earth
experiences seasons because its axis – an imaginary line
that runs through the centre of Earth from the North Pole to
the South – tilts slightly. When the North Pole tilts away
from the Sun, we have winter in the north of the world.
When it tilts towards the Sun, we have summer.
It’s a good thing that Earth is here, orbiting the Sun at a
distance of about 150 million kilometres. What if that
distance was a few million kilometres more, or less? Would
life still be able to survive on Earth?
Are there any questions? ... Thank you for listening to our
presentation.

Suggested Answer Key for Exs 2 & 4 on p. 32(T)
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    rescued             4    boiling                7    put off
        2    evacuate            5    twisted
        3    pouring              6    survived

  5    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    had forgotten / forgot (action that happened
before another action in the past)

       2    was driving (action that was in progress in the
past)

       3    had just moved (action that happened before
another action in the past)

       4    Was it raining (simultaneous actions in the past)
       5    had been snowing (an action which was in

progress before another action in the past)
       6    had been jogging (an action which was in

progress before another action in the past)
       7    had never seen (an action that happened before

another time in the past)
       8    fell off (an action that happened at a certain time

in the past)
       9    had put out (an action that happened before

another action in the past)

  6    To write a story

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to plan and
complete their work.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’

answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Huge storm clouds started to appear in the sky as we
set out. We were travelling to visit my aunt who lived
in the countryside and we were looking forward to
seeing her.

       Soon it started to rain heavily so we had to drive very
slowly because we could hardly see the road in front of
us. The other cars on the motorway were driving slowly,
too. Just then, thick smoke started to come out of the
engine and the car stopped. We put on the hazard
lights and managed to roll into the emergency lane.

       We were very upset and scared. We didn’t want to be
stranded in the middle of a storm on the motorway.

       Luckily, I had brought my mobile phone and we called
a breakdown service. They arrived quickly and took us
all the way to my aunt’s house. We were very glad to
be safe and sound.

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    to see ( to-infinite – express purpose)
       2    heard (an action which interrupted another action

in progress)
       3    in (preposition of place)
       4    about (talk about sth)
       5    getting (an action in progress in the past)
       6    under (be + under – below the surface)
       7    In (preposition of place)
       8    At (phrase / quantifier)
       9    their (possessive adj – refers to people)
     10    experienced (an action that happened at a certain

time in the past – indirect reference to the time)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

New York is the most populous city in the United
States. With a population of 8,337,000 people, it is
also the home of the United Nations Headquarters.
Manhattan’s skyline with its many skyscrapers is
easily recognised, and the city is home to several of
the tallest buildings in the world.
Jamaica is an island country situated in the Caribbean
Sea. Jamaica is the fifth-largest island country in the
Caribbean. With 2.8 million people, Jamaica is the
third-most populous Anglophone country in the
Americas. Kingston is the capital and largest city.
The currency is the Jamaican dollar and the national
language is Jamaican Patois.
The United States of America or USA is a very
large country in the North American continent, in the
western half of the Earth. It is the fourth-largest
country in the world, has the third-most people, and
the world’s biggest economy. It was colonised by
Europeans over the last 500 years. The national
language is English. There are 50 states in the Union.

Background information
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of work & education.
They will learn / revise vocabulary related to jobs of the
future, work, education and job qualities & requirements.
They will learn / revise future tenses, the present simple /
present continuous (future meaning) and time clauses.
They will learn how to talk about their future plans and role-
play a job interview. They will also learn how to write a CV
and an email applying for a job.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary through pictures

       •    Read the title of the unit Work and ask Ss to
suggest what the unit will be about (the unit is about
work, education, job qualities and requirements). Go
through the What’s in this unit list to stimulate Ss’
interest in the unit.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures A-D and the
jobs in the list and give Ss time to match them.

       •    Elicit answers.

Answer Key

       A   nanotech-nurse
       B   vertical farmer
       C   cyber manager 
       D   virtual security guard

  2    To introduce / practice new vocabulary
in context

       •    Direct Ss to the four texts and the words in the
rubric and give Ss time to use the words to
complete the texts.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       The first three job adverts are formal in tone while the
fourth is more informal. This can be determined by
the language used (formal) and sentence structure
(long sentences).

        1    shift                   4    CV                     7    salary
        2    applicant           5    experience         8    9-5
        3    full-time             6    training              9    staff

  3    To make predictions about the future

       •    Give Ss time to read the statements and decide
which of them they think will happen in the future.

       •    Ss compare answers with their partner and give
reasons.

       •    Ask some pairs to tell the class.
        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    T    (I think people will work at home on their
computer and have video conferences.)

       2    T   (I think robots and computers will do them.)
       3    T    (I think robots and computers will replace

people in some of today’s jobs but not in all of
them.)

       4    F    (I think people will have more free time
because they will have all the gadgets to do
the housework.)

       5    T    (I think people will enjoy their work more in the
future because they will have more free time
outside work.)

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that people can do amazing
things whether they are a top scientist or a humble
farmer. The job is just a job, but the person doing the
job is the one who can influence how things are done.
They can come up with new ideas to make the job
better as well as new ways of doing things to become
more productive.

Extra activity to revise jobs

Ss write as many jobs as they can think of. Check round
the class. Ss play in teams. A student from Team A says
what he does. Team B says what his job is. Swap roles and
play again.

e.g.  Team A S1:  I operate on people.
       Team B S1:  doctor / surgeon
       Team A S2:  I grow vegetables
       Team B S2:  farmer etc

George W. Crane (1901-1990) was an American
psychologist and writer, specialising in relationships
and people’s daily lives.

Background information

35(T)

Work
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3a
  1    To introduce key vocabulary from a text

and match jobs to duties

        •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the meanings
of the words in bold.

       •    Give Ss time to match the sentences to the jobs.
Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       operate = to perform surgery
       take orders = to write down what food people in a

restaurant want to eat and ask the kitchen to make it
       patrol = to move around a place and guard it
       fight = to combat
       defuse = to deactivate
       put out = to extinguish
       rescue = to save
       take (sb’s) temperature = to use a thermometer to

find out what sb’s body temperature is

Answer Key

       1    surgeons            5 firefighters
       2    waiters            6 lifeguards
       3    police officers            7 nurses
       4    bomb disposal experts

  2    To listen and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions. Direct Ss to the
pictures and ask them to guess the answers.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, read and check if
their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think robots could do the jobs of firefighters, nurses,
waiters and police officers.

       •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box or ask Ss
to use their dictionaries and look them up.

Suggested Answer Key

       revolution (n): an important change
       take over (phr v): to get control of sth
       get into trouble (phr): to encounter difficulties
       rescue (v): to save sb from a dangerous situation
       remote-controlled (adj): controlled from a distance

by radio signals
       race (v): to move very fast
       human (n): a person
       drag (v): to pull along the ground
       shore (n): where the sea meets the land
       keep afloat (phr): to stay on top of water
       navy (n): armed forces who fight at sea on ships
       battle (v): to fight your way through sth
       flame (n): bright hot stream of gas from sth on fire
       shake (v): to move from side to side
       surgery (n): medical treatment involving cutting the

body open

       steady (adj): stable and not moving
       pulse (n): heartbeat
       temperature (n): how hot or cold sth is
       medical history (phr): a record of all the medical

treatment sb has had
       specialist (n): a doctor who is very knowledgeable in

one area
       corridor (n): a long passage in a building
       fleet (n): a team
       hard at work (phr): working hard
       replace (v): when one thing acts in the place of

another
       staff (n): the people who work for an organisation
       save (v): to help sb escape harm or danger
       steak (n): a large, flat piece of beef
       main course (n): the largest part of a meal 
       provide (v): to give sb sth they ask for
       tip (n): a gift of money to thank sb for their services
       recharge batteries (phr): to re-energise yourself
       ex-army (adj): having once been in the armed forces
       pocket-sized (adj): fitting in a pocket
       bomb disposal expert (n): sb who is skilled at

disarming explosive devices

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Extra activity to be done at the end of 3a

Ss in groups design their own future robot. They need to
think about what it looks like, what it can do, how it can be
useful to people. Groups present their robots to the class.
The class votes for the most useful one.
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       b)   To consolidate new vocabulary
through antonyms

             •    Allow Ss some time to do the task.
              •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       drag ≠ push amazingly ≠ unsurprisingly
       afloat ≠ sinking risky ≠ safe
       steadiest ≠ shakiest defuse ≠ explode
       hard at work ≠ relaxing
       delicious ≠ disgusting

  6    To present and practise topic-related
vocabulary in context

       •    Explain the task and refer Ss to the Word List at
the back of their books and give them time to look
up the meanings of the words in bold.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    earns           3    career                      5    quit
        2    job               4    lost, looking             6    position

  7    To consolidate information in a text /
To expand the topic and conduct further study

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class two things about
each robot they have read about in the text.

       •    Ask Ss to research on the Internet and / or other
sources in groups of four, and find out more
information about jobs that robots will do in the
future and present it to the class.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their research with the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 38(T)

  8    To describe an imaginary scenario
based on information in a text

        •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to prepare
their answers.

       •    Ss work in closed pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class and then ask some Ss to share
their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think robotic lifeguards will change the lives of the
people they rescue and their families by saving them. I
think robotic firefighters will change the lives of
human firefighters because they will go into the very
dangerous fires instead of them. I think Throwbots,
Packbots and Talon will save police officers’ lives. I
think robotic surgeons will save lives and robotic
nurses will make less work for human nurses. I think
robotic waiters will put human waiters out of work.

ICT

37(T)

3a
  3    To read for detail & specific information

(multiple matching)

        •    Read out the Tips box. Read aloud question 1 and
ask Ss to find the key words (robot, see, streets).

        •    Ask Ss to scan the texts to find which text answers
the question (D), and find the words that give out
the answer (patrolling your neighbourhood).

       •    Point out that the information is paraphrased.
       •    Ss in closed pairs do the rest of the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    D
       2    B   (Even ... patient)
       3    C   (another ... entertainment)
       4    C   (they only work ... batteries)
       5    B   (fleet of robots ... clean ones)
       6    A   (you will be glad)
       7    D   (pocket-sized)
       8    B   (emailing ... country)
       9    A   (races ... swimmer)
     10    A   (never gives up)

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to try to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Some robots will perform surgeries and robotic
nurses will take patients’ pulses and temperatures
and email their medical history to specialists.
Other robots will collect dirty laundry and deliver
clean sheets and give food.

       2    Robot police will patrol the streets and go into
situations that are too dangerous for people.
Police will use ‘throwbots’ to see what is there.
Other robots will defuse bombs.

       3    Robots can save people from drowning at sea
until the lifeboat can save them. Robots can fight
fires that are too dangerous for human firefighters
and put them out.

  5    a)   To consolidate phrasal verbs through
synonymous words / phrases

             •    Allow Ss some time to do the task.
             •    Ss compare their answers in closed pairs.
              •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       picks you up = comes and gets you
       gives up = stops trying
       put out = stop sth burning
       wake up = stop sleeping
       handing out = giving
       get on with = continue
       heads for = goes to
       check out = see 
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3b
  1    To present / revise future tenses

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the instant message and
give Ss time to match the verb tenses 1-5 to the
uses A-E.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

       A   5             B   2           C   1           D   3         E   4

  2    To present time clauses

         •    Ask Ss to read the examples and then elicit answers
to the questions.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

       The present simple follows a time adverb.
       A future tense can follow ‘when’ if it has the meaning

of a question word.

  3    To practise future tenses

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section to

check their answers and then elicit justifications.

Answer Key

       1    ’s working (fixed arrangement in the near future)
       2    ’s going to lose (prediction based on evidence we

see)
       3    will come (future plan), finishes (future action with

a time adverb followed by the present simple)
       4    ’re meeting (fixed arrangement in the near future)

       5    will open (prediction based on what we think /
believe)

       6    will be back (when – question word)
       7    ’re going to drop (prediction based on evidence

we see)
       8    ’ll have (prediction based on what we think /

believe)

  4    To practise will and (be) going to

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify
their answers.

Answer Key

       1    are going to (future plan)
       2    will (prediction based on what we think / believe)
       3    will (prediction based on what we think / believe)
       4    will (on-the-spot decision)
       5    is going to (future plan / intention)
       6    is going to (future plan / intention)

Rome is the capital city of Italy. It has ancient history,
being the centre of the Roman empire from around
2,500 years ago. It is famous for its art and
architecture. Around 4 million people live in or near
Rome. 
Toronto is the largest city in Canada and the capital
of the state of Ontario. Over 5 million people live in or
near the city.

Background information

       A   Emily can swim fast and keep you afloat until a
lifeboat comes. Octavia never gives up when
fighting a fire and goes into fires that are too
dangerous for humans.

        B   Robotic arms can operate and the RP7 can take
temperatures and email a patient’s medical history
to a specialist in another country.

       C   Robotic waiters show you to your table and take
your order. Robotic chefs cook your meal and
other robots provide entertainment.

       D   Throwbot can be thrown around a corner to see
what is there and the Packbot and the Talon can
defuse a bomb.

       In the future, there will be household robots to do all
manner of domestic jobs. There is already a robot
called Roomba that hoovers the floor by itself and
smart appliances like fridges that can order food at
the supermarket when it runs out.

        There will be robot companions to help elderly people
in their homes and carry their bags. Also, robots will
replace people in a number of jobs such as drivers
and pilots as planes and trucks can be controlled by
computers. There are already pilotless planes called
drones.

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 7 on p. 37(T)
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  8    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete it and ask Ss to check

their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

        1    up            2    away       3    up              4    back

  9    To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    on                      3    with                    5    at
        2    for                     4    for                      6    on

10   To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       1    soon as I finish 3    will be working
       2    will have arrived 4    isn’t going to work

11    To practise word formation (forming nouns
from verbs / nouns)

       •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    carpenter           3    designer             5    geologist
        2    electrician          4    counsellor

12   To develop presentation skills

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the

task. Refer Ss to p. PS1 in the WB for exercises, a
plan and useful language to help them.

       •    Give Ss time to prepare their presentations and
ask various Ss to give their presentations to the
rest of the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Workbook
Presentation Skills Key, Ex. 7, p. WPSK1

  5    To present the future continuous and the
future perfect

       •    Go through the sentences with Ss. Ask: Which
verb form describes an action that will be in
progress at a certain time in the future? (I’ll be
working). Explain that this verb is in the future
continuous. Elicit how the tense is formed (will +
be + main verb + -ing).

       •    Ask: Which verb form describes an action which
will have finished before another action at a stated
future time? (will have left). Explain that this verb is
in the future perfect. Elicit how this tense is
formed (will + have + past participle of the main
verb).

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

       This time next week I’ll be working at the holiday
camp. (an action which will be in progress at a stated
future time) The future continuous is formed with will
+ be + -ing form of the main verb.

       By the time we get to the office, Tom will have left.
(an action which will have finished before another
action at a stated future time) The future perfect is
formed with will + have + past participle of the main
verb.

  6    To practise the future continuous and the
future perfect

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    will be flying (This time tomorrow)
       2    will have moved (by June)
       3    will be having (At 1 o’clock tomorrow afternoon)
       4    will not have finished (by 3 o’clock)

  7    To practise future tenses using personal
examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I am going to go on holiday.
       2    I will probably go shopping.
       3    I will be taking the bus home.
       4    I am studying until 8 pm.
       5    I will have earned a degree.
       6    I think in 50 years the world will be quite similar to

today except there will be electric cars and less
pollution.

3b

39(T)
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3c
  1    To brainstorm for topic-related

vocabulary

       •    Give Ss a one-minute time limit to write down as
many school / college subjects as they can think
of. Ss justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Maths, English, English Literature, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, French, Geography, ICT, Sociology,
Philosophy, PE, Art, Music

       My most favourite subject is Music because playing
music is so much fun. My least favourite subject is
Geography, because it’s hard to remember the names
of all the rivers on the planet.

  2    To present and practise topic-related
vocabulary in context

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    graduated 5    failed, resit
       2    educated 6    compulsory
       3    holds 7    Tuition
       4    requires 8    enrol

  3    a)   To present new vocabulary

             •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the
meanings of any unknown adjectives.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        2    cooperative        5    (a) quick learner   8    efficient
        3    polite                  6    enthusiastic
        4    patient               7    punctual

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

       b)   To consolidate new vocabulary

             Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I am hardworking because I will do as much work as it
takes to get a job done properly. I am also a quick
learner because if someone tells me once I can do it.

Harvard University, in the state of Massachusetts, is
the oldest university in the USA. John Harvard
provided the money to found it in 1636. It is regarded
as one of the most prestigious universities in the world.

Background information

  1   To prepare for a listening task (Yes /
No statements)

       •    Read the example. Ask Ss to pay attention to the
underlined words.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       a (guaranteed, get, job, will definitely)

  2    a)   To listen for specific information (Yes /
No statements)

              •    Go through the Tips box aloud with Ss.
             •    Ask Ss to read the statements 1-6 and find the

key words.
             •    Play the recording twice, if necessary.
             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    No (sure, find, job)
       2    Yes (believes, good, at banking)
       3    No (suggests, applying, bank)
       4    Yes (some computing experience)
       5    Yes (good with computers)
       6    No (starts, job, tomorrow)

       b)   To consolidate comprehension of
a listening script

             •    Elicit an answer to the question.
             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the

end.

Suggested Answer Key

       It matches his work experience and his qualifications.

  3    a)   To present echo questions

             •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat chorally and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ intonation.

       b)   To practise echo questions

              Explain the task and elicit answers from Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

       1    He’s a what?
       2    She lives where?
       3    He works until what time?
       4    They earn how much (an hour)?

Tahiti is an island in the South Pacific. It is famous for
its natural beauty. Its 180,000 residents speak French
and are French citizens. The capital is Papeete.

Background information
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Come in and please take a seat. 
       B:  Thank you.
       A:  Now, why are you interested in this job?
       B:  Well, I’ve just graduated from university and I’d

like to save some money over the summer.
       A:  Do you have any previous experience of working

with children?
       B:  Yes, I do. I did some voluntary work at a school

recently.
       A:  What were your responsibilities?
       B:  I organised games and craft activities for young

children.
       A:  OK. What qualities do you have that make you

suitable for this position?
       B:  I am cheerful and patient as well as energetic and

creative and I like working with children.
       A:  I see. Well, I’ll let you know by next Friday. Thank

you for coming.
       B:  Thank you. I am looking forward to hearing from

you.

  5    To consolidate vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and divide the class into groups.
        •    Explain that Ss need to think of a name for the

summer club, what jobs they are looking for, what
qualifications are needed, what the person would do
at work, working hours, contact details (phone or
email).

       •    Tell Ss that they can look at the model advert in
Ex. 1 as reference. Allow Ss time to write their
advert. Ss can use photos if they like.

       •    Ask various groups to present their adverts to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

  1    To read for specific information

       Ask Ss to read the advert and elicit answers to the
questions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       The advert is for children’s club coordinators.
Candidates need to be cheerful, energetic and have
experience working with children.

  2    a)   To complete an open cloze

             Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss work in closed pairs.

Answer Key

        1    in             4    with        7    for            10   what
        2    like          5    it             8    for            11   to
        3    have         6    your        9    any           12   by

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Elicit the style of the dialogue.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is formal. (full verb forms (e.g. you are
interested), advanced vocabulary (e.g. I am looking
forward to hearing ...), longer sentences (e.g. Well, I
am ... the summer)

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in closed /
open pairs. Ask Ss to mind their intonation and sound
polite.

  4    To act out a dialogue using prompts

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
advert and then complete the task in closed pairs
using the useful language provided.

       •    Draw this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

       

A
Greet B. Offer seat.
Ask reason B is
interested in post.

Ask about B’s previous
experience.

Ask about B’s
responsibilities.

Ask about what B
thinks makes him / her
suitable for post.

Say when B can expect
an answer. Thank B.

B
Thank A. 
Explain reason.

Answer giving
details.

Describe your
responsibilities at
work.

Describe your
character qualities.

Thank A.

41(T)

3d

We are looking for cheerful and creative
coordinators for our summer club at

Everglades Bay.

Experience working with children and excellent
swimming skills are necessary.

Hours: 9 am to 3 pm, Monday to Friday
Call Emma on: 020 3245 5563 or 
email emma@evergladesbay.net

Sun & Sea Summer Club
Do you want to spend your summer playing

on the beach?
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric. Elicit which are the key
words.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then
check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

       Key words: job advertisement, ‘The Bridgetown
Herald’, summer, waiting staff, hardworking, friendly,
foreign languages, advantage, apply Mr Smithers,
email applying for the job, 120-160 words

       1    Mr Smithers
       2    formal style, b,c
       3    B   (the recipient’s full name is mentioned 

in the advert)

  2    To match paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
descriptions A-E to each paragraph 1-5.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3             B   5           C   1           D   4         E   2

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To identify formal language and match it
to informal equivalents

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        2    I would like to apply for this position.
        3    I found it enjoyable …
        4    My employer was impressed by …
        5    my ability to communicate well with …
        6    I am also fluent in Spanish and German.
        7    I would be very grateful if you would consider

my application.
        8    I have attached a copy of …
        9    I look forward to hearing from you.
      10   Yours sincerely

  4    To suggest alternative opening / closing
remarks

       •    Ask Ss to find the opening / closing remarks in
Peter’s email.

       •    Elicit suitable alternatives from Ss around the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I am writing ... position = I am writing to apply for the
position of waiting staff which was advertised in
Thursday’s edition of the Bridgetown Herald.

       I look forward ... you = Please do not hesitate to
contact me if you have any questions.

Leicester is a city in the East Midlands area of
England. It was founded in 50 AD and today has a
population of 772,400 people. It is famous for its two
universities and a type of cheese produced there.
Tex-Mex is a term made from combining the words
‘Texan’ and ‘Mexican’ and refers to a type of cuisine
that combines foods common in the state of Texas,
USA and Mexico. This cuisine often uses grated
cheese, beef, pork, beans, spices and tortillas. Some
common dishes are chilli con carne, chimichangas
and fajitas.

Background information

3e
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       Interests: I play football and I am the captain of the
local football team.

       References: Upon request / Mrs Higgins, restaurant
manager at The Clint Hotel, contact tel. number 0207
235698

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  9    To write an email applying for a job

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the

Useful Language box and their answers from
Exs 7 & 8.

       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan, to not use short
forms and to use appropriate useful language.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Sir / Madam,
        I am writing with regard to the advertisement for

catering staff which appeared on your website. I would
like to apply for this position.

       I am 18 years old and have recently finished my A
levels in Maths, ICT and Business Studies. I expect to
get high grades and I will be starting at university in
September.

       Previously, I have worked as a waiter at a local hotel
serving dinner to guests. I found it very enjoyable.

       I consider myself to be hardworking, reliable and
cheerful. I also work well in a team and I am the
captain of the local football team.

       I have attached a reference from my previous
employer. I am available for an interview any weekday
evening. I look forward to hearing from you.

       Yours faithfully,
       George Middleton

Activity for weaker classes

Give the beginnings of sentences (see underlined parts in
Suggested Answer Key) and ask Ss to complete the task.

  5    To practise topic-related vocabulary 

       Give Ss time to complete the task and then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

        1    passed              3    completed         5    available
        2    attending           4    consider

  6    To practise topic-related vocabulary

       Give Ss time to complete the task and then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

        1    cooperative        3    quick             5    hardworking
        2    patient               4    popular          6    efficient

  7    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric, find the key words and
then answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Key words: advertisement, like to apply, catering
staff, free weekends, 20th June to 5th September,
serve food at family celebrations & business dinners,
previous experience desirable, not essential, email
applying for the job, 120-160 words

       1    someone from the catering company
       2    formal
       3    Dear Sir / Madam, Yours faithfully
       4    Para 1:  reason for writing & where I saw the advert
             Para 2:  age, current job or studies & qualifications
             Para 3:  work experience
             Para 4:  relevant qualities & skills, personal

characteristics
             Para 5:  closing comments, CV, reference &

availability

  8    To complete a CV

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Elicit various answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Contact Information: George Middleton, 16 King
Street, Preston, 01772 278163, 

       GMiddleton@yahoo.co.uk
        Personal Information: 20 / 7 / 1997, Preston, Lancashire,

single
       Academic Qualifications: A-levels in Maths, ICT and

Business Studies.
        Work Experience: waiter at a local hotel serving dinner

to guests
       Personal Skills: hardworking, reliable, cheerful, team

player

43(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures.
       •    Elicit answers from the class.

Answer Key
        I think these children are in a tunnel. They are pushing

and pulling carts. The carts look heavy and full of
something.

  2    To introduce the topic / To listen & read
for gist

       •    Elicit answers from the class, without confirming
or denying anything at this stage.

       •    Give Ss time to read and listen to the text, then
ask the class how the text answers the question.

Answer Key
       Children worked on farms, as servants in houses, on

the streets, in factories and in coal mines.

  3    To identify the main idea in paragraphs

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    B              2    C            3    D                4    A

        •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and explain
/ elicit the meanings of the words or ask Ss to use
their dictionaries to look them up.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 45(T)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To develop critical thinking skills

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and make notes under the
headings: work-school, holidays.

       •    Ss make notes under the same headings for
children nowadays. Elicit answers from Ss and
write them on the board.

       •    Ss use their notes to do the task.

Suggested Answer Key

       Victorian Times

44(T)

3

Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic / To listen & read
for gist

       •    Elicit answers from the class. Allow Ss to read
and listen to the text, then check their answers.

Answer Key

       The man is a milkman.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To expand the topic

       •    Give Ss time to prepare their descriptions. Ss
should talk about: type of job; job description;
equipment – what happens nowadays.

       •    Ask some Ss to share their descriptions with the
rest of the class.

(Ss’ own answers)

        Work – School: Children didn’t go to school, never
learn to read or write, earn low wages doing dangerous
jobs

       Holidays: no holidays

       Nowadays
       Work – School: Children go to school, they don’t work
       Holidays: go on holidays with their families

       In Victorian times, many children did not go to school
and never learnt to read or write. Their whole lives
would be spent earning low wages doing dangerous
jobs and they never had any holiday. They never had
enough to eat. In Victorian times, many children had
nothing except the clothes they wore. Nowadays,
most children have lots of clothes and often have a
room of their own. Most children go to school and
they don’t work. They usually go on holiday with their
families.

  5    To develop research skills

       •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss can do research either in class or for homework.
        •    Give Ss time to share what they have learnt with the

rest of the group and prepare their presentation.
       •    Have each group give their presentation to the

class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Poor children in Victorian times didn’t have very good
clothing at all, and sometimes no shoes. They didn’t
have much to eat, either. They worked very hard at
difficult jobs. They didn’t get holidays, and certainly
didn’t have the money to go abroad. Some lived in
workhouses, which were often cramped and
unhealthy.

       Schooling was quite rare. If they committed small
crimes, they were heavily punished – sometimes even
with death.

ICT
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  2    To practise everyday English expressions /
exchanges

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    b             3    b                4    a

  1    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions 1-5 and the possible
answers.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the
correct answer for each question.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    A   (has so many…street)
       2    D   (after starting with … library)
       3    B   (Passers-by … beginning)
       4    A   (You are wasting … message)
       5    A   (whole text)

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Manila is the capital and the second largest city in
the Philippines in Southeast Asia. It has a population
of 1.6 million people and it is the most densely
populated city in the world. It is also a commercial,
historic and cultural centre.
The Philippines or the Republic of the Philippines is
a sovereign island country in Southeast Asia. It is
made up of over 7,000 islands and has a population of
over 99 million people. The capital city is Manila and
the country is prone to typhoons and earthquakes.

Background information

45(T)

3

       labour (n): work, especially physical work
       Victorian times (phr): the period of British history

when Queen Victoria ruled (1837-1901)
       poor (adj): having very little money
       survive (v): to continue to exist
       servant (n): sb employed to work in another

person’s home doing the cooking and cleaning
       road sweeper (phr): sb whose job is to clean the

streets
       coal mine (n): a deep hole in the ground from which

a hard black mineral is dug out
       truck (n): 1. a large motor vehicle used for

transporting goods; 2. a small vehicle with two
wheels used for moving heavy objects by hand

       tunnel (n): a passage under the ground
       candle (n): a piece of wax with a piece of string in its

middle, used as a light

        underground (adv): beneath the surface of the ground
       sort (v): to separate things into groups
       employ (v): to give sb a job
       factory (n): a building where products are made
       crawl (v): to move slowly along the ground on your

hands and knees
       weaving machine (phr): a large device used to

produce fabric
       thread (n): a long thin strand of material used for

making cloth
       pick up (phr v): to lift from the floor
       scrap (n): a small piece of sth thrown away
       protect (v): to keep sb safe from damage or harm
       industry (n): all the companies, factories and people

that produce things for sale
       working hours (phr): the period of time that sb

works for

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 3 on p. 44(T)
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  3    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    salary 5    challenging
       2    applicant 6    experience
       3    promotion 7    qualifications
       4    retires 8    reliable

  4    To consolidate future tenses

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss should

justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    am meeting (a fixed arrangement in the near
future)

       2    is going to look (future plan / intention)
       3    will have worked (an action which will have

finished before a stated time in the future)
       4    will have completed (an action which will have

finished at a stated time in the future)
       5    will find (prediction based on what we think /

believe)
       6    will be studying (an action which will be in

progress at a stated future time)
       7    finishes (time word – present simple)

  5    To listen for specific information (Yes /
No statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements 1-5.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and do the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    No                      3    Yes                     5    No
        2    No                      4    Yes

  6    To write an email

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to plan and complete their work and

then check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Confucius (551 – 479 BC) was an Asian philosopher.
His writings and sayings advise people how to live a
good life and set a good example, and how a nation
can be well-governed and peaceful.

Background information

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Sir / Madam,
       I am writing with regard to the position as a part-time

sales assistant which I saw advertised in the Herald. I
would like to apply for this job.

       I am 18 years old and am studying for ‘A’ levels in
English, History and ICT at Newton College.

       I have worked as a sales assistant for the last two
summers at the Surf Shop. I found it very enjoyable
and I especially liked meeting people.

       I consider myself to be hardworking, reliable and
punctual. I am also friendly and cheerful.

       I have attached my CV as well as a reference from my
previous employer. I am available for an interview any
weekday evening. I look forward to hearing from you.

       Yours faithfully,
       Phoebe Geller

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt 

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss should

justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    will never have to (refers to future)
       2    wrote (over 2,000 years)
       3    ago (past)
       4    is not (present)
       5    in (set phrase)
       6    me (I know)
       7    have sent (since)
       8    for (apply for)
       9    went (last month)
     10    in (in the end, finally)
     11    some (determiner, interrogative)
     12    to get (how + to-inf)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

3

46(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topic of culture. They will
learn / revise vocabulary related to the arts, arts & crafts,
TV shows, books, films, theatre and performances and
professions related to the arts. They will learn / revise the
passive voice and the causative. They will also learn to
describe / recommend a performance, compare pictures
and write a book review.

  1    To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary through pictures

        •    Read the title of the unit Entertainment and ask Ss
to suggest what they think the unit will be about
(the unit is about culture). Go through the What is
in this unit list to stimulate Ss’ interest in the unit.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and the
sentences underneath each one and give Ss time
to use the words provided to complete them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    written               3    directed             5    designed
        2    sculpted            4    painted

  2    To identify art forms

        •    Allow Ss time to quickly look at the pictures again,
and the vocabulary in the rubric.

       •    Elicit (from Ss around the class) which art form
each picture shows.

Answer Key

       1    ‘Moby Dick’ is a classic novel. 
       2    ‘David’ is a sculpture. 
       3    ‘Avatar’ is a science-fiction film. 
       4    ‘Café Terrace at Night’ is an oil painting.
       5    The Burj Al Arab hotel is a famous building.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Michelangelo (1475-1564) was an Italian sculptor,
painter, architect and poet in the Renaissance period.
He is considered to be one of the greatest artists of all
time.
Avatar is a science-fiction film from 2009. It took
almost 10 years to make and was written, directed and
co-produced by James Cameron. It used cutting-edge
technology and was the first film to make $2 billion.
James Cameron (1954-) is a Canadian film director,
film producer and screenwriter. He is best known for
the films The Terminator, Aliens, The Abyss, Titanic
and Avatar. He has won many awards including three
Oscars.

Background information

  3   To personalise a topic

       •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs about their favourite books
and films.

       •    Monitor the activity and then ask various Ss
around the class to tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My favourite books are the ‘Percy Jackson’ books by
Rick Riordan. I like the films, too, but they are not as
good as the books. ‘Percy Jackson and the Lightning
Thief’ was directed by Chris Columbus and ‘Percy
Jackson: Sea of Monsters’ was directed by Thor
Freudenthal. My favourite film is ‘Inception’. It was
directed by Christopher Nolan.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that art is good for the soul. It
can help us to escape from or forget the difficulties of
our everyday lives and make us feel relieved.

Vincent Van Gogh was a Dutch post-Impressionist
painter. He lived from 1853-1890. He was
unappreciated when he was alive, but he is now one
of the most well-known and most appreciated artists
of all time. He produced more than 2,100 works of art
and his most famous works are The Starry Night,
Sunflowers and Bedroom in Arles.
Moby Dick was a novel written in 1851 by Herman
Melville about a sea captain and his pursuit of a great
white whale called “Moby Dick”. Although it was not
appreciated when it was written it is now considered
to be one of the greatest American novel.
Herman Melville (1819-1891) was an American
novelist. His most famous work is Moby Dick. Before
he started writing he had worked as a schoolteacher
and a seaman and later as a customs inspector. He
did not see much success in his lifetime and his works
were only appreciated some time after his death.
Pablo Picasso was a Spanish painter and sculptor.
He lived from 1881-1973 and he was one of the most
influential artists of the 20th century. He co-founded
the Cubist Movement and co-invented collage. His
most famous works include Les Demoiselles
d’Avignon, Guernica and The Weeping Woman.

47(T)
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4a
  1    To introduce the topic of the text

       Ask Ss to look at the pictures and elicit Ss’ guesses
as to what they show.

Suggested Answer Key

       The pictures show various animals = an elephant,
a tiger and a duck.

  2    a)   To introduce key vocabulary from
a text

              Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their books
and give them time to look up the meanings of the
words / phrases given.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hyperrealist: a style of art that creates extremely
lifelike works of art

       portraits: pictures / paintings of faces
       career: job that sb does for most of their life
       public awareness: how much the public knows

about sth
       endangered species: a plant or animal that is in

danger of dying out
       still: not moving
       exhibited: on display to the public

       b)   To read for gist

             •    Elicit whether Ss know what Hand-imal Art is
and ask them to guess how the sentences in
Ex. 2a may be related to it.

             •    Give Ss time to read through the text quickly
to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hand-imal Art is a specific type of art created by a
Hyperrealist artist, Guido Daniele. He paints hands to
look like animals. The sentences in Ex. 2a are about
Guido.

             •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and
explain / elicit the meanings of the words or ask
Ss to use their dictionaries and look them up.

Suggested Answer Key

       fur (n): animal hair
       stroke (v): to move your hand slowly over sth
       portrait (n): a picture of a person or animal
       outline (n): the general shape of sth
       advertising agency (n): a company that creates

advertisements
       promote (v): to help or encourage sth to sell
       research (v): to find out information about sth
       transfer (v): to move sth from one place to another
       bring to life (phr): to make sth come alive
       carry on (phr v): to continue
       creation (n): sth that has been made / created
        advertising campaign (n): a series of advertisements
       public awareness (phr): how much the public knows

about sth
       environmental organisation (n): an organisation

that concerns itself with the environment
       endangered species (phr): plants /  animals that are

in danger of dying out
       Hyperrealist movement (n): an art movement in

which the artwork is very life-like
       realistic (adj): life-like
       surprisingly (adv): unexpectedly
       stay still (phr): to not move
       exhibit (v): to put on display
       masterpiece (n): a great work of art
        shower away (phr): to wash sth away under a shower
       bother (v): to concern, worry
       canvas (n): a piece of thick fabric stretched over a

frame that artists paint on
       handheld gadget (phr): a small electronic device
       design (n): a plan of how to make sth
       true-to-life (phr): life-like
       scales (n): small flat pieces of hard skin that cover

some animals’ bodies (e.g. fish)

Background Information for Ex. 2, and Exercise 3 on p. 52(T)

  3    To practise the pronunciation of /aI/, /IO/ 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the word
with the different sound in each list.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat chorally and / or individually.

Answer Key

       /aI/ say /OI/ buy

The Hobbit is a fantasy novel by J. R. R. Tolkien. It
was published in 1937 and it is a classic of children’s
literature. It tells the story of a small creature known
as a hobbit called Bilbo Baggins who goes on an
adventure involving dwarves, a dragon and treasure.
It was made into a film series by Peter Jackson from
2012-2014.
The Lord of the Rings is an epic fantasy novel in three
volumes by J. R. R. Tolkien. The action takes place
after the events in The Hobbit and involves some of the
same characters. It was written between 1937 and
1949 and published in 1954-55. The novel was also
made into a film series by Peter Jackson in 2001-2003.

Background information
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       Para B: well-known = famous, studied = researched,
persuaded = encouraged

       Para C: motionless = still
       Para D: displayed = exhibited, thought of as =

considered, worry = bother, new = fresh

  6    To consolidate topic-related vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    raise                  3    combination 
        2    outline                4    alive

  7    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task. Refer Ss to p. PS3 for exercises, a plan and
useful language to help them.

       •    Play the video and ask Ss to copy the headings in
the rubric into their notebooks and make notes
under them.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on Guido Daniele and his work. Ask
various Ss around the class to give their
presentations.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – See Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK3

  8    To develop research skills

       Explain the task and give Ss time to research using
the Internet and / or other sources and find information
about Guido Daniele. Ask various Ss to present their
information to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Time / place of birth: Calabria, Italy, 1950
       Early years: Brera School of Arts (sculpture), Italy,

Tankas School, India
       Achievements: Hyperrealist illustrator for years,

developed body painting in 1990, his work appeared
in many ads and exhibitions

       Guido Daniele was born in Calabria in Italy in 1950. He
attended the Brera School of Arts and studied
sculpture. After that he attended the Tankas School in
India. He has been a Hyperrealist illustrator for many
years, but developed his body painting technique in
1990 and his work has appeared in many
advertisements and exhibitions.

ICT

The WWF, or World Wide Fund for Nature, is the
world’s largest environmental organisation. It was
established in 1961 and tries to protect the natural
world from damage caused by human activity.

Background information

49(T)

4a
  3    To read for specific information (missing

sentences)

       •    Ask Ss to read sentences A-F. Give them time to
read the text again carefully and choose the
correct sentences for the gaps 1-5. Remind Ss
that there is one extra sentence.

       •    Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before / after
each gap as they will help them do the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and ask Ss
to justify their answers with words from the text.

Answer Key

       1    D   (seems so real, like it’s alive)
       2    A   (promote their phones)
       3    C   (so realistic)
       4    F    (someone I love)
       5    E    (His masterpieces are showered away)

  4    a)   To listen and identify the author’s
intention

             Play the recording. Ss listen and read. Elicit the
author’s intention.

Answer Key

        The author’s intention is to inform the reader about an
artist and his creations.

       b)   To consolidate information in a text

             •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
             •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    They are so realistic and life-like that they look like
real animals. (look exactly like photographs)

       2    He does a lot of research and works out how he
can do it on a hand. (“I researched each animal to
see how I could transfer it to a hand,”)

       3    The models have problems not moving for a long
time so he uses his children. (it’s difficult to get
models to stay still that long. That’s why Guido
mostly uses his son and daughter)

       4    He doesn’t worry because he knows he has a
fresh canvas every day. (“At least I start each day
with a fresh canvas,”)

       5    I’m impressed that the animals look so
realistic. I’m also impressed at the attention to
detail he puts into his works.

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonymous words / phrases

       •    Read the words / phrases in the list and give Ss
time to match them to words in the text.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Para A: same as = exactly like
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4b
  1    To present the passive voice

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quiz and give Ss time to
complete it.

        •    Elicit the tenses of the passive forms in bold.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar

Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

        1    A              2    A             3    C                4    B

       1    past simple (past simple of the verb ‘to be’ + past
participle of main verb)

       2    present perfect simple (present perfect of the verb
‘to be’ + past participle of main verb)

       3    present simple (present simple of the verb ‘to be’
+ the past participle of main verb)

       4    modal (modal + be + past participle of main verb)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) was an Italian
Renaissance painter, sculptor, architect, musician,
mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist and
more. His most famous works include the Mona Lisa,
The Last Supper and Vitruvian Man.
Claude Monet (1840-1926) was a French painter and
the founding member of the Impressionist Movement.
His most famous works are Water Lilies and Haystacks.
Walt Disney (1901-1966) was an American animator,
producer, director and businessman. He co-founded
Walt Disney Productions. He created Mickey Mouse. 
Jack Nicholson (1937-) is an American actor, film
director and producer. He has won many awards
including three Oscars, six Golden Globes and four
BAFTAs.
Steven Spielberg (1946-) is an American film director,
screenwriter and producer. He is considered to be one of
the most influential filmmakers in the history of cinema.
Some of his most famous films include: Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, E.T., Jaws, Jurassic Park,
Lincoln, Raiders of the Lost Ark and Schindler’s List. 
The Mona Lisa is a painting by Leonardo da Vinci. It
was painted between 1503 and 1506 and it is believed
to be of a noblewoman called Lisa Gherardini.
Rome is the capital city of Italy. It was founded in 753 BC
and it is an ancient city with a rich history. It has a
population of 4.2 million people.
London is the capital city of England and the UK. It is
a leading financial centre as well as a cultural centre. It
has a population of about 15 million people.
The Thinker is a bronze statue, created between
1880-1904 by French sculptor Auguste Rodin. 
The Statue of Liberty is a large statue of a female
figure that stands on New York Harbour, New York,
USA. It was designed by Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi.
Ann Roth is an American costume designer for films
and theatre. She was born in 1931.

Continue on p. 54(T)

Background information

  2   To practise the passive / To present how
to change from active to passive

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit from Ss in what way a passive sentence differs
from an active sentence.

Answer Key

        1    is             2    was        3    being     4    be      5    be

Suggested Answer Key

       An active sentence emphasises the person who does
the action, while a passive sentence emphasises the
action.

  3    To present with / by with the passive

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss and ask Ss to
read the examples and then explain the task. 

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

        1    with        2    by          3    with       4    with    5    by

  4    To practise changing from the active to
the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers around the

class.

Answer Key

       2    The music for the school play will be written by
Harry.

       3    Tom was offered the lead role by the director.
       4    Tickets for the concert are being sold now (at the

box office).
       5    A play is put on at the end of term by our school.
       6    Jane Eyre was written by Charlotte Brontë.
       7    Walt Disney will always be remembered for his

amazing creativity.
       8    The musical ‘Cats’ has been seen by more than 50

million people around the world.
       9    Sculptures by Antoni Gaudí can be seen in

Barcelona.

  5    To practise the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Then
give Ss time to complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    The exhibition was called off yesterday due to
(the) rain.

       3    The gallery robbers have still not been caught.
       4    A boy has been / was burnt by fireworks.
       5    A sculpture was removed from the Leeds Art

Gallery yesterday.
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  9    To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       1    is being organised by      4    will be booked
       2    is having her      5    are not allowed
       3    have been sold

10   To write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to write a quiz
using the passive, similar to the one in Ex. 1.

       •    Ask Ss to swap their quiz with their partner and try
to complete it.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their quiz with the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
        1    The series of paintings ’Water Lilies’ was painted by
             A   Vincent Van Gogh      B   Leonardo da Vinci
             C   Claude Monet

       2    Which film has received the most Oscar
nominations without winning?

             A   ‘The Colour Purple’                   B ‘Titanic’
             C   ‘The Lord of The Rings’ 

       3    ‘The Girl with a Pearl Earring’ is exhibited in
             A   The Hague B   New York     C London

       4    Which Shakespeare play should not be called by
name for fear of bad luck?

             A   ‘Hamlet’ B   ‘Macbeth’     C ‘Richard III’

        1    C              2    A             3    A                4    B

11   To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key
        1    on           2    for          3    on          4    in         5    of

12   To practise word formation (compound
nouns)

       •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers around the class.

Answer Key
        1    make-up         3    box office         5    soap opera
        2    best-seller       4    headphones

13    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
        •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I. Check

Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    off         2    back       3    over      4    back     5    on

ICT

  6    To describe a process using the
passive

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to research using
the Internet for how glass is made.

        •    Give Ss time to write the process using the passive.
Ask various Ss around the class to read out their
answers.

Suggested Answer Key

        Glass is made by melting sand, or silicon dioxide. Other
ingredients are added in small amounts, such as
sodium carbonate. The furnace is heated to around
1700°C. The mixture is poured onto a bed of liquid
metal to form sheets. If the glass is being used to
make a container or bottle, it is pressed or blown.

  7    To present the causative

       •    Ss close their books. Say, then write on the board:
I have my hair cut at Jane’s salon. Explain that this
sentence is in the causative form and that we use
have + object + past participle of the main verb to
say that we arrange for someone to do something
for us. Present all the possible tense forms.

        •    Say, then write on the board: Do you have your hair
cut every month? and No, I don’t have my hair cut
very often. Explain that we form questions and
negations with do / does in the present simple and
did in the past simple. 

        •    Say, then write on the board: He had his car stolen.
Explain that we can also use the causative to
express that something unpleasant happened to
someone.

       •    Ss open their books. Ask Ss to read the examples
and elicit how the causative is formed.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Elicit which sentence shows that the action is
done by another person.

Suggested Answer Key

       We form the causative with have + object + past
participle of the main verb. Paul is having a portrait
painted. This sentence shows that the action is done
by another person.

  8    To practise the causative

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, and check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key

       2    is going to have her hair styled for the event.
        3    is having her dress for the end-of-term performance

made by Mrs Jones.
       4    has had his guitar stolen.
       5    had her photo taken.
       6    are having the invitations sent today.

ICT

4b
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4c
  1    a)   To generate topic-related vocabulary

             Ask Ss to copy the spidergram into their
notebooks and give them a two-minute time limit
to think of as many types of films as they can. Ss
compare their answers with their partner.

Suggested Answer Key
       films: adventure, comedy, documentary, science-

fiction, fantasy, romantic, historical drama, thriller,
horror, crime drama, police drama, social drama,
action, psychological drama

       b)   To talk about films

             Elicit answers to the questions. Read the example
and remind Ss to use the adjectives given.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  I enjoy watching comedy films.
       B:  So do I. They’re really funny.
       A:  I don’t enjoy police drama films.
       B:  Neither do I. They’re predictable.

       c)   To personalise a topic

             Ask various Ss around the class to answer the
questions and tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
        The last film I saw at the cinema was ‘Gravity’. It was a

science-fiction film. I didn’t really enjoy it because it was
predictable, although the special effects were amazing.

  2    To practise vocabulary related to TV shows

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Tell Ss they may look up the words in the Word
List at the back of the book if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key
        1    series       4    cast          7    characters 10    awards
        2    set           5    hits           8    season
        3    episode   6    plotlines   9    critics

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ss tell their partner. Ask some Ss to tell the class. 

Suggested Answer Key
       My favourite TV show is ‘Criminal Minds’. It is a police

crime drama that follows a team of FBI agents from
the Behavioural Analysis Unit who profile criminals
and then track them down and arrest them. The main
characters are Hotchner, Morgan, Reid, JJ and Rossi.
It is full of action with well-developed characters and
interesting plots.

Ohio is a US state. It is in the midwest of the country.
Its population is around 11.5 million and its capital is
Columbus. 

Background information

  1   a)   To introduce new vocabulary and
prepare for a listening task

             •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task. Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of
their books and give them time to look up the
meanings of the words / phrases given. 

             •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the film is about.

Answer Key 

       adapted from: changed from one format to another
       based on: developed from
       impressed: have admiration for sth
       imaginary: not real
       set out on a journey: set off to a place
       dwarves: little people
       dragon: a mythical creature with wings
       adventures: exciting series of events
       spoil: ruin
       battle scenes: fighting in a film / book
       edge of my seat: very excited / interested
       make up their mind: decide

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the film is about an adventure with mythical
creatures.

       b)   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

              •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the questions
(1-5) and the possible answers and find the key
words.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Play the recording again with pauses for
Ss to check their answers.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Key words: 1) why, Kirsty, looking forward to seeing
The Hobbit, 2) what, Kirsty, describe, about, film,
3) according to, presenter, viewers, 4) Kirsty, thought,
the story, 5) what, Kirsty, criticize

        1    C            2    A            3    A            4    B         5    B

       The dialogue is informal. There are short verb forms
and colloquial phrases throughout the dialogue.

  2    To express an opinion

       Elicit answers from Ss around the class with reasons.
Remind Ss to use pauses or pause fillers as they speak.

Suggested Answer Key

       Uh... I would like to see this film. It sounds interesting
and ... er exciting.

Background information – see p. 48(T)
        
  3    See p. 48(T)
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hi Tom. Did you have a nice weekend?
       B:  Great, thank you. I went to see Stomp.
       A:  Oh, wow! I’ve heard they’re brilliant. How was it?
       B:  It was absolutely fantastic! It was by far the best

show I’ve ever seen.
       A:  Oh really? What was so special about it?
       B:  Well, the music was amazing and the tap dancing

was fantastic. They also used everyday objects as
instruments. It was really entertaining.

       A:  So you’d recommend it?
       B:  Oh, yes! It was a bit expensive, but it was worth

every penny.
       A:  It sounds excellent, Tom. Maybe I’ll go and see it.
       B:  You should. It’s on until the 22nd December. You

won’t regret it!

  4    To describe pictures

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and give them
time to describe them in pairs and answer the
question. Ss should talk about people, place, what
is happening, what people are doing, feelings.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
elicit a variety of descriptions from Ss.

Suggested Answer Key

       The first picture shows an exhibition at a museum or
science centre. There are people of all ages including
a group of children.

       The second picture shows a group of teens watching
a film at the cinema and eating popcorn. The people at
the museum / science centre are enjoying looking at
the exhibits and learning about history / technology.

       The people at the cinema are enjoying being
entertained by the film they are watching.

  5    To assess and compare a model answer

       Play the recording and elicit how similar / different the
model answer is to Ss’ own answers.

       (Ss’ own answers)

Cirque Du Soleil (the Circus of the Sun) is a Canadian
theatrical production company that entertains people
with a mix of circus arts and street entertainment. It
was formed in 1984 in Montreal by Guy Laliberté and
Gilles Ste-Croix.
Stomp is a British musical percussion group that
uses the body and ordinary objects to make music
and create a physical theatre performance. It was
founded in the UK in 1991 by Luke Cresswell and
Steve McNicholas.

Background information

  1   To introduce the topic and read for gist

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the advert and the gaps.
       •    Give Ss time to use the words provided to

complete the advert in their notebooks.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    performance                3    worth
        2    talented                        4    box office

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    a)   To complete a dialogue and listen for
confirmation

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it. Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before /
after each gap as they will help them do the
task.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Elicit what Richard thought of the
performance and the style of the dialogue.

Answer Key

        1    you          3    ever        5    who            7    in
        2    How         4    was         6    but             8    it

Suggested Answer Key

       He thought the performance was absolutely fantastic.
The dialogue is informal. (contracted verb forms: I’ve
heard; everyday language: Oh, wow! etc)

       b)   To role play a dialogue

             Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in open /
closed pairs.

  3    To act out a dialogue using prompts
based on a model dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs using the poster, their own ideas, the
language box and following the model in Ex. 2a.

       •    Draw this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

       

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

A
Greet B. Ask about
B’s weekend.

Comment on B’s
reply. Ask how it was.

Ask what was special
about it.

Ask if B would
recommend it.

Say you might go
see it.

B
Greet A. Say what
you did.

Describe why you
liked it.

Describe the
performance.

Reply.

Say when it will be on
until and recommend
seeing it.

53(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Give Ss time to prepare their answers.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    a book review for an English learner’s website
       2    present tenses
       3    a, d, e, f, g

        Key words: English learners, website, asking, reviews,
favourite books, write your review, what book is about,
general comments, plot, characters, why recommend
it, 120-160 words.

  2    a)   To read a model review for gist

              •    Go through the types of books and elicit what
each is about. Ss can give examples if they like.

             •    Ss can check in the Word List.
             •    Give Ss time to read the model and complete

the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       The book is a spy novel / thriller.

       b)   To match paragraphs to content

             •    Give Ss time to match each paragraph A-D to
the contents 1-4.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   4              B   1            C   3                D   2

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

  3    To practise topic-related vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to read the gapped sentences and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    bestseller – books
       2    gripping, put – books
       3    tells – both

       4    based on – both
       5    main, well-developed – both
       6    twist – both
       7    special effects – films
       8    set – both
       9    directed – films

  4    a)   To practise adjectives related to reviews

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    characters        2    ending          3    plot / storyline

James Bond is a fictional character from a series of
novels by Ian Fleming. He was created in 1953 and
appeared in twelve novels and two short stories. He
is a British secret agent and he has appeared in a
total of 26 films as well as television, radio, comic
strip and video game formats.
William Boyd is a British novelist and screenwriter.
He was born in 1952 and he has written many novels
and screenplays.
West Africa is a large region in Africa that includes the
countries of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Gambia,
Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia,
Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo.
The Chronicles of Narnia is a series of fantasy novels
by C. S. Lewis. They were written between 1949 and
1954 and are considered classics of children’s literature.
They have been adapted for radio, television, the stage
and film.
The Avengers is a 2012 superhero film based on the
Marvel Comics heroes.
Josh Whedon is an American screenwriter, producer,
director and comic book writer. He was born in 1964
and he has created many well-known TV series
including Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Firefly and Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D.
The Hunger Games is a 2008 young-adult novel by
Suzanne Collins. Two sequels followed and successful
film adaptations.

Background information

4e

Mamma Mia! is a hit musical and a successful film
based on the songs of the successful Swedish pop band
ABBA.
Charlotte Brontë (1816-1855) was an English novelist
whose famous novel is Jane Eyre. It was published in 1847. 
Cats is a musical composed by Andrew Lloyd Webber and
produced by Cameron Mackintosh. It has won many
awards and has been translated into 20 languages.

Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926) is a Spanish architect. His
most famous works are the Sagrada Família, Casa Milà,
Casa Batlló and Park Güell in Barcelona.
Barcelona is the second largest city in Spain and it has a
population of 1.6 million people. It is a cultural centre and
a tourist destination with many famous landmarks
including the Sagrada Família, Casa Milà, Casa Batlló,
Park Güell and the Palau de la Música Catalan.

Background information

Background Information for Ex. 1 on p. 50(T)
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       4    title: Ender’s Game
             author: Orson Scott Card
             type: science-fiction
             plot: set in the future, after a series of attacks by

hostile aliens, young boy Andrew ‘Ender’ Wiggin
enters a military training programme for child
geniuses to train to become soldiers

              comments: plot is exciting, character is interesting,
book describes exciting war games in zero gravity
and explores how it is for Ender growing up in a
community of young soldiers and how he copes
with loneliness and pressure to do well.

            recommendation: This book will keep you on the
edge of your seat from the beginning to the end.
Definitely a must-read!

  7    To write a review

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and their answers from Exs
5b & 6.

       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       “Ender’s Game” by Orson Scott Card is an exciting
science-fiction novel. Set in the future, after a series
of attacks by hostile aliens, it tells the story of a young
boy Andrew ‘Ender’ Wiggin who enters a military
training programme for child geniuses to train to
become soldiers. Ender soon becomes a leader in
Battle School.

       The book’s plot is very exciting and not at all
predictable. The character of Ender is interesting
because he is not just a hero, but he is a sensitive
young boy. It describes the exciting war games in zero
gravity and also explores how it is for Ender growing
up in a community of young soldiers and how he
copes with loneliness and pressure to do well.

       This book will keep you on the edge of your seat from
the beginning to the fantastic surprise ending.
Definitely a must-read!

Activity for weaker classes
Write the beginnings of the sentences on the board. Ss
use them to write their versions.
e.g. ... by ... is ... novel. Set in ... it tells the story ... The

book’s plot is ... . The character of ... is ... . The book
will keep you ... . Definitely a ... .

       b)   To identify adjectives in a model

             •    Ask Ss to look through the model again and
find the adjectives that describe the nouns in
the list.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       intriguing adventures
       British secret agent
       civil war
       dangerous villains
       evil soldier
       gripping, predictable plot
       interesting character
       sensitive person
       inspiring book
       great read

  5    a)   To practise the language of
recommending a book

              Give Ss time to read the paragraphs and complete
them, then elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    you are looking for      6    In my opinion
       2    thoroughly recommend      7    well worth reading
       3    won’t disappoint      8    this book’s for you
       4    make sure
       5    couldn’t put it down

       b)   To write a recommendation

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       “Ender’s Game” is the best book I have read so far
this year. It is well worth reading and I thoroughly
recommend it.

  6    To analyse a rubric and prepare for
a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key words.
       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions in their

notebooks and then check Ss’ answers around
the class.

Answer Key

        Key words: school English magazine, book reviews,
write your review, describing the plot, giving comments
and why you recommend it (120-160 words).

       1    a book review, readers of the school English
magazine

       2    present tenses
       3    Ender’s Game – Para 1 – name, type, author of

book, Para 2 – setting, main points of plot, Para 3
– comments about character, plot, etc, Para 4 –
my recommendation

55(T)
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  1    a)   To identify part of speech

             Ask Ss to read the gapped sentence and then
elicit the part of speech missing.

Answer Key

       Verb

       b)   To prepare for a reading task

             Ask Ss to read the four options A-D and then read
the dictionary entries and choose the correct
option.

Answer Key

       D

  2    a)   To identify what is tested in a multiple
choice cloze task

             Ask Ss to read the gapped sentence and then
elicit what it tests.

Answer Key

       vocabulary

       b)   To work on a multiple choice cloze
task

             Ask Ss to read the four options A-D and then
choose the correct option.

Answer Key

       B

  3    To read for gist

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit what it
shows. Ask Ss to guess what the text is about.

       •    Give Ss time to read through the text quickly to
find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       The text is about a street art festival where artists use
chalk to create 3D art on the streets and pavements.

  4    To complete a multiple choice cloze

       •    Read out the Tips box and give Ss time to read
the text and the A-D options for each gap and
complete the task. Ss should pay attention to the
words before / after each gap as they will help
them decide. Ss should also decide if the gap
tests vocabulary or grammar.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify
their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (days is countable – G)
       2    C   (streets – V)
       3    A   (pay attention – V)
       4    B   (from the right angle – V)
       5    D   (passive – G)
       6    C   (as well as – V)
       7    C   (there are – G)
       8    D   (at the end of – V)

56(T)

4f

Answer Key

       1    summer 4    (huge wide) hat
       2    local 5    exhibition of public art
       3    prizes 6    map

10   To develop presentation skills

        •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task.
       •    Play the video and ask Ss to copy the headings

into their notebooks, read the text again and
make notes under them.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on the Sarasota Chalk Festival.

        •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the rest
of the class. Alternatively, assign the task as HW and
ask Ss to give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name: The Sarasota Chalk Festival
       Place: Sarasota, USA
       Reason: present street art made with chalk
        Activities: watch 3D chalk drawings, step into them,

take pictures, watch musicians, dancers and acrobats
perform, free

       Good morning everyone. How do you feel about
street art? … Do you consider it an art form? … Well,
the Sarasota Chalk Festival is an event that can make
you see street art in a totally different light.

        The Sarasota Chalk Festival takes place on the streets
and pavements of a busy city. Artists use streets and
pavements as a canvas to slowly create drawings using
just chalk. This isn’t just an ordinary kind of drawing
though. These are 3D drawings that can only be seen
from the right angle. You can watch as the drawings
slowly come to life and once the artists complete them,
visitors to the festival can step into the drawings and
act as if they are part of the artwork. The festival offers
the opportunity to visitors to really experience the work
of some of the best street artists from around the
world. You can also enjoy performances by a range of
other artists such as musicians, dancers and acrobats.
The festival is free for everyone to enjoy. It may
completely change your view of what street art is and
how talented street artists are. Are there any
questions? … Thank you for listening.

Answer Key for Ex. 9 and Exercise 10 on p. 57(T)
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  5    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Street and pavement artists create 3D chalk
drawings.

       2    All kinds of artists take part in the festival, such as
musicians, dancers, acrobats and other street
performers.

       3    Visitors to the Sarasota Chalk Festival can see 3D
chalk drawings and step into them to pose with
elephants, balance along an imaginary circus wire
or jump into a huge hole.

       4    The chalk drawings are usually washed off.
       5    I think chalk drawing is an amazing and

difficult art form and the street artists who do it are
very talented.

       •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and
explain / elicit the meanings of the words or ask
Ss to use their dictionaries to look them up.

Suggested Answer Key

       talented (adj): having a natural skill in something
       pavement (n): a raised path on a road that people

walk on
       turn into (phr v): change
       attention (n): special notice, thought or interest

shown when looking at something
       properly (adv): appropriately or satisfactorily
       angle (n): point of view
       pose (v): to move into and stay in a particular

position, in order to be photographed or painted
       participate (v): take part in
       hose off (phr v): to wash away using a long plastic or

rubber pipe 

  6    a)   To learn collocations

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    talented             3    comes                5    right
        2    open                  4    pay                     6    street

       b)   To consolidate new vocabulary

              •    Give Ss time to use the collocations from Ex. 6a
in sentences of their own based on the text. 

             •    Elicit sentences from Ss around the class.

Sarasota is a city on the southwest coast of Florida
in the USA. It has a population of over 52,000 and it
is well-known for its beaches and resorts.
Luxembourg is a very small country in the north-
west of Europe. Just over 550,000 people live there.
The capital is Luxembourg City. Most residents
speak French or German or both. 

Background information

Suggested Answer Key
       1    Talented artists take part in the Sarasota Chalk

Festival to present their work.
       2    The only problem with this open-air festival is that

when it rains all the drawings are washed away.
       3    When the creations come to life people can step

right into them.
       4    Visitors to the festival have to pay attention in

order to see the drawings properly.
        5    You can only see the drawings from the right angle.
       6    There are many other street performers taking part

in the festival.

  7    a)   To introduce topic-related vocabulary

             •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures 1-8 and read the
items A-H.

             •    Give Ss time to match them and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       A   8              C   5             E    2                G   6
       B   7              D   4             F    1                H   3

       b)   To distinguish between art and crafts

             Read out the question and ask Ss to decide in
pairs which of the items in Ex. 7a are art and
which are crafts. Elicit answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A, C, D, F are art. B, E, G & H are crafts.

  8    To present new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Have Ss tell their answers to their partner and

then ask some Ss to tell the class.

Answer Key
        1    B              3    E             5    A                7    C
        2    F              4    G            6    D

        A living statue dresses up and keeps still on the street.
        A trapeze artist performs stunts on a swing in a circus.
       An opera singer performs to classical music in a

drama set.
       A mime artist only uses movements and facial

expressions to perform.
       A stand-up comedian tells jokes on stage.
       A street magician performs magic tricks out in the

open air.

  9    To listen for specific information 
(note-taking)

       •    Ask Ss to look at the text and the gaps (1-6) and
think about what information is missing.

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the sentences.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key – see p. 56(T)

10    See p. 56(T)

11   a)   See p. 59(T)

       b)  See p. 59(T)

57(T)

4f
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  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Read the rubric with Ss and elicit answers from
the class.

       •    Play the recording. Ss read and listen to the text
to find out if their answers were correct.

Answer Key
       stone, metal, wood, chocolate, butter, ice or flowers

  2    To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to read the text
again and complete the sentences.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       1    stone, metal or wood
       2    the same qualities
       3    in museums and art galleries, as well as on the

streets, in parks, on a hillside or elsewhere
       4    carving, casting, modelling and assembling
       5    is poured into a shape and left to cool down
       6    form a shape

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 59(T)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To develop critical thinking skills

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Elicit answers from some Ss.

Suggested Answer Key
       I learnt that sculptures often depict the human body. I

learnt that some sculptures can be made from
pouring a melted material into a cast and that others
can be made by assembling things together. I learned
that some sculptures are temporary.

58(T)

4

Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit answers from the class.
       •    Allow Ss to read and listen to the text, then check

Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        The Tate Modern is in London. You can see modern
art there, including paintings, sculptures, installations,
performance art and much more.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To research and present information
about an art gallery

       •    Ss can do research and write their text either in
class or for homework.

        •    Ask some Ss to present their art gallery to the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

ICT

  4    To research and present a topic

       •    Go through the rubric, explain the task and give
Ss time to collect information and photos of
sculptures and write a short text about them.

       •    Ask various Ss to present their texts and photos
to the class. Ss can work in groups.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
present their texts in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       The sculpture: El Oso y El Madroño (The Bear and
the Strawberry Tree), made in 1967, shows a bear
standing on its back legs to reach the fruit from a
strawberry tree, 4 metres tall, weighs 20 tons, symbol
of the city

       The sculptor: Antonio Navarro Santafé
       The material used: bronze on a stone base
       Where the sculpture can be seen: the main square,

La Puerta del Sol, Madrid

       Good morning. I’m Valentina Delgado. Look at this
photograph. Does anyone know what it shows? ...
Yes, it’s El Oso y El Madroño, or The Bear and the
Strawberry Tree, a famous Spanish sculpture.

        The Bear and the Strawberry Tree was created by the
sculptor Antonio Navarro Santafé. It was made in 1967
and, as you can see from the picture, it shows a bear
standing on its back legs to reach the fruit from a
strawberry tree. The sculpture is about four metres tall
and it weighs 20 tons! It was cast from bronze and it
stands on a stone base in La Puerta del Sol. This is one
of the main squares in Madrid, and The Bear and the
Strawberry Tree has come to be a symbol of the city.

        The sculpture is famous in Spain, and it’s also a
popular tourist attraction. The Bear and the Strawberry
Tree is a beautiful sculpture, and it also reminds us of
nature right in the middle of a capital city. Has anyone
got any questions? ... Thank you for your time.

ICT
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       6    NM
       7    F    (… had to use gestures … to life.)
       8    NM

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    b             2    b            3    a            4    a          5    b

  1    To read for specific information (T / F /
NM statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (1-8).
       •    Give Ss time to read the text and mark each

statement according to what they read in the text.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and ask them to give

justifications for their choices.

Answer Key

       1    T    (Masks help … emotions..)
       2    NM 
       3    F    (Only men … play)
       4    F    (There were no scripts …)
       5    F    (… troupes of actors and actresses)

59(T)

4

       depict (v): to show sb or sth in a picture, painting,
photograph, etc

       stone (n): a hard substance that comes from the ground
        metal (n): a substance such as gold, tin, copper, iron
       wood (n): the hard substance that trees are made of
       butter (n): a yellow fatty substance made from milk

and used in cooking
       ice (n): frozen water
       material (n): a substance that has a particular quality
       quality (n): a characteristic that sb or sth has
       long-lasting (adj): able to exist for a long time
       temporary (adj): used for a limited amount of time
       resist (v): to not be affected or harmed by sth
       convey (v): to serve as a means of expressing sth
       realistic (adj): representing what is real 
        abstract (adj): (of art) expressing ideas and emotions,

without attempting to create a realistic picture
       hillside (n): a part of a hill between the top and the foot
       carving (n): the act of using tools to shape sth from

wood, stone, metal, etc
       chip away (phr v): to cut and remove small pieces

with a tool
       casting (n): the act of creating sth by melting metal

and pouring it into a container
       melt down (phr v): to heat a metal until it becomes a

liquid, so that you can use it to make sth else
       pour (v): to cause sth to flow from one container into

another
       mould (n): a container into which a liquid is poured,

which takes the shape when it hardens
       cool (adj): to become less hot

       harden (v): to become hard and firm
       modelling (n): the act of shaping a soft material to

create a form 
       clay (n): a soft material that can be easily shaped
       assembling (n): gathering and joining different

materials to create sth 
       gather (v): to bring together

11   a)   To write about an art festival

             •    Give Ss time to research using the Internet for
an art festival in their country similar to the
one in the text, collect information under the
headings and write a short text including the
points mentioned.

             •    Ask various Ss to read their text to the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       b)   To compare two festivals

             •    Explain the task and ask Ss to use their notes
in Exs 10 & 11a to compare the two festivals.

             •    Give Ss time to write their texts and elicit a
variety of answers from Ss around the class.
Ss should use appropriate words to link ideas
(similar: both, and, as well etc – opposing: but,
however, etc).

       (Ss’ own answers)

ICT

Suggested Answer Key for Exercise 2 on p. 58(T), and Exercises 11 a) & b) on p. 57(T)
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  3    To listen for specific information 
(note-taking)

       •    Ask Ss to read the gapped text.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the

missing information. Ask Ss to identify what each
gap asks for (noun, adjective, number, etc).

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    comic                   4    gripping          7    cinemas
        2    adventure             5    November      8    6.50
        3    special effects      6    112

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    predictable        5    novel                  9    bestseller
        2    awards               6    masterpiece     10   plotline
        3    horror                 7    episode
        4    audience            8    still

  5    To consolidate grammar learnt in the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    were written       3    will be opened     5    is being 
        2    is held                4    can be bought           directed

  6    To consolidate grammar learnt in the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    has just had his new novel published
       2    will have their work exhibited (by the gallery).
       3    will have our photograph taken by a famous

photographer.
       4    had his portrait painted by Arcimboldo.
       5    had two of his paintings sold by his brother / had

his brother sell two of his paintings

  7    To write a review

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to plan and
complete their work and then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       ‘Thor: The Dark World’ is an action adventure film
directed by Alan Taylor. It stars Chris Hemsworth, Tom
Hiddleston and Natalie Portman as characters from
the Marvel comics.

       The story continues the big screen adventures of Thor
from the first Thor film and The Avengers.

       It is a blockbuster film filled with fantastic action and
amazing special effects, but what makes this film
more enjoyable than other films of its genre is that it
has an interesting and gripping plot and plenty of
funny moments. Also, the acting is very good.

       This is a highly entertaining film that is well worth
seeing. If you are a fan of Marvel comics and their
heroes then this film will not disappoint you.

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    by (passive)
       2    which / that (relative)
       3    plays (review – present tense)
       4    her (refers to Dr Ryan Stone)
       5    as (set phrase)
       6    is destroyed (passive)
       7    It (subject of sentence)
       8    will keep (set phrase)
       9    to (glued to – set phrase)
     10    miss (set phrase)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit
according to how competent they feel at each of the listen
activities. 

60(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit, Ss will explore the topic of environment. They
will learn / revise vocabulary related to global issues and
the environment. They will learn / revise reported speech,
reported statements, questions and commands and
reporting verbs. They will learn how to make suggestions,
agree & disagree and describe pictures. They will also learn
how to write an essay providing solutions to a problem.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary through pictures

       •    Read the title of the unit Can you help? and ask
Ss to suggest what they think the unit will be
about (the unit is about global issues and the
environment.) Go through the What’s in this unit
list to stimulate Ss’ interest in the unit.

       •    Ask to look at the pictures. Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat chorally and / or individually.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the issues in the pictures A-
F and give Ss time to match them to the types of
issues in the rubric.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       social problems: poverty, homelessness,
unemployment

       environmental problems: endangered species,
landfills full of rubbish, pollution

  2    To complete newspaper extracts

       •    Direct Ss to the two texts and the words in the
rubric and give Ss time to use the words to
complete the texts.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    accommodation 3    household waste 
       2    volunteers 4    packaging

       A:  homelessness
       B:  landfills full of rubbish

  3    To personalise the topic

       •    Elicit which problem(s) is / are the most serious in
Ss’ country.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Suggested Answer Key

       In my country, unemployment and pollution are the
most serious problems.

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that because we live on the
Earth and this is our home, whatever we do to it, we
do it to ourselves. So, if we look after the Earth and
help solve the problems it faces, we actually look after
ourselves and take care of us.

        •    As an extension ask Ss to use the title of the unit
to create a poster raising awareness of global
issues.

David W. Orr (1944 -) is an American university
professor and environmentalist.

Background information

61(T)
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62(T)

5a
  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Ask Ss to read the advert and the extract from the
song and play the recording. 

       •    Elicit what Ss think Earth Hour is.

Suggested Answer Key
       I think Earth Hour is when people around the world

turn off their lights for an hour to raise awareness
about protecting the environment.

  2    a)   To introduce key vocabulary

              Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their books
and give them time to look up the meanings of the
words given.

Suggested Answer Key
       power cut: when the electricity supply ceases

temporarily
       complete darkness: without any light
       light pollution: too much light in the atmosphere
       streetlights shine: when lights on the streets give light
       security lights flash on and off: when lights on

buildings to deter burglars turn on and off many times

       wasting energy: using too much energy unnecessarily
       affects wildlife: has an effect on animals
       get confused: to become unsure
       sleep patterns get disrupted: when sb’s usual

sleeping routine is disturbed
       dim their streetlights: to make their streetlights

shine less brightly
       switch off unnecessary lighting: to turn off lights

that are not needed
       low-energy bulbs: light bulbs that use less energy.

       b)   To listen and read for gist

             •    Go through the Tips box with Ss and ask Ss to
guess what the text is about based on the
phrases in Ex. 2a.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen, read and check if
their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key
       I think the text is about how much light we use

unnecessarily, what the effects are, and what we can
do about it.

  9    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task. Refer
Ss to p. PS4 for exercises, a plan and useful
language to help them. 

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings in the rubric into
their notebooks. Play the video and ask Ss to
make notes under the headings.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on the topic and ask various Ss to
give their presentation to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

       •    Finally, give Ss time to use their notes to write a
summary of the text.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8 p. PSK4

Suggested Answer Key
       Light pollution is the problem of too much artificial

light at night. It affects wildlife because animals get
confused and exhausted by bright lights. This affects
their reproduction. It also affects people because our
sleep patterns get disrupted and we get tired. Lack of
sleep can lead to serious illnesses. Some solutions
are to dim streetlights and switch off lights we do not
need as well as raise awareness of the issue through
Earth Hour.

10   To develop research skills

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to
research on the Internet and / or other sources
and find another song about Mother Earth.

ICT

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
songs with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       Michael Jackson – Earth Song
       What about sunrise
       What about rain
       What about all the things
       That you said we were to gain ...
       What about killing fields
       Is there a time
       What about all the things
       That you said was yours and mine ...
       Did you ever stop to notice
       All the blood we’ve shed before
       Did you ever stop to notice
       This crying Earth this weeping shores?
       What have we done to the world
       Look what we’ve done

       What about all the peace
       That you pledge your only son ...
       What about flowering fields
       Is there a time
       What about all the dreams
       That you said was yours and mine ...
       Did you ever stop to notice
       All the children dead from war
       Did you ever stop to notice
       This crying Earth this weeping shores
       I used to dream
       I used to glance beyond the stars
       Now I don’t know where we are
       Although I know we’ve drifted far

       The main idea is to respect and care for our planet.

Exercises 9 & 10 on p. 63(T)
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  5    To understand the author’s purpose

       Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers from various
Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       The author’s purpose is to highlight a problem that not
many people may know about and give information
about what effects it has and what we can do to help
solve the problem. I think he / she has been very
successful.

  6    To consolidate prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    by                      3    of                       5    to
        2    on                      4    in                        6    through

  7    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonyms

       •    Ask Ss to look at the words in bold in the text and
to read the words in the list and give Ss time to
match them. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       complete = absolute (adj)
       residents = locals (noun)
       giant = huge (adj)
       probably = possibly (adv)
       stray = abandoned (adj)
       exhausted = tired (adj)
       decline = drop (verb)
       creeps in = enters (verb)
       disrupted = disturbed (verb)
       dim = make less bright (verb)
       switch off = turn off (phr verb)
       marvelled = admired (verb)

  8    To present and practise topic-related
vocabulary in context

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    Collect              4    Switch off          7    Mend
        2    bulbs                  5    appliances         8    swapping
        3    solar                   6    recycled

       energy: 2, 3, 4, 5 other resources: 1, 6, 7, 8

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to collect more information
about how to be environmentally friendly and
present it to the class.

  9    See p. 62(T)

10   See p. 62(T)

63(T)

5a
  3    To identify the main idea in paragraphs

(matching headings)

       •    Ask Ss to read the headings A-F and give Ss time
to read the text and choose the correct heading
for each paragraph.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and elicit which
words helped them to decide on their answers.

       •    You can do paragraph 1 together with Ss and then
Ss do the rest of the task on their own.

Answer Key

       1    E    (silvery cloud in the sky, the Milky Way, usually
hidden because of the city’s lights)

       2    B   (Streetlights shine onto empty roads and car
parks; shop fronts and office blocks are lit up
after everyone has gone home ...)

       3    F    (seriously affects wildlife and the ecosystem)
        4    C   (our sleep patterns get disrupted ... lack of sleep)
       5    A   (Fortunately, many towns and cities are starting

to dim streetlights and switch off unnecessary
lighting ... All of this will help ...)

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their dictionaries
or in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 64(T)

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Light pollution is when there is too much artificial
light at night.

       2    It affects people and animals by interfering with
natural cycles of sleep and activity and causes
confusion and exhaustion.

       3    We can dim lights that we need and switch off
lights that we don’t need.

Chicago is the third-biggest city in the US. It is located
in the north-eastern middle part of the country, on the
shore of Lake Michigan. 10 million people live in or
near Chicago.
Los Angeles (LA) is the largest city in California, in
the USA. The population is 3.8 million people in the
city and around 16 million people in the region. It is a
centre for business, trade, entertainment, culture,
media, fashion, sports and technology. 
The Milky Way is the galaxy which our solar system
is in. It is a spiral galaxy that contains 100-400 billion
stars and planets. It is 100,000 to 180,000 light years
across.

Background information
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5b
  1    a)   To present / revise reported speech

             •    Ask two Ss to read the joke aloud. Explain
when direct / reported speech are used.

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the theory and then give
them time to answer the questions.

             •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the
Grammar Reference section for more
information.

Answer Key
       We introduce reported statements with the verbs ‘say’

or ‘tell’.
       The tenses change according to the table (e.g. present

simple to past simple, present continuous to past
continuous, etc).

       We use ‘said’ sb (to sb else) to introduce direct speech.
We use ‘said’ (that) or ‘told’ sb to introduce reported
speech.

       b)   To identify reported speech 

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
joke again and find examples of reported
speech.

              •    Elicit from Ss what the salesman’s exact words
were.

Answer Key
       Reported speech: You said that my new car had a

two-year guarantee. You also told me that you would
replace anything that broke.

       Direct speech: “Your new car has a two-year
guarantee. We / I will replace anything that breaks,”
said the salesman.

  2    To practise said and told

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key
        1    said       2    said      3    told      4    said      5    said

  3    To practise reported statements

       •    Read out the sentences and give Ss time to
rewrite them in reported speech.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Jamie said (that) he worked every weekend.
       2    Lucy said (that) her class had been planting trees

all morning the day before.
       3    John said (that) he had sold his laptop.
       4    Gary told me (that) they were coming that day.
       5    Our boss told us (that) the company would reduce

its pollution by the end of next / the following year.
       6    Alec said (that) Paula had joined WWF the month

before.
       7    Our teacher said to / told us (that) they cut down

30 million trees every day.
       8    Harry said (that) he had never seen a sea turtle.

  4    To practise reporting verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and then refer Ss to the

Grammar Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

       1    Gary invited me to the meeting.
       2    Fran warned me to be careful.
       3    Carrie apologised for shouting at me.
       4    Our teacher allowed us to do a project on air

pollution.

The WWF, or World Wide Fund for Nature, is the
world's largest environmental organisation. It was
established in 1961 and tries to protect the natural
world from damage caused by human activity.

Background information

        overload (n): too much electricity through an electrical
system

        power cut (n): an interruption in the supply of electricity
       resident (n): a person who lives in a place
       emergency services (n): the police, fire and

ambulance services
       in a panic (phr): having a strong feeling of anxiety
       giant (adj): huge
       silvery (adj): having a silver colour
       authorities (n): the governing powers
       spot (v): to notice
       shop front (phr): the part of a shop facing the street
       office block (n): a large building with offices
       stray (adj): having wandered away from home
       wander (v): to roam aimlessly
       waste (v): to use sth up needlessly
       ecosystem (n): all the plants and animals in an area

       hatch (v): to be born from an egg
       horizon (n): where the land meets the sky
       seafront (adj): facing the sea
       insect (n): a class of small creature usually with six

legs and sometimes with wings
       swarm (v): to gather in great numbers
       feed (v): to give food to self or others
       reproduce (v): to have babies
       decline (v): to go down in number
       creep in (phr v): to move in somewhere slowly
       lack (n): the absence of sth
       depression (n): a feeling of great sadness
       heart disease (n): a disease that causes heart

attacks and damage to the heart
       marvel (v): to be amazed at sth
       starry (adj): full of stars

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 3 on p. 63(T)
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  8    To practise word formation (forming
adjectives from nouns or verbs)

       •    Read the theory aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    national        3    understandable       5    natural
        2    famous        4    colourful                  6    sunny

  9    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    out                     3    down                 5    off
        2    into                    4    down

10   To practise reported speech

       •    Explain the task and divide the class into groups
of three.

       •    Ss act out dialogues in pairs and then ask the
third group members to report the conversation.

Suggested Answer Key

       SA:   Have you joined an environmental group?
       SB:   Yes, I’m a member of the WWF.
       SA:   When did you join?
       SB:   A year ago. etc
       SC:   Sam asked John if he had joined an

environmental group. John said he was a
member of the WWF. Sam asked John when he
had joined. John said he had joined a year
before. etc

Utah is a state in the USA. The state capital is Salt
Lake City and the population is around 3 million
people. It is a business centre for transport,
information technology and mining. It is also a major
tourist destination for outdoor recreation.

Background information

  5   a)   To present reported questions /
commands

             •    Ask Ss to read the table and then elicit answers
to the questions.

             •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to 
the Grammar Reference section for more
information.

Answer Key

       We report a question that starts with a question word
by using the same question word. We report a yes /
no question by using if / whether.

       Tenses change in reported questions in the same way
as in reported statements. However, they are used in
the affirmative not interrogative form.

       We report a command with tell + sb + (not) 
to-infinitive.

       b)   To practise reported questions /
commands

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Pat asked if / whether they could swim in the river.
       2    Mum told me to turn off the light.
       3    Jack asked if / whether I was / we were going to

the zoo.
       4    She asked me what time it started.
       5    He told me not to use my car.
       6    John asked me why I had thrown it away.

  6    To practise reported speech

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    ... on Saturday.
       2    Ann said she wouldn’t forget and that she was

really looking forward to it.
       3    Oliver offered to give Ann a lift.
       4    Ann thanked him, but she refused and explained

that she lived near the beach.
       5    Oliver suggested starting early.
       6    Ann agreed and said she would see him there at

8 o’clock.

  7    To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    on           2    from      3    in           4    in         5    at

5b
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5c
  1    a)   To present and practise new

vocabulary in context

              •    Ask Ss to read the news headlines and complete
them with the words in the list.

             •    Ask Ss to check their answers in the Word
List at the back of their books.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    LAYER           4    SMOG      7    CONSERVATION
        2    WARMING     5    SPILL
        3    FUELS           6    GASES

              •    As an extension, ask Ss to collect newspaper
headlines related to the environment and present
them to the class explaining what problem each
is about.

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

       b)   To present and practise topic-related
vocabulary in context

             •    Explain the task.
             •    Give Ss time to complete it in closed pairs.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    save        3    reduce       5    ban         7    raise
        2    fine          4    prevent      6    invest

       c)   To match solutions to problems

             •    Give Ss time to match the solutions 1-7 in
Ex. 1b to the problems 1-7 in Ex 1a.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    Oil spill kills hundreds of sea birds after tanker
capsizes. – We should fine factories that don’t use
alternative methods of disposing waste.

       3    Greenhouse gases continuing to cause Earth’s
temperature to rise. – To fight climate change, we
can reduce the amount of electricity we use.

        4    Hole in the ozone layer above Antarctica suddenly
expands. – We can prevent the hole from getting
bigger by not buying aerosol sprays that use CFCs.

       5    Thick smog hanging over city causes breathing
problems. – The government should ban cars from
the city centre.

       6    Time running out for oil and other fossil fuels. –
Governments need to invest in wind power and
solar energy projects.

       7    Conservation projects successfully stop decline in
panda numbers. – We ought to raise money for
charities that run conservation projects.

  1    a)   To introduce new vocabulary and
prepare for a listening task

              Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their books
and give them time to look up the meanings of the
words / phrases given and then elicit an answer to
the question.

Suggested Answer Key

        wheelie bins: large rectangular dustbin with a hinged
lid and wheels

       compost: decayed plants, vegetables and soil used
to help plants grow

       coffee shop: a café
       reusable mugs: mugs you can use many times
       packaging: the plastic packets that things come in
       disposable: able to thrown away
       charity shops: shops that sell second-hand goods

and give the money to charity
       bargains: items at reduced prices

       The words / phrases show ways of reducing waste.

       b)   To listen for specific information
(multiple matching)

             •    Ask Ss to read the sentences A-E and find the
key words. Play the recording twice.

             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    D              2    B             3    A                4    E

       c)   To consolidate comprehension of a
listening script

             Elicit answers to the question from various Ss.

Suggested Answer Key  – see p. 68(T)

  2    To develop research skills

       •    Ss work in groups of three. Give Ss time to do
some research on the Internet and / or other
sources and collect information about other ways
of reducing waste.

       •    Ask Ss to share their answers with the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key  – see p. 68(T)

  3    To present homophones

       •    Read the theory box aloud and then give Ss time
to match the homophones.

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually.

       •    Check Ss’ intonation.

Answer Key

        2    A              3    E             4    B                5    D

ICT
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Have you read this report? It says heavy traffic is a
big problem in our town and we must do
something to reduce it.

       B:  I know, it’s awful.
       A:  It’s so sad. Can’t we do anything to change the

situation?
       B:  Well, one solution is to improve the public

transport system. Then there would be less traffic
on the roads.

       A:  You’re right. It would be a good idea to get more
people to start cycling too. This way we would
have cleaner air.

       B:  I totally agree.

  4    a)   To complete a description

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
the text with the phrases provided.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    a diver 4    taking photographs
       2    wetsuit 5    amazed
       3    is looking

       b)   To describe a picture

             •    Ss describe the picture in pairs using the
phrases provided and following the example in
Ex. 4a.

             •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some Ss to describe the picture aloud for
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        The picture shows a man who is swimming in the sea
with a dolphin. The man is wearing a wetsuit and a
mask and snorkel. He is touching the dolphin. The
sea is a lovely blue-green colour. There’s an island in
the background. The man seems to be very happy
to be so close to such a beautiful creature.

  1    a)   To predict the content of a dialogue
from key vocabulary

             Go through the list of words / phrases and elicit
what the dialogue can be about.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the dialogue is about endangered species and
how to help them.

       b)   To complete a dialogue

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Play the recording for Ss to check if their

answers were correct.

Answer Key

       1    population              4 high fines
       2    natural habitat        5 conservation organisation
       3    nature reserves       6 local campaign

       c)   To role play a dialogue

             Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in closed /
open pairs.

  2    To substitute language for making
suggestions, introducing examples / results,
agreeing and disagreeing

       •    Ask Ss to read the dialogue again and replace the
underlined phrases with suitable alternatives from
the language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       One solution is to ... = It would be a good idea to ...
       You’re right. = I agree with you.
       I totally agree with you. = You’re right.
       Well, the way I see it ... = But don’t you think ...
       For example = For instance
       You’re totally right. = I totally agree with you.

  3    To act out a dialogue using prompts

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
prompts and then complete the task in closed
pairs using the useful language provided. Draw
this diagram for Ss to follow:

       

A
Draw B’s attention to a
report. Explain what it says.

Ask if there is anything
to be done.

Agree. Make another
suggestion giving an
expected result.

B
Comment on the
situation.

Suggest first
solution. Mention
an example / result.

Agree with A.

67(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then give Ss time to
find the key words and answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    I have to write an essay providing solutions to a
problem. My teacher is going to read it.

       2    I will write it in formal style.
       3    A, D (protect habitats, fine hunters, start breeding

programmes)

       Key words: class discussion, stop illegal hunting of
endangered species, teacher, essay, providing
solutions, 120-160 words, heavy fines, products,
from endangered species

  2    To match paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
descriptions 1-4 to each paragraph A-D.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    B              2    C            3    A                4    D

  3    To analyse the content of an essay

       •    Ask Ss to read the model again and then copy the
table into their notebooks.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Solution Example Result

employ park
rangers

catch hunters
& impose
fines

hunters stop killing
endangered
species

stop people
buying
products from
endangered
species

raise
awareness of
what not to
buy

no demand for
products from
endangered
species so no
need to hunt them

  4    To practise linkers

       Direct Ss to the underlined linkers in the model and
then elicit suitable alternatives from Ss around the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       One solution is to … = We can …
       If we do this, … = By doing this …
       Another solution is to … = It would be a great idea

to …
       For example = For instance
       As a result = In this way
       To sum up = All in all

  5    To practise linkers

        Give Ss time to complete the task and check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

       1    To begin with 4    One way to
       2    For example 5    such as
       3    By doing this 6    All things considered

5e

Ex. 1c

       Speaker 1 makes compost.
       Speaker 2 uses a reusable mug for their daily coffee.
       Speaker 3 buys products with less packaging and

recycles and reuses things.
       Speaker 4 buys clothes from charity shops.

Ex. 2

        Reducing waste is extremely important nowadays.
There are a number of things we can do. Recycling is
the most efficient way to reduce waste as it is

composting and reducing waste by reusing things. We
can also make sure that when we go shopping we use
reusable shopping bags and buy fruit and vegetables
loose without packaging. 

       When we use batteries we can make sure they are
rechargeable so we don’t have to replace them.

       We can also give away or sell things we don’t need
and buy used items instead of new ones whenever
we can. Finally, if we need something for a short time,
we can hire it or borrow it rather than buy it.

Suggested Answer Keys for Exs 1c & 2 on p. 66(T)

68(T)
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and services, public transport would be a better
option for more people and they would leave their
cars at home; encourage people to cycle into work
– cycling is the cleanest form of transport and
there would be fewer cars so the air would be
cleaner.

       b)   To listen for ideas / key information

             Play the recording. Ss listen and make notes and
then tell the class what examples / results the
speakers give to support their solutions.

Answer Key

       Improve public transport – more buses and trams –
more people use public transport and leave their cars
at home – less traffic on the roads

       Carpool – many people share one car – less traffic on
the roads

       Stop driving into the city centre altogether – cycle into
work – people healthier, air cleaner

  8    To write an essay

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the

Useful Language box and their answers from Exs
7a & b.

       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan, not to use short
forms and to use appropriate useful language.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Heavy traffic is a problem in many city centres around
the world. What can we do to solve this problem?

       One solution is to improve public transport. For
example, they could have more buses and trams. This
way, more people may use public transport and leave
their cars at home. As a result, there would be less
traffic on the roads.

       Another solution is for people to carpool. For
example, many people could share one car. In this
way there would be less traffic on the roads.

       All in all, there are a number of things we can do. If we
encourage people to carpool and improve the public
transport system, then we can reduce traffic in city
centres.

Activity for weaker classes
Give Ss the introduction and conclusion from the
suggested answer and ask them to write the two main
body paragraphs.

  6    a)   To practise paragraph structure

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it in closed pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       A   A   3 B   2               C 1

       B   A   3 B   1               C 2

       b)   To match paragraphs to problems

             Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       3

       c)   To practise writing an introduction and
a conclusion

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Ask one or two Ss to read their answers aloud.

Suggested Answer Key

        Water pollution is a problem in many towns and cities.
What can we do to solve this problem?

       All in all, there are a number of things we can do. If we
reduce the amount of chemicals we put down the sink
and we save and reuse water at home and at work,
then we can reduce water pollution.

  7    a)   To analyse a rubric

              •    Ask Ss to read the rubric. Elicit which are the key
words and then ask Ss to answer the questions.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Key words: class discussion, heavy traffic in the city
centre, teacher, essay, solutions to the problems, 120-
160 words

       1    I have to write an essay providing solutions to a
problem. I will write it in formal style.

       2    Para 1 – state problem, Para 2 – 1st solution and
example, Para 3 – 2nd solution and example, Para
4 – summary of solutions / conclusion

        3    Heavy traffic is a problem in many city centres around
the world. What can we do to solve this problem? /
All in all, there are a number of things we can do. If we
encourage people to carpool, improve the public
transport system and encourage people to cycle to
work, then we can reduce traffic in city centres.

       4    Reduce the cost of public transport – if it was less
expensive to take the train then more people
would use public transport and therefore there
would be fewer cars on the roads; encourage
people to carpool – by sharing car journeys there
would be fewer cars on the roads; improve the
public transport system – by offering more routes

69(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary through pictures

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit any
unknown vocabulary from the rubric.

       •    Elicit Ss’ answers to the question in the rubric.
       •    Give Ss time to read the text and check if their

answers were correct.

Answer Key
       I can see oil, natural gas, coal, wind power and solar

power. Oil, natural gas and coal are non-renewable
and wind power and solar power are renewable.

  2    a) & b) To complete an open cloze task /
To listen for confirmation

       •    Ss read the text again and complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before /  after

each gap as these will help them do the task.
       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen to the complete

text and check their answers.

Answer Key
        1    from     3   them     5    and      7    are        9    will
        2    be        4   in          6    be         8    as       10   off

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 71(T)
        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To consolidate information from
a text

       •    Allow Ss some time to prepare their answers.
       •    Elicit answers from some Ss.

Suggested Answer Key
        I learnt that fossil fuels are non-renewable and they will

run out one day. I learnt that there are many renewable
energy resources such as the wind, the waves and
sunlight. I learnt that renewable energy does not produce
pollution. I also learnt that saving energy can make our
non-renewable energy resources last longer.

70(T)

5

Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit answers from the class.
       •    Allow Ss to read and listen to the text, then check

their answers.

Answer Key

       Charles F Brush invented the first wind turbine.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To research a topic

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to research the
topic and write a few sentences. Ss can do it either
in class or at home.

       •    Ask Ss to tell the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

ICT

Cleveland is a city in Ohio in the US. It is located on the
shores of Lake Erie. It is famous for its manufacturing;
around 2 million people live in the area.

Background information

       • Turn down the heating a few
degrees.

       • Turn off lights when you
leave a room.

       • Use the microwave instead
of the oven.

       • Use appliances like washers
and dryers after 8 pm.

       • Open your blinds or curtains
on sunny winter days to let
the sun shine into your home.

       • Save hot water by taking
showers instead of baths.

       • Turn off the tap while you
brush your teeth.

       • Fix all dripping taps and
draughty windows.

  4    To create a leaflet about saving energy

       •    Explain the task. Point out that Ss should use the
imperative and present the information in bullet
points. Ss can use pictures.

       •    Give Ss time to discuss ideas in groups.
Alternatively the research for information.

       •    The leaflets can be prepared in class or at home.
       •    Display completed leaflets in the classroom.

Suggested Answer Key

       A: We could turn off lights when we leave a room.
       B: Good idea. We can also turn down the heating a

few degrees. etc 
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  2    To listen for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (A-F).
       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and match the

speakers to the statements accordingly.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Speaker 1    D Speaker 3    A
       Speaker 2    E Speaker 4    C

  1    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

        •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-5) and the possible
answers.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the
correct answer for each question.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (ℓ. 4-5) 4    A   (ℓ. 35-39) 
       2    C   (ℓ. 10-14) 5    C   (whole text)
       3    B   (ℓ. 19-22) 

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Puerto Vallarta is a resort city in the state of Jalisco
in Mexico on the Pacific Coast. It has a population of
around 255,000 and it is a popular tourist destination.
Mexico is a country in North America. It has a
population of 119.7 million and the capital city is
Mexico City. The people speak Spanish and the
country is known for its oil and silver production.

Background information

71(T)
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       energy (n): usable power that comes from heat,
electricity, etc

       resources (pl n): sources of supply or support
       coal (n): a black, hard substance within the Earth that

is used as a fuel
       oil (n): a thick black liquid that comes from the ground

and is used as a fuel
       natural gas (phr): gas taken from under the ground

and used as a fuel
       fossil fuels (phr): organic substances, such as coal,

petroleum, etc, found underground and used as
sources of energy

       organic material (phr): a material produced from
living things

       non-renewable (adj): that cannot be replaced after
used 

       use up (phr v): to finish sth so that none of it is left
       chemical (adj): relating to substances and their

changes into other forms
       generate (v): to produce (energy)
       power station (phr): a building where electricity is

produced
       steam (n): the hot gas produced from burning

materials and kept under pressure to provide power

       turbine (n): an engine with blades that are caused to
turn around by pressure from water, steam or air

       spin (v): to cause sth to turn around repeatedly
       generator (n): a machine that produces electricity
        renewable (adj): capable of being replaced by nature
       wind (n): the natural movement of air
       wave (n): a mass of moving water raised above the

surface of the sea
       geothermal (adj): relating to the natural heat

produced inside the Earth
       run out (phr v): to have been used up, so there is

none left
        solar energy (phr): electricity generated from the Sun
        solar cells (phr): devices that directly convert sunlight

into electricity
        convert (v): to change sth into a different form, so that

it can be used in a different way
       heat up (phr v): to make sth become hotter
       reduce (v): to make sth smaller or less in size or

amount
       rate (n): the speed at which sth happens over a

particular period of time

Suggested Answer Key for Exs 2a & 2b on p. 70(T)
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  3    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    one solution is to            4 We could
       2    I suppose you’re right            5 By doing this
       3    it would be a good idea

  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    habitats             5    packaging          9    smog
        2    power                6    species            10   campaign
        3    fossil                  7    energy
        4    volunteers         8    solar

  5    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Emily said (that) she was volunteering at the
homeless shelter that night

       2    Oliver told her (that) he would be there too
        3    Emily said (that) she hadn’t known he worked there
       4    Oliver said (that) he had started the month before

and he went every Saturday
       5    Emily told him that they could go together

  6    To write an essay

       •    Go through the rubric and give Ss time to plan
and complete their work.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’

answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Water use and pollution are problems in many towns
and cities. What can we do to solve these problems?

       One solution is to reduce the amount of chemicals we
put down the sink. In particular we can use
environmentally friendly cleaning products. By doing
this, rivers and seas will be less polluted.

       Another solution is to save and reuse water at home
and at work. For example, we can turn off taps when
we are not using them and reuse bathwater in the
garden. If we do this, we can reduce the amount of
dirty water that ends up in the seas and rivers.

       All in all, there are a number of things we can do. If we
reduce the amount of chemicals we put down the sink
and we save and reuse water at home and at work
then we can reduce water use and pollution.

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    was estimated (passive – past 1889)
       2    took (past action)
       3    and (link ideas)
       4    there (are)
       5    which (refers to animals)
       6    occupy (permanent state)
       7    hopes (verb + to-infinitive)
       8    their (possessive adjective referring to wild bison)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit
according to how competent they feel at each of the listed
activities.

IVCN: International Union for Conservation of Nature

Background information
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topic of fears. They will learn
vocabulary related to fears & phobias, body language and
feelings. They will learn / revise modal verbs, learn how to
express concern, show sympathy, give advice and
describe pictures. They will also learn how to write an
informal email of advice.

  1    To introduce the topic & new vocabulary
through pictures

       •    Read the title of the unit Don’t be afraid and ask
Ss to suggest what they think the unit will be
about (the unit is about fears and phobias). Go
through the What’s in this unit list to stimulate Ss’
interest in the unit.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures A-I and the
graph and give Ss time to match them.

       •    Elicit answers.

Answer Key

       A – brontophobia F – claustrophobia
       B – scotophobia G – aerophobia
       C – glossophobia H – agoraphobia
       D – sociophobia I – arachnophobia
       E – acrophobia

       * Based on research by the National Institute of
Mental Health 7 / 8 / 14 (USA).

  2    To listen for confirmation

       Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

  3    To practise new vocabulary

       •    Direct ss’ attention to the example and ask a S to
read it aloud.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to prepare their
answers and tell the class.

Answer Key

       The woman in picture B is afraid of darkness. She
suffers from scotophobia.

       The man in picture C is afraid of public speaking. He
suffers from glossophobia.

       The girl in picture D is afraid of people / social
situations. She suffers from sociophobia.

       The woman in picture E is afraid of heights. She
suffers from acrophobia.

       The woman in picture F is afraid of confined spaces.
She suffers from claustrophobia.

       The woman in picture G is afraid of flying. She suffers
from aerophobia.

       The woman in picture H is afraid of open spaces. She
suffers from agoraphobia.

       The man in picture I is afraid of spiders. He suffers
from arachnophobia.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To practise new vocabulary in context

       •    Give Ss time to choose the correct words and
then ask Ss to check their answers by looking up
the meanings of the words in the Word List at the
back of the book.

Answer Key

        1    sick, shake                      3    sweat
        2    bite, freeze                      4    hide

Suggested Answer Key

       unhealthy: not well
       sick: poorly
       shake: to move from side to side
       move: to change position
       sting: to insert a sharp point with poison into the skin
       bite: to insert the teeth into the skin
       stop: to cease
       freeze: to suddenly stand completely still
       sweat: to perspire
       wet: covered in water
       hide: to conceal oneself
       disappear: to vanish from sight
       attack: an instance of physical violence
       blow: a strike

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think this means that we shouldn’t be afraid of
anything in life because we only fear what we don’t
understand. Therefore, if we try to understand things,
we will no longer be afraid of them.

Marie Curie (1867-1934) was a Polish-French scientist
who pioneered the fields of nuclear science and
radiology. She won two Nobel prizes, in different areas
of science – the only person who has ever done so.

Background information

Don’t be afraid

73(T)
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6a
  1    To introduce the topic

             Direct Ss to the dictionary entry and the title and
the picture of the text and then elicit an answer to
the question.

Answer Key

       Arachnophobia is the fear of spiders.

  2    a)   To introduce key vocabulary from
a text

             •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the
meanings of the words given.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences with
the words and then check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       creepy = scary
       arachnid = a small creature, such as a spider, with

eight legs and a body formed of two parts

       venom = poison produced by animals and insects
       harm = to cause injury
       treatment = a particular method of medical care
       nutritious = providing healthy minerals and vitamins

for the body
       suffer = to experience sth bad or unpleasant
       sweat = to produce a salty liquid through your skin

when hot or afraid

Answer Key

        1    arachnid            3    venom, harm     5    creepy
        2    suffer, sweat      4    nutritious           6    treatment

Cambodia is a country in Southeast Asia. It is known
for its biodiverse jungle environment and ancient
Khmer civilisation. The capital is Phnom Penh and
there are 15 million people living in the country.

Background information

Ex. 3

       scream (v): to shout loudly in fear
       run away (phr v): to leave quickly
       fear (n): unpleasant feeling that you are in danger
       common (adj): usual
       suffer from (phr): to be badly affected by sth
       eight-legged (adj): having eight legs
       at all costs (phr): under any circumstances
       block (v): to stop entry
       plughole (n): the opening in a shower or bath to let

the water out
       crawl (v): to move slowly and low to the ground
       irrational (adj): without logic
       venom (n): poison
       harm (v): to cause damage / pain
       startle (v): to surprise / shock
       play a part (phr): to have a role / part in sth
       rainforest (n): a large tropical forest
       tarantula (n): a large hairy spider
       nutritious treat (phr): a tasty snack
       deep-fried (adj): being fried in lots of oil
       reduce (v): to lessen
       pest controller (phr): keeping the number of

creatures that cause damage down
       mosquito (n): a small winged insect that bites

people and drinks their blood
       cockroach (n): a large brown insect

       fly (n): a small black winged insect
       moth (n): a winged insect that is attracted to light
       exposure therapy (phr): a type of therapy that

reduces sb’s fear of sth by slowly exposing them to it
over a period of time until they become less afraid of it

       confident (adj): having confidence
       treatment (n): therapy
       shake (v): to move from side to side
       sweat (v): to perspire
       scuttle (v): to run quickly with short steps

Ex. 8

        Arachnids include spiders, scorpions, daddy longlegs,
mites and ticks. Arachnids are invertebrates. This
means they have no backbones. The body has a
fused head and thorax, an abdomen and usually four
pairs of appendages, which can include fangs in
spiders.

       Arachnids live nearly everywhere on Earth. They live
in grassy fields, wet swamps, hot, sandy deserts,
cool, dark caves, tropical rainforests and mountains.

Ex. 9

       It can help them to understand why they are afraid of
spiders and to learn that spiders are not so scary
after all. It can also help them by explaining a kind of
therapy that is used to cure people of their phobia.
Perhaps they will consider it, too.

Suggested Answer Keys for Exs 3, 8 & 9 on p. 75(T)
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary through
synonymous words / phrases

       •    Ask Ss to find the words in bold in the text and to
read the words / phrases in the list and give Ss
time to match them.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

        Para 1: scream = shout, phobias = fears, at all costs =
under any circumstances, blocking = closing

       Para 2: hated = disliked, irrational = unreasonable,
startle = scare

       Para 3: snacks = treats, reduce = lower, trapping =
catching

       Para 4: confident = fearless, hold = carry, fear = be
afraid of, terrified = very scared

  6    To identify the main ideas in a text

       Read the Tips box aloud and then give Ss time to find
the main idea in each paragraph. Ask Ss to compare
their answers with their partner.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    description of arachnophobia
       2    different views of spiders
       3    ways of viewing spiders
       4    treatment for arachnophobia

  7    To consolidate information 
in a text

       Ask various Ss to tell the class three things they have
learnt about arachnophobia from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

       I learnt that it is a common phobia. I learnt that in
Cambodia, people eat deep-fried spiders. I also learnt
that exposure therapy is a way to overcome
arachnophobia.

  8    To expand the topic and conduct
further study

       •    Ask Ss to research on the Internet and / or other
sources and find out more information about
arachnids and present it to the class.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their research with the
rest of the class. Ss can prepare a Powerpoint
presentation.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 74(T)

  9    To consolidate information 
in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to write a
few sentences.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 74(T)

ICT

75(T)

6a
       b)   To understand the author’s purpose

and to listen and read for gist

             •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit the author’s
purpose from the choices given.

              •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Answer Key

       author’s purpose: b

  3    To read for main idea in paragraphs
(matching headings to paragraphs)

        •    Ask Ss to read the headings A-E and then read the
text again and choose the correct heading for
each paragraph (1-4). Ss can do the task in closed
pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss should
justify their choices.

Answer Key

       1    D   (one of the most common phobias)
       2    B   (maybe ... ugly appearance ... or because they

suddenly appear)
       3    E    (perfect pest controllers, eating creepy-

crawlies... in our homes)
       4    A   (there is hope)

       •    Refer Ss to the Check these words box and
explain / elicit the meaning of the words or ask Ss
to use their dictionaries and look them up.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 74(T)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Some people get so scared that their hair stands
up. Others shout out and leave fast. (Does your
hair stand on end? Do you scream and run away?)

       2    This phobia is unreasonable because very few
spiders are actually dangerous to people. (…
arachnophobia is irrational… fewer than 1% can
harm humans.)

       3    People in the Amazon Rainforest and Cambodia
see spiders as healthy food or a delicious snack.
(… in the Amazon Rainforest... grilled tarantula is a
tasty and nutritious treat … in Cambodia, deep-
fried spider is a popular street snack.)

       4    Someone might try this type of therapy to
overcome a fear because it affects their life a lot.
(If fear of spiders badly affects someone’s life, they
should try ‘exposure therapy.’)
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6b
  1    To present / revise modals

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the forum and give Ss time
to match the modal verbs in bold to their
meanings A-I.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

       A   4, 7                   D   11                      G   3
       B   10                      E   6                        H   5
       C   1, 8                    F    2                         I    9

  2    To practise modals

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    mustn’t              3    have to               5    couldn’t
        2    ought to             4    Could                 6    might

  3    To practise modals

        •    Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. As an
extension ask Ss where they could see these
signs.

Answer Key

        1    mustn’t              3    can / may       5    may / might
        2    Could                 4    should            6    must

       •    As an extension Ss can look up other road signs,
prepare a poster and present them to the class
explaining what each means.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    in a park
       2    on TV
       3    a tag on a shop assistant’s shirt
       4    at a theatre
       5    on the highway
       6    on a train

  4    To practise modals

        •    Read out the sentences and give Ss time to rewrite
them using the correct modals.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    may / might / could be afraid of the dark.
       2    should / ought to seek professional help.
       3    can hold a spider in his hand.
       4    must provide a medical certificate.
       5    mustn’t touch the snakes.
       6    don’t have to join the therapy group.
       7    have to wear a helmet.
       8    can touch it if you feel ready.

Glasgow is the largest city in Scotland. Over 2 million
people (over a third of the population of Scotland) live
in the city or nearby.

Background information

Ex. 1

       social phobia: a fear of social situations or large
groups of people 

       anxious: nervous
       panic attack: a feeling of very strong anxiety that

comes on quickly
       tremble: shake
       faint: light-headed
       make judgements: reach decisions about people
       low self-esteem: poor self image
       student counsellor: a person who advises students
        hypnotherapy: type of treatment during which people

seem to be asleep but they can see, hear and
respond to things

       I think the listening task is going to be about the
phobia of being in public.

Ex. 3

       I learnt that people with social anxiety feel that people
are looking at them and judging them and that it can
cause anxiety and panic attacks. One way to
overcome this phobia is to imagine that you are at a
social event and you feel happy and relaxed. Then,
when you get there you will feel like that and forget
your anxiety. You can also focus on other people and
not on your feelings. If you stop avoiding social
situations, little by little you’ll get used to being with
people.

.

Suggested Answer Keys for Exs 1 & 3 on p. 78(T)
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  9    To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    out           2    away          3    on           4    up with

10   To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    is afraid      4    must have
       2    don’t have to see      5    mustn’t swim
       3    must be nervous about

11   To practise making deductions based
on visual prompts

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       She may / might be on holiday.
       She must be at a zoo.
       She can’t be nervous.
       She must be happy.
       She may / might be on her own.

  5    To present deductions

       •    Ask Ss to read the examples and then elicit
answers to the questions. Point out that these
verbs are followed by an infinitive without to.
Explain how the present infinitive is formed (if the
main verb in the first sentence is in the present
simple / future, we form its infinitive using the
base form of the verb (e.g. works – work).

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

       We use may / might to express possibility.
       We use must to express a positive assumption.
       We use can’t to express a negative assumption.

  6    To practise deductions

       Explain the task, give Ss time to complete it. Ask Ss
to find the main verb in each sentence (has, isn’t, is,
is, isn’t). Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Paul may / might have a fear of heights.
       2    Sally can’t be scared of mice.
       3    Chris may / might be tired.
       4    James must be worried about flying.
       5    Anna can’t be afraid of meeting new people.

  7    To practise word formation (forming
negative adjectives)

       •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples if
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Accurate
spelling is required.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       1    unfriendly 5    unpopular 
       2    illegal 6    irregular
       3    dissatisfied 7    incomplete
       4    impossible

  8    To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    of                       3    to                       5    to
        2    of                       4    about

6b
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6c
  1    To present vocabulary related to body

language

        •    Direct Ss to the pictures and read the rubric aloud.
       •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
       •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the rest

of the class.

Answer Key

       Bob is gazing. He seems / looks bored.
       Sue is tilting her head to one side. She seems / looks

interested.
       Mike is covering his mouth. He seems / looks

embarrassed.
        Mark is raising an eyebrow. He seems / looks confused.
       Ann is widening her eyes and opening her mouth.
       She seems / looks surprised.
       Helen is frowning. She seems / looks angry.
       Mary is smiling. She seems / looks happy.

  2    To present vocabulary related to feelings

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their

books and give them time to look up the
meanings of the adjectives. 

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answer around the class. Ask Ss what

words helped them decide.

Answer Key

       1    embarrassed – My cheeks went bright red.
       2    anxious – I was worried …
       3    scared – I covered my eyes because I couldn’t

watch it. I didn’t sleep well that night.
       4    nervous – My palms were sweating and I felt like I

had a tight knot in my stomach.
       5    dizzy – I felt like everything was spinning …

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
personal examples

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss work in pairs to complete the task.
       •    Encourage some pairs to tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I last felt anxious when the bus broke down on the
way to school last year. I thought I was going to be
late.

       I last felt nervous when I was taking a History test last
week. I hadn’t studied enough the week before.

       I last felt embarrassed when I took the wrong coat at a
restaurant last week. I was actually wearing it before I
realised it wasn’t mine.

       I last felt dizzy when I was ill with the flu last month.
       I last felt scared when I was walking home last night. It

was very dark and there was no one around.

  1    To introduce new vocabulary and prepare
for a listening task (multiple choice)

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their

books and give them time to look up the meanings
of the words / phrases.

       •    Elicit what kind of phobia the listening task will be
about.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 76(T)

  2    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice)

        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences (1-5) and the possible
answers. Ss find the key words.

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary.
       •    Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answer around the class. You can play

the recording with pauses for Ss to check their
answers.

Answer Key

       1    A   (past, social phobia, not important, cause
panic, attacks, problem among young people)

       2    C   (people, social phobia, believe, others, find,
boring, not friendly, looking judgementally)

       3    A   (teenager, Abby, didn’t socialise, was front of
class, forget to meet new people)

       4    B   (counsellor, advised, Abby, focus on friends,
events, stop concentrating, on herself,
socialise, large groups)

       5    C   (realised, recovered, presented, book, public,
completed, hypnotherapy sessions, gave
presentation, group, people)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To consolidate information from
a listening script

       •    Ask Ss to discuss the question in closed pairs.
       •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the

class.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 76(T)

  4    To present elision

        •    Read the theory box aloud and explain what elision
is.

       •    Ask Ss to read the words (1-6) and find the sound
that is not pronounced.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.
       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat chorally and / or individually.
       •    Check Ss intonation.

Answer Key

        1    counselling     3    comfortable      5    environment
        2    library             4    temperature      6    laboratory
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  You don’t look very happy. Are you OK?
       B:  I have to give a presentation tomorrow and I’m

terrified.
       A:  Oh, no. I’m sorry to hear that. You must be really

nervous. Why don’t you imagine yourself giving a
great speech? That might help to relax you.

       B:  I’ve tried that before. It didn’t really help.
       A:  What about if you take deep breaths, don’t worry

about getting it perfect and just relax and be
yourself?

       B:  That’s not a bad idea.
       A:  I’m sure if you go over your notes then get an early

night that will help, too.
       B:  Good idea! I’ll give it a try.

  5    To describe pictures

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the photograph and then
give them time to complete the sentences.

       •    Ask Ss to use their sentences to describe the
photograph to their partner.

       •    Ask some Ss to describe the photograph to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    a young woman with shoulder-length, straight, fair
hair, big eyes and full lips.

       2    in a dark building in a corridor.
       3    over her shoulder.
       4    scared / anxious.
       5    be afraid of the dark.

       The picture shows a young woman with shoulder-
length, straight, fair hair, big eyes and full lips. The
woman is alone in a dark building in a corridor. She is
looking over her shoulder. She must be feeling scared
or anxious. She might be afraid of the dark.

Blackpool Tower is a tall structure in the English
seaside resort town of Blackpool, on the north-east
coast. It was built in 1894, inspired by the Eiffel
Tower in Paris.

Background information

  1   To complete a dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs. Ask Ss to pay attention to the words
before / after each gap as they will help them
complete the task  successfully.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to check
their answers.

Answer Key

        1    of             3    about      5    help            7    your
        2    hear         4    and         6    for              8    give

  2    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in open /
closed pairs.

  3    To practise situational language /
synonymous phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to replace the
underlined phrases with synonymous ones from
the language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       What’s up? =  What’s wrong?
       That’s awful. = Oh no, I’m sorry to hear that.
       Why don’t you try ...? = What about ...?
       What about ...? = I think you should try ...
       That’s not a bad idea. = Great suggestion.
       Great suggestion. = Good idea!

  4    To act out a dialogue using prompts 

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
prompts and then complete the task in closed pairs
using the useful language provided in the box. Draw
this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

             

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

             A                                              B
Express concern.

Show sympathy. Give advice.

Give another piece of 
advice.

Give another piece of 
advice.

Explain what
is wrong.

Explain this
didn’t help.

Respond.

Respond.

79(T)
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80(T)

  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key words.
Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Key words: extract, email, English-speaking friend,
Jake, afraid of dogs, What can I do? write an email
giving advice, 120-160 words

       1    an email giving advice to my friend, Jake
       2    informal, he is my friend
       3    b, c
       4    watching dogs from a distance, take a friend’s

dog for a walk, talk to a professional

  2    To read a model essay and match
paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
descriptions A-C to each paragraph 1-3.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2                        B   3                        C   1

  3    To read for key information

       •    Ask Ss to read the model and find the answers to
the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dan’s advice is to watch dogs from a distance to
gradually get used to them. He also advises taking a
friend’s dog for a walk to gain confidence and see that
there’s nothing to fear. Finally, he advises seeing a
professional who will know exactly how to help him.

  4    a)   To identify functional language

             Elicit which words / phrases in bold in the model
perform the function mentioned.

Answer Key

       The best thing to do is to / If I were you / you could =
gives advice

       This way / Then = expresses a result

       b)   To practise functional language

             Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       The best thing to do is to = You should
       If I were you = Perhaps you could also
       You could = Why don’t you ...?
       This way = If you do this
       Then = By doing this

  5    To identify & practise opening / closing
remarks

       Give Ss time to complete the task and then check Ss’
answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       It must be awful to be afraid of dogs, but I think I can
help you get over it. = I’m so sorry to hear that you are
so afraid of dogs, but I think I can help.

       I really hope these ideas are useful. Let me know how
you get on. = I hope I’ve been of some help. Write and
tell me how you get on.

  6    a)   To match problems to advice; to make
connections

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the advice
and the problems and match them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    c              2    b             3    a                 4    d

       b)   To practise giving advice

       •    Explain the task, direct Ss’ attention to the
example and give Ss time to make sentences as
in the example.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       If I were you, I’d try meditating or doing yoga. If you
do this, it will help you to study and relax.

       Why don’t you do some Internet research about
flying? If you do this, you will see how safe flying is.

       It would be a good idea to try to breathe deeply and
look your audience in the eye. Then, their approving
nods will give you the encouragement you need.

6e
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10   To write an email of advice

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and their answers from Exs
8 & 9.

       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan and to use
appropriate language.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Angie,
       I’m sorry to hear that you are afraid of meeting new

people. It must be awful for you, but I think I can help.
       If I were you, I’d imagine myself at the barbecue

feeling relaxed and confident. This way, you’ll enjoy
the barbecue as you’re already expecting to. Why
don’t you ask a friend to go with you? If you do this,
you won’t have to face your fear alone. Also, it would
be a good idea to focus on other people instead of
your feelings. If you follow this advice, you will
hopefully forget your anxiety and start enjoying
yourself.

       I hope I’ve been of some help. Write and tell me how
you get on.

       Best wishes,
       Jane 

       Activity for weaker classes

       Write the underlined phrases on the board (see
Suggested Answer Key). Ss copy them, and complete
their email.

  7    To practise error correction

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to find the
grammar and spelling mistakes. Ss work in closed
pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       grammar mistakes = an advice (some advice), will to
get better (will get better), If I am you (If I were you), to
buying him (to buy him)

       spelling mistakes = sory (sorry), litle (little), harmles
(harmless), sea (see), usefull (useful)

  8    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric. Elicit what the key
words are and ask Ss to answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Key words: email, English-speaking friend, Angie, I
get nervous, afraid, meet new people, write an email,
giving her, advice, 120-160 words

       1    an email to my friend, Angie
       2    to give advice
       3    120-160
       4    3 – (1) reason for writing, (2) advice, (3) closing

comments
       5    I’m sorry to hear that you are afraid of meeting

new people. It must be awful for you, but I think I
can help.  /  I hope I’ve been of some help. Write
and tell me how you get on.

  9    a)   To match advice to results; to make
connections between ideas

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

        1    b                        2    a                         3    c

       b)   To practise giving advice

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it following the example.

             •    Check Ss’ answer around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       If I were you, I’d imagine myself at the barbecue
feeling relaxed and confident. This way, you’ll enjoy
the barbecue as you’re already expecting to.

       Why don’t you ask a friend to go with you? If you do
this, you won’t have to face your fear alone.

       Also, it would be a good idea to focus on other
people instead of your feelings. If you follow this
advice, you will hopefully forget your anxiety and start
enjoying yourself.
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  7    To introduce the topic and predict
content; to read for confirmation

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Direct Ss’ attention to picture and title. Ask Ss

read the first and last sentence.
       •    Elicit answers from Ss.
       •    Ss read through the text to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       The text might be about a competition where people
eat stinging nettles.

  2    To read for cohesion & coherence
(multiple-choice cloze)

        •    Ask Ss to read the text again and choose the
correct word for each gap 1-8 from the options A-D.

       •    Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before / after
each gap as they will help Ss complete the task.
Ask Ss to read the completed text to see if it
makes sense.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    D              3    B             5    A                7    B
        2    A              4    C            6    B                8    C

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meaning of words in
the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       scared stiff (phr): very frightened
        inject (v): to use a thin tube to put a liquid into a body
       acid (n): a liquid that can damage, burn or dissolve

sth

       bare (adj): (of sth) having nothing on it / naked
       jump out of your skin (phr): be very surprised by sb

/ sth
       strip off (phr v): remove
       stalk (n): central part of plant that supports the

leaves and flowers
       precaution (n): sth that is done to prevent sth else

(usu bad) happening
       cheat (v): try to win sth by behaving in a way that is

against the rules

  3    To consolidate information from a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to answer the
questions.

       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to
paraphrase the information in their own words.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Stinging nettles are dangerous to people because
their leaves have lots of hairs that inject acid into
you if you touch them.

        2    The competition started when two farmers argued
about who had the longest stinging nettles in their
garden.

       3    The rules say that competitors should take all the
leaves off a two-foot length of stinging nettle and
eat as many as they can in one hour. Also, they are
not allowed to leave the table during the hour.

       4    Yes, I would like to take part in this
competition because it sounds fun. / No, I
wouldn’t take part in this competition because it
sounds dangerous.

82(T)
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       name of competition: World Stinging Nettle Eating
Championship

       place: Marshwood, south-west of the UK
       how it started: In 1986, two farmers argued about

who had the longest stinging nettles in their field.
One of them, promised he would face the challenge
of eating any nettle that was longer than his – and a
competition was born.

        rules: The rules are simple. Competitors strip the
leaves off a two-foot stalk and eat as many as they can
within one hour. Competitors are not allowed to leave
the table for the sixty minutes of the championship.

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 8 on p. 83(T)
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  4    To brainstorm for vocabulary related to
fears and phobias

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    spiders     2    darkness    3    flying        4    needles

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

  5    To practise vocabulary related to fears
and phobias

       •    Explain the task and direct Ss’ attention to the
Word List at the back of their books.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    beating    3    shakes    5    face            7    fainted
        2    control     4    froze       6    avoid          8    dry

  6    a)   To practise idioms related to fears and
phobias

             •    Explain the task and direct Ss’ attention to the
Word List at the back of their books.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    stiff                     3    sheet                  5    butterflies
        2    skin                    4    stood

       (Ss’ own answers)

       b)   To consolidate idioms related to fears
and phobias

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it in closed pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I’m scared stiff of going to the dentist.
       2    I jumped out of my skin when the phone rang.
       3    You went as white as a sheet when you saw that

spider.
        4    My hair stood on end as I heard the door creak open.
       5    I always get butterflies in my stomach when I have

to fly anywhere.

  7    To listen for specific information 
(T / F / NM statements)

       •    Explain the task and go through the sentences
with Ss. Ss predict whether they are true or false.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    NM         2    F            3    T            4    F          5    T

  8    To listen and read for detail and make
notes

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the headings
in the rubric in their notebooks.

       •    Play the recording and ask Ss to read and listen to
the text and make notes under the headings.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 82(T)

  9    To develop presentation skills

       •    Explain the task, play the video and elicit Ss’
comments at the end.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS3 in the WB for exercises, a plan
and useful language to help them with this
presentation task.

       •    Allow Ss time to use their notes in Ex.  8 and
prepare a presentation. Alternatively, assign the
task as HW and ask Ss to give their presentations
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Workbook
Presentation Skills, Ex. 8, p. WPSK3

10   To write an email describing
an experience

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to use their
answers in Exs. 8 & 9 to write their email.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’

answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Sally,
       Guess where I’ve just been? The World Stinging

Nettle Eating Championship! It was held in the village
of Marshwood in the south-west of the UK. The
competition started in 1986 because two farmers
were arguing about who had the longest stinging
nettles in their field. One farmer – Alex Williams –
promised to eat any stinging nettles in the other
farmers’ field that were longer than the ones in his
field. Now, every year, people gather to see how many
stinging nettles they can eat.

       The competitors all sat on a stage and they each had
a two-foot stalk from a stinging nettle plant. They
stripped the leaves off and then they had one hour to
eat as many as they could. It looked very painful! All
the competitors had to stay at the table for another 60
minutes to make sure they didn’t cheat!

       I would never take part in the World Stinging Nettle
Eating Championship, but it was fun to watch! What
having you been doing?

       Mariana
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  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Go through the rubric and elicit answers from the
class.

       •    Play the recording. Give Ss time to listen, read
and find out.

Answer Key

        This person feels anxious. Stressful situations can make
someone feel like this. They can deal with it by talking to
someone, doing exercise, eating well and laughing.

  2    To read for main idea in paragraphs

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    B              2    C            3    D                4    A

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meaning of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       nervousness (n): the feeling of worry and anxiety
       unease (n): a slight feeling of fear about sth
       cope (with) (v): to deal with a problem or situation
       distract (v): to take sb’s attention away from sth
       longer-lasting (adj): continuing for more time than

sth else
       chemical (n): a substance produced by the body that

influences growth and health
       serotonin (n): a chemical in the body that helps you

feel relaxed and happy
       dopamine (n): a chemical produced in the brain that

carries messages to nerve cells or muscles and helps
you feel well

       pump (v): (of the heart) to move very quickly
       energised (adj): full of energy or enthusiasm
       processed (adj): (of food) treated with chemicals or

other substances, so as to be improved and kept
fresh for a long time

       affect (v): to change or influence sth
       whole grains (pl n): seeds, such as corn, wheat or

rice, used as healthy food
       relieve (v): to make an unpleasant feeling, such as

pain or worry, less strong

84(T)
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Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit guesses from the class.
       •    Allow Ss to read and listen to the text to find out.

Answer Key

       The title means keep calm and don’t get upset.

  2    To personalise the topic

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Allow Ss time to write their sentences.
       •    Ask Ss to read their sentences to the rest of the

class. 

(Ss’ own answers)

ICT

       fight (v): to use a lot of effort to stop sth happening
or existing

       virus (n): a very small living organism that causes
infectious diseases

       heal (v): to make well again
       wound (n): an injury in which your skin is seriously

damaged
       lose its hold (phr): does not have any influence

anymore

  3    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric, play the video and elicit Ss’
comments at the end.

       •    Refer Ss p. PS5 for guided help with this
presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key p. PSK5, Ex. 8

  4    To write an email giving advice

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to use the
information in the text to prepare their answers. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

give their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       From: Lucy
       To: Sue
       Subject: Anxiety

       Hi Sue,
        I’m sorry to hear you’re feeling so anxious. I think I can

be of help.
        When I feel like that, I distract myself from what is

worrying me by hanging out with my friends or watching
a film. Also, I have read that by eating nuts, broccoli,
yoghurt, whole grains and berries you can improve your
mood. Avoid caffeine as it can make you moody. 

       Hope this helps. Write back and let me know how it
goes.

       Yours,
       Lucy
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  1    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-5) and the
possible answers.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the
correct answer for each question.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    D (ℓ 7-8)                        4    A (ℓ 33-35)
        2    D (ℓ 16-17)                    5    B (whole text)
        3    A (ℓ 25-26)

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and ask for

justifications from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    A mix of liver and tuna called shark bait attracts
the sharks. (…our guide would pour shark bait- a
mixture of liver and tuna – into the water. Sharks
can pick up the scent of blood and meat from a
mile away.)

       2    He was scared at first and then excited. After the
experience he was glad he had done it. (I just
hoped we wouldn’t be on the menu. … I felt the
thrill of seeing this marvellous creature face to
face.)

  3    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    a             3    b                4    b

Mexico is a country in North America. It has a
population of 119.5 million and the capital city is
Mexico city. The people speak Spanish and the
country is known for its oil and silver production.

Background information

85(T)
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  4    To listen for specific information 
(T / F / NM statements) 

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements 1-5.
        •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen and

mark the statements accordingly.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    NM         2    T            3    T            4    F          5    F

  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    costs        4    froze       7    sweating      10   sting
        2    stood       5    dizzy       8    attacks
        3    shake       6    sheet      9    beating

  6    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify

their answers.

Answer Key

       1    mustn’t (it’s forbidden)
       2    can’t be (negative deduction)
       3    couldn’t (past)
       4    should (advice)

  7    To practise sentence transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    must be           4    can’t / mustn’t / aren’t allowed
to
        2    have to            5    may / might not call
        3    to pay

  8    To write an email giving advice

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to plan and
complete their work and then check Ss’ answers.
Ss can use ideas from the recording in Ex. 4.

       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       From: Lisa
       To: Jane
       Subject: Fear

       Dear Jane,
       I’m sorry to hear that you are afraid of flying. It must

be awful for you, but I think I can help.
       If I were you, I’d try to face my fear and do some

Internet research about flying. If you do this, you will
learn about how safe it is. Also, it would be a good
idea to try relaxation techniques such as meditation
and concentrate on your breathing. By doing this, you
will hopefully forget your anxiety and feel relaxed.
Finally, why don’t you see a doctor and ask him for
some anti-anxiety medication? This way, you will feel
relaxed and calm and able to enjoy the flight. 

       I hope my advice helps you. Let me know what
happens.

       Lisa

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    of (many of us)
       2    much (too much + uncountable noun)
       3    are (present simple)
       4    would / could (modal – possibility)
       5    served (passive – are + p.p. of verb)
       6    A (indefinite article – not mentioned before)
       7    found (simple past – stated past time)
       8    better (comparative with than)
       9    will make up (simple future – prediction based on

what we think)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit
according to how competent they feel at each of the listed
activities.

The United Nations is an international organisation
which has almost every country in the world as a
member. It was founded in 1945 and is based in New
York, USA.

Background information
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of health and food.
They will learn / revise vocabulary related to health &
fitness, food & drinks, illnesses and symptoms &
treatments. They will learn / revise conditionals, wishes and
question tags. They will also learn to ask for / give advice
and write a for-and-against essay.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary in context

        •    Read the title of the unit Health & Food and ask Ss
to suggest what they think the unit will be about
(the unit is about health & fitness, food & drinks,
symptoms & treatments of illnesses.) Go through
the What’s in this unit list to stimulate Ss’ interest in
the unit.

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the texts A-E and the words
in the list and give Ss time to use the words to
complete the texts.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    vitamin               3    immune         5    symptoms
        2    digestion            4    diet                6    calories

  2    a)   To present new vocabulary in context

             Give Ss time to complete the sentences with the
words given. Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Ss work in closed pairs.

Answer Key

        1    reduce               3    fight off               5    catch
        2    lose                    4    break down

       b)  To match descriptions to texts

             •    Ss match the sentences 1-5 to the texts A-E.
              •     Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    A             2    E            3    C           4    B         5    D

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary and
information

        •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class to ensure
that they understand the information presented in
the texts and the new vocabulary. Point out we use
‘should’ to give advice / say sth is a good thing to
do.

Suggested Answer Key

       To look younger you should drink fresh orange juice /
take vitamin C.

       To protect yourself against illness / the flu you should
get vaccinated.

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation at the top of the
page and ask Ss to discuss what it means with a
partner and / or give their opinion on it. Then ask
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that if you have good health,
then it is worth more than any amount of money. I
agree with this because if we aren’t healthy, we
cannot enjoy life. Health is priceless.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Virgil is the commonly-used name for Publius
Vergilius Maro (70BC-19BC), a famous Roman poet
and author of Latin heroic epic The Aeneid.

Background information
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  1    To introduce the topic and to listen and

read for gist

       •    Ask Ss what they know about the Hokitika
Wildfoods festival.

Suggested Answer Key

       I know that the festival is held every year in March in
New Zealand. People eat strange food there like
grasshoppers, huhu grubs, deep-fried pig ears, snails,
worms, etc.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out
more about the Hokitika Wildfoods festival.

  2    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to read the text
again and find the information to help them
answer the questions. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    D   (... whenever I go ... food)
       2    B   (it sounded like ... wrong)
       3    C   (Neil ... stalls)
       4    A   (There, I gave ... deserved)
       5    B   (“If I spit ... at me”)

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       deep valley (n): low land with high hills or mountains
on two opposite sides

       stag heart (n): the organ in the chest that pumps
blood of an adult male deer

       seagull egg (n): the oval-shaped, shell-covered
object laid by female white and grey birds that live
by the sea

       lamb tail (n): the short furry part at the back of
a young sheep

       chuckle (v): to laugh softly
       anniversary (n): an event where the day it took place

is remembered every year
       eager (adj): want to do something very much; keen
       sample (v): to try a small amount
       deserve (v): to be worthy of getting sth
       worm-like (adj): long and thin
       poke (v): to push sth with your finger
       beetle (n): a small insect with a hard shell
       mature (v): to become an adult
       encouragingly (adv): to offer support
       gather (v): to come together in a group
       swallow (v): to make sth go from the mouth down

to the stomach
       squeeze (v): to close the hands tightly
       buttery (adj): with a soft texture and dairy taste
       nod (v): to move one’s head up and down to signal yes

       agreement (n): the act of having the same opinion
about sth

       respect (n): admiration; a good opinion about sb
       grasshopper (n): an insect that has long legs and

jumps high

  3    To consolidate information from the text

       Explain the task. Call on various Ss to answer in front
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    New Zealand is famous for snow-capped
mountains and deep valleys.

       2    The festival started in 1990 when it was the 125th
anniversary of Hokitika.

       3    I would like to go because I think it would
be interesting to see all of the bizarre food.
However, I don’t think I’d be brave enough to try
anything.

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonymous words / phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss time to find the
synonymous words in the text.

Answer Key

       Para 1: think of = consider; refrain = avoid
       Para 4: investigate = explore; keen = eager; try =

sample; were worthy of = deserved
       Para 5: becomes an adult = matures; came together =

gathered; won = gained

Wellington is the capital city of New Zealand. Around
400,000 people live there.
New Zealand is an island country in the southern
Pacific Ocean to the east of Australia.
Hokitika is a small town on the west coast of New
Zealand’s South Island.
Mediterranean refers to the culture and climate
common to the countries around the Mediterranean
Sea, namely those in Southern Europe, the Near East
and Northern Africa.

Background information
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  8    To describe a festival

        •    Go through the rubric. Ss write the headings in their
notebooks. Play the video and ask Ss to read the
text again and make notes under the headings.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to write a description of
the festival. Explain that Ss need to start by
greeting the audience, say who they are and
which channel they report for, then, describe the
event. Ss end their report with “Now it’s back to
the studio.”

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their report in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name of festival: Hokitika Wildfoods Festival
       Place: New Zealand
       What to do / see: see food stalls; try strange food

(fish eyeballs, stag hearts, seagull eggs, lambs tail,
huhu grubs, fried grasshoppers); watch cooking
demonstrations, fashion show, music bands

       Feelings: think some of the food is disgusting;
interesting experience

        Hello, everyone. I’m Tran Hieu and I’m reporting for
Channel 7 News. We’re live at the Hokitika Wildfoods
Festival in New Zealand, and there are some sights to
see here, I can tell you! Just behind me, there are over
50 food stalls, but they aren’t selling burgers and hot
dogs. This is a wildfood festival, after all, and visitors
today can try anything from fish eyeballs and stag hearts
to seagull eggs and lamb tails! Over here, we’ve even
got fried grasshoppers and a local delicacy called huhu
grubs. If you can’t face eating insects, there’s still plenty
for you to see, however. There are cooking
demonstrations all day, a fashion show and an
entertainment stage where music bands play. Like me,
you may find some of the food a bit disgusting, but it’s
definitely an interesting experience! If you’re ever near
Hokitika, you should pay a visit to the Wildfoods Festival.
Now, it’s back to the studio.

  9    To write an article about a festival

       •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to think of a food festival
in their country, copy the headings in Ex. 8 in their
notebooks and make notes under them. Give Ss
time to plan and write their article. Check Ss’
answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

10   To compare and contrast two
festivals

       •    Explain the task. Point out the difference between
comparing and contrasting. Give Ss time to
complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

89(T)
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  5    a)   To present topic-related vocabulary

              •    Ask Ss to look at the diagram and copy the
categories into their notebooks. Give Ss time to
write each food / drink under the correct category.

             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

       red meat: lamb, beef
       dairy products: butter, cheese, yoghurt
       fruit: grapes, olives, watermelon, tomatoes,

cucumber, cherries
       legumes & nuts: almonds
       vegetables: broccoli, beetroot, cabbage, potatoes,

lettuce, onions, peas
       bread, pasta, rice, couscous, other grains &

potatoes: bread, spaghetti
       fish & seafood: tuna, lobster, salmon, prawns, trout
       poultry: chicken, turkey
       eggs: eggs
       sweets: ice cream, apple pie, cake

       b)   To practise new vocabulary

             •    Explain the task and read out the example.
              •    Give Ss time to complete it and elicit sentences

from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       According to the Mediterranean diet, we can eat dairy
products like butter, cheese and yoghurt daily. We can
also eat olive oil daily. We can eat fruit like grapes,
olives, watermelon and cherries daily, too.  According
to the Mediterranean diet, we can eat red meat like
lamb and beef monthly. According to the
Mediterranean diet, we can eat sweets like ice cream,
apple pie and cake weekly. We can also eat poultry
like chicken and turkey and fish and seafood like tuna,
lobster, salmon, prawns and trout weekly.

  6    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss
to read the text again. Tell Ss to copy the
headings in the rubric in their notebooks and
make notes under them.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS4 in the WB for guided help with
this presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Workbook
Presentation Skills Key, p. WPSK4, Ex. 8

  7    To talk about eating habits

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ask Ss to use the table to talk with a partner

about their eating habits.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Do you like poultry?
       B:  No, I can’t stand it. What about you?
       A:  I like chicken. It’s delicious. etc
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  1    To present / revise conditionals

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the magazine extract and
elicit all the conditional clauses.

       •    Then give Ss time to complete the table and
check Ss’ answers.

       •    Elicit any similar forms in Ss’ L1.
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.
       •    As an extension ask Ss to identify the types of

conditionals.

Answer Key

       If you have time to watch TV or go shopping with your
friends, then you have time to exercise. (Type 0)

       If you eat plenty of protein and work out regularly, you
will soon become stronger and fitter. (Type 1)

       If I had your symptoms, I would make an appointment
with a doctor. (Type 2)

       If I’d had the chance, I would have done anything to
get rid of them! (Type 3)

        1    will                     2    would                 3    have

       (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To practise conditionals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the types of

conditionals.

Answer Key

       1    have (type 0) 4    will go (type 1)
        2    would have bought 5    would not be (type 3)
              (type 3) 6    hadn’t pulled (type 3)
        3    would not eat (type 2) 7    chew (type 0)

  3    To practise conditionals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the types of

conditionals.

Answer Key

       1    D   eat (type 0)
       2    A   won’t / will not (type 1)
       3    E    would not have needed (type 3)
       4    F    will tone / tone (type 0 / 1)
       5    B   would not have had (type 3)
       6    C   were (type 2)

  4    To practise conditionals using personal
examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I would take up a hobby
       2    you will be healthier
       3    you will never get in shape
       4    I would stop eating junk food
       5    I would have got / gotten in shape
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  8    To practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    down on 3    up
       2    out 4    back on

  9    To practise key word transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    too old to get 4    it hadn’t been
       2    unless you eat 5    I had more
       3    I were you

10   To practise wishes using personal
examples

       Allow Ss some time to prepare their answers and
elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I wish / If only I had gone to bed early last night.
       I wish / If only I didn’t have so much schoolwork.
       I wish / If only I had more free time.
       I wish / If only I hadn’t stayed up so late last night.

11   To write about a problem and give advice
using conditionals / wishes

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to think of a problem
similar to those in the text on p. 90 and write it
down using a wish.

       •    Ss exchange papers with a partner and then write
the advice they think is appropriate using
conditionals.

       •    Ask various pairs to read the problem and the
advice to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I wish / If only I didn’t feel so tired all the time. What
can I do?

       If I were you, I would get to bed earlier. Taking a
vitamin supplement would be a good idea, too.

  5    a)   To present wishes

             •    Write the examples in the theory box on the
board. Underline the verb forms in each
sentence. Ask Ss to identify the tenses. (had:
past simple; hadn’t eaten: past perfect; could:
past tense of can). Elicit which sentence refers
to present, future, past, a regret in the present.
Alternatively ask Ss to read the table. Elicit
answers to the questions in the rubric and
examples from the text on p. 90.

             •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

Answer Key

       I wish / If only
       past simple = a wish about a present / future situation
       past perfect = a regret about a past situation
       modal = a regret in the present
       Examples: I wish I were thinner. I wish I didn’t have so

many spots.

       b)   To practise wishes

             •    Explain the task and read out the example.
             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    I wish / If only I could cook.
             I wish / If only I could stop eating ready-made

meals.
       3    I wish / If only I had eaten breakfast.
             I wish / If only I weren’t hungry now.
       4    I wish / If only I had trained more.
             I wish / If only I hadn’t lost the race.
       5    I wish / If only I hadn’t drunk coffee after dinner.
             I wish / If only I had slept well.

  6    To practice word formation

       •    Read out the theory box and explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    strength             3    patience             5    wisdom
        2    Tiredness           4    illness                 6    Obesity

  7    To practise prepositional phrases 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    from                   3    with                    5    for
        2    to                       4    in

7b
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7c
  1    a)   To present vocabulary related to

symptoms & treatments of illnesses

             •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the
words / phrases in the Word List at the back
of their books. 

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       sore throat: pain in the throat because of infection
       high temperature: higher than normal body

temperature caused by disease
       muscles ache: when the body tissue is sore
       a bad cough: when your throat makes a harsh noise
       hurts: causes pain
       breathe: to move air into and out of the lungs
       vomited: be sick
       itchy: irritated and makes you want to scratch
       sneeze: when you suddenly expel air from the nose

and mouth
       exhausted: very tired
       swells: become larger
       itches: producing an unpleasant feeling on the skin

that makes you want to scratch
       rash: a group of red spots on the skin caused by

an illness or a reaction to sth
       tripped over: fell down
       swollen: larger in size because of irritation
       bruised: damaged from contact

       b)   To practise topic-related vocabulary

             •    Explain the task. Ss work in closed pairs. 
             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key

       2    Josh has got a chest infection.
       3    Meg has got food poisoning.
       4    Phil has got hay fever.
       5    Mary has got insomnia
       6    Brian has got a food allergy.
       7    Harry has got a twisted ankle.

  2    To consolidate topic-related vocabulary

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    treated                         6    maintain
        2    prescription                 7    keeps, prevents
        3    cures                            8    includes
        4    appointment                9    lose, builds
        5    improves                    10   burn

  1    To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

             •    Explain the task and then ask Ss to read the
questions (1-4) and the possible answers.

             •    Play the recording twice.
             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    A              2    C            3    A                4    C

  2    To identify information from a listening
script 

       Play the recording again. Ss listen and then tell their
partner about the pros of group exercise according to
the speaker.

Suggested Answer Key

       The pros of group exercise are that it motivates you to
attend and you can meet new people.

  3    a)   To present question tags

             •    Ask Ss to read the examples and then elicit
how we form question tags.

             •    Explain that the arrows indicate a rising or
falling intonation depending on whether we
know the answer to the question or not.

             •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

Answer Key

       We form question tags with the auxiliary verb or
modal verb of the main sentence and the appropriate
subject pronoun. When the sentence is positive, the
question tag is negative and when the sentence is
negative the question tag is positive.

        b)   To practise questions tags; To practise
intonation

             •    Give Ss time to complete the question tags.
Check Ss’ answers on the board. Alternatively,
play the recording. Ss listen and check while
ticking according to the intonation they hear.

             •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat chorally and / or individually.

Answer Key 

  1    can’t he                      4    didn’t they   
  2    isn’t she                      5    hasn’t he     
  3    doesn’t he                      6    did she        
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  4    To identify and substitute functional
language

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       ask for advice
       Do you have any ideas? = What do you think I should

do?
       give advice
       have you thought about …? = How about…?
       Why don’t you …? = It might be a good idea to …
       respond to advice
       I’m not sure that’s such a good idea. = Do you really

think that would work?
       I suppose you’re right. = Great idea!

  5    To discuss a given topic and follow
a model dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs. Draw this diagram on the board for
Ss to follow.

       

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  I want to lose some weight. What do you think I
should do?

       B:  Well, why don’t you join a gym? 
       A:  I don’t know about that. Isn’t it rather expensive?
       B:  Yes, it can be, but you would have access to all

the fitness equipment and exercise advice from a
trainer to help you so you would lose weight and
get fit in a safe way.

       A:  Do you really think that would work? Doesn’t it get
overcrowded at peak times?

       B:  I agree there are disadvantages, but you could go
in the morning before college.

       A:  I suppose you’re right. Thanks for the advice!

             A                                              B
Explain the problem. 
Ask for advice.

Respond expressing
concern.

Respond expressing
concern.

Agree with B. Thank B.

Give your
advice.

Agree but
mention an
advantage.

Suggest
solution.

  1    To brainstorm for topic-related
vocabulary

       •    Ask Ss to copy and complete the mind map into
their notebooks. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

SPORTS
       INDIVIDUAL: swimming, archery, running, karate
       WATER: water polo, swimming, diving, canoeing,

snorkelling, surfing
       TEAM: football, baseball, rugby
       AIR: hang gliding, paragliding, kite surfing

  2    a)   To complete a dialogue

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

             •    Elicit the tone of the dialogue.

Answer Key

        1    on           4    do          7    lot        10   do
        2    to            5    about     8    likely    11   yourself
        3    now        6    any        9    there    12   for

       The dialogue is informal (short verb forms: Don’t you,
everyday language: e.g. Thanks for the advice)

       b)   To identify pause fillers

             Explain / Elicit what pause fillers are: meaningless
words or sounds that mark a pause or hesitation in
speech (e.g. Er ... Um... Well) and elicit examples in
the dialogue.

Answer Key

       Umm, well, Err

  3    a)   To role play a dialogue

             Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in open /
closed pairs.

       b)   To read for specific information

             Ask Ss to read the dialogue again and elicit the
pros and cons of exercising at home that the
speakers mention.

Answer Key

       The speakers mention the pros of not having to spend
any money or waste time travelling as well as not
needing any equipment for aerobics or yoga when
exercising at home. They also mention the cons of the
lack of equipment and the chances of getting an injury
without a trainer when exercising at home.

93(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key words.
       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions and then

check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Key words: teacher, asked, write an essay, pros and
cons of energy drinks, 120-160 words

       1    a pros and cons essay
       2    formal
       3    no, separate paragraphs
       4    a topic sentence

  2    To read a model essay and match
paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
contents 1-4 to each paragraph A-D.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3              B   4            C   1                D   2

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To identify and substitute topic sentences
in a model essay

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to identify the
topic sentences and then replace them with other
appropriate ones using the language in the Useful
Language box to help them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       There are a number of advantages to drinking energy
drinks. = There are arguments in favour of drinking
energy drinks.

       On the other hand, energy drinks have a number of
disadvantages. = On the other hand, there are a number
of arguments against energy drinks.

  4    To practise linking words / phrases

       •    Elicit the function of each of the linking words /
phrases in the text from Ss around the class and
then give Ss time to think of suitable alternatives
using the Useful Language box to help them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       list points: To begin with, Secondly, For one thing,
In addition 

       show contrast: On the other hand
       express an opinion: I believe
       conclude: All things considered
       introduce examples / justifications: Therefore,

This means that, This can cause, As a result

       To begin with: Firstly
       Therefore: As a result
       Secondly: Furthermore
       This means that: This way
       On the other hand: However
       For one thing: To start with
       This can cause: This may lead to
       In addition: Also
       As a result: Consequently
       All things considered: All in all
       I believe: I think

  5    To present clauses of concession

       Ask Ss to read the examples and then elicit how we
use the linkers in the list. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference for details.

Answer Key

       We use although + clause, despite / in spite of + noun /
-ing form / the fact that to show concession and admit
something is true.

7e
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       b)   To make connections; to match
arguments to justifications

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit which are for and

which are against.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    d             3    c                 4    b

        For: motivates people to attend, can meet new people
       Against: less individual attention, people at different

fitness levels

  9    To write a for-and-against essay

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and their answers from
Ex. 8. 

       •    Remind Ss to follow the plan, to not use short
forms and to use appropriate linkers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       More people nowadays are joining an exercise class.
Obviously, exercising is good for you, but is an
exercise class the right choice?

       There are a number of advantages to exercising in a
group. Firstly, it motivates people to attend. This way,
there is less excuse to stay home. Secondly, you can
meet new people. For example, you can chat and
dance with others in the class.

       On the other hand, there are some disadvantages to
group exercise classes. To start with, you get less
individual attention. As a result, the instructor might
miss some mistakes you make. In addition to this,
there are people at different fitness levels.
Consequently, not everyone may be able to follow the
class pace.

       All in all, there are both pros and cons to exercising in
groups. I think exercise classes are fun and a great
way to meet new people, but everyone should decide
for themselves.

       Activity for weaker classes

       Give Ss the introduction and conclusion from the
Suggested Answer Key and ask them to write the
main body paragraphs.

  6    To practise clauses of concession

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Energy drinks are a good source of caffeine
although too many can cause an addiction.

       2    Students are consuming energy drinks to try to
concentrate in spite of the fact that they can
cause headaches.

        3    Some people are consuming energy drinks despite
the fact that they are linked to an increased risk of
diabetes.

       4    Energy drinks contain many vitamins although
they are very high in sugar.

  7    a)   To practise writing supporting
sentences

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    To begin with, vitamins help to boost the immune
system. For example, when you have a cold,
vitamin C will help you to recover quicker.

        2    Firstly, yearly gym subscriptions can be expensive.
This is because, people pay fees even if they don’t
attend.

       3    In the first place, losing weight is easier if you
combine diet with exercise. This means that you
lose weight quicker and in a healthier way.

       b)   To practise writing topic sentences

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    There are a number of benefits to taking a vitamin
supplement.

       2    There are also some disadvantages to joining a
gym.

       3    There are a number of benefits to combining diet
and exercise.

  8    a)   To analyse a rubric

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key
words. 

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Key words: teacher, asked you, write an essay, pros
and cons of exercising in groups, 120-160 words

95(T)
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  1    a)   To listen for intonation and
pronunciation

              Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Remind
them to pay close attention to the intonation and
pronunciation. Check Ss’ answers around the class.

       b)   To introduce the topic and key
vocabulary

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    oesophagus      3    stomach      5    large intestine
        2    liver                   4    pancreas     6    small intestine

       c)   To listen for confirmation / gist

             Play the recording. Ss follow the text in their
books and check their answers to Ex. 1b.

  2    To read for specific information (reference
words)

       •    Explain the task. Ss may work in closed pairs.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’

answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    molecules 4    the bloodstream
       2    the oesophagus 5    fibre
       3    the stomach 6    The liver / bile

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words

in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 97(T)

96(T)

7

Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses to the questions in the rubric.
       •    Play the recording and allow Ss to read and listen

to the text, then check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       The title suggests that they are unhealthy.

  2    To develop speaking skills

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
        •    Ask Ss to research information related to traditional

dishes in their country on the Internet and / or other
sources and compare this to the information related
to traditional British dishes.

(Ss’ own answers)

ICT

  3    To consolidate information from the text

       Explain the task. Ss work in pairs to do the task. Go
around the class monitoring their questions and
answers.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 97(T)

  4    To consolidate information using visual
prompts

       Explain the task. Ss prepare their answers. Invite
some Ss to present the digestive system to the class.

Answer Key

        The digestive system consists of the oesophagus, the
stomach, the small intestine and the large intestine.
Digestion starts in the mouth where the food is broken
down into small pieces, then it passes down the
oesophagus and into the stomach. The pancreas
produces the digestive enzymes that break down large
molecules into small molecules. Digestive enzymes
absorb food into the bloodstream through the small
intestine. Excess water is absorbed into the body and
undigested food such as fibre passes out of the body.

Yorkshire is the largest county in England, located in
the north of the country.

Background information
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       2    They help people by providing sports activities,
counselling and hobby workshops to get them
away from computers and the Internet. (…that
include physical activity, counselling sessions and
workshops for hobbies…)

       3    It tells them not to let it dominate their lives and to
make sure that they turn the computer off for part
of the day. (…advises its employees against letting
technology take over their lives and recommends
switching off for part of every day.) 

  3    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    If I were you, I’d 3    You don’t have to be
       2    I’m not too sure 4    It’s well worth it
             about that 5    OK, I think I will

South Korea is a country on the Korean peninsula. It
is a highly-advanced nation with a large electronics
and manufacturing sector. Its capital is Seoul.

Background information

  1   To read for main ideas (matching
headings to paragraphs)

       •    Ask Ss to read the headings A-E.
       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the

correct heading for each paragraph.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (how long ... 9 hours)
       2    C   (affecting health, bad eyes, eye strain, weight

gain, stop socialising / exercising, anxious,
impatient, depressed)

       3    E    (Internet – free camps, switching off)
       4    A   (take breaks, take up a hobby)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate information from a text

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again carefully and
answer the questions.

       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to
paraphrase the answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    It can affect our health by giving us a bad back or
tired eyes and it can affect our social life because we
don’t spend time with our friends anymore. (Apart
from physical problems like bad backs, eye strain
and weight gain, some addicts stop socialising and
exercising to spend more time online.)

97(T)

7

Ex. 2

       digest food (phr): to change food that you have just
eaten into substances that your body can use

       break sth down (phr v): to change food as a result of
a chemical process

       molecule (n): each of the simplest units of a chemical
substance, usually a group of two or more atoms

       absorb (v): to take sth in gradually
       swallow (v): to make food or drink go down the throat
       oesophagus (n): the tube through which food passes

down from the mouth to the stomach
       stomach (n): the organ inside the body where food

begins to be digested
       small intestine (phr): the long tube that food goes

through after it has gone through the stomach
       large intestine (phr): the lower part of the digestive

system, where food is changed into solid waste matter
       bloodstream (n): the flow of blood around the body
       excess (adj): more than necessary
       undigested (adj): (of food) not processed by the

digestive system
       fibre (n): a substance in certain foods, such as fruit,

vegetables and brown bread, that helps to keep you
healthy

        liver (n): a large organ in the body that cleans the blood

        pancreas (n): an organ in the body, near the stomach,
that helps the body to use the food that you eat

       bile (n): the bitter yellow liquid produced by the liver
that helps to digest fat

        fat (n): the oily substance contained in butter, cheese,
meat, etc

       protein (n): the organic compound essential for the
body to grow and be healthy

       digestive enzyme (phr): any of a group of chemical
substances relating to the digestion of food

       minerals (n): chemical substances that the body
needs to stay healthy

       vitamins (n): chemical substances in food necessary
for good health

Ex. 3

       A:  What happens when we swallow food?
       B:  It passes through the oesophagus, the stomach,

the small intestine and the large intestine. Where
does the food get broken down?

       A:  It gets broken down in the mouth, and the
stomach. Where does food get absorbed?

       B:  In the small intestine. What happens to excess
water?

       A:  It is absorbed into the body in the large intestine,
etc

Suggested Answer Keys for Exs 2 & 3 (CLIL) on p. 96(T)
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    deep 6    twisted
       2    digest 7    Itchy
       3    protect 8    dairy
       4    allergy 9    prevents
       5    scrambled 10    poisoning

  5    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their

answers.

Answer Key

       1    would drink (conditional type 2)
       2    won’t go (conditional type 1)
       3    had (wish for present)
       4    had trained (conditional type 3)
       5    hadn’t eaten (regret – past)

  6    To listen for specific information 
(Yes / No statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements 1-6.
       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and mark the

statements accordingly.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    NO                     3    YES                    5    NO
        2    NO                     4    NO                     6    NO

  7    To write an essay

       •    Give Ss time to plan and complete their work and
then check Ss’ answers. Ss can get ideas from
the recording in Ex. 6.

       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

        More people nowadays are eating fast food. Is this a
good thing or not?

       There are a number of advantages to eating fast food.
Firstly, it is cheap. For example, you can get a full
meal and a drink for very little money. This helps
people on a low income. Secondly, it is convenient.
For example, if you don’t want to cook, you can buy a
hot meal quickly and easily.

       On the other hand, there are some disadvantages to
fast food. To start with, it is unhealthy. Consequently,
you can gain weight which can lead to serious
illnesses later such as heart disease and diabetes. In
addition, the ingredients are not good quality. This is
because the ingredients are bought cheaply.

       All in all, there are both pros and cons to eating fast
food. People should have a balanced diet and not eat
fast food too often.

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    about (serious about)
       2    what (exactly what)
       3    about / of (dream)
       4    who (refers to those)
       5    more (comparative: than)
       6    if (conditional)
       7    can / will survive (conditional Type 1)
       8    applying (regret + -ing form)
       9    had (wish for present / future)
     10    to try (to-inf – purpose)
     11    is hired (passive – by, present – each)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit
according to how competent they feel at each of the listed
activities. 

98(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topic of travel. They will learn /
revise vocabulary related to holiday activities,
accommodation, city life & country life and travel
experiences. They will learn / revise relative clauses, clauses
of purpose and subject / object questions. They will learn to
talk about travel & holidays, ask for / give information, ask
about / express preference and compare pictures. They will
learn how to write an informal letter

  1    To introduce the topic and new vocabulary

       •    Read the title of the unit Amazing Journeys and
ask Ss to suggest what they think the unit will be
about (the unit is about travel, holiday activities,
city life & country life and travel experiences). Go
through the What’s in this unit list to stimulate Ss’
interest in the unit.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the adverts and the words
above each one and give Ss time to use the words
provided to complete them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    Stay              5    shop             9    experience
        2    meets           6    enjoy          10   sandy
        3    local             7    Sleep          11   home
        4    Explore         8    Join            12   accommodation

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To talk about holiday destinations

       Elicit a variety of answer from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I’d like to visit Crete, because I’d enjoy the sandy
beaches and see the archaeological sites.

  3    To practise new vocabulary

       Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it. Check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    plane              3     villa                 5    fishmonger’s
        2    limo                4     café

  4    To write an advert

       •    Ask Ss to think of a place in their country and
write a short advert about it similar to the ones in
Ex. 1. Ss should give it a title.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to present their

advert to the class.

(Ss’ own answers)

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to
discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        I think this quotation means that places are only foreign
to the people that visit them. To the people that live
there they are home. Therefore we should respect
other people’s countries and cultures because we are
the strangers there.

99(T)

Amazing Journeys

Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894) was a Scottish
writer, famous for his thrilling novels and his travel writing.
Kauai is a Hawaiian island. It is 169 km wide and it is home
to the Waimea Canyon State Park. It has a population of
around 67,000 and the largest town is Kapa’a.
Hawaii is a state in the USA. It is made up of hundreds of
islands. Hawaii is also the name of the largest island, but it
is often called The Big Island. There are many volcanoes in
Hawaii. The capital is Honolulu and the population is 1.4
million people. The people are of Polynesian ancestry. 
The Pacific Ocean is the largest ocean on the planet. It
stretches from the Arctic to the Antarctic over 16,525 million
km2 and it separates Asia and Australia from the Americas.
Istanbul is the largest city in Turkey. It has a population of
14 million people and it dates back to 660 BC. It used to
be called Constantinople and was the capital of the
Eastern Roman Empire, the Byzantine Empire, and the
Ottoman Empire. Today it is a popular tourist destination.
Sweden is a Scandinavian country in Northern Europe.

The capital city is Stockholm and the population is 9.6
million people. The language is Swedish and the currency
is the Swedish krona. 
The Northern Lights is a natural phenomenon that takes
place in the night sky in the Arctic region. It is a display of
colourful lights (usually green) caused by electrically
charged particles attracted by the Earth’s magnetic field
crashing into atoms in the high altitude atmosphere.
The Minoan civilisation existed in the Bronze Age from
around 2700-1420 BC on the island of Crete in Greece. It
was a highly organised and wealthy civilisation of traders,
merchants, artisans and farmers.
Knossos is a Bronze Age archaeological site near
Heraklion in Crete dating back to 1900 BC. It was the
ceremonial and political centre of Minoan civilisation. 
Phaistos is a Bronze Age archaeological site in central
Crete dating back to 1850 BC. It is a palace complex and
surrounding city. It was ruled by Knossos during the time
of the Minoan civilisation. 

Background information
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8a
  1    a)   To introduce key vocabulary from

a text 

              Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books and give them time to look up the meanings
of the words given.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 101(T)

       b)   To match descriptions to pictures

             Ask Ss to look at the pictures and say what they
can see in them. (e.g. Picture A: a river, boats, B:
an ancient city C: a lake, garden, plants etc, D: a
forest, a light show). Ss, then do the task. Check
Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    C            2    A            3    D           4    B

  2    To predict the content of a text and read
for gist

       •    Direct Ss to the pictures and the sentences in 
Ex. 1a again and elicit what they tell us about the
places and what people can see there.

       •    Ss read and check.

Suggested Answer Key

       Picture A tells us that you can take an overnight trip
down a river in a sailing boat. Picture B tells us that
you can see an ancient site in the middle of a desert.
Picture C tells us that you can see beautiful gardens
and pavilions. 

       Picture D tells us that you can see a light show in the
sky that is a natural phenomenon.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    a)   To prepare for a reading task 
(multiple matching)

             •    Read the Tips box aloud and then ask Ss to
read the questions 1-6.

             •    Give Ss time to find the key words and check
Ss’ answers then elicit synonyms for them.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    very tired (exhausted)
       2    far away from villages and towns (off the beaten

track)
       3    take all the time (at your own pace)
       4    visiting for work (business meeting)
       5    changed their mind (had a change of heart)
       6    took something home (souvenir, something to

remind me)

       b)   To read for specific information
(multiple matching)

             •    Give Ss time to read the texts A-D and match
them to the questions (1-6). Ss can work in
closed pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and ask
Ss to justify their answers with examples from
the text.

Answer Key 

       1    D   (exhausted by night-time)
       2    B   (off the beaten track)
       3    C   (take things at my own pace)
       4    A   (business meeting)
       5    C   (I’ve never been passionate about gardens,

but … took my breath away)
       6    B   (no way I was going back without something

to remind me)

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meaning of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       mouth-watering meal (phr): food that looks or
smells extremely good

       on deck (phr): on the open top level of a ship that
you can walk or sit on

       dine in style (phr): to eat dinner in a very
comfortable, impressive and expensive way

       off the beaten track (phr): far away from the places
that people usually visit

       site (n): a specific area
       passionate about (phr): have strong feelings about
       take my breath away (phr): shock / surprise you
       maze (n): a complex system of corridors / paths
       take things at my own pace (phr): to go as slowly

as you like
       physically active (phr): always busy doing physical

activities
       make noises (phr): to make loud sounds
       bang (n): a sudden, very loud noise
        clap (n): a sudden, loud noise like that made by thunder

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonymous words / phrases

        •    Read the words / phrases in the list and give Ss
time to match them to the words in bold in the text.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class and
elicit what part of speech each word / phrase is.

Answer Key

       Para A: boarded = get on, mouth-watering =
delicious, entertained = amused, definitely = certainly

        Para B: magnificent = impressive, off the beaten track =
not known to many people, remind = call to mind

       Para C: elegant = stylish, separated = divided,
peaceful = quiet

       Para D: exhausted = tired, really = very, find out =
discover
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       Visitors can walk around the fortress, which was built
in 889, and explore the palace complex. They can
climb one of the Alhambra’s magnificent towers or
visit the museum, which houses artefacts, paintings
and sculptures. For many people, the highlight is
seeing the Court of Lions with its amazing mosaic
floor and fountain, but don’t miss the chance to stroll
around the beautiful gardens either – they are a sight
to behold.

       The whole Alhambra complex is a feast for the eyes.
With incredible architecture, stunning views and
peaceful gardens, it’s a must-see for anyone visiting
southern Spain.

The Nile is a large river that runs through 10 countries
in north-eastern Africa. It is 6,853 km long and it is the
longest river in the world. It leads to the Mediterranean
Sea. 
Egypt is a country in North Africa with a long and
influential history. The capital city is Cairo and the
population is 84.5 million people. The language is Arabic
and the currency is the Egyptian pound.
Petra is an ancient city in Jordan that dates back to
309 BC. It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and it is
known for its architecture. It is a symbol of Jordan and
a popular tourist attraction. 
Jordan is an Arab kingdom in Western Asia. The
capital city is Amman and the population is 9.5
million people. The language is Arabic and the
currency is the Jordanian dinar.
Bali is one of the provinces of southern Indonesia.
It includes several small islands as well as a large
island. It has a population of 4.2 million people. It is
famous for its many temples, beautiful countryside
and volcanoes. The Balinese are famous for their
excellent music, poetry, dancing and festivals.
Finland is a Scandinavian country in Northern Europe.
The capital city is Helsinki and the population is 5.4
million people. The language is Finnish and the
currency is the euro. It is known for its good education
system, its strong economy and excellent quality of life. 

Background information

101(T)

8a
  5    To consolidate comprehension of a

text

        Play the recording. Ss listen, read and take notes. Give
Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       A   I would visit Egypt to take a boat trip down the
Nile and to see the traditional dances.

       B   I would go to Jordan to see the ancient ruins and
to get some handmade souvenirs.

       C   I would visit Indonesia to see Bali Botanical and to
see the beautiful buildings.

        D   I would like to go to Finland to see the breathtaking
Aurora Borealis and to go skiing.

  6    To develop research skills

        •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task.
       •    Allow Ss time to copy the headings in the rubric in

their notebooks, collect information about a
tourist attraction in their country and make notes
under the headings.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to write a paragraph for
a travel magazine. Ss read their paragraphs to the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read their paragraphs in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Tourist attraction
       name: the Alhambra (from the Arabic meaning ‘red

castle’)
       location: Granada, southern Spain, on top of a rocky

hill; stunning views
       what to do / see: walk around the fortress (built 889)

and explore the palace (1333), climb towers for a
fantastic view, visit museum with artefacts, paintings
and sculptures, highlight: the Court of Lions (mosaic
floor and fountain), stroll in the beautiful gardens

       The Alhambra, whose name comes from the words
for ‘red castle’ in Arabic, is in Granada in southern
Spain. It’s an incredibly popular tourist attraction and
if you visit, it’s easy to see why. Located on top of a
rocky hill, the views are stunning, but that’s nothing
compared to the splendour of the Alhambra itself.

ICT

        maze: a complicated and confusing arrangement of
streets, roads, etc

        wander: walk around a place
        overnight: happening throughout the night
        board: to get on a bus, plane, train, etc in order to travel
        sledging: travelling over snow
        natural phenomenon: sth existing in nature and not

caused, made or controlled by people

        desert: a large area of land where it is always very
hot and dry, and there is a lot of sand

        ruins: the broken parts that are left from an old
building or town

        carved: cut out of
        rock: the hard substance that forms the surface of

the Earth

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 1a on p. 100(T)
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8b
  1    a)   To identify text types

              Elicit what type of text each one is from Ss around
the class. Then elicit which are formal / informal
with reasons.

Answer Key

       The first text is a note. The second text is a postcard
and the third text is an email.

Suggested Answer Key

        The note and postcard are informal. They contain
short verb forms (e.g. There’s) and everyday language
(e.g. I can’t believe it). The email is formal. It contains
full verb forms (e.g. I am writing), formal language (e.g.
in order to) and a formal greeting and ending. 

       b)   To present relative clauses 

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the words in bold in the
texts and elicit what each word refers to from
Ss around the class.

             •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the
Grammar Reference section for more
information.

Answer Key

       who: people                 where: places
       whose: people / possession               which: objects
       when: time

  2    To practise relative clauses

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    who         4    who        7    when        10   when
        2    where      5    whose     8    which
        3    which       6    where     9    whose

  3    To present defining / non-defining relative
clauses

        •    Go through the theory box and explain the task.
Ask Ss to read the first example. Elicit which word
the relative clause defines (people). Elicit how the
sentence changes in meaning without the relative
clause. Repeat the same with the second
example. Give Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and refer them to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

       A   1    F                   2    T                        3    T
       B   1    F                   2    T                        3    T

  4    To practise defining / non-defining
relative clauses

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    where   D
       2    which   ND   The Louvre, which is a museum in

Paris, is visited by many tourists
every year.

       3    when    D
       4    who      ND   Simon, who booked our tickets,

works in Dubai International Airport.
       5    whose  ND   Ann, whose cottage is in Cornwall,

is now in Los Angeles.
       6    whose  ND   Tina, whose father is a travel agent,

has brought us the tickets.

Barcelona is the second largest city in Spain and it has
a population of 1.6 million people. It is a cultural centre
and a tourist destination with many famous landmarks.
Aspen is a town in the US state of Colorado. It is
known for its skiing, unspoilt nature and artistic
community. It has around 7,000 permanent residents.
Malta is an island in the Mediterranean between Italy
and Libya. Around 400,000 people live there and its
capital is Valletta.
Dubai is an emirate in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
on the Persian Gulf. It is also the name of the main
city. It has a population of 2.1 million people. Dubai,
the city, is a major business centre and transport hub.
Cornwall is a county on the southwest peninsula of
England. The only city is Truro. It is a popular tourist
destination because of its beautiful beaches and
unspoilt countryside.
Los Angeles (LA) is the largest city in California in the
USA. The population is 3.8 million people in the city
and around 16 million people in the region. It is a
centre for business, trade, entertainment, culture,
media, fashion, sports and technology. It is also home
to Hollywood where many films and TV programmes
are produced.

Background information

  6   To practise topic-related vocabulary

       •    Explain the task. Remind Ss they have to put the
words in the correct forms.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

        1    lie/to lie              4    taking                 7    try
        2    shopping           5    practise              8    go
        3    writes                 6    enjoy

Exercise 6 on p. 108(T)
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Answer Key

        1    in                        3    off                      5    over
        2    on                      4    out

  9    To practise word formation (verbs from
adjectives and nouns)

       Read out the theory box and explain the task. Give Ss
time to complete the task. Check Ss’ answers on the
board.

Answer Key

       1    advertise 3    characterised
       2    darkened 4    thicken

10   To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix II.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    on           2    at           3    at           4    in         5    at

11   To practise relative clauses using
personal examples

       Explain the task and read out the example, then elicit
sentences from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My friend Peter, whose dad is a pilot, hates flying.
       My favourite holiday destination is Nerha which is in

Spain.
       The town where I live is quite small.
       I went on holiday with my friend Petra and her family

when I was twelve.

The Louvre is a large museum in Paris. It is also a
historic monument having been the Louvre Palace
dating from the 12th century. It houses around 35,000
exhibits and attracts over 9 million visitors every year. 

Background information

  5   To practise defining / non-defining
relative clauses

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    Andrew lives in London, where there are a lot of
parks.

        3    John lives in Moscow, which is the capital of
Russia.

       4    Alexander, who is a photographer, travels a lot.
       5    We stayed in a hotel which was 200 years old.

  6    To present clauses of purpose

        •    Read out the theory box and refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

       •    Ask Ss to read out the examples in the table and
then elicit similar structures in the texts on p. 102
from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       to buy, so that we can, in order to

  7    To practise clauses of purpose

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    We must take our hiking boots so that we can climb
the mountain.

       2    Ben is looking for an Internet café to write a quick
email to his friend.

       3    I am writing in order to inform you that my stay in
your hotel was not enjoyable.

        4    Carry this bag carefully so as not to break the vase.
        5    Sarah joined the guided tour to find out more about

the place.

  8    To present / practise phrasal verbs 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

8b

103(T)

  4    a)   To practise subject / object questions

              Explain the task and elicit answers from Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

       1    What did Chris book?
       2    Who likes skiing?
       3    What did Paul send Tom?
       4    Who went to Paris?

       b)   To practise intonation in subject /
object questions

             •    Play the recording for Ss to check their
answers. Play the recording again with pauses
for Ss to repeat chorally and / or individually.

Exercises 4 a) & b) from p. 104(T)
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8c
  1    To present vocabulary related to city life

and country life

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    close                  4    crowded            7    heavy
        2    job                     5    traffic                 8    polluted
        3    peaceful             6    late                     9    unspoilt

  2    To personalise the topic

       •    Read the rubric aloud. Give Ss time to answer the
question with reasons. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I would prefer to live in the countryside because there
is a slower pace of life, fresh air and lots of wide open
spaces to go for walks and explore.

  3    To act out dialogues about travel
experiences

       •    Ss work in pairs. Explain the task and read out the
examples. Point out that the box on the right has
adjectives about how a traveller might feel. 

       •    Give Ss time to do the task. 
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       3    A:  You look fed up.
             B:  I am. My flight is delayed by two hours.
             A:  Oh dear! I’m sorry.
       4    A:  What’s wrong? You look annoyed / angry.
             B:  I am. My hotel room is dirty.
             A:  Oh dear!
       5    A:  You look exhausted.
             B:  I am. I’ve been travelling all day.
             A:  Oh dear!
       6    A:  You look relieved / pleased.
             B:  I am. The airline found my lost luggage!
             A:  Lucky you!
       7    A:  You look disappointed.
             B:  I am. It rained all week at the holiday resort.
             A:  Oh dear! I’m sorry.
       8    A:  What’s wrong? You look upset.
             B:  I am. I forgot to put sun cream on and I got

sunburnt.
             A:  Oh dear!

Lapland is an area divided between northern Sweden
and northern Finland. It is the traditional territory of
the Sami people, or Lapps (as they used to be called).
Abisko is a village in the north of Sweden. Less than
100 people live there but it is popular tourist destination.

Background information

  1   a)   To prepare for a listening task 
(note-taking)

             •    Ask Ss to read the gapped advert and decide
what each gap asks for.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class. 

Answer Key
        1    number              3    number              5    noun
        2    noun                  4    noun

       b)   To listen for specific information 
(note-taking)

             •    Play the recording twice.
             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key
        1    3                        3    1, 421                5    taxes
        2    skiing                 4    breakfast

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

  2    To consolidate information in a listening
task

       •    Ss talk in pairs and try to persuade each other to
go on the holiday in the advert in Ex. 1. Write on
the board the underlined phrases in the dialogue
below. Ask Ss to use them in the dialogues.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.
       •    Ask some pairs to act out their dialogue in front

of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  Let’s go to Lapland to see the Northern Lights.
       B:  I don’t think so.
       A:  Why not?
       B:  It would be boring.
       A:  You’re wrong. This company offers a holiday that

includes dog sledding, skiing and snowmobiling
as well as a chance to see the Northern Lights.

       B:  Really? I bet it’s expensive, though.
       A:  Well, yes, it is, but it’s a once in a lifetime

opportunity and the price includes flights,
accommodation, meals, transfers, airport taxes
and thermal clothing hire.

       B:  Really?
       A:  Yes, and we can stay in the famous Ice Hotel!
       B:  Okay then. It sounds fantastic.

  3    To present subject / object questions

       Read the examples aloud and explain / elicit how
subject and object questions differ.

Answer Key
        We ask subject questions when we want to know who /

what did an action.
       We ask object questions when we want to know who /

what the action is done to.

  4    a)   See p. 103(T)

       b)   See p. 103(T)
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  5    To act out a dialogue based on a model
dialogue

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to think of the
two possible destinations and their preferences.

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs using their own
ideas, the useful language and following the
model in Ex. 1.

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
class.

(Ss’ own answers)

  6    To compare pictures

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and give them
time to read the ideas and then compare them in
pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
elicit a variety of comparisons from various Ss.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Well, picture A shows a quiet place. It looks like a
fishing village. It seems peaceful.

       B:  Yes, it probably has clean air and friendly people.
Picture B on the other hand is a big city. I think it is
Paris. It must have an exciting nightlife and
crowded streets, like all big cities have.

        A   Yes, they are very different places. In place A there
is probably not much to do except go for long
walks whereas in place B you could see interesting
sights and stay in luxury accommodation.

       B:  Yes, I think in place A there isn’t much to do. I’d
like to visit place B. What about you?

       A:  I agree. Place A is too quiet for me.

             A                                              B
Greet A. Say what
you’ve interested in.
Ask for help.

Express preference.

Express uncertainty.
Ask if A can
suggest something.

Express your
preference.

Say you don’t really
like this.

Express uncertainty.

Agree. Thank A.

Greet B. Offer assistance.

Offer to help. Ask for
possible destinations.

Ask which B would prefer
(city break - countryside).

Ask if B prefers sth
quiet or busy.

Suggest a place, giving
reasons.

Suggest another place,
giving reasons.

Suggest giving 
brochures.

  1    To read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the first exchange and then elicit
what they think the dialogue is about.

       •    Then give S time to read the whole dialogue and
check if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is about someone asking for more
information about a holiday they are thinking of
booking.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    a)   To complete a dialogue

             Give Ss time to complete the dialogue with the
words in the list. Ss work in closed pairs.

Answer Key

        1    in                        5    from                   9    me
        2    like                     6    too                   10   some
        3    or                       7    as
        4    What                  8    thought

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. 

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in open /
closed pairs.

  4    To identify and substitute functional
language for asking for information / preferences
and expressing preferences

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the dialogue
again and read the language box.

       •    Then give Ss time to identify the functional
language and replace the phrases with suitable
alternatives from the language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Asking for information
       I’d like some more information = I was wondering if

you could give me some information 
       What can you tell me about …? = Please can you tell

me about ...?
       Could you tell me more? = What can you tell me

about …?
       Asking for preferences
       Would you prefer …? = Do you prefer …?
       Would you prefer …? = Would you rather …?
       Expressing preferences
       I don’t mind if … = I quite like …, but I prefer
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then give Ss time to
answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    my pen-friend, Mario
       2    a letter about a special place in my country
       3    informal because the person I am writing to is

my friend
       4    a
       5    b    (a, c are used in formal letters, d is wrong

in register)

  2    To read a model essay and match
paragraphs to content

       •    Give Ss time to read the model and match the
contents 1-4 to each paragraph A-D.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2              B   3            C   4                D   1

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    a)   To practise adjectives

             •    Read the Tips box with Ss and allow time for
Ss to read the gapped sentences and
complete the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    busy                   4    boring                7    crowded
        2    safe                    5    beautiful             8    exciting
        3    peaceful             6    relaxing                

       b)   To identify adjectives and replace
them with synonymous ones 

              Give Ss time to find the adjectives in the model.
Elicit synonyms for them from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       great: fantastic      busy: hectic
       glad: happy      crowded: packed
       special: important      easy: simple
       difficult: hard      nice: wonderful
       well-known: famous      peaceful: quiet
       famous: well-known      beautiful: attractive
       fascinating: interesting

Kew Gardens (the Royal Botanic Gardens) are 300
acres of gardens and botanical greenhouses that are
located in Richmond upon Thames in southwest
London, England. Kew is a research and education
institution with 800 staff as well as a tourist attraction.
It was established in 1759.

Background information
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  4    To identify and substitute opening /
closing remarks

       •    Give Ss time to identify and replace the opening /
closing remarks in the model with suitable
alternatives from the Useful Language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       It’s great to hear from you. = How are you doing?
       Let me know how it goes! = Hope to talk to you soon.

  5    To present / practise informal style

        •    Read the Tips box aloud and then ask Ss to read
the extracts and replace the formal words /
phrases in bold with the informal ones in the list.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       A   1    It’s good to hear from you
             2    It’s great
             3    you’re going to come
             4    had a super time
             5    owe you one

       B   1    That’s it for now
             2    Let me know when you’ll be here
             3    just ask!
             4    Say hi to your brother, mum and dad from me
             5    All the best

  6    a)   To prepare for a writing task

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric in Ex. 1 again.
             •    Give Ss time to answer the questions. 

       b)   To write an informal letter

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and their answers from
Ex. 6a.

             •    Remind Ss to follow the plan and to use
informal style.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.
              •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)
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  1    To listen and connect music to a country

       Play the recording. Ss listen and think of what country
it reminds them of. Ask Ss what else it makes them
think of.

Suggested Answer Key

       The music reminds me of Scotland. It makes me think
of mountains, wild horses and lakes.

  2    To listen and read for gist

       •    Give Ss time to read the title of the text and the
first sentence of each section to answer the
question. Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read.

Answer Key

       Eriskay: it is off the beaten track
        Glencoe: The rocky mountains and deep valleys make

it special.
       Loch Lomond: This is the largest freshwater lake in all

of Scotland.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       wilderness (n): an area without people or buildings
       wild (adj): uninhabited and uncultivated
       chain (n): a group close together, usu in a line
       unspoiled (adj): (of a place) beautiful because it has

not changed for a long time
       wander (v): to walk without a plan
       inland (adv): away from the sea
       hilly (adj): land with areas of higher elevation
       rare (adj): not common; unusual
       bird-spotter (n): someone who enjoys watching and

identifying birds
       rocky (adj): rough land with a lot of stones
       spectacular (adj): amazing; wonderful
       scenery (n): the natural landscape (hills, rivers, lakes,

forests, etc)
       feature (v): include; receive special attention
       nature lover (n): a person who really enjoys the

outdoors
       stream (n): a small river
       misty (adj): with water vapour in the air
       get into trouble (phr): to cause yourself problems
       freshwater (adj): (of a lake) not salty
       off-road driving (phr): driving a vehicle in places

without paths

  3    To read for specific information 
(T / F statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read statement 1 and find the key words
(tourists, hot, enjoy, sunbathing). Give Ss time to
read the text and decide if the statement is True or
False, giving reasons.

       •    Give Ss time to answer the rest of the questions in
closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    T    (Not every ... weeks)
       2    F    (There are no ... accommodation)
       3    F    (... wander ... ponies)
       4    T    (200 people ... 400 ponies)
       5    T    (It has featured ... films)
       6    T    (Be careful ... weather)
       7    F    (A short drive ...)
       8    F    (largest freshwater lake)
       9    F    (As you might ... water-skiing)
     10    T    (It’s even ... raining)

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Remind Ss not to copy from the text but to

paraphrase the information in their own words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    People who enjoy nature and seeing wild ponies
would love Eriskay.

       2    Film fans would like it because it has been the
setting for more than 60 films.

        3    It’s special because it is the largest lake in Scotland
and has more than 30 islands.

  5    a)   To practise collocations

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    wild         4    long      7    deep        10   freshwater
        2    fresh       5    rare       8    nature
        3    holiday    6    rocky    9    experienced

       b)   To consolidate new vocabulary

             •    Explain the task. Read out the example
sentence.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    For those that like fresh air, Scotland is for you!
       3    We booked our holiday accommodation early

because Scotland is a popular destination.
       4    We went for a long walk on the shore at Lake

Lomond.
       5    I couldn’t believe how many rare birds we spotted

in Eriskay.
       6    Let’s get close to the rocky mountains in Glencoe.
       7    The deep valleys of Glencoe are a dramatic sight.
       8    As a nature lover, I’d love to go back to Glencoe.
        9    Despite being an experienced hiker, Jim had some

trouble hiking in Glencoe.
        10  Not many people know that Loch Lomond has over

30 islands.

  6    See p. 102(T)
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  7    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain that all the words are related to holidays
and travel. Explain the task.

       •    Give Ss time to complete it. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    books      4    seat        7    get           10   desk
        2    trip           5    pass        8    control
        3    tourist      6    return      9    station

  8    To listen for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read questions (1-6) and the possible
answers.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B       2    B        3    B        4    A       5    C       6    C

  9    To talk about reasons why to visit
a place

       •    Explain the task. Tell Ss they can use information
from the text and the audio in Ex. 8.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       People should visit these places in Scotland because,
firstly, the scenery is spectacular. Secondly, there are
rare birds and animals to see. Lastly, there are many
activities to do there, such as hiking, watersports and
off-road driving.

10   To personalise the topic by making
a brochure

         •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to copy the headings in the
rubric in their notebooks and make notes under them. 

       •    Ask Ss to research information about 3 places to
visit in their country on the Internet and / or other
sources.

       •    Remind Ss to use photographs to enhance their
brochure.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
their brochures in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

11   To develop presentation skills

        •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss
to read the text again. 

        •    Tell Ss to copy the headings in the rubric in their
notebooks and make notes under them.

       •    Allow Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on places in Scotland and in their
country.

        •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Name: Eriskay
       What to do / see: stay in specially-built holiday

accommodation, take long quiet walks on unspoiled
beaches, see Eriskay ponies and rare birds

       Name: Glencoe
       What to do / see: see spectacular scenery (clear

streams, misty mountains), go hiking
       Name: Loch Lomond
       What to do / see: see largest freshwater lake in

Scotland, do watersports (canoeing, sailing, water-
skiing), play golf, try off-road driving, see Falls of
Falloch waterfall

        Good afternoon, everyone. I’m Ngo Bich. What is your
ideal holiday? … For many people the most important
things are sun, sea and sand, but for others a vacation
means a chance to connect with nature. Today I’m
going to talk to you about places in Scotland, and then
we’ll take a look at some of Spain’s natural treasures.

       Eriskay is a Scottish island where tourists stay in
specially-built accommodation because there are no
hotels. It’s quiet and peaceful, and a great place to
take long walks on unspoiled beaches. You can also
see Eriskay ponies and rare birds.

        Glencoe is another attraction for the more active traveller.
It’s the perfect location for hikers as there is some
spectacular scenery there, from clear streams to misty
mountains. You can also pay a visit to Loch Lomond,
Scotland’s largest freshwater lake. Watersports are a
popular activity here, from canoeing and sailing to water-
skiing, or you can have a round of golf or try your hand at
off-road driving. Falls of Falloch are nearby, too, so don’t
miss the opportunity to take some pictures of these
lovely waterfalls.

        Scotland has many areas of natural beauty, but if you’re
looking for something closer to home, Spain has plenty
to offer as well. Visit Mount Teide on Tenerife, with its
volcanic landscape. Climb the mountain on foot, or take
a cable car to the top to see the stunning views of La
Gomera, La Palma and El Hierro. Another great
destination for hikers is Picos de Europa, a mountain
range with spectacular scenery and amazing wildlife.
Tourists can also go white-water rafting on the rivers.

        Finally, Embalse de Negratín, a huge reservoir just
outside the city of Granada, is well-worth a visit. Even
those who like relaxing beach holidays won’t be
disappointed, as the reservoir has got beaches where
you can sunbathe or swim. There are also forests
nearby and opportunities for sailing and windsurfing.

        Scotland and Spain are both beautiful countries with
so much to see and do. If you’re an active person who
likes seeing and doing new things, these destinations
are definitely for you. After all, as Aristotle said, “In all
things of nature there is something of the marvellous.”

       Are there any questions? … Thank you for your time.
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  1    To introduce the topic

        •    Read the title of the text and tell Ss to look at the
picture and suggest where the place is and what
kind of rock can be found there.

        •    Play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and follow along in their books to find out.

Answer Key

       This place is Dartmoor in southwest England. Granite
rock can be found there.

  2    To read for specific information

       Explain the task. Ss read the text again and complete
the sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    in southwest England
       2    a national park and a popular tourist location
       3    magma slowly cooling below the surface

of the earth
       4    outcrops of rock
       5    peat bogs,V-shaped river valleys
       6    mines, quarries

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       natural beauty (phr): a place that is lovely and / or
dramatic

       granite (n): a type of very hard stone
       surface (n): the top layer or outside part of sth
       magma (n): hot liquid rock inside the Earth

110(T)
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Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       •    Go through the rubric and elicit Ss’ guesses to
the questions.

       •    Play the recording and allow Ss to read and listen
to the text to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

        People can see and visit the London Eye, Buckingham
Palace, the Tower of London, National Gallery, the
British Museum, the Tate Modern, the Natural History
Museum, the Victoria & Albert Museum, Madame
Tussauds, St Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster Abbey,
Oxford Street, King’s Road and the West End.

  2    To develop speaking and writing skills

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.

ICT

        •    Ask Ss to research information related to what
tourists can do in their capital city on the Internet
and / or other sources. Tell Ss to copy the
headings in the rubric in their notebooks and make
notes under them. Ss write a short text. Check Ss’
answers by asking Ss to read their texts aloud.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read their texts in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

  3    To talk about the differences and
similarities between London and the capital city
of my country

       •    Explain the task. Remind Ss that they have to talk
about both the similarities and the differences.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

(Ss’ own answers)

       cool (v): to become slightly colder
        flat-topped moorland (phr): flattened open

countryside covered with rough grass and low bushes
       outcrop (n): a group of rocks that stick out of the ground
       V-shaped river valley (phr): a narrow passage with

steep slopes on each side, shaped like the letter V
       stream (n): small river
        soil (n): the top layer of the Earth in which plants grow
       sheep farming (phr): the practice of feeding and

caring for sheep
       mining (n): the activity of removing substances, such

as coal or metal, from the ground by digging
       quarrying (n): the removal of rock from the ground,

by cutting into hills or mountains
       main industry (n): the most important business and

source of employment in an area
       copper (n): a reddish-brown metal
       tin (n): a silvery-white metal
       vein (n): a thin layer of metal found in rock
       mine (n): a hole in the ground from which metal or

coal are removed
       industry (n): the area of business

  3    To develop presentation skills

        •    Go through the rubric and tell Ss to copy the
headings in the rubric in their notebooks and
make notes under them. Play the video.

        •    Refer Ss to p. PS6 for guided help with this
presentation task.

        •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, p. PSK6, Ex. 6
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  1    To read for specific information 
(multiple matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions 1-6 and then give Ss
time to read the texts and choose the right
teenager for each question.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and ask them to give
justifications for their choices.

Answer Key

       1    Vicky    D   (The only problem was the huge
number of tourists ...)

       2    Logan  C   (... personally speaking, I’d love to go
back next year)

       3    Olga     A   (... if you’re in Finland next year,
I highly recommend it.)

       4    Logan  C   (I had a great time finding out about
how these boats have been used ...)

       5    Alex      B   (I felt sorry for the poor person who
had to tidy it all up!)

       6    Olga     A   (I loved making sandcastles when
I was younger ...)

  2    To consolidate Everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Give Ss time to read the first part of the
exchanges and choose the correct responses.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class

Answer Key

        1    a             2    a            3    b            4    b          5    b

Lappeenranta is a city in south-east Finland. Just
over 70,000 people live there. It is best-known for its
university and environmentally-friendly administration.
Thailand is an Asian country in Southeast Asia. The
capital city is Bangkok and the population is 66
million people. The language is Thai and the currency
is the Baht. It is known for its natural beauty, its many
historical sites and its cuisine.
Lopburi is ancient city in Thailand, north-east of
Bangkok.
Qatar is a sovereign Arab emirate in the Persian Gulf.
The capital city is Doha and it has a population of 2
million people, but only 250,000 are citizens. The
people speak Arabic and the currency is the Riyal. It
is known for its natural gas and oil reserves which
have made it a very rich country.
Katara is cultural village in Qatar full of museums
and artistic venues.
Lake Louise is a glacial lake in western Canada. It’s
famous for its beautiful scenery, tourist resorts, and
recreational activities like hiking, kayaking and skiing.

Background information
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  3    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    pace                  5    ruins                   9    check-in
        2    youth                 6    rent                  10   book
        3    return                 7    track
        4    sandy                 8    crowded

  4    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task. Remind Ss they must use the
words in bold and put the necessary commas.

       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    We changed our hotel room so we would get a
better view.

       2    We will take an umbrella with us in case it rains.
       3    He took some cash in case he needed it.
       4    He wore his glasses in order to read the letter.
       5    Have you seen the postcard which I received

yesterday?
       6    The hotel where John stayed was excellent.
       7    That’s the woman whose luggage was stolen.
       8    We met a man who was a tour guide.

  5    To listen for specific information 
(note-taking)

       •    Ask Ss to read the gapped text.
       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete

the missing information.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    countryside 4    Equipment
       2    7    5    accommodation
       3    instructors 6    more information

  6    To write an informal email

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to plan and complete their email and

then check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to read the gapped text.
       •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    more (comparative with than)
       2    has been used (passive with by)
       3    since (present perfect)
       4    which (relative clause, refers to place)
       5    change (collocation)
       6    no (shouldn’t be any)
       7    biggest (superlative with of)
       8    any (phrase)
       9    largest (superlative with in)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

York is a historic city in northern England. Around
200,000 people live in and around York.
The French Alps refers to the part of the Alps
mountain range that is in France. (The mountains
stretch over eight countries in total.)

Background information
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topic of technology, and they
will learn vocabulary related to technology, mobile devices
and computer hardware. They will learn the infinitive / -ing
forms, reflexive / emphatic pronouns, clauses of result and
quantifiers / determiners. They will learn language related
to returning a faulty product and making decisions. They
will also learn to write an email of complaint.

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary through pictures

        •    Read the title of the unit Get connected and ask Ss
to suggest what they think the unit will be about
(the unit is about technology, mobile devices, and
computer hardware). Go through the What’s in this
unit list to stimulate Ss’ interest in the unit.

        •    Direct Ss to the pictures 1-9 and elicit / explain
that they show actions someone can use a mobile
device for. Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and / or individually.

  2    To practise new vocabulary using
personal examples

        Read out the rubric and the example, then elicit answers
from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I often use my tablet to watch videos on YouTube and
to talk on Skype. I usually use my smartphone to text
someone, call someone, post an update on Facebook
and download an app. I rarely use my laptop to follow
celebrities on Twitter.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Go through the verbs in the list and elicit / explain
the meaning of any unknown vocabulary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    talk                     4    take                         7    text
        2    watch                 5    downloading
        3    stream               6    post

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the quotation and ask Ss to

discuss what it means with a partner and / or give
their opinion on it. Then ask various Ss to tell the
class. 

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that this means that when we communicate
through modern means such as email and text
messages, then we say less to one another. I also
think it means that communication that is not face-to-
face is not quality communication. 

Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) was an English scientist,
political thinker, educationalist and theologian. His
experiments with oxygen and with electricity were
especially important.
YouTube is a video hosting site launched in May
2005 that allows people to upload, watch and share
originally-created videos as well as their favourite
clips, songs and jokes. 
Twitter is a social networking site created in 2006
that allows members to communicate through short
posts of 140 characters called ‘tweets’. Members can
tweet and follow other users’ tweets with multiple
platforms and devices.
Skype is an application launched in 2003 that provides
video chat and voice call services. Users may
exchange images, text and video, and may transmit
text and video messages. 
Facebook is a social networking site created in 2004
where users create a user profile, add other users as
‘friends’, exchange messages, post status updates
and photos, share videos and use various apps.
Also, users may join common-interest user groups,
organised by workplace, school or college, or other
characteristics.

Background information
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  1    To introduce the topic and present new

vocabulary through pictures

       Direct Ss to the pictures 1-4 and elicit / explain which
one shows which item in the list. Explain / Elicit that
all these items relate to the Star Wars films and elicit
what Ss know about them and elicit definitions. (A
lightsaber is a weapon that uses light to cut through
things. A hologram is a 3D image created by lasers. A
landspeeder is a fictional vehicle like a hovercraft that
travels over land. A droid is an intelligent machine like
a robot.) 

Answer Key

       Picture1 shows a lightsaber. 
       Picture 2 shows a hologram.
       Picture 3 shows a landspeeder.
       Picture 4 shows droids.

  2    To introduce the topic and read for gist

       Read out the title of the article and ask Ss to read the
first sentence in each paragraph. Elicit what the text
is about and give Ss time to skim through the text
quickly to find out.

Answer Key

        The text is about the technology used in the ‘Star Wars’
films.

  3    To listen and read for cohesion and
coherence (missing sentences)

        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences (A-G) and then give
them time to read the text again carefully and
choose the correct sentences for each gap, making
sure that the text makes sense.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, read and check their
answers.

Answer Key

        1    E       2    B        3    A        4    G        5    F       6    D

        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words in
the Check these words box, in their dictionaries or
in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       set (v): to be in a particular place / time (of a film /
book / story)

       futuristic (adj): relating to the future
       weapons (phr): devices used to kill people or fight

a war
       advanced (adj): highly developed
        surprisingly (adv): in an unexpected or surprising way
       reality (n): real life not imaginary
       hologram (n): a 3D image created by lasers
       villains (n): bad characters in films, books, etc
       fashion show (n): an event which involves the

display of styles of clothing
       evil (adj): enjoying causing harm to people; wicked 
       sword (n): a weapon with a handle and a long blade

       destroy (v): to end sth by damaging it
       drone (n): a remote-controlled pilotless aircraft or

missile
        follow orders (phr): to do what sb tells you to do; obey
       artificial intelligence (n): the development of

computer systems that work in a way similar to the
human mind

       hover (v): to stay in the air 
       float (v): to move lightly in the air
       lift (v): to raise up
       swamp (n): a wet, boggy area of land
       control (v): to make sth / sb do sth
       mind (n): thoughts
       headset (n): a communications device worn on the

head
       record (v): (of an electrical device) to store

information
       brainwaves (n): electrical signals produced by the

brain
       physically disabled (phr): having some damage /

injury to a part of the body that affects the ability to
function normally

       space exploration (phr): the action of discovering
places in space

       mission (n): (of a spacecraft) a journey into space
       robotic (adj): concerning machines programmed to

perform tasks

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Allow Ss time to read the questions and answer
them in their own words.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    No, they have been used in fashion shows and in
concerts.

       2    It is the ability of robots to think for themselves
and to express emotions and opinions.

       3    It can help them to control electronic devices with
their minds.

        4    I would like to have a landspeeder. I could
go wherever I want very fast.

Yoda is a character in the Star Wars films. He is very
small but a powerful Jedi, and trains Luke Skywalker
to use the Force.
The Force is a fictional power in the Star Wars films
that the characters can use to control people and
things for good or evil with their minds.
Mars is the fourth planet in our solar system, 230
million km from the Sun. It is slightly smaller than
Earth and has a thin atmosphere.  It is visible in the
night sky, and notable for its red colour.

Background information
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Suggested Answer Key

       I think science-fiction and fantasy films are popular
because they offer an escape from everyday life. They
are also very exciting with interesting plots, lots of
action scenes, and fantastical creatures or robots.
Also, they usually have amazing special effects which
make the films very enjoyable to watch and very
believable.

  8    To develop presentation skills

        •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss to
read the text again. Tell Ss to copy the headings in
the rubric into their notebooks and make notes
under them.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS7 for guided help with this
presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and ask Ss to give
their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK8

Star Wars is an American epic science-fiction film
series set in space created by George Lucas. The
first Star Wars film was released in 1977 and became
a worldwide phenomenon. It was followed by two
sequels in 1980 and 1983. A prequel trilogy was
released between 1999 and 2005. In 2012 three new
Star Wars films were announced. The first one was
released in 2015.
A Jedi knight is a member of an ancient order of
warriors in the Star Wars films. They are mostly
teachers, philosophers, scientists and engineers. They
serve others, do good deeds and value wisdom. Their
traditional weapon is the lightsaber.
A Sith lord is a member of an ancient order of warriors
in the Star Wars films. They are violent and value
power above anything. They use a red lightsaber.
C-3PO is a droid in the Star Wars films. He has a
human shape and is gold in colour. He can speak
every language. R2-D2 is a droid in the Star Wars films.
He is short and blue and white. He communicates with
beeps and whistles. BB-8 is a droid in the Star Wars
film. He is spherical and orange and white. He
communicates with beeps and whistles.
Luke Skywalker is a character in the Star Wars films.
He is the main character in the first trilogy and a minor
character in the other films. He is a Jedi apprentice
and is involved in the Resistance against the Galactic
Empire.
Rey is a new character in the latest Star Wars film.
She is a scavenger and she lives on the planet Jakku.
She becomes involved in the Resistance against the
First Order.

Background information
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9a
  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
task referring to the Word List if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    set                       5    destroy             9    perform
        2    reach                  6    follow              10   send
        3    record                 7    float
        4    develop               8    hover

  6    a)   To consolidate new vocabulary
through collocations

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it looking back through the article if necessary.

             •    Check the answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    dreams               4    smartphone       7    physically
        2    forces                  5    top                    8    space
        3    artificial               6    make

       b)   To practise collocations

              •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    The armed forces are developing weapons that
use light.

       3    Robots will soon have artificial intelligence.
       4    Holograms will appear on smartphone screens.
       5    The Aero-X has a top speed of 72km / h.
       6    The droids in ‘Star Wars’ can make decisions.
       7    The physically disabled can use a headset to

move things.
       8    There isn’t any space exploration in ‘Star Wars’.

  7    a)   To consolidate information in a
text

             •    Give Ss time to think of their answers and ask
them to discuss what impressed them from
the text with a partner. 

             •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       The things that impressed me from the text were
holograms on smartphones, light-based weapons, the
Aero-X, and a headset that can read brainwaves
which may all exist soon. I was also impressed that
there could be a mission to Mars soon.

       b)   To write a short paragraph
expressing your opinion

             Explain the task and read out the rubric. Give Ss
time to consider their answers and write a short
paragraph expressing their opinion. Ask various
Ss to read their paragraph to the class.
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  1    To present the infinitive / -ing form

       Ask Ss to read the forum posts and elicit what they
are about.

Answer Key

       They are about TV and streaming TV shows.

  2    To present the uses of the infinitive / -ing
form

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section and
review the rules for the infinitive / -ing form. Answer
any questions Ss may have.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the rules 1-10 and ask Ss to
complete them. Check the answers and then elicit
examples from the text in Ex. 1.

Answer Key

       1    -ing                                  6 infinitive without to
       2    -ing                                  7 infinitive without to
       3    to-infinitive                      8 -ing
       4    -ing                                  9 -ing
       5    to-infinitive                    10 to-infinitive

       Examples: can’t imagine (throwing), would miss
(watching), ways (to watch), should try (streaming),
sure (to find), can (choose), what (to watch), hate
(waiting), too early (to call)

  3    To practise the infinitive / -ing form

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    wearing, watching           4 to buy, wait
       2    going, to stay                  5 ordering, do
       3    to try, playing

  4    To practise the infinitive / -ing form

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers and ask them to explain how the
verbs differ in meaning. Help if necessary.

Answer Key

       1    a    listening (ceased doing)
             b    to answer (paused)
       2    a    to download (intention)
             b    entering (has the meaning of)
       3    a    to keep (don’t forget)
             b    turning (recall)

  5    To present clauses of result

       •    Go through the theory box and explain the forms
and uses of clauses of result. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more details.

       •    Elicit any examples from the texts in Ex. 1.

Answer Key

       Example: so many series that

  6    To practise clauses of result

       Ask Ss to choose the correct item in each sentence
referring to the theory box as necessary. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

        1    so many             3    such a lot of       5    such an
        2    so little               4    so
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12   To practise word formation (prefixes)

        •    Read the table aloud to Ss and explain any points
they are unsure of providing extra examples where
necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers on the board. 

Answer Key

        1    enlarge               3    undo          5    misunderstood
        2    disappear           4    interact

  7    To present reflexive / emphatic pronouns

       •    Go through the theory box and explain the forms
and uses of reflexive / emphatic pronouns. 

        •    Explain that the pronouns myself, yourself, himself,
herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves
can be reflexive (to talk about actions when the
subject and object are the same) or emphatic (to
emphasize the  nouns / pronouns of a sentence).

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more details.

       •    Elicit any examples from the text in Ex. 1.

Answer Key

       yourself (emphatic), myself (reflexive)

  8    To practise reflexive / emphatic pronouns

       •    Ask Ss to complete each sentence with the
correct reflexive / emphatic pronoun referring to
the theory box as necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    yourselves         3    yourself, herself      5    himself
        2    myself                4    myself

  9    To present / revise quantifiers /
determiners

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for a
full explanation of quantifiers / determiners. Then
ask Ss to complete the task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    Both                   5    nothing            9    everywhere
        2    Everyone           6    plenty            10   either
        3    A lot of               7    anything
        4    All                      8    much

10   To present / practise phrasal verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in Appendix I.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    up            2    out          3    up for         4    off

11   To practise prepositional phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and ask them
to check their answers in Appendix II. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    of            2    to           3    at           4    on        5    in

9b
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  1    To present new vocabulary related to

computer hardware

       •    Go through the list of computer parts / hardware
and explain / elicit the meanings.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task in pairs.
       •    Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

Then play the recording again with pauses for Ss
to repeat chorally and / or individually. Check Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

Answer Key

       A – webcam G – mouse
       B – screen H – printer
       C – keyboard I – speakers
       D – touchpad J – external hard drive
       E – USB port
       F – router

  2    To present and practise new vocabulary
related to computer hardware

       •    Go through the list of verbs and explain / elicit the
meanings.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

       1    scroll 7    insert
       2    edit 8   save
       3    installed 9   browse
       4    downloaded 10   Delete
       5    upload
       6    copy and paste

  1    To prepare for a listening task 
(multiple matching)

        •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the two sets of
sentences and match them. Check the answers.

        •    Elicit how the information is paraphrased (e.g. can’t
stand – frustrating; don’t rely on – can do without).

Answer Key

       1    B   2    A

  2    To listen for specific information
(multiple matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences A-H and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown vocabulary.
Tell Ss they are going to listen to five speakers
which they should match to the sentences A-H.
Remind Ss that the information will be paraphrased.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    B             2    H           3    F            4    A         5    D

  3    To present / practise the difference
in pronunciation between British and American
English

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually. 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the differences in
pronunciation between British and American
English.
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       A:  I can offer you a replacement.
       B:  Yes, that would be good.

       A:  How can I help you?
        B:  It’s my new tablet. It cannot connect to the Internet.

I’ve got the receipt.
       A:  Let’s see what’s wrong. Mmm, you’re  right.
       B:  What do you suggest?
       A:  Perhaps you’d like a new one?
       B:  Yes, please. Thanks for your help.
       A:  My pleasure.

       b)   To act out a dialogue

             Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in pairs.
Monitor the activity around the class.

  5    To practise making decisions

       •    Read the rubric aloud. Direct Ss’ attention to the
diagram and go through the prompts and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

        •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and complete the speaking
task. Monitor the activity around the class and offer
assistance as necessary. 

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  How about a digital camera? I think that would be
a great present. You can take lots of photos. 

       B:  Sounds great, but aren’t they a bit expensive?
        A:   I don’t think so. Well, what about a smartphone,

then? You can take photos, share and upload them
online, make calls and connect to the Net.

        B:  Mmm, I think they are definitely too expensive for
us to buy. We could get him a tablet. They do the
same things and they are not that expensive. There
are some cheap ones around.

       A:  I disagree. I don’t think a cheap tablet would be a
good present.

        B:  Okay. What about an MP3 player? He likes listening
to music and they don’t cost a lot.

       A:  That’s a good idea. I think he would like that.
       B:  The last option is a video game. I think that’s

cheap but a bit boring for a present. Besides we
don’t know what he likes and I’m sure he’s already
got the best ones.

       A:  I agree. So the best present would be an MP3
player. 

       B:  I couldn’t agree more.
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9d
  1    To predict the content of a dialogue

       Ask Ss to read the first exchange in the dialogue and
elicit what they think it is about. Then ask Ss to read
through the whole dialogue to find out.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is about a problem with an e-reader
a customer bought.

  2    a)   To complete a dialogue

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Tell Ss to
pay attention to the words before and after
each gap as these will help them to complete
the task. 

             •    Ask Ss to read the completed dialogue to see
if it makes sense. 

Answer Key

        1    with                    3    also                    5    one
        2    well                    4    either

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss take roles and act out the dialogue in open /
closed pairs. 

  4    a)   To write a dialogue

             •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task in
closed pairs using their own ideas and the
prompts provided, the dialogue in Ex. 2a and
phrases from the language box to help them.
Write this diagram on the board for Ss to
follow.

             

             •    Ask various Ss to read out their dialogues.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Good morning. How can I help you?
       B:  I have a problem with the smartphone I bought

here last month.
       A:  What’s wrong with it?
       B:  Well, it won’t turn on.
       A:  Let me have a look. Mmm, you’re right.
       B:  What do you suggest?

A
Greet B. Offer
help.

Ask for details.

Offer help.

Suggest a solution.

B
Mention problem with
a product you bought.

Explain the problem.

Ask for suggestions.

Accept solution.
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and then elicit answers to the

questions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Key words: bought, smartphone, screen was
damaged, staff unhelpful, email of complaint, head
office, explaining problems, what action you expect,
120-160 words

       1    an email of complaint
       2    a person at the head office of the shop
       3    No
       4    a description of the problems I had and what

action I expect them to take

  2    a)   To analyse a model and read for
cohesion and coherence

             •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete
the email with the phrases in the rubric.

             •    Tell Ss to always read the whole gapped
sentence before deciding on the right phrase
as the answer may lie after the gap.

             •    Check Ss’ answer around the class.

Answer Key

       1    to complain about
       2    I found that
       3    explained the problem
       4    refused to replace
       5    Despite leaving
       6    I demand
       7    not dealt with
       8    to take further action

       b)   To match paragraphs to content

             •    Give Ss time to read the model again and
match the contents 1-4 to each paragraph.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B              2    A             3    D                4    C

  3    a)   To identify / practise strong / mild tone
in emails of complaint

             •    Read out the theory box and then ask Ss to
read the sentences 1-4 and identify the tone
(strong / mild) of each one. Check the answers
and then give Ss time to rewrite the sentences
in the opposing tone.

             •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out
their sentences.

Answer Key

        1    mild         2    strong     3    strong        4    mild

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I am writing to express my strong dissatisfaction
with the coffee machine I bought from you.

       2    I feel I am entitled to a refund.
       3    I am writing to complain about the way I was

treated by your shop assistants.
       4    I insist on a replacement for the faulty item.

       b)   To identify / practise strong / mild tone
in emails of complaint

             •    Elicit the tone in the model email and then give
Ss time to rewrite the paragraphs in the
opposing tone.

             •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out
their sentences.

Answer Key

       The writer has used a strong tone.

Suggested Answer Key

       I am writing to draw your attention to the behaviour of
your staff at your Hereford branch.

       As you can imagine I am very disappointed by what
happened. I hope you will replace the smartphone or
give me a full refund. I also expect a written apology
for the attitude of your staff. I hope this matter will be
dealt with as soon as possible.

  4    To identify formal style

       Read out the theory box and then elicit examples of
formal style in the model email from Ss around the
class.

Answer Key

       full forms: I am, would help, I have not, I am
       advanced vocabulary: appalling, contacted, annoyed,

replacement, attitude
        passive voice: was damaged, was told, been contacted

9e
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  8    To write an email of complaint

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the
Useful Language box and the ideas from Ex. 7b
to help them. Remind Ss to follow the plan, to use
formal language and an appropriate tone. Remind
Ss to use the Checklist to review their piece of
writing before they hand it in.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Sir / Madam, 
       I am writing to complain about the appalling quality of

your products and service.
        On Saturday, 13th February, I ordered the new XL2100

laptop from your website. Despite being informed that
delivery would be in 3 days, it took over two weeks for
the laptop to arrive. When it did arrive, it did not work
and switched itself off repeatedly.

        I called the helpline, but the person was not helpful at all.
I expressed my dissatisfaction and was rudely told that if
I was not happy then I should try another company.

        As you can imagine, I am extremely annoyed. I insist on
a full refund. I hope this matter will be dealt with as
soon as possible or I shall be forced to take the matter
further.

       Yours faithfully, 
       Harry Brown

       Activity for weaker classes

       Write the beginnings of sentences on the board (see
underlined phrases in Suggested Answer Key). Ss
copy them and complete their emails.

  5    To practise formal style

       •    Explain the task. Go through the formal phrases
and then give Ss time to replace the informal
phrases in the extracts with appropriate formal
ones from the list.

       •    Check the answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    I am writing to
       2    express
       3    service
       4    I feel that I am entitled to
       5    the matter is not dealt with
       6    I shall be forced to take further action
       7    As you can imagine, 
       8    the manager’s behaviour
       9    I insist on
     10    I look forward to your prompt reply

  6    To present / practise topic-related
vocabulary

       Explain the task. Ask individual Ss to read out a
complaint and then have the rest of the class identify
the product. Explain / Elicit any unknown vocabulary.

Answer Key

        1    digital camera    3    3D television  5   smartphone
        2    e-reader             4    laptop             6    tablet

  7    a)   To analyse a rubric

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key
words. 

             •    Check Ss’ answers and then elicit what they
should include in their email.

Answer Key

       Key words: recently bought laptop online, took
month to be delivered, did not work, helpline person
was rude, email of complaint, explaining problems,
what action you expect, 120-160 words

       I should include details of the problem and what
action I expect them to take.

       b)   To listen for ideas

             •    Ask Ss to write the headings into their
notebooks.

             •    Play the recording and ask Ss to make notes
under the headings. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       product – XL2100 laptop
       problems – took five weeks to arrive, switch itself off,

unhelpful staff, rude
       action to be taken – refund or take matter further

9e
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  1    To introduce topic-related vocabulary

        •    Read the rubric and go through the vocabulary in
the list with Ss.

        •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the end of the book.
        •    Elicit how the vocabulary is related to electricity

from Ss. 
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       power stations: burn fossil fuels to produce energy
       fossil fuels: coal, oil or gas
       nuclear power: another way of producing energy
       renewable energy: wind, sunlight or flowing water
       transformer: increases voltage of electricity
       wires: electricity travels through them
       pylons: keeps wires far off the ground
       substations: reduce the level of voltage to safe levels
       cables: electricity travels through them underground

or on top of poles
       fuse box: cuts off the power if the flow of electricity

becomes too great
        electrical sockets: connected to electricity in the walls

  2    To read for key information (reference
words)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the text
again. Ask Ss to read the sentences and pay
special attention to the bold words and then
complete the task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       1    power stations
       2    wind, sunlight or flowing water
       3    A meter
       4    electrical sockets
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        •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their dictionaries
or in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       light (v): to make sth bright
       power (v): to provide a machine with energy and

the ability to operate
       wind (n): a current of moving air
       sunlight (n): light produced by the Sun
       flowing water (phr): water moving continuously
       increase (v): to make sth larger in amount or size
       ground (n): soil
       structure (n): an object made from parts
       reduce (v): to make smaller in amount or size
       household (n): a house and its occupants
       explosion (n): a violent / loud blowing apart of sth
       flow (n): the movement of sth

  3    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss
to read the text again. Tell Ss to copy the
headings in the rubric into their notebooks and
make notes under them.

       •    Refer Ss to WB p. PS5 for guided help with this
presentation task.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and ask Ss to give
their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – See Workbook
Presentation Skills Key, Ex. 8, p. WPSK5

The Royal Institution is a scientific research body in
London, founded in 1799. Its members have won
many Nobel prizes and discovered new chemicals.

Background information

Culture Spot

  1    To listen and read for gist

       Read out the questions and elicit answers from the
class. Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and find out.

Answer Key
       Michael Faraday was a British physicist and chemist.

His ideas formed the basis of electricity.

  2    To develop presentation skills / To
present a famous scientist

        •    Go through the rubric, play the video and ask Ss to
read the text again. Tell Ss to collect information
from the Internet and / or other sources on a
famous scientist from their country and prepare a
presentation.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and asks Ss to give
their presentations in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)
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  1    To read for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions 1-5 and the possible
answers.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and choose the
correct answer for each question.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    D   ( a new type of car)
       2    B   (90% of road traffic accidents are caused

by human error)
       3    A   (state-of-the-art technology)
       4    B   (in the time it takes a driver to blink)
       5    C   (fairly soon they’ll be driving down a street

near you)

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give ss time to complete it.
       •    Check S’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    b             3    b                4    b

Google is a technology company, mainly famous for
its Internet search engine, which is the most-visited
website in the world. It is one of the world’s most
valuable companies.

Background information
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  3    To listen for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Give Ss time to read the statements A-H. Play the
recording, twice if necessary. Ss listen and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    G           3    C           4    A         5    H

  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    advanced           5    developed          9    scroll
        2    last                     6    follows             10   Artificial
        3    port                    7    reach
        4    post                   8    install

  5    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    send                   4    nor                     7    so
        2    themselves        5    all                       8    yourself
        3    such                   6    to call

  6    To write an email

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and give them time to
plan their email and complete the task.

       •    Check the answers. Alternatively, assign the task
as HW and check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Sir / Madam, 
       I am writing to complain about the poor quality of your

products.
       On Thursday, 3rd March, I ordered the new XL2100

laptop from your website. Despite being informed that
delivery would be in 3 days, it took over a week and a
half for the laptop to arrive. When it did arrive, the
power cable was missing.

       I am extremely disappointed. I would like an apology
and a replacement cable. I hope this matter will be
dealt with as soon as possible.

       Yours faithfully, 
       Fred Green

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ss can work in closed pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    to separate (infinitive)
       2    which / that (determiner)
       3    thinnest (superlative form)
       4    and (linker)
       5    stronger (adjective)
       6    pass (bare infinitive)
       7    will be able (future simple)
       8    like

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

Manchester is a city in the north-west of England. It
is England’s second-largest city, known for its
industrial history, culture and university. 2.5 million
people live in Manchester or nearby.

Background information

124(T)

9
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Introduction

PSI

What is a presentation?
Presentations describe, narrate, persuade or communicate ideas. Presentation skills are necessary for personal
and professional development. 

Types of presentations
There are different types of presentations:
  •   Informative e.g.school presentations, technology

& science conferences, business seminars.
  •   Persuasive e.g. in sales, debates, to a group of

peers, political speeches.
  •   Ceremonial e.g.graduation, wedding toast. (see

p.PS8)

Presentation skills are also needed in interviews (job &
TV), project reports at a meeting, social events,
toasts at an event with family or friends, colleagues etc.

Why we give presentations
We give presentations to:
 A   describe a product, an invention, a place, people

(e.g.myself, a famous person).
 B   narrate an experience, a story, a myth, a fable, an

event (e.g.a natural disaster).
 C   persuade by presenting arguments for & against

an issue, expressing our opinion on an issue,
stating a problem & suggesting solutions, political
discussions, campaigns, etc.

 D   communicate in panels, debates, conferences, etc.

How to structure a presentation
A presentation consists of a(n): 
  •   Introduction, in which we greet the audience and

present ourselves and the topic.
  •   Main body, in which we present the main points. 
  •   Conclusion, in which we summarise the main

points, invite and answer questions from the
audience and thank the audience for listening to
us. We can sometimes get feedback from the
audience.

Opening / Closing techniques
To start a presentation we can:   
  1   address the audience by asking a question

e.g.Have you read “The Hound of the Baskervilles”
or J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter books?

  2   use a quotation e.g.The American writer Neil
Postman once said, “Children are the living
messages we send to a time we will not see.”

  3   ask a rhetorical question e.g.We all have a hero
who has overcome challenges in life, don't we?

  4   make a statement e.g.There are many career
paths available and choosing which path to follow
is one of the biggest decisions you’ll make.

  5   narrate a personal or general story e.g.For
thousands of years, people have studied the night
sky, from the ancient Greeks and Egyptians to the
Babylonians and the Maya. ...

  6   set the scene and stimulate emotions e.g.Imagine
this: You’re on holiday in a hot country and you’re
having a great time, but one morning you wake up
and notice you are covered in itchy red lumps.

  7   use visuals (photos, charts, films, pictures etc)
e.g.Look at this picture. How does it make you feel?

  8   use music (a song, soundtrack etc) e.g.Listen
to this piece of music. It's from ... .

  9   use humour (a joke, a riddle etc) e.g. I'm the
planet that everyone calls red, but really my soil is
rust-coloured instead. Look up and you may spot
me in the sky; I'm the orange-coloured dot, way up
high. What am I? ... I'm Mars, the 'Red Planet'!

10   use a rhyme or a short poem e.g.There is a
traditional poem for wedding days that goes:

Something old, something new, 
Something borrowed, something blue.

Rehearse Research How to 
structure

Why we give
presentations

Present

Prepare

What is 
a presentation &

Types of presentations

Describe

Narrate

Persuade

Communicate

Informative

Persuasive

Ceremonial

Dos & Don’tsBody language

Read

Main body Introduction(Get feedback)
Conclusion

Invite & answer questions

Thank the audience

Necessary skills for
professional and personal

development

Presentation
Skills
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PSII

To end a presentation we can:   
  1   address the audience by asking a question

e.g.Don't you think our way of life is fascinating?
  2   use a quotation / saying e.g.As the saying goes,

“Challenges are what make life interesting.
Overcoming them is what makes life meaningful.”

  3   ask a rhetorical question e.g. It’s not hard to see
why this little corner of Britain attracts so many
artists, writers and tourists, is it?

  4   make a statement e.g.The Giant’s Causeway is a
fascinating place; it’s probably the best example of
a basalt column formation anywhere in the world.

  5   narrate a personal or general story e.g. In fact, it
was walking on this very moor and wondering
how these impressive tors were formed that first
inspired me to study geology.

  6   stimulate emotions e.g.For me, there’s nothing
that can beat the feeling of awe you experience
when you float, weightless, far above the Earth in
the infinite blackness of space.

  7   use humour (a joke, a riddle, etc) e.g.What do
you call artificial spaghetti? Mockaroni! ... We
might be laughing now, but if scientists continue
this rapid development of GM foods, it might not
be long before everything we eat is artificial.

  8   use a ‘what if’ question e.g.What if we don’t act
now? What will happen to our wildlife?

  9   use a rhyme or a short poem e.g.Eat healthy
food, breathe deep and laugh until you cry. 
Don’t let the stress creep in and, always, always try!

Ways to get feedback from the audience
(optional)
After you have presented your points you can check if
your audience has understood your topic. There are
several ways to get feedback and check understanding.
These are:
  1   Pop quiz style questions in teams: Split the

audience into two teams (A and B) and ask
questions about the presentation topic. e.g. It’s
time for a quiz in teams! The team that gets the
most answers correct wins! Team A: When was ...
built? Correct! Team B: How old is ...?

  2   Open discussion: Invite the audience to share
their own similar experiences. e.g.Would anyone
like to share his / her own similar experience?

  3   Polling questions: Ask the audience a question.
The audience can answer by raising their hands
or standing up. e.g.How many of you recycle on a
regular basis? Raise your hands.

  4    Focus  groups: Divide the audience into groups of 
3-4 people and give questions for them to discuss
and report back. e.g.Please get into groups of 3 and
discuss what impressed you most about ... and why.

  5   Game: Prepare a Y / N or T / F quiz with questions
/ statements based on the presentation. e.g.Mars
is the second planet from the Sun. If the answer is
YES / TRUE, the participants stand up and if the
answer is NO / FALSE, they remain seated.

  6    Make a list: Summarise the most
important points of your presentation.
Write the initial letter of each word /
phrase on a slide / a flipchart / the
whiteboard. Ask the audience to find the
correct words / phrases. e.g.What can
we do to protect the environment? Recycle / Reuse / 
Save water / Plant trees / Ride a bike to school etc.

Prepare
Steps to follow
  1   Read, brainstorm & prepare a spidergram to

organise your notes.
  2   Research resources from videos, texts within the

module, the Internet, encyclopaedias etc.
  3   Prepare your presentation. Decide which points to

include and how to present them.
  4   Rehearse your presentation in front of a mirror or

friends, videotape or record yourself.

Present
Dos while giving a presentation
  •   Be prepared & know your material.
  •    Make sure your equipment works (check

connectivity, program versions, hyperlinks, etc).
  •   Look confident & professional.
  •   Have positive energy & smile.
  •   Keep eye contact with your audience.
  •    Use positive body language (stand up straight, use

gestures/ facial expressions to convey meaning, etc).
  •   Keep your presentation simple & clear.
  •   Keep slides short & use clear text / diagrams.
  •   Attract the audience’s attention with an interesting

beginning (a story, a joke, a video, etc).
  •   End your presentation by summarising the topic

or by making a closing statement.

Don’ts while giving a presentation
  •   Don’t read directly from the screen or your notes.
  •   Don’t stand with your back to the audience or fold

your arms.
  •   Don’t speak in a monotonous voice or rush.
  •   Don’t break the flow of the presentation by using

fillers while speaking (e.g.‘um’, ‘er’, ‘ah’).
  •   Don’t use confusing graphics (e.g.dark fonts on

dark backgrounds).
  •   Don’t carry a lot of items with you.
  •   Don’t wear casual clothes (e.g.shorts, flip flops).

Checklist
When you finish writing your presentation, make sure you:
  •   introduce yourself and the topic
  •   mention all the points from the spidergram
  •   use appropriate opening / closing / feedback

techniques
  •   use appropriate visuals / music
  •   think of possible questions from the audience

and answer them
Rehearse and give your presentation.

Recycle
Reuse
S...
P...
R...
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Body Language
Body language is very important when you give a presentation. It is part of communication and helps you maintain
your audience’s attention and interest.

Dos Don’ts

Remember to be polite and smile.

Stand up straight and maintain eye contact with your
audience.

Use appropriate facial expressions and gestures to
make your presentation clear.

Don’t read directly from your notes.

Don’t turn your back to the audience. 

Don’t fold your arms. 

✓ ✗
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Using Presentation Software
To engage your audience's attention, you can use presentation software, like PowerPoint® or Keynote®. This way
you can support and highlight your message, and make your whole presentation more interesting.

1 Use a simple layout  
This will help the audience to follow your presentation
easily.

4 Use dark fonts on light backgrounds or
light fonts on dark backgrounds  

This will make your slides easier to read.

2 Use a title 
This will let your audience know what you are
speaking about.

5 Use clear and easy-to-read fonts 
Members of the audience will lose interest if they
cannot read your slides easily.

3 Use visuals   
Visuals capture the attention of the audience and
make your presentation more interesting.

6 Use notes rather than long sentences 
This will ensure that your audience can understand
your points and focus on listening to the presentation
rather than reading long sentences on the screen.

The Mediterranean Diet

healthier heart

longer lifespan

good weight management

Formation of Dartmoor

✓

✗

• formed 300 million years ago
• granite: igneous rock
• magma slowly cooled beneath
Earth’s surface

• formed 300 million years ago
• granite: igneous rock
• magma slowly cooled beneath

Earth’s surface
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A Way of Life
Imagine you are a tour guide. Present information about
the Wodaabe tribe and way of life to a group of tourists.

Your turn

A Way of Life
Imagine you are a tour guide. Present information
about the Hadza tribe and way of life to a group of

tourists. (Student’s Book, Unit 1a, pp. 10-11)

Good morning and welcome. My name is Darren and I’m your
guide today. Is this your first visit to the Sahara Desert? ...
Yes? Well, it might be the first time for all of you, but for the
Wodaabe this desert has been home for hundreds of years.

The Wodaabe tribe live here in Niger, North Africa. There are
about 45,000 of them. They are nomadic cattle herders, which
means they don’t have permanent homes. Instead, they travel
through the Sahara Desert trading their cattle for supplies.
Their clothing is very colourful, but what people notice most
about their appearance is their turbans and the straw hats they
wear to protect themselves from the sun. The Wodaabe place
high importance on physical beauty – in fact, they consider
themselves the most beautiful people in the world – and they
even hold a beauty contest called ‘Gerewol’ every year to
celebrate their good looks! Gerewol is not just about looking
good, however. The contestants – all men – have to dance all
day under the hot sun. This takes incredible strength. This is
another trait that the Wodaabe pride themselves on, as being
strong is essential for their lives in the desert.

The Wodaabe way of life has been the same for centuries; for
time out of mind, this tribe has wandered the desert with their
cattle. But these days the world around them is changing
faster than it ever has before. How long before these changes
begin to affect the Wodaabe?

Now I’d like to hear from you. What are your thoughts about
the Wodaabe way of life? ...

Has anyone got any questions about the Wodaabe? ... OK!
Now let me show you around the camp.

Organising ideas

4    a)  Read the text about the Hadza on 
pp. 10-11 of your Student's Book and watch
the Unit 1 – The Hadza.

       b)  Talk about the Hadza: Where do they live?
How do they live? What do they look like?
What are the tribe’s character traits? Then,
copy the spidergram into your notebook
and complete it with the information you
discussed. 

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about the Wodaabe: Where do they
live? How do they live? What do they look like?
What are the tribe’s character traits? Then,
copy the spidergram into your notebook
and complete it with the information you
discussed. 

2    Read the underlined parts in Darren’s
presentation. Which opening / closing
techniques does he use? (See Opening /
Closing techniques on pp. PSI-PSII.) 

3    Which technique does Darren use to get
feedback from the audience? (See Ways to
get feedback from the audience on p. PSII.) 

where they
live

character
traits

appearance
how

they live

The Wodaabe

where they
live

character
traits

appearance
how

they live

The Hadza

1    a)  Read Darren’s presentation about the
Wodaabe tribe. Can you identify the type
of presentation? (See Types of presentations
on p. PSI.) 

PS1

11 Presentation Skills

Model analysis
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1
Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Good afternoon and welcome.
Introducing yourself: My name is ... and
I’m your guide today.
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (using visuals): Look at this
picture. It shows a man with a bow and
arrows going hunting. I don't expect many
of you hunt for your dinner, but this is how
members of the Hadza tribe catch their
food, and it is how they have done it for
thousands of years.

Main body
Where they live:  The Hadza live here in
the ... in ... .
How they live: They are probably ... .
They live off what nature gives them by ...
. It's a carefree life; they sleep ... and they
don't plan ... .
Appearance: Experts believe the Hadza
are ... . Hadza men are ... with ... and most
carry ... .
Character traits: As a group, they are ...
and ... people. Time has no meaning for
them; they don't keep track of ... . You
can also see that they have few ..., no ...
and no ... . This is probably why they don't
seem to have any worries!

Conclusion
Summarising points: All in all, the Hadza
way of life is carefree. They wander the
land, taking only what they need, and
they don't keep track of time. 
Closing technique (using a quotation /
making a statement): In the words of the
late Indian Prime Minister, Jawahawlal
Nehru, “Time is not measured by the
passing of years but by what one does,
what one feels ...” and I think that is
what the Hadza way of life is all about. I
just hope the busy modern world, with its
stress and pressure, doesn't change them.
Getting feedback (optional – focus
groups): Now, get into groups of four and
discuss what you think is the most
interesting thing about the Hadza tribe
and why.
Inviting questions: Do you have any
questions about the Hadza? ...
Ending: Thanks for all your great questions.
Now let's go and find something to eat.

Opening / Closing techniques

5    a)  Read the extracts (A-C). Which is from the introduction
of a presentation? Which are from the conclusions?

Getting feedback

6    Read the extract. How does the speaker get feedback
from the audience?

So, now that you know some things about the Hadza way of life,
how would you like to spend the day living like they do? How many
of you would like to try hunting with the Hadza men? ... And how
many would like to gather fruit? ...

       b)  Match the extracts (A-C) to the opening / closing
techniques (1-3).

Preparing & Presenting

8    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from Ex. 4b
to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases and the
opening / closing techniques from the Plan & Useful
Language box and/or Ex. 5. You can get feedback and use
visuals to make your presentation more interesting.

Finding visuals

7    Find appropriate
visuals to use in
your presentation.

No one knows what the future has in store for the Hadza, but I
hope they continue to wander this valley for generations to come.

I want you to close your eyes and imagine this: a group of
people are sitting around a burning fire as some meat slowly
cooks over the flames. It smells delicious. Then they share it
out equally between each person and eat. This is a typical
mealtime for the Hadza.

They are an ancient people with a long history, but an uncertain
future. They hold on to their traditions and are proud to be
Hadza; the last of the first.

A

B

C

  1   making a statement   3   setting the scene

  2   stimulating emotions

PS1

Presentation Skills
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Host: Hello and welcome to the
show. Our special guest today is
NASA researcher Adam Frost, who
is here to tell us an amazing story of
survival in space. So, Adam, tell us
what happened.

Adam: Good afternoon, everyone. Many children dream of
walking in space, don’t they? Well, for the American
astronaut Dave Wolf, this childhood fantasy became reality
in 1997 when he went on his first spacewalk, though it
almost turned out to be his last.

It happened while Dave was on board the Mir space station,
358 kilometres above the Earth. He was with fellow
astronaut Anatoly Solovyev and they were making repairs to
the station. When they finished, they tried to get back
inside, but the airlock was broken and they couldn’t open it!
They only had a little bit of oxygen left, so they did the only
thing they could: they disconnected themselves from the
station and tried to float around to another airlock. It was a
risky decision: One false move, and they would float off into
space and be lost forever. A further problem was that, after
they disconnected themselves from the station, their space
suits had no cooling system. In fact, Dave got so hot that his
visor fogged up and he  couldn’t see a thing! By spitting, he
made a tiny gap to see through and saw they were in the
living quarters of the space station – they had made it! Both
Anatoly and Dave felt really lucky to be alive.

That spacewalk was probably the most terrifying few hours
of the astronauts’ lives, but it didn’t stop them wanting to
return to outer space again. After all, most astronauts say
there’s nothing that can beat the feeling of awe you
experience when you float, weightless, far above the Earth
in the infinite blackness of space.

I’d be happy to answer any questions about this remarkable
story of survival. ... Thank you for having me on the show
tonight.

1    a)  Read the presentation
about the space survival
story. Can you identify
the purpose of the
presentation? (See Why
we give presentations
on p. PSI.)

Against All Odds
Imagine you are a NASA researcher and you have
been invited to discuss a story of survival on board

the Mir space station on a TV talk show.

       b)  Talk about the space survival story: When
did it happen? Which incidents led to the main
event? What was the main event? How did the
people feel? Then, copy the spidergram into
your notebook and complete it with the
information you talked about.

main event

feelings

when

incidents
leading to the
main event

Mir 
space station

2    Read the underlined parts in
the presentation. Which
opening / closing techniques
does Adam use?

Organising ideas

3    a)  Read the text about the Apollo 13
disaster on pp. 22-23 of your Student's
Book and watch the Unit 2 – Apollo
13: Houston, we’ve had a problem.

       b)  Talk about the Apollo 13 disaster: When
did it happen? Which incidents led to the main
event? What was the main event? How did the
people feel? Then, copy the spidergram into
your notebook and complete it with the
information you talked about.

VIDEO

main event

feelings
when

incidents
leading to the
main event

Apollo 13

Your turn

A Way of Life
Imagine you are a NASA researcher and you have

been invited to discuss the Apollo 13 mission on a TV
talk show. (Student’s Book, Unit 2a, pp. 22-23) 

PS2

12 Presentation Skills

Model analysis
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Opening / Closing techniques

4    a)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the introductions of
presentations. Match them to the techniques (1-2).

       b)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the conclusions of
presentations. Match them to the techniques (1-2).

Finding visuals

5    Find appropriate visuals to use in your presentation.

Preparing & Presenting

6    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from
Ex. 3b to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases
and the opening / closing techniques from the Plan &
Useful Language box and/or Ex. 4. You can use visuals to
make your presentation more interesting.

As the saying goes, “Challenges are what make life interesting.
Overcoming them is what makes life meaningful.”

In addition, the incident didn’t stop NASA from continuing to
explore outer space. After all, you can’t let fear hold you back
from living your dreams, can you?

A

B

  1   asking a rhetorical question

  2   using a quotation

Look at this picture. It shows astronauts Jim Lovell, Jack
Swigert and Fred Haise Jr after their mission to the Moon, a
mission from which they almost didn’t return.

Picture being trapped inside a spacecraft high above the Earth,
slowly running out of air and fuel. Imagine the terror of knowing
that you might not make it back home. Well, that’s what it was
like for astronauts Jim Lovell, Jack Swigert and Fred Haise Jr
up in space, and I think it’s safe to say it was the most
frightening experience of their lives.

A

B

  1   using visuals

  2   setting the scene and stimulating emotions

PS2

2Presentation Skills

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Host: Welcome back to the programme.
Now, I’d like to introduce NASA researcher
... to tell us an incredible space survival
story. Welcome, ... .
Greeting: Hello, everyone.
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (narrating a personal story):
Back in 1970, when I was a child,
excitement swept the American nation
when NASA launched Apollo 13. I
remember, along with everyone else, being
thrilled about the third mission to the
Moon, but we had no idea what was
about to happen.

Main body
When: The Apollo 13 mission left the Earth
in ... .
Problem: Two days into the mission, the
crew ... when they heard ... . Warning
lights ... and they could see ... because ... .
At first, they thought ..., but then they
found out ... . There was no time to lose –
they were running out of oxygen.
Solution: The only thing to do was to
move ... . They used it as ... because it had
... . Unfortunately, the equipment ..., but
they managed to ... . Just before they re-
entered the Earth's atmosphere, they ...
because ... . On 17th April, they ... .
Feelings: It was ... for everyone when the
crew finally landed.

Conclusion
Summarising points: What happened
during the Apollo 13 mission was terrifying
and surviving it defined the lives and
careers of the astronauts on board.
Closing technique (making a statement):
In fact, NASA declared the mission a
success because of the way those brave
men dealt with the crisis and survived.
Inviting questions: Does anyone in the
audience have a question for me about
the Apollo 13 mission? ...
Ending: Thank you. It's been a pleasure to
appear on your show tonight.
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Good afternoon, class. Today we’re
discussing Klaus Enrique Gerdes, a
photographer based in New York.
Some of you may already be familiar
with his work but those of you who
aren’t, take a look at these slides.
What do you think? ...

As you can see, Klaus’ portraits are
a little unusual because he doesn’t
take photos of real people’s heads
and faces. Instead, he constructs
them from a variety of different natural objects. He uses
anything from leaves, flowers and branches to fruit,
vegetables and meat. For Klaus, fur, feathers, insects and
sea creatures are excellent materials, too!

This idea, to create portraits from natural things, is not a
new one. In fact, many of Klaus’ photographs look like
paintings created 400 years ago by the 16th century Italian
painter, Giuseppe Arcimboldo. Arcimboldo’s work belongs
to the Mannerist movement which explored the relationship
between humans and nature. 

Before Klaus begins a new project, he collects materials.
This might mean a trip to the supermarket or even a forest
or beach. It’s not always easy to find the correct colour of
butterfly, a perfectly-shaped lemon or the ideally-sized
onion, though! Then, it usually takes around three days to
complete the project. 

All in all, Klaus Enrique Gerdes creates art that is not just
interesting to look at but that makes us think about the world
we live in. After all, isn’t that what art should always do?

I’d like to hear some of your thoughts. Do you think this
type of art is as powerful as photographing real human
beings? Why or why not? ...

Now, does anybody have any questions? ... OK. Let’s have
a go at creating a portrait in the style of Gerdes.

Organising ideas

4    a)  Read the text about Hand-imal Art on
pp. 48-49 of your Student’s Book and watch
the Unit 4 – Hand-imal Art.

       b)  Talk about Guido Daniele and his work:
What is his style and technique? What is his
inspiration and its origins? What is the artistic
process he follows? Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and
complete it with the information you
talked about.

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about Klaus Enrique Gerdes and his
art: What is his style and technique? What is
his inspiration and its origins? What is the
artistic process he follows? Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and
complete it with the information you
talked about.

the artistic
process

style &
technique

inspiration
& origins

the artistic
process

style &
technique

inspiration
& origins

Klaus Enrique
Gerdes

Guido
Daniele

2    Read the underlined parts of the
teacher’s presentation. Which
opening / closing techniques does
he / she use? 

3    Which technique does the teacher use
to get feedback from the audience?

Interesting Artists
Imagine you are an art teacher. Present the artist

Klaus Enrique Gerdes and his work to your students.

Your turn

Interesting Artists
Imagine you are an art teacher. Present the artist 

Guido Daniele and his work to your students. 
(Student’s Book, Unit 4a, pp. 48-49) 

PS3

13 Presentation Skills

Model analysis

1    a)  Read the teacher’s
presentation about 
Klaus Enrique Gerdes and
his work. Can you identify
the type of presentation?
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Getting feedback

6    a)  Read the extract. How does the speaker get feedback
from the audience?

       b)  Match the extracts (A-C) to the opening / closing
techniques (1-3).

Please get into groups of three and talk about which part of
Hand-imal art impresses you the most and why.

Preparing & Presenting

8    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from Ex. 4b
to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases and the
opening / closing techniques from the Plan & Useful
Language box and/or Ex. 5. You can get feedback and use
visuals to make your presentation more interesting.

Finding visuals

7    Find appropriate
visuals for your
presentation.

       b)  Can you suggest an alternative feedback technique?

Tip!

Guido Daniele

You can play a short videoclip at the beginning of your presentation.
This helps set the scene for the topic you're going to talk about. You
can search for video clips on sites such as YouTube® on the Internet.

It was Henry David Thoreau who said “the world is but a
canvas to our imagination” and that’s the theme of our lesson
today. We’re looking at the work of Guido Daniele, an artist
who certainly has a lot of imagination.

So, what about you? What if you had to choose one animal to
paint on a human hand, what would it be?

Let's watch a video together. ... This is an artist called Guido
Daniele painting a snake onto a model’s hand, and it’s just one
example of his amazing art work.

A

B

C

  1   asking a ‘what if’ question   3   using a visual

  2   using a quotation

Opening / Closing techniques

5    a)  Read the extracts (A-C). Which are from the introductions
of a presentation? Which is from the conclusion?

PS3

3Presentation Skills

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Hello, class.
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (narrating a personal story):
As an artist, I have always been fascinated
by new ideas. The day I discovered Guido
Daniele’s work was very exciting for me: I
had never seen such an original way of
painting before.

Main body
Style & technique: This specific technique
and style is known as ... . Basically, this
involves ... . Instead of painting on paper
or canvas, Guido Daniele uses ...! From ...
to ... and ..., his collection includes animals
from all over the globe.
Inspiration & origins: Although Hand-
imal Art is a very popular art form today,
the idea came to Guido in  ... . He was
inspired by ..., where art is so ... that it
looks like ... . It was actually an advertising
company that ... . Since then, of course,
his work has just become more and more
famous!
The artistic process: Before starting each
new piece, Guido ... and works out how ...
before beginning to paint. Then, it usually
takes ... to complete the painting. It can
be ...! At the end, Guido’s work ..., but not
before ...!

Conclusion
Summarising points: All in all, Hand-
imal Art is a fun and popular art form, but
it also takes a lot of skill and patience to
do it well.
Closing technique (asking a rhetorical
question): As artists yourselves, you’re
aware of the dedication that goes into
every piece of work, aren’t you?
Getting feedback (optional – polling
question): Out of curiosity, how many of
you are interested in using the human
body as an artistic canvas? Please, raise
your hands. ... Well, I’d be happy to talk to
you more later.
Inviting questions: Are there any
questions? ...
Ending: Now let’s take a look at some
more of Guido Daniele’s work.
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Hi all. I’m Janet Morgan. Look closely at this picture. How does it
make you feel? ... A little concerned? Sad perhaps? Well, as we all
know, the excessive amount of waste we produce is fast
becoming a threat to our environment. The good news is that
there is still time to do something about it!

To begin with, one problem caused by waste is air pollution. This
occurs as the majority of waste ends up in landfills, which results
in the production of methane, a greenhouse gas more powerful
than carbon dioxide. Governments around the world need to
educate people about reducing waste, so the amount ending up
in landfills will decrease and, hopefully, so will air pollution levels.

Another major concern is soil contamination. Plastic waste not
only takes years to decompose, but it also changes the chemical
balance of the soil. This in turn affects the fertility of the soil and the
ability of plants to grow. One solution would be for people to focus
on more eco-friendly procedures, such as sorting and recycling
plastic, to reduce plastic waste and improve soil quality. 

Last but not least, a lot of waste makes its way into our rivers, seas
and oceans, leading to water pollution. The lives of many marine
animals are put at risk as they are entangled or ingest the waste.
People should dispose of their waste appropriately and there
should be stricter international water pollution laws. As a result, our
water will be cleaner and animals will have a better chance of
survival. 

Overall, excess waste has a huge impact on our environment.
These problems, however, can be solved through education, eco-
friendly procedures, disposing of waste appropriately and stricter
international water pollution laws. And remember: making a
difference begins with each and every one of us.

So, how many of you think these solutions are achievable? ...  Lots
of you! That’s great! 

Are there any questions? ...

Thanks for your time.

Organising ideas

4    a)  Read the text about light pollution on
pp. 62-63 of your Student’s Book and 
watch the Unit 5 – Earth Day and
Earth Hour.

       b)  Talk about light pollution: What problems
does it cause? What solutions are there? What
would be the expected results? Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and complete
it with the information you talked about.

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about excess waste: What problems
does it cause? What solutions are there? What
would be the expected results? Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and complete
it with the information you talked about.

2    Read the underlined parts in Janet’s
presentation. Which opening / closing
techniques does she use?

3    Which technique does Janet use to get
feedback from the audience?

1    a)  Read Janet’s presentation about the
problems created by excess waste and the
possible solutions. Can you identify the
purpose of the presentation?

Description

Conclusion

➞

➞Problem 1 Solution / Results

➞Problem 2 Solution / Results

➞Problem 3 Solution / Results

➞

Can you Help?
Imagine you are a member of your school’s

environmental club. Give a presentation to other
members of the club about the problems created by

excess waste and the possible solutions.

Can you Help?
Imagine you are a member of your school’s

environmental club. Give a presentation to other
members of the club about the problems created by

light pollution and the possible solutions. 
(Student’s Book, Unit 5a, pp. 62-63) 

Your turn

PS4

14 Presentation Skills

Model analysis

Description

Conclusion

➞
➞Problem 1 Solution / Results

➞Problem 2 Solution / Results

➞Problem 3 Solution / Results

➞
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Opening / Closing techniques

5    a)  Read the extracts (A-C). Which is from the introduction
of a presentation? Which are from conclusions?

Getting feedback

6    a)  Read the extract. Which technique does the speaker
use to get feedback from the audience?

       b)  Match the extracts (A-C) to the opening / closing
techniques (1-3).

It’s now time to play a more active role to ensure these
solutions are carried out, isn’t it? 

When I say the word ‘pollution’ what do you think of? ... Litter,
smog, plastic bags. Well you’re not wrong! But there’s another
form of pollution causing problems around the world and that
is light pollution. 

As the founder of Earth Day Gaylord Nelson once said, “The
wealth of the nation is its air, water, soil, forests, minerals,
rivers, lakes, oceans, scenic beauty, wildlife habitats and
biodiversity ... that’s all there is ...” and I think he is absolutely
right!

A

B

C

  1   addressing the audience & making a statement

  2   asking a rhetorical question

  3   using a quotation

– Now, I’d like to hear from you. Which problem caused by light
pollution do you believe needs the most attention and why? ... Yes?

– I think the effect it has on our wildlife because animals can’t breed
or migrate.

– And you? ... 

– People’s health. Unless light pollution decreases, a lot more
people will feel unwell. 

– I agree with all your comments. 

Finding visuals

7    Find appropriate
visuals for your
presentation.

Preparing & Presenting

8    Follow the plan. Use the completed diagram from Ex. 4b
to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases and
the opening / closing techniques from the Plan & Useful
Language box and/or Ex. 5. You can use get feedback and
visuals to make your presentation more interesting.

PS4

4Presentation Skills

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Hi everyone! / Good morning.
Introducing yourself: My name is ... .
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (stimulating emotions): It’s a
sad fact our planet is struggling to cope
with so many problems, from over-
population to endangered wildlife. But now,
it is crying out for extra help to combat
the threats caused by light pollution.
Luckily, there are solutions to this problem.

Main body
Problem 1 – solution / result: One major
problem caused by ... is ... . There are so
many lights on at night – from ... and ...
to ... and ... – that most cities ... and it’s
almost impossible to ... . A simple solution
is ... . This will, in effect, ... .
Problem 2 – solution / result: Another
aspect of light pollution is ... on wildlife, for
instance on ... . These animals have trouble
... . In order to raise awareness, more people
should ... and ... . During Earth Hour,
countries switch off ... . This, along with
Earth Day, also encourages countries to ...
and ... . In this way, there will be a ... . 
Problem 3 – solution / result: Finally,
light pollution causes problems ... . Too
much artificial lighting disrupts ..., ... and
thus they become ... . This can lead to ...
such as ... . To solve this problem, it’s
important for people ... . Hopefully, in this
way, everyone ... .

Conclusion
Summarising points: All in all, the
problems caused by light pollution are
serious and need our urgent attention. But
if we dim our streetlights, participate in
Earth Hour and Earth Day and switch off
any lights not in use, we are one step closer
to helping our planet.
Closing technique (asking a ‘what if’
question): What if we don’t act now? Will
future generations even be able to see the
stars?
Getting feedback (optional – make a
list): Now on the flipchart next to me, let’s
summarise the possible solutions of light
pollution. You can use the initial letters to
help you. D-im streetlights, E-arth hour &
day, S-witch lights off. 
Inviting questions: Do you have any
questions? ...
Ending: Thanks for listening.
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Your turn

Organising ideas

4    a)  Read the text about Dealing With Anxiety
on p. 84 of your Student’s Book and watch
the Unit 6 – Dealing With Anxiety.

       b)  Talk about anxiety: Which techniques can
you use to deal with it (breathing techniques,
exercise, distracting techniques, laughter, healthy
eating, reassurance)? Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and complete
it with the information you talked about.

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about the fear of public speaking:
How can you prepare? How can you relax?
What can you do on the day of your
presentation? Then, copy the spidergram
into your notebook and complete it with
the information you talked about.

1    Read Ms Johnson's presentation 
about public speaking. Can you identify the
type of presentation?

2    Read the underlined parts of Ms Johnson's
presentation. Which opening / closing
techniques does she use?

3    Which technique does Ms Johnson use to
get feedback from the audience?

Fear of public 
speaking

prepare

relaxon the day

Anxiety

reassurance

exercise

breathing
techniques

distracting
techniques

healthy
eating

laughter

Good afternoon students.
My name is Ms Johnson
and I’m the school
counsellor. I remember
the first time I had to give
a presentation in class at
school. I stood up at the
front and my hands
were shaking. I felt
sweaty, my mouth was
dry and my heart was

pounding in my chest. For many
people, public speaking is a source of anxiety, but there are
things we can do to help calm the nerves.

Firstly, it is vital to be prepared. If you spend time practising your
presentation and make sure each section is timed correctly, you
will be more confident and are sure to be a more successful
public speaker. 

Secondly, before you are due to speak, try to relax your body.
Some light stretches can help you unwind. Or, you can even
meditate for a few minutes to relax your mind and reduce your
heart rate. This is certainly going to help keep you calm.

On the day of your presentation, avoid caffeinated drinks such
as energy drinks or coffee. Instead, drink juices from citrus fruits
like lemons or grapefruit. These will lower your blood sugar and
help to reduce anxiety. In addition, arriving early will make sure
you don’t have any added nervousness about being late or not
having enough time to prepare yourself. Finally, try talking to
some members of the audience before your presentation.
Getting to know a few faces can certainly relieve tension and
help you feel more confident.

All in all, there are a lot of ways to help you stop being so afraid
of giving presentations, but the most important thing is to be
prepared and confident. After all, confidence gets the speaker’s
point across clearly. As public speaker Lilly Walters said, “The
success of your presentation will be judged not by the
knowledge you send but by what the listener receives.”

Now, I want to hear from you. Can anyone tell me about their
experience of public speaking? ... Do you think these tips would
have been helpful to you? Why?

OK, before we finish, does anyone have a question for me? ...
Thank you.

Keep Calm and Carry On
Imagine you are a school counsellor. Give a

presentation to students at a school assembly about
dealing with the fear of public speaking.

Keep Calm and Carry On
Imagine you are a school counsellor. Give

a presentation to students about dealing with
anxiety. (Student’s Book, Unit 6 CLIL, p. 84)

PS5

15 Presentation Skills

Model analysis
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Opening / Closing techniques

5    a)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the introductions of
presentations and match them to the opening techniques (1-2).

Imagine your heart is pounding in your chest. You have a
sudden feeling of fear and panic. You don't know where it
came from, and it won't go away. It sounds terrible, doesn't it?
Well, this is how people with anxiety often feel.

Many young people suffer from anxiety, whether it is about
school work, exams or friends. Fortunately, there are ways to
deal with this problem and help you feel much better.

A

B

What if everyone with anxiety used these tips? I'm sure they
would feel a lot better!

So remember this: 
If you feel anxiety, there are many things you can do. 
Just give life some variety; watch a film or two! 
Eat healthy food, breathe deep and laugh until you cry.
Don't let the stress start to creep in and always, always try! 

A

B

      b) Read the extracts (A-B) from the conclusions of
presentations and match them to the closing techniques (1-2).

  1   making a statement

  2   stimulating emotions and asking a rhetorical question

  1   asking a ‘what if’ question   2   using a rhyme

Getting feedback

6    a)  Read the extract. How does the speaker get feedback
from the audience?

How many of you think these tips are helpful? ...

       b)  Can you suggest an alternative feedback technique?

Finding visuals

7    Find appropriate visuals
for your presentation.

Preparing & Presenting

8    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from Ex. 4b
to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases and the
opening / closing techniques from the Plan & Useful
Language box and/or Ex. 5. You can get feedback and use
visuals to make your presentation more interesting.

PS5

5Presentation Skills

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Good morning.
Introducing yourself: I’m ... / My name’s
... and I’m ... .
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (setting the scene): Picture
this: a university student wakes up in the
morning, but instead of going to her
lecture, she stays in bed. She feels
frightened, nervous and unable to get up.
She is suffering from anxiety. This is
common among young people, but there
are things you can do to help you relieve
anxiety.

Main body
Breathing techniques:  One great way to
help with anxiety is to use breathing
techniques. This will help you ... .
Exercise: Another useful tip is to exercise.
If you can motivate yourself to ..., it will ...
. And the harder you ..., the ... you will ... .
Distracting techniques: Distracting
techniques also help; you can watch ... or
hang out with ... to stop yourself from ... . 
Laughter: Laughter is also one of the best
distractions because it not only ... , but
also ... . 
Healthy eating: If you want to keep
anxiety away, try eating healthy foods
instead of  ..., like ... .
Reassurance: Finally, reassurance is the
most important part of working through
anxiety as it helps you  ...  as you ...  and
find ... .

Conclusion
Summarising points: Overall, anxiety can
be extremely difficult to handle, but if you
follow these tips you will find yourself back
on track to happiness in no time at all.
Closing technique (asking a rhetorical
question): After all, who doesn't want to
have less anxiety in their life?
Getting Feedback (optional – focus
groups): OK, please get into groups of 3
and talk about ways to help with anxiety.
Which techniques do you think help the
most and why? I’m looking forward to
hearing your thoughts. ... 
Inviting questions: Now, do you want to
ask me any questions? 
Ending: Thank you very much.
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Your turn

Organising ideas

3    a)  Read the text about Dartmoor on p. 110
of your Student's Book and watch the

CLIL 8 – Dartmoor.

       b)  Talk about the Dartmoor: Where is it?
How big is it? How was it formed? What is the
geography of the place? What do people do
there? Then, copy the spidergram into your
notebook and complete it with the
information you discussed.

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about the Giant’s Causeway: Where
is it? How big is it? How was it formed? What
is the geography of the place? What do people
do there? Then, copy the spidergram into
your notebook and complete it with the
information you discussed.

2    Read the underlined parts in Aedan’s
presentation. Which opening / closing
techniques does he use?

1    a)  Read Aedan’s presentation about the
Giant’s Causeway. Can you identify the
type of presentation?

Hello and welcome. I’m Aedan Monahan and you’re
watching Exploring Great Britain. There is an old Irish
legend about a giant, Finn MacCool, who built a
causeway from his home in Ireland all the way to
Scotland. His enemy, another giant, Benandonner,
destroyed the causeway. All that remained was a
small part, less than one square kilometre on the
coast of Ireland. Well, that’s where we are today; at
the Giant’s Causeway in County Antrim, Ireland. 

Of course, it wasn’t really built by a giant, but formed
60 million years ago when Ireland was still volcanic.
Magma was forced up from beneath the surface of
the Earth through gaps in the chalk rock. It cooled to
form an igneous rock called basalt.

The magma cooled so quickly that it formed columns.
Most of these have got six sides, but some have
seven or eight. There are 40,000 columns in total and
the tallest is 12 metres high! Many of the formations
have got names, such as the Shepherd’s Steps,
Chimney Stacks and Giant’s Boots.

The Giant’s Causeway became one of Ireland’s major
tourist destinations in the nineteenth century and it
continues to be popular with visitors today. It is also a
great place to spot sea birds, like cormorants, and it is
home to several rare plant species.

With its beautiful scenery and abundant wildlife, it’s
easy to see why so many people visit the Giant’s
Causeway every year. For geologists like me, the
Giant’s Causeway is a fascinating place; it’s probably
the best example of a basalt column formation
anywhere in the world.

Join me after the break, when I’ll be visiting stunning
Dartmoor.

location /
size

how formed

geography

what people
do there

The Giant’s
Causeway

location /
size

how formed

geography

what people
do there

Dartmoor

Geology Rocks!
Imagine you are narrating a television documentary.

Present information about the Giant's Causeway
to the viewers.

Geology Rocks!
Imagine you are narrating a television documentary.
Present information about Dartmoor to the viewers. 

(Student’s Book, Unit 8 CLIL, p. 110)

PS6

16 Presentation Skills

Model analysis
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Opening / Closing techniques

4    a)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the introductions of
presentations. Match them to the opening techniques (1-2).

Today I’m here in Dartmoor. The artist Alan Lee once said that
this moor “contains such a rich variety of landscape, as many
boulders, foaming rivers and twisted trees as my heart could
desire.” It certainly is a beautiful and inspiring place, and on
today's show I'll be exploring just how this incredible
landscape was created. 

This is Dartmoor, a stunning wilderness in the British Isles, and
the inspiration behind many stories, paintings and poems. After
all, who could fail to be inspired by such a place or wonder
how this amazing landscape was formed? Join me as I explore
the history and geology of one of Britain’s wildest places.

B

A

       b)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the conclusions of
presentations. Match them to the closing techniques (1-2).

Finding visuals

5    Find appropriate visuals for your presentation.

Preparing & Presenting

6    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from
Ex. 3b to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases
and the opening / closing techniques from the Plan &
Useful Language box and/or Ex. 4. You can use visuals to
make your presentation more interesting.

  1   asking rhetorical questions   2   using a quotation

Standing here in one of the wildest places in the British Isles,
you really get a sense of the beauty and power of Mother
Nature, a force that pre-dates human history and may continue
long after we’re gone. 

In fact, it was walking on this very moor and wondering how
these impressive tors were formed that first inspired me to
study geology.

B

A

  1   narrating a personal story   2   stimulating emotions

PS6

6Presentation Skills

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting / Introducing yourself: Hello
and welcome. I'm ... and you're watching
‘The Geology of Britain.’
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (addressing the audience):
Have you read Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
mystery ‘The Hound of the Baskervilles’ or
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter books? Perhaps
you’ve seen Steven Spielberg’s 2011 film
‘War Horse’? If you have, you’ll recognise
where I am today: Dartmoor, an inspiring
place with tall outcrops of rock and
dangerous peat bogs. On today’s show
we’ll be looking at just how this wild and
mysterious landscape was formed.

Main body
Location / Size: Dartmoor is in ... . / This
impressive moor is located in ... . It is ...
and includes ... . / Its size is ..., ... square
kilometres of which is ... .
How formed: The granite on Dartmoor is
... . / This granite is ... . It was formed ...
years ago when ... . / Around .. million
years ago ... .
Geography: Dartmoor is an area ... .
There are ... . There are also ... . These are
formed because ... which means ... .
Use: The land on Dartmoor is only used
for ... . / The soil on Dartmoor is ... and so
... . Copper and tin ... . / In the past, ... .
The main industry today is ... . / These
days, ... .

Conclusion
Summarising points: From the molten
magma boiling under the Earth millions of
years ago to the rugged granite tors we
see today, Dartmoor’s geological history
has certainly been a long and dramatic
one.
Closing technique (asking a rhetorical
question): It’s not hard to see why this
little corner of Britain attracts so many
artists, writers and tourists, not to
mention geologists like me, is it?
Ending: Now it’s time for a break, but join
us again in a few minutes when we’ll be
exploring Bodmin Moor in Cornwall.
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17 Presentation Skills

1    a)  Read Nathan’s presentation about the
James Bond films. Can you identify the type
of presentation? 

Hello, everyone. My name is Nathan Jones.
James Bond is probably the most famous
name in Hollywood history, isn’t it? There
are 26 Bond films in all, and all of them
contain amazing technology, but did you
know that some of Bond’s futuristic
gadgets are actually available to buy? Let’s
take a look at some of the films’
technology in real life.

James Bond, whose code name is 007, is a super spy who
travels the world on Her Majesty’s Secret Service. In order to
complete his missions, he is provided with some state-of-the-
art technology. The 1964 film Goldfinger features a homing
beacon. At the time this was an interesting idea, but these
days tracking devices are widely available. In fact, thanks to
GPS, all our smartphones can be used as homing beacons!
In Diamonds Are Forever, diamond smuggler Tiffany Case
uses a fingerprint scanner for identification. Nowadays, this is
not uncommon; we use fingerprint technology to pay for
things, unlock our smartphones and even to open the doors to
our houses. Likewise, the digital table Bond’s employers use to
gather information in Casino Royale is now available to buy. 
In 1965’s Thunderball, Bond made a daring escape using a
jetpack. The US government liked the idea so much that they
commissioned real jetpacks to be built. These could only fly for
30 seconds and couldn’t get more than 9 metres off the
ground, but in 2008 a company in New Zealand created one
that can fly for 30 minutes!
In Tomorrow Never Dies, James Bond drives his car from the
back seat using his mobile phone. In fact, a car manufacturer
has now developed an app that lets people do just that,
although it is supposed to be used as a parking aid and not for
taking part in high-speed chases like 007!
As we can see, the Bond films predicted many technological
advances, from tracking devices to jetpacks. However, the film
does feature some pretty cool technology, such as Bond’s
invisible Aston Martin, that is still not available today. But who
knows which new gadget the films will inspire next? As Q said
to 007 in Die Another Day, “All our top cutting-edge technology
is designed here.” It seems he was right!
So how many of you have seen a fingerprint scanner? ... Quite
a few! How many have seen a jetpack? ... No one. And who
has used GPS? ... Everyone! Well, we’ve all used some of
James Bond’s technology, then!
Has anyone got a question for me? ... Thanks for your attention.

Sci-Fi Gadgets in Real Life
Imagine you are a member of your school’s film club.
Give a presentation to the other club members about
the futuristic technology used in the James Bond films.

Model analysis

Your turn

Organising ideas

4    a)  Read the text about Star Wars on
pp. 114-115 of your Student's Book and
watch the Unit 9 – Star Wars: The
Tech Awakens.

       b)  Talk about the futuristic technology in
the Star Wars films: the name and plot of the
films, the technology they have, whether we
have / will have the technology. Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and
complete it with the information you talked
about.

VIDEO

       b)  Talk about the futuristic technology in the
James Bond films: the name and plot of the
films, the technology they have, whether we
have / will have the technology. Then, copy the
spidergram into your notebook and complete
it with the information you talked about.

2    Read the underlined parts in Nathan’s
presentation. Which opening / closing
techniques does he use?

3    Which technique does Nathan use to get
feedback from the audience?

Sci-Fi Gadgets
in Real Life

name of films

plot

the technology
they have

whether we
have / will have
the technology

Can you Help?
Imagine you are a member of your school’s film club.

Give a presentation to the other club members
about the futuristic technology used in the Star Wars

films. (Unit 9a, pp. 114-115) 

Sci-Fi Gadgets
in Real Life

name of films

plot

the technology
they have

whether we
have / will have
the technology

PS7
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PS7

7Presentation Skills

Opening / Closing techniques

5    a)  Read the extracts (A-B) from the introductions of
presentations and match them to the opening techniques (1-2).

Picture this: you’re driving across the desert in your
landspeeder and you stop to pick up your friend. Except he’s
not a human – he’s a droid! This could be a scene from one of
the Star Wars films, but then again it could be a snapshot of our
future on Earth. After all, there are companies developing this
technology in the real world today.

In his Star Wars films, director George Lucas created another
galaxy on-screen, and he also imagined some futuristic
technology. Back in 1977, when the first film was released,
holograms, droids and lightsabers were fantasies, but these
days Star Wars technology is becoming reality.

A

B

When I was younger, I wished I could have my own droid, and a
lightsaber, and travel by landspeeder like Luke Skywalker. I
used to dream of living in the galaxy where Star Wars is set, but
with all these advances in technology, our own world could
become very much like it.

For many people, it might be a disappointment that everything
we see in Star Wars can’t be created in reality, but for others it’s
a relief. I certainly don’t want to see a fully-operational Death
Star in space!

A

B

      b) Read the extracts (A-B) from the conclusions of
presentations and match them to the closing techniques (1-2).

  1   using humour   2   narrating a personal story

Getting feedback

6    a)  Read the extract. How does the speaker get feedback
from the audience?

Now it’s over to you. Do you think that Star Wars inspired these
new technologies, or do you think they would have been
created without the films?

Finding visuals

7    Find appropriate
visuals for your
presentation.

  1   setting the scene   2   narrating a general story

       b)  Can you suggest an alternative feedback technique?

Preparing & Presenting

8    Follow the plan. Use the completed spidergram from Ex. 4b
to prepare your presentation. You can use phrases and the
opening / closing techniques from the Plan & Useful
Language box and/or Ex. 5. You can get feedback and use
visuals to make your presentation more interesting.

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Hi, everyone. 
Introducing yourself: I’m / My name is ... .
Introducing the topic / Opening
technique (using a quotation): Abraham
Lincoln said, “The best way to predict your
future is to create it.” Well, George Lucas
certainly predicted our future when he
created his epic Star Wars films.

Main body
Name & plot: Star Wars is set ... . The films
follow the adventures of the Skywalker
family as they battle good and evil.
Holograms: The characters use ... for ... .
When the first film came out in ..., this
technology was an amazing thing, but
now ... have performed on stage and there
have been ... .
Lightsabers: In the films, both good ...
and evil ... use ..., which are ... . The ... are
actually developing ... . For example, the
U.S Navy ... .
Droids: In Star Wars, the droids ..., ... and
... are important characters. They have ...,
which means they can ... . Scientists have
been working on ... for years and many
people believe ... .
Landspeeders: ... and ... both use ... to
travel around. These vehicles move ... and
... . On Earth, we have the ..., a ... that
looks like a ... . It ... and can reach a top
speed of ... .
The Force: In Star Wars, Yoda uses ... to
... . In reality, there is a company that has
developed a ... that ... . It was designed for
... and ... .

Conclusion
Summarising points: While some of the
technology from Star Wars, like holograms,
is in use today, some of it, like travelling
through hyperspace, will probably remain a
fantasy. 
Closing technique (asking a rhetorical
question): After all, some things are
better on the big screen, aren’t they?
Getting feedback (make a list – optional):
Now let’s make a list. Which technologies
from Star Wars can we see in the world
today? Use the letters H, D. L and F to help
you.
Inviting questions: Any questions?
Ending: Thanks for listening.
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Model analysis 2    Read the underlined parts in Benjamin’s
speech. Which opening / closing techniques
does he use?

Your turn

3    a)  Talk about your graduation day: Which
early memories from school have you got?
Who’s the person who’s influenced you and
how? What are your future plans?

       b)  Now, practise and give the graduation
speech from Ex.1 or make your own using
phrases from the Plan & Useful Language
box and your ideas from Ex. 3a.

A Graduation Speech
Imagine your class is graduating today. Give a speech

to your fellow students, their parents and the teachers.  

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Good morning, peers, teachers and parents. I’d
like to welcome you to ... .
Introducing yourself: I’m ... / My name is ... .
Introducing the topic / Opening technique (addressing
the audience): What do you want to do with your life?
Do you want to travel the world, have a successful career,
or start your own business? Well, now is a good time to
start thinking about the future. Today marks the end of
our school days and the beginning of something much
bigger. But, I don’t want us to forget about the journey we
have been on while at this school. 
Main Body
Early memories from school: A lot has changed for me
since I started here at ... . I remember ... . / I used to ... . /
There was a time when ... . But, now ... . / However, today
... .
Person who’s influenced you: Thanks to ..., I ...! / Without
... I couldn’t have ... . He / She showed / taught me ... . ... is a
real inspiration and I can’t thank him / her enough.
Future plans: In the future, ... . / One day I hope to ... . I
believe ... . / I want to ... . / My main goal / aim / target is
to ... .
Conclusion
Closing technique (using a quotation): In the words of
Walt Disney, “If you can dream it, you can do it.” So, go
out there and live your dreams, whatever they might be.
Congratulations: Congratulations to all of you! This is
just the beginning and I’m sure you are all excited as I am
to see what comes next.
Ending: Thank you.

PS8

11 Ceremonial Speeches

Ceremonial speeches are designed and delivered to mark the importance of a ceremony, festivity or
special event. Events include: weddings, award ceremonies (presenting or receiving), anniversaries,
commemorations, formal or informal dinners etc. 
Just like any other presentation, a ceremonial speech should be well-organised with a clear introduction,
main body and conclusion. You need to keep in mind though, that since their goal is to celebrate an event, a
person or an idea, the language should be expressive and emotional rather than informative or persuasive.

Hello everyone. I’d like to welcome you to
Roseford High School’s graduation ceremony.
My name is Benjamin Jones. I’ve never been
prouder than I am at this very moment. Being
here today to graduate from high school
really is amazing and watching my friends

graduate makes the moment even more special.

Looking back now, it seems like just yesterday we all started
here as a group of frightened 11-year-olds. I remember how
quiet I was back then and how nervous I felt about making
friends and doing well in my lessons. I’m not nervous
anymore, and the friends I’ve made here are ones I will keep
my whole life. 

Things have certainly changed, and I’ve got my friends and
all of the teachers to thank for that. Especially Mr Earlsden,
my Maths teacher. I used to struggle in Maths, but, Mr
Earlsden was always patient and helpful. He took the time
to explain the problems to me again and again until I finally
understood. In fact, he made Maths so simple and easy to
understand for me that it became my favourite subject. I
think he’s the reason I want to study Accounting at
university. I hope one day to be successful enough to open
my own business. 

This isn’t just the start of a new chapter for me, it is the start
of something new for each one of us. I think we are all
capable of success by being hardworking and determined.
After all, without hard work and determination we wouldn’t
have got this far, would we?

Now, I want to congratulate all of us on our achievements
so far and the ones we will make in the future. Thank you.

early memories
from school

future plans Graduation
speech person who’s

influenced you

1    a)  Read Benjamin’s graduation speech.

       b) Copy the spidergram into your notebook
and complete it with information from

Benjamin’s speech.
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2    Read the underlined parts in Martin’s
speech. Which opening / closing techniques
does he use?

Your turn

3    a)  Talk about your sister: What is she like?
What is the groom like? What do you wish for
the future?

       b)  Now, practise and give the wedding
speech from Ex.1 or make your own using
phrases from the Plan & Useful Language
box and your ideas from Ex. 3a.

Model analysis

A Wedding Speech
Imagine your sister is getting married. Give a speech at

the wedding to congratulate the bride and groom.

2Ceremonial Speeches

about sister
(the bride)

about 
the groom

wishes for
the future

Wedding
speech

Good afternoon everyone.
For those of you who don’t
know me, I’m Martin, the
brother of the beautiful
bride. I’d like to start by
thanking you all for
coming here today to
celebrate with me and my
family the marriage of my

sister, Sarah, to her husband,
Glenn. It really is a special day, isn’t it? It’s the day when
they make a promise to share their lives with one another.

Sarah has been dreaming of the perfect wedding day ever
since we were kids. Today, she finally walked down the aisle
and can start a new chapter in her life. I couldn’t be happier
for her.

Glenn certainly is a lucky man to be marrying my sister. But
honestly, she’s lucky to have him by her side, too. Glenn is a
wonderful man. He’s honest and smart, and over the past
few years, I’ve got to know him well. In fact, well enough to
say that Glenn is not just my brother-in-law, but he’s also my
friend. I’m certainly happy to welcome him into our family.

I look forward to many wonderful things in the future for Glenn
and Sarah and wish them a lifetime of happiness together.
But, whatever the next step is for them on their journey, we as
family will always be nearby to offer our support. 

I think that they’re a perfect couple and when I see how
happy they make one another, I know that this is a marriage
built to last. The author, S.J.D. Peterson wrote: “Marriage is
not about finding a person you can live with, it’s about
finding the person you can’t live without.” And when I look at
these two, I see that this is exactly what they’ve found in
each other.

So can I ask you all to raise a glass to Glenn and my
beautiful sister, Sarah. 

Thank you all.

1    a)  Read Martin’s wedding speech. 
       b)  Copy the spidergram into your notebook

and complete it with information from
Martin’s speech.

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
Introducing yourself: I’m ..., the ... of the bride.
Thank guests for coming: I would like to thank you all
for being here today to celebrate the marriage of ... and ...
.
Introducing the topic / Opening technique (setting
the scene): Imagine walking down a long road. The road
has twists and turns and ups and downs, but no matter
how bumpy it becomes, it’s important that you walk it
with someone special. This is what marriage is like,
according to my parents.

Main Body
About sister (the bride): They also said it feels like just
yesterday, ... and I were kids. I must admit the years have
flown by, and in what seems like no time at all, here I am,
giving a speech at her wedding. I’m proud to be watching
... make a huge commitment to spend her life with ..., and
I couldn’t be more pleased / happy / delighted for the both
of them.
About the groom: Now, ... is ... . I know that ... will
stand by ..., no matter what. From the beginning ... has
demonstrated that ... . It’s for this reason that I already
consider ... to be part of our family.
Wishes for the future: Today just marks the beginning
of ... and ...’s journey together and I wish them all the
luck / happiness / joy in the world. 

Conclusion
Summarising: Now that they’ve tied the knot, they will
always have each other to depend on.
Closing technique (making a statement): I certainly can’t
imagine a more perfect couple.
Ending: So, with that in mind, I’d like you all to join me in
raising a glass to ... and ... . Congratulations to you both.
Thank you all for sharing this very special day with us.

PS9
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1    a)  Read Simon’s speech to his great-
grandmother. 

       b)  Copy the spidergram into your notebook
and complete it with information from
Simon’s speech.

Good evening, everyone. I’m Simon. Thank you all for
being here today with our family to celebrate, the 100th
birthday of my great-grandmother, Martha. 

Here you are smiling now, no different than before.
You haven’t seemed to age a day, since you were 64.

All of us have gathered here, and I’m sure we can agree,
That even after 100 years, you’re as happy as can be.

Great-grandma, over the years, so many of us have asked
you ‘How do you do it?’ or ‘What is your secret?’. But you
say there’s no secret, it’s just about staying young on the
inside. You often say that you don’t feel 100 years old – in
fact this morning you told me you don’t feel a day over 99! 

I remember, when I was a kid, you were playing hide-and-
seek with me and my cousins and your were chasing us
around the park. You must have been in your eighties, but
you still managed to catch us every time! I can still hardly
believe you’re 100 today, and I certainly look forward to
celebrating many more birthdays with you in the future,
Great-grandma.

I admire the way you live your life because it definitely
keeps you young at heart. I guess that’s why the American
comedienne, Lucille Ball once said, “The secret of staying
young is to live honestly, eat slowly and lie about your
age!” Well, Great-grandma, I think you must be doing
something right!

So everyone, if we can all please
stand and raise our glasses to my
wonderful great-grandmother,
Martha. Happy birthday!

about 
the person

Birthday speech

2    Read the underlined parts in Simon’s speech.
Which opening / closing techniques does he
use?

Your turn

3    a)  Think about the birthday person: What is
he / she like? Can you think of an anecdote from
their past? What is your wish for his / her future?

       b)  Practise and give the birthday speech from
Ex. 1 or make your own, using phrases from
the Plan & Useful Language box and your
ideas from Ex. 3a.

an anecdotefuture wish

A Birthday Speech
Imagine a member of your family is celebrating their

birthday. Give a birthday speech to your family
member and the guests at the party.

PS10

13 Ceremonial Speeches

Model analysis

Plan & Useful Language

Introduction
Greeting: Good afternoon, all.
Introducing yourself: I’m ... .
Thanking people for coming: I’d like to thank everyone
for coming to celebrate ...’s ... birthday. 
Introducing the topic / Opening technique (narrating
a personal story): He / She’s an incredible man / woman /
person. Just the other day when I asked him / her what
gift he / she’d like for his / her birthday, he / she told me
that just being able to celebrate this special day with all of
us, was the best gift he / she could imagine.

Main body
About the person: You really are an amazing / fantastic
/ wonderful man / woman / person. I’ve known you for ...
and we’ve certainly had some fun / exciting / interesting
times together.
An anecdote: I remember the time when ... . / It wasn’t
long ago that ... . / It was so funny / incredible / strange
that ... .
Future wish: I’m so glad that we have these memories of
times we’ve spent together. I’d like to take this opportunity
to wish you health and happiness for many years to come.
/ I look forward to celebrating many more ... .

Conclusion
Summarising points: I guess what I want to say is that
you are the best ... I could wish for.
Closing technique (stimulating emotions): You’re very
special to me and I’m really lucky to have a sister / brother /
cousin etc like you. 
Ending: Can I ask everyone to raise their glasses to my
wonderful ... . To ... ! Happy birthday! Now, let’s get ready
to sing ‘Happy Birthday’.
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Toasts

1    Study the toasts (1-8) below and match them to the occasions (A-H).

Toasts are short speeches given in order to congratulate, show appreciation or remember. These are
delivered at times of celebration or commemoration, including holidays, such as New Year's Eve, graduation
days, weddings, retirement celebrations, housewarming parties etc. 
The most important thing to remember when toasting is to keep it short. Secondly, always remember that the
aim of a toast is to focus attention on the person(s) being toasted, so make frequent eye-contact with
them. Also, make sure the toast is all about them. To finish a toast, you can say something like, “Please join
me in congratulating ... for ...” and raise your glass. 

Tom and Millie, it’s wonderful to share this joyous event
with you both. As you embark upon a new journey from
being a couple to becoming parents, there are so many
exciting times ahead of you. I know that both of you will
treasure each moment as your little bundle of joy grows all
too quickly. Now, can everyone join me in wishing good
luck, health and happiness to Tom, Millie and their new
addition. Congratulations!

James and Alice, it is wonderful to be here in your new home.
This is not just a place to lay your head and keep your things;
it is the place where you will live your life and where some of
your happiest memories will take place. After all, they say
“home is where the heart is” and what a lovely place this is to
call home. Here’s wishing you all the best in your new house.
Join me in raising a glass to James and Alice.

Rita, for so many years you’ve worked hard to take care of
everyone else. You’ve given so much time and patience to
others at work and at home. But now, it’s finally time to
relax and take care of yourself and do more of the things
that you enjoy. You deserve it! Raise your glass as we wish
Rita a long, happy and relaxing retirement. To Rita.

Charlie, you’ve always been ambitious. Even as a young
boy, you wanted to be the best at everything you put your
hand to. Now, in your career, you are no different. However,
the hard work and your motivation have really paid off and
now it’s time for you to go from being an employee to
opening your own business. Congratulations on your new
business venture. If everyone would like to join me in a
toast to Charlie. Here’s wishing you every success in your
new business. To Charlie.

Nick, as sad as I am to see you leave, I’m excited for what is
to come! Moving abroad is a big step and everything will be
new for you. A new job, new home, new lifestyle and all in a
new country. You certainly will be missed, but I couldn’t be
happier for you and I wish you all the best of luck. Now, let’s
all raise our glasses to Nick as he moves on and takes the
next step! Good luck!

So here we all are again! It seems like yesterday that we
were here celebrating the end of last year. In such a short
time, so much has happened, both good and bad, and I’m
sure we have plenty of fond memories to take from it. But
now, we say farewell to this year and we welcome in the
next, with high hopes and expectations for better things to
come. Here’s wishing all of us health, happiness and
success in the coming year. Happy New Year, everyone!

Jessica, it really is wonderful to be celebrating here with
you today as you reach this important milestone. Now an
adult, you’ve got so many exciting times ahead of you.
You’ve really grown up to be a wonderful lady and I am so
proud of you. Here’s wishing you many happy returns of the
day and good luck in the years to follow. Let’s raise our
glasses to Jessica. Happy birthday!

My grandparents, Eric and Sylvia, are the best grandparents
a boy can hope for. They are warm, gentle and kind and
always set a good example. But I don’t think they realise
exactly how much of an impact they’ve had on me. I look at
them and see how happy they are. Even after all these years,
they still look at one another and smile and if I can live my life
even half as well as these two do together, then I’ll be happy.
Now, let’s all wish them many more years of happiness
together. To my wonderful grandparents, Eric and Sylvia.

5

6

7

4

1

2

3

8

 A   a birthday 

 B   a new step in life

 C   retirement

 D   New Year

 E   anniversary

  F   business success

 G   birth of a child

 H   a new house
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EP1

1 Exam Practice

Open cloze
Preparing for the task

1     Read the first two sentences of the text.
What type of word can complete the gap
(0)? Try to predict the word that is missing,
then look at the options below and choose
the correct answer.

  0   A hold B contain C consist D include

Sentence transformation
Preparing for the task

3     Read the sentences (1 and 2). Which
sentence (a or b) has the same meaning?

  1   Anna very rarely has a party for her birthday. 
       a Every year, Anna has a party for her

birthday. 
       b Anna doesn’t usually have a party for her

birthday. 

  2   This year, Anna’s sister decided to organise
a surprise party.

       a This year, Anna’s sister made up her mind
to organise a surprise party. 

       b This year, Anna’s sister is thinking about
organising a surprise party.

4    Here are some sentences about a surprise
birthday party. For each question, complete
the second sentence so that it means the
same as the first. Use no more than three
words. 

       1   They spent half an hour putting up the
balloons. 

           It took them half an hour to put up the
balloons. 

       2   Anna didn’t know that all of her friends
were waiting for her.  

           Anna had no idea that all of her friends
were waiting for her.  

       3   She was shocked when she walked in the
door. 

           She was in shock when she walked in the
door. 

       4   She liked all of the presents she received. 
            She liked every one of the presents she

received. 

       5   Everyone had a good time at the party.
           Everyone enjoyed themselves at the

party.

The Nenets are a nomadic group who live in Siberia in
northern Russia. They 0) ...... of around 45,000 people
who have their own language and customs. Amazingly,
they 1) ...... to survive in temperatures as 2) ...... as -50°C! 

In this frozen land, the Nenets rely 3) ... reindeer for food,
clothing and even for materials to make their homes. The
Nenets are 4) ...... on the move and travel around 1,100
kilometres every year, 5) ...... to look for food for their
reindeer herds and to stay away from the tundra wolves
which attack their animals. This includes a 48-km journey
south 6) ...... the frozen river Ob. The Nenets also eat a lot
of fish and it is common to see 7) ...... fishing in holes that
they have cut out of frozen rivers or lakes. 

In recent years, the Nenets have 8) ...... from environmental
damage caused by the expansion of the oil and gas
industries in Siberia. This has meant that there is 9) ...... land
for reindeer in the area to graze. But the Nenets are used to
overcoming difficulties. This proud people respect the 
land and its resources and
continue to live the
same 10) ...... as
their descendants
did centuries ago.

The Nenet tribe of Siberia

  1   A achieve B succeed C handle D manage
  2   A low B small C short D bottom
  3   A in B with C by D on
  4   A always B sure C then D never
  5   A actually B truly C mainly D really
  6   A across B through C under D above
  7   A this B them C those D that
  8   A suffered B injured C harmed D hurt
  9   A little B less C few D small
10   A manner B style C method D way

2    Read the text and choose
the correct option for each
gap (A, B, C or D).

VIDEO

Read the incomplete sentence first and predict
what grammar structure could complete the gap.
Then, read the first sentence and make sure your
answer expresses the same meaning exactly.
Remember that all the sentences are about the
same topic. This will help you choose the correct
answers. 
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Exam Practice 2
Word formation
Preparing for the task

1     a)  Read the sentences 1-10.
Decide what part of speech each
gap asks for: adjective? noun?

        b)  Which of these suffixes can be
used to make: adjectives? nouns?

• -ment (adj) • -ly (n) • -or (n)
• -ing (n) • -able (adj)
• -ed (adj) • -sion (n) • -er (n)
• -y (an) • -ive (adj

       Use the suffixes above to
complete the gaps in the
sentences.

       1   Babysitting can be quite
demanding times.
(DEMAND) adj

       2   He has difficulty in dealing
with customers.
(DIFFICULT) n

       3   He asked for permission to
leave early. (PERMIT) n

       4   My boss is very pleased
with my work. (PLEASE) adj

       5   One of the most competitive
careers to succeed in is
professional sports.
(COMPETITION) adj

       6   Without basic computer skills,
it can be difficult to find
employment. (EMPLOY) n

       7   John studied finance and he
is now a banker. (BANK) n

       8   Knowledge of Spanish is
desirable. (DESIRE) adj

       9   A friendly office environment
helps to motivate
employees. (FRIEND) adj

     10   He works as an actor. (ACT) n

2    Read the text and use the correct
form of the word in bold to complete
each gap 1-8.

Sentence transformations
3    Complete the second sentence so that it means the same

as the first. Use up to three words.

       1   Janet likes drawing.
           Janet is keen on drawing.

       2   She joined an advertising company two years ago.
           She has been working in an advertising company for

years.

       3   Her work isn’t far from her house.
           Her house is close to her work.

       4   She expects to get a promotion soon.
           She is expected to get a promotion soon.

       5   She is planning to learn Spanish.
           She is thinking of learning Spanish.

Read the text to get an idea what
it is about. Read again and pay
special attention to the words
before and after each gap. They
will help decide which word best
fits each gap. Read the completed
text to see if it makes sense.

Everyone wants a(n) 1) reliable career.

These days, however, things are

changing so 2) quickly that jobs can

just disappear. For example, the

3) inspector who checked your ticket

when you used the underground train

is gone. Now you put your ticket in a

machine, which opens the barrier. Taxi

drivers nowadays are very 4) worried

about driverless cars. The minute

they’re on the road, taxi 5) driving as a

job is over. However, there are jobs

that experts say machines will never

be able to do. These are the 6) creative

jobs, because inventing things is not a

computer's strong point. A robot might

play a tune without making a mistake,

but it could never write one, and could

never add feeling like a(n) 7) musician

can. So when you’re trying to make

a(n) 8) decision about what to do in

life, make sure it involves artistic

ability. Otherwise you may get to work

one day and find a robot sitting at your

desk!

RELY

QUICK

INSPECT

WORRY

DRIVE

CREATE

MUSIC

DECIDE

A Career with a Future

EP2
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Rubbish, and how we choose to 1) ...... it, affects the
environment and everything 2) ...... us including the air,
water, land, plants, and man-made things. We need a
healthy environment for our well-being, so we can 3) ......
why effective management of rubbish is important. 4) ......
needs to learn about and practise the three Rs – reduce,
reuse, and recycle – to make our world a safe and
environmentally-friendly place. First, we must buy and use
less and we should 5) ...... items with minimal packaging.
Second, we should reuse things as much as possible and
6) ...... items on to others who can use them when they are
no longer of 7) ...... to us. Finally, we should recycle
everything once its usefulness is over so they can be made
into new items. 8) ...... new items from recycled ones takes
less energy and fewer resources than making products
from brand-new materials. Just about anything that cannot
be reused can be recycled into something 9) ...... . You’d be
amazed what can be done with a recycled product! A
recycled plastic bottle can be made into hundreds of other
plastic goods that can be used for 10) ...... years.

Reduce

Reuse

Recycle

EP3

3 Exam Practice

  1   A deal B cope C handle D accept
  2   A about B around C with D from
  3   A know B understand C say D think
  4   A No one B Everything C Everyone D Someone
  5   A decide B choose C adopt D prefer
  6   A give B pass C deliver D send
  7   A need B help C value D use
  8   A Using B Getting C Making D Building
  9   A other B else C another D more
10   A many B much C lots D plenty

Multiple choice
1    Read the text and choose the correct word

(A, B, C or D) to complete each gap. What is
the author’s intention? (persuade the reader)

Word formation
2    Read the text and use the correct form of

the word in bold to complete each gap 1-8.

Key word transformations
3    Use the word in bold to complete the

second sentence so that it means the same
as the first. Use two to five words.

       1   “Would you like to come to the town
meeting?” Kevin said to me. INVITED

           Kevin invited me to the town meeting.

       2   What can I do to help the charity?” he
asked. COULD

           He asked what he could do to help the
charity.

       3   “Will you help me collect donations?”
Paul asked me. WHETHER

            Paul asked me whether I would help
collect donations.

       4   “Don’t forget to take the recycling to the
centre,” Sue said to me. REMINDED

           Sue reminded me to take the recycling to
the centre.

       5   “Are you going to the clean-up on
Saturday?” Lisa asked me. IF

           Lisa asked me if I was going to the clean-
up on Saturday.

Being homeless means more than not having a
place to sleep. It also means losing 1) meaningful
contact with friends and family and depending on
2) charitable organisations for survival. There
are 3) various reasons why people end up living
on the streets, but the 4) usual reason is
poverty. Some have been long-term 5) residents
of hospitals or prisons and on release find they
have nowhere to go. Others are people who
have lost their homes because of a 6) natural
disaster. All these people need help from their
7) national governments and their community.
Housing assistance, 8) financial support and
outreach programmes can help many people to
get a fresh start.

MEANING

CHARITY
VARY
USE
RESIDE

NATURE

NATION
FINANCE
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The town of Aspen, Colorado, takes its
0) name from the pretty aspen trees
1) that grow on the nearby Aspen
Mountain. It’s 2) because of the
mountain – or rather, the snow that falls
on it – that skiers and snowboarders
from 3) all over the world travel there.
Since the resort opened in 1946,
they’ve been coming not 4) only to
learn, but also to compete at an
international level. In particular, Aspen
is also 5) famous for ‘extreme’ winter
sports, a spectacular combination of
acrobatics with skiing and
snowboarding. 

You don’t have to ski to enjoy Aspen,
though. As 6) well as hiking and cycling,
snowmobile tours, sleigh rides,
snowshoeing and cross-country skiing,
you 7) can go shopping in local
boutiques and visit art galleries, too.
There are also many cultural events
8) throughout the year such as the
Aspen Ideas Fest, Jazz Aspen
Snowmass and the Aspen Film Festival.

Many people repaint the walls of their
houses, to 0) A up minor damage
and signs of weathering, but most
don’t do it with huge, colourful 1) .......
of flowers! In Poland, there is a village where every house has had this
treatment, and for this reason, Zalipie can 2) ....... to be the most beautiful
village in the country - and perhaps the world.

No one is sure when or how this 3) ....... originated. Local people say that it
was when 4) ....... from cooking fires made white walls look dirty, and the
women of Zalipie began to 5) ....... them with strong colours to brighten
them up. 

Zalipie even has one day each year 6) ....... aside for the artwork to be
done, when new designs can be added and old ones renewed. It has
become a sort of competition. Felicja Curylowa 7) ....... it further than any,
and covered almost every 8) ....... of her cottage with painted flowers - inside
and out! Her house is now a museum.

Multiple choice cloze
1    Read the text and decide

which word (A, B, C or D)
best fits each gap. There
is an example at the
beginning (0).

Open cloze
3    Read the text and choose the

word that best completes each
gap. There is an example at the
beginning (0).

Sentence transformations
2    Complete the second sentence so that it means the same

as the first sentence. Use no more than three words.

       1   I haven’t been on holiday for three years.
           It’s been three years since I’ve been on holiday.

       2   Why don’t you go away for the weekend?
           If I were you, I would go away for the weekend.

       3   If you don’t travel abroad, you’ll never see the world.
           You’ll never see the world unless you travel abroad.

       4   I only have a few days’ holiday left this year. 
           I haven’t got a lot of/many days’ holiday left this year.

       5   This holiday is too expensive for us to afford.
           This holiday isn’t cheap enough for us to afford.

  0   A cover B disappear C protect D hide
  1   A plans B patterns C signs D diagrams
  2   A demand B ask C claim D require
  3   A tradition B habit C fashion D belief
  4   A smoke B fog C mist D cloud
  5   A repair B decorate C design D create
  6   A put B selected C decided D set
  7   A made B brought C took D led
  8   A surface B outside C top D face

EP4

34Exam Practice
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It can be difficult to motivate yourself to 0) A fit. It’s all
too tempting to play a computer game, rather 1) .......
go for a run in the park, 2) ....... you can combine both,
which now you can! Programmers call this
‘gamification’: the process of 3) ....... daily tasks into
games, normally with the help of a gadget 4) ....... a
smartphone. Typically, the games take the form of an
adventure. Runners are given a ‘mission’ to complete,
during which they must 5) ....... from an enemy by
running away – in real life! Behind the storyline is a
genuine fitness schedule monitored by sensors in the
phone. 6) ....... such game, written by British writer
Naomi Alderman, has been downloaded by 7) ....... half
a million people, who have run 11 million real miles
while playing it.

Some people insist that such games 8) ....... adults like
children. If you don’t have the willpower to motivate
yourself, then it’s unlikely you will 9) ....... exercising,
once the excitement of the game has 10) ....... off.

EP5

5 Exam Practice

Multiple choice
Preparing for the task

1    Read the question and look at the pictures.
What does each show? Think of words
related to each.

Which place will they go to first?

Multiple choice cloze
3    Read the text below and decide which word

(A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an
example at the beginning (0).

2    Listen to the dialogues. For each
question, choose the correct picture.

 1   How does the woman prefer to travel?

3.29

       Now read the script. Which is the correct
answer?

A B C

Ann: I was thinking of going to the museum. We
can find nice souvenirs there; statues or coins.
Sally: Aren’t we going there tomorrow? 
Ann: You’re right. Okay, we can go to the mall.
Sally: I want to get my friend something special
like a hand-made bracelet or earrings... I’m not
sure we can find such things there.
Ann: Let’s go to the old market, then. It says here
we can find lots of unusual things, even jewellery. 

 2   Where is the man going to stay?

 3   What will the weather be like where the
woman is going?

 5   What will the woman buy for the journey?

A CB

A CB

A CB

A CB

A CB

 4   Where is the man’s suitcase?

  0   A keep B continue C hold D make
  1   A for B in C from D than 
  2   A if B unless C but D when
  3   A turning B making C replacing D changing
  4   A as B similar C like D same
  5   A break B escape C leave D go
  6   A That B One C Each D Single
  7   A nearly B all C close D as
  8   A use B treat C make D deal
  9   A take B get C carry D continue
10   A put B worn C finished D broken

A: mall (shops, shopping, large)
B: market (traditional, street market)
C: museum (statues, paintings, history)
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Starter

Plurals / Irregular plurals

Nouns are made plural by adding:

Note:
•   Nouns ending in a vowel + o (studio) or double o

(kangaroo) take -s studio – studios, kangaroo –
kangaroos

•   Some nouns ending in -o can take either -es or -s.
buffalo – buffaloes / buffalos, tornado – tornadoes /
tornados

•   Nouns ending in a vowel + y take -s in the plural.
ashtray – ashtrays, toy – toys

Irregular plurals: man – men, woman – women, 
foot – feet, tooth – teeth, goose – geese, louse – lice,
mouse – mice, child – children, person – people, 
sheep – sheep, deer – deer, fish – fish, salmon –
salmon, ox – oxen, aircraft – aircraft

Countable / Uncountable / Plural nouns

Countable nouns refer to things that we can count.
They have a singular and plural form. 
one tree, two trees, three trees
•    We put a / an before countable nouns in the

singular. 
    a + consonant sound a bag, a door
    an + vowel sound an honour, an undercoat
•   We put some before countable nouns in the plural.

She gave me some books for my birthday.
•   Uncountable nouns are followed by a verb in the

singular. We do not use a / an with uncountable
nouns. We can use some.

•   We can use uncountable nouns with the following
phrases of quantity when we want to say how
much of something there is.

     a can – a can of beans; a bottle – a bottle of juice;
a glass – a glass of water; a carton – a carton of
milk; a cup – a cup of coffee; a bowl – a bowl of
sugar; a jar – a jar of jam; a packet – a packet of
crisps; a slice – a slice of bread; a loaf – a loaf of
bread; a kilo – a kilo of rice; a bar – a bar of soap;
a lump – a lump of butter; a piece – a piece of cake

•   Plural nouns are nouns which represent a group of
people or things and are followed by plural verbs.
These include:

     a)  objects which consist of two parts such as
trousers, shorts, pyjamas, tights, glasses, scissors,
etc. My pyjamas are very warm. We can use a
singular verb and the phrase a pair of before
objects which consist of two parts. My new pair
of glasses was quite expensive.

    b)  nouns such as people, police, clothes, etc. 
The people upstairs are quite noisy.

The indefinite article a / an

•   We use a / an with nouns when referring to an
unspecified thing. We saw a nice play. 

•    We use a before singular countable nouns which
begin with a consonant sound (a pen, a glass). We
use an before singular countable nouns which
begin with a vowel sound (an apple, an hour).

The indefinite article IS used:
•   with singular countable nouns. a spider, an egg
•   when we talk about things in general. 
    Let’s find a seat. (any seat)
•   after the verb to be when we want to say what

somebody / something is. She’s a teacher. / This is
an amazing opportunity.

•   with certain phrases to show how often someone
does something. He sees a therapist once a week.

•   before Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms when we refer to an
unknown person. A Mr Bauer was asking for you. (a
person that we don’t know)

The indefinite article IS NOT used:
•   with uncountable or plural countable nouns. We

use some instead. 
    some milk, some ice, some advice
•   before an adjective when there is no noun after it.

However, when there is a noun after the adjective,
we use a for adjectives which begin with a
consonant sound and an for adjectives which
begin with a vowel sound. He’s an actor. / He’s
talented. He’s a talented actor.

-s
to the nouns
pot – pots, table – tables, etc

-es
to nouns ending in -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, -o
gas – gases, glass – glasses, bush – bushes,
bench – benches, fox – foxes, hero – heroes

-ies
to nouns ending in a consonant + y
baby – babies, fly – flies

-ves
to nouns ending in -f / -fe
wolf – wolves, loaf – loaves BUT roof – roofs

food yoghurt, flour, rice, salt, butter, bread, etc

liquids coffee, oil, tea, milk, lemonade, etc

materials plastic, iron, wood, glass, crystal, gold, etc

subjects geography, science, etc

sports rugby, volleyball, etc

languages French, Italian, etc

abstract
nouns

information, knowledge, love, education,
freedom, advice, etc

others
hair, money, equipment, luggage, fun,
news, furniture, weather, rubbish, etc

GR1
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The definite article the

We use the:
•    with nouns when talking about something specific,

that is, when the noun is mentioned for a second
time or is already known. Is the red coat yours? (The
listener knows which coat we’re talking about.)

•   with nouns which are unique (the moon, the Taj
Mahal, the Arctic, etc).

•   before the names of rivers (the Nile), seas (the Dead
Sea), oceans (the Atlantic), mountain ranges (the
Alps), deserts (the Kalahari), groups of islands (the
Philippines), countries when they include words
such as ‘state’, ‘kingdom’, etc (the United Arab
Emirates) and nouns with of (the Tower of London).

•   before the names of musical instruments (the
piano, the guitar) and dances (the rumba).

•   before the names of hotels (the Ritz Hotel),
performance venues / cinemas (the O2 Arena),
ships (the Black Pearl), organisations (the WHO),
newspapers (the Daily News) and museums (the
Natural History Museum).

•   before nationalities ending in -sh (the Scottish), -
ch (the Dutch) or -ese (the Japanese) and families
(the Smiths).

•   before titles when the person’s name is not
mentioned (the King, the Pope).

•   before the words morning, afternoon and evening.
Bob starts works at 8:00 in the morning.

•    with adjectives in the superlative form. I think
cockroaches are the most disgusting creature on Earth!

•   with the words station, shop, cinema, village,
world, etc. Let’s meet outside the cinema.

•   with historical periods / events. The Renaissance
    BUT World War II.
•   with the words only, last, first (used as adjectives).

Darkness is the only thing she’s afraid of.

We don’t use the:
•   with plural nouns when we talk about them in

general. Snakes are cold-blooded animals.
•    before proper names. Lucile suffers from claustrophobia.
•   before the names of countries (France), cities

(Rome), streets (Milton Street), parks (Hyde Park),
mountains (Mount Fuji), islands (Corsica), lakes
(Lake Superior) and continents (Europe).

•   before the names of meals, (dinner, etc) games
and sports (cricket, football, etc). We had lunch at
Jen’s. Can you play tennis? 

•   with the words this / that / these / those. This dog is
very scary!

•   with possessive adjectives or the possessive case.
That isn’t my backpack. It’s John’s.

•    before titles when the person’s name is
mentioned. Prince Harry, Queen Sofia BUT the Prince,
the Queen

•   with the words school, church, bed, hospital,

prison or home when we refer to the purpose for
which they exist. He was airlifted to hospital. (He
was injured.) BUT We went to the hospital to see
him. (We were visiting.)

•   with languages. Larry is learning Spanish. BUT The
Japanese language is difficult to learn.

•   with the names of illnesses. Henry’s got diabetes.
BUT mumps / the mumps, flu / the flu

•   with the words home, father / mother when we
talk about our own home / parents. 

    Mum wants me to be home by 6:00.

Note: We use the + adjective to refer to a group of
people. Examples include: poor, rich, sick, old, blind,
young, etc. They’re trying to raise money for the homeless.

Unit 1

Present simple

Spelling (3rd-person singular: affirmative)
•   Most verbs take -s in the third-person singular.
    I sleep – he sleeps
•   Verbs ending in -ss, -sh, -ch, -x or -o take -es.
    I miss – he misses, I wash – he washes, I teach – he

teaches, I relax – he relaxes, I go – he goes
•   Verbs ending in consonant + y drop the -y and

take -ies. I try – he tries
•   Verbs ending in vowel + y take -s. I say – he says

Use
We use the present simple for:
•   daily routines / repeated actions (especially with

adverbs of frequency: often, usually, always, etc).
    Nomads often move around the land throughout the year.
•   habits. He finishes his lessons at 2:00.
•   permanent states. He owns a sports car.
•   timetables / schedules (future meaning).
    The concert finishes at midnight.
•   general truths and laws of nature. 
    It gets very cold in Mongolia.
•   reviews / sports commentaries / narrations.
    Benson scores the winning goal.

AFFIRMATIVE
I / You / We / They talk. 
He / She / It talks. 

NEGATIVE

I / You / We / They do not /
don’t talk.
He / She / It does not / doesn’t
talk.

INTERROGATIVE
Do I / you / we / they talk? 
Does he / she / it talk?

SHORT
ANSWERS

Yes, I / you / we / they do. 
Yes, he / she / it does.

No, I / you / we / they don’t. 
No, he / she / it doesn’t.

Grammar Reference
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Adverbs of frequency

•   Adverbs of frequency tell us how often sth
happens. These are: always (100%), usually (75%),
often (50%), sometimes (25%), rarely / seldom
(15%), never (0%).

•   Adverbs of frequency go before the main verb
but after the auxiliary verbs be, have, do and
modals such as will, may, etc. Maasai people often
wear bracelets and necklaces. / She is always polite
to others.

Present continuous

Form: verb to be (am / is / are) + main verb -ing

Spelling of the present participle
•   Most verbs take -ing after the base form of the

main verb. listen – listening, cook – cooking
•   Verbs ending in -e drop the -e and take -ing. 
    make – making, come – coming
•    Verbs ending in vowel + consonant and which are

stressed on the last syllable, double the consonant
and take -ing. sit – sitting, begin – beginning BUT
whisper – whispering (stress on 1st syllable)

•   Verbs ending in -ie change the -ie to -y and add -ing.
lie – lying

Use
We use the present continuous for:
•    actions happening now, at the moment of speaking.
    He is watching TV now.
•   actions happening around the time of speaking.
    She is working from home this week.
•   fixed arrangements in the near future, especially

when we know the time and the place.
    Ben is driving us to school tomorrow.

•   temporary situations.
    Lisa is working part-time before college starts again.
•   changing or developing situations.
    Tom is getting better and better at French.
•    frequently repeated actions with always, constantly,

continually to express annoyance or criticism.
    Liam is always making noise late at night.

Note: The following verbs do not usually have a
continuous form: have (= possess), like, love, hate,
want, know, remember, forget, understand, think,
believe, cost, etc. This dress costs too much.

Present simple vs Present continuous

Stative verbs

Stative verbs are verbs which describe a state rather
than an action, and do not usually have a continuous
form. 
These are:
•   verbs of the senses (appear, feel, hear, look, see,

smell, sound, taste, etc).
     I feel cold. You sound upset.
•    verbs of perception (believe, forget, know,

understand, etc).
     I believe she’s very clever.
•   verbs which express feelings and emotions

(desire,  enjoy, hate, like, love, prefer, want, etc).
    David wants to get a  promotion.
•   other verbs: agree, be, belong, contain, cost, fit,

have, include, keep, need, owe, own, etc.
     Hadza people don’t own personal belongings.

Some of these verbs can be used in continuous tenses,
but with a difference in meaning.

Time expressions used with the present simple:
every day / month / hour / summer / morning /
evening, etc, usually, often, sometimes, always, etc,
on Sundays / Tuesdays, etc.

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I’m eating.
You’re eating.
He / She / It’s eating.
We / You / They’re
eating.

I’m not eating.
You aren’t eating.
He / She / It isn’t eating.
We / You / They aren’t 
eating.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Am I eating?
Are you eating?
Is he / she / it eating?

Are we / you / they
eating?

Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
Yes, you are. / No, you aren’t.
Yes, he / she / it is. / 
No, he / she / it isn’t.
Yes, we / you / they are. / 
No, we / you / they aren’t.

Time expressions used with the present continuous:
now, at the moment, at present, nowadays, these
days, today, tomorrow, next month, etc.

PRESENT SIMPLE PRESENT CONTINUOUS

permanent states 
& facts
The Hadza live in Africa.

temporary situations
They’re doing a project on
Asian tribes.

habits / routines
Jen walks the dog twice
a day.

actions happening now /
around the time of
speaking
She’s sleeping now.

timetables
The last bus leaves at
10:00.

future arrangements
He’s hanging out with his
friends later.

Grammar Reference
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Note: The verb enjoy can be used in continuous
tenses to express a specific preference. She enjoys
jogging in the park. (general preference) BUT The
children are enjoying themselves at the water park.
(specific preference)
The verbs look (when we refer to somebody’s
appearance), feel (when we experience a particular
emotion), hurt and ache can be used in simple or
continuous tenses with no difference in meaning. 
I feel ill. = I’m feeling ill.

Present perfect

Form: have / has + past participle

Use
We use the present perfect:
•   for actions which started in the past and continue

up to the present, especially with stative verbs
such as be, have, like, know, etc. 

    Alex has been friends with Ben for ten years. (= He
met Ben ten years ago and they’re still friends.)

•   to talk about a past action which has a visible
result in the present. Gary has shaved his beard.
He looks younger.

•   for actions which happened at an unstated time in
the past. The action is more important than the
time it happened. She has cleaned her room.
(When? We don’t know; it’s not important.)

•   with today, this morning / afternoon / week, so far,
etc when these periods of time are not finished at
the time of speaking. He has called you three times
today. (The time period – today – is not over yet.
He may call again.)

•   for recently completed actions. Lenny has just
hoovered the carpets. (The action is complete. The
carpets are now clean.)

•    for personal experiences / changes which have
happened. It’s the first time we have travelled to Asia.

PRESENT SIMPLE PRESENT CONTINUOUS
He thinks you’re wrong.
(= believes) 

He is thinking of getting a
new job. (= is considering) 

They have an amazing
house.
(= own, possess)

Nick is having lunch with
Tim. (= is eating) 
Lyn is having a party for
her birthday. (= is hosting)

We can see the sea from
our hotel room. (= is visible)
I see what you mean. 
(= understand)

Jane is seeing some friends
later. (= is meeting)

This cake tastes good.
(= is / has the flavour of)

Linda is tasting the soup
to check if it needs more
salt. (= is trying) 

Your perfume smells like
roses. (= has the aroma)

The cat is smelling its
food. (= is sniffing) 

Nora appears to be angry
about something.
(= seems)

My sister is appearing in
the school play. 
(= is performing)

The baby’s hair feels like
silk. (= has the texture of)

She‘s feeling his forehead
to see if he has a fever.
(= is touching)

Pam is very funny. 
(= character – permanent
state)

You are being unreasonable.
(= behaviour – temporary
state)

This dress fits you well.
(= is the right size)

They are fitting air
conditioners in the school.
(= are putting)

Sarah looks like she’s
about to cry. (= appears)

He is looking at my photos
from Africa. (= is taking
a look at)

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / We / They
have / ’ve arrived.
He / She / It has / ’s
arrived.

I / You / We / They have not
/ haven’t arrived.
He / She / It has not / hasn’t
arrived.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Have I / you / we /
they arrived?
Has he / she / it
arrived?

Yes, I / you / we / they have. /
No, I / you / we / they haven’t.
Yes, he / she / it has. / 
No, he / she / it hasn’t.

Time expressions used with the present perfect:
•    already (normally in affirmative sentences) You

don’t need to call the waiter. I have already ordered.
•   yet (normally in interrogative or negative

sentences) Have you watered the flowers yet? /
He hasn’t returned from work yet.

•   just (normally in affirmative sentences to show
that an action finished a few minutes earlier)
Emma has just left for the gym.

•   ever (normally in affirmative and interrogative
sentences) 
Mr Smith is the funniest teacher we’ve ever had. /
Have you ever tried Mexican food?

•   never (negative meaning)
They have never argued with each other. /
Donna has never missed a day’s work.

•   for (over a period of time) He hasn’t visited his
grandparents for days.

•   since (from a starting point in the past) Kate has
changed her mind many times since yesterday.

•   recently (normally in affirmative or interrogative
sentences) They have recently promoted him to
manager. / Have you seen a good film recently?

•   so far (normally in affirmative sentences)
She has emailed me three times so far.
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have gone (to) / have been (to) / have been
in

•   Anna has gone to the cinema. (She’s on her way to
the cinema or she’s there now. She hasn’t come
back yet.)

•   Vicky has been to Nepal. (She went to Nepal but
she isn’t there now. She’s come back.)

•   They have been in this shop for an hour. (They’re in
the shop now.)

Present perfect continuous

Form: have / has + been + verb -ing

Use
We use the present perfect continuous:
•   to place emphasis on the duration of an action

which started in the past and continues up to the
present.

     Ian has been surfing the Net all day.
•    for an action that started in the past and lasted for

some time. It may still be continuing, or have
finished, but it has left a visible result in the present.

     Ruth is tired. She’s been working non-stop for ten
hours.

•   to express anger, irritation, annoyance or criticism.
    Who has been making all this noise? (annoyance)

Comparative / Superlative

•   We use the comparative to compare one person or
thing with another. We use the superlative to
compare one person or thing with others of the
same group. Our new coach is younger than our
previous one. / He’s the youngest coach our team has
ever had.

•   We often use than after a comparative.
    Her hair is darker than mine.

•   We normally use the before a superlative. We can
use in or of after superlatives. We often use in with
places.

    He is the best of all the hunters in the village. 
     The chief is the most important person in the tribe.

Formation of comparatives and superlatives

Note: clever, common, cruel, friendly, gentle, narrow,
pleasant, polite, quiet, shallow, simple, stupid form their
comparatives and superlatives either with -er / -est or
with more / the most. friendly – friendlier / more friendly
– the friendliest / the most friendly

Adverbs
•   With adverbs that have the same form as their

adjectives (hard, fast, free, late, high, early, low,
deep, long, near, straight), we add -er / -est. low –
lower – the lowest

•   Adverbs formed by adding -ly to the adjective take
more in the comparative and most in the superlative
form. angrily – more angrily – the most angrily

Notes:
•    We can use elder / eldest for people in the same

family. Chris is my eldest brother.
•   further / farther (adv) = longer (in distance)
    further (adj) = more
    The train station is further / farther down the street.
     Let me know if you require further assistance.

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / We / They
have / ’ve been
working.
He / She / It has / ’s
been working.

I / You / We / They have not /
haven’t been working.
He / She / It has not / hasn’t
been working.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Have I / you / we /
they been working?
Has he / she / it
been working?

Yes, I / you / we / they have. /
No, I / you / we / they haven’t.
Yes, he / she / it has. / 
No, he / she / it hasn’t.

Time expressions used with the present perfect
continuous: since, for, how long (to place emphasis
on duration)

Adjectives of one-syllable add -(e)r / -(e)st to form
their comparative and superlative forms.

COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE
clean
safe
thin

cleaner (than)
safer (than)

thinner (than)

the cleanest (of / in)
the safest (of / in)

the thinnest (of / in)

Adjectives of two-syllables ending in -ly, -y, -w also
add -er / -est or -ier / -iest.

COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE
ugly

messy
uglier (than)

messier (than)
the ugliest (of / in)

the messiest (of / in)

Adjectives of two or more syllables take more / most.

COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE
active

capable
more active (than)

more capable (than)
the most active (of / in)
the most capable (of / in)

IRREGULAR FORMS
Adjective / Adverb Comparative Superlative

good / well better best

bad / badly worse worst

little less least

much / many more most 

far farther / further farthest / furthest
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Study the examples:
•    very + adjective / adverb: Harry is a very athletic person.
•   much + comparative form of adjective / adverb:
    Kate’s eyes are much bigger than her sister’s.
•   a bit / a little / far / slightly + comparative form of

adjective / adverb: Her marks are far better now
that she’s studying more.

•   by far + superlative form of adjective / adverb:
Jason is by far the most generous person I know.

Types of comparisons

•   as + adjective + as (to show that two people or
things are similar / different in some way). In
negative sentences we use not as / so ... as. 

    Ben is  as hard-working as Demi. / His cooking isn’t
as good as his mother’s.

•   less + adjective + than (expresses the difference
between two people or things). The opposite is
more ... than. John is less busy than usual.

•    the least + adjective + of / in (compares one person
or thing to two or more people or things in the
same group). The opposite is the most ... of / in. 

     She’s the least patient person in the family.

•   comparative + and + comparative (to show that
something is increasing or decreasing). The
weather is getting warmer and warmer.

•   The + comparative ... , the + comparative ...
(shows that two things change together, or that
one thing depends on another thing) 

    The more you practise, the sooner you’ll improve.
•   the same as His speech was the same as last year’s.
•   twice / three times etc / half as + adjective + as
     I paid twice as much as Jack did for the same mobile.

The article wasn’t half as informative as he’d hoped.

Exclamations

Exclamations are words or sentences used to express
admiration, surprise, etc. To form exclamatory
sentences, we can use how, what (a / an), so, such (a
/ an), or a negative question form.
•   how + adjective / adverb 
     How clever that little boy is! / How well she sings!
•    what a / an (+ adjective) + singular countable noun
     What a silly mistake! / What a film!
•   what (+ adjective) + plural / uncountable noun
    What kind neighbours! / What heavy luggage!

Grammar Reference

Linking words

Linking words show the logical relationship between sentences or parts of a sentence.

Positive Addition
and, both ... and, too, besides (this / that), moreover,
what is more, in addition (to), also, as well as (this /
that), furthermore, etc

Nora speaks both German and
French.

Negative Addition neither ... nor, nor, neither, either Neither Pat nor Don plays tennis.

Contrast
but, although, in spite of, despite, while, whereas, even
though, on the other hand, however, yet, still, etc

The Hadza men do the hunting, while
the women gather berries.

Giving Examples
such as, like, for example, for instance, especially, in
particular, etc

I prefer bright colours such as yellow
and red.

Cause / Reason
as, because, because of, since, for this reason, due to,
so, as a result (of), etc

He quit running due to a serious knee
injury.

Condition
if, whether, only if, in case of, in case, provided
(that), providing (that), unless, as / so long as,
otherwise, or (else), on condition (that), etc

You’ll get a promotion only if you
work hard.

Purpose
to, so that, so as (not) to, in order (not) to, in order
that, in case, etc

He grows crops in order to feed his
family.

Effect / Result
such / so ... that, so, consequently, as a result,
therefore, for this reason, etc

He’s so mean that not too many
people like him.

Time
when, whenever, as, as soon as, while, before, until
/ till, after, since, etc

He wants to travel abroad after he
retires.

Place where, wherever
Nomads go wherever there is enough
food for them and the animals they raise.

Exception except (for), apart from
The shop is open every day except
Sunday.
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Unit 2

Past simple 

Form
The past simple affirmative of regular verbs is formed
by adding -ed to the verb. Some verbs have an
irregular past form (see list of Irregular Verbs).

Spelling
•   We add -d to verbs ending in -e. I bake – I baked
•   For verbs ending in consonant + -y, we drop the -y

and add -ied. I cry – I cried
•   For verbs ending in vowel + -y, we add -ed. 
    I play – I played
•   For verbs ending in one stressed vowel between

two consonants, we double the last consonant and
add -ed. I stop – I stopped

Use
We use the past simple for:
•   actions which happened at a specific time (stated,

implied or already known) in the past.
    Apollo 13 set off for the moon in 1970. (When?

In 1970 – time stated)
    The lift-off took place at Kennedy Space Center.

(When? time implied / already known, in 1970)
•   past habits.
    He watched a weekly TV show about space

exploration when he was little.

•   past actions which happened one immediately
after the other. The astronaut finished the routine
check, returned to the spacecraft and wrote a report.

•   past actions which won’t take place again.
    They discovered water on Mars in 2013.

Present perfect vs Past simple 

Past continuous

AFFIRMATIVE

I / You / He / She / It / We / They looked / ran.

NEGATIVE

I / You did not / didn’t look / run.
He / She / It did not / didn’t look / run.
We / You / They did not / didn’t look / run.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Did I / you / he /
she / it / we /
they look / run?

Yes, I / you / he / she / it / we /
they did.
No, I / you / he / she / it / we /
they didn’t.

Time expressions used with the past simple:
yesterday, yesterday morning / evening etc, last night /
week etc, two weeks / a month ago, in 2010, etc

PRESENT PERFECT PAST SIMPLE

an action which happened
at an unstated time in the
past.
They have put out the fire.
(We don’t know when.)

an action which
happened at a stated
time in the past. Sam
moved to London last
year. (When? Last year.
The time is mentioned.)

an action which started in
the past and is still
continuing in the present.
Mark has worked for NASA
since 2010. (He still works
for NASA.)

an action which started
and finished in the past. 
The spacecraft returned to
Earth. (It’s not in space
now.)

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE
I / He / She / It was
sitting.
We / You / They were
sitting.

I / He / She / It wasn’t
sitting.
We / You / They weren’t
sitting.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Was I / he / she / it
sitting?
Were we / you /
they sitting?

  Yes, I / he / she / it was.{ No, I / he / she / it wasn’t.
  Yes, we / you / they were.{ No, we / you / they weren’t.

Relatives
who, whom, whose, which, that, when, where, why That’s the student whose essay was

published in the paper.

Listing Points /
Events

To begin: initially, first, at first, firstly, to start / begin
with, first of all, etc

First, babies start crawling around the
house.

To continue: secondly, after this / that, second,
afterwards, then, next, etc

Next, they learn how to stand on their
feet.

To conclude: finally, lastly, in the end, at last,
eventually, etc

Eventually, they start walking and
running properly.

Summarising
in conclusion, in summary, to sum up, on the whole,
all in all, altogether, in short, etc

In short, there is no easy solution to
the problem of global warming.
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We use the past continuous for:
•   an action which was in progress at a stated time in

the past. We do not know when the action started
or finished.

    It was raining at midnight yesterday.
•   a past action which was in progress when another

action interrupted it. We use the past continuous
for the action in progress (longer action) and the
past simple for the action which interrupted it
(shorter action).

    Lydia was walking down the street when the ground
started shaking.

•   two or more actions which were happening at the
same time in the past (simultaneous actions). 

    While the tsunami was approaching the coast, the
people were going to higher ground.

•   to give background information in a story. 
    It was an awful night. It was raining heavily and the

river was starting to flood.

Past simple vs Past continuous

used to – would – Past simple –
be / get used to

•   We use used to / past simple to talk about past
habits or actions that happened regularly in the
past, but no longer happen. He used to go / went
camping every summer. (He doesn’t do that
anymore.)

•   We use would / used to for repeated actions or
routines in the past. We don’t use would with
stative verbs. I used to go / went to the Space
Museum very often. BUT He used to have a canoe.
(NOT: He would have a canoe.)

•   We use the past simple for an action that
happened at a definite time in the past. The forest
burned down last year. (NOT: The forest used to
burn down last year.)

•   We use be used to + noun / pronoun / -ing form
to talk about habits (= be accustomed to / be in
the habit of). Bart isn’t used to living alone.

•   We use get used to + noun / pronoun / -ing form
to talk about habits (= become accustomed to). I
hope I can get used to living in a cold country.

Past perfect

Form: subject + had + past participle of the main verb

We use the past perfect:
•   for an action which finished before another past

action or before a stated time in the past. The
storm had passed by the time we woke up. (past
perfect: had passed before another past action:
woke up). They had evacuated the town by noon.
(before a stated time in the past: by noon).

•   for an action which finished in the past and whose
result was visible at a later point in the past. Aaron
was upset because he had heard some bad news.

Note: The past perfect is the past equivalent of the
present perfect. There was no snow on the ground –
the sun had melted it. (present perfect: There is no
snow on the ground – the sun has melted it.)

Past perfect continuous

Form: subject + had + been + main verb -ing

We use the past perfect continuous:
•   to put emphasis on the duration of an action which

started and finished in the past, before another
action or stated time in the past, usually with for or
since. 

    The rescuers had been searching for three hours
before they found the missing climbers.

PAST SIMPLE PAST CONTINUOUS
actions which happened
at a stated time in the
past. A tornado destroyed
the town in 2011.

actions in progress at a
stated time in the past.
A cold wind was blowing
yesterday morning.

actions which happened
one after the other in
the past. The firefighters
broke a window, entered
the house and rescued the
family.

two or more actions
which were happening at
the same time in the
past. It was snowing
heavily as he was driving
home.

Time expressions used with the past continuous:
while, when, as, all day / night / morning, yesterday, etc

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / He, etc had
taken.

I / You / He, etc had not /
hadn’t taken.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Had I / you / he, etc
taken?

Yes, I / you / he, etc had.
No, I / you / he, etc hadn’t.

Time expressions used with the past perfect: before,
after, already, just, for, since, till / until, by, never, etc

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / He / She / It / We
/ They had been running.

I / You / He / She / It /
We / They had not /
hadn’t been running.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Had I / you / he, etc
been running?

Yes, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they had.
No, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they hadn’t.
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•   for an action which lasted for some time in the past and whose
result was visible in the past. It had been raining for two days, so
the streets were flooded.

Note: The past perfect continuous is the past equivalent of the
present perfect continuous. The ground was white because it had
been snowing all day. (present perfect continuous: The ground is
white because it has been snowing all day.)

    

Adjectives

Adjectives describe nouns. They have the same form in the singular
and plural. They go before nouns (a nice view) but after the verbs be,
look, smell, sound, feel, taste, seem, appear, become, get, stay, etc.
You sound unsure. / He got angry.
•   There are opinion adjectives and fact adjectives. Opinion

adjectives (ugly, amazing, etc) show what a person thinks of
somebody or something. Fact adjectives (big, short, old, etc)
give us factual information about age, size, colour, origin,
material, etc.

•   We can also use nouns as adjectives before other nouns. When
nouns are used as adjectives, they have no plural form. 

    ticket inspector – ticket inspectors
•   Certain adjectives can be used metaphorically: silky skin (= skin

that is smooth and soft, like silk), BUT a silk shirt (= a shirt made
of silk); a stony face (= a cold, emotionless face), BUT a stone
fence (= a fence made of stone); golden hair (= hair with the
colour of gold), BUT a gold ring (= a ring made of gold); feathery
leaves (= leaves that are soft and delicate), BUT a feather pillow (=
a pillow made with feathers); a metallic colour (= a colour which
looks like metal), BUT a metal gate (= a gate made of metal).

Order of adjectives

When there are two or more adjectives in a sentence, they normally
go in the following order:

•   We do not usually use a long list of adjectives before a single
noun. A noun is usually described by one, two or three adjectives
at the most. a great new sports car

•   Ordinal numbers (first, second, third, etc) go before cardinal
numbers (one, two, three, etc). The last two runners. (NOT: the
two last runners.)

•   The adjectives afraid, alike, alive, alone, ashamed, asleep,
awake, content, glad, ill, pleased, etc are never followed by a
noun. Peter is asleep. / She lives alone.

Time expressions used with the past perfect continuous:
for, since, how long, before, until, etc

It’s a

OPINION

FACT

size age shape colour origin material
used for /
be about

noun

lovely big new round white Italian glass dinner table.

•   The adjectives chief, elder, eldest,
former, indoor, inner, main, only,
outdoor, outer, principal, upper are
always followed by nouns. He is the
former company president.

•   Certain adjectives are used with
the as nouns to refer to groups of
people in general. These are:
elderly, middle-aged, old, young,
blind, dead, deaf, disabled, living,
sick, homeless, hungry, poor, rich,
strong, unemployed, weak, etc. The
young are used to new technologies.
(= young people in general) BUT
The young people in my area are
asking for free public Wi-Fi. (We refer
to a specific group of young
people.) When we talk about one
person we say A / The poor man /
woman, A / The deaf boy / girl, etc.
Anna gave her old clothes to a poor
woman who lives down the street.
(We refer to a specific poor
woman.)

Adverbs

•   Adverbs describe verbs and past
participles, adjectives or other
adverbs. It snowed heavily. / A
poorly written story. / An extremely
hot summer. / He did reasonably
well in the test.

•   An adverb can be one word
(quickly) or a phrase (at noon).
Adverbs can describe manner
(how), place (where), time (when),
frequency (how often), degree (to
what extent), etc.

    She dances gracefully. (How does
she dance? Gracefully. ➝ adverb of
manner)

    She always shops at the corner shop.
(Where does she always shop? At
the corner shop. ➝ adverb of
place)

    Jim is leaving tomorrow. (When is
Jim leaving? Tomorrow. ➝ adverb
of time)

    It rarely rains in the desert. (How
often does it rain in the desert?
Rarely. ➝ adverb of frequency)
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Formation of adverbs

•   We usually form an adverb by adding -ly to the
adjective. sudden – suddenly

•   Adjectives ending in -le drop the -e and take -y.
possible – possibly

•   Adjectives ending in consonant + -y drop the -y
and take -ily. easy – easily

•   Adjectives ending in -l take -ly. legal – legally
•   Adjectives ending in -ic usually take -ally. 
    magic – magically BUT public – publicly
•   Some adverbs do not follow these rules. 
    good – well, fast – fast, hard – hard, early – early,

late – late

Order of adverbs

•   Adverbs of frequency go after the auxiliary verb
(be, have, do), but before the main verb. I have
always wanted to travel to space. / She is never rude.
He often watches space documentaries.

•   Adverbs of manner go before the main verb, after
the auxiliary verb or at the end of the sentence.
Water quickly filled the room. / The weather is slowly
improving. He broke his leg badly.

•   Adverbs of degree (absolutely, completely, totally,
extremely, very, quite, rather, etc) go before an
adjective, an adverb or the main verb, but after the
auxiliary verb. It is very windy today. / The flood
totally ruined my garden. / They are completely lost.

•   Adverbs of place and time usually go at the end
of the sentence. They’re having fun on the beach.

•   Adverbs of time, such as soon, now, now and
then, just, go before the main verb, but after the
auxiliary verb. She soon realised she was lost. / They
have just launched the spacecraft.

•   We can put an adverb at the beginning of
a sentence if we want to emphasise it. 

    Suddenly, the lights went out. (manner)
    A tropical island is where I’d like to spend my

summer. (place) 
    Last night, there was an earthquake. (time)
•   When there are two or more adverbs in the same

sentence, they usually go in the following order:
manner – place – time. They waited patiently at
the hospital for four hours.

•   If there is a verb of movement, such as go, come
and leave in the sentence, the adverbs usually go in
the following order: place – manner – time. He left
for the hospital hurriedly this morning.

Adverbs of degree

Unit 3

Future simple

Form: subject + will + main verb

Use
We use the future simple:
•   for on-the-spot decisions.
    This is a good post. I’ll apply for it.
•   for future predictions based on what we believe

or imagine will happen (usually with the verbs:
hope, think, believe, expect, imagine, etc; with the
expressions: I’m sure, I’m afraid, etc; with the
adverbs: probably, perhaps, etc). 

    I hope the manager will give me a promotion. /
Perhaps Jenny will finish the report on time.

•   for promises (usually with the verbs promise, swear,
etc.) I promise I’ll help you write your CV later., threats
If you hand in your essay late, I will not accept it.,
warnings You should leave now or you’ll miss your
interview., hopes She hopes her new colleagues will
like her., offers I’ll drive you to work tomorrow.

very (+++) rather (++) a little (+)

with
adjectives,
adverbs or
verbs

just, awfully,
absolutely,
totally, really,
terribly,  simply
That was terribly
loud thunder.

quite,
rather
It’s quite a
nice day
today.

a little, 
a bit
I feel a bit
chilly.

with
adjectives
or adverbs

very, extremely
Space travel
must be very
exciting.

pretty,
fairly
It was a
pretty
dangerous
mission.

slightly
The car is
slightly
used.

with verbs
or the
comparative
degree

very much,
a lot
I very much
hope to meet
an astronaut
one day.

rather
We were
rather
pleased
with the
news.

not much
It isn’t
much
hotter
today.

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / He / She / It /
We / They will / ’ll go.

I / You / He / She / It /
We / They will not /
won’t go.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Will I / you / he / she / it /
we / they go?

Yes, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they will.
No, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they won’t.
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•   for actions / events / situations which will definitely
happen in the future and which we cannot control.
It will be spring soon.

be going to

Form: subject + verb to be (am / is / are) + going to +
bare infinitive of the main verb

Use
We use be going to:
•   to talk about future plans and intentions. She’s

going to buy a bigger desk. (She’s planning to ...)
•   to make predictions based on what we see or

know. Be careful! You’re going to spill ink on your
papers.

•   to talk about things we are sure about or we
have already decided to do in the near future.
They’re going to hire Jim Nelson. (They have already
decided to do it.)

Present simple / Present continuous
(future meaning)

•   We can use the present simple to talk about
schedules or timetables. School starts next week.

•   We use the present continuous for fixed
arrangements in the near future. Lyn is starting
her new job tomorrow. 

•   We use the present continuous for changing or
gradually developing situations. More and more
students are doing post-graduate degrees.

Future continuous

Form: subject + will + be + verb -ing

We use the future continuous for:  
•   actions which will be in progress at a stated

future time. They’ll be moving to their new offices
this time next Monday.

•   actions which will definitely happen in the future
as a result of a routine or arrangement.

     They’ll be holding interviews all day tomorrow.
•   when we ask politely about someone’s plans for

the near future. (to see if they can do sth for us or
because we want to offer to do sth for them)

     Will you be driving to work tomorrow? I need a lift.

Future perfect

Form: will + have + past participle of the main verb

We use the future perfect for actions that will have
finished before a stated time in the future. 
The lecture will have finished by noon.

Time clauses

•    Time clauses are introduced by: after, as, as long as,
as soon as, before, by the time (= before, not later
than), every time, immediately, just as, once, the
moment (that), until / till (= up to the time when),
when, while, etc. My first class starts after 9:00 am.

Time expressions used with the future simple:
tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, next week / month /
year, tonight, soon, in a week / month / year, etc.

AFFIRMATIVE
I am / ’m
He / She / It is / ’s
We / You / They are / ’re

} going
to stay.

NEGATIVE

I am not
He / She / It is not
We / You / they are
not / aren’t

} going
to stay.

INTERROGATIVE
Am I
Is he / she / it
Are we / you / they

} going
to
stay?

SHORT
ANSWERS

Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
Yes, he / she / it is. / 
No, he / she / it isn’t.
Yes, we / you / they are. / 
No, we / you / they aren’t.

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE
I / You / He / She / It /
We / They will / ’ll be
closing.

I / You / He / She / It / We
/ They will not / won’t be
closing.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Will I / you / he / she /
it / we / they be
closing?

Yes, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they will.

No, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they won’t.

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

I / You / He / She / It /
We / They will / ’ll have
gone.

I / You / He / She / It /
We / They will not /
won’t have gone.

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS

Will I / you / he / she / it /
we / they have gone?

Yes, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they will.

No, I / you / he / she / it /
we / they won’t.

Time expressions used with the future perfect:
before, by, by then, by the time, until / till, etc
Note: by or not ... until / till are used with future
perfect. Until / till are normally used with future
perfect only in negative sentences.
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•   Time clauses follow the rule of the sequence of
tenses.

•    When the time clause precedes the main clause, a
comma is used. When the time clause follows, no
comma is used. Before she goes home, Sue goes to the
gym. BUT Sue goes to the gym before she goes home.

Unit 4

The passive

Form
We form the passive with the verb to be in the
appropriate tense and the past participle of the main
verb.
Read the table:

We use the passive:

•   when the person / people doing the action is / are
unknown, unimportant or obvious from the
context. The art gallery was burgled yesterday. (We
don’t know who burgled it.)

    The talent show winner will be announced
tomorrow. (Who will make the announcement is
unimportant.)

    The art thieves were arrested yesterday. (It’s obvious
that the police arrested them.)

•   when the action itself is more important than the
person / people doing it, as in news headlines,
newspaper articles, advertisements,
instructions, formal notices, processes, etc. 
The book signing will be held at a hotel.

•   when we want to avoid taking responsibility for
an action or when we refer to an unpleasant event
and we do not want to say who or what is to
blame. The exhibition was organised poorly.

•   to emphasise the agent. The novel was praised by
top critics.

•   to make statements more formal or polite. My
book has been torn. (More polite than saying “You
tore my book.”)

Changing from the active to the passive:
•   The object of the active sentence becomes the

subject in the passive sentence.
•   The active verb remains in the same tense but

changes into passive form.
•   The subject of the active sentence becomes the

agent, and is either introduced with the
preposition by or is omitted.

    Only transitive verbs (verbs that take an object) can
be changed into the passive. This painting belongs
to me. (intransitive verb; no passive form).

Note: Some transitive verbs (have, fit (= be the right
size), suit, resemble, etc) cannot be changed into the
passive. The costume fits the actor perfectly. (NOT: The
actor is fitted by the costume perfectly.)
•   Let becomes be allowed to in the passive. They let

us go backstage. – We were allowed to go backstage.
•   We can use the verb to get instead of the verb to be

in everyday speech when we talk about things that
happen by accident or unexpectedly. 

     The film I’d recorded got erased.
•   By + agent is used to say who or what carries out an

action. With + instrument / material / ingredient
is used to say what the agent used. The sculpture
was created by my brother. It was made with clay.

•   The agent can be omitted when the subject is they,
he, someone / somebody, people, one, etc. The show
will be cancelled. (= They will cancel the show.)

•   The agent is not omitted when it is a specific or
important person, or when it is essential to the
meaning of the sentence. The Avengers was directed
by Joss Whedon.

•   With verbs which can take two objects, such as
bring, tell, send, show, teach, promise, sell, read,

MAIN CLAUSE TIME CLAUSE

present / future form present form
She’ll email you the report before she leaves. 
(NOT: will leave)

MAIN CLAUSE TIME CLAUSE

past form past form

He found work as soon as he graduated.

ACTIVE PASSIVE

Present Simple Ben sells cars.
Cars are sold by
Ben.

Present
Continuous

Ben is selling cars.
Cars are being
sold by Ben.

Past Simple Ben sold cars.
Cars were sold by
Ben.

Past
Continuous

Ben was selling
cars.

Cars were being
sold by Ben.

Present
Perfect Simple

Ben has sold cars.
Cars have been
sold by Ben.

Past Perfect
Simple

Ben had sold cars.
Cars had been
sold by Ben.

Future Simple Ben will sell cars.
Cars will be sold
by Ben.

Infinitive
Ben has to sell
cars.

Cars have to be
sold by Ben.

Modal Verbs Ben can sell cars.
Cars can be sold
by Ben.

         Subject Verb             Object

ACTIVE Mary wrote            the story.

         Subject Verb             Agent

PASSIVE The story was written       by Mary.
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offer, give, lend, etc we can form two different
passive sentences.

    Hans gave Pat a book. (active) Pat was given a book
by Hans. (passive, more common) A book was given
to Pat by Hans. (passive, less common)

•   In passive questions with who, whom or which we
do not omit by. Who will direct the play? Who will
the play be directed by?

•   The verbs hear, help, see and make are followed by
a bare infinitive in the active, but a to-infinitive in
the passive. She made him replace the book he’d
lost. (active) He was made to replace the book he’d
lost. (passive)

Causative form

•   We use have + object + past participle to say that
we have arranged for someone to do something
for us. Julie is having her costume repaired. (She’s
not repairing it herself.)

•   Questions and negations in the causative are
formed with do / does (present simple) or did (past
simple) + have + object + past participle. 

    When did he have his first book published?

Notes:
•   We also use the causative form to say that

something unpleasant or unexpected happened to
somebody. 

    Jack had his artworks destroyed in the fire.
•   We can use get instead of have only in informal

conversation. 
    She should get her book turned into a film.
•   Make / Have + object (person) + bare infinitive

are used to express that someone causes someone
else to do something, but their meaning is slightly
different. Kim made me read her poem. (She
insisted that I read her poem.) She had an art
dealer examine the painting. (She asked an art
dealer to examine the painting.)

•   Get + object (person) + (to-infinitive) shows that
someone persuades someone else to do
something. They got a celebrity to host the show.
(They persuaded a celebrity to host the show.)

Unit 5

Reported speech

Direct speech is the exact words someone said. We
use quotation marks in direct speech.
Reported speech is the exact meaning of what
someone said, but not the exact words. We do not use
quotation marks in reported speech. The word that
can either be used or omitted after the introductory
verb (say, tell, etc).

Say – Tell
•   say + no personal object
    Diane said (that) she was looking for work.
•   say + to + personal object
    Diane said to me (that) she was looking for work.
•   tell + personal object
    Diane told me (that) she was looking for work.
•   We use say + to-infinitive but never say about. We

use tell sb, speak / talk about.
    Jake said to turn off the lights before leaving.
     He told me / spoke / talked about volunteering at

the youth centre.

ACTIVE CAUSATIVE

Present Simple
She cleans her
brushes.

She has her
brushes cleaned.

Present
Continuous

She is cleaning
her brushes.

She is having her
brushes cleaned.

Past Simple 
She cleaned her
brushes.

She had her
brushes cleaned.

Past
Continuous

She was cleaning
her brushes.

She was having her
brushes cleaned.

Future Simple
She will clean her
brushes.

She will have her
brushes cleaned.

Future
Continuous

She will be
cleaning her
brushes.

She will be having
her brushes
cleaned.

Present Perfect
Simple

She has cleaned
her brushes.

She has had her
brushes cleaned.

Present Perfect
Continuous

She has been
cleaning her
brushes.

She has been
having her brushes
cleaned.

Past Perfect 
She had cleaned
her brushes.

She had had her
brushes cleaned.

Past Perfect
Continuous

She had been
cleaning her
brushes.

She had been
having her brushes
cleaned.

Infinitive
She needs to
clean her brushes.

She needs to have
her brushes cleaned.

-ing form
She keeps cleaning
her brushes.

She keeps having
her brushes cleaned.

Modal Verbs
She should clean
her brushes.

She should have her
brushes cleaned.

SAY
hello, good morning / afternoon, etc
something / nothing, so, a few words, no
more, for certain / sure, sorry, etc

TELL

the truth, a lie, a story, a secret, a joke, the
time, the difference, one from another,
somebody one’s name, somebody the way,
somebody so, someone’s fortune, etc

ASK
a question, a favour, the price, about somebody,
the time, around, for something / somebody, etc
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Reported statements

•   In reported speech, personal / possessive pronouns
and possessive adjectives change according to the
meaning of the sentence. 

    Pete said, “I’ve recycled my old books.” (direct
statement)

    Pete said (that) he had recycled his old books.
(reported statement)

•   We can report someone's words either a long time
after they were said (out-of-date reporting) or a
short time after they were said (up-to-date
reporting).

Up-to-date reporting
The tenses can either change or remain the same in
reported speech.
Direct speech: June said, “I participated in clean-up

day.”
Reported speech: June said that she participated /

had participated in clean-up day.

Out-of-date reporting
The introductory verb is in the past simple and the
tenses change as follows:

•   Certain words and time expressions change
according to the meaning as follows:

    now → then, immediately 
    today → that day 
    yesterday → the day before, the previous day
    tomorrow → the next / following day 

    this week → that week 
    last week → the week before, the previous week
    next week → the week after, the following week
    ago → before 
    here → there
•   Verb tenses change in reported speech when we

consider what the speaker said to be untrue.
Bicycles cause air pollution. → He said that bicycles
caused air pollution. (We know they do not.)

•   Verb tenses can either change or remain the
same in reported speech when reporting a general
truth or law of nature. The expert said, “Pandas
are endangered.” → The expert said (that) pandas
are / were endangered.

•   Verb tenses remain the same in reported speech:
a) when the introductory verb is in the present,
future or present perfect. Dan says, “I only use
recycled paper.” Dan says (that) he only uses recycled
paper. b) in type 2 and 3 conditionals. “If I had
the money, I would adopt many stray animals,” Joe
told me. Joe told me that if he had the money, he
would adopt many stray animals.

Reported questions

•   Reported questions are usually introduced with the
verbs ask, inquire, wonder, or the expression want
to know.

•   When the direct question begins with a question
word (who, where, how, when, what, etc), the
reported question is introduced with the same
question word. 

    “Who left the tap running?” he asked. (direct
question)

    She asked who had left the tap running. (reported
question)

•   When the direct question begins with an auxiliary
(be, do, have) or a modal verb (can, may, etc),
then the reported question is introduced with if or
whether. 

    “Have you sorted out the recycling?” he asked her.
(direct question) 

    He asked her if / whether she had sorted out the
recycling (reported question)

•   In reported questions, the verb is in the affirmative.
The question mark and words / expressions such as
please, well, oh, etc are omitted. The verb tenses,
pronouns, possessive adjectives and time
expressions change as in statements. 

    “When did John lose his job?” she asked me. (direct
question) 

    She asked me when John had lost his job. (reported
question)

DIRECT SPEECH REPORTED SPEECH

Present simple → Past simple 
“I ride a bike.” She said (that) she rode a bike.

Present continuous → Past continuous

“The tap is dripping.”
He said (that) the tap was
dripping.

Present perfect → Past perfect
“I have adopted a
stray dog.”

She said (that) she had
adopted a stray dog.

Past simple → Past simple or Past perfect
“I stopped using my
car.”

He said (that) he stopped /
had stopped using his car.

Past continuous → Past continuous or 
Past Perfect continuous

“They were talking
about the new
homeless shelter.”

She said (that) they were
talking / had been talking
about the new homeless shelter.

Will → Would

“Ron will join WWF.”
He said (that) Ron would join
WWF.
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Indirect questions

•   Indirect questions are used to ask for advice or
information. They are introduced with: Could you
tell me ...?, Do you know ...?, I wonder ..., I want to
know ..., I doubt ..., etc and the verb is in the
affirmative. If the indirect question starts with I
want to know ..., I wonder ... or I doubt ..., the
question mark is omitted. 

    Direct question “What is Earth Hour?”
    Indirect question Could you tell me what Earth

Hour is?

Reported commands / Requests /
Suggestions / Orders

•   Reported commands / requests / suggestions
are introduced with a special introductory verb
(advise, ask, beg, suggest, etc) followed by a to-
infinitive, an -ing form, or a that-clause,
depending on the introductory verb.

    “Pay attention in class,” the teacher told her. → The
teacher told her to pay attention in class.
(command) 

    “Turn down the heating, please,” I said. → I asked
him to turn down the heating. (request)

    “Let’s take the bus instead of the car to work,” she
said. → She suggested taking the bus instead of the
car to work. (suggestion)

    “You’d better switch to low energy bulbs,” they told
me. → They suggested that I (should) switch to low
energy bulbs. (suggestion)

•   To report orders or instructions, we use the verbs
order or tell + sb + (not) to-infinitive.

    “Don’t leave the lights on,” he told us. (direct order)
    She told us not to leave the lights on. (reported

order)
    “Use the cycle lane,” the traffic warden told me.

(direct order)
    The traffic warden ordered me to use the cycle lane.

(reported order)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY VERBS

Introductory Verb Direct Speech Reported Speech 
+ to-inf
agree  
demand

offer

promise
refuse
threaten

claim

“OK, I’ll take part in Earth Hour.”
“I want to know who threw away the
batteries.”
“Would you like me to tell you more
about the charity?”
“I’ll water the plants.”
“No, I will not wear real fur.”
“Pick up your litter or I’ll give you a
fine.”
“I saw the tsunami coming.”

→
→

→

→
→
→

→

He agreed to take part in Earth Hour.
He demanded to know who threw away the
batteries.
He offered to tell me more about the charity.

He promised to water the plants.
He refused to wear real fur.
He threatened to give me a fine if I didn’t pick
up my litter.
He claimed to have seen the tsunami coming.

+ sb + to-inf
advise 
allow
ask
beg
command
encourage
forbid
instruct
invite sb
order
permit / allow
remind
urge
warn
want

“You should drive carefully.”
“You can use my bike.”
“Please, don’t throw away plastic bottles.”
“Please, lend me some money.”
“Stay here!”
“Go on, tell me your problem.”
“You mustn’t enter the building.”
“Turn right at the corner.”
“Would you like to have lunch with me?
“Keep away!”
“You may leave earlier.”
“Don’t forget to empty the compost bin.”
“Hurry up.”
“Don’t park in the cycle lane.”
“I’d like you to fill out a form.”

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

He advised me to drive carefully.
He allowed me to use his bike.
He asked us not to throw away plastic bottles.
He begged me to lend him some money.
He commanded us to stay there.
He encouraged me to tell him my problem.
He forbade us to enter the building.
He instructed me to turn right at the corner.
He invited me to have lunch with him.
He ordered me to keep away.
He permitted / allowed me to leave earlier.
He reminded me to empty the compost bin.
He urged me to hurry up.
He warned me not to park in the cycle lane.
He wanted me to fill out a form.
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Grammar Reference

Introductory Verb Direct Speech Reported Speech 
+ -ing form 
accuse sb of 
apologise for

admit (to)

boast about

complain to sb about

deny

insist on

suggest + -ing form

“You forgot to water the plants!”
“I’m sorry I called you a liar.”

“Yes, I made the anonymous donation.”

“I am more environmentally aware than
all of you.”
“You waste too much water.”

“I didn’t throw the batteries in the
rubbish bin.”
“You must join us for clean-up day.”

“Let’s join an environmental
organisation.”

→
→

→

→

→

→

→

→

He accused me of forgetting to water the plants.
He apologised for calling / having called me a
liar.
He admitted (to) making / having made the
anonymous donation.
He boasted about being more environmentally
aware than all of us.
He complained about my / me wasting too
much water.
He denied throwing the batteries in the rubbish
bin.
He insisted on my / me joining them for 
clean-up day.
He suggested joining an environmental
organisation.

+ that-clause
agree
boast

claim

complain

deny
exclaim
explain

inform sb

promise
suggest  

“Yes, a charity fun run is a good idea.”
“I donate huge amounts to charity.”

“I rescued a man from drowning.”

“I always get stuck in traffic jams.”

“I didn’t park illegally.”
“What a worthy cause!”
“The organisation helps the homeless.”

“They have issued a smog alert for
tomorrow.”
“I’ll give you my old bike.”
“You should start recycling.”

→
→

→

→

→
→
→

→

→
→

He agreed that a charity fun run was a good idea.
He boasted that he donated huge amounts to
charity.
He claimed that he had rescued a man from
drowning.
He complained that he always got stuck in
traffic jams.
He denied that he had parked illegally.
He exclaimed that it was a worthy cause.
He explained that the organisation helped the
homeless.
He informed me that they had issued a smog
alert for the next day.
He promised that he would give me his old bike.
He suggested that I should start recycling.

explain to sb + how “This is how you make compost.” → He explained to me how to make compost.

wonder where / what /
why / 
how + clause (when the
subject of the
introductory verb is not
the same as the subject
in the reported question)
wonder + whether +
to-inf or clause

He asked himself, “Where are my keys?”
He asked himself, “Why is the dog barking?”
He asked himself, “What is Joe’s address?”
He asked himself, “How can I fix this?”

He asked himself, “Should I get a pet?”

→
→
→
→

→

He wondered where his keys were.
He wondered why the dog was barking.
He wondered what Joe’s address was.
He wondered how he could fix that.

He wondered whether to get a pet.

wonder where / what /
how + to-inf (when the
subject of the infinitive
is the same as the
subject of the
introductory verb)

He asked himself, “Where should I park?”
He asked himself, “What can I do?”
He asked himself, “How should I dress?”

→
→
→

He wondered where to park.
He wondered what to do.
He wondered how to dress.
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Unit 6

Modals

Modal verbs:
•   don’t take -s, -ing or -ed suffixes.
•   are followed by the bare infinitive (infinitive

without to).
•   come before the subject in questions and are

followed by not in negations.
•   don’t have tenses in the normal sense. When

followed by a present bare infinitive, they refer to
an incomplete action or state (i.e. present or
future). You should be more patient. When followed
by a perfect bare infinitive, they refer to a complete
action or state. He should have listened to her
advice.

Note: The tenses of the infinitive are:

    

•   Must expresses duty / strong obligation to do sth,
and shows that sth is essential. We generally use
must when the speaker has decided that sth is
necessary (i.e. subjective). She must see a dentist
soon. / You must tell her the truth. (It is your duty. /
You are obliged to do sth.)

•   Have to expresses strong necessity / obligation.
We usually use have to when somebody other than
the speaker has decided that sth is necessary (i.e.
objective). The doctor says I have to take these pills
for a week. (It’s necessary. The doctor told me so.)

•   Had to is the past form of both must and have to.
•   Should / Ought to express duty, weak obligation. 

You should explain things in more detail. (It’s your
duty. – less emphatic than must)

•   Don’t have to / Don’t need to / Needn’t:
     It isn’t necessary to do sth in the present / future.

You don’t have to give the speech if you feel nervous. /
Alan doesn’t need to have an injection. / You needn’t
worry about the bad weather.

•   Didn’t need to / Didn’t have to:
    It wasn’t necessary to do sth. We don’t know if it

was done or not. Pam didn’t have to go to work
earlier. (We don’t know whether she went to work
earlier or not.)

•   Needn’t have + past participle:
    It wasn’t necessary to do sth, but it was done. An

action happened in the past, even though it wasn’t
necessary. You needn’t have gone to so much
trouble. (but you did)

Mustn’t : It is forbidden to do sth; it is against the
rules / law; you are not allowed to do sth. We
mustn’t use a dictionary during the exam.

•   Should: general advice – You should see someone
about your panic attacks. (It’s my advice. / I advise
you to ...)

•   Ought to: general advice – You ought to get more
sleep every night. (It’s a good idea / thing to do.)

Possibility (can, could)

•   Can + present infinitive: General / theoretical
possibility. Not usually used for a specific
situation. A fear can be paralysing. (general
possibility – it is theoretically possible)

•   Could / May / Might + present infinitive:
Possibility in a specific situation. She might see a
psychologist about her self-esteem issues. (It is
possible. / It is likely. / Perhaps.)

Note: We can use can / could / might in questions but
not may. Who could help me with my problem?
•   Could / Might / Would + perfect infinitive refers to

sth in the past that was possible but it didn’t
happen. I could have gone to Jim for advice but he
was out of town. (It was possible but I didn’t do
it.)

Ability / Inability (can, could, was able to)

•   Can(’t) expresses (in)ability in the present /
future. Jane can sing and dance very well. (She is
able to ...)

•   Could expresses general repeated ability in the
past. He could play chess when he was six. (He was
able to ...)

•   Was able to expresses ability on a specific occasion
in the past. We were able to find cheap theatre
tickets. (We managed to ...)

•   Couldn’t / Wasn’t able to may be used to express
any kind of inability in the past, repeated or
specific. Sophie couldn’t run fast as a child. (wasn’t
able to; past repeated action) Lizzie couldn’t /
wasn’t able to run in the race because she had a
sprained ankle. (didn’t manage to; past single
action)

Present: (to) walk 
Present continuous: (to) be walking
Perfect: (to) have walked
Perfect continuous: (to) have been walking

Obligation / Duty / Necessity
(must, have to, should / ought to)

Absence of necessity
(don’t have to / don’t need to / needn’t)

Prohibition (mustn’t)

Advice (should, ought to)
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Offers / Suggestions (can, would, shall,
could)

•   Can: Can I make you some tea? (Would you like
me to ...?)

•   Would: Would you like to invite your friends to
dinner? (Do you want to ...?)

•   Shall: Shall I pick you up from the airport? (Would
you like me to ...? / Do you want me to ...?)

•   Can / Could: We can cook pasta for dinner. We could
go trekking next week. (Let’s ...)

Probability (will, should / ought to)

•   Will: She will feel better after she’s discussed her
problem. (100% certain)

•   Should / Ought to: Jared should / ought to drop by
later. (90% certain; future only; it’s probable)

Permission / Prohibition 
(can, may, mustn’t, can’t)

•   Can / May are used to ask for / give permission.
May is more formal than can. Can / May I use your
phone? Yes, you can / may. (Is it OK if ...?)

•   Mustn’t / Can’t: It is forbidden to do sth; it is
against the rules / law; you are not allowed to do
sth. We mustn’t / can’t park in front of the hospital.

Logical assumptions / Deductions 
(must, may / might, can’t)

•   Must = almost certain that this is / was true
     I’ve never seen him before. He must be new here. / Jill

isn’t talking to Frank. They must have argued. (I’m
sure / certain that sth is true.)

•   May / Might / Could = possible that this is / was true
    It’s Jenny’s birthday next week, and she may have a

party. / Gary is late because he might have missed
his bus. (It is possible. / It is likely. / Perhaps.)

•   Can’t / Couldn’t = almost certain that this is /
was impossible She can’t have gone bungee
jumping; she has a fear of heights. / Kelly couldn’t
have been at the party; she was out of town. (I’m
sure that sth isn’t true, real, etc.)

Unit 7

Conditionals: types 0 / 1 / 2 / 3

Conditional clauses consist of two parts: the if-clause
(hypothesis) and the main clause (result).
When the if-clause comes before the main clause, the
two clauses are separated with a comma. If she eats
the seafood dish, she will have an allergic reaction.
When the main clause comes before the if-clause no
comma is needed. She will have an allergic reaction if
she eats this seafood dish.

•   We can use were instead of was for all persons in
the if-clause of Type 2 conditionals. If she weren’t /
wasn’t so tired, she would go jogging.

•   With Type 1 conditionals we can use unless +
affirmative verb or if + negative verb. You cannot
follow this diet unless you talk to your doctor first.
(You cannot follow this diet if you don’t talk to
your doctor first.)

•    We use if to show that something might happen,
whereas we use when to show that something will
definitely happen. If he starts exercising, he’ll feel better.
(= he might start exercising) When he starts exercising,
he’ll feel better. (= he will definitely start exercising.)

•   We do not normally use will, would or should in an
if-clause. However, we can use will or would after
if to make a polite request or express insistence or
uncertainty (usually with expressions such as I
don’t know, I doubt, I wonder, etc) In this case, if
means whether. We can also use should after if to
talk about something which is possible, but not
very likely to happen. If you will come this way, I’ll
show you to the pool. (Will you please come this
way ... – polite request) If you will keep playing with
your phone in class, I will take it away from you. (If
you insist on playing ... – insistence) I wonder if the
doctor will see me at such short notice. (I wonder
whether ...  – uncertainty) If Jack’s cough should get
worse, I’ll take him to the Emergency Room. (I don’t
really expect Jack’s cough to get worse.)

IF-CLAUSE
(hypothesis)

MAIN CLAUSE
(result)

0 conditional
general truth
or scientific fact

if / when +
present simple

present simple

If you lift weights, you build muscle.

1st conditional
real situation,
likely to
happen in the
present / future

if + present
simple

simple future,
imperative, can /
must / may, 
etc + bare infinitive

If you feel ill, I’ll take you to the doctor.

2nd conditional
•    unreal,

imaginary
situation in
the present /
future

•    advice

if + past
simple

would / could / might
+ bare infinitive

If we had oranges, we would make
some juice. (but we don’t – untrue
in the present). If I were you, I
would consult a dietician. (advice)

3rd
conditional
•   imaginary

situation in
the past 

•   regrets 
•   criticism

if + past
perfect 

would / could /
might have + past
participle

If Eve hadn’t lied, she wouldn’t have
got in trouble. If he had done his
warm-up exercises, he wouldn’t have
pulled a muscle.
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Wishes

We can use wish / if only to express a wish.

Notes:
•   If only is used in exactly the same way as wish but

it is more emphatic or more dramatic. If only I
could stick to my diet!

•   We can use were instead of was after wish and if
only. I wish I weren’t / wasn’t too busy to take up a
sport.

Question tags

•   Question tags are short questions at the end of
statements.

•   We use them in speech to confirm something or to
find out if something is true or not.

•   We form them with the auxiliary verb or modal
verb from the main sentence and the appropriate
subject pronoun. We ran out of eggs, didn’t we? You
can cook can’t you?

Use
•   A positive statement takes a negative question tag.
    Ned is allergic to seafood, isn’t he?
•   A negative statement takes a positive question tag.
    You didn’t break anything, did you?
•   When the verb of the sentence is in the present

simple, we use do (not) / does (not) in the question
tag. Lance works at the hospital, doesn’t he?

•   When the verb of the sentence is in the past
simple, we use did (not). He lied to us, didn’t he?

Some verbs / expressions form question tags differently:

Intonation
•   When we are sure of the answer, the voice goes

down in the question tag. She’ll take the train,
won’t she? (➘)

•   When we are not sure of the answer and want to
check information, the voice goes up in the
question tag. He’s home now, isn’t he? (➚)

Clauses of concession

The clauses of concession are used to express
contrast. They are introduced with the following
words / expressions: 
•   but – Joe loves coffee but it keeps him awake at night.
•   although / even though / though + clause
    Even though is more emphatic than although.

Though is informal and is often used in everyday
speech. It can also be put at the end of a sentence. 

     Although / Even though / Though he’s paid for gym
membership, he rarely goes. / He rarely goes to the
gym although / even though / though he’s paid for
membership. / He’s paid for gym membership. He
rarely goes, though.

•   in spite of / despite + noun / -ing form 
    In spite of / Despite the rainy weather / the weather

being rainy, the fun run took place. / The fun run took
place in spite of / despite the rainy weather / the
weather being rainy.

•   in spite of / despite + the fact that + clause
    In spite of / Despite the fact that donuts are high in

fat and sugar, people consume them in large
amounts.

•   however / nevertheless – A comma is always used
after however / nevertheless.

    Diabetes cannot be cured. However / Nevertheless, it
can be managed very successfully.

•   while / whereas – Harry prefers a Mediterranean diet,
while / whereas his wife is a strict vegetarian.

•   yet (formal) / still – He hadn’t done much, yet he
was pretty tired. / Exercising at home can be a lonely
experience. Still, it’s cheaper than joining a gym.

WISH / IF ONLY USE

+ past
simple / 
past
continuous

I wish I was / were
a better cook. (but
I’m not) If only he
wasn’t / weren’t
allergic to fish.
(but he is)

to say that we would
like something to be
different about a
present situation

+ could +
bare
infinitive

Joe wishes he had
more free time.

to express wish /
regret in the present
concerning lack of
ability

+ past
perfect

I wish I had started
exercising sooner.
(but I didn’t) If
only I hadn’t lost
the doctor’s
number. (but I did)

to express regret
about something
which happened or
didn’t happen in the
past

+ subject +
would +
bare
infinitive

I wish you would
help me with the
chores! If only you
wouldn’t spend
so much time on
the Internet.

to express:
•    a polite imperative
•    a desire for a

situation or
person’s behaviour
to change

I am ➝ aren’t I? I’m right, aren’t I?

Imperative ➝ will you /
won’t you?

Come here, will you /
won’t you?

Don’t ➝ will you? Don’t yell, will you?

Let’s ➝ shall we? Let’s eat out, shall we?

You have (got) ➝
haven’t you

You’ve got a car, haven’t
you?

They have (other
meanings) ➝ don’t they?

They have a holiday in
summer, don’t they?

This / That is ➝ isn’t it? That’s your bike, isn’t it?
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•   on the other hand – Many fad diets can actually help
someone lose weight. On the other hand, this weight
loss is often temporary.

•   We use having + past participle to show that the
action happened before the result. He forgot to buy
vegetables, in spite of / despite me having reminded
him twice to do so.

Unit 8

Relatives – Relative clauses

We use relative pronouns (who / whom / whose /
which / that) and relative adverbs (where / when /
why) to introduce relative clauses. We use relative
clauses to identify / describe the person / place / thing
in the main clause.

Relative Clause

The woman who runs the hotel is very nice.

Relative Pronouns

Notes:
•   Who, which and that can be omitted when they

are the object of the relative clause; that is when
there is a noun or a subject pronoun between the
relative pronoun and the verb. The suitcase (which
/ that) I bought is too small.

•   Who, which and that are not omitted when they
are the subject of a relative clause. We gave the
porter who carried our luggage a big tip.

•   Whose is never omitted. Passengers whose luggage
is over 30 kilos will be asked to pay extra.

•   That can be used instead of who, whom or which
but it is never used after commas or prepositions.
Jane is the one who / that suggested going on a
cruise. Lars, who’s never travelled abroad before, is
really enjoying his holidays in Hawaii.

Relative adverbs

•   We use where to refer to places. The hotel where we
stayed had excellent facilities.

•   We use why to give a reason. She won’t tell us the
reason why she cancelled her trip.

•   We use when to refer to a time. I still remember the
day when I saw Niagara Falls for the first time.

Note: When using where or when we do not need a
preposition. The restaurant where we usually ate was
next to our hotel. (NOT: The restaurant where we usually
ate in was next to our hotel.)

Defining & Non-defining relative clauses

•   A defining relative clause gives necessary
information essential to the meaning of the main
sentence. It is not put in commas and is introduced
with who, which, that, whose, where, when, or the
reason (why). The relative pronoun can be omitted
when it is the object of the relative clause. The guide
who showed us around Madrid was very funny. / The
airline (which) we chose to fly with was unreliable.

•   A non-defining relative clause gives extra
information and is not essential to the meaning of
the main sentence. It is put in commas and is
introduced with who, whom, which, whose, where,
or when. The relative pronoun cannot be omitted.
Prague, where we spent our holidays last year, is an
amazing place.

Note: We usually avoid using prepositions before
relative pronouns. 
The waiter to whom we gave our order was rude.
(formal)
The waiter who / that we gave our order to was rude.
(less usual)
The waiter we gave our order to was rude. (everyday
English)

Clauses of purpose

The clauses of purpose are used to explain why
somebody does something.

We can express positive purpose using:
•   to + infinitive They took a taxi to get to the airport.
•   in order to / so as to + infinitive (formal) He asked

to see the manager in order to make a complaint.
•   so that / in order that + S + can / will (present /

future reference) We’ll book a self-catering apartment
so that / in order that we can cook our own meals.

•   so that / in order that + S + could / would (past
reference) They rented a car so that / in order that
they could visit more places.

people
who /
whom /
that

We use who / whom / that to
refer to people. The man who /
that lives next door is a travel
agent. 

object /
animals

which /
that

We use which / that to refer to
objects or animals. The hotel
which / that we booked is by the
sea.

possession whose

We use whose with people,
animals and objects to show
possession (instead of a
possessive adjective). That’s the
lady whose son is a travel writer.
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•   in case + present tense (present / future reference)
Make a reservation in case we don’t find a table at
the restaurant.

•   in case + past tense (past reference) He went back
to the hotel in case he’d left his sunglasses there.

    Note: in case is never used with will or would. Sam
left for the port early in case he ran into traffic. (NOT:
... in case he would run ...)

•   for + noun (expresses the purpose of an action) He
took some pills for sea sickness.

•   for + -ing form (expresses the purpose of sth or its
function) This machine is for printing out boarding
passes.

•   with a view to + -ing form Patrick inquired at the
local college with a view to enrolling on a hotel
management course.

We can express negative purpose using:
•    in order not to / so as not to + infinitive Helen put

on sun cream in order not to / so as not to get
sunburn.

    Note: We never use not to to express negative
purpose.

•   prevent + noun / pronoun (+ from) + -ing form
The terrible weather prevented us (from) going sailing.

•   avoid + -ing form Lisa took the train to the airport to
avoid getting stuck in traffic.

•    so that + S + can’t / won’t (present / future reference) 
     Write down your flight number so that you won’t

forget it.
•   so that + S + couldn’t / wouldn’t (past reference) 
    Farah took a map of the city with her so that she

wouldn’t get lost.

Notes:
•   Clauses of purpose should not be confused with

clauses of result.
•   Clauses of purpose are introduced with so that / in

order that ... Adam took three months off work so that
he could travel around Europe. (this shows purpose)

•   Clauses of result are introduced with so / such ...
that. It was such a big airport that we couldn’t find
our way to our gate. (this shows result)

•   Clauses of purpose follow the rule of the sequence
of tenses the same way that time clauses do. 

    We’ll pay a little extra so that we can stay in a room
with a nice view.

     He looked for tickets online so that he could get a
better price.

Subject / Object questions

•   Subject questions are questions we ask when we
want to know about the subject of the sentence.
These questions usually begin with the words who,
what or which. The verb is in the affirmative form.
Who speaks French? (NOT: Who does speak French?)

•    Object questions are questions we ask when we
want to know about the object of the sentence.
These questions usually begin with the words who,
whom, where, whose, what or which. The verb is in
the interrogative form. Where did you stay? What
should we order?

Note: In object questions, if a verb is followed by a
preposition, the preposition usually comes at the end
of the question. What did you spend your money on?

Unit 9

Infinitive

The to-infinitive is used:
•   to express purpose. 
    Carl brought flour to make bread.
•   after certain verbs that refer to the future (agree,

appear, decide, expect, hope, plan, promise, refuse,
etc). He decided to try the caveman diet.

•   after would like, would prefer, would love, etc to
express a specific preference.

    I would like to have scrambled eggs for breakfast.

subject object
   Lyn enjoys swimming.

    ↕
Who enjoys swimming?
(NOT: Who does enjoy swimming?

subject object
   Lyn enjoys swimming.

What does Lyn enjoy?

Tenses of the infinitive

Active voice Passive voice

Present (to) write (to) be written

Present
Continuous (to) be writing __

Perfect (to) have written (to) have been written

Perfect
Continuous

(to) have been
writing

__

Forms of the infinitive corresponding 
to verb tenses

present simple / will ➝ present infinitive
present continuous / future continuous ➝
present continuous infinitive
past simple / present perfect / past perfect / 
future perfect ➝ perfect infinitive
past continuous / present perfect continuous / 
past perfect continuous / future perfect continuous
➝ perfect continuous infinitive
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•   after adjectives which describe feelings / emotions
(happy, glad, sad, etc), express willingness /
unwillingness (eager, reluctant, willing, etc) or
refer to a person’s character (clever, kind, etc); and
the adjectives lucky and fortunate.

    Amy is eager to start yoga classes.
•   after too / enough. 
    This pizza is not big enough to feed six people.
•   to talk about an unexpected event, usually with

only. I went to Dave’s house only to find he’d already
gone out.

•   after it + be + adjective / noun. 
    It was nice to eat out for a change.
•   in the expressions to tell you the truth, to be

honest, to sum up, to begin with, etc. To tell you
the truth, I’m afraid of going to the dentist.

Note: We do not use a to-infinitive structure after
verbs and expressions such as ask, learn, explain,
decide, find out, want to know, etc when they are
followed by a question word. 
He wanted to know where the local gym was.

The infinitive without to (bare infinitive) is used:
•   after modal verbs. We might have fish tonight.
•   after the verbs let, make, see, hear and feel. 
    Pete made Alan pay for dinner.
    BUT we use the to-infinitive after be made, be

heard, be seen, etc (passive form). Alan was made
to pay for dinner.

•   after had better and would rather. 
    You had better not eat that.

Note:
•   help can be followed by the to-infinitive, but in

American English it is normally followed by the
infinitive without to. She helped Ben (to) go up the
stairs.

•   If two to-infinitives are linked by and or or, the to
of the second infinitive can be omitted. 

    We need to go and get some groceries.

-ing form

The -ing form is used:

•   as a noun. Exercising is good for the health.
•   after certain verbs: admit, appreciate, avoid,

consider, continue, deny, go (for activities),
imagine, mind, miss, quit, save, suggest, practise,
prevent. Paul avoids eating fatty foods.

•   after love, like, enjoy, prefer, dislike, hate to express
general preference. Sarah loves trying new cuisines.
BUT for a specific preference (would like / would
prefer / would love) we use to-infinitive. She’d like
to have a traditional English breakfast today.

•   after expressions such as: be busy, it’s no use, it’s
no good, it’s (not) worth, what’s the use of, can’t
help, there’s no point (in), can’t stand, have

difficulty (in), have trouble, etc. Mark is busy
cooking for lunch.

•   after spend, waste or lose (time, money, etc). 
Don’t waste time following all these fad diets; see a
nutritionist.

•   after the preposition to with verbs and expressions
such as look forward to, be / get used to, in
addition to, object to, prefer to. Zoe was looking
forward to getting out of the house after she had
been ill in bed for a week.

•   after other prepositions. Have you thought about
hiring a personal trainer?

•   after the verbs hear, listen to, notice, see, watch and
feel to describe an incomplete action. I heard them
arguing furiously. (I heard part of the argument.)
BUT we use the bare infinitive with these verbs to
describe the complete action. I heard them argue
furiously. (I heard the whole argument.)

Difference in meaning between the to-infinitive
and -ing form

Some verbs can take either the to-infinitive or the
-ing form with a change in meaning.
•   forget + to-infinitive = not remember 
    He forgot to take his allergy pill.
•   forget + -ing form = not recall
    I’ll never forget meeting the famous chef.
•   remember + to-infinitive = not forget
    Did you remember to buy oranges?
•   remember + -ing form = recall I remember putting

the keys in my bag, but I can’t find them now.
•   mean + to-infinitive = intend to 
    Pat didn’t mean to be rude.
•    mean + -ing form = involve Changing your diet may

mean cutting down on foods you love eating.
•   regret + to-infinitive = be sorry to (normally used

in the present simple with verbs such as say, tell,
inform) We regret to inform you that flight QA
123 has been cancelled.

•   regret + -ing form = feel sorry about 
    Amy regrets shouting at Leslie.
•   try + to-infinitive = attempt, do one’s best
    She tried to follow the recipe as closely as possible.
•   try + -ing form = do sth as an experiment
     Have you tried doing aerobic exercise?
•   stop + to-infinitive = stop temporarily in order to

do sth else 
    Gus was working out but he stopped to take a rest.
•   stop + -ing form = finish doing sth 
    Ron stopped eating meat two years ago.
•   would prefer + to-infinitive (specific preference) 
     Ida would prefer to cook at home rather than go

out for dinner.
•    prefer + -ing form (general preference) I prefer

eating organic food to having food that’s full of
hormones.
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too – enough

too + adjective / adverb + to-infinitive
Too comes before an adjective or an adverb in a
sentence. It has a negative meaning and shows that
there is a greater amount or degree of something than
what is needed. This gym is too expensive to join. (I
can’t afford to join it.) Rosa’s leg hurts too much for her
to start jogging again. (Rosa can’t jog. She is in a lot of
pain.)

adjective / adverb + enough
enough + noun } + to-infinitive
Enough comes after an adjective or adverb but before
a noun. It has a positive meaning and shows that there
is as much of something as it is wanted or needed. The
gym is close enough for us to walk there. (It is near.)
There is enough lettuce to make a big salad. (We don’t
need more lettuce.)
Study the examples:
The dinner table is big enough to sit four people. (Four
people can sit around the table. – positive meaning)
The table isn’t big enough to sit six people. (There is no
room around the table for six people. – negative
meaning)
The table is too small to sit six people. (There is no
room around the table for six people. – negative
meaning)

Clauses of result

Clauses of result are used to express result. They are
introduced with the following words / phrases:
•   as a result / therefore / consequently / as a

consequence
    An emergency came up at work. As a result /

Therefore / Consequently / As a consequence, I had
to cut my holiday short.

•   such a / an + adjective + singular countable noun
... that 

    It was such a fun cruise that they decided to take it
again the following year.

•   such + adjective + plural / uncountable noun ...
that

    They were such tasty biscuits that she had another
one. / The hotel offers such great service that no
guest has ever complained.

•   such a lot of + plural / uncountable noun + that
    We bought such a lot of souvenirs that they couldn’t

fit in our cases. / There was such a lot of traffic that
we go to the port late. 

•   so + adjective / adverb + that
    Life in the village is so peaceful that it makes me

want to move there. / We woke up so late that we
missed breakfast.

•   so + adjective + a(n) + noun + that
     It was so small a room that we asked to be moved to

a bigger one.
•   so much / little + uncountable noun + that
    There was so much fog that it made driving

dangerous. / We spent so little time in Madrid that
we hardly saw any sights.

•   so many / few + plural noun + that
     There were so many people using the pool that she

decided to go back later. / She packed so few things
that they fit in a small bag.

Reflexive / Emphatic pronouns

We use reflexive pronouns:
•   with verbs such as behave, burn, cut, enjoy, hurt,

introduce, kill, look at, teach, etc or with
prepositions when the subject and the object of
the verb are the same person. Nancy (subject) hurt
herself (object) as she was getting off the stage.

•   in the following expressions: enjoy yourself (have a
good time), behave yourself (be good), help
yourself (you are welcome to take sth if you want).
Everyone enjoyed themselves at the gallery opening
event.

We use emphatic pronouns:
•   with the preposition by when we mean alone /

without company or without help (on one’s own).
He came up with an idea for a play by himself / on
his own.

•    to emphasise the subject or the object of a sentence.
The children made the stage props themselves. (The
children made the stage props. No one else did.)

     The author signed the autograph himself. (The
author signed the autograph, not someone else.)

Notes:
•   We do not normally use reflexive pronouns with

the verbs concentrate, feel, meet and relax. He finds
it hard to relax after a long meeting.  (NOT: He finds
it hard to relax himself after a long performance.)

•    Reflexive pronouns are used with the verbs dress,
wash and shave when we want to show that
someone did something with a lot of effort. Having
broken both arms, she found it difficult to wash herself.

I – myself
you – yourself

he – himself
she – herself
it – itself

we – ourselves
you – yourselves
they – themselves
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some / any / every / no & compounds

•   Some, any, every, and no are used with
uncountable nouns and plural countable nouns.

•    Some and its compounds are also used in
interrogative sentences when we make an offer or a
request. Would you like some free perfume samples?
(offer) Can someone help me move the sofa? (request)

•   When any and its compounds are used in
affirmative sentences, there is a difference in
meaning. Study the following examples:

    a) You can visit me any day of the week. (It doesn’t
matter which one.) b) Anyone / Anybody can
volunteer at the shelter. (It doesn’t matter who.)
c) The charity accepts anything you can spare. (It
doesn’t matter what.) d) Leave the shopping
anywhere in the kitchen. (It doesn’t matter where.)

•   Every is used with singular countable nouns. 
     Every time she sees a spider, she starts screaming.
•   The pronouns everyone / everybody, everything

and the adverb everywhere are used in affirmative,
interrogative and negative sentences and are
followed by a singular verb. Everyone / Everybody is
very supportive of her. (NOT: Everybody / Everyone
are very supportive of her.)

Determiners

every – each
•   Every and each are used with singular countable

nouns. We normally use each when we talk about
two people or things. We use every when we talk
about three or more people or things.

    My granddad has to put one eye drop in each eye
every morning. (NOT: ... in every eye… .)

    It was a good book; I enjoyed every page. (NOT: …
each page.)

•   Every one and each (one) can be followed by of.
    I wouldn’t follow any of these diets if I were you.

Every one of them looks unhealthy.
•   We use every when we are thinking of people or

things together, in a group to mean ‘all’,
‘everybody / everything’. Every team member has to
have a physical exam. (all team members)

    We use each when we are thinking of people or
things separately, one at a time. Each student will
be given a different project to work on.

•   We use every to show how often something
happens. Pam visits her dietician every ten days.

•   We use every but not each with words and
expressions such as almost, nearly, practically and
without exception. I run into Jane almost every time
I go to the gym. (NOT: ... each time …)

plenty
•   Plenty means enough or more than enough. It is

used with uncountable or plural nouns.
    You can do plenty of things to avoid catching a cold.
     Make sure you drink plenty of water daily.

both / neither – all / none – either
•   Both refers to two people, things or groups. It has a

positive meaning and is followed by a plural verb.
     Both restaurants seem like good choices.
•   Neither refers to two people, things or groups and

has a negative meaning. 
    Neither of + plural noun phrase can be followed by

either a singular or plural verb in the affirmative.
    Neither of the two dishes seems / seem appetizing.

BUT Neither judo class is held on a Monday.
•   All refers to more than two people, things or

groups. It has a positive meaning and is followed
by a plural verb.

     All the trainers at the gym are great. All of them are
very helpful.

•   Both / All can go: 
    a)  after the verb to be.
        These are both / all good books.
    b) after the auxiliary verb, but before the main

verb.
        We should both / all try to calm down.
•   Whole is used with singular countable nouns.
    We use a / the / this / my, etc + whole + noun. 
    I can’t believe he ate a whole chicken!
    Also: I can’t believe he ate all the chicken!

    We don’t use whole with uncountable nouns.
    She drank all the milk in the carton.
    (NOT: ... the whole milk ...)
    All + day / morning / week / year = the whole +

day / morning / week / year
    He’s been sleeping all afternoon / the whole

afternoon.
•   None of refers to more than two people, things or

groups and has a negative meaning. It is used with
nouns or object pronouns and is followed by either
a singular or plural verb. 

     None of these dishes contains / contain meat.
    BUT “How many eggs are there left?” “None.”

Countable Uncountable
AFFIRMATIVE some some
INTERROGATIVE any any
NEGATIVE not any / no not any / no

People Things
AFFIRMATIVE someone / somebody something
INTERROGATIVE anyone / anybody anything

NEGATIVE
no one / not anyone
nobody / not anybody

nothing / 
not anything
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•   Either refers to two people, things or groups and is
followed by a singular countable noun.

    We can order the fish or the seafood dish. Either
choice will be OK.

    Either of + plural noun phrase can be followed by
either a singular or plural verb.

     Either of the two gyms is / are well-equipped.
    BUT Either gym is well-equipped.
    We can use not ... either (of) instead of neither (of).

Either can also be used at the end of a negative
sentence.

     She has two bikes, but she doesn’t use either of them.
•   Both ... and ... and is followed by a plural verb.
     Both chicken and beef are high in protein.
    Neither ... nor / Either ... or take either a singular or

plural verb, depending on the subject which
follows nor or or. 

    Either kayaking or scuba diving is offered at the
summer camp.

Quantifiers

•   A lot of / lots of are used with both plural countable
and uncountable nouns. They are normally used in
affirmative sentences. The of is omitted when a lot /
lots are not followed by a noun. 

    Is there lots of sugar in this cake? Yes, there’s lots.
•   Much is used with uncountable nouns and many is

used with countable nouns. 
    There’s much milk in the fridge; don’t buy any more.
•   Much and many are usually used in negative or

interrogative sentences. 
    Do you spend many hours at the gym? I don’t put

much sugar in my tea.
•   How much / many are used in interrogative

sentences. Much is used with uncountable nouns
and many is used with countable nouns. 

     How much vitamin C is there in oranges? How many
potatoes should I roast?

•   A few means not many, but enough. It is used with
plural countable nouns. 

    Have a few almonds, if you want a quick snack.
•   A little means not much, but enough. It is used

with uncountable nouns. 
    We had a little ice cream for dessert.

Note: few / little means hardly any, not enough and
can be used with very for emphasis. 
I think (very) few people liked that dish so I won’t make it
again. Bill pays (very) little attention to his health.

Countable Uncountable

AFFIRMATIVE
a lot (of) / lots
(of) / (a) few /
some

a lot (of) / lots
(of) / (a) little /
some

INTERROGATIVE (how) many (how) much

NEGATIVE not many / any not much / any
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Rules of punctuation

Capital letters

A capital letter is used:
•   to begin a sentence. 
     It is hot today.
•   for days of the week, months and public holidays.
    Sunday, July, May Day Bank Holiday
•   for names of people and places.
    This is Marie and she’s from Paris.
•   for people’s titles. 
    Mr and Mrs Smith, Dr Sanders, Prince Harry, etc.
•   for nationalities and languages. 
    She is Italian.
     Can you speak Chinese?
    Note: The personal pronoun I is always a capital

letter. Ben and I are cousins.

Full stop (.)

A full stop is used to end a sentence that is not a
question or an exclamation.
Leo is away on holiday. He’s in Rome.

Comma (,)

A comma is used:
•   to separate words in a list.
    There’s lettuce, tomatoes, eggs and cheese in the

salad.
•   to separate a non-essential relative clause (i.e. a

clause giving extra information which is not
essential to the meaning of the main clause) from
the main clause.

    Joe, who recently moved here, is an actor.
•   after certain joining words / transitional phrases

(e.g. in addition to this, moreover, for example,
however, in conclusion, etc). 

    For example, I like swimming and kayaking.
•   when if-clauses or other dependent clauses begin

with compound or complex sentences.
    If Stephen isn’t there, leave a message for him.
    Note: No comma is used, however, when they

follow the main clause.
•   to separate questions tags from the rest of the

sentence.
    The train is late, isn’t it?
•   before the words asked, said, etc when followed by

direct speech. 
    David said, “It was nice to see you again.”

Question mark (?)

A question mark is used to end a direct question.
What time does her flight land?

Exclamation mark (!)

An exclamation mark is used to end an exclamatory
sentence (i.e. a sentence showing admiration,
surprise, joy, anger, etc).
You’re so funny!
What a nice day!

Quotation marks (‘ ’  “ ”)

•   Single quotes are used when you are quoting
someone in direct speech (nested quotes).

     “She got up, shouted ’I’m late’ and ran out of the
room,“ Adam said.

•   Double quotes are used in direct speech to report
the exact words someone said.

     “Evita called for you,“ Lucy told me.

Colon (:)

A colon is used to introduce a list.
To make an omelette we need the following: eggs, milk,
cheese, salt and pepper.

Brackets ( )

Brackets are used to separate extra information from
the rest of the sentence.
The Taj Mahal (built between 1622 and 1653) is an
amazing place to visit.

Apostrophe (‘)

An apostrophe is used:
•   in short forms to show that one or more letters or

numbers have been left out.
    She’s (= she is) cooking dinner.
     This shop opened in ’89. (= 1989) 
•   before or after the possessive -s to show ownership

or the relationship between people.
    Rob’s dog, my mum’s brother (singular noun + ‘s)

the twins’ parents (plural noun + ‘ )
     the children’s toys (irregular plural + ‘s)

Grammar Reference
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Informal vs Formal speech

Informal speech

Informal speech is used when the speaker is speaking
in an intimate, personal way, without preparation; for
example, in an everyday conversation in real life (in
the canteen, in the street, etc.) or over the phone. The
speaker sounds friendly and casual.

Informal speech is characterised by:
•   everyday phrases or slang vocabulary.
     Here you are, I did my best, Thanks!, Sorry?
•   short verb forms. 
     I’m from York.
•   short simple sentences with simple grammatical

structures.
     I really love pizza.
•   delaying expressions.
     Well, Oh!
•   informal phrasal verbs.
     What’s up?
•   omission of words.
     Seen John? instead of Have you seen John?

Formal speech

Formal speech is used when the speaker has prepared
beforehand what he or she is saying; for example,
when making a presentation or delivering an official
speech. The speaker sounds polite and official.

Formal speech is characterised by:
•   more advanced vocabulary.
     Therefore, it is our responsibility to ...
•   full verb forms.
     We are considering ...
•   longer sentences
     I would like to thank you for inviting me tonight to ...
•   no use of phrasal verbs.
     The meeting was cancelled instead of The meeting

was called off.
•   the passive voice.

It has been reported ...

Informal vs Formal writing

Informal writing takes a personal emotional tone.
Authors often use the first person point of view (I, we),
or they can address the reader using the second
person (you, your). This style is mainly used in
postcards, notes, emails / letters to a friend, stories,
blogs, forums, text messages, jokes and diary entries.

Informal style is characterised by: 
•   everyday language with figures of speech

(metaphors, similes, etc) and omitted words.
Informal writing takes a personal tone, as if
speaking directly to an audience (the reader)

•   short sentences. I can’t wait to go.
•   contractions (I’m) and abbreviations (TV, photos)

whenever possible.
•   imperatives.

Remember to call Joan.
•   the active voice. 

They report that ...
•   extra punctuation.

It is!!!!!!!!

Formal writing takes an impersonal objective tone.
Authors often use the third person point of view
(They, It). This style is mainly used in business letters,
professional emails, reports, memos, essays, news
articles, official speeches, biographies, job adverts,
brochures, scientific books and in letters to an editor
or person in authority.

Formal style is characterised by:
•   longer, more complex sentences without using

emotive punctuation, e.g. exclamation marks.
Each main point needs to be introduced,
elaborated and concluded.

•   full words.
It is possible rather than It’s possible.
Acronyms e.g. EU, NATO can be used.

•   no imperatives. 
Please refer to ...

•   the passive voice.
It is reported ...

Types of texts

Descriptive texts deal with factual information about
people, places or scenes. Technical descriptions are
impersonal and contain specific information, without
mentioning the writer’s feelings or moods.

Narrative texts tell a story. They are characterised by
time sequence signals e.g. first, after that, then, a few
minutes later etc. Narrative texts deal mainly with
changes in time, i.e. with actions and events. They are
found in short stories, novels, biographies, anecdotes,
diaries, news, stories and reports.

Expository texts explain facts and information. They
are characterised by headings, words in bold, charts,
graphs and captions. 

Argumentative texts present arguments for or
against a problem. Arguments need to be objective
and linked with appropriate linkers.

Instructive texts tell readers what to do. They are
characterised by the use of the imperative and a sequence
of actions. They can be directions, regulations, rules, etc.

Persuasive texts try to convince readers to take a
certain opinion or perform a certain action. They will
use emotive words in order to have an effect on the
reader.

Style
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Speaking Bank

Introducing a theme Changing the theme

• I’d like to say something
about ...

• To change the subject ...
• Something else...
• I’d like to say something
else. 

Enumerating
Asking to change
the theme

• In the first place, ... in the
second place, ... etc

• First, ... then, ... then, ...
• ... and ... and ...
• For one thing ... for another ...

• I'd like to ask you
something else.

Coming to an end

• Finally, ...  • In conclusion ...
• To finish, I should like to say ...

Exemplifying

• For example ... / For instance ...
• ... and so on.

Summarising

• To sum up ... • In brief ...

Introducing a theme

Hesitating Changing the theme

• ... you know  ...
• ... now let me think ... 
• ... just a moment.
• ... what's the word for it?
• How shall I put it ?

• I see.
• Yes / No.
• Oh!; Really.
• Indeed.

Correcting oneself
Encouraging
to continue

• No ... ; Sorry ... ; I mean ... ;
• That's not (exactly) what I
meant to say.

• Let me try / start again.
• That is to say ...

• Do go on.

Emphasising

• ... especially ... 
• Please note that ... 
• It is important (that / to) ... 
• Now this is important.
• I must stress the fact that ... 

Following the discourse

A presentation needs to be well organised and clearly
signposted to help the audience. Functional phrases are
used for: 

functions examples

greetings
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
etc

introducing Let me start by saying ... etc.

stating the purpose The focus of this presentation is ... etc.

referring to visuals As you can see from this diagram ... etc.

recommending I’d like to propose that ... etc.

giving an overview To sum up, then, ... etc.

dealing with
questions

I’d be glad to answer any questions. etc

concluding Thank you for your time. etc

Asking for repetition
Repeating what
has been said

• (I beg your) pardon?
• What did you say please?
• (Sorry) could you say that again
(please)?  • Could you repeat that
please?  • Sorry ...  • Did you say ... ?

• Do you mean to say that ... ?

• I said ...
• What I said
was ...

• I said that ...

Asking for clarification

• (Sorry) What does X mean?  • What
do you mean by X?  • What is X?

• Could you explain that, please?

Repeating / Confirming / Clarifying

Asking if one has
been understood

Responding

• Is that clear?
• Do you understand (now)?
• Do you mean ...?

• Perhaps you mean ...
• I think you mean ...
• X perhaps ...

Clarifying

• approximation: use of an L2 word with the essential
features of the target word e.g. ‘new’ for ‘modern’.

• paraphrase: use of an L2 phrase to describe something
e.g. It’s an animal with a tall neck. (giraffe)

• appeal for assistance: e.g. What is this in English?
• comprehension check: to check someone has
understood e.g. OK? / Right? / Do you understand?

• request for clarification: if you haven’t understood
e.g. What do you mean? / Can you repeat that?

• back-channel cues: to show you are following 
e.g. Uh-huh / Yeah / Right 

• self-repair: correct yourself e.g. Mr Smith gave out the
homework. She ... no, he ... wants it completed by Friday.

• confirmation check: repeating speakers’ words to
confirm e.g. “Meet me at 6:00.” “At 6:00. Right.”

• pauses / pause-fillers: for time to think e.g. uh / er / umm

Techniques to maintain
a conversation 

Making a presentation 
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Unit 1 – Living together

(p. 9) 

ambitious \œm"bIS´s\ (adj) = hoping to be
successful 

annoying \´"nOIIN\ (adj) = making people
feel angry or impatient 

anxious \"œNkS´s\ (adj) = unhappy
because you think about a problem 

arrogant \"œr´g´nt\ (adj) = believing that
you are better or more important
than other people 

behave \bI"heIv\ (v) = to act in a specific
way 

bold \b´Uld\ (adj) = courageous; ready to
take risks 

bossy \"bÅsi\ (adj) = telling other people
what to do

bracelet \"breIsl´t\ (n) = a piece of
jewellery worn around the wrist

brave \breIv\ (adj) = courageous; not
afraid to do sth dangerous

carefree \"ke´fri…\ (adj) = not having any
problems, worries or responsibilities 

cold \k´Uld\ (n) = a very low temperature
colourful \"køl´f´l\ (adj) = having intense
varied colours

colourful clothes (phr) = clothes having
bright or a lot of different colours

common sense (phr) = the natural
ability to make good judgements,
and to behave in a practical and
sensible way 

country \"køntri\ (n) = a nation or state
courageous \k´"reIdZ´s\ (adj) = brave;
not afraid to do sth dangerous

dark \dA…k\ (adj) = (of hair, eyes or skin)
black or brown

dark hair (phr) = black or brown hair
easy-going \Æi…zi "g´UIN\ (adj) = calm and
tolerant 

embarrass \Im"bœr´s\ (v) = to cause sb
to feel nervous, worried or
uncomfortable 

facial \"feIS´l\ (adj) = relating to the face
facial tattoo (phr) = a permanent mark
or design made on the face

fight \faIt\ (v) = to use physical force to
defeat sb or a group of people

forgetful \f´"getf´l\ (adj) = rarely
remembering things 

frank \frœNk\ (adj) = honest and truthful 
friendly \"frendli\ (adj) = kind and
pleasant

generous \"dZen´r´s\ (adj) = giving other
people money and gifts 

good manners (phr) = polite behaviour
that shows respect for people 

grumpy \"grømpi\ (adj) = easily annoyed
and complaining 

guest \gest\ (n) = a person who receives
hospitality at the home of another
person

happy \"hœpi\ (adj) = feeling pleased
hardworking \ÆhA…d"w‰…kIN\ (adj) = putting
a lot of hard effort into a job

helpful \"helpf´l\ (adj) = loving and caring 
honest \"ÅnIst\ (adj) = always telling the
truth 

hunter \"hønt´\ (n) = a person who hunts
animals for food or for sport

impatient \Im"peIS´nt\ (adj) = unable to
wait too long for sth to happen 

lie \laI\ (v) = to not tell the truth 
looks \lUks\ (pl n) = the attractive
appearance of sb 

mean \mi…n\ (adj) = cruel or unkind 
messy \"mesi\ (adj) = untidy 
mountain \"maUnt´n\ (n) = a land mass
that projects well above its
surroundings, higher than a hill

necklace \"nekl´s\ (n) = a piece of
jewellery consisting of a cord or
chain, often bearing gems, worn
around the neck (especially by
women)

noisy \"nOIzi\ (adj) = making a lot of noise 
nomadic tribe (phr) = a group of people
who have no fixed home and move
according to the seasons from place
to place in search of food, water, etc

nosey \"n´Uzi\ (adj) = extremely curious
and wanting to know everything
about others 

open-minded \Æ´Up´n "maIndId\ (adj) =
willing to consider and accept ideas
that are new or different from your
own 

outgoing \"aUtg´UIN\ (adj) = sociable 
pale \peIl\ (adj) = very light / white
peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = quiet and calm

people \"pi…p´l\ (n) = all the members of a
particular nation, community or
ethnic group

polite \p´"laIt\ (adj) = having good
manners

responsible \rI"spÅns´b´l\ (adj) = able to
think logically 

rosy \"r´Uzi\ (adj) = (of a person's skin)
having a healthy pink complexion

rosy cheeks (phr) = the soft part of the
face below each of the eyes having a
healthy pink colour

rude \ru…d\ (adj) = not polite 
sad \sœd\ (adj) = unhappy 
scarf \skA…f\ (n) = a piece of cloth that
you wear around your neck or head,
usually to keep yourself warm

self-confident \Æself "kÅnfId´nt\ (adj) =
feeling sure about your value or
abilities 

sensible \"sensIb´l\ (adj) = based on logic
rather than emotion 

sensibly \"sensIbli\ (adv) = reasonably 
sensitive \"sensItIv\ (adj) = easily worried
or offended 

shy \SaI\ (adj) = not very confident; easily
embarrassed 

slim \slIm\ (adj) = attractively thin
sociable \"s´US´b´l\ (adj) = enjoying being
with people 

take pride in (phr) = to be proud of 
tan \tœn\ (adj) = (of a person's skin)
having a dark colour

tan skin (phr) = skin having a dark
colour

truthful \"tru…Tf´l\ (adj) = not telling lies
about things 

vain \veIn\ (adj) = having a very high
opinion of your appearance, abilities
or worth 

village \"vIlIdZ\ (n) = a community of
people smaller than a town

warm \wO…m\ (adj) = (of a person) feeling
or showing friendship and affection

wear \we´\ (v) = to use or have sth as
clothing over part of your body

weaver \"wi…v´\ (n) = a person who
makes cloth, carpets, baskets, etc

worried \"wørid\ (adj) = uneasy;
concerned 

(adj)    adjective 
(adv)   adverb 
(conj)  conjunction 
(idm)   idiom

(n)         noun 
(phr)     phrase 
(phr v)  phrasal verb 
(pl n)     plural noun 

(pp)            past participle 
(prep)        preposition 
(prep phr)  prepositional phrase 
(pres p)     present participle

(pron) pronoun 
(v)       verb 
(sb)    somebody 
(sth)   something

Abbreviations

WL1
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1a (pp. 10-11)

arrival \´"raIv´l\ (n) = the act of coming
to or reaching a place

arrow \"œr´U\ (n) = a long slender pointed
weapon that is shot from a bow

as they please (phr) = whenever they
want to

attached (to) \´"tœtSt\ (adj) = connected
to

baboon \b´"bu…n\ (n) = a type of large
monkey found in Africa and Asia

be better off (phr) = to be in better
condition or more favourable
circumstances than sb else

belongings \bI"lÅNINz\ (pl n) = the things
that you own or have

be over (phr) = to no longer occur,
happen or take place

berry \"beri\ (n) = any small juicy fruit,
such as a strawberry or raspberry

bow \b´U\ (n) = a long thin piece of wood
bent into a curve by a tightly
stretched string, used for shooting
arrows

bug \bøg\ (n) = a harmful microorganism
camp \kœmp\ (n) = a place where tents
or huts are set up e.g. by soldiers,
nomads or travellers

camp elder (phr) = an older person,
usually a leader, of a community

celebration \Æsel´"breIS´n\ (n) =
an important event, occasion or
holiday

completely \k´m"pli…tli\ (adv) = entirely;
absolutely

count \"kaUnt\ (v) = to calculate the
number of people or things in
a group

crop \krÅp\ (n) = a plant grown in large
quantities for food

curly \"k‰…li\ (adj) = (of hair) in the form of
tight curves and spirals

departure \dI"pA…tS´\ (n) = the act of
leaving a place

dive in \ÆdaIv "In\ (phr v) = to start eating
in a very enthusiastic way

easy-going \Æi…zi "g´UIN\ (adj) = calm and
tolerant

effect (on) \I"fekt\ (n) = a change in sb
that results when sth is done or
happens

elder \"eld´\ (n) = (of a tribe) an important
old person

extreme \Ik"stri…m\ (adj) = great
filled (with) \fIld\ (adj) = having a lot of
sth

fit \fIt\ (adj) = healthy and strong
free (from) \fri…\ (adj) = not controlled or
restricted by sth

gather \"gœD´\ (v) = to collect
generous \"dZen´r´s\ (adj) = giving other
people money and gifts

get close to (phr) = to get to know sb
better; to become friends with sb

go hunting (phr) = to start searching for
food

grow crops (phr) = to cultivate plants to
eat

hang \hœN\ (v) = to have the top part
fixed to a place and the bottom part
free

heat \hi…t\ (n) = the quality of being hot
homeland \"h´Umlœnd\ (n) = our native
country

hunt \hønt\ (v) = to chase animals and
birds for food or for sport

hunt \hønt\ (n) = chasing animals and
birds for food or for sport

hunter-gatherer \Æhønt´ "gœD´r´\ (n) = a
member of a nomadic people who
live by hunting, fishing and gathering
plants

hunter-gatherer tribe (phr) = a group of
people surviving by hunting animals
and gathering plants

hunting knife (phr) = an instrument with
a blade fixed into a handle, used for
cutting or as a weapon

I can’t help doing sth (phr) = I can't
prevent myself from doing sth

in person (phr) = face-to-face
in short supply (phr) = not enough
interpreter \In"t‰…prIt´\ (n) = a person
who translates orally from one
language into another

invite \In"vaIt\ (v) = to ask sb to come
somewhere

it is only a matter of time (phr) = sth will
definitely happen in the future

keep track of (phr) = to remain informed
of sth

keep track of time (phr) = to pay
attention to time

land \lœnd\ (n) = a piece of countryside
lean \li…n\ (adj) = thin and healthy
live off \"lIv Åf\ (phr v) = to get your food
from sth

matter of time (phr) = used to show that
sth will definitely happen in the future

meaning \"mi…nIN\ (n) = sense or
significance

native \"neItIv\ (adj) = (of a language)
local

native language (phr) = sb’s first
language, the mother tongue

nature \"neItS´\ (n) = all the animals,
plants and other things in the world
that are not made by people

niece \ni…s\ (n) = a daughter of one's
brother or sister

plan for the future (phr) = to think about
and decide what you are going to do
in your life

pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = to go
somewhere and take sth

poor \pO…\ (adj) = of bad quality; not good
possessions \p´"zeS´nz\ (pl n) = the
things that you own or have

prepare \prI"pe´\ (v) = to get ready for sth
provide \pr´"vaId\ (v) = to make sth
available to sb

raise animals (phr) = to take care of
animals until they are completely
grown

religion \rI"lIdZ´n\ (n) = belief in and
worship of a god or gods

responsibility \rIÆspÅns´"bIl´ti\ (n) = sth
that you should do because it is
morally right or legally required

seem \si…m\ (v) = to give the impression
set off \Æset "Åf\ (phr v) = to start to go
somewhere

share \Se´\ (v) = to divide sth between
two or more people

short supply (phr) = a small amount of
sth available

skin belt (phr) = a band of leather worn
around the waist

slim \slIm\ (adj) = attractively thin
soil \sOIl\ (n) = the top layer of earth in
which plants grow

sth is a matter of time (phr) = sth will
definitely happen

thrilled \TrIld\ (adj) = excited; extremely
pleased

tribe \traIb\ (n) = a group of people of the
same race, with the same language
and customs

tribesman \"traIbzm´n\ (n) = a member of
a tribe

valley \"vœli\ (n) = a low area of land
between hills or mountains, typically
with a river or stream flowing through it

walk away \ÆwO…k ´"weI\ (phr v) = to leave
a place, situation or person

wander \"wÅnd´\ (v) = to walk aimlessly
wonder (about) \"wønd´\ (v) = to be
curious or in doubt about sth

worry \"wøri\ (n) = a strong feeling of
anxiety

WL2
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1b (pp. 12-13)

adolescence \Æœd´"les´ns\ (n) = the
period between childhood and
adulthood; the teens 

adulthood \"œdølthUd\ (n) = the period in
life when sb is fully grown 

break down \ÆbreIk "daUn\ (phr v) = 1. (of
machines) to stop working properly;
2. to become very upset and start
crying 

break into \"breIk Int´\ (phr v) = to enter
a place by using force in order to
steal sth 

break off \ÆbreIk "Åf\ (phr v) = to end
a relationship or agreement 

break out \ÆbreIk "aUt\ (phr v) = (of a fire /
war / disease) to start suddenly 

break up \ÆbreIk "øp\ (phr v) = (of a
couple) to split up 

care (about) \ke´\ (v) = to be concerned
about sb 

childhood \"tSaIldhUd\ (n) = the period of
life before teens 

count on \"kaUnt An\ (phr v) = to rely on
sb

crawl \krO…l\ (v) = to move on your hands
and knees 

disagree (with) \ÆdIs´"gri…\ (v) = to have a
different opinion from sb else about
sth 

get a promotion (phr) = to move to
a higher level in a company or
institution 

get married (phr) = to begin a legal
relationship with sb as your husband
or wife 

graduate \"grœdZueIt\ (v) = to finish
school, college or university 

hardworking \ÆhA…d"w‰…kIN\ (adj) =
working with a lot of effort

indifferent (to) \In"dIf´r´nt\ (adj) =
uninterested; unconcerned 

infancy \"Inf´nsi\ (n) = the period of sb’s
life when they are a very young child 

insecure \ÆInsI"kjU´\ (adj) = not confident
about your abilities, knowledge, etc. 

lazy \"leIzi\ (adj) = unwilling to work or
make an effort 

part-time job (phr) = a job in which you
work only for part of the day or the
week 

pay attention to (phr) = to listen to sb /
sth carefully

polite \p´"laIt\ (adj) = behaving in a correct
way when you are with other people

properly \"prÅp´li\ (adv) = in the right way 
quiet \"kwaI´t\ (adj) = peaceful and calm 

retire \rI"taI´\ (v) = to leave your job and
stop working completely because of
age 

shaved head (phr) = a head with all its
hair removed with a razor 

single-parent family (phr) = a family
consisting of either a mother or
a father, but not both 

start a family (phr) = to decide to have
children in order to create a household 

stingy \"stIndZi\ (adj) = reluctant to give or
spend; not generous 

Vocabulary plus (p. 14)

athletic \œT"letIk\ (adj) = physically
strong, fit and active 

bald \bO…ld\ (adj) = having little or no hair
on the top of your head 

beard \bI´d\ (n) = hair growing on
a man's chin and cheeks 

build \bIld\ (n) = the size and shape of a
person's body 

complexion \k´m"plekS´n\ (n) = the skin
colour of the face 

daughter \"dO…t´\ (n) = your female child 
fair \fe´\ (adj) = (of hair) light-coloured 
father-in-law \"fA…D´r In ÆlO…\ (n) = the
father of your husband or wife 

flat \flœt\ (adj) = (of a nose) having a
smooth, level or even surface 

freckles \"frek´lz\ (pl n) = small brownish
spots on the skin, usually developed
by exposure to sunlight 

frizzy \"frIzi\ (adj) = (of hair) very tightly
curled 

full \fUl\ (adj) = (of lips) thick 
hazel \"heIz´l\ (adj) = having a light
brown or yellowish brown colour 

hooked \hUkt\ (adj) = (of a nose) large
and curved 

lip \lIp\ (n) = each of the two fleshy parts
which form the upper and lower
edges of the opening of the mouth 

middle-aged \ÆmIdl "eIdZd\ (adj) = being
about 45 to 65 years old 

mother-in-law \"møD´r In ÆlO…\ (n) = the
mother of your husband or wife 

moustache \m´"stA…S\ (n) = hair growing
on a man's upper lip 

nephew \"nefju…\ (n) = the son of your
brother or sister 

niece \ni…s\ (n) = the daughter of your
brother or sister 

of average height (phr) = of medium
height; neither very tall nor very short 

oval \"´Uv´l\ (adj) = having the shape of
an egg 

overweight \Æ´Uv´"weIt\ (adj) = having
excess weight 

pale \peIl\ (adj) = having less skin colour
than normal 

plump \plømp\ (adj) = rather fat 
shoulder-length \"S´Uld´ leNT\ (adj) = (of
hair) long enough to reach the
shoulders 

skinny \"skIni\ (adj) = very thin 
slim \slIm\ (adj) = attractively thin 
son \søn\ (n) = your male child 
straight \streIt\ (adj) = (of hair) not
curving 

thin \TIn\ (adj) = with very little or no fat 
wavy \"weIvi\ (adj) = (of hair) slightly
curled 

well-built \Æwel "bIlt\ (adj) = having
a good strong body construction 

wrinkle \"rINk´l\ (n) = each of the lines on
the skin caused by old age 

1c (p. 14)

chores to do (phr) = tasks, such as
cleaning, that need to be done
regularly in a home 

close relationships (phr) = the members
of your family; your relatives 

complain \k´m"pleIn\ (v) = to say that you
are annoyed, unhappy or not satisfied 

cooperation \k´UÆÅp´"reIS´n\ (n) =
willingness to work together with sb 

have company (phr) = to be or spend
time with another person

hurt sb’s feelings (phr) = to make sb
feel very upset, unhappy, sad, etc

live a long life (phr) = to be alive for
many years 

peace and quiet (phr) = a situation in
which you are not annoyed by noise
or other people 

younger generation (phr) = a group of
people at an earlier stage of life

1d (p. 15)

caretaker \"ke´teIk´\ (n) = a person who
takes care of other people 

extended family (phr) = a family
consisting of the parents and their
children, along with grandparents,
grandchildren, aunts, uncles,
cousins, etc 

get all the attention (phr) = to make all
the members of your family be
interested in you 

hang out (with) \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = to
spend time enjoying yourself in a
particular place with other people 
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independent \ÆIndI"pend´nt\ (adj) = not
needing to rely on others 

lack \lœk\ (v) = to not have enough of sth 
lonely \"l´Unli\ (adj) = making you feel
unhappy because there is nobody to
talk to 

nuclear family (phr) = a family
consisting of the parents and their
children, but not including aunts,
uncles, grandparents, etc 

only child \"´Unli ÆtSaIld\ (n) = a person
who has no brothers or sisters

selfish \"selfIS\ (adj) = caring only about
yourself 

share secrets (phr) = to talk about sth
that you've kept hidden 

siblings \"sIblINz\ (pl n) = brothers and
sisters 

spoilt \spOIlt\ (adj) = (of a child) rude
because of always being given what
they want 

strength \streNT\ (n) = physical energy 
trustworthy \"trøstÆw‰…Di\ (adj) = honest 

1e (pp. 16-17)

balance \"bœl´ns\ (v) = to keep two
different things in the correct
proportions 

beneficial \Æben´"fIS´l\ (adj) = helpful;
useful 

body language (phr) = the movements
or positions by which you show other
people how you are feeling 

close friend (phr) = a friend that you
love very much 

clothing \"kl´UDIN\ (n) = the things that
people wear to cover their bodies 

convenient \k´n"vi…ni´nt\ (adj) = easy to
use 

demonstrate \"dem´nstreIt\ (v) = to show
effective \I"fektIv\ (adj) = producing the
desired result 

eye contact (phr) = looking straight at sb 
face-to-face communication (phr) =
talking to sb in person 

facial expression (phr) = the look on sb's
face showing what they think and feel 

financially \faI"nœnS´li\ (adv) = relating to
money 

get in touch with (phr) = to make
contact with sb 

grow up \Ægr´U "øp\ (phr v) = to become
older 

income \"INk´m\ (n) = the money you
receive from your work 

lack privacy (phr) = to not have enough
time on your own 

miss out on \ÆmIs "aUt Ån\ (phr v) = to not
have the opportunity to do sth I enjoy 

pursue a career (phr) = to continue
doing a job you've been trained for,
over a long period of time 

quality time (phr) = the time that you
spend with sb who is very important
to you, e.g. your children

recognition \Ærek´g"nIS´n\ (n) = respect
and thanks for sb's efforts 

role model (phr) = a person regarded as
a good example to follow 

set a good example (phr) = to serve as
a pattern to be imitated by others 

take care of (phr) = to look after 

CLIL 1 (p. 18)

affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to have an impact on
sb / sth

allow \´"laU\ (v) = to make it possible for
sth to happen

assemble \´"semb´l\ (v) = to make sth by
putting different parts together 

citizen \"sItIz´n\ (n) = sb who lives in a
country, city, etc

community \k´"mju…n´ti\ (n) = a group of
people living in a specific area

connect (with) \k´"nekt\ (v) = to
communicate with

consider \k´n"sId´\ (v) = to think about
sth carefully

create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to make sth new 
culture \"køltS´\ (n) = all the traditions
and beliefs of a society

flow \fl´U\ (v) = to move freely 
gadget \"gœdZIt\ (n) = a small mechanical
or electronic device 

global \"gl´Ub´l\ (adj) = relating to the
whole world 

globalisation \Ægl´Ub´laI"zeIS´n\ (n) = the
process of international growth and
cooperation

global solution (phr) = a way of dealing
with a problem that affects the whole
world

high-tech \ÆhaI "tek\ (adj) = using the
latest, most advanced technology

inner-city factory (phr) = a building in
the centre of a city where products
are made 

link \lINk\ (v) = to connect
local \"l´Uk´l\ (adj) = relating to an area
where you live

marketplace \"mA…kItpleIs\ (n) = the
world of business and trade

member \"memb´\ (n) = sb that belongs
to a group

nation \"neIS´n\ (n) = the group of people
who live in a country

national \"nœS´n´l\ (adj) = relating to an
entire country

obligation \ÆÅblI"geIS´n\ (n) = a duty
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to understand
correctly

responsibility \rIÆspÅns´"bIl´ti\ (n) = sth
that is your job or duty to deal with

rural \"rU´r´l\ (adj) = existing in, or related
to, the countryside

solution \s´"lu…S´n\ (n) = the answer to a
question or problem

spread \spred\ (v) = to become known
by more and more people

trade \treId\ (n) = the activity of buying,
selling or exchanging goods

Culture Spot (p. 18)

colony \"kÅl´ni\ (n) = a country controlled
by a more powerful country

diverse \daI"v‰…s\ (adj) = of a large variety 
ethnic group (phr) = a group of people
from the same country and culture 

ethnicity /eT"nIs´ti/ (n) = an ethnic group
former \"fO…m´\ (adj) = existing in the past
make up \ÆmeIk "øp\ (phr v) = to form sth
migrant /"maIgr´nt/ (n) = sb who has
moved to a foreign country to live or
work

mixture \"mIkstS´\ (n) = several different
things / people put together 

population \ÆpÅpj´"leIS´n\ (n) = all the
people that live in one town, city,
country, etc 

Progress Check (pp. 19-20)

beat \bi…t\ (n) = rhythm
blanket \"blœNkIt\ (v) = (of snow) to cover
custom \"køst´m\ (n) = a habit or tradition
that has existed for a long time

dome \d´Um\ (n) = (of a building) a
curved roof

dome-shaped \d´UmSeIpt\ (adj) = having
the shape of a dome

frown on \ÆfraUn "Ån\ (phr v) = to
disapprove of

people \"pi…pl\ (n) = race; nation
respect \rI"spekt\ (v) = to value; to honour
remote \rI"m´Ut\ (adj) = isolated
supervise \"su…p´vaIz\ (v) = to control; to
handle

tradition \tr´ÆdIS´n\ (n) = sth (a custom,
belief, story) that has been handed
down from generation to generation 
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Unit 2 – Survival

(p. 21) 

a river bursts its banks (phr) = water
from the river goes on to the land

bank \bœNk\ (n) = the sloping land
beside a river, stream, etc 

basement \"beIsm´nt\ (n) = a floor built
below ground level 

break out \ÆbreIk "aUt\ (phr v) = (of a war,
fire etc) to begin suddenly

building collapse (phr) = the act of a
building falling down

bury \"beri\ (v) = to cover sth so that it
can't be seen

car crash (phr) = an instance of a car
being damaged by hitting sth

collapse \k´"lœps\ (v) = to fall down
suddenly because of damage

drought \draUt\ (n) = a long period of
time during which there is very little
or no rain

drowning \"draUnIN\ (n) = the act of dying
in water because you cannot breathe 

earthquake \"‰…TkweIk\ (n) = a sudden
shaky movement of the earth's
surface 

evacuate \I"vœkjueIt\ (v) = to remove
people from a dangerous place to a
safe one 

factory fire (phr) = an accident in which
a factory catches fire

flood \flød\ (n) = a large amount of
overflowing water 

food poisoning (phr) = an illness caused
by eating food that contains harmful
bacteria

gas leak (phr) = an escape of gas
through a hole

mud \mød\ (n) = wet soil 
oil spill (phr) = a release of oil into the
environment, discharged from a ship,
lorry, etc 

plane crash (phr) = an instance of a
plane being damaged by hitting sth

rock \rÅk\ (n) = a large mass of stone
forming the surface of the Earth

shipwreck \"SIprek\ (n) = a ship that has
been destroyed in an accident at sea 

sink \sINk\ (v) = to go down below the
surface of water

spill \spIl\ (v) = to let liquid flow over the
edge of a container by accident

tornado \tO…"neId´U\ (n) = a powerful
destructive wind 

train crash (phr) = an instance of a train
being damaged by hitting sth

tsunami \tsU"nA…mi\ (n) = a very large
wave of water 

volcanic eruption (phr) = an explosion
which causes burning rocks to be
thrown out of a volcano 

witness \"wItn´s\ (v) = to see sth while
happening 

2a (pp. 22-23)

adapter \´"dœpt´\ (n) = a device used to
connect two pieces of equipment
that were not designed to be
connected

against the odds (phr) = despite many
difficulties 

amazingly \´"meIzINli\ (adv) = in a way
that causes surprise and wonder 

bang \bœN\ (n) = a sudden loud noise
break \breIk\ (v) = to separate sth into
parts or pieces in a sudden and
forceful way

breathe out \bri…D "aUt\ (phr v) = to expel
air out of your lungs

bump \bømp\ (v) = to hit your head, arm,
etc against sth

carbon dioxide \ÆkA…b´n daI"ÅksaId\ (n) =
a gas produced by animals and
people breathing out 

carry out \ Ækœri "aUt\ (phr v) = to perform
a task or planned operation 

catastrophe \k´"tœstr´fi\ (n) = a terrible
disaster

circuit \"s‰…kIt\ (n) = the complete path of
an electric current 

clear \klI´\ (v) = to free the air from
pollution 

command module \k´"mA…nd ÆmÅdju…l\ (n)
= the part of a spacecraft in which
the astronauts live, communicate
with a ground station and operate
controls during a flight

conserve \k´n"s‰…v\ (v) = to preserve 
cope (with) \k´Up\ (v) = to succeed in
dealing with sth difficult

crew \kru…\ (n) = those who work on
means of transport, such as planes,
ships, etc 

damaged \"dœmIdZd\ (adj) = harmed
deal with \"di…l wID\ (phr v) = to cope with 
depend (on) \dI"pend\ (v) = to rely on 
doom \du…m\ (v) = to make sb or sth
certain to fail

electricity supply (phr) = the process of
providing a form of energy carried
through wires 

enclosed \In"kl´Uzd\ (adj) = (of space)
completely surrounded by sth

equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = machines
used for a particular purpose 

escape (from) \I"skeIp\ (v) = to get away
from a dangerous place or situation

explode \Ik"spl´Ud\ (v) = to burst loudly
and violently

explosion \Ik"spl´UZ´n\ (n) = a violent
release of energy caused by
a chemical or nuclear reaction

face \feIs\ (v) = to have to deal with
a problem or an unpleasant situation 

find out \ÆfaInd "aUt\ (phr v) = to discover
flash \flœS\ (v) = to give off bright light
suddenly or in repeated bursts

furiously \"fjU´ri´`sli\ (adv) = with a lot of
energy or speed

go down in history (phr) = to be
remembered for having done sth
important

go wrong (phr) = to turn out other than
intended

highly-trained \ÆhaIli "treInd\ (adj) = being
taught the skills needed to do sth to
a great degree

hit \hIt\ (v) = to touch sb or sth in
a forceful or violent way after moving
at a high speed

in charge of (phr) = having responsibility
for

injure \"IndZ´\ (v) = to harm sb
land \lœnd\ (v) = to return to the ground
after a flight 

landing \"lœndIN\ (n) = the act of
returning to the ground after a flight

leak \li…k\ (v) = (of a container) to let
liquid or gas escape through a crack
or hole

lifeboat \"laIfb´Ut\ (n) = a boat that
rescues people in danger at sea 

lift-off \"lIft Åf\ (n) = the upward
movement from the ground by
a rocket, helicopter or space vehicle,
as it begins flight

look out \ÆlUk "aUt\ (phr v) = to see from
within to the outside

lunar module \"lu…n´ ÆmÅdju…l\ (n) = a
separate spaceship used to carry
two of the three astronauts on a
spacecraft to the surface of the
Moon and back to the spacecraft

manned mission (phr) = a flight by
a spacecraft to perform a specific
task, which is equipped with people

meteor \"mi…ti´\ (n) = a piece of rock or
metal that burns brightly in the sky
as it falls from outer space into the
Earth's atmosphere
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minor problem (phr) = a small matter
that is difficult to deal with

mission \"mIS´n\ (n) = a flight by an
aircraft or spacecraft to perform
a specific task

nightmare \"naItme´\ (n) = a very
upsetting or frightening dream or
situation

(there is / we have) no time to lose
(phr) = we must do sth as soon as
possible

obstacle \"Åbst´k´l\ (n) = sth that gets in
your way and makes it difficult to
achieve sth

Oscar-winning \"Åsk´ ÆwInIN\ (adj) =
successful in receiving an Oscar
(a small statue that is awarded by the
American film industry to the best
actors, movies, directors, etc, of the
year)

oxygen \"ÅksIdZ´n\ (n) = a gas present in
the air which is necessary for survival 

oxygen tank (phr) = a container holding
a gas present in the air which is
necessary for survival 

plot \plÅt\ (n) = a series of events that
form the story in a novel or movie

power supply (phr) = the process of
providing electricity

proof \pru…f\ (n) = a piece of evidence
which shows that sth is true 

put together \ÆpUt t´"geD´\ (phr v) = to
make a machine joining different
parts

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make sth smaller
in size or amount 

re-enter \Æri… "ent´\ (v) = (of a spacecraft)
to enter the Earth's atmosphere
again

rescue \"reskju…\ (v) = to save sb from a
dangerous situation

responsible (for) \rI"spÅns´b´l\ (adj) = in
charge of

routine check (phr) = a usual or regular
examination

run out of \Ærøn "aUt ´v\ (phr v) = to have
no more of sth 

safe level (phr) = an amount of sth that
cannot harm you

schedule \"Sedju…l\ (v) = to plan; to
arrange 

scratch \skrœtS\ (v) = to make a small
shallow cut on the skin with a sharp
object 

space flight (phr) = a trip made by, or in,
a spacecraft

spacecraft \"speIskrA…ft\ (n) = a vehicle
used for travel in outer space

splash down \ÆsplœS "daUn\ (phr v) = to
land on the water causing it to
spatter

sth will go down in history (phr) = sth is
so important that it will be
remembered

superstitious \Æsu…p´"stIS´s\ (adj) =
believing that certain things bring
good or bad luck 

survival \s´"vaIv´l\ (n) = remaining alive 
survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to continue to exist
or live 

to everyone's relief (phr) = feeling
relaxed after sth unpleasant stops or
does not happen

trail \treIl\ (n) = a line of marks that are
left behind by sb or sth, and that can
often be followed

transfer \trœns"f‰…\ (v) = to move from
one place to another

twist \twIst\ (v) = to bend or turn sth into
a shape or position that is not normal 

warning lights (phr) = cautionary signs
of danger

2b (pp. 24-25)

depend (on) \dI"pend\ (v) = to rely on 
erupt \I"røpt\ (v) = (of a volcano) to throw
out steam, ash and lava

hear (about) \hI´\ (v) = to gain
information about sb / sth

hear from \"hI´ fr´m\ (phr v) = to receive
news from sb

hear of \"hI´r ´v\ (phr v) = to become
aware of sb / sth through second-
hand knowledge

inform \In"fO…m\ (v) = to tell sb about sth
put off \ÆpUt "Åf\ (phr v) = to postpone 
put on \ÆpUt "Ån\ (phr v) = to wear 
put out \ÆpUt "aUt\ (phr v) = to stop a fire
from burning 

put through \"pUt Tru…\ (phr v) = to make
a connection that allows a phone call
to take place

put up with \ÆpUt "øp wID\ (phr v) = to
tolerate 

shake with fear (phr) = to tremble from
feeling afraid

site \saIt\ (n) = an area of ground
suffer (from) \"søf´\ (v) = to experience
pain or displeasure

treat \tri…t\ (v) = to provide medical care

Vocabulary plus (p. 26)

boiling hot (phr) = extremely hot

bolt \b´Ult\ (n) = a discharge of lightning
accompanied by thunder

cap \kœp\ (n) = a close-fitting head
covering 

chilly \"tSIli\ (adj) = moderately cold
cloudy \"klaUdi\ (adj) = having many
clouds in the sky

cold \k´Uld\ (adj) = having a very low
temperature

deep \di…p\ (adj) = having a large
distance to the bottom from the
surface or highest point

drip \drIp\ (v) = (of a liquid) to fall in small
drops

foggy \"fÅgi\ (adj) = having or filled with
fog

freezing cold (phr) = extremely cold
frosty \"frÅsti\ (adj) = extremely cold
glove \gløv\ (n) = each of the coverings
for the hands that has separate parts
for each finger

heavy shower (phr) = a large fall of rain
of short duration

hurricane \"hørIk´n\ (n) = an extremely
large, powerful and destructive storm
with very strong winds

mild \maIld\ (adj) = (of weather) neither
extremely hot nor extremely cold

pour with rain (phr) = to rain hard
rainy \"reIni\ (adj) = having a lot of rain
ray \reI\ (n) = a narrow beam of light 
snowdrop \"sn´UdrÅp\ (n) = a small white
flower that blooms in early spring

snowflake \"sn´UfleIk\ (n) = a soft white
bit of frozen water that falls as snow 

snowy \"sn´Ui\ (adj) = having a lot of
snow

soaking wet (phr) = covered in water
stormy \"stO…mi\ (adj) = relating to very
bad weather with a lot of rain and
strong winds

sunny \"søni\ (adj) = having plenty of
bright sunlight

thick fog (phr) = such dense fog that
you can't see through it

thunder \"Tønd´\ (n) = the loud sound
heard after lightning 

windy \"wIndi\ (adj) = marked by strong
wind 

2c (p. 26)

a huge wall of black water (phr) = a tall
wave of very dark water

be pushed underwater (phr) = to be
forced under the water by sth / sb

broken wrist (phr) = the broken part of
the hand that is joined to the arm
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debris \"debri…\ (n) = pieces from sth that
has been destroyed 

float inside a hotel lobby (phr) = to
move lightly on the surface of water
inside the lobby of a hotel

freeze in fear (phr) = to be so afraid of
sth that you cannot move

grab onto a staircase (phr) = to hold
onto a set of stairs suddenly 

loud roar (phr) = a deep loud noise
stand on rooftops (phr) = to stand on
the tops of buildings 

terrifying \"ter´faIIN\ (adj) = causing great
fear

the tsunami strikes (phr) = a large tall
wave hits the shore

upside down cars (phr) = cars that have
been turned over by the weather

2d (p. 27)

both ... and \b´UT ... ´nd\ (conj): used to
say the same thing for two people /
things

compass \"kømp´s\ (n) = a device used
to find direction by means of a
needle that always points north

disturb \dI"st‰…b\ (v) = to bother; to upset 
first aid kit (phr) = a box containing
equipment needed to give immediate
medical help in an emergency

get lost (phr) = to lose direction
get stung (phr) = to have your skin
pierced by the sharp and pointed part
of an insect that usually contains
poison

hike \haIk\ (n) = a long walk in the
countryside, usually for pleasure 

hiker \"haIk´\ (n) = a person who walks a
long distance, especially for pleasure
or exercise

limp \lImp\ (v) = to walk in a slow and
awkward way because of an injury to
a leg or foot

map \mœp\ (n) = a drawing of particular
features of an area, such as a city, a
country or a continent 

painful \"peInf´l\ (adj) = causing a lot of
pain 

set out \Æset "aUt\ (phr v) = to begin a
journey 

sting \stIN\ (n) = an injury caused when
an insect bites you

to make matters worse (phr) = to add
sth that makes a bad situation worse

twisted ankle (phr) = the bent part of
the foot that is joined to the leg

wasp nest (phr) = the place where a
black-and-yellow flying insect that
can sting lays its eggs and takes
care of its young

2e (pp. 28-29)

a wind blows (phr) = a mass of air
moves with speed or force

canoe hire shop (phr) = a shop where
you pay to use a canoe

capsize \"kœpsaIz\ (v) = (of a boat) to turn
over

fear \fI´\ (n) = a feeling of being afraid
flow \fl´U\ (v) = (of liquid) to move in a
steady and continuous way

grab \grœb\ (v) = to take sth firmly and
suddenly 

relieved \rI"li…vd\ (adj) = relaxed and
happy because sth difficult or
unpleasant has been stopped

rushing water (phr) = water that is
moving very fast

stare (at) \ste´\ (v) = to look at sb / sth
for a long time, often with your eyes
wide open

to their horror (phr) = making sb
shocked or afraid

unbelievably \ÆønbI"li…v´bli\ (adv) =
incredibly

2f (pp. 30-31)

burn off \Æb‰…n "Åf\ (phr v) = to remove sth
with fire

bushy tail (phr) = a large and fluffy tail
looking like a bush

clay pot \ÆkleI "pÅt\ (n) = a container made
of soft material like mud that is
cooked in an oven to make it hard

come up with \Ækøm "øp wID\ (phr v) = to
think of

darkness \"dA…kn´s\ (n) = the state of
having no light

discuss \dI"skøs\ (v) = to talk about
enter \"ent´\ (v) = to go or to come into a
place

feather \"feD´\ (n) = each of the thin
tubes with hairs on each side that
cover a bird's body

fur \f‰…\ (n) = the soft hairs that cover an
animal's body

giant \"dZaI´nt\ (adj) = very large
golden light (phr) = light that looks gold
in colour

hang \hœN\ (v) = to be attached to sth at
the top, not fixed to anything at the
bottom

hide \haId\ (v) = to put sth in a place
where no one can find it

offer \"Åf´\ (v) = to suggest
ray \reI\ (n) = a beam of light
steal \sti…l\ (v) = to take sth without
permission

stretch \stretS\ (v) = to be spread from
one place to another 

weave \wi…v\ (v) = to make sth with
thread

web \web\ (n) = the structure that a
spider makes

CLIL 2 (p. 32)

amount /´"maUnt/ (n) = a quantity of sth
approximately \´"prÅksIm´tli\ (adv) =
about; not exactly

axis \"œksIs\ (n) = the imaginary line
about which a planet or moon
revolves

crescent moon (phr) = the phase of the
Moon in which it has a curved shape
wider in the middle and pointed at
the ends

face \feIs\ (v) = to look in a particular
direction

full moon \fUl "mu…n\ (n) = the phase of
the Moon in which it can be fully
seen

gibbous moon (phr) = the phase of the
Moon in which it appears to be more
than half full

half moon \ÆhA…f "mu…n\ (n) = the phase of
the Moon in which only half of the
surface is visible

light up \ÆlaIt "øp\ (phr v) = to make
brighter; to put light on sth

new moon (phr) = the phase of the Moon
in which it appears as a very thin
curved line, and can hardly be seen

orbit \"O…bIt\ (v) = to travel around a
planet

phase /feIz/ (n) = each of the repeating
shapes that the Moon seems to take
during a month

planet \"plœn´t\ (n) = a large object in
space moving around the sun or
another star

progressive sequence (phr) = a chain of
actions that happen one after
another slowly and gradually

reflect \rI"flekt\ (v) = to send back light,
heat or sound from a surface 

revolve /rI"vÅlv/ (v) = to move around
satellite /"sœt´laIt/ (n) = a natural object
like the Moon that moves around a
planet

source of light (phr) = sth that produces
light, e.g. the Sun, a lamp, etc
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star \stA…\ (n) = a large ball of gas that
burns brightly in space

surface \"s‰…fIs\ (n) = the top part of sth
waning moon (phr) = the period when
the visible surface of the Moon
decreases

waxing moon (phr) = the period when the
visible surface of the Moon increases

Culture Spot (p. 32)

circular /"s‰…kjUl´/ (adj) = shaped like a
circle 

consist (of) \k´n"sIst\ (v) = to be made up
of  

landmark \"lœndmA…k\ (n) = a statue,
building, etc that is easily seen and
recognised

layout /"leIaUt/ (n) = the way sth is
arranged

line up (with) \ÆlaIn "øp\ (v) = to form a
straight line with sth

place \pleIs\ (v) = to put in a position 
ray \reI\ (n) = a narrow beam of light
stone archway (phr) = a curved structure
above an entrance made of stone

summer solstice \Æsøm´ "sÅlstIs\ (n) = the
time of the year (June 21st) when the
Sun is at its most northern point 

Progress Check (pp. 33-34)

a column of sth (phr) = sth with a tall
thin shape

a funnel of sth (phr) = sth that has the
shape of a funnel

catch up (with) \ÆkœtS "øp “wID‘\ (phr v) =
to reach

collapse \k´"lœps\ (v) = (of a building) to
fall down

dusk falls (phr) = it becomes dark
forecast \"fO…kA…st\ (v) = to predict
funnel \"føn´l\ (n) =  a tube that has a
wide top and is used for pouring
liquids into a bottle

on board (phr) = on a ship, plane, train,
etc

rotate \r´U"teIt\ (v) = to go round; to
revolve

set out \Æset "aUt\ (phr v) = to start a
journey

state-of-the-art \"steIt´vDIÆa…t\ (adj) = the
most technologically advanced

storm-chasing \stO…mtSeIsIN\ (n) = the
pursuit of storms in order to take
photos of them or record them on
video

swirl \sw‰…l\ (v) = to move round and
round

thrill \TrIl\ (n) = excitement; pleasure
whip \wIp\ (v) = to move fast

Unit 3 – Work

(p. 35) 

9-5 job (phr) = a full-time job in which sb
works five days a week from 9 am to
5 pm

applicant \"œplIk´nt\ (n) = a person who
applies for a job

arrange \´"reIndZ\ (v) = to organise for
sth to take place at a certain time
and place 

assist \´"sIst\ (v) = to help; to support
covering letter (phr) = a letter sent with
a CV that introduces an applicant for
a job

CV \Æsi… "vi…\ (n) = a written statement of a
person's educational background
and professional experience

cyber manager \"saIb´ ÆmœnIdZ´\ (n) = a
job of the future in which sb will
supervise robotic workers

dawn \dO…n\ (n) = the beginning of the day
equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = the things
used for a particular activity or
purpose

experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (n) = knowledge
that sb has acquired from doing a
job for a period of time

full-time \ÆfUl "taIm\ (adj) = working for
the whole part of the working day

human \"hju…m´n\ (n) = a person
interview \"Int´vju…\ (n) = a formal
meeting at which sb answers
questions in order to prove that they
are suitable for a job 

look after \"lUk A…ft´\ (phr v) = to take
care of sb / sth

nano-nurse \"nœn´U n‰…s\ (n) = a job of
the future in which sb will look after
robot doctors and care for human
patients

online identity (phr) = a person’s
information and personal details that
are kept on the Internet

patient \"peIS´nt\ (n) = sb who needs
medical care

professional \pr´"feS´n´l\ (n) = a person
who is very skilled at his / her job

protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to keep safe from
damage or harm

provide \pr´"vaId\ (v) = to give sb sth; to
supply sb with sth

require \rI"kwaI´\ (v) = (of a company) to
want to hire sb

responsible (for) \rI"spÅns´b´l\ (adj) = in
charge of; having the duty to take
care of sb / sth

shift \SIft\ (n) = a set period for a group
or a person to work before another
group or person replaces them 

skyscraper farm (phr) = a farm that
grows on a tall building

social media hacker (phr) = sb who
breaks into a social media system to
steal information

staff \stA…f\ (n) = all the people who work
for an organisation

starting salary (phr) = the money that sb
earns when they first start a job

street sweeper \"stri…t Æswi…p´\ (n) =
a person whose job is to clean the
streets 

supervise \"su…p´vaIz\ (v) = to watch over
sb; to check sb 

team \ti…m\ (n) = a group of people who
do sth together

training \"treInIN\ (n) = preparation or
education for a sport, an academic
subject or a job

vertical farmer \Æv‰…tIk´l "fA…m´\ (n) =
a job of the future in which sb will
work as a farmer on skyscrapers and
tall buildings

virtual security guard \Æv‰…tSu´l
sI"kjU´r´ti gA…d\ (n) = a job of the
future in which sb will protect a
person's online details and identities 

3a (pp. 36-37)

amazingly \´"meIzINgli\ (adv) = in a way
which causes surprise and wonder

appeal \´"pi…l\ (v) = to make a formal
request for sth 

apply \´"plaI\ (v) = to formally ask for sth
(a job, scholarship, etc.) 

battle \"bœtl\ (v) = to try hard to do sth in
spite of difficulties

bomb disposal expert (phr) = sb whose
job is to make bombs and explosives
safe

break \breIk\ (n) = a short rest
career \k´"rI´\ (n) = a professional life
class \klA…s\ (n) = a group categorised by
quality 

corridor \"kÅrIdO…\ (n) = a hallway
connecting different rooms or parts
of a building 

customer \"køst´m´\ (n) = a person who
buys goods or services from a shop
or business 
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customer’s order (phr) = the request for
food and drink that a customer
makes in a restaurant or café 

defuse bombs (phr) = to prevent bombs
from exploding 

delicious \dI"lIS´s\ (adj) = tasty 
dessert \dI"z‰…t\ (n) = sth sweet that you
eat at the end of a meal

drag \drœg\ (v) = to pull 
drop \drÅp\ (v) = to let go of sth by
mistake so that it falls 

drown \draUn\ (v) = to die by being
submerged under water for too long 

earn \‰…n\ (v) = to receive money in
return for work that you do

entertainment \Æent´"teInm´nt\ (n) = sth
done, watched, etc for pleasure and
amusement 

ex-army \Æeks "A…mi\ (adj) = that used to
belong to the armed forces

fight crime (phr) = to stop criminals from
breaking the law 

fire \faI´\ (v) = to dismiss sb from a job 
firefighter \"faI´ÆfaIt´\ (n) = sb whose job
is to put out fires 

flame \fleIm\ (n) = burning light that
comes from sth on fire

fleet \fli…t\ (n) = a large group of vehicles
or machines 

gain \geIn\ (v) = to gradually get more of
sth 

get into trouble (phr) = to be in a
dangerous situation

get on with \Æget "Ån wID\ (phr v) = to
carry on with sth 

give up \ÆgIv "øp\ (phr v) = to stop doing
sth; to quit 

hand out \Æhœnd "aUt\ (phr v) = to give
one or more of sth to people; to
distribute 

hard at work (phr) = doing your job well
and with a lot of effort 

head for \"hed f´\ (phr v) = to go towards 
human \"hju…m´n\ (adj) = relating to
people

job \dZÅb\ (n) = a person's occupation 
keep sb afloat (phr) = to help sb stay on
the surface of water

lifeboat \"laIfb´Ut\ (n) = a boat that
rescues people in danger at sea  

lifeguard \"laIfgA…d\ (n) = an expert
swimmer qualified to help bathers in
difficulty

look for \"lUk f´\ (phr v) = to search for 
lose your job (phr) = to be without work
main course (phr) = the main part of a
meal 

medical history (phr) = sb's background
in terms of their health 

miss \mIs\ (v) = to fail to catch a bus,
train, etc 

navy \"neIvi\ (n) = the military
organisation that protects a country
and its seas 

nurse \n‰…s\ (n) = sb who looks after
patients in a hospital

occupation \ÆÅkju"peIS´n\ (n) = a job 
operate (on) \"Åp´reIt\ (v) = to perform
surgery on sb 

patient \"peIS´nt\ (n) = sb who is treated
in a hospital

patrol \p´"tr´Ul\ (v) = to observe an area
for security reasons

pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = to go
somewhere in order to take sb in
your vehicle 

pocket-sized \"pÅkIt saIzd\ (adj) = small
in size 

police force (phr) = the police
organisation in a city 

police officer \p´"li…s ÆÅfIs´\ (n) = sb who
is a member of the police force 

position \p´"zIS´n\ (n) = the place in a
company where sb works and the
responsibilities they have 

profession \pr´"feS´n\ (n) = a type of job
that requires advanced education or
training

provide \pr´"vaId\ (v) = to give sb sth; to
supply sb with sth 

pulse \pøls\ (n) = the rhythmic beat of
the heart 

put out a fire (phr) = to extinguish a fire 
qualification \ÆkwÅlIfI"keIS´n\ (n) = a
certificate awarded when you
successfully finish a course or pass
an exam

race \reIs\ (v) = to move quickly
rank \rœNk\ (n) = the position that sb has
in the army 

recharge batteries (phr) = to renew
energy in an object that provides
electricity 

remote-controlled \rIÆm´Ut k´n"tr´Uld\
(adj) = (of a device) controlled from a
distance by radio or electronic
signals 

replace \rI"pleIs\ (v) = to start doing sth
instead of sb else 

rescue \"reskju…\ (v) = to save sb from a
dangerous situation

revolution \Ærev´"lu…S´n\ (n) = an
important change in an area of
human activity

risky \"rIski\ (adj) = involving the
possibility of danger, failure or loss

robotic arm (phr) = a mechanical arm
that is controlled by a computer to
perform complex movements or
actions

save \seIv\ (v) = to help sb recover from
a serious illness or injury 

sci-fi film (phr) = a film about space,
robots, etc 

shake \SeIk\ (v) = to move from side to
side because of fear or stress

shore \SO…\ (n) = the land across the
edge of the sea, lake or river

smoke \sm´Uk\ (n) = the gas produced
by a burning material

specialist \"speS´lIst\ (n) = a doctor who
knows a lot about a particular illness 

staff \stA…f\ (n) = all the people who work
for a company

steady \"stedi\ (adj) = able to do sth in a
controlled way, without shaking or
falling

steak \steIk\ (n) = a large thick piece of
meat

surgeon \"s‰…dZ´n\ (n) = a doctor who
performs medical operations

surgery \"s‰…dZ´ri\ (n) = the act of cutting
or removing parts of the body in
order to treat injuries or diseases 

take advantage of (phr) = to make the
most of an opportunity 

take over \ÆteIk "´Uv´\ (phr v) = to get
control of sth 

take sb’s order (phr) = (of a waiter) to
write down what a customer wants in
a restaurant

take temperature (phr) = to check a
person's temperature to see if they
are sick 

technological advances (phr) =
developments in technology 

temperature \"tempr´tS´\ (n) = a measure
of how hot or cold your body is 

the forces of law and order (phr) = the
police 

tip \tIp\ (n) = an extra amount of money
given to a waiter, driver, etc. to thank
them for services provided 

waiter \"weIt´\ (n) = sb who serves food
and drinks to people at a restaurant,
café, etc. 

win \wIn\ (v) = to get first place
work \w‰…k\ (n) = the job that a person is
paid for [the word is an uncountable
noun] 
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3b (pp. 38-39)

appealing \´"pi…lIN\ (adj) = attractive;
interesting

achieve \´"tSi…v\ (v) = to succeed in doing
sth

career path (phr) = sb’s progress
through a series of jobs

carpentry \"ka…pIntri\ (n) = the act of
making things from wood

counsel \"kaUns´l\ (v) = to advise; to
guide

count on \ÆkaUnt "Ån\ (phr v) = to rely on
sb

give away \ÆgIv ´"weI\ (phr v) = to give
sth to sb for free 

give back \ÆgIv "bœk\ (phr v) = to return
sth to sb 

give up \ÆgIv "øp\ (phr v) = to stop doing
sth; to quit 

hard at work (phr) = doing your job well
and with a lot of effort 

operate (on) \"Åp´reIt\ (v) = to perform
surgery on sb 

quit \kwIt\ (v) = to leave a job, team,
school, etc

rule (sth) out \Æru…l "aUt\ (phr v) = to not
include

satisfied (with) \"sœtIsfaId\ (adj) =
pleased with sth 

suitable (for) \"su…t´b´l\ (adj) =
appropriate for sth 

wait (for) \weIt\ (v) = to stay in a place
until sb arrives 

Vocabulary plus (p. 40)

compulsory \k´m"pøls´ri\ (adj) = that
must be done because of a law or rule

cooperative \k´U"Åp´r´tIv\ (adj) =
working well with others

degree \dI"gri…\ (n) = an academic
qualification awarded by a university 

educated \"edZukeItId\ (adj) = having a
high level of education 

efficient \I"fIS´nt\ (adj) = able to do tasks
successfully without wasting time or
energy 

enrol \In"r´Ul\ (v) = to officially join an
institution or a course 

enthusiastic \InÆTju…zi"œstIk\ (adj) =
excited

fail a test (phr) = to not pass an exam at
school or university 

graduate \"grœdZueIt\ (v) = to
successfully complete your
education at university or college 

hard-working \ÆhA…d "w‰…kIN\ (adj) =
putting a lot of hard effort into a job

hold a degree (phr) = to have a
university education and a certificate 

patient \"peIS´nt\ (adj) = not getting
annoyed easily 

polite \p´"laIt\ (adj) = having good
manners 

punctual \ÆpøNktSu´l\ (adj) = always
arriving on time 

quick learner (phr) = sb who has a
natural ability to learn things quickly

require \rI"kwaI´\ (v) = to need sth
resit \Æri…"sIt\ (v) = to take an exam again
after failing

tuition \tju…"IS´n\ (n) = teaching 

3c (p. 40)

banking \"bœNkIN\ (n) = the business of a
bank 

computer repair shop (phr) = a shop
that fixes computers

computing \k´m"pju…tIN\ (n) = the use and
study of computers 

CV \Æsi… "vi…\ (n) = a written statement of a
person's educational background
and professional experience 

experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (n) = knowledge
and skills acquired by doing sth 

finance \"faInœns\ (n) = money
management

full training (phr) = teaching all the
knowledge and skills required to do
a job 

guarantee \Ægœr´n"ti…\ (n) = a promise that
sth will definitely happen

interview \"Int´vju…\ (n) = a formal
meeting at which sb answers
questions in order to prove that they
are suitable for a job

IT department (phr) = a part of a
company that works with computers 

right grade (phr) = the required
qualification for sth 

skill \skIl\ (n) = an ability 

3d (p. 41)

assistant tour guide (phr) = sb whose
job is to help show visitors a place 

cheerful \"tSI´f´l\ (adj) = happy 
coordinator \k´U"O…dIneIt´\ (n) = sb
whose job is to organise work

energetic \Æen´"dZetIk\ (adj) = active 
relevant experience (phr) = past
knowledge of, or work in, sth 

3e (pp. 42-43)

A levels (phr) = university entrance
exams in the UK 

appear \´"pI´\ (v) = to be published 

application \ÆœplI"keIS´n\ (n) = a formal
request for a job or position 

attach \´"tœtS\ (v) = to include sth in an
email or letter 

consider \k´n"sId´\ (v) = to think about a
possibility carefully 

copy \"kÅpi\ (n) = a reproduction of sth 
degree \dI"gri…\ (n) = an academic
qualification awarded by a university 

employer \Im"plOI´\ (n) = the person that
you work for 

fluent (in) \"flu…´nt\ (adj) = expressed easily
and correctly in a foreign language 

grade \greId\ (n) = a number or letter
given for school work or in an exam,
which shows how well sb has done 

grateful \"greItf´l\ (adj) = feeling thankful
or showing thanks

look forward to \ÆlUk "fO…w´d t´\ (phr v) =
to hope that sth that you want very
much will happen soon

reference \"ref´r´ns\ (n) = a letter written
by sb who knows you, in order to
describe you and say if you are
suitable for a job or course 

waiting staff (phr) = employees who
serve food and drinks to people at a
restaurant, café, etc 

with regard to (phr) = concerning; in
connection with

CLIL 3 (p. 44)

candle \"kœndl\ (n) = a piece of wax with
a piece of string in its middle, used
as a light

coal mine \"k´Ul maIn\ (n) = a deep hole
in the ground from which a hard
black mineral is dug out

crawl \krO…l\ (v) = to move slowly along
the ground on your hands and knees

employ \Im"plOI\ (v) = to give sb a job
factory \"fœkt´ri\ (n) = a building where
products are made 

industry \"Ind´stri\ (n) = all the
companies, factories and people that
produce things for sale

labour /"leIb´/ (n) = work done with
hands for little money

pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = to lift from the
floor

poor \pO…\ (adj) = having very little money
protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to keep sb safe
from damage or harm

road sweeper (phr) = sb whose job is to
clean the streets

scrap \skrœp\ (n) = a small piece of sth
thrown away
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servant \"s‰…v´nt\ (n) = sb employed to
work in another person’s home doing
the cooking and cleaning 

sort \sO…t\ (v) = to separate things into
groups

survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to continue to exist 
thread \Tred\ (n) = a long thin strand of
material used for making cloth

truck \trøk\ (n) = 1. a large motor vehicle
used for transporting goods; 2. a
small vehicle with two wheels used
for moving heavy objects by hand

tunnel \"tønl\ (n) = a passage under the
ground

underground \"ønd´graUnd\ (adv) =
beneath the surface of the ground

Victorian times (phr) = the period of
British history when Queen Victoria
ruled (1837-1901)

weaving machine (phr) = a large device
used to produce fabric

working hours (phr) = the period of time
that sb works for

Culture Spot (p. 44)

dairy \"de´ri\ (n) = the place where milk is
produced and foods from milk are
made

dairy products (phr) = foods made from
milk, e.g. cheese, yoghurt, butter, etc

deliver \dI"lIv´\ (v) = to bring sth to sb 
doorstep \"dO…step\ (n) = a piece of stone
at the bottom of a doorway

early hours (phr) = the time in the morning
after midnight and before sunrise 

fresh bottled \"freS bÅtld\ (adj) = recently
produced and put in a bottle for sale

milk float \"mIlk flÅUt\ (n) = a small
electric truck used for delivering milk
to people's houses

milkman \"mIlkmœn\ (n) = sb whose job
is to bring people milk and dairy
products

nostalgic /nÅ"stœldZIk/ (adj) = longing for
sth from the past

organic product (phr) = a product
grown without the use of chemicals,
in a natural way

partly /"pA…tli/ (adv) = to some degree 
tradition \tr´"dIS´n\ (n) = a custom that
has been observed for a long time

turn to \"t‰…n t´\ (phr v) = to start to use
sth new

ultra-modern \Æøltr´ "mÅdn\ (adj) = having
ideas and styles that are very new
and only recently developed

Progress Check (pp. 45-46)

a stream of (phr) = a large number of
battered \"bœt´d\ (adj) = old; in a bad
condition

bookworm \"bUkw‰…m\ (n) = sb who likes
reading books

dedicated (to) \"dedIkeItId\ (adj) =
committed (to); devoted (to)

fee \fi…\ (n) = charge
launch \lO…ntS\ (v) = to start
line \laIn\ (v) = to form a row along the
side of a road, etc

spill (out) \spIl\ (v) = to come out of sth
that is already full

Unit 4 – Entertainment

(p. 47) 

book tickets (phr) = to reserve tickets
for a concert, cinema, journey, etc 

box office \"bÅks ÆÅfIs\ (n) = the place
where you buy tickets for a film, play,
etc

direct \d´"rekt\ (v) = to guide the actors in
plays and films

must-see \"møst si…\ (n) = a play or film
considered to be so good that
everyone should see 

oil painting (phr) = a picture painted
with oil paints

on the edge of your seat (phr) = very
excited

performance \p´"fO…m´ns\ (n) = a show 
present \Ærepr´"zent\ (v) = to show
regret \rI"gret\ (v) = to feel sorry about
sth you've done

science-fiction (phr) = literary fantasy
about the imagined impact of
science on society

sculpture \"skølptS´\ (n) = a 3-dimensional
work of plastic art

sculpt \skølpt\ (v) = to create a form by
shaping stone, wood or any other
hard materia 

soul \s´Ul\ (n) = the spirit
special effects (phr) = computer
graphics used in a play or film to
create an illusion 

spectacular \spek"tœkj´l´\ (adj) = very
impressive

sth is worth doing (phr) = you should do
sth because you will gain from it

talented \"tœl´ntId\ (adj) = having a
special natural ability

update \øp"deIt\ (v) = to modernise sth
wash off \ÆwÅS "Åf\ (phr v) = to remove
dirt, dust, etc with water

4a (pp. 48-49)

advertising agency (phr) = a business
dedicated to creating, planning and
handling advertising for its clients

advertising campaign (phr) = an
organised programme of
advertisements

alive \´"laIv\ (adj) = not dead
be encouraged \bi In"kørIdZd\ (v) = to be
given positive reinforcement and
advice

body-painting \"bÅdi ÆpeIntIN\ (n) = the
painting of bodies as a form of art
and expression 

bother \"bÅD´\ (v) = to make sb feel worried
bring to life (phr) = to cause sth to seem
real

canvas \"kœnv´s\ (n) = a strong heavy
cloth used by artists for painting on

career \k´"rI´\ (n) = the period of your
working life

carry on with \Ækœri "Ån wID\ (phr v) = to
continue doing sth 

cheetah \"tSi…t´\ (n) = a long-legged
spotted cat of Africa and
southwestern Asia 

combination \ÆkÅmbI"neIS´n\ (n) =
different things put together

creation \kri"eIS´n\ (n) = the human act
of making sth new

creature \"kri…tS´\ (n) = an organism
design \dI"zaIn\ (n) = a drawing or plan of
sth

eagle \"i…g´l\ (n) = a bird of prey
endangered species (phr) = a type of
animal or plant that is at risk of
extinction 

environmental organisation (phr) = an
organisation that seeks to protect
the environment 

exhibit \Ig"zIbIt\ (v) = to show sth to the
public for pleasure or information 

fingernail \"fINg´neIl\ (n) = the hard flat
covering near the tip of a human
finger

fond (of) \fÅnd\ (adj) = liking sb / sth very
much

fur \f‰…\ (n) = animal skin
handheld gadget (phr) = a device or
control small and light enough to be
operated while you hold it in your
hands

hyperrealist \ÆhaIp´"rI´lIst\ (adj) = an
artist characterised by particularly
realistic graphic representations
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hyperrealist movement (phr) = a school
of art characterised by particularly
realistic graphic representations

long \lÅN\ (adv) = for an extended time 
mainly \meInli\ (adv) = mostly
masterpiece \"mA…st´pi…s\ (n) = the most
outstanding work of a creative artist
or craftsman 

outline \"aUtlaIn\ (n) = a line around sth
that shows its shape

portrait \"pO…tr´t\ (n) = a drawing of a
person or an animal

promote \pr´"m´Ut\ (v) = to help to sell a
new product

public awareness (phr) = the majority of
people understanding sth

raise \reIz\ (v) = to increase
raise public awareness (phr) = to bring
to people's attention 

realistic \ÆrI´"lIstIk\ (adj) = (of a painting)
showing things as they really are

research \rI"s‰…tS\ (v) = to study a subject
in detail in order to find new
information about it 

save \seIv\ (v) = to rescue
scale \skeIl\ (n) = each of the small flat
plates that cover a fish's / snake's
skin 

shower away \ÆSaU´r ´"weI\ (phr v) = to
remove sth under a shower

snake \sneIk\ (n) = a reptile
stay still (phr) = to remain motionless
still \stIl\ (adj) = not moving 
stroke \str´Uk\ (v) = to touch lightly and
repeatedly, as with brushing motions

surprisingly \s´"praIzINli\ (adv) =
unexpectedly

thumb \Tøm\ (n) = the shortest finger of
the hand

transfer \trœns"f‰…\ (v) = to move sth from
one place to another

true-to-life \Ætru… t´ "laIf\ (adj) =
representing things as they actually
are

worldwide \Æw‰…ld"waId\ (adv) = all over
the world

4b (pp. 50-51)

be based on \bi "beIst Ån\ (phr v) = to
use sth as the thing from which sth
else will be developed 

be fond of (phr) = to like sth very much
bestseller \Æbest"sel´\ (n) = a book that
has had a large and rapid sale

get away \Æget ´"weI\ (phr v) = to escape
get back \Æget "bœk\ (phr v) = to return

get by \Æget "baI\ (phr v) = to manage to
deal with things well despite
difficulties 

get down \Æget "daUn\ (phr v) = to write
sth that sb says

get in \Æget "In\ (phr v) = to enter a place
get into \"get Int´\ (phr v) = to get
involved in or with sth

get off \Æget "Åf\ (phr v) = to walk off
a bus, train, plane, etc

get on \Æget "Ån\ (phr v) = to board a bus,
train, etc. 

get out \Æget "aUt\ (phr v) = to leave
a room, house, etc.

get over \"get ´Uv´\ (phr v) = to recover
from sth

get up \Æget "øp\ (phr v) = to stand up; to
get out of bed

headphones \"hedf´Unz\ (pl n) = a piece
of equipment worn over the ears to
listen to the radio, TV, etc. without
others hearing it 

lead role (phr) = the main character in a
film or a play 

make-up \"meIk øp\ (n) = cosmetics
applied to the face to improve your
appearance 

on TV (phr) = appearing on the TV
screen

soap opera \"s´Up ÆÅp´r´\ (n) = a serial on
daytime television or radio

true \tru…\ (adj) = not false

Vocabulary plus (p. 52)

award \´"wO…d\ (n) = a prize showing
approval or distinction

be set in (phr) = (of a play, film, story) to
take place in a specific area

cast \kA…st\ (n) = all the actors in a film,
play or show

character \"kœr´kt´\ (n) = personality
critic \"krItIk\ (n) = a person whose job is
to analyse and interpret works of art

deserve \dI"z‰…v\ (v) = to be worthy of sth
educational \Æedju"keIS´n´l\ (adj) =
providing knowledge

episode \"epIs´Ud\ (n) = each programme
as a part of a series

fan \fœn\ (n) = sb who supports or
admires a particular team, athlete or
artist

gripping \"grIpIN\ (adj) = really interesting
hit \hIt\ (n) = a success
moving \"mu…vIN\ (adj) = causing the
viewer / reader to feel strong emotions

nominate \"nÅmIneIt\ (v) = to propose as
a candidate for an award

plotline \"plÅtlaIn\ (n) = the main story of
a book, play or film

predictable \prI"dIkt´b´l\ (adj) = expected
relaxing \rI"lœksIN\ (adj) = calming
review \rI"vju…\ (n) = a written opinion on
any piece of art

scary \"ske´ri\ (adj) = causing fear
season \"si…z´n\ (n) = each of the four
periods of the year 

series \"sI´ri…z\ (n) = a set of radio / TV
programmes with the same characters

4c (p. 52)

adventure \´d"ventS´\ (n) = an exciting
experience

adventurous \´d"ventS´r´s\ (adj) =
enjoying exciting or dangerous
activities

battle scene (phr) = an act of a play in
which there is a fight between
opposing armies

be adapted from (phr) = (of a film script)
sth that has been based on a book
or play 

be based on \bi "beIst Ån\ (phr v) = to
use sth as the thing from which sth
else will be developed 

coin \kOIn\ (n) = a piece of metal used as
money

dragon \"drœg´n\ (n) = a mythical
monster

dwarf \dwO…f\ (n) = a very small
imaginary creature

imaginary \I"mœdZIn´ri\ (adj) = unreal 
impressed \Im"prest\ (adj) = feeling
admiration 

length \leNT\ (n) = the amount of time
that sth continues

make up your mind (phr) = to decide to
do sth

on the edge of your seat (phr) = very
excited

outline \"aUtlaIn\ (n) = the main facts
about sth

set out on a journey (phr) = to begin
travelling from one place to another
over a long distance 

spoil \spOIl\ (v) = to damage; to do harm

4d (p. 53)

acrobatic show (phr) = a performance
given by acrobats

act \œkt\ (n) = a part of a performance
average \"œv´rIdZ\ (adj) = neither very
good nor very bad

breathtaking \"breTÆteIkIN\ (adj) =
outstanding 
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gasp in amazement (phr) = to be
extremely surprised

incredible \In"kredIb´l\ (adj) =
unbelievable; amazing 

instrument \"Instr´m´nt\ (n) = an object
used to produce music

lighting \"laItIN\ (n) = all the light effects
for the stage or a film

paint can (phr) = a metal container of
colouring material 

percussion \p´"køS´n\ (n) = musical
instruments which are struck to make
noise, e.g. drums, cymbals, etc.

recycled packaging (phr) = wrapping
made from materials made from
other materials

rubber tyre (phr) = a ring around a
wheel, made of the juice of a tropical
tree

stunt \stønt\ (n) = a difficult or dangerous
action

4e (pp. 54-55)

adventure novel (phr) = a long, written
story about exciting and dangerous
events

ally \´"laI\ (n) = a country that helps
another country in a war

be on sb’s side (phr) = to support sb 
biography \baI"Ågr´fi\ (n) = an account of
events making up a person's life

brave \breIv\ (adj) = courageous
civil war \ÆsIv´l "wO…\ (n) = a war between
opposing groups of people from the
same country 

come face to face with (phr) = to meet
sb in person

crime novel (phr) = a long written story
about illegal acts that are punishable
by law

direct \d´"rekt\ (v) = to give the actors of
a play / film instructions

disappoint \ÆdIs´"pOInt\ (v) = to not satisfy
sb

dull \døl\ (adj) = boring 
evil \"i…v´l\ (adj) = very bad
fantasy novel (phr) = a long written story
based on imagination

fast-paced \ÆfA…st "peIst\ (adj) = (of a plot)
developing quickly 

flaw \flO…\ (n) = a fault in sb's character
great read (phr) = a book worth reading
gripping \"grIpIN\ (adj) = really interesting
hero \"hI´r´U\ (n) = a brave man,
character in a story

historical drama (phr) = a theatrical play
based on historical events

horror novel (phr) = a long story, written
about frightening events

inspiring \In"spaI´rIN\ (adj) = exciting
intriguing \In"tri…gIN\ (adj) = very
interesting

latest \"leIt´st\ (adj) = the most recent
main \meIn\ (adj) = leading 
mission \"mIS´n\ (n) = a special
assignment given to a person or
group

mystery novel (phr) = a long story,
written about a crime which a
detective tries to solve

nation \"neIS´n\ (n) = a group of people
under a single government

non-fiction novel (phr) = a long story,
written about real facts

predictable \prI"dIkt´b´l\ (adj) = expected
recommend \Ærek´"mend\ (v) = to say that
sth is good

revenge \rI"vendZ\ (n) = sth you do to
punish sb who harmed you

romance \r´U"mœns\ (n) = a love story
secret service agent (phr) = sb who
works for a government organisation
that protects the country's secrets

sensitive \"sens´tIv\ (adj) = easily worried
or offended

soldier \"s´UldZ´\ (n) = sb serving in the
army

spy novel (phr) = a long story, written
about secret agents trying to find
hidden information

thriller \"TrIl´\ (n) = an exciting story
about a murder

twist \twIst\ (n) = an unexpected change
villain \"vIl´n\ (n) = the bad character in a
story

vow \vaU\ (v) = to make a serious promise
weakness \"wi…kn´s\ (n) = an
imperfection in sb's character

well-developed \Æwel dI"vel´pt\ (adj) = (of
a plot) carefully planned

you can’t put a book down (phr) = a
book is so exciting that you can't
stop reading it 

4f (pp. 56-57)

angle \"œNgl\ (n) = position (from which
sb looks at sth)

attention \´"tenS´n\ (n) = notice;
observation

balance \"bœl´ns\ (v) = to remain steady
so that you do not fall over

carving \"kA…vIN\ (n) = the act of using
tools to shape sth from wood, stone,
metal, etc

come to life (phr) = to appear to be real
drawing \"drO…IN\ (n) = a picture drawn
with a pencil 

dress up \Ædres "øp\ (phr v) = to wear
special clothes or costumes

facial expression (phr) = the look on
sb's face showing what they think
and feel

hose \h´Uz\ (n) = a long plastic or rubber
pipe used for watering plants,
putting out a fire, etc

hose (off) \h´Uz\ (v) = to wash sth using
a hose

juggler \"dZøgl´\ (n) = a performer who
throws many objects in the air and
catches them quickly

knitting \"nItIN\ (n) = the act of making
clothing using knitting needles

lively \"laIvli\ (adj) = full of activity;
exciting

living statue (phr) = a person pretending
to be a sculpture

magic trick (phr) = a set of actions that
deceive and entertain people

mime artist (phr) = an actor who only
uses gestures and facial expressions

movement \"mu…vm´nt\ (n) = the action of
moving sth

open-air \Æ´Up´n"e´\ (adj) = outdoor
opera singer (phr) = an artist who
performs in a play, singing all the
words

painting watercolours (phr) = a painting
produced with water-based paint

participate (in) \pA…"tIsIÆpeIt\ (v) = to take
part in

pavement \"peIvm´nt\ (n) = a raised path
on one or both sides of a road that
people walk on 

pay attention (phr) = to look at or listen
to sb or sth carefully

photography \f´"tÅgrafi\ (n) = the act of
taking pictures

pose \p´Uz\ (v) = to stay in a particular
position in order to be photographed
or painted

pottery \"pÅt´ri\ (n) = ceramic objects
properly \"prÅp´li\ (adv) = appropriately,
correctly

rush \røS\ (v) = to hurry
sculpting \"skølptIN\ (n) = the act of
making an object by shaping clay,
stone, ice etc.

set a drama to music (phr) = to write
music so that the words of a play
can be sung
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stage \steIdZ\ (n) = the raised area of
a theatre that actors stand on 

stand-up comedian (phr) = a performer
who tells jokes standing in front of an
audience 

street magician (phr) = sb who
performs magic tricks to amuse an
audience outside and in public

stare (at) \ste´ “œt\´t‘\ (v) = to look at sb
or sth for a long time

stunt \stønt\ (n) = a difficult or dangerous
action

swing \swIN\ (n) = a seat hung on ropes
or chains

talented \"tœl´ntId\ (adj) = gifted
tell jokes (phr) = to express in words a
humorous anecdote in order to
provoke laughter 

trapeze artist (phr) = an acrobat who
performs on a free-swinging bar
attached to two ropes

turn into \t‰…n "Intu…\ (phr v) = to change sth
view (sth from sth else) \vju…\ (v) = to
look at sth

wire \waI´\ (n) = a long thin piece of metal 

CLIL 4 (p. 58)

abstract /"œbstrœkt/ (adj) = (of art)
expressing ideas and emotions,
without attempting to create a
realistic picture

assembling /´"semblIN/ (n) = gathering
and joining different materials to
create sth

butter \"bøt´\ (n) = a yellow fatty
substance made from milk and used
in cooking

carving \"kA…vIN\ (n) = the act of using
tools to shape sth from wood, stone,
metal, etc

casting /"kA…stIN/ (n) = the act of creating
sth by melting metal and pouring it
into a container

chip away \ÆtSIp ´"weI\ (phr v) = to cut
and remove small pieces with a tool

clay \kleI\ (n) = a soft material that can
be easily shaped

convey \k´n"veI\ (v) = to serve as a
means of expressing sth

cool \ku…l\ (v) = to become less hot
depict \dI"pIkt\ (v) = to show sb or sth in
a picture, painting, photograph, etc

gather \"gœD´\ (v) = to bring together
harden \"hA…dn\ (v) = to become hard and
firm

hillside \"hIlsaId\ (n) = a part of a hill
between the top and the foot

ice \aIs\ (n) = frozen water
long-lasting /ÆlÅN "lA…stIN/ (adj) = able to
exist for a long time 

material \m´"tI´ri´l\ (n) = a substance
that has a particular quality

melt down /Æmelt "daUn/ (phr v) = to heat
a metal until it becomes a liquid, so
that you can use it to make sth else 

metal \"met´l\ (n) = a substance such as
gold, tin, copper, iron, etc 

modelling \"mÅdlIN\ (n) = the act of
shaping a soft material to create a
form

mould /m´Uld/ (n) = a container into
which a liquid is poured, which takes
the shape when it hardens

pour \pO…\ (v) = to cause sth to flow from
one container into another

quality \"kwÅl´ti\ (n) = a characteristic
that sb or sth has

realistic \ÆrI´"lIstIk\ (adj) = representing
what is real

resist \rI"zIst\ (v) = to not be affected or
harmed by sth

stone \st´Un\ (n) = a hard substance that
comes from the ground

temporary \"temp´r´ri\ (adj) = intended to
be used for a limited amount of time

wood \wUd\ (n) = the hard substance
that trees are made of

Culture Spot (p. 58)

conference \"kÅnf´r´ns\ (n) = a meeting
organised to discuss a particular
subject 

convert \k´n"v‰…t\ (v) = to change the
appearance or purpose of sth into
sth else 

daily \"deIli\ (adj) = happening every day
entrance \"entr´ns\ (n) = the action of
going into an area 

exhibition \ÆeksI"bIS´n\ (n) = a public
event where paintings, sculptures,
etc are shown openly

free \fri…\ (adj) = not costing any money
guided tour (phr) = the process of being
shown around a place by sb who
knows the place

house \haUz\ (v) = to provide a place for
sth to be kept in 

installation /ÆInst´"leIS´n/ (n) = an exhibit
constructed within an art gallery

performance art (phr) = a presentation,
usually theatrical, that includes
various art forms

power station \"paU´ ÆsteIS´n\ (n) = a
building where electricity is produced 

regular \"regjUl´\ (adj) = happening often
sculpture \"skølptS´\ (n) = a piece of art
made by carving stone, metal, wood,
etc

talk \tO…k\ (n) = an informal lecture or
speech

Progress Check (pp. 59-60)

character \"kœr´kt´\ (n) = a person in a
play, film, etc

exaggerated \Ig"zœdZ´ÆreItId\ (adj) =
done in a way that is more
noticeable than it normally is

improvise \"Impr´vaIz\ (v) = (of actors) to
create words that do not appear in
the script of a play, film, etc

infinite \"InfIn´t\ (adj) = great (in size);
having no end

lines \laInz\ (pl n) = what an actor has to
say in a play, film, etc

moving \"mu…vIN\ (adj) = touching;
causing sb to feel sadness,
sympathy

neutral \"nju…tr´l\ (adj) = (of expressions)
showing no feelings

realm \relm\ (n) = (literary) kingdom; land
routine \ru…"ti…n\ (adj) = usual
running time \"rønIN taIm\ (n) = the
amount of time a film, TV show, etc
lasts

script \skrIpt\ (n) = the words of a play,
film, etc

seemingly \"si…mINli\ (adv) = apparently
strike \straIk\ (v) = (of disaster) to
happen (suddenly)

tilt \tIlt\ (v) = to move your head or chin
upwards or to the side

troupe \tru…p\ (n) = a group of actors,
singers, etc who travel around and
perform in various places

veteran \"vEt´r´n\ (n) = sb experienced in
a particular job

Unit 5 – Can you help?

(p. 61) 

accommodation \´ÆkÅm´"deIS´n\ (n) = a
place to stay 

announce \´"naUns\ (v) = to officially
inform people about sth 

charity ball (phr) = a large meal or dance
organised to raise money for a good
cause 

council \"kaUns´l\ (n) = a group of people
elected to govern a town or city 
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delighted \dI"laItId\ (adj) = extremely
happy and pleased about sth 

environmental problem (phr) = an issue
that affects nature or the world
around us in a negative way

government \"gøv´nm´nt\ (n) = a political
group in charge of a country 

help out \Æhelp "aUt\ (phr v) = to help by
doing work 

homelessness \"h´Uml´sn´s\ (n) = the
condition of not having a home

household waste (phr) = rubbish
produced in the home 

landfill \"lœndfIl\ (n) = a large deep hole
where large amounts of rubbish are
put 

Mayor \me´\ (n) = a person elected to
govern a town or city 

packaging \"pœkIdZIN\ (n) = the container
or wrapping that sth is sold in

pollution \p´"lu…S´n\ (n) = contamination
of the environment with harmful
substances 

poverty \"pÅv´ti\ (n) = the condition of
being extremely poor

Prime Minister \ÆpraIm "mInIst´\ (n) = the
person in charge of the government
of a country 

recent \"ri…s´nt\ (adj) = having happened
a short time ago 

recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = to process sth
already used so that it can be used
again 

rise \raIz\ (n) = an increase 
rubbish \"røbIS\ (n) = garbage 
series \"sI´ri…z\ (n) = a set of things
happening one after the other 

shelter \"Selt´\ (n) = a place for the
homeless 

sheltered \"Selt´d\ (adj) = (of buildings)
designed to provide a safe
environment for people (elderly,
homeless, etc) 

social problem (phr) = an issue in
society that is difficult to deal with 

unemployment \ÆønIm"plOIm´nt\ (n) = the
condition of not having a job 

volunteer \ÆvÅl´n"tI´\ (n) = sb who offers
to do sth without payment 

5a (pp. 62-63)

affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to have an impact on
sb / sth 

affect wildlife (phr) = to have an impact
on the animals and plants in nature 

appliance \´"plaI´ns\ (n) = a device or
machine for home use 

authorities \O…"TÅr´tiz\ (pl n) = a group of
people in power who make decisions
which affect a place or area  

baby turtle (phr) = a very young reptile
with a hard shell on its back 

bright \braIt\ (adj) = giving out strong
light 

cancer \"kœns´\ (n) = a very serious
illness

car park (phr) = the place where people
leave their cars 

chance \tSA…ns\ (n) = an opportunity 
collect \k´"lekt\ (v) = to make sth
increase in amount 

complete \k´m"pli…t\ (adj) = total;
absolute 

complete darkness (phr) = a total lack
of light 

creep in \Ækri…p "In\ (phr v) = to go into a
place unnoticed 

darkness \"dA…kn´s\ (n) = a lack of light 
decline \dI"klaIn\ (v) = to grow smaller
depression \dI"preS´n\ (n) = a mental
state in which you are very sad 

device \dI"vaIs\ (n) = a piece of
equipment made for a specific
purpose 

dim \dIm\ (v) = to reduce light 
dim streetlights (phr) = to reduce the
brightness of street lighting 

disrupt \dIs"røpt\ (v) = to interrupt 
earthquake \"‰…TkweIk\ (n) = a sudden
forceful movement of the Earth’s
surface 

ecosystem \"i…k´UsIst´m\ (n) = all the
plants and animals living in a
particular area and the relationship
between them 

emergency services \I"m‰…dZ´nsi
"s‰…vIsIz\ (pl n) = the fire brigade, the
police and the ambulance services 

energy \"en´dZi\ (n) = electric power 
equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = the things
used for a particular activity or
purpose 

exhausted \Ig"zO…stId\ (adj) = very tired 
feed \fi…d\ (v) = to eat 
flash on and off (phr) = (of a light) to
come on and go off suddenly 

gather \"gœD´\ (v) = to get things
together in one place 

get confused (phr) = to become puzzled 
get disrupted (phr) = to be interrupted 
giant \"dZaI´nt\ (adj) = very huge 
globe \gl´Ub\ (n) = the planet Earth 
go down \Æg´U "daUn\ (phr v) = (of the
Sun) to set below the horizon 

hatch \hœtS\ (v) = (of an animal) to be
born from an egg 

heart disease \"hA…t dIÆzi…z\ (n) = an
illness related to the heart 

horizon \h´"raIz´n\ (n) = the place where
the land or sea seems to meet the
sky 

household \"haUsh´Uld\ (adj) = used in
the running of a home 

illness \"Iln´s\ (n) = the fact of being ill 
in a panic (phr) = in sudden and
uncontrollable fear 

insect \"Insekt\ (n) = a small flying animal
with six legs 

lack \lœk\ (n) = an absence of sth; a
shortage 

lead (to) \li…d\ (v) = to cause sth to
happen

light pollution (phr) = the intense glow
from electric lights that stops people
from being able to see the stars in
the night sky 

light up \ÆlaIt "øp\ (phr v) = to make sth
bright with lights 

lighting \"laItIN\ (n) = the lights in a place 
low-energy bulbs (phr) = special bulbs
that use lower amounts of electricity
than usual 

marvel (at) \"mA…v´l\ (v) = to be amazed
by sth 

mend \mend\ (v) = to fix or repair sth 
migrate \maI"greIt\ (v) = to go from one
place to another 

Milky Way \ÆmIlki "weI\ (n) = a galaxy 
office block \"ÅfIs ÆblÅk\ (n) = a large tall
building with offices 

overload \Æ´Uv´"l´Ud\ (n) = a great (more
than necessary) amount of sth

pick \pIk\ (v) = to take fruit, vegetables,
etc from the place where they grow 

power cut \"paU´ køt\ (n) = the situation
in which the electricity supply to a
building or area is stopped 

put off \ÆpUt "Åf\ (phr v) = to delay doing
sth until a later time 

recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = to process used
materials so as to be used again 

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make sth smaller
or less 

renew \rI"nju…\ (v) = to replace sth that is
old or broken 

reproduce \Æri…pr´"dju…s\ (v) = to produce
babies 

resident \"rezId´nt\ (n) = a person who
lives in a house, area or country 

reuse \Æri…"ju…z\ (v) = to use sth again (or)
more than once 
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revise \rI"vaIz\ (v) = to review and change
sth 

seafront \"si…frønt\ (n) = the part of a
town on the coast next to the beach

security light (phr) = a bright light that
turns itself on when sb walks past 

seriously \"sI´ri´sli\ (adv) = to a great
degree 

shine \SaIn\ (v) = to give out bright light 
shop front \"SÅp frønt\ (n) = the outside
of a shop facing the road 

silvery \"sIlv´ri\ (adj) = having the colour
of silver 

sleep patterns (phr) = the routine of
sleeping 

solar panel (phr) = equipment that
generates electricity using the power
of the Sun 

space \speIs\ (n) = the universe above
the Earth’s atmosphere 

spot \spÅt\ (v) = to notice 
starry \"stA…ri\ (adj) = full of stars 
stray \streI\ (adj) = an animal without a
home 

streetlight \"stri…tlaIt\ (n) = each of the
lamp-posts along the streets 

streetlights shine (phr) = the lamp-
posts along the streets give out
bright light 

swap \swÅp\ (v) = to exchange sth for
sth else 

swarm \swO…m\ (v) = (of insects) to move
in a large group 

switch off \ÆswItS "Åf\ (phr v) = to turn off 
unnecessary lighting (phr) = more light
(produced by electric lights) than is
required 

wander \"wÅnd´\ (v) = to walk aimlessly 
waste \weIst\ (v) = to use more of sth
than necessary 

waste energy (phr) = to use more
electricity than is needed for sth 

wildlife \"waIldlaIf\ (n) = the animals and
plants in nature 

5b (pp. 64-65)

affordable \´"fO…d´b´l\ (adj) = reasonably
priced 

amphitheatre \"œmfiÆTI´t´\ (n) = an
outdoor theatre 

at risk (phr) = in danger
campaign \kœm"peIn\ (n) = organised
activities or demonstrations to
achieve a result

community \k´"mju…nIti\ (n) = all the
people who live in a specific area

cover \"køv´\ (n) = sth that is on top of
sth else 

decrease \dI"kri…s\ (v) = to make sth less 
destruction \dI"strøkS´n\ (n) = the act of
destroying sth

disagree (with) \ÆdIs´"gri…\ (v) = to not
accept an opinion or practice 

drip \drIp\ (v) = (of a liquid) to fall in small
drops 

drop \drÅp\ (v) = to let go of sth by
mistake, so that it falls

experiment (on) \Ik"sperIment\ (v) = to
carry out tests to discover if sth
works or is true 

extinct \Ik"stINkt\ (adj) = not existing any
more 

healthcare \"helTke´\ (n) = the
improvement and maintenance of
health 

hold \h´Uld\ (v) = to organise an event
in the wild (phr) = in nature 
injustice \In"dZøstIs\ (n) = a situation in
which people are treated unfairly 

jug \dZøg\ (n) = a large container with a
narrow mouth for pouring water,
wine, etc 

natural resources (phr) = sth, such as
oil, minerals, etc, provided by nature 

natural world (phr) = wildlife and its
environment 

nightmare \"naItme´\ (n) = a bad dream 
packaging \"pœkIdZIN\ (n) = the container
or wrapping that sth is sold in 

packet \"pœkIt\ (n) = a small paper, card
or plastic container and its contents 

peace \pi…s\ (n) = freedom from war or
fighting 

picturesque \ÆpIktS´"resk\ (adj) = (of a
place) attractive and natural in
appearance 

poverty \"pÅv´ti\ (n) = the condition of
being extremely poor 

project \"prÅdZekt\ (n) = a plan or
programme 

promote \pr´"m´Ut\ (v) = to encourage
public transport (phr) = buses, trains,
trams and other vehicles shared by
the people in a city

rock spire (phr) = a tall pointed shape
made from rock 

run the tap (phr) = to make water come
out of a tap 

security \sI"kjU´r´ti\ (n) = protection from
danger 

species \"spi…Si…z\ (n) = a type of animal or
plant 

take advantage of (phr) = to make the
most of an opportunity, etc. 

the poor \D´ "pO…\ (pl n) = the people who
don't have any money 

turn down \Æt‰…n "daUn\ (phr v) = 
1. to lower the level of sound of a TV
or radio; 2. to refuse a request, an
offer, etc

turn into \"t‰…n Int´\ (phr v) = to become 
turn off \Æt‰…n "Åf\ (phr v) = to switch off 
turn on \Æt‰…n "Ån\ (phr v) = to switch on 
turn out \Æt‰…n "aUt\ (phr v) = to prove
to be 

turn over \Æt‰…n "´Uv´\ (phr v) = to
consider carefully 

turn up \Æt‰…n "øp\ (phr v) = to increase the
level of sound of a TV or radio 

volume \"vÅlj´m\ (n) = the amount of
sound that sth makes 

volunteer \ÆvÅl´n"tI´\ (v) = to offer to do
sth without being paid 

water \"wO…t´\ (v) = to pour water on
(flowers, trees, etc.) 

wildlife \"waIldlaIf\ (n) = animals and
plants in nature 

Vocabulary plus (p. 66)

aerosol spray (phr) = a small container
in which a liquid is kept under
pressure, and is forced out as a fine
spray when pressed 

ban \bœn\ (v) = to prohibit sth officially 
breathing problems (phr) = difficulties in
breathing because of an illness or
pollution 

capsize \kœp"saIz\ (v) = (of a boat, etc) to
overturn in the water 

CFC \Æsi… ef "si…\ (n) = a chemical used in
aerosol sprays 

charity \"tSœr´ti\ (n) = an organisation
that gives money, food or help to
good causes 

climate change \"klaIm´t tSeIndZ\ (n) =
the condition in which the weather
and temperatures change around the
world 

conservation \ÆkÅns´"veIS´n\ (n) =
protection 

conservation project (phr) = a series of
efforts made by an organisation to
protect the environment 

decline \dI"klaIn\ (n) = a decrease in sth 
expand \Ik"spœnd\ (v) = to increase in
size, number, amount or importance 

fight \faIt\ (v) = to stop sth happening 
fine \faIn\ (v) = to make sb pay an
amount of money as punishment 
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fossil fuel \"fÅs´l Æfju…´l\ (n) = a
substance, such as coal or oil, made
from naturally destroyed parts of
dead animals or plants, and burnt to
provide energy 

global warming \Ægl´Ub´l "wO…mIN\ (n) = a
rise in the Earth's temperature
caused by polluted gases 

greenhouse gases \"gri…nhaUs ÆgœsIz\
(n) = gases created from burning
fossil fuels and causing our
atmosphere to heat up 

hang \hœN\ (v) = (of smoke, fog, etc) to
stay in the air for a long time

increase \In"kri…s\ (v) = to make bigger in
amount, number or degree 

invest \In"vest\ (v) = to put money into
sth hoping that you can make profit 

melting \"meltIN\ (n) = the process of heat
changing sth from a solid to a liquid 

oil spill \"OIl spIl\ (n) = an accident in
which an oil tanker releases
petroleum into the sea  

ozone layer \"´Uz´Un ÆleI´\ (n) = the part
of the Earth's atmosphere which
protects us from the Sun 

polar ice caps (phr) = the huge masses
of ice at the North and South Poles 

prevent \prI"vent\ (v) = to stop sth from
happening 

raise \reIz\ (v) = to collect (money)
reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make sth smaller
or less 

run \røn\ (v) = to organise or control sth 
run out \Ærøn "aUt\ (phr v) = to have no
more of sth left 

save \seIv\ (v) = to not waste 
shrink \SrINk\ (v) = to become smaller in
size 

smog \smÅg\ (n) = a mixture of fog and
smoke in some busy industrial cities 

solar energy \ÆsaUl´ "en´dZi\ (n) = energy
from the Sun 

speed \spi…d\ (n) = the pace at which sth
happens 

tanker \"tœNk´\ (n) = a large ship that
transports large quantities of gas or
oil 

wind power \wInd "paU´\ (n) = energy
from the wind 

5c (p. 66)

bargain \"bA…gIn\ (n) = sth bought at a
cheaper price

charity shop \"tSœrIti SÅp\ (n) = a shop
that sells products to raise money for
people in need

coffee shop \"kÅfi SÅp\ (n) = a business
where sb can buy hot drinks like tea
and coffee

compost \"kÅmpÅst\ (n) = a mixture of
organic materials naturally destroyed
and used as a fertilizer 

disposable \dI"sp´Uz´b´l\ (adj) = being
able to be thrown away after having
been used

packaging \"pœkIdZIN\ (n) = the container
or wrapping that sth is sold in 

reusable mug (phr) = a cup for hot
drinks that can be used more than
once

tale \teIl\ (n) = a story or account of sth
wheelie bin \"wi…li bIn\ (n) = a large
dustbin with wheels used to carry
waste 

5d (p. 67)

breathing equipment (phr) = devices
that help you breathe underwater

colourful \"køl´f´l\ (adj) = having a lot of
different colours

conservation organisation (phr) = a
group that works to protect the
environment

coral reef (phr) = a hard formation made
of small sea creatures on the sea
floor

decline \dI"klaIn\ (v) = to decrease in
amount

deforestation \di…ÆfÅrI"steIS´n\ (n) =
cutting down or destroying all the
trees in an area

depressing \dI"presIN\ (adj) = causing
sadness 

endangered species (phr) = a kind of
animal / plant threatened with
extinction

get sb involved (phr) = to persuade sb
to participate in sth

high fine (phr) = a large amount of
money paid as a punishment

impose \Im"p´Uz\ (v) = to force sb to
accept sth 

local campaign (phr) = an organised
activity or demonstration in an area
to achieve a result

natural habitat (phr) = the environment
in which a plant or animal normally
lives 

nature reserve (phr) = a protected area
of land where animals live safely

poaching \"p´UtSIN\ (n) = the act of
hunting animals illegally

population \ÆpÅpj´"leIS´n\ (n) = all the
people or animals that live in one
area

sea turtle \"si… Æt‰…tl\ (n) = a large reptile
with a hard shell that lives in the
ocean

set up \Æset "øp\ (phr v) = to create; to
establish 

underwater camera (phr) = a camera
that can be used in the water

5e (pp. 68-69)

advertising campaign (phr) = media
activities to draw people's attention
to sth

carbon dioxide (phr) = a gas in the air
that we breathe

carpool \"kA…pu…l\ (v) = to share your car
with other people to avoid
unnecessary use of vehicles

demand (for) \dI"mA…nd\ (n) = the public's
desire to have or buy sth 

employ \Im"plOI\ (v) = to give sb a job; to
hire sb

extinction \Ik"stINkS´n\ (n) = the fact that
a form of life stops existing

mammal \"mœm´l\ (n) = the animal that
gives birth to live babies and feeds
its young on milk 

museum exhibit (phr) = sth that is
displayed in a museum for people to
see

park ranger (phr) = sb whose job is to
look after a forest

patrol \p´"tr´Ul\ (v) = to observe an area
and check that there is no trouble or
danger

raise awareness (phr) = to bring sth to
more people’s attention 

under threat (phr) = at risk of damage or
harm 

CLIL 5 (p. 70)

chemical \"kemIk´l\ (adj) = relating to
substances and their changes into
other forms

coal \k´Ul\ (n) = a black hard substance
within the Earth that is used as a fuel

convert \k´n"v‰…t\ (v) = to change sth into
a different form, so that it can be
used in a different way

energy \"en´dZi\ (n) = usable power that
comes from heat, electricity, etc

fossil fuels \"fÅs´l Æfju…´ls\ (n)= organic
substances, such as coal, petroleum,
etc, found underground and used as
sources of energy
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generate \"dZen´reIt\ (v) = to produce
(energy)

generator \"dZen´reIt´\ (n) = a machine
that produces electricity 

geothermal \ÆdZi…´U"T‰…m´l\ (adj) =
relating to the natural heat produced
inside the Earth 

heat up \Æhi…t "øp\ (phr v) = to make sth
become hotter

hydro-electric power (phr) = electricity
generated by the pressure of falling
water 

natural gas \ÆnœtS´r´l "gœs\ (n) = gas
taken from under the ground and
used as a fuel

non-renewable \ÆnÅn rI"nju…´b´l\ (adj) =
that cannot be replaced after used

oil \OIl\ (n) = a thick black liquid that
comes from the ground and is used
as a fuel 

organic material (phr) = a material
produced from living things 

petrol \"petr´l\ (n) = a liquid used as a
fuel for cars and other vehicles

power station \"paU´ ÆsteIS´n\ (n) = a
building where electricity is produced

rate \reIt\ (n) = the speed at which sth
happens over a particular period of
time

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make sth smaller
or less in size or amount

renewable \rI"nju…´b´l\ (adj) = capable of
being replaced by nature

resources \rI"zO…sIz\ (pl n) = sources of
supply or support

run out \Ærøn "aUt\ (phr v) = to have been
used up, so there is none left

solar cell \"s´Ul´ sel\ (n) = a device that
directly converts sunlight into
electricity

solar energy \"s´Ul´ "en´dZi\ (n) =
electricity generated from the Sun

solar power \Æs´Ul´ "paU´\ (n) = energy
from the Sun that is converted into
thermal or electrical energy 

spin \spIn\ (v) = to cause sth to turn
around repeatedly

steam \sti…m\ (n) = the hot gas produced
from burning materials and kept
under pressure to provide power

turbine /"t‰…baIn/ (n) = an engine with
blades that are caused to turn
around by pressure from water,
steam or air

use up \Æju…z "øp\ (phr v) = to finish sth so
that none of it is left 

wave \weIv\ (n) = a mass of moving
water raised above the surface of the
sea

wind \wInd\ (n) = the natural movement
of air

Culture Spot 5 (p. 70)

blade \bleId\ (n) = each of the flat
spinning parts used on some
machines to push air or water

come up with \Ækøm "øp wID\ (phr v) = to
think of a plan, an idea or a solution 

dynamo /"daIn´m´U/ (n) = a machine that
produces electricity

electricity \IÆlek"trIs´ti\ (n) = a form of
energy carried through wires and
used to operate machines, lights, etc

entrepreneur /ÆÅntr´pr´"n‰…/ (n) = sb who
starts a business and is willing to
take risks in order to make money 

inventor \In"vent´\ (n) = sb who is the
first to think of and make sth

motor \"m´Ut´\ (n) = a machine that
produces motion or power

power \"paU´\ (v) = to supply electricity
revolution \Ærev´"lu…S´n\ (n) = one
complete circular movement made
by a wheel attached to a central
point

weigh \weI\ (v) = to have a particular
weight

wheel \wi…l\ (n) = a hard round object
that turns and causes machinery to
move

wide \waId\ (adj) = extending a great
distance from one side to the other

wind power \"wInd ÆpaU´\ (n) = a form of
energy derived from the wind 

wind turbine \"wInd Æt‰…baIn\ (n) = an
engine with blades that the wind
turns around to produce electricity

windmill \"wIndmIl\ (n) = a structure with
blades which are turned around by
the wind 

wind-powered \"wInd paU´d\ (adj) =
using electricity produced by the
wind

wrought iron \ÆrO…t "aI´n\ (n) = iron that is
easy to shape, resistant to rust  

Progress Check (pp. 71-72)

an egg hatches (phr) = an egg breaks
open and a baby bird, reptile, etc
comes out of it

be under threat (phr) = to be in danger
commercial \k´"m‰…S´l\ (adj) = relating to
the buying and selling of goods

dedicate (to) \"dedIkeIt “t´‘\ (v) = to
devote (to)

dim \dIm\ (adj) = not bright
expand \Ik"spœnd\ (v) = to increase
herd \h‰…d\ (n) = a large group of animals
issue \"ISu…\ (n) = an important (social,
environmental, etc) problem

make it to (phr) = to manage to get
somewhere

poacher \"p´UtS´\ (n) = sb who illegally
hunts and kills animals

raise awareness (phr) = to inform
people about a social,
environmental, etc problem in order
to make them do sth about it

range \reIndZ\ (n) = the natural habitat of
an animal or plant

release \rI"li…s\ (v) = to set free
take steps to (phr) = to do one of a
series of things in order to achieve
sth in particular

vanish \"vœnIS\ (v) = to disappear

Unit 6 – Don’t be afraid

(p. 73) 

basement \"beIsm´nt\ (n) = a room in a
building under the level of the ground

bite \baIt\ (v) = to use the teeth to cut
into sth

bug \bøg\ (n) = a small insect, such as a
spider, a cockroach, etc

closed space (phr) = a limited area
covers \"køv´z\ (pl n) = the blankets and
sheets on a bed

crowd \kraUd\ (n) = a large group of
people

dentist \"dentIst\ (n) = a doctor who
treats people’s teeth 

disappear \ÆdIs´"pI´\ (v) = to stop being
visible

dizzy \"dIzi\ (adj) = having the feeling of
spinning around and losing your
balance 

elevator \"elIveIt´\ (n) = a machine for
carrying people and things to
different levels in a building

flying \"flaIIN\ (n) = travelling by air
freeze \fri…z\ (v) = to become suddenly
motionless or paralysed with fear or
shock

height \haIt\ (n) = the distance above a
level or surface

hide \haId\ (v) = to keep yourself in a
place where you can't be seen

move \mu…v\ (v) = to change place or
position 
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open water (phr) = a large body of
water, e.g. an ocean, a lake, etc

panic attack (phr) = a sudden attack of
fear 

public speaking (phr) = the act of
making a speech in front of a
number of people

rarely \"re´li\ (adv) = not often
shake \SeIk\ (v) = to tremble because
you are frightened

sick \sIk\ (adj) = suffering from a disease 
sting \stIN\ (v) = (of an insect) to hurt sb
by piercing the skin with a sharp
pointed part that contains poison

storm \stO…m\ (n) = bad weather with rain,
wind, thunder and lightning 

sweat \swet\ (v) = to produce salty liquid
through your skin because you are
hot, ill, frightened or doing exercise

terrified \"ter´faId\ (adj) = extremely
frightened

unhealthy \øn"helTi\ (adj) = not having
good health

wet \wet\ (v) = to cover sth in water or
other liquid 

6a (pp. 74-75)

affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to have an influence
on sb / sth 

aim \eIm\ (n) = a purpose or intention
appearance \´"pI´r´ns\ (n) = the way that
sb / sth looks

arachnid \´"rœknId\ (n) = a small
creature, such as a spider, that has
eight legs and a body formed of two
parts

arachnophobia \´"rœkn´Æf´Ubi´\ (n) = an
unreasonable fear of spiders

armour \"A…m´\ (n) = a strong covering for
the body that soldiers used to wear

at all costs (phr) = regardless of the
consequences

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to stay away from sb /
sth

be alone (phr) = to be the only person
that does sth

block \blÅk\ (v) = to put an obstacle in a
path or exit

building material (phr) = a substance
used for constructing buildings

chocolate bar (phr) = a long piece of
chocolate 

cockroach \"kÅkr´UtS\ (n) = a flat brown
or black insect, sometimes found in
the home

common \"kÅm´n\ (adj) = usual

confident \"kÅnfId´nt\ (adj) = certain
about your ability

consider \k´n"sId´\ (v) = to think of sb /
sth in a particular way 

crawl \krO…l\ (v) = to move slowly with the
body close to the ground

creature \"kri…tS´\ (n) = a living thing 
creepy \"kri…pi\ (adj) = scary
creepy-crawly \Ækri…pi "krO…li\ (n) = a small
creature that gives you a feeling of
fear or dislike

culture \"køltS´\ (n) = the lifestyle, beliefs
and traditions of a group of people 

deep-fried \Ædi…p "fraId\ (adj) = (of food)
cooked in hot oil or fat

doughnut \"d´Unøt\ (n) = a small ring-
shaped cake fried in fat 

eight-legged \eIt "legId\ (adj) = (of an
insect) having eight legs

exposure therapy (phr) = a treatment for
phobias in which the patient is
forced to be faced with their phobias

fear \fI´\ (n) = a feeling of being afraid
female \"fi…meIl\ (n) = a woman or a girl
fly \flaI\ (n) = a small flying insect with
two wings 

grilled \grIld\ (adj) = cooked below or
above strong direct heat 

harm \hA…m\ (v) = to cause injury or
damage to sb / sth

hate \heIt\ (v) = to dislike sb / sth
strongly

human \"hju…m´n\ (n) = a person 
irrational \I"rœS´n´l\ (adj) = not based on
good judgement or clear thinking

male \meIl\ (n) = a man or a boy
mosquito \m´"ski…t´U\ (n) = a small flying
insect that feeds on the blood of
people and animals 

moth \mÅT\ (n) = a small insect like a
butterfly

nutritious \nju…"trIS´s\ (adj) = (of food) that
provides healthy minerals and
vitamins for the body 

nutritious treat (phr) = a special and
tasty type of food that does good to
your health

pest controller (phr) = sb / sth that gets
rid of small insects which destroy
crops or food supplies

phobia \"f´Ubi´\ (n) = an unreasonable
fear of sth

play a part (phr) = to have an affect on
sth 

plughole \"pløgh´Ul\ (n) = a hole at the
bottom of a sink or bath where water
flows out 

rainforest \"reInfÅrIst\ (n) = a tropical
forest that receives a lot of rain

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make sth smaller
or less in size or amount

refuse \rI"fju…z\ (v) = to show or express
unwillingness to do sth

run away \Ærøn ´"weI\ (phr v) = to leave
quickly in order to avoid or escape
sth

scream \skri…m\ (v) = to cry out because
of pain, fear, etc 

scuttle \"skøtl\ (v) = to run somewhere
with short quick steps

shake \SeIk\ (v) = to tremble because
you are frightened

snack \snœk\ (n) = a small amount of
food eaten between meals

specific \sp´"sIfIk\ (adj) = exact; precise 
spider \"spaId´\ (n) = a small creature
with eight thin legs which catches
other insects in a web 

startle \"stA…tl\ (v) = to surprise or frighten
sb 

suffer (from) \"søf´\ (v) = to experience
sth bad or unpleasant

sufferer \"søf´r´\ (n) = a person who has
a particular problem or disease

sweat \swet\ (v) = to produce salty liquid
through your skin because you are
hot, ill, frightened or doing exercise

tarantula \t´"rœntjUl´\ (n) = a large hairy
spider that lives in warm regions

tasty \"teIsti\ (adj) = delicious
trap \trœp\ (v) = to catch sb / sth by
forcing them into a place from which
they can't escape

treatment \"tri…tm´nt\ (n) = a particular
method or type of medical care

ugly \"øgli\ (adj) = not pretty or attractive
unreasonable \øn"ri…z´n´b´l\ (adj) = not
sensible

venom \"ven´m\ (n) = poison produced
by animals and insects

your hair stands on end (phr) = to be
very horrified 

6b (pp. 76-77)

afraid (of) \´"freId\ (adj) = frightened of
sth

attendance \´"tend´ns\ (n) = being
present at a place or event

cure \kjU´\ (n) = a remedy
effective \I"fektIv\ (adj) = successful in
producing a desired result

flash of lightning (phr) = a powerful
flash of light in the sky caused by
electricity and followed by thunder
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germ \dZ‰…m\ (n) = a very small organism
that causes disease 

keep away \Æki…p ´"weI\ (phr v) = to not
go somewhere or near sth

keep on \Æki…p "Ån\ (phr v) = to continue
doing sth

keep out \Æki…p "aUt\ (phr v) = to stop sb /
sth from going into a place

keep up with \Æki…p "øp wID\ (phr v) = to
manage to do as much / well as
others do

lead (to) \li…d\ (v) = to cause sth to
happen

nervous \"n‰…v´s\ (adj) = frightened about
sth that is going to happen

patient \"peIS´nt\ (n) = a person who is
receiving medical care

permanent \"p‰…m´n´nt\ (adj) = lasting
forever

psychologist \saI"kÅl´dZIst\ (n) = an
expert who treats mental and
behavioural problems

relatively \"rel´tIvli\ (adv) = to some
extent

sensitive (to) \"sens´tIv\ (adj) = able to
understand people's feelings,
problems, etc

worry (about) \"wøri\ (v) = to feel nervous
or upset about sb / sth

Vocabulary plus (p.78)

anxious \"œNkS´s\ (adj) = worried about
sth

chin \tSIn\ (n) = the front part of your face
below your mouth

dizzy \"dIzi\ (adj) = having the feeling of
spinning around and losing your
balance 

embarrassed \Im"bœr´st\ (adj) =
ashamed because you have made a
mistake

frown \fraUn\ (v) = to make an angry,
unhappy or confused expression by
moving the two lines of hair above
the eyes together

scared \ske´d\ (adj) = frightened
gaze \geIz\ (v) = to look at sb / sth for a
long time without realising that you
are doing so

raise an eyebrow (phr) = to show
surprise by moving one of the two
lines of hair above the eyes upwards

tilt \tIlt\ (v) = to move your head or chin
upwards or to the side

6c (p. 78)

affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to have an influence
on sb / sth 

anxious \"œNkS´s\ (adj) = worried about
sth

beat your phobia (phr) = to overcome an
unreasonable fear of sth

concentrate (on) \"kÅns´ntreIt\ (v) = to
direct your attention or your efforts
towards a particular activity, subject
or problem

counselling \"kaUns´lIN\ (n) = advice and
support given by an expert to sb with
problems

faint \feInt\ (v) = to suddenly become
unconscious

focus (on) \"f´Uk´s\ (v) = to give a lot of
attention to one particular person,
subject or thing

halls of residence (phr) = a college
building where students live

hypnotherapy \ÆhIpn´U"Ter´pi\ (n) = the
use of an artificial state of sleep to
treat emotional problems 

in public (phr) = in a place where people
can see you

laboratory \l´"bÅr´tri\ (n) = a place where
people do scientific and medical
experiments or research

low self-esteem (phr) = lack of belief in
your own value or ability

make judgements (phr) = to form
opinions about sb / sth after thinking
carefully

nerves \n‰…vz\ (pl n) = worry or anxiety
painfully shy (phr) = feeling extremely
nervous and uncomfortable with
other people

panic attack (phr) = a sudden attack of
fear 

panther \"pœnT´\ (n) = a leopard with
black fur

social phobia (phr) = an unreasonable
fear of embarrassing yourself in front
of other people

student counsellor (phr) = an expert
who advises students on personal
problems or academic and
occupational choice

the centre of attention (phr) = the
person or thing that everyone is most
interested in 

tremble \"tremb´l\ (v) = to shake slightly
because you are cold or frightened

6d (p. 79)

deep breathing exercise (phr) = a
physical activity in which you take a
lot of air into your lungs in order to
relax

filling \"fIlIN\ (n) = a small amount of
metal put into your tooth to cover a
hole

hypnotherapy \ÆhIpn´U"Ter´pi\ (n) = the
use of an artificial state of sleep to
treat emotional problems 

miserable \"mIz´r´b´l\ (adj) = extremely
unhappy 

relieve \rI"li…v\ (v) = to make an
unpleasant feeling, such as pain or
worry, less strong 

rubber ball (phr) = a round object used
in games and sports, made by a
substance that can bend easily

squeeze \skwi…z\ (v) = to press sth firmly
together with your fingers or hand

stress \stres\ (n) = a continuous feeling
of worry 

waiting room (phr) = a room for people
to wait in, for example before they
see a doctor

6e (pp. 80-81)

confidence \"kÅnfId´ns\ (n) = belief in
your value or ability

conquer your fear (phr) = to manage to
overcome the feeling of being afraid
of sth

counsellor \"kaUns´l´\ (n) = an expert
whose job is to help and support
people with problems

gain \geIn\ (v) = to achieve sth as a
result of a lot of effort

get on \Æget "Ån\ (phr v) = to make
progress in dealing with a situation

get over \"get ´Uv´\ (phr v) = to find a
way to solve or deal with a difficult
problem

gradually \"grœdZu´li\ (adv) = little by
little

leash \li…S\ (n) = a piece of rope, leather,
etc fastened to a dog's collar in
order to control it

6f (pp. 82-83)

acid \"œsId\ (n) = a chemical substance
alike \´"laIk\ (adj) = (never followed by a
noun) similar

annual \"œnjU´l\ (adj) = yearly
appear \´"pI´\ (v) = to begin to exist
approach \´"pr´UtS\ (v) = to move nearer
to sb / sth
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argue (about) \"a…gju…\ (v) = to disagree
(about)

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to stay away from sb
or sth

bare \bE´r\ (adj) = (of a part of the body)
having no clothes on

bare stalk (phr) = stalk that has no
leaves on

be born (phr) = to start to exist
be home to (phr) = (of a plant or an
animal) to naturally grow or live in a
particular place

be presented with (phr) = to be faced
with sth difficult

beat \bi…t\ (v) = (of the heart) to make a
regular movement 

blood \blød\ (n) = the red liquid that
flows through the bodies of people
and animals

break into \"breIk "Intu…\ (phr v) = to get
into a building using force

cheat \tSi…t\ (v) = (of a competition) to not
obey the rules

claim \kleIm\ (v) = to say that sth is true
come into contact with (phr) = to touch
control your reactions (phr) = to remain
calm and not show that you are
angry or upset

discuss \dI"skøs\ (v) = to talk about sth
drop \drÅp\ (v) = to let sth fall 
dry \draI\ (adj) = (of the mouth) being
without enough of the liquid that is
normally in your mouth, because you
are nervous

dwelling \"dwelIN\ (n) = house; residence
equal \"i…kw´l\ (adj) = the same in size,
amount, etc

face \feIs\ (v) = to have to deal with a
difficult situation that affects you

faint \feInt\ (v) = to suddenly become
unconscious

fall about \fO…l ´"baUt\ (phr v) = to laugh
about sth

famous \"feIm´s\ (adj) = well-known
final \"faIn´l\ (adj) = last
freeze \fri…z\ (v) = to become suddenly
motionless or paralysed with fear or
shock

go as white as a sheet (phr) = to
become extremely pale because you
are frightened

have butterflies in your stomach
(phr) = to feel very nervous or excited
about sth important that you have to
do

inject \In"dZekt\ (v) = to put a substance
into the body

injury \"IndZ´ri\ (n) = physical harm to
sb's body caused by an accident or
an attack

jump out of your skin (idm) = to be
extremely shocked and frightened by
sth

known (for) \n´Un “f´‘\ (adj) = famous
(for)

known \n´Un\ (adj) = recognized
miss \mIs\ (v) = to not do sth
natural \"nœtS´r´l\ (adj) = existing in
nature, not man-made

picturesque \ÆpIktS´Esk\ (adj) = (of a
place) attractive, esp because it is
old and unusual

popular \"pÅpjUl´\ (adj) = common
precaution \prIkO…S´n\ (n) = a measure to
prevent sth from happening

reaction \ri"œkS´n\ (n) = the way sb acts
or feels in response to sth that
happens, is said, etc

resident \"rezId´nt\ (n) = inhabitant
sb’s hair stands on end (phr) = sb is
very frightened

scared stiff (phr) = extremely frightened
shake \SeIk\ (v) = to tremble because
you are frightened

shake like a leaf (phr) = to tremble a lot
because you are cold, nervous or
afraid

similar (to) \"sImIl´r\ (adj) = almost the
same (as sb or sth else)

stalk \stO…k\ (n) = (of a plant) stem
sting \stIN\ (v) = (of a plant) to cause you
to feel pain and leave a red mark on
your skin when you touch it

stinging nettle \"stININ Ænetl\ (n) = a wild
plant with leaves covered with hairs
that stings you when you touch it

strip (sth off sth else) \strIp\ (v) = to
remove (sth from sth else)

take off \ÆteIk "Åf\ (phr v) = (of an aircraft)
to leave the ground and begin to fly

terminal \"t‰…mIn´l\ (adj) = fatal
(the) same \“Di…‘ seIm\ (adj) = not
different

thunder \"Tønd´\ (n) = the loud noise that
you hear after a flash of lightning

tunnel \"tøn´l\ (n) = a long passage under
or through the ground

turn into \t‰…n "Intu…\ (phr v) = to
transform; to change

wasp \wÅsp\ (n) = a thin black and yellow
flying insect that can sting you

CLIL 6 (p. 84)

affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to change or influence
sth

anxiety \œN"zaI´ti\ (n) = the feeling of
being very worried about sth

brain \breIn\ (n) = the organ inside the
head that controls thought, memory,
feelings and activity

caffeine \"kœfi…n\ (n) = a substance in
coffee and tea that makes you feel
awake

chemical \"kemIk´l\ (n) = a substance
produced by the body that
influences growth and health

cope (with) \k´Up\ (v) = to succeed in
dealing with a difficult problem or
situation

deal with \"di…l wID\ (phr v) = to take the
necessary action to solve a problem

distract \dI"strœkt\ (v) = to take sb's
attention away from sth

dopamine \"d´Up´mi…n\ (n) = a chemical
produced in the brain that carries
messages to nerve cells or muscles
and helps you feel well

energised \Æen´"dZaIzd\ (adj) = full of
energy or enthusiasm

fight \faIt\ (v) = to use a lot of effort to
stop sth happening or existing

heal \hi…l\ (v) = to cure sth
lift sb’s mood (phr) = to make sb feel
more cheerful and hopeful

light \laIt\ (adj) = needing only a small
amount of effort

long-lasting \ÆlÅN "lA…stIN\ (adj) =
continuing for a long period of time

nervousness \"n‰…v´sn´s\ (n) = the feeling
of worry and anxiety

processed \"pr´Usest\ (adj) = (of food)
treated with chemicals or other
substances, so as to be improved
and kept fresh for a long time

pump \pømp\ (v) = (of the heart) to move
very quickly

puzzle \"pøz´l\ (n) = a toy in which you
have to fit separate pieces together

relieve \rI"li…v\ (v) = to make an
unpleasant feeling, such as pain or
worry, less strong

serotonin \ÆsI´r´U"t´UnIn\ (n) = a chemical
in the body that helps you feel
relaxed and happy

sth loses its hold (phr) = sth does not
have influence on sb any longer 

tip \tIp\ (n) = a helpful piece of advice
troubles \"trøb´lz\ (pl n) = problems that
worry you
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unease \øn"i…z\ (n) = the feeling of slight
fear about sth 

virus \"vaI´r´s\ (n) = a very small living
thing that causes infectious illnesses

whole grains (phr) = seeds, such as
corn, wheat or rice, used as healthy
food  

worry \"wøri\ (n) = the feeling of being
anxious about sth

wound \wu…nd\ (n) = an injury in which
your skin or flesh is damaged

Culture Spot (p. 84)

character trait (phr) = a particular
characteristic of sb's personality 

confidence \"kÅnfId´ns\ (n) = the quality
of being certain of your abilities

cool \ku…l\ (adj) = calm and not nervous
or excited 

date back to \ÆdeIt "bœk tu\ (phr v) = to
have existed since a particular time  

disregard (for) \ÆdIsrI"gA…d\ (n) = the fact
of showing no care or respect for sth

keep a stiff upper lip (phr) = to not
show your feelings when you are
upset

keep your chin up (phr) = to make an
effort to stay brave and confident
when you are in a difficult situation 

noticeable \"n´UtIs´b´l\ (adj) = easy to
see or recognise

tremble \"tremb´l\ (v) = to shake slightly,
usually because you are cold,
frightened or very emotional 

typical \"tIpIk´l\ (adj) = having the usual
features or qualities 

upset \Æøp"set\ (adj) = worried or angry

Progress Check (pp. 85-86)

aggressive \´"gresIv\ (adj) = (of an
animal) likely to attack people

arthropod \"A…Tr´ÆpÅd\ (n) = an animal
whose body is divided into different
parts and has no backbone (e.g. ants,
crabs, etc)

associate (sb / sth with sb / sth else)
\´"s´USIÆeIt\ (v) = to connect (sb / sth)
with (sb / sth else)

bait \beIt\ (n) = food used for catching
fish or animals

cage \keIdZ\ (n) = a structure made of
metal bars and wires in which birds
or animals are kept

curiosity \ÆkjU´ri"Ås´ti\ (n) = the desire to
know more about sth

endangered \In"deIndZ´d\ (adj) = in
danger of extinction

glide \glaId\ (v) = to move smoothly and
without making any noise

make (sth) out \ÆmeIk "aUt\ (phr v) = to be
able to see or hear sth

pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = (of smell) to
notice

pour \pO…\ (v) = to cause sth to flow out
of a container

razor-sharp \"reIz´"SA…p\ (adj) = very
sharp

scent \sent\ (n) = smell
shake \SeIk\ (v) = to tremble because of
feeling cold, frightened, etc

Unit 7 – Health & Food

(p. 87) 

ageing \"eIdZIN\ (n) = the process of
growing older

allowance \´"laU´ns\ (n) = an amount of
sth that is safe or acceptable

annual \"œnju´l\ (adj) = happening once a
year

balanced diet (phr) = a diet that
contains the right amounts of all the
necessary nutrients 

boost \bu…st\ (v) = to cause sth to
improve or become more successful 

break down \ÆbreIk "daUn\ (phr v) = to
change food as a result of a
chemical process

calorie \"kœl´ri\ (n) = a unit measuring
the amount of energy that foods
produce in the body

catch the flu (phr) = to get a common
disease that causes fever and
weakness

charity \"tSœr´ti\ (n) = an organisation
that gives money, food or help to
those in need 

cod \kÅd\ (n) = a large sea fish, eaten as
food

diet \"daI´t\ (n) = the type of food and
drink that sb usually consumes

digest \daI"dZest\ (v) = to have food
broken down in the stomach 

digestion \daI"dZestS´n\ (n) = the process
in the body by which food is broken
down 

effect \I"fekt\ (n) = a result
fight off \ÆfaIt "Åf\ (phr v) = to struggle to
avoid an illness

headache \"hedeIk\ (n) = an ache or pain
in the head

high temperature (phr) = a higher than
normal body temperature caused by
disease

illness \"Iln´s\ (n) = a sickness or disease
immune system (phr) = the organs and
processes in the body which protect
you from illnesses and infections 

infection \In"fekS´n\ (n) = a disease
caused by germs that enter the body

influenza \ÆInflu"enz´\ (n) = a common
illness that causes fever and weakness

injection \In"dZekS´n\ (n) = the act of
forcing a liquid medicine into the
body by using a special needle

liver \"lIv´\ (n) = a large reddish-brown
organ in the body that cleans the
blood

lose weight (phr) = to become thinner
medical \"medIk´l\ (adj) = relating to the
treatment of diseases and injuries 

mineral \"mIn´r´l\ (n) = a chemical
substance that exists naturally in
certain foods and is important for
good health

physical exercise (phr) = a period of
workout to keep fit

raise money (phr) = to collect money so
as to help people

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make smaller in
size or amount 

skin \skIn\ (n) = the outer covering of the
body 

supplement \"søplIm´nt\ (n) = an
additional amount of sth that you
take for improvement

symptom \"sImpt´m\ (n) = a change in
the body which shows that a disease
is present

vaccination \ÆvœksI"neIS´n\ (n) = the
injection of a substance into the
body in order to produce antibodies
against an illness 

vitamin \"vIt´m´n\ (n) = a natural
substance found in foods that helps
your body to be healthy

warning \"wO…nIN\ (n) = a statement that
tells you about sth bad that might
happen so that you can avoid it

wealth \welT\ (n) = the possession of a
large amount of valuable things 

7a (pp. 88-89)

agreement \´"gri…m´nt\ (n) = a situation
when sb has the same opinion as sb
else

almond \"A…m´nd\ (n) = a nut that has a
sweet flavour

anniversary \ÆœnI"v‰…s´ri\ (n) = the day
when an important event is
celebrated every year
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beef \bi…f\ (n) = the meat from a cow
beetle \"bi…tl\ (n) = an insect with a hard
back

broccoli \"brÅk´li\ (n) = a common
vegetable that has green branches
and many small green or purple
flowers

buttery \"bøt´ri\ (adj) = containing a lot of
butter

cabbage \"kœbIdZ\ (n) = a large round
vegetable with thick green or purple
leaves

chuckle \"tSøkl\ (v) = to laugh quietly
couscous \"kUskUs\ (n) = a North African
food that is made from wheat and is
in the form of very small round
pieces

cucumber \"kju…kømb´\ (n) = a long
vegetable with dark green skin and
crisp flesh, often used in salads

dairy product (phr) = food produced
from the milk of mammals

deep valley (phr) = a very low area of
land between hills or mountains

deserve \dI"z‰…v\ (v) = to be worthy of
eager (to) \"i…g´\ (adj) = willing (to)
encouragingly \In"kørIdZIngli\ (adv) = in a
way that makes sb feel confident

gather \"gœD´\ (v) = to come together
grain \greIn\ (n) = the seeds of plants
(such as wheat, corn and rice) that
are used for food

grapes \greIps\ (pl n) = a green, dark red
or purplish-black berry used to make
wine or eaten as a fruit

grasshopper \"grA…sÆhÅp´\ (n) = a large
insect with long back legs that can
jump high and makes short loud
sounds

lamb \lœm\ (n) = the meat of a young
sheep

lamb tail (phr) = the tail of a young
sheep

legume \"legjuÜm\ (n) = a type of plant,
such as a pea or a bean plant, with
seeds that grow in long cases

lettuce \"let´s\ (n) = a vegetable with
large leaves, eaten especially in
salads

lobster \"lÅbst´\ (n) = the meat of an
ocean animal that has a long body, a
hard shell and a pair of large claws

mature \m´"tSU´\ (v) = to fully develop
Mediterranean \ÆmedIt´"reIni´n\ (adj) =
relating to the Mediterranean Sea
and to the lands that surround it

nod \nÅd\ (v) = to move your head down
and up to show agreement

nut \nøt\ (n) = a usually large hard-
shelled seed

occur \´"k‰…\ (v) = to take place
pasta \"pœst´\ (n) = a food made from a
mixture of flour, water and,
sometimes, eggs formed into
different shapes

pea \pi…\ (n) = a round green seed
cooked and eaten as a vegetable

poke \p´Uk\ (v) = to push (sb or sth) with
your finger

poultry \"p´Ultri\ (n) = birds (such as
chickens and ducks) that are on
farms for their eggs, and meat

prawn \prO…n\ (n) = a small lobster with
long thin claws

respect \rI"spekt\ (n) = admiration;
appreciation

salmon \"sœm´n\ (n) = a large fish with
pink flesh that is born in streams but
lives most of its life in the ocean, and
is used for food

sample \"sA…mpl\ (v) = to taste
seafood \"si…fu…d\ (n) = fish and shellfish
used for food

seagull egg (phr) = the egg of (white and
grey) bird that lives near the sea

snow-capped mountains (phr) =
mountains that have snow on the top
of them

squeeze \skwi…z\ (v) = to press firmly
stag heart (phr) = the heart of a male
deer

stall \stO…l\ (n) = a small shop
swallow \"swÅl´U\ (v) = to cause food or
drink to go from your mouth into
your stomach

trout \traUt\ (n) = a common fish that
lives in rivers and lakes and is used
for food

tuna \"tju…n´\ (n) = the flesh of a large sea
fish, usually sold cooked in tins

turkey \"t‰…ki\ (n) = the meat of a large
American bird related to the chicken

worm-like \"w‰…mlaIk\ (adj) = similar to a
small creature with a long soft body
which has no bones, arms or legs

7b (pp. 90-91)

addicted (to) \´"dIktId\ (adj) = dependent
on sth 

cold \k´Uld\ (n) = a common illness that
affects the nose, the throat, and the
eyes, causing coughing, sneezing,
etc

cut back on \Ækøt "bœk Ån\ (phr v) = to try
to reduce an expense

cut down on \Ækøt "daUn Ån\ (phr v) = to
try to reduce sth 

cut in \Ækøt "In\ (phr v) = to interrupt sb
when speaking

cut off \Ækøt "Åf\ (phr v) = to remove sth
completely by cutting it 

cut out \Ækøt "aUt\ (phr v) = to remove sth
by cutting it

cut up \Ækøt "øp\ (phr v) = to cut sth into
small pieces

growing \"gr´UIN\ (adj) = increasing
lose weight (phr) = to become thinner
mashed \mœSt\ (adj) = (of potatoes)
crushed until soft and smooth

obese \´U"bi…s\ (adj) = very fat
olive oil (phr) = a type of oil made from
olives 

recipe \"resIpi\ (n) = a set of instructions
for making food

recover (from) \rI"køv´\ (v) = to become
healthy after an illness or injury 

steamed \sti…md\ (adj) = cooked in steam
strongly \"strÅNli\ (adv) = in a powerful
manner

vital (for) \"vaItl\ (adj) = absolutely
necessary for sth

wise \waIz\ (adj) = having knowledge
from learning or experiencing many
things

Vocabulary plus (p. 92)

ache \eIk\ (v) = (of a part of the body) to
hurt

appointment \´"pOIntm´nt\ (n) = an
agreement to meet a doctor at a
particular time

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to keep yourself from
doing sth 

bad cough (phr) = an illness that causes
sb to force air through their throat
with a loud noise 

bone \b´Un\ (n) = each of the hard pieces
that form the inside a person's or
animal's body

breathe \bri…D\ (v) = to move air into and
out of the lungs

bruise \bru…z\ (v) = to injure a part of the
body without breaking the skin

burn calories (phr) = to lose weight by
exercising

check-up \"tSek øp\ (n) = an examination
of a person made by a doctor, in
order to make sure that the person is
healthy
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chest infection (phr) = a disease caused
by germs that enter the front part of
the body between the neck and the
stomach

consist (of) \k´n"sIst\ (v) = to be made up
of sth

cure \kjU´\ (v) = to stop a disease by
using drugs or other medical
treatments

diagnosis \ÆdaI´g"n´UsIs\ (n) = the act of
identifying a disease by examining sb

exhausted \Ig"zO…stId\ (adj) = extremely
tired

fasten \"fA…s´n\ (v) = to put sth in a
position in such a way that it will not
move

fire \faI´\ (v) = to shoot a weapon
fix \fIks\ (v) = to repair sth
flu \flu…\ (n) = a common disease caused
by a virus that causes fever,
weakness, body aches and breathing
problems

food allergy (phr) = a medical condition
that causes sb to become sick after
eating specific foods

food poisoning \"fu…d ÆpOIz´nIN\ (n) = a
sickness caused by bacteria or
chemicals in what we eat

form \fO…m\ (v) = to create or develop sth
over a period of time

get rid of (phr) = to dispose of sth
unwanted

hay fever (phr) = a sickness that is like a
cold and caused by breathing in
pollen from plants

heal \hi…l\ (v) = to make sb healthy or well
again

high temperature (phr) = a higher than
normal body temperature caused by
disease

improve \Im"pru…v\ (v) = to make sth
better

include \In"klu…d\ (v) = to contain sth in a
group 

insomnia \In"sÅmni´\ (n) = the condition
of not being able to sleep

it hurts (phr) = it's painful
itch \ItS\ (v) = (of a part of the body) to
produce an unpleasant feeling on the
skin that makes you want to scratch

itchy \"ItSi\ (adj) = producing an
unpleasant feeling on the skin that
makes you want to scratch

maintain \meIn"teIn\ (v) = to continue
having or doing sth

miss \mIs\ (v) = to fail to do sth that you
wanted to do

muscle \"møs´l\ (n) = a body tissue that
can contract and produce movement

operation \ÆÅp´"reIS´n\ (n) = the process
in which a doctor cuts into sb's body
in order to repair or remove a
diseased part

prescription \prI"skrIpS´n\ (n) = a written
message from a doctor that officially
tells sb to use a medicine, therapy,
etc

prevent \prI"vent\ (v) = to stop sth from
happening or existing

protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to keep sb or sth
from being harmed, lost, etc

rash \rœS\ (n) = a group of red spots on
the skin caused by an illness or a
reaction to sth

receipt \rI"si…t\ (n) = a piece of paper you
are given after paying for goods or
services that you buy

self-esteem \Æself I"sti…m\ (n) = self-
confidence

sneeze \sni…z\ (v) = to suddenly force air
out through your nose and mouth
with a loud noise because of a cold

sore throat (phr) = pain in the throat
because of infection

surgery \"s‰…dZ´ri\ (n) = medical
treatment in which a doctor cuts into
sb's body, in order to repair or
remove diseased parts

swell \swel\ (v) = (of a part of the body)
to become larger than normal

symptom \"sImpt´m\ (n) = a change in
the body which shows that a disease
is present

throw \Tr´U\ (v) = to cause sth to move
out of your hand and through the air 

treat \tri…t\ (v) = to cure a patient of a
disease

treatment \"tri…tm´nt\ (n) = the action of
curing a patient of a disease

trip over \"trIp ´Uv´\ (phr v) = to knock
your leg against sth and fall over

twisted ankle (phr) = the bent joint
between your foot and your leg

vary \"ve´ri\ (v) = to be different 
vomit \"vÅmIt\ (v) = to bring food and
drink up from the stomach because
you are ill

7c (p. 92)

aerobics session (phr) = a short period
of time when a group of people do
active physical exercises while
listening to music

attend \´"tend\ (v) = to go to an event or
a class

benefit \"ben´fIt\ (n) = an advantage
class level (phr) = the degree of ability in
a group of students

convince \k´n"vIns\ (v) = to make sb
believe that sth is true

distract \dI"strœkt\ (v) = to prevent sb
from concentrating on sth

effective \I"fektIv\ (adj) = achieving the
results that you want

fitness \"fItn´s\ (n) = the condition of
being physically strong and healthy

last \lA…st\ (v) = to continue being good or
suitable

let down \Ælet "daUn\ (phr v) = to
disappoint sb by failing to do what
you agreed to 

motivate \"m´UtIveIt\ (v) = to be the
reason why sb does sth

on your own (phr) = alone
one-to-one attention (phr) = the focus
on one person at a time

overdo \Æ´Uv´"du…\ (v) = to do sth more
than necessary

personal trainer (phr) = a person whose
job is to help people decide what
type of exercise is best for them and
show them how to do it

persuaded \p´"sweIdId\ (pp) = made
certain that sth is true

pull a muscle (phr) = to injure a muscle
by stretching it too far 

push yourself (phr) = to encourage or
force yourself to do sth or to work
hard

work out \Æw‰…k "aUt\ (phr v) = to exercise
in order to improve the strength and
appearance of the body

7d (p. 93)

access (to) \"œkses\ (n) = the right to use
or get sth

afford \´"fO…d\ (v) = to be able to pay for sth
equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = supplies or
tools needed for a special purpose

fitness equipment (phr) = tools needed
for exercising

individual sport (phr) = a type of sport
played by yourself or with a single
opponent

injury \"IndZ´ri\ (n) = damage to a part of
the body

overcrowded \Æ´Uv´"kraUdId\ (adj) = filled
with more people than is desirable 

peak time (phr) = the busiest hours of
the day
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team sport (phr) = a type of sport that
involves competition between teams
of players

trainer \"treIn´\ (n) = a person who
teaches people how to exercise
properly

weights \"weIts\ (pl n) = the sport in
which sb lifts pieces of metal 

7e (pp. 94-95)

addiction \´"dIkS´n\ (n) = a strong and
harmful need to regularly have or do
sth

caffeine \"kœfi…n\ (n) = a substance in
coffee and tea that makes you feel
more active

class pace (phr) = the speed at which a
group of students learn sth

concentrate \"kÅns´ntreIt\ (v) = to give
your attention to what you are doing

consume \k´n"sju…m\ (v) = to eat or drink
sth

energy drink (phr) = a type of drink to
increase your physical and mental
strength

fitness level (phr) = the degree of
physical exercise sb can do before
getting tired

individual \ÆIndI"vIdZu´l\ (adj) =
concerning one person exclusively

instructor \In"strøkt´\ (n) = a person who
teaches a subject or skill

motivate \"m´UtIveIt\ (v) = to give sb a
reason for doing sth

subscription \s´b"skrIpS´n\ (n) = the
money that you pay regularly to be a
member of an organisation

sugar content (phr) = the amount of
sugar contained in a food or drink 

CLIL 7 (p. 96)

absorb \´b"sO…b\ (v) = to take sth in
gradually

bile \baIl\ (n) = the bitter yellow liquid
produced by the liver that helps to
digest fat

bloodstream \"blødstri…m\ (n) = the flow
of blood around the body

break down \ÆbreIk "daUn\ (phr v) = to
change food as a result of a
chemical process

digest food (phr) = to change food that
you have just eaten into substances
that your body can use

digestive enzyme (phr) = any of a group
of chemical substances relating to
the digestion of food 

digestive system (phr) = the organs in
the body involved in the breaking
down of food

excess \"ekses\ (adj) = more than
necessary

fat \fœt\ (n) = an oily substance contained
in butter, cheese, meat, etc 

fibre \"faIb´\ (n) = a substance in certain
foods, such as fruit, vegetables and
brown bread, that helps to keep you
healthy 

large intestine (phr) = the lower part of
the digestive system, where food is
changed into solid waste matter 

liver \"lIv´\ (n) = a large organ in the body
that cleans the blood 

mineral \"mIn´r´l\ (n) = a chemical
substance that the body needs to
stay healthy 

molecule \"mÅlIkju…l\ (n) = each of the
simplest units of a chemical
substance, usually a group of two or
more atoms 

oesophagus \i…"sÅf´g´s\ (n) = the tube
which food passes down from the
mouth to the stomach

pancreas \"pœNkri´s\ (n) = an organ in the
body, near the stomach, that helps the
body to use the food that you eat

protein \"pr´Uti…n\ (n) = an organic
compound essential for the body to
grow and be healthy

small intestine (phr) = the long tube that
food goes through after it has gone
through the stomach

stomach \"støm´k\ (n) = the organ inside
the body where food begins to be
digested

swallow \"swÅl´U\ (v) = to make food or
drink go down the throat

undigested \ÆøndaI"dZestId\ (adj) = (of food)
not processed by the digestive system

vitamin \"vIt´m´n\ (n) = any of a group of
natural substances necessary in a
small amount for the growth and
good health of the body

Culture Spot (p. 96)

baked beans (phr) = small white beans
cooked in a sauce made from
tomatoes, and usually sold in cans 

battered \"bœt´d\ (adj) = (of food)
covered in a mixture of milk, flour
and egg and then fried

black pudding (phr) = a kind of thick
dark sausage made from animal
blood and fat 

boil \bOIl\ (v) = to cook sth in very hot
water

deep-fried \Ædi…p "fraId\ (adj) = cooked in
a lot of hot oil 

gravy \"greIvi\ (n) = a sauce made from
the juices of cooked meat mixed with
flour

nutrient \"nju…tri´nt\ (n) = a substance in
food that living organisms need to
live and grow 

option \"ÅpS´n\ (n) = a choice you can
make in a particular situation

pancake batter (phr) = a mixture of
flour, eggs, milk, etc, used in making
a thin, flat, round cake

rate (as) \reIt\ (v) = to be considered as
having a particular quality

roast beef (phr) = beef cooked in the
oven at a high heat 

salty \"sO…lti\ (adj) = containing salt
sausage \"sO…sIdZ\ (n) = a small tube of
skin filled with a mixture of meat,
spices, etc, eaten hot or cold after it
has been cooked 

sound like (phr) = to seem to be
sth is a recipe for sth else (phr) = sth is
likely to cause a bad result

sugary \"SUg´ri\ (adj) = containing sugar
wash down \ÆwÅS "daUn\ (phr v) = to drink
sth during a meal in order to help
you swallow the food 

Progress Check (pp. 97-98)

access the Internet (phr) = to connect
to the Internet

addicted (to) \´"dIktId\ (adj) = liking sth
very much

challenge \"tSœlIndZ\ (n) = a difficult task
counselling session (phr) = a meeting
during which advice about a
particular problem is given by an
expert

eye strain \"aI streIn\ (n) = a pain in your
eyes because of having been reading
a lot, etc

impatient \Im"peIS´nt\ (adj) = annoyed
because of having to wait for sth to
happen

lose track of (phr) = to no longer be
aware of (sth)

search engine \"s‰…tS ÆendZIn\ (n) = a
computer program used for finding
information on the Internet
(e.g. Google)

take up \teIk øp\ (phr v) = to start (a
sport, hobby)
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Unit 8 – Amazing Journeys

(p. 99) 

above \´"bøv\ (prep) = in a higher
position than sth else

accommodation \´ÆkÅm´"deIS´n\ (n) = a
place (such as a hotel, a hostel, etc)
where travellers can sleep and find
other services

ancient site (phr) = a place of
archaeological importance

architecture \"A…kItektS´\ (n) = the style
and design of buildings

B&B \Æbi"´nbi"\ (n) = holiday
accommodation where breakfast is
also offered

campsite \"kœmpsaIt\ (n) = an area where
people can set up and stay in their
tents, often with a water supply and
toilets

city centre (phr) = the main shopping or
business area in a city

cruise \kru…z\ (n) = a holiday on a large
ship

culture \"køltS´\ (n) = the beliefs, way of
life, art and customs shared by
people in a particular society

experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (v) = to do or
see sth yourself

explore \Ik"splO…\ (v) = to travel around an
area in order to learn about it

fishmonger’s \"fISmøNg´z\ (n) = a shop
that sells fish

forest \"fÅrIst\ (n) = a large area of land
covered in trees

goods \gUdz\ (pl n) = things that are
produced in order to be sold

ground \graUnd\ (n) = the surface of the
earth that we walk on 

hostel \"hÅstl\ (n) = a place where
tourists can stay and eat fairly
cheaply

hostel-type \"hÅstl taIp\ (adj) = (of
accommodation) looking like a place
where people can stay and eat fairly
cheap

jungle-covered \"dZøNg´l Ækøv´d\ (adj) =
(of an area) covered with a tropical
forest

limo \"lIm´U\ (n) = a large expensive car,
often driven by a chauffeur 

mix \mIks\ (n) = a particular combination
of things or people in a group 

moped \"m´Uped\ (n) = a small
motorcycle

palace \"pœl´s\ (n) = a large house that is
the official home of a king or queen

pizzeria \Æpi…ts´"ri…´\ (n) = a restaurant that
serves pizza

resort \rI"zO…t\ (n) = a place where a lot of
people go for holidays

self-catering \Æself "keIt´rIN\ (adj) = (of
holiday accommodation) where you
can cook your own food 

sightseeing \"saItÆsi…IN\ (n) = visiting
famous or interesting places,
especially as tourists

shop (for sth) \SÅp\ (v) = to go to one or
more shops to buy things

steakhouse \"steIkhaUs\ (n) =
a restaurant that serves steak

subway \"søbweI\ (n) = the American
word for the railway system under
the ground

tower \"taU´\ (n) = a tall narrow building,
either built on its own or as part of a
castle, church, etc

vibrant \"vaIbr´nt\ (adj) = full of activity or
energy 

8a (pp. 100-101)

archaeological site (phr) = a place
where sth important or interesting
happened in the past

architecture \"A…kItektS´\ (n) = the style
and design of buildings

aurora borealis (phr) = a pattern of
coloured lights that are sometimes
seen in the night sky in the most
northern parts of the world 

bang \bœN\ (n) = a sudden very loud
noise

be hidden away (phr) = to be far from
places where people live or often go 

be used to sth (phr) = to have
experienced sth so that it no longer
seems surprising or strange

board \bO…d\ (v) = to get on a bus, plane,
train, etc in order to travel 

bothered \"bÅD´d\ (adj) = worried or upset
bridge /brIdZ/ (n) = a structure over a
river, road or railway to allow people
and vehicles to cross from one side
to the other 

business meeting (phr) = a gathering of
people to talk about business

capital city (phr) = the city where the
main government of a country is

carve sth out of sth else (phr) = to
create sth by cutting a piece of
material

change your mind (phr) = to change
your decision, plan or opinion about
sth

clap \klœp\ (n) = a sudden loud noise like
that made by thunder

create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to make sth new
crew \kru…\ (n) = all the people who work
on a ship or plane

cross-country skiing (phr) = travelling
long distances over snow on skis

definitely \"defIn´tli\ (adv) = without any
doubt

desert \"dez´t\ (n) = a large area of land
where it is always very hot and dry,
and there is a lot of sand

destination \ÆdestI"neIS´n\ (n) = the place
that sb is going to 

dine \daIn\ (v) = to eat dinner
dine in style (phr) = to eat dinner in a
very comfortable, impressive and
expensive way

elegant \"el´g´nt\ (adj) = attractive
entertain \Æent´"teIn\ (v) = to amuse people
exhausted \Ig"zO…stId\ (adj) = extremely
tired

find out \ÆfaInd "aUt\ (phr v) = to learn a
fact or piece of information for the
first time

float \fl´Ut\ (v) = to stay or move on the
surface of a liquid without sinking

guide \gaId\ (n) = a person whose job is
to show tourists around a place of
interest

hand-made souvenir (phr) = sth that
you buy during a holiday, made by
people using their hands, not by a
machine

husky-sledging \"høski ÆsledZIN\ (n) =
travelling on the snow on a vehicle
like a carriage pulled by large dogs
with long thick fur

impressive \Im"presIv\ (adj) = worthy of
admiration 

in style (phr) = in a very comfortable,
impressive and expensive way

in the distance (phr) = at a point that is
far away

join in \ÆdZOIn "In\ (phr v) = to take part in
sth that a group of people are doing 

light pollution (phr) = too much artificial
light in the night sky above big cities,
which prevents the view of stars

magnificent \mœg"nIfIs´nt\ (adj) = very
impressive

make noises (phr) = to make loud
unpleasant sounds

maze \meIz\ (n) = a complicated and
confusing arrangement of streets,
roads, etc
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Mother Nature (phr) = nature thought of
as a force that affects people and
the world

mouth-watering meal (phr) = food that
looks or smells extremely good

must-see /Æmøst "si…/ (n) = sth that is so
exciting or interesting that you think
all people should see it

natural beauty (phr) = the fact that
a place is beautiful as it is

natural phenomenon (phr) = sth
existing in nature and not caused,
made or controlled by people

nightlife \"naItlaIf\ (n) = entertainment in
the evening

nighttime \"naIttaIm\ (n) = the period of
time during the night

off the beaten track (phr) = far away
from the places that people usually
visit

on deck (phr) = on the outside top level
of a ship that you can walk or sit on

overnight boat trip (phr) = a trip on a
ship during the night

passenger \"pœs´ndZ´\ (n) = sb who is
travelling in a vehicle but is not
driving it or working on it

passionate (about sth) \"pœS´n´t\ (adj) =
liking sth a lot

past \pA…st\ (prep) = further than
a particular place

peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = quiet and calm
physically active (phr) = always busy
doing physical activities

pond /pÅnd/ (n) = a small man-made
area of water 

realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to begin to
understand sth

remind sb of sb / sth (phr) = to help sb
remember sb / sth

rock \rÅk\ (n) = the hard substance that
forms the surface of the Earth

ruins \"ru…Inz\ (pl n) = the broken parts that
are left from an old building or town

sailing boat (phr) = a small boat that
uses a large piece of strong cloth
fixed onto it, so that the wind will
push the boat along

separate \"sep´reIt\ (v) = to divide into
different parts

site \saIt\ (n) = a specific area
snowmobiling \"sn´Um´bi…lIN\ (n) =
travelling on the snow on a small
motor vehicle

stall \stO…l\ (n) = a table or a small shop
with an open front where goods are
sold

stay awake (phr) = to not go to sleep
sth takes my breath away (phr) = sth is
very beautiful or exciting

take things at your own pace (phr) = to
do sth as slowly or as quickly as you
like

tourist attraction (phr) = a place to visit
that is very popular with tourists

unique \ju…"ni…k\ (adj) = very good and
special

wander around \ÆwÅnd´r ´"raUnd\
(phr v) = to walk slowly around an
area, without a clear direction or
purpose

wooden \"wUdn\ (adj) = made of the
material that trees are made of

8b (pp. 102-103)

board \bO…d\ (v) = to get onto a bus,
plane, train, etc 

check in \ÆtSek "In\ (phr v) = to say who
you are when you arrive at a hotel,
so that you can be given a room

check off \ÆtSek "Åf\ (phr v) = to write a
mark next to sth on a list in order to
show that you have chosen it or
made sure that it is correct

check on \"tSek Ån\ (phr v) = to check in
order to make sure that sb is doing
what they should be doing

check out \ÆtSek "aUt\ (phr v) = to leave a
hotel after paying and returning your
room key

check over \ÆtSek "´Uv´\ (phr v) = to look
closely at sth in order to make sure
that it is correct 

exotic \Ig"zÅtIk\ (adj) = unusual and
interesting because it is related to a
foreign country 

flight \flaIt\ (n) = a journey in a plane 
fog \fÅg\ (n) = cloudy air near the ground
which is difficult to see through

gate \geIt\ (n) = the place where you
leave an airport building to get onto
a plane

gradually \"grœdZu´li\ (adv) = little by little
mild \maIld\ (adj) = fairly warm
platform \"plœtfO…m\ (n) = the raised
place beside a railway track, where
you get on and off a train in a station

step \step\ (v) = to raise one foot and put
it down in front of the other one in
order to walk or move

thick \TIk\ (adj) = difficult to see through
or breathe in

travel agent (phr) = sb who owns or
works in a travel agency

Vocabulary plus (p. 104)

crowded \"kraUdId\ (adj) = too full of
people or things

delay \dI"leI\ (v) = to wait until a later time
to do sth

develop \dI"vel´p\ (v) = to start to have;
to create

get stuck (phr) = to be unable to move
from a particular position

heavy traffic (phr) = a lot of traffic
job opportunities (phr) = career
prospects

late hours (phr) = after the usual or
expected time

lost \lÅst\ (adj) = missing
luggage \"løgIdZ\ (n) = the cases, bags,
etc that you carry when you are
travelling

peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = quiet and calm
plenty of (phr) = a lot of; many
polluted \p´"lu…tId\ (adj) = dangerously
dirty and not suitable for people to use

relationship \rI"leIS´nSIp\ (n) = the way in
which two people or groups
feel about each other and behave
towards each other

steal \sti…l\ (v) = to take sth that belongs
to sb else

sunburnt \"sønb‰…nt\ (adj) = having a red
and painful skin as a result of
spending too much time in the sun

traffic jam \"trœfIk ÆdZœm\ (n) = a line of
vehicles that are moving very slowly

unspoilt \Æøn"spOIlt\ (adj) = (of a place)
beautiful because it has not changed
for a long time 

wallet \"wÅlIt\ (n) = a small flat case,
often made of leather, for holding
paper money, bank cards, etc

8c (p. 104)

3-course meal (phr) = a meal consisting
of three separate dishes

airport taxes \"e´pO…t ÆtœksIz\ (n) = an
amount of money that passengers
have to pay before the departure of
their flight

chairlift ride (phr) = travelling on a chair-
like vehicle, hanging from a wire,
which takes skiers up to a mountain

complimentary \ÆkÅmplI"ment´ri\ (adj) =
given free to people

direct flight (phr) = a flight from one
place to another without stopping

dog sledding \"dÅg ÆsledIN\ (n) = travelling
on the snow on a special vehicle
pulled by dogs
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hire \haI´\ (n) = an arrangement in which
you pay a sum of money to borrow
sth for a short time

in-flight meal (phr) = a meal provided
during a plane journey in the aircraft

lifetime \"laIftaIm\ (n) = the period of sb's
life

luxury accommodation (phr) = a very
expensive, beautiful and comfortable
place for sb to stay

overnight stay (phr) = staying in a place
during the night

snowmobiling \"sn´Um´bi…lIN\ (n) =
travelling on the snow on a small
motor vehicle

thermal clothes (phr) = clothing made
from special material to keep you
warm in very cold weather

transfer \"trœnsf‰…\ (n) = transporting
passengers from an airport to their
hotel and the opposite

winter break (phr) = a short holiday
during winter

8d (p. 105)

destination \ÆdestI"neIS´n\ (n) = the place
that sb is going to

island \"aIl´nd\ (n) = a piece of land
completely surrounded by water

nightlife \"naItlaIf\ (n) = entertainment in
the evening

not mind (phr) = to not have a strong
opinion about sth

sight \saIt\ (n) = a famous or interesting
place that tourists visit

travel brochure (phr) = a type of small
magazine that contains pictures and
information about travelling

8e (pp. 106-107)

arrival \´"raIv´l\ (n) = the fact of arriving
somewhere

bungee-jump \"bøndZi dZømp\ (n) = a sport
in which you jump off sth very high
with a special rope tied to your legs

childhood memories (phr) = the
memories you have of the period of
time when you were a child

conclude \k´n"klu…d\ (v) = to end a piece
of writing, meeting or speech

contact \"kÅntœkt\ (v) = to write to or
telephone sb

crime \kraIm\ (n) = illegal activities in
general

cycle \"saIk´l\ (v) = to travel by bicycle
details \"di…teIlz\ (pl n) = pieces of
information about sb or sth

do not hesitate to (phr) = feel free to
exhibition \ÆeksI"bIS´n\ (n) = a show of
paintings, photographs or other
objects that people can go to see

I owe you one (phr) = thank you for
helping me and I'll be happy to do
you a favour

natural beauty (phr) = the fact that a
place is beautiful without people
having done anything to it

project \"pr´dZekt\ (n) = a carefully
planned piece of work about a
subject, assigned as schoolwork

public transport (phr) = buses, trains,
etc that are available for everyone to
use

rare \re´\ (adj) = not happening very
often

recommend \Ærek´"mend\ (v) = to suggest
that sb or sth would be good or
suitable for a particular purpose

regards \rI"gA…dz\ (pl n) = greetings; good
wishes

staff \stA…f\ (n) = the people who work for
an organisation

take on \ÆteIk "Ån\ (phr v) = to begin to
have a particular quality or
appearance

Yours faithfully (phr) = Yours truly

8f (pp. 108-109)

binoculars \bInÅkj´l´z\ (pl n) = a piece of
equipment used for looking at things
that are far away

bird-spotter \"b‰…dÆspÅt´\ (n) = sb who
observes birds as a hobby or job

chain of islands (phr) = a group of
islands that form a line

feature in (sth) \"fi…tS´ In\ (phr v) = to be
an important part of sth

freshwater \"freSÆwO…t´\ (adj) = (of a lake)
not salty

get into trouble (phr) = to be in a
dangerous situation

hiker \"haIk´\ (n) = sb who enjoys walking
long distances in the mountains or
the countryside

hill \hIl\ (n) = a raised area of land which
is lower than a mountain

hilly \"hIli\ (adj) = having a lot of hills
inland \"Inl´nd\ (adv) = away from the sea
mist \mIst\ (n) = small drops of water in
the air (making it difficult to see)

misty \"mIsti\ (adj) = having a lot of mist
in the air

nature lover \"neItS´ "løv´\ (n) = sb who
enjoys spending time in nature

off the beaten track (phr) = (of a place)
isolated; remote

off-road driving (phr) = the activity of
driving on rough ground away from
normal roads

rare \re´\ (adj) = not common
rocky \"rÅki\ (adj) = having a lot or rocks
scenery \"si…n´ri\ (n) = view; landscape
spectacular \spek"tœkj´l´\ (adj) =
impressive

stream \stri…m\ (n) = a small river
unspoiled \Æøn"spOIld\ (adj) = (of a place)
beautiful because of not having been
changed by people

wander \"wÅnd´\ (v) = to walk around an
area

wild \waIld\ (adj) = (of land) natural, not
cultivated

wilderness \"wIld´n´s\ (n) = an
uninhabited area of land which is not
used for growing crops

CLIL 8 (p. 110)

cool \ku…l\ (v) = to become slightly colder
copper \"kÅp´\ (n) = a reddish-brown
metal

flat-topped moorland (phr) = flattened
open countryside covered with rough
grass and low bushes

granite /"grœnIt/ (n) = a type of very hard
stone

igneous rock (phr) = rock formed from
hot liquid magma 

impermeable /Im"p‰…mi´b´l/ (adj) = not
allowing fluid, such as water, to pass
through 

industry /"Ind´stri/ (n) = a particular type
of business

magma /"mœgm´/ (n) = hot liquid rock
inside the Earth

main industry (phr) = the most
important businesses and sources of
employment in an area  

mine \maIn\ (n) = a hole in the ground
from where metal or coal are
removed

mining \maInIN\ (n) = the activity of
removing substances, such as coal
or metal, from the ground by digging 

natural beauty (phr) = the fact that a
place is beautiful and doesn't have
anything made by people  

outcrop \"aUtkrÅp\ (n) = a group of rocks
that stick out of the ground

peat bog (phr) = an area of low, wet,
muddy ground, containing dead
bushes and grasses
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quarrying \"kwÅriIN\ (n) = the removal of
rock from the ground, by cutting into
hills or mountains  

sheep farming (phr) = the practice of
growing sheep

soil \sOIl\ (n) = the top layer of the Earth
in which plants grow

stream \stri…m\ (n) = a natural flow of
water that is narrower than a river

surface \"s‰…fIs\ (n) = the top layer or
outside part of sth

tin \tIn\ (n) = a silvery-white metal
vein \veIn\ (n) = a thin layer of metal
found in rock 

V-shaped river valley (phr) = a narrow
passage with tall cliffs on each side,
shaped like the letter V

Culture Spot (p. 110)

architecture \"A…kItektS´\ (n) = the style of
a building

overseas \Æ´Uv´"si…z\ (adv) = from another
country 

surprisingly \s´"praIzINlI\ (adv) = unusually

Progress Check (pp. 111-112)

budget \"bødZIt\ (n) = the amount of
money you have available to spend
on sth

figure \"fIg´\ (n) = a number that
expresses an amount, esp in
statistics

free of charge (phr) = for free
hub \høb\ (n) = an airport that has a lot of
flights to lots of different countries

range \reIndZ\ (n) = variety
terminal \"t‰…mIn´l\ (n) = a building at an
airport where passengers get on and
off planes

wild \waIld\ (adj) = exciting

Unit 9 – Get connected

(p. 113) 

app \œp\ (n) = (abbreviation for
application) a computer program,
usu used on a smartphone

download an app (phr) = to copy an
application onto your smartphone
using the Internet

follow celebrities on Twitter (phr) = to
receive messages (called tweets)
that famous people send over a
social networking service

laptop \"lœptÅp\ (n) = a portable computer
make a call (phr) = to speak to sb on the
phone

monitor \"mÅnIt´\ (v) = to check
personal device (phr) = a piece of
electronic equipment made to be
used by one person at a time (e.g. a
smartphone, a tablet, etc)

post an update on Facebook (phr) = to
give news over Facebook (a social
networking site)

send a text message (phr) = to send a
written message using a mobile
phone

smartphone \"smA…tf´Un\ (n) = a mobile
phone (usu touch screen) which
allows you to connect to the Internet,
download applications, etc

stream TV shows (phr) = to watch TV
shows over the Internet

tablet \"tœbl´t\ (n) = a portable computer
that you control by touching the
screen

take selfies (phr) = to take photos of
yourself, usu using a smartphone

talk on Skype (phr) = to communicate
with sb using Skype (an application
that allows users to make video calls
over the Internet)

watch videos on YouTube (phr) = to
watch TV programmes, short films,
etc on YouTube (a website which
allows people to upload, watch and
share videos they have made)

9a (pp. 114-115)

advanced \´d"vA…nst\ (adj) = highly-
developed; up-to-date

artificial intelligence \Æa…tI"fIS´l
In"telIdZ´ns\ (n) = the ability of
computers, robots, etc to do things
that humans can do (e.g. think for
themselves)

awaken \´"weIk´n\ (v) = (old-fashioned)
to wake up

brainwaves \"breInweIvz\ (pl n) =
electrical signals sent by the brain

come out \køm aUt\ (phr v) = (of a film,
book, etc) to become available to
buy or see

come true (phr) = (of a dream) to happen
control \k´n"tr´Ul\ (v) = to make sb or sth
do what you want them to do

destroy \dI"strOI\ (v) = to damage sth in a
way that it can no longer be used 

develop \dI"vel´p\ (v) = (of a product) to
create; to make

droid \drOId\ (n) = a robot that looks like a
human (that appears in Star Wars
films)

drone \droUn\ (n) = a remote-controlled
aircraft (that has no pilot)

electronic device (phr) = equipment like
a computer, TV, etc

evil \"i…v´l\ (adj) = bad
express \Ik"spres\ (v) = to show
fashion show \"fœS´n S´U\ (n) = an event
during which people can see clothes,
jewellery, etc that are popular at a
particular time

float \fl´Ut\ (v) = to remain in the air or
move slowly through the air

follow orders (phr) = to do what sb
(superior to you) tells you to do

futuristic \Æfju…tS´"rIstIk\ (adj) = very modern
and technologically-advanced

gadget \"gœdZIt\ (n) = a small and useful
piece of equipment

ground \graUnd\ (n) = the surface of the
Earth

headset \"hedset\ (n) = a piece of
equipment worn around the head
that enables the wearer to perform a
particular task

hologram \"hÅl´grœm\ (n) = a 3-D image
created using a laser

hover \"hÅv´\ (v) = to stay in one place in
the air without moving

image \"ImIdZ\ (n) = picture
knight \naIt\ (n) = (in the past) a soldier
(in armour and riding a horse) from a
high social class who fought for his
king

lift \lIft\ (v) = to move sth to a higher
position

make decisions (phr) = to make up your
mind; to choose to do sth

mind \maInd\ (n) = the part of your body
that controls your thoughts, feelings,
etc

mission \"mIS´n\ (n) = (of a spacecraft) a
journey into space

model \"mÅdl\ (n) = sb whose job is to
show clothes, jewellery, etc

physically disabled (phr) = relating to sb
who is not able to use a part of their
body because of an injury or an
illness

reach a top speed of (phr) = to travel as
fast as

reality \ri"œlIti\ (n) = real life
record \rI"kO…d\ (v) = (of an electronic
device) to store information

robotic \r´U"bÅtIk\ (adj) = (of a part of the
body) mechanical and able to
perform functions like a human part
of the body
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(be) set in (phr) = (of a film, book, etc) to
take place in a particular place or at
a particular time

shoot (sth) down \Su…t daUn\ (phr v) = fire
a weapon at sth

space exploration (phr) = the
investigation of the area beyond the
Earth's atmosphere

surprisingly \s´"praIzINlI\ (adv) = in an
unexpected way

swamp \swÅmp\ (n) = an area of wet
land where plants grow

sword \sO…d\ (n) = a weapon with a
handle and a long blade

tech \tek\ (n) = short for technology
villain \"vIl´n\ (n) = a bad character in a
film, etc

weapon \"wep´n\ (n) = an object used to
hurt or kill sb

9b (pp. 116-117)

endanger \In"deIndZ´\ (v) = to put in
danger; to put at risk

make off with (sth) \ÆmeIk "Åf wID\
(phr v) = to steal sth and take it away
with you

make out \ÆmeIk "aUt\ (phr v) = to be able
to see or read sth

make up \ÆmeIk "øp\ (phr v) = (of a story)
to invent

make up for \ÆmeIk "øp fO…\ (phr v) = to
compensate

Vocabulary plus (p. 118)

browse the Internet (phr) = to surf the
Net (to look at websites on the
Internet)

copy and paste (phr) = to move part of
a text, pictures, etc from one place
to another on a computer screen

delete \dI"li…t\ (v) = to remove sth that has
been stored in a computer's memory

edit \"edIt\ (v) = to make changes to a
film, text, etc

external hard drive (phr) = a piece of
equipment connected to a laptop,
computer, etc which stores data

hardware \"ha…dwe´\ (n) = computer
equipment

insert \In"s‰…t\ (v) = to put sth inside sth
else

install \In"stO…l\ (v) = to put a program into
a computer

keyboard \"ki…bO…d\ (n) = (of a computer
or laptop) the set of keys

mouse \maUs\ (n) = a small piece of
equipment you can connect to a
computer so that you can click on
things on a computer screen

printer \"prInt´\ (n) = a piece of
equipment which produces copies of
text or images on paper

router \"ru…t´\ (n) = a piece of equipment
that allows computer networks to
send information to each other

save \seIv\ (v) = to store data (like
documents) in a computer, on a USB
stick, etc

screen \skri…n\ (n) = the part of a
computer, laptop, etc where you can
see words and images

scroll \skr´Ul\ (v) = to move text,
pictures, etc up or down on a
computer screen

software \"sÅftwe´\ (n) = computer
programs

speaker \"spi…k´\ (n) = a piece of
electrical equipment from which the
sound comes out when you listen to
the radio, music, etc

touchpad \"tøtSpœd\ (n) = a small area on
a laptop which you can touch so as
to move the cursor on the screen

upload \øp"l´Ud\ (v) = to transfer data
from a small computer to a larger
computer system

USB port \Æju… es "bi… pO…t\ (n) = (of a
computer, laptop, etc) a place where
you can connect devices like a
keyboard, mouse, etc

webcam \"webkœm\ (n) = a camera you
can connect to a computer and
allows you to take pictures that can
be viewed by other people over the
Internet

9c (p. 118)

blog \blÅg\ (n) = a personal website
where sb writes about a subject that
interests them

online \"ÅnlaIn\ (adj) = available on the
Internet

online \"ÅnlaIn\ (adv) = on the Internet
rely on \rI"laI on\ (phr v) = to depend on

9d (p. 119)

charge (up) \tSA…dZ\ (v) = (of smartphones,
tablets, etc) to allow electrical energy
to be stored in their battery

full refund (phr) = an amount of money
given back to a customer who has
returned sth they have bought

MP3 player \Æempi…"Tri… pleI´\ (n) = a
piece of equipment used for playing
music that you have downloaded
from the Internet or copied from a
CD

replacement \rI"pleIsm´nt\ (n) = sth that
takes the place of sth else because it
is old, broken, etc

storeroom \"stO…rUm\ (n) = (in a shop) a
room where goods are kept

9e (pp. 120-121)

3D printer \ÆTri…"di… "prInt´\ (n) = a printer
that can make objects from a digital
file

appalling \´"pO…lIN\ (adj) = awful
attitude \"œtItju…d\ (n) = your behaviour in
a particular situation

demand \dI"mA…nd\ (v) = to ask for sth in
a firm way

disgust \dIs"gøst\ (n) = strong disapproval
e-reader \"i…ri…d´\ (n) = a small electronic
device on which you can read books,
newspapers, etc

entitled (to) \In"t´Itld\ (adj) = deserving
(sth)

faulty \"fÅlti\ (adj) = not working properly
games console \ÆgeImz "kÅnsoUl\ (n) = an
electronic device used for playing
video games

get disconnected from the Internet
(phr) = to stop being connected to
the Internet

headphones \"hedf´Unz\ (pl n) = a piece
of equipment you wear over your
ears so that you can listen to the
radio, music, etc

hear from sb (phr) = to be contacted by
sb

I look forward to your prompt reply.
(phr) = I can’t wait to hear from you
as soon as possible.

lens \lenz\ (n) = the piece of glass or
plastic in cameras, glasses, etc

MP3 player \Æempi…"Tri… pleI´\ (n) = a
piece of equipment used for playing
music that you have downloaded
from the Internet or copied from a
CD

owe (sb sth) \´U\ (v) = to need to give sb
sth

remote control \rI"m´Ut k´n"tr´Ul\ (n) = a
device you use to control electrical
equipment (e.g. a television) from a
distance

scratch \skrœtS\ (v) = to mark sth with a
sharp object
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switch off \swItS Åf\ (phr v) = to turn off;
to stop working

take further action (phr) = to take
additional measures in order to
achieve sth

the battery dies (phr) = the battery runs
out of energy

the screen freezes (phr) = (of an
electronic device) the images on the
screen stop moving because there is
a problem with its system

written apology (phr) = a written
statement expressing regret for
having done sth wrong

CLIL 9 (p. 122)

burn \b‰…n\ (v) = to use fuel to produce
energy or heat

cable \"keIbl\ (n) = a thick wire covered
with plastic that carries electricity

efficiently \I"fIS´ntli\ (adv) = successfully
electrical socket (phr) = a device on a
wall where you can connect
electrical equipment to provide them
with electricity

explosion \Ik"spl´UZ´n\ (n) = a sudden
release of energy making a lot of
noise and causing a lot of damage

flow \fl´U\ (n) = a continuous movement
of sth

flowing water (phr) = water moving in a
particular direction

fossil fuel \"fÅs´l Æfju´l\ (n) = a fuel
formed from the decayed material of
plants or animals (e.g. coal, oil, etc)

fuse \fju…z\ (n) = a safety device that will
stop the flow of electricity when it
detects a problem

fuse box \"fju…z bÅks\ (n) = a box that has
all the fuses of a house

generate \"dZen´reIt\ (v) = (of energy) to
produce

ground \graUnd\ (n) = the surface of the
Earth

household \"haUsh´Uld\ (n) = all the
people that live together in a house

immediate \I"mi…di´t\ (adj) = instant
increase \In"kri…s\ (v) = to (cause sth to)
become bigger in size, amount, etc

invisible \In"vIzIbl\ (adj) = unseen
light \laIt\ (v) = to supply a place with
light (e.g. using lamps)

meter \"mi…t´\ (n) = a device that
measures the amount of electricity
you have used

nuclear power \Ænju…kli´ "paU´\ (n) =
energy produced when the nucleus
(the central part) of an atom is split

pole \p´Ul\ (n) = a long thin piece of
wood or metal used to support sth

power \paU´\ (v) = to provide a machine
with energy in order to start working

power station \"paU´ ÆsteIS´n\ (n) = a
building where electricity is produced

pylon \"paIlÅn\ (n) = a tall structure that
holds electrical wires

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to cause sth to
become smaller in size, amount, etc

renewable energy \rI"nju…´bl "en´dZi\
(n) = energy produced from a natural
source (e.g. the wind, sun, etc)

source of power (phr) = sth that
supplies energy

structure \"strøktS´\ (n) = sth that has
been built

substation \Æsøb"steIS´n\ (n) = a place
where the voltage of electricity is
reduced so that people can use it
safely

sunlight \"sønlaIt\ (n) = the light that
comes from the sun

transformer \trœns"fO…m´\ (n) = a piece of
equipment that increases or reduces
the voltage or an electrical current

voltage \"vÅltIdZ\ (n) = (of an electrical
current) force measured in volts

wind \wInd\ (n) = the natural movement
of air

wire \waI´\ (n) = a long thin piece of
metal that carries electrical currents

Culture Spot (p. 122)

basis \"beIsIs\ (n) = an important part of
sth

chemist \"kemIst\ (n) = sb who studies
the structure of substances

educate \"edjUkeIt\ (v) = to teach sb (at a
school, university)

in recognition of (phr) = (of sb's
achievements) in acknowledgement
of; in respect of

institution \ÆInstI"tju…S´n\ (n) = a large
organization

magnet \"mœgn´t\ (n) = a piece of iron or
steel that makes other objects that
contain iron move towards it

physicist \"fIzIsIst\ (n) = sb who studies
natural forces like heat, light, gravity,
etc

publisher \"pøblIS´\ (n) = a person or a
company that prepares books in
order to sell them

Progress Check (pp. 123-124)

accident-proof \"œksId´ntÆpru…f\ (adj) =
not affected by accidents

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to keep away from
(be) at fault (phr) = (to be) responsible
for sth bad

blink \blINk\ (v) = to close and open your
eyes quickly

commuter \k´"mju…t´\ (n) = sb who
travels to work every day

essential \I"senS´l\ (adj) = crucial;
extremely important

get around \Æget ´"raUnd\ (phr v) = to go
to different places

human error \"hju…m´n "er´\ (n) =
a mistake made by a person (not a
machine)

navigate \"nœvIgeIt\ (v) = to find the way
to go somewhere when travelling in a
car

obstacle \"ÅbstIkl\ (n) = sth that is in your
way and you cannot go past

on the road (phr) = (of a vehicle) in use
road sign \"r´Ud saIn\ (n) = a sign that
gives information to drivers

testing stage (phr) = a process during
which experts check if a product
works well, is safe to use, etc

turn the corner (phr) = to go around the
corner
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APP1

1I Appendix

1II Appendix

Prepositions & Prepositional phrases

absorb from
addicted to 
afraid of 
against all odds
apply for (a post)
arrive at (a small place)
arrive in (a big city)
at one’s own pace
at risk of 
at the gate
at the town centre
at the moment
based on 
in a panic
in an early stage
book tickets for sth

bring sth to life
care about 
close to
compared to
cope with
count on sb
count on sth
dedicate sth to sb
depend on 
disagree with 
escape from
experiment on
fear of
float on
fond of
full of

hard at 
have the lead role in a play
hear about
hear from (have news)
hear of (know about)
in the wild
in an instant
in charge of
indifferent to 
in sb’s career
interested in
lack of
land on
lead to
look from space
made with

off the beaten track
on deck
on TV 
operate on sb
pay attention to 
perfect for 
pleased with 
problem with 
recover from 
responsible for
rich in 
satisfied with
scare sb to death
sensitive to
shake with fear 
stay at / in a hotel

stay on (a campsite)
suffer from
suitable for
there’s no point in 
to everyone’s relief 
under stress
vital for
wait for
(wait) on a platform
whisper sth at sb
without a licence
worry about

Phrasal verbs
BREAK
break down = 1) (of machines) stop working;

2) (of people) start crying
break into = enter by force
break off = (of schools etc) stop for holidays
break out = (of war, arguments etc) begin

suddenly
break up = separate

CARRY
carry off = do sth successfully
carry out = perform

CHECK
check in = register at a hotel / clinic
check off = tick off (items in a list)
check on = make sure sb is OK
check out = pay the bill & leave
check over = closely examine

CUT
cut back on = reduce
cut down on = reduce the amount taken or

used
cut in = interrupt
cut off = stop
cut over = to move information or users of

acomputer system to a new place /
equipment at the same time or in a way
that causes very few problems 

cut out = 1) remove by cutting; 2) suit by nature
cut up = cut in small pieces

GET
get away = escape
get back = return
get by = survive
get down = sth makes one unhappy

get into = become involved in sth
get on (a bus) = ascend, board 

Opp.: get off
get on with = continue
get on / along = have a friendly relationship
get out of = avoid
get over = (of problems, etc) overcome sth
get (sth) down = write sth down
get sth in = manage to do sth at a time

when you are busy doing other
things as well

get to = begin
get up = 1) stand up; 2) get out of bed

GIVE
give away = distribute
give down = (of a cow) let (milk) flow 
give off = emit
give on = attack
give out = hand out
give over = tell sb to stop doing sth
give sth back = return
give up = 1) stop; 2) quit
give up on = abandon

KEEP
keep away from = keep of, avoid
keep up with = move at the same speed
keep on = continue
keep out of = remain outside

MAKE
make out = read
make off with = steal
make up (stories) = invent a(n) excuse /

story
make up for = compensate

PUT
put off = decide to go later
put on = wear
put out = (of fire) stop it burning
put sb through to = connect by phone
put up with = tolerate

RUN
run away = flee, leave
run off with = secretly go away with sb
run out of = have no more

SET
set off = start a journey
set up = create

TAKE
take after = resemble
take off = (of planes) leave the ground
take on = employ
take out = remove
take over = replace
take up = 1) (of a hobby) start; 2) fill space
take sb in = 1) allow sb to stay in your

house; 2) (passive) be deceived

TURN
turn down = 1) decrease the volume;

2) reject
turn on = switch on
turn out = discover; prove to be
turn over = produce
turn up = appear 
turn into = become
turn off = switch off, cut off the power to
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DT1

Using dictionaries
1    Read the example and complete the

sentences.

Using a thesaurus
4    a)  Read the information.

5     Use your thesaurus to replace the words in
bold.

       1   He’s a very honest person; he never lies.

       2   John and Sue broke up last month.

       3   She walked near the door.

       4   He’s quite tall.

       b)  Read the sentence, then decide which of
the words from the thesaurus entries could
replace it. Use the dictionary entry in Ex. 2
to help you.

       He works on a flexible schedule.

       1   elastic, plastic, stretchy

       2   adaptable, open, variable

A thesaurus is a style of dictionary in which words
with similar meanings are arranged in groups. The
words can be presented either in alphabetical order
(A-Z thesaurus) or in categories (Roget type). It helps
us enrich our vocabulary and avoid repetition in
writing. Do not select words at random; check the
meaning in the dictionary and remember that no two
words mean exactly the same thing. You should select
the synonym that best fits in context.

3    Look up these words in your dictionary.

• valley • generous • wander • lifestyle 
• lazy • retire

       What part of speech is each? How many
definitions are there for each? What
synonyms / antonyms does the dictionary
have? Are there other features in your
dictionary?

2    Look at the dictionary entry and answer the
questions.

       1   A(n) .......................... shows how to spell
the word.

       2   ........................... tells us how to use the
word.

       3   ........................... shows how the word is
used in context.

       4   ............................ tells us how to say the
word.

       5   ............................ tells us what the word
means.

       1   What part of speech is the word?

       2   How many definitions are there for this
word?

       3   Does the dictionary entry provide
synonyms? antonyms for this word?
If so, what are these?

tribe \traIb\ (n) = a group of
people of the same race with
the same language, customs
and beliefs.
Scientists have discovered
a tribe of Amazonian Indians.

entry word
pronunciation

part of speech

       Some dictionaries can provide synonyms or
antonyms for each word.

definition

example
sentence

flexible \"fleks´b´l\ (adj) 1 able to bend
without breaking. Soon there will be
flexible smartphones that you cannot
break. (= bendable) 2 able to change easily
and adapt to different conditions. It’s easier
to manage your life if you have flexible
working hours. (≠fixed)

How to use a dictionary/thesaurus    
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Unit 1 – Living together
Exercise 2 (p. 9)

I’m Odval and I’m from Mongolia. I often wear a scarf over
my dark hair and I have rosy cheeks from the cold.
Mongolia is very cold, but Mongolians are warm, friendly
people. We are always happy to have guests. Why don’t
you visit us in Mongolia?

I’m Koyati and I’m from the Maasai, a nomadic tribe in
Eastern Africa. Our clothes are very colourful and we like
to wear bracelets and necklaces. As a people we are tall
and slim. We are also hardworking and polite.

Hi, my name’s Pui-Litan. My people, the Atayal, live in
villages in the mountains of Northern Taiwan. Our name
means ‘True People’. We have pale skin. Our men are
great hunters and our women are excellent weavers. In the
old days, the Atayal people wore facial tattoos. We are
brave and peaceful people. We are also courageous and
don’t like fighting.

1c – Exercises 2a & b (p. 14)
Presenter: Good evening and welcome to the show. Tonight
we have Lucy Baker, who has written a book, Family
Matters. Lucy, can you tell us what the book is about?
Lucy: Sure, it’s all about me and my family. I’m not part of
the normal nuclear family, you know, a family of two
parents and their children. No, I’m from an extended
family. There are grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins,
Mum and Dad, brothers and sisters. We’re all in the same
huge house and my book is about everything that happens
when all these people live together. It’s about the laughter,
the tears, the family celebrations and even the noisy
arguments.
Presenter: So what’s it like in your house?
Lucy: I love it. There’s always someone at home, so I
always have company. In my opinion, that’s really
important, especially for the younger generation. I talk to
my grandparents all the time. They’ve lived long lives and
they’ve got so much experience that they can pass on to
my generation. They tell me what to do in difficult
situations and so far they’ve never been wrong. 
Presenter: What else do you like about your family?
Lucy: Well because there’s so many of us, I don’t have to
do everything myself. There are lots of chores to do and
everyone joins in so there’s lots of cooperation. Of course
it’s not all work. I think it’s great when we are all together
for family occasions when no one has to go anywhere or
do anything; we just enjoy the precious time with each
other.
Presenter: What’s the worst thing about being a member
of an extended family?
Lucy: Well for me, the main problem is getting some
peace and quiet. There’s someone in every room; TVs are
on, phones are ringing and music is playing all the time.
That means I often have to go to the local library to study. I
shouldn’t really complain though because sometimes I
need to talk to someone and luckily, in my house, there’s
always someone to listen. 

Presenter: How does your family feel about the book?
Lucy: Well half of them haven’t read it yet. The ones that
have, said they liked it. It’s not easy writing a book about
your close relationships. I didn’t want to hurt anyone’s
feelings, but I did want to be honest about everyone. I
don’t know whether I’ve been 100% successful, but so far,
I’ve had no complaints.
Presenter: OK. We’re going to take a short break now, but
we’ll be back in a couple of minutes with a phone-in. So if
you have any questions for Lucy, get calling now on the
usual number which is…

Progress Check 1 – Exercise 3 (p. 19)
Dr Porrit: Hello. I’m Dr Porrit and in the studio with me
today are Jane, Ayisha and Abbie: three college students.
We’re going to be talking about what makes a good friend.
Friendship helps us to get through school or college and
our lives afterwards. But who we choose to have as our
friends can have long-lasting effects, even after the
friendship ends. As a general rule, we tend to become like
the people who are around us - so we should be careful
who we choose as friends. Anyway, we’ve been thinking
about what makes a good friend, and here’s what we’ve
come up with. Jane, perhaps you can start us off.
Jane: A good friend will listen to you without judgment.
They will support you no matter what. They will always
back you up, and you should do the same for them. I
mean, that’s the whole reason we have friends, isn’t it?
Dr Porrit: Yes, though I don’t think a friend is just a person
who agrees with you all the time. Because you might be
wrong about something, and then it’s important to have
someone to point it out to you. But a good friend should
do this sensitively and respectfully. They shouldn’t start
giving you advice until they have heard the whole story,
and thought about it carefully. Ayisha, tell us what you
think.
Ayisha: I think a good friend is always honest. A real friend
will never hide things from you. I had a friend who lied to
me once. It really hurt when I found out that there was
something she knew, but pretended that she didn’t.
Dr Porrit: I’m sorry that you had that bad experience,
Ayisha. Definitely, we don’t want friends who are going to
be untruthful with us. Obviously, I don’t know the details of
your situation. However, a good friend knows that
sometimes, it can be better to wait and tell you something
in a way that is kind of diplomatic. It’s tricky – there’s no
doubt about it! Yes, Abbie, do you have something to
add?
Abbie: What about a sense of humour? My best friend is
very funny. Even if we have an argument, we always find a
way to make it up later. Whatever has happened, I can’t
stay angry with her when she starts telling me jokes.
Dr Porrit: Yes, I’m very glad you’ve brought that up. You
have to be able to laugh with your friends. I don’t think I’d
want a friend who is serious all the time. As we’ve said at
the beginning – if you surround yourself with fun, positive
people, then you will become like that yourself and
probably attract even more friends!
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Unit 2 – Survival
Exercise 3 (p. 21)

Joanne: I was driving home and suddenly I came across a
bank of thick smoke. I could hardly see anything. Then I
heard the emergency services and I saw the flashing
lights. It turned out, a number of homes were on fire and
the firefighters were battling to control the flames. The
police diverted traffic and I made it home, but I was very
worried in case anyone was killed or injured.
Brian: It really was a terrible sight to see. Most of the
shoreline was totally black and there were lots of huge
seabirds lying injured and dying on the sand. I could see
hundreds of dead fish, too. There were many volunteers
walking up and down the beach looking for animals they
could save, but things didn’t look good. You could still see
the ship lying on its side on the water.
Sandra: I saw it on the news, but I didn’t expect it to be as
bad as they were making out so I set off to visit my aunt
and see if she needed any help. The river often breaks its
banks when it rains heavily, but a few sandbags are
usually enough. I only got within 2 km of the village
because all the roads were closed. Fortunately, my aunt
was OK but the roads were under water for days.

2b – Exercise 11a (p. 25)
Amy: Hi Mia, it’s Amy.
Mia: Amy! How was your hiking trip?
Amy: Well, not too great actually. I had a little bit of an
adventure. 
Mia: Oh no! What happened?
Amy: Well, I was walking along the cliffs with Mandy my
dog when I made a stupid mistake.
Mia: What?
Amy: Well, I started texting my friend, but I wandered too
close to the cliff edge. The grass there was wet and before I
knew it, I had slipped over and started sliding down the cliff.
Mia:Oh my goodness! Did I hear right? You fell down the cliff?
Amy: Well, yes, but fortunately it wasn’t so steep so I just
fell a short way onto a rock. As I fell though I twisted my
ankle badly, so I couldn’t climb back up.
Mia: Ooh, that’s so scary! So what happened after that?
Amy: Mandy started barking loudly and some passers-by
heard and called 999 and after a short while a rescue team
arrived. They used a ladder to reach me and a stretcher
and then took me to hospital.
Mia: Oh my goodness! That’s quite an adventure. 
Amy: I know. Nothing like that has ever happened to me
before. I’m very lucky that it wasn’t worse. And I’m so
grateful to Mandy. She’s my hero! 
Mia: You’re right. And how’s your ankle?
Amy: Oh, much better now, thank you. I definitely won’t
text while walking along the cliffs again though!

2c – Exercise 2 (p. 26)
Radio Presenter: Welcome back, listeners. This is
98.6FM and next on the show we have Toby Brown who’s
here to tell us all about his experience of getting caught in

a tsunami. Toby, you were on holiday in Thailand when the
tsunami struck, weren’t you?
Toby: Yes, that’s right. I was a teenager at the time. It was
the holiday of a lifetime for my parents and us to celebrate
my brother’s 18th birthday.
Radio Presenter: So tell us what happened on the
morning of 26th December, Toby.
Toby: Well, it was the first morning of our holiday and we
were relaxing around the beautiful pool in our hotel, when
suddenly there was a loud roar like an aeroplane engine.
Immediately afterwards, I froze in fear as a huge wall of
black water came rushing towards us! 
Radio Presenter: It sounds terrifying! So what happened
next?
Toby: Well, the wave picked me up and pushed me
underwater, but when my head came back up to the
surface, amazingly I saw my brother next to me. I grabbed
his hand and we held onto each other. 
Radio Presenter: So you got separated from your parents?
Toby: Yes, unfortunately. It all happened so fast. There
were people in the water everywhere, screaming and
shouting, but Tim and I soon found ourselves floating
inside our hotel lobby. We grabbed onto a staircase, pulled
ourselves out of the water and climbed up to the top floor
of the hotel. We were safe but we were very worried about
Mum and Dad. Looking out over the hotel pool and street
area, we could see people holding onto trees and standing
on rooftops. There was also a lot of debris. 
Radio Presenter: How long did you wait there?
Toby: For about 6 hours. Eventually, we saw that the water
had gone back to the sea and we went back down to the
street. We started looking for my parents and we couldn’t
believe what we saw. There were trees and upside down
cars lying in the roads and injured people everywhere. We
made our way to the police station, but they didn’t have any
information. Finally, a local man suggested that we check
the local hospital. Outside, there was a list of names of
people in the hospital and, to our relief, Mum’s name was on
there. We rushed into the hospital and quickly found her.
She had a broken wrist and a few cuts but apart from that
she was OK. And the best news was that Dad was with her.
They had managed to stay together, like Tim and I.
Radio Presenter: So your family were very lucky.
Toby: Oh, extremely. As you know, though, many weren’t
so lucky. Altogether, 226,000 people lost their lives that
day as the tsunami swept through South East Asia. It was
a terrible terrible tragedy. I’ll never forget that day of
course, but it has taught me to appreciate my life more
and live each day as if it was my last. 
Radio Presenter: Well, thank you so much for coming on
the show, Toby. Next up, we’ve got Sue Granger, who was
also caught …

2d – Exercise 5 (p. 27)
It seems to be during the day perhaps it is the morning.
There are two firefighters outside in a garden in front of
someone’s house. They are wearing protective clothing
and they are putting out the fire with water hoses. I think
they may feel glad no one was hurt. 
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2e – Exercise 9b (p. 29)
As Jack and Tom put up their tent, they didn’t notice the
big sign. It was dark and they had been hiking through the
forest all day. They were so tired, they just climbed into
their sleeping bags and went straight to sleep.
In the middle of the night they were woken by strange
noises outside their tent. Jack turned on his torch and
bravely stuck his head out of the tent to look. He could
hear an animal in the trees, but he couldn’t see anything.
He decided to make a fire.
Next, they heard a loud roar. Tom and Jack froze in fear. A
huge bear was staring at them. They hid inside their tent.
The bear sniffed around and then lay down next to the
campfire. They didn’t know what to do. Then Tom
remembered he had his mobile phone so he called the forest
rangers and very soon a ranger came and rescued them.
“You were very lucky, the bear didn’t attack! They like this
area. That’s why we have the ‘No Camping’ sign,” the
ranger said. They had never felt so relieved in their lives.

2f – Exercise 8 (p. 31)
Hello and welcome to Exploring the Universe. I’m
Professor Jones and today our subject is the Sun. Without
the Sun, there can be no life on Earth – it would be a frozen
planet, too dark and cold for anything to survive.
As you may know, the Sun is a star. But it isn’t the biggest
or brightest star in the universe. It just looks that way to us
because it’s so close to the Earth. The Sun’s surface
temperature is an amazing 5,700 degrees Celsius.
However, in the centre of the Sun, temperatures get even
hotter – about 15 million degrees Celsius!
Our star is around 4.5 billion years old, but it’s only halfway
through it’s life as a star. It will still burn bright, giving off
light and heat, for another 5 billion years. After that, it will
become what we scientists call a red giant.

Progress Check 2 – Exercise 3 (p. 33)
Ellen: Paul! I’m so glad you’re safe! Wasn’t that
earthquake awful! 
Paul: Hi, Ellen. It was scary, wasn’t it? Where were you
when it started? 
Ellen: I was at home. My family was eating dinner in the
kitchen. My little sister had just told a joke, so we were all
laughing when, suddenly, the ground started moving. 
Paul: What did you do?
Ellen: At first, I didn’t do anything; I just froze. But my
mother quickly pulled me under the table and my father
grabbed my sister. The ground was shaking harder more
and more violently. Dishes were falling off the table and
the pots and pans were rattling in the cupboards. Then,
water started pouring onto the floor all around us!
Paul: Where was it coming from?
Ellen: We didn’t know at the time, but afterwards, we saw
that the pipes had broken. 
Paul: Wow! That sounds like it was horrifying! 
Ellen: It was, but everyone was OK in the end. We even
got the pipes fixed this morning! Where were you when it
happened? Is your family alright?

Paul: Yes, we’re all fine. We were in the car on the way
home from the supermarket. My dad stopped the car and
we waited by the side of the road until it was all over. But
when we arrived home, we saw that our house had
collapsed! 
Ellen: Oh, no! That’s terrible!
Paul: Yes, but thankfully, no one was inside. I was very
relieved that we had decided to go shopping that day! 
Ellen: Where do you plan to stay now? 
Paul: My aunt and uncle have invited us to stay with them.
Actually we’re leaving shortly, so I need to go.
Ellen: Alright. Take care, Paul!
Paul: Thanks! Bye!

Unit 3 – Work
3c – Exercise 2a (p. 40)
Andy: Hi, I’m Andy, welcome to Speedy Recruitment
Company, how can I help you? 
John: Hello, my name’s John and I’m looking for a job.
Here, I’ve brought my CV for you to look at. 
Andy: That’s great, thanks. I can’t guarantee we can find
you something, but I’ll see what I can do. What sort of job
are you looking for? 
John: Something in banking if that’s possible. 
Andy: How much experience do you have? 
John: Well, none really. I only finished my A Levels last
month. I got As in Maths and Computing. But I’ve always
been interested in finance and I really think I have the skills
to do well at it. 
Andy: OK, well that will definitely be a problem, banks only
want people with past experience so there’s no point in
applying to them. Is there anything else you’re interested
in? 
John: Oh no, that’s such a shame. I guess I could try
doing something in IT. I helped out at a friend’s computer
repair shop last summer and really enjoyed it. 
Andy: That sounds perfect. You said you got an ‘A’ in
Computing for your A Level? 
John: That’s right. 
Andy: OK, well you have the right grades and experience
for that then. Actually, there’s a small business in the city
centre that wants someone to work in their IT department.
They need someone to start next Monday and they would
give you full training. Would you be able to go for an
interview tomorrow? 
John: That would be great, thank you!

Progress Check 3 – Exercise 5 (p. 46)
Interviewer: Hello … Kelly, isn’t it?
Kelly: Yes, that’s right.
Interviewer: Please take a seat, Kelly. Did you get here
easily? Some people have a problem finding our building!
Kelly: Yes thank you. I printed out the map you sent me,
which was really easy to follow.
Interviewer: OK, that’s good. Now, I understand that
you’re interested in applying for our 4-week free summer
music course. Can you tell me why you’re interested in the
course, Kelly? 
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Kelly: Well, I was really excited when I read that you can
start learning to play a new musical instrument on the
course. I’ve been playing the piano for 5 years, but I’d like to
study music at university when I leave school. It will really
help my application if I can play another instrument, too.
Interviewer: I see. Well, if your application is successful,
we offer beginners’ lessons in five different instruments:
the piano, the flute, the drums, the classical guitar and the
electric guitar. 
Kelly: That’s really great. I’d love to learn how to play the
guitar.
Interviewer: Have you passed any piano exams, Kelly?
Kelly: Yes, I have. I’ve just finished grade 4 which I passed
with a distinction. 
Interviewer: That’s wonderful. Congratulations!
Kelly: Thank you. I’ve also played the piano in several
school concerts. I really enjoyed that. 
Interviewer: That’s excellent. At the end of all of our
summer courses, we always put on a concert and invite
people from the community.
Kelly: That sounds like a lot of fun.
Interviewer: Yes, it is. Every student participates. Now,
have you got any questions about the course, Kelly?
Kelly: Well, I read a lot of information on your website, but I
do have one question … I’m just wondering if the school
arranges any trips to local tourist attractions. If I get on the
course, I’d really like to see some things while I’m in England. 
Interviewer: Yes, we organise a large variety of trips actually.
We even organise weekend camping and activity trips. 
Kelly: That sounds wonderful.
Interviewer: Well, if you don’t have any more questions,
that’s all for now, Kelly. There are a lot of people applying
for the course, but I’ll try to let you know if you’ve been
successful by Friday. It was nice to meet you.
Kelly: It was nice to meet you, too. Thank you for your time.
Interviewer: You’re welcome.

Unit 4 – Entertainment
4c – Exercise 1b (p. 52)
Radio Presenter: Good afternoon and welcome to our
weekly review spot. Today we’ve got some young people in
the studio to tell us all about the latest films they saw. First
up … Kirsty. Kirsty, what film are you going to tell us about?
Kirsty: The Hobbit, which of course is a fantasy film
adapted from the classic book by J.R.R. Tolkien. I was so
excited to see this film. Most people I know wanted to see
it because they loved The Lord of the Rings, which was a
series of fantasy films – based on books by the same
author, of course. But for me it was because I loved the
book of The Hobbit. It’s quite difficult to read, but it’s one
of my favourite novels. 
Radio Presenter: Wow, I’m impressed, Kirsty! Tolkien’s
books are extremely long! So tell us a little about the film.
Kirsty: Well, it’s about an imaginary small person who lives
underground, called a hobbit. He’s a young hobbit called Bilbo
Baggins, who sets out on a journey to Lonely Mountain with
some dwarves. The dwarves want to get back their stolen
mountain home from a dragon called Smaug. It’s a wonderful

story full of many adventures, but I won’t say anything more
about what happens because I will spoil it for you!
Radio Presenter: Sure! Now, Kirsty, some Tolkien fans
were really looking forward to seeing this film, but they left
feeling unhappy. They loved The Lord of the Rings but they
found The Hobbit quite long and dull – just lots of walking,
talking and fighting! What do you think about this?
Kirsty: It’s funny that you say that. I don’t agree at all. I
found it gripping. All the adventures and battle scenes
really kept me on the edge of my seat. 
Radio Presenter: OK, that’s interesting … it sounds like
our listeners will need to make up their own minds! So was
there anything that you weren’t keen on? 
Kirsty: Hmm … let me think. It’s difficult because I liked the
film so much! Oh yes … I remember that it had a slow start.
In fact, the film lasts over two and a half hours – I think it
could have been a bit shorter. Apart from that, it’s a fantastic
film with likeable characters. I definitely recommend it!
Radio Presenter: OK, thanks Kirsty. Now we have Paul,
who’s going to tell us all about a film he’s just seen. Paul,
welcome! (fade out)

4d – Exercise 5 (p. 53)
The first picture shows an exhibition at a museum or
science centre. There are people of all ages including a
group of children. The second picture shows a group of
young people watching a film at the cinema and eating
popcorn. The people are enjoying looking at the exhibits
and learning about history and technology. The people at
the cinema seem to be enjoying what they are watching.

4f – Exercise 9 (p. 57)
Interviewer: I’m joined now by our travel expert Simon
Drinkhall. Simon, this week I believe you’re going to tell us
about a very strange festival in Luxembourg. 
Simon: That’s right, Ann. It’s called the Cow Painting
Festival and it takes place throughout the summer - from
April to September - in Luxembourg City. I visited it last
year and it was a great experience. 
Interviewer: Well, it definitely sounds unique! So, what
does it involve? Do artists paint on real cows? 
Simon: No, all the cows in the festival are fake! They’re
made from fibre-glass, metal, wood or concrete. 
Interviewer: But, they’re the same size as real cows, right? 
Simon: Yes, exactly, and some even moo! They’re all painted
by local artists and have a huge variety of colourful designs. 
Interviewer: I see. So, do these cows go on display in an
art gallery? 
Simon: No, and that’s the great thing about this event. All
the painted cows are installed in outdoor locations around
the city – from the city’s main squares to the airport and
railway station! 
Interviewer: And are there any prizes for the best cows? 
Simon: No, there are no winners. It would probably be too
hard to pick one because the styles of art are so different.
Everyone has their own personal favourite, though. Mine
was a cow called Elsa which had orange spots and wore a
huge wide hat. 
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Interviewer: So, apart from looking at these painted cows,
what else can visitors do during the festival? 
Simon: Not much, to be honest. There were some live
music performances while I was there, but I’m not sure if
they were connected to the festival. To be honest, the
Cow Painting Festival is basically just an exhibition of
public art. But I still advise people to see it! You can pick
up a leaflet with a map that shows you where each of the
cows are. It’s a great way to explore the city!

Progress Check 4 – Exercise 3 (p. 60)
Thor: The Dark World is a film based on a Marvel comic. It
is an action adventure film that continues the big screen
adventures of Thor who we saw in both the first Thor film
and Avengers Assemble. Not surprisingly, it is a
blockbuster film filled with fantastic action and amazing
special effects, but what makes this film more enjoyable
than other films of its genre is that it has an interesting and
gripping plot and plenty of funny moments. Starring Chris
Hemsworth, Tom Hiddleston and Natalie Portman, it is a
highly entertaining film that is well worth seeing. It is out in
cinemas across the country on the 21st November. The
running time is 112 minutes and if you go to an Odeon
cinema, tickets are only £6.50.

Unit 5 – Can you Help?
5c – Exercise 1b (p. 66)
Speaker 1
I love to cook at home, but I noticed how quickly the
wheelie bins filled with rubbish. Well, one day I thought
enough is enough and I decided that I was going to reduce
waste by making my own compost. So now I have a
special area at the back of the garden for all my fruit and
vegetable scraps. I grow all my own produce so I save
money and everyone says my food tastes better than ever!

Speaker 2
I used to be like everyone else. I’d stop off at a coffee shop
first thing in the morning and get some coffee which I’d
then take into work. Then I started taking an interest in the
environment. I don’t want to think about how many of
those used cups I threw away. It must be thousands.
Nowadays, I have a reusable mug that I take to the coffee
shop. It’s more work, true, but at least I know I’m doing my
bit to help the planet.

Speaker 3 
It all started when I bought a box of chocolates. I got so
angry because of all the layers of packaging. So now I look
for products with less packaging when I go shopping. It’s
not easy, I can tell you, but with a little time and effort, I can
find things. Another way I reduce waste is to avoid buying
anything disposable like paper plates, plastic bags and
batteries. In my house, it’s just reduce, recycle and reuse.

Speaker 4 
About ten years ago, when I got my office job, I stopped
buying clothes from charity shops because there was a lot
of pressure to look good. What I didn’t realise until

recently was that charity shops have changed a lot in the
last few years. I go there regularly now and pick up some
great bargains. I get to wear great clothes and I also feel
good about helping a charity.

5d – Exercise 4a (p. 67)
The picture shows a diver around a colourful coral reef. He
is wearing a wetsuit and using breathing equipment. He is
looking at a giant sea turtle. He is taking photographs with
an underwater camera. He must be feeling really amazed
to see such a beautiful creature. 

5e – Exercise 7b (p. 69)
Lynne: I can’t believe we’re stuck in another traffic jam.
Tom: It’s the city centre, Lynne. What do you expect?
Lynne: I know heavy traffic’s always a problem here, but it
doesn’t have to be like this all the time: There are solutions.
Tom: Such as?
Lynne: Well to begin with, they can improve the public
transport system. In particular, there could be more buses
and trams. If they do that, then there will be less traffic on
the roads.
Tom: That’s true, but some people will never get on a bus;
they prefer their cars.
Lynne: Well then, another way of reducing the heavy
traffic is to get people to carpool.
Tom: Carpool? What’s that?
Lynne: That’s when, for example, four people who work at
the same place, share one car on the journey instead of
driving four different cars each day. Then there’ll be fewer
cars on the road. 
Tom: You’ve really thought about this, haven’t you?
Lynne: Here’s another good idea. Let’s encourage people
to stop driving into the city centre completely. For
instance, they can cycle in to work every day. As a result,
everyone will be healthier and the air will be cleaner.
Tom: You’re full of good ideas, Lynne. You should work
for the local council.
Lynne: There are always solutions to any problem, Tom.
Look, the traffic’s moving at last!
Tom: And ... now it’s stopped again.

Progress Check 5 – Exercise 2 (p. 71)
Speaker 1
I love to have a hot bath when I get home in the evening
from work. I could relax in the hot water and get really
clean. I hadn’t thought about it before but I have realised
recently that having a bath uses much more water than
having a shower. So now I have a shower each day
instead of a bath. I feel really clean and it uses less water
which makes me feel good about helping the environment.

Speaker 2
I really love gardening and I spend lots of time making my
lawn and flowers look beautiful. Each night in the summer I
spend time watering the flowers with the hose pipe and
putting the sprinkler onto the lawn to keep it looking green
in the hot weather. My wife told me that we should be
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trying to use less water and bought me a watering can. My
flowers and lawn still look beautiful but I can easily control
how much water I am using.

Speaker 3
The leaking tap in the kitchen didn’t bother me very much. It
had been leaking for a few months but I didn’t call a plumber
to fix it. My friend told me I should get it fixed because I was
wasting both water and money. I immediately called a
plumber to come and fix it. It only took him a few minutes and
I’ve already noticed that I’m saving money on my water bill!

Speaker 4 
I like to take good care of my teeth and my dentist told me
to brush them twice each day. I was worried about the
amount of water I was using when doing this, but then I
had an idea. Instead of leaving the tap on for the two
minutes that I brush my teeth I now only turn it on to rinse
my toothbrush. It uses much less water than before. I feel
great that I can keep my teeth healthy and save water!

Unit 6 – Don’t be afraid!
6c – Exercise 2 (p. 78)
Interviewer: On this morning’s show we have Abby Yeats,
who’s written a book on social phobia called No Fear!
Abby, can you tell us a little about what social phobia is? 
Abby Yeats: Well, the majority of us get a little anxious
when we meet new people or go for job interviews, but
those who suffer from social phobia get so anxious that it
sometimes leads to panic attacks – their hearts beat faster,
they start to tremble and in extreme cases they might feel
dizzy or faint. In the past, those with social phobia were
called ‘painfully shy’ and weren’t taken very seriously. I
know because I suffered from social phobia when I was
younger. Nowadays, though, the problem is more accepted. 
Interviewer: But what are people with social phobia really
afraid of? I mean I have a fear of flying, but that’s because I’m
terrified of crashing. What’s so scary about social situations?
Abby Yeats: People who suffer from social phobia believe
that other people will be watching them and making
judgments about them - even making fun of them.
Sufferers often have low self-esteem and so they think that
other people are better than them. Those with social
phobia always avoid being the centre of attention. 
Interviewer: How did it affect you?
Abby Yeats: I spent most of my teenage years hiding in my
bedroom. I didn’t go out with friends, I’d stay at home when
we had to do something in front of the class and forget about
meeting new people – there was no way I could ever do that. 
Interviewer: So how did you get better?
Abby Yeats: Well, when I went to university, I had to face
my fear. I lived in halls of residence with other people and I
had to speak in seminars. It wasn’t easy at all, and in the
end I decided to see a student counsellor. She helped me a
lot. One of the most helpful tips she gave me was to
imagine myself at a social event feeling happy and relaxed.
By the time you get to the event, you’re expecting to feel
happy and you forget your anxiety. She also told me to try
focusing on other people at the event, thinking about things

like what they’re wearing, instead of concentrating on my
feelings. The most important advice she gave me, though,
was to stop avoiding social situations, because they could
just make the fear worse. After that, little by little, I got used
to being with a few people, then more people and
eventually I was even able to give a speech in public. That’s
when I knew I’d beaten my phobia. 
Interviewer: That’s great, Abby. So what other help is
there for people who suffer from social phobia?
Abby Yeats: Well, hypnotherapy can be useful. That
works very well for some people. There’s a lot more about
that in my book. 
Interviewer: Thanks Abby and just one more reminder for
our listeners; Abby’s book, No Fear! is out now at all good
bookshops. I’ll be back after the break with our regular
look at all things high-tech …

6f – Exercise 7 (p. 83)
Woman: Hey Kevin, what are you reading? 
Man: It’s an article about a really unusual competition in
England. 
Woman: What makes it so unusual? 
Man: It’s a worm charming contest. They hold it every year
in Blackawton. A lot of people find it fascinating.
Woman: A worm charming contest? I don’t understand.
How can someone charm worms? And why would want
to?!
Man: Each competitor is given a small piece of land and all
they have to do is to attract worms out of the ground. 
Woman: How do they do that? 
Man: They do lots of things. They’re not allowed to dig
into the soil. But they can make loud noises or hit the soil –
that makes the worms come to the surface. 
Woman: That is unusual! But how does someone win the
contest?
Man: The winner is the person who collects the most
worms. 
Woman: It sounds terrifying. It makes my hair stand on
end just thinking about it!
Man: Well, most of the contestants are local farmers, so
they probably aren’t scared of worms.

Progress Check 6 – Exercise 4 (p. 86)
Good morning, today I’m going to be giving some advice
to those of our listeners who are afraid of flying. 
Many people suffer from a fear of flying, which may have a
negative effect on their lives and prevent them from seeing
the world. However, there are a number of things that
someone who is terrified of flying can do to overcome their
fear. These include facing the facts, using relaxation
techniques and taking medication.
The first step when trying to combat any fear is to face it. If
you take a good look at the statistics, you will soon
understand that it is much safer to travel on a plane than to
travel in a car. You should try to realise that your fear is
irrational and use a rational approach to combat it. Think
about what you are scared of exactly and learn the answers
to your questions such as how fast the plane travels, what
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turbulence is and what the safety procedures are. If you
understand what happens when we fly and what to expect,
such as that your ears may pop due to a change in air
pressure, then your fear of the unknown will be reduced.
Secondly, you should try relaxation techniques such as
meditation before you get on the plane. Imagine you are
on a plane and instead of letting panic take control, stop
those thoughts and think about something else.
Concentrate on your breathing, count slowly and think of
something pleasant. Instead of worrying about something
that may go wrong, you can think of what you will do when
you arrive at your destination. 
Finally, if you are still very anxious, then you could see a
doctor and ask him to prescribe some anti-anxiety
medication at least for the first flight. You may find after
this you don’t need it the next time. Good luck! We’ll be
right back after this short break.

Unit 7 – Health & Food
7c – Exercises 1 & 2 (p. 92)
Interviewer: Eileen Lynch is an aerobics instructor in a
newly-opened health and fitness centre. Eileen, your group
exercise classes are very popular, I believe. What’s your
secret?
Eileen: I don’t really do anything that special. The good
thing about group exercise is that it motivates you to
attend. As part of a group, people don’t want to let the
others down by not coming. There is less excuse for being
lazy and staying at home!
Interviewer: I see. On the other hand, some people say
there is less one-to-one attention in a group. They prefer
to work out with a personal trainer instead. There is no
difference in the cost, but they feel a trainer always notices
when they are doing something wrong. Is that ever a
problem in your classes?
Eileen: Not so much. I make sure the people who have
done lots of aerobics sit at the back. They’re fine exercising
on their own and I can keep a closer eye on beginners in
the front. That makes it easier to correct them!
Interviewer: Right. Another problem some people
mention about group exercise is that you have to follow
the class level. I mean, the exercises are not designed
individually for each person. Couldn’t a beginner end up
overdoing it on a difficult exercise? Say, hurt himself by
pulling a muscle or something? 
Eileen: In fact, I always tell my students to do only what
they feel they can. I make people slow down if I see they
are pushing themselves too hard! 
Interviewer: So how many people attend your classes?
Eileen: Usually between twenty and twenty-five students.
And that’s the second good thing about group aerobics
sessions. They’re not just about keeping fit. They’re great
for getting to know people and making new friends.
Lessons are more enjoyable too. You can chat together
and dance to the music. 
Interviewer: You’ve convinced me! It sounds fantastic!
Now, I’m certain our listeners would like to know how they
go about joining one of these fun classes …

Progress Check 7 – Exercise 6 (p. 98)
Ron: Hey Jack. My friends and I are going to Burger & Bun
later. Do you want to come? 
Jack: Sorry, Ron, I’m studying for a test tonight and
anyway I don’t eat fast food. 
Ron: Why not?
Jack: Well for one thing, fast food makes you fat. Did you
know that if you have a burger, fries and a drink, you’ll
have to exercise for seven hours to burn off all the
calories? And all that extra weight can cause serious
illnesses when you get older like heart disease and
diabetes.
Ron: That might be true, but fast food is really cheap. A lot
of people can’t afford to go to expensive restaurants, and
if they go to a fast food restaurant they can save money.
That’s why a lot of teenagers like me go there. We can
have something to eat and hang out with our friends.
Jack: That’s another point. A lot of fast food is sold to
teenagers and the ingredients are not good quality. To sell fast
food cheaply, the ingredients must be bought cheaply and we
have no idea where they’ve come from. Teenagers should find
the time to eat a proper homemade meal with their family.
That’s a lot healthier than anything they’ll get at Burger & Bun.
Ron: You’re right about homemade food, but it’s not always
that easy. How many people sit down to eat a meal with their
family these days? Not many and that’s because everyone’s
busy all the time. Fast food though is convenient and quick.
You can buy it when you want it and it’s ready in seconds.
Jack: We’re not going to disagree about eating fast food
are we?
Ron: I agree with you to some extent, but I think that eating
fast food occasionally as part of a balanced diet isn’t so bad.
Jack: You may be right, but we shouldn’t eat it too often!
Ron: Just tonight then and I might even have a salad!

Unit 8 – Amazing Journeys
8c – Exercise 1b (p. 104)
If you love winter, then why not have a winter break in
Lapland this year? Arctic Travel can offer you the holiday
of a lifetime in Abisko in Sweden. 
This incredible winter holiday includes three nights at the
famous Icehotel as well as a further overnight stay at
Abisko Mountain Station. You will have the chance to go
dog sledging, skiing and snowmobiling as well as the
unique opportunity to take a chairlift ride to the Aurora Sky
Station to see the Northern Lights. 
This amazing trip costs just £1,421 and the price includes
return direct flights between London and Kiruna (with
complimentary in-flight meal and drinks); luxury
accommodation, breakfast and a 3-course evening meal
every day, all transfers and airport taxes as well as the hire
of thermal clothing and boots to use while staying at the
Icehotel.

8f – Exercise 8 (p. 109)
Sally: Hello and welcome to Getting Away From It All with
me, Sally Grady. This afternoon on the show, we’re looking
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at holidays in the wild Scottish countryside. With me is
travel writer, Peter Cairns. Peter, welcome to the show.
Peter: Thanks for having me. 
Sally: You’ve just got back from Scotland, haven’t you?
Peter: Yes, I was there to write a piece for a magazine and,
to be honest, I was disappointed to have to come back.
There’s so much to do there that there’s no chance of
getting bored. I was surprised really, because I thought
there would just be walks in the mountains, but I was so
wrong.
Sally: So what did you do there?
Peter: Well one day I had the chance to take water-skiing
lessons on Loch Lomond. I’d never done any watersports
before and I was little anxious before I started. Once I was
water-skiing though it was easier than I thought. The good
thing about Loch Lomond is that the water there is very
calm, although I have to say it was freezing cold!
Sally: What else did you get up to?
Peter: I went hiking in Glencoe. I’d read about how
beautiful the scenery was, but I was amazed at how much
wildlife there was. I was lucky enough to see a golden
eagle and some red deer. Getting close to the animals in
their natural habitat is a totally different experience from
seeing them in zoos. That was the best part of Glencoe for
me.
Sally: Did you visit any of the remote islands?
Peter: I did. I went up to one of the islands in the Outer
Hebrides, Eriskay. I had to take a coach and a ferry, but it
was worth it when I got there. Again, it’s a beautiful place.
There isn’t a lot to do, but that’s why I liked it so much. It’s
so peaceful. I took long walks on the beach and started
writing up my piece for the magazine. 
Sally: So what advice would you give our listeners?
Peter: I recommend not trying to do everything on one
visit. It’s just too much. You’ll end up travelling from place
to place and the only memories you’ll have will be of buses
and trains. No, plan your trip, spend a week or so in one
place and the next time you go to Scotland, go
somewhere different. 
Sally: So, Peter, what’s next?
Peter: Well I’ve been travelling around Europe for the last
six months and it’s about time I went home for a bit. I live
in Oxford and I’m planning a book about that part of the
world. That means I’ll be able to spend some time at my
flat. I can’t wait to wake up in my own bedroom instead of
those in hotels or bed and breakfasts. 
Sally: Well thanks for coming in today and, for our
listeners, there’s more information about wild Scotland on
our webpage. Next week, I’ll be talking to …

Progress Check 8 – Exercise 5 (p. 112) 
For everyone who feels the need to jump out of an
aeroplane, Freefall International is proud to present
skydiving courses in a wide variety of locations in the
beautiful UK countryside. Not only can you choose the
course that’s nearest to you, you can also choose how long
you want to stay. Freefall International has one, three and
seven-day courses to suit just about everyone. 

If you’re just starting out, our instructors will make the
jump with you as you build the confidence to take that first
leap all on your own. The more experienced jumpers will
benefit from the advice of our experts on the ground and in
the sky. Freefall International makes sure you have all the
equipment you need at no extra cost; the only thing you
need to pay for is transport to and from the drop site and
somewhere to stay. 
Freefall International recommends only the best
accommodation including first-class hotels, reasonably-
priced B&Bs and for those on a budget, campsites. More
information about accommodation and prices for all our
courses are available on our website (freefallint.co.uk)
where places can be booked. Please note that places are
limited, so book early to avoid disappointment.

Unit 9 – Get connected
9c – Exercise 2 (p. 118) 
Speaker 1 
The Internet is a great tool for finding information about all
sorts of things quickly and easily. As part of my job, I have
to report on a wide range of stories. Of course, for some
things the old ways are the best and nothing can replace
picking up the telephone or investigating something in
person. But it’s also incredibly useful to be able to do a
quick Google search to check a fact or fill in the gaps in your
information. You do need to be careful which sites you use,
though. There’s also a huge amount of misinformation out
there.

Speaker 2
I don’t know what I’d do without the Internet. Last year, I
got a well-paid job abroad and had to move far away from
my family and friends. It’s easy to feel lonely when you’re
living by yourself in a foreign country. Being able to stay in
touch with people online makes a real difference, though.
The best thing is that I can spend as much time as I want
chatting to friends and family, and I don’t have to worry
about the cost. It’s so much better than phoning, as we
can see each other as well. 

Speaker 3
I like to watch films and videos on my tablet, though the
rest of my family still prefer to watch things in the
traditional way – you know, live on TV. I watch shows on-
demand at a time that’s right for me. There’s something for
everyone, whether you want to pay to watch the latest
films or TV shows, or whether you want to explore the
huge number of programmes that are completely free.

Speaker 4
As the manager of a small restaurant, I can’t afford to
ignore the opportunities that the Internet offers for
advertising. In fact, I recently hired someone to redesign
our website to make it more attractive and easier to use.
It’s also essential for us to pay attention to the online
reviews which customers leave. If you don’t deal quickly
with any problems that people mention, you’ll soon lose a
lot of customers. 
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Speaker 5
Ever since I was young, I wanted to be a singer. I believe
that I have the talent, but it can be hard to get noticed in
such a crowded field. YouTube is a great way of getting
my work out there for everyone to see. I currently have
around 900 subscribers to my YouTube channel, and
some of my videos have attracted almost 10,000 views.
My ambition is for one of my videos to go viral, or for my
work to be noticed by a record producer. 

9e – Exercise 7b (p. 121) 
Jane: Hey, Harry, did you get that new XL2100 laptop you
ordered?
Harry: Yes and no.
Jane: What do you mean?
Harry: Well, first of all, it took over five weeks instead of 10
days to arrive.
Jane: You’re joking!
Harry: And that’s not all. When it did arrive, it didn’t work.
Jane: What was wrong with it?
Harry: It kept switching itself off all the time.
Jane: So what did you do?
Harry: I phoned the helpline, but the person on the line
was useless. He didn’t know anything about computers
and he was very rude.
Jane: What did he say?
Harry: He said that if I wasn’t happy, then I should try
another company.
Jane: No way! What did you say?
Harry: I told him that I was going to write an email to the
company. So I did, and I said that if they didn’t send me a
refund, I’d have to take the matter further.
Jane: Good for you, Harry!

Progress Check 9 – Exercise 3 (p. 124)
Speaker 1 
I was on a flight to Australia when an air steward told me to
turn off my smartphone. I was OK for the first few hours,
but then I started to feel very anxious. I’m not afraid of
flying, but I got really stressed that I couldn’t use my
smartphone. As soon as we landed, I turned my phone
back on and I immediately felt better. Do you think I’m
addicted to my smartphone?

Speaker 2 
I have a DVD player and a collection of films on DVD.
These days, though, my DVD player doesn’t work that
well. The films skip a lot and sometimes the screen freezes
for good. I’ve been told they collect a lot of dust. It’s a
shame because I like using devices that I’ve got used to.
I’ve even got a video player with cassettes! Perhaps it’s
time to get rid of the DVD player, though, and just stream
films from an on-demand service. I’ll need a smart TV
though, I guess.

Speaker 3 
I’m having trouble with my Internet service. It used to be
fine. I would download films and music in a matter of
minutes, but just recently it’s slowed down a lot. It takes me

hours to download a half hour TV programme and I can
forget about streaming live football matches! I think
someone is using my Wi-Fi connection without me knowing.
I’ll have to set up a password and put a stop to it.

Speaker 4 
Do you know how many printers I’ve had over the years?
To be honest, I’ve stopped counting. It must be four or
five. They all work fine at the start but after a few months
the problems start. Usually, it starts with the ink. I buy
refills, but somehow, they just don’t work. I work from
home, so I need to be able to print out documents so I
have to get them printed elsewhere at the moment. It’s
really annoying.

Speaker 5 
I’m really clumsy. I drop things all the time, but this time,
amazingly, it wasn’t my fault. My sister and her daughter
were visiting my new house. My niece was playing a game
on my tablet and she dropped it on the kitchen floor. The
floor has stone tiles so the screen cracked. I had to take it
to be fixed. And you know what? My sister didn’t even
offer to pay for the damage. How rude!

Exam Practice 5 – Exercise 2 (p. EP5) 
  1    Man: Will you drive there?
       Woman: No, I like driving, but I thought it’d be too

tiring. I’d much rather fly, but I couldn’t afford it this
time. Never mind I’m sure I’ll enjoy the train ride.

       Man: I’m sure you will. I love travelling on the train.

  2    Woman: Oh, that looks like a lovely hotel. Is that
where you’re staying?

       Man: I wish it was. It costs far too much. I thought
about camping, but I just couldn’t face it so I found a
bed and breakfast place which is nice and affordable.

       Woman: Sounds great.

  3    Man: I hope it’ll be sunny where you’re going - it’s
pouring down here.

       Woman: It’ll be fine, but I’m worried that my flight
might not be able to take off. It said on the radio that
the rain will stop, but there will be strong winds.

       Man: Why don’t you check on the Internet what the
latest forecast is?

  4    Man: Where have you put my suitcase? I left it by the
front door ready to go.

       Woman: Well, it was in the way there so I moved it to
your bedroom.

       Man: Okay. Well I’ll have to bring it downstairs again
now. I’ll put it next to the sofa if you don’t mind.

       Woman: No, that’s fine.

  5    Man: Here’s some money so you can buy a magazine
to read on the train or a music CD to listen to if you
prefer.

       Woman: Thanks, but I think I’ll get a thriller to read
instead or otherwise I might fall asleep and miss my
stop.

       Man: That sounds like a good idea.
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PSK1

Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 1: A Way of Life
  1   a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: addressing the audience
       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    Feedback technique: open discussion

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• place high
importance on
physical beauty
(consider themselves the
most beautiful people in
the world) – beauty
contest: Gerewol

• strong

• the Sahara
Desert, Niger,
North Africa

• nomadic cattle herders
• don’t have permanent
homes 

• travel through the
Sahara Desert trading
cattle for supplies

• clothing very colourful 
• wear turbans and a straw hat
to protect them from the sun

Good afternoon and welcome. My name is Maria and
I’m your guide today. I want you to close your eyes and
imagine this: a group of people are sitting around a
burning fire as some meat slowly cooks over the
flames. It smells delicious. Then they share it out
equally between each person and eat. This is a typical
mealtime for the Hadza.

The Hadza live here in the Yaeda Valley in Tanzania.
They are probably the last hunter-gatherer tribe in the
world, moving from place to place with no crops, no
animals and no houses. They live off what nature gives
them by hunting for meat, gathering berries and fruit
and sharing everything. It’s a carefree life; they sleep
whenever they want and don’t plan for the future.

Experts believe the Hadza are the second-oldest
people in the world and their body types are not closely
related to any other tribe. Hadza men are slim with short
curly black hair and most carry their hunting knives on
animal skin belts. As a group, they are generous and
easy-going people. Time has no meaning for them; they
don’t keep track of hours, weeks, months and years.
You can also see that they have few possessions, no
jobs and no money. This is probably why they don’t
seem to have any worries!

All in all, the Hadza way of life is carefree. They wander
the land, taking only what they need, and they don’t
keep track of time. In the words of the late Indian Prime
Minister, Jawahawlal Nehru, “Time is not measured by
the passing of years but by what one does, what one
feels ...” and I think that is what the Hadza way of life is
all about. I just hope the busy modern world, with its
stress and pressure, doesn’t change them.

So, now that you know some things about the Hadza
way of life, how would you like to spend the day living
like they do? How many of you would like to try hunting
with the Hadza men? … Great! And how many would
like to gather fruit? … OK!

Do you have any questions about the Hadza? ...
Thanks for all your great questions. Now let’s go and
find something to eat.

where they
live

character
traits

appearance

The Wodaabe

how
they live

• generous and 
easy-going 

• time has no meaning;
don’t keep track of
hours, weeks, months
and years 

• have few possessions,
no jobs and no money –
no worries

• the Yaeda Valley,
Tanzania

• probably the last hunter-
gatherer tribe in the
world 

• move from place to place
• no crops, no animals and
no houses 

• live off what nature gives
them 

• hunt for meat, gather
berries and fruit

• share everything 
• sleep whenever they
want and don’t plan for
the future

• second-oldest people in
world; body types not
closely related to other
tribes 

• Hadza men are slim with
short curly black hair

• carry hunting knives on
animal skin belts

where they
livecharacter

traits

The Hadza

how
they live

  5    a) Introduction: B                    Conclusions: A, C

       b)   A   1                        B   3                      C   2

  6    Feedback technique: polling questions

  7    Students should find pictures of the Hadza.

  8    Suggested answer

appearance
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Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 2: Against All Odds
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to narrate an experience

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    a) Opening technique: asking a rhetorical question
       Closing technique: stimulating emotions

  3    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  4    a)   A   1             B   2

       b)   A   2             B   1               

  5    Students should find pictures from the Apollo 13
mission and / or the astronauts.

  6    Suggested answer

• lucky to be alive

• 1997

• making repairs to the
station 

• when finished, they tried
to get back inside, but
airlock was broken and
they couldn’t open it 

• only had a little bit of
oxygen left

• disconnected themselves from the
station, tried to float around to
another airlock 

• risky decision – one false move,
and they would float off into space
and be lost forever

• after they disconnected
themselves from station, space
suits had no cooling system; Dave
got so hot that his visor fogged up
and he couldn’t see a thing 

• by spitting, he made a tiny gap to
see through and saw they were in
the living quarters 

Host (teacher): Welcome back to the programme.
Now, I’d like to introduce NASA researcher Emma
Gravin to tell us about an incredible space survival
story. Welcome, Emma.

Student: Hello, everyone. Picture being trapped inside
a spacecraft high above the Earth, slowly running out of
air and fuel. Imagine the terror of knowing that you
might not make it back home. Well, that’s what it was
like for astronauts Jim Lovell, Jack Swigert and Fred
Haise Jr up in space, and I think it’s safe to say it was
the most frightening experience of their lives.

The Apollo 13 mission left Earth in April 1970. Two days
into the mission, the crew were carrying out routine
checks when they heard a loud bang. Warning lights
started flashing and they could see a trail of gas behind
them because the spacecraft was leaking oxygen. At
first, they thought a meteor had hit the spacecraft, but
then they found out that a short circuit had caused an
oxygen tank to explode. There was no time to lose –
they were running out of oxygen. 

The only thing to do was to move to the lunar module.
They used it as a lifeboat because it had its own power
supply, oxygen and water. Unfortunately, the
equipment to clear air of carbon dioxide was only built
for two people, but they managed to put together an
adapter that reduced the carbon dioxide to a safe level.
Just before they re-entered Earth’s atmosphere, they
moved back to the damaged command module
because the lunar module wasn’t strong enough. On
17th April, they splashed down in the South Pacific
Ocean. It was a relief for everyone when the crew finally
landed.

What happened during the Apollo 13 mission was
terrifying and surviving it defined the lives and careers
of the astronauts on board. After all, as the saying goes,
“Challenges are what make life interesting. Overcoming
them is what makes life meaningful.”

Does anyone in the audience have a question for me
about the Apollo 13 mission? … Thank you. It’s been a
pleasure to appear on your show tonight.

main event

feelings

when

Mir 
space station

• a relief for
everyone when
finally landed

• in April 1970

• two days into the mission,
carrying out routine
checks, heard a loud bang

• warning lights flashing,
could see trail of gas
because spacecraft was
leaking oxygen 

• at first thought a meteor
had hit spacecraft, but
then found out a short
circuit had caused oxygen
tank to explode 

• no time to lose – running
out of oxygen

• only thing to do was move to the
lunar module 

• used it as lifeboat because it had
its own power supply, oxygen and
water

• equipment to clear air of carbon
dioxide only built for two people,
but managed to put together an
adapter that reduced carbon
dioxide to safe level 

• just before they re-entered
Earth’s atmosphere, they moved
back to damaged command
module because lunar module
was not strong enough

• on 17th April, they splashed down
in South Pacific Ocean

main event

feelings
when

Apollo 13

incidents
leading to the
main event

incidents
leading to the
main event
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Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 3: Interesting Artists
  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: using visuals
       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    Feedback technique: open discussion

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  5    a) Introductions: A, C             Conclusion: B

       b)   A   2                        B   1                      C   3

  6    a) Feedback technique: focus groups

Hello, class. Let’s watch a video together. ... This is an
artist called Guido Daniele painting a snake onto a
model’s hand, and it’s just one example of his amazing
art work.

This specific technique and style is known as Hand-imal
Art. Basically, this involves painting wildlife onto human
skin. Instead of painting on paper or canvas, Guido
Daniele uses hands, wrists and fingers! From cheetahs,
elephants and eagles to geese, zebras and kittens, his
collection includes animals from all over the globe. 

Although Hand-imal Art is a very popular art form today,
the idea came to Guido in the early 1970s. He was
inspired by the artistic movement known as Hyper-
realism, where art is so detailed and life-like that it looks
like a photograph rather than a painting. It was actually
an advertising company that saw Guido’s work and
asked him to create the Hand-imals in order to promote
their phones. Since then, his work has just become
more and more famous!

Before starting each new piece, Guido researches his
chosen animal and works out how to transfer the image
onto a hand before beginning to paint. Then, it usually
takes between three and four hours to complete the
painting. It can be very difficult for the models to keep
still for that long, though! At the end, Guido’s work is
washed away down the sink, but not before he takes a
photograph of it! 

All in all, Hand-imal Art is a fun and popular art form, but
it also takes a lot of skill and patience to do it well. As
artists yourselves, you’re aware of the dedication that
goes into every piece of work, aren’t you? 

Out of curiosity, how many of you are interested in
using the human body as an artistic canvas? Please,
raise your hands. ... Well, I’d be happy to talk to you
more later. 

Are there any questions? ... Now let’s take a look at
some more of Guido Daniele’s work.

• unusual: doesn’t take photos of
real people 

• constructs heads and faces
from a variety of natural objects 

• uses leaves, flowers, branches,
fruit, vegetables, meat, fur,
insects & sea creatures 

• idea isn’t a new one 
• photographs look like 400-year-old
paintings by 16th century Italian
painter Guiseppe Arcimboldo

• Arcimboldo’s work belongs to the
Mannerist movement which
explored the relationship between
humans and nature

• first collects materials
• might need to go to
the supermarket, a
forest or a beach; not
always easy finding
the right colour, shape
or size, objects

• usually takes 3 days
to complete the
project

the artistic
process

style &
technique

inspiration
& origins

Klaus Enrique
Gerdes

• known as Hand-imal Art 
• involves painting wildlife onto
human skin 

• uses hands, wrists and fingers 
• paint lots of different animals:
cheetahs, elephants, eagles,
geese, zebras, kittens 

• idea came to Guido in the early
1970s

• inspired by art movement 
Hyper-realism: detailed and 
life-like paintings that look like
photographs

• advertising company asked him to
create hand-imals to promote phones

• researches chosen
animal

• works out how to
transfer image onto a
hand

• usually takes between 3
and 4 hours to
complete: difficult for
models to keep still

• take a photo of it before
it’s washed away down
the sink

the artistic
process

style &
technique

inspiration
& origins

Guido
Daniele

        b) Alternative feedback technique: polling questions

       I’m going to show you two pictures of an
elephant; one is a photograph of an elephant and
the other is a Hyper-realist painting of an
elephant. Please raise your hand if you think this
one is the photograph. ... Now, raise your hand if
you think this one is the painting. ... See how
difficult it is to tell the difference?

  7    Students should find photos of Guido Daniele’s work.

  8    Suggested answer
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Presentation Skills 4: Can you Help?
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to persuade

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: using visuals
       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    Feedback technique: a polling question

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the text and the video. Then, ask students to organise
their answers in a spidergram, as shown below:

• air pollution (waste ends
up in landfills resulting in
the production of
methane)

• governments around the world need to
educate people about reducing waste

• the amount of waste ending up in landfills
will decrease and so will air pollution levels

Hi everyone! My name’s Billy Daley. It’s a sad fact our
planet is struggling to cope with so many problems from
over-population to endangered wildlife. But now, it is crying
out for extra help to combat the threats caused by light
pollution. Luckily, there are solutions to this problem. 

One major problem caused by light pollution is obviously a
terrible waste of energy. There are so many lights on at
night – from streetlights and security lights to shop fronts
and office blocks – that most cities can actually be seen
from space and it’s almost impossible to marvel at the
beautiful starry night. A simple solution is for more towns
and cities to dim their streetlights. This will, in effect, reduce
a lot of unnecessary lighting in the world. 

Another aspect of light pollution is that it has a negative effect
on wildlife, for instance on baby turtles, insects and birds.
These animals have trouble breeding and migrating because
of the lights used by humans. In order to raise awareness,
more people should participate in Earth Hour and Earth Day.
During Earth Hour, for sixty minutes, countries around the
world switch off their lights. This, along with Earth Day,
encourages countries to create their own conservation
methods and to protect the environment. In this way, there will
be a reduction in lights, even if it’s only for an hour, as well as
greater awareness of light pollution which may help wildlife.

Finally, light pollution causes problems with people’s health.
Too much artificial lighting disrupts people’s sleep routines,
keeps them up at night and thus they become sleep-
deprived and get tired easily. This can lead to more serious
health problems such as depression, heart disease and
even cancer. To solve this problem, it’s important for people
to switch off lights when not used. Hopefully, in this way,
everyone can get some restful sleep.

All in all, the problems caused by light pollution are serious
and need our urgent attention. But if we dim our
streetlights, participate in Earth Hour and Earth Day and
switch off any lights not in use, we are all one step closer to
helping our planet. As the founder of Earth Day Gaylord
Nelson once said, “The wealth of the nation is its air, water,
soil, forests, minerals, rivers, lakes, oceans, scenic beauty,
wildlife habitats and biodiversity... that’s all there is ... ” and
I think he is absolutely right!

Now on the flipchart next to me, let’s summarise the
possible solutions of light pollution. You can use the initial
letters D, E, S to help you. 
D-im streetlights
E-arth Hour & Day
S-witch lights off
Great! The list is complete!

Do you have any questions? … Thanks for listening.

Description

Conclusion

➞

➞Problem 1 Solution / Results

➞Problem 3 Solution / Results

➞Problem 1 Solution / Results

➞Problem 2 Solution / Results

➞Problem 3 Solution / Results

➞Problem 2 Solution / Results
• soil contamination (plastic
waste takes years to
decompose, changes
chemical balance of soil
and affects fertility of soil)

• focus on more eco-friendly procedures,
such as sorting and recycling plastic 

• the amount of plastic waste will reduce
and the soil quality will improve too

• water pollution (waste in
rivers, seas and oceans
puts the lives of many
animals at risk)

• people need to dispose of their waste
appropriately and have stricter
international water pollutions laws

• cleaner water and animals will have
a better chance of survival

➞

• waste of energy (so
many lights on at night -
most cities can be seen
from space and almost
impossible to marvel at
beautiful starry night)

• more towns and cities dim their
streetlights

• reduce a lot of unnecessary
lighting in the world

Description

Conclusion

➞

• affects wildlife (animals
and birds have trouble
breeding / migrating)

• participate in Earth Hour and
Earth Day (countries around the
world switch off their lights)

• encourages countries to create
their own conservation methods
and protect the environment 

• reduction of lights and greater
awareness of light pollution may
help wildlife

• affects people’s health
(disrupts sleep routines,
keeps them up at night
leading to health problems)

• people need to switch off lights
when not used

• everyone can get some restful
sleep ➞

  5    a) Introduction: B                    Conclusions: A, C 

       b) A   2 B 1                       C   3

  6    Feedback technique: open discussion

  7    Students should find appropriate pictures related to
light pollution or the events Earth Day and Earth Hour.

  8    Suggested answer

PSK4
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Presentation Skills Key

• vital to be prepared 
• spend time practising
your presentation

• make sure each section
is timed correctly 

• you will be more
confident and a more
successful public
speaker

• before you speak, try to
relax your body – light
stretches can help you
unwind 

• meditate for a few minutes
to relax your mind and
reduce your heart rate 

• helps keep you calm

• avoid caffeinated drinks –
e.g. energy drinks or coffee 

• drink juices from citrus fruits –
e.g. lemons or grapefruit – lower
your blood sugar and help reduce
anxiety 

• arrive early – not nervous about
being late or not having enough
time to prepare 

• try talking to some members of
the audience before your
presentation - getting to know a
few faces can relieve tension and
help you feel confident

Presentation Skills 5: Keep Calm
and Carry On

  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: narrating a personal story
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Feedback technique: open discussion 

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  5    a)   A   2                        B   1

       b)   A   1                        B   2

  6    a) Feedback technique: a polling question

       b) Alternative feedback technique: making a list

       OK, let’s make a list together. The initial letters will
help you. How can we deal with anxiety?

       B-reathing techniques
       E-xercise
       D-istracting techniques
       L-aughter
       H-ealthy eating
       R-eassurance

       Excellent work!

  7    Students should find pictures of people who have
anxiety and / or people who have found ways to
relieve anxiety.

  8    Suggested answer

Fear of
public 

speaking

prepare

relax

on the day

• helps you shut everything
else out and calm down

• one of the best
distractions
(reduces anxiety
and pain, fights
viruses and heals
wounds)

• watch a film or
hang out with
friends 

• stop thinking about
problems

• helps you
handle it (you
get to know
yourself and
find the root of
problem)

Anxiety

breathing
techniques

distracting
techniques

• eat healthy
foods instead of
foods that affect
mood negatively
(caffeine,
processed flour
and sweets)

healthy
eating

laughter

• if you motivate
yourself to do a little
exercise, it will lift
your mood 

• the harder you work,
the better you will feel 

exercise

reassurance

Good morning. I’m Mr Banks and I’m the school
counsellor. Picture this: a university student wakes up
in the morning, but instead of going to her lecture, she
stays in bed. She feels frightened, nervous and unable
to get up. She is suffering from anxiety. This is common
among young people, but there are things you can do
to help you relieve anxiety.

One great way to help with anxiety is to use breathing
techniques. This will help you shut everything else out and
calm down. Another useful tip is to exercise. If you can
motivate yourself to do a little exercise, it will lift your mood.
And the harder you work, the better you will feel.
Distracting techniques also help; you can watch a film or
hang out with friends to stop yourself from thinking about
your problems. Laughter is also one of the best distractions
because it not only reduces anxiety, but also reduces pain,
fights viruses and heals wounds. If you want to keep
anxiety away, try eating healthy foods instead of foods that
affect your mood negatively like caffeine, processed flour
and sweets. Finally, reassurance is the most important part
of working through anxiety as it helps you handle it as you
get to know yourself and find the root of the problem.

Overall, anxiety can be extremely difficult to handle, but
if you follow these tips you will find yourself back on
track to happiness in no time at all. After all, who
doesn’t want to have less anxiety in their life?

OK, please get into groups of 3 and talk about ways to
help with anxiety. Which techniques do you think help
the most and why? I’m looking forward to hearing your
thoughts. ...

Now, do you want to ask me any questions? ... Thank
you very much. 
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Presentation Skills 6: Geology Rocks!
  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: narrating a general story
       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

Hello and welcome. I’m Angela Thompson and you’re
watching The Geology of Britain. This is Dartmoor, a
stunning wilderness in the British Isles, and the
inspiration behind many stories, paintings and poems.
After all, who could fail to be inspired by such a place or
wonder how this amazing landscape was formed? Join
me as I explore the history and geology of one of
Britain’s wildest places.

Dartmoor is in Devon in southwest England. It is almost
1,000 square kilometres and includes the largest area
of granite in Britain, measuring 625 square kilometres at
the surface. The granite on Dartmoor is a type of
igneous rock. It was formed around 300 million years
ago when hot magma slowly cooled beneath the
surface of the Earth.

Dartmoor is an area of flat moorland, which is higher
than the land around it. There are more than 150
outcrops of rock on the moor, which are known as ‘tors’.
There are V-shaped valleys with streams in them and
peat bogs, too. These are formed because granite is
impermeable, which means that rainwater can’t pass
through it, and so the water stays on the surface.

The land on Dartmoor is only used for sheep farming
because the soil is too poor to grow crops. Copper and
tin used to be mined on Dartmoor and there were
quarries that produced granite blocks for building, but
now the mines and quarries are closed. The main
industry today is tourism and people come from far and
wide to see the beautiful scenery and magnificent tors.

From the molten magma boiling under the Earth
millions of years ago to the rugged granite tors we see
today, Dartmoor’s geological history has certainly been
a long and dramatic one. In fact, it was walking on this
very moor and wondering how these impressive tors
were formed that first inspired me to study geology.

Now it’s time for a break, but join us again in a few
minutes when we’ll be exploring Bodmin Moor in
Cornwall.

  4   a)   A   2                        B   1

       b)  A   2                        B   1

  5    Students should find pictures of Dartmoor.

  6    Suggested answer 

• formed 60
million years ago
when Ireland
was still volcanic

• magma forced
up from beneath
the surface of
the Earth
through gaps in
the chalk rock;
cooled to form
an igneous rock
called basalt

• magma cooled so
quickly that it formed
columns

• most have got six sides,
but some have seven or
eight

• 40,000 columns in total;
tallest 12 metres high

• many formations have
got names: Shepherd’s
Steps, Chimney Stacks,
Giant’s Boots

• one of Ireland’s
major tourist
destinations in
19th century;
continues to be
popular with
visitors today

• great place to
spot sea birds
(e.g.
cormorants);
home to several
rare plant
species

location / size

how formed

geography

what people
do there

The Giant’s
Causeway

• less than one square
kilometre

• County Antrim, Ireland

• granite on
Dartmoor is a type
of igneous rock

• formed around
300 million years
ago when hot
magma slowly
cooled beneath
the surface of the
Earth

• area of flat moorland,
higher than the land
around it

• more than 150 outcrops
of rock – ‘tors’

• V-shaped valleys with
streams 

• peat bogs (formed
because granite is
impermeable; rainwater
can’t pass through)

• land only used
for sheep
farming; soil is
too poor to grow
crops 

• copper and tin
used to be mined
and quarries
produced granite
blocks for
building

• now mines and
quarries are
closed; main
industry is
tourism 

location / size

how formedgeography

what people
do there

Dartmoor

• Devon in southwest
England

• almost 1,000 square
kilometres

• includes the largest
area of granite in
Britain, measuring
625 square kilometres
at the surface
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Presentation Skills 7: Sci-Fi Gadgets
in Real Life

  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

       b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the model presentation. Then, ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram as
shown below:

  2    Opening technique: asking rhetorical questions
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Feedback technique: polling questions
    
  4   b) Elicit students’ answers using the information

from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram as shown:

  5    a)   A   1                        B   2

       b)   A   2                        B   1

  6    a) Feedback technique: open discussion

       b) Alternative feedback technique: focus groups

        Now, get into groups of four and discuss whether
you would want to live in a world with all the
technology available in Star Wars. Why or why not?

  7    Ss should find images of the technology mentioned
being used in the Star Wars films, or the real-life
equivalents on Earth.

name of films

• homing beacon: these days
tracking devices widely available;
thanks to GPS, all our smartphones
can be used as homing beacons

• fingerprint technology: pay for
things, unlock smartphones and
open doors to houses

• digital table: now available to buy 
• jetpack: US government
commissioned real jetpacks to be
built; could only fly for 30 seconds,
couldn’t get more than 9 metres off
the ground; in 2008 a company in
New Zealand created one that can
fly for 30 minutes

• control car with mobile phone: a
car manufacturer has developed an
app; supposed to be used as a
parking aid 

• 1964 film Goldfinger
features a homing
beacon 

• in Diamonds Are
Forever, diamond
smuggler Tiffany Case
uses a fingerprint
scanner for
identification

• Bond’s employers use a
digital table to gather
information in Casino
Royale

• in 1965’s Thunderball,
Bond made a daring
escape using a jetpack

• in Tomorrow Never
Dies, James Bond
drives his car from the
back seat using his
mobile phone

• James Bond, (code name is
007) is a super spy who

travels the world on Her
Majesty’s Secret Service

• to complete his missions,
he is provided with some
state-of-the-art technology

• James Bond 
plot

Sci-Fi Gadgets
in Real Life

the technology
they havewhether we

have / will have
the technology

name of films

• holograms: first film came out in
1977, technology was an amazing
thing; now holograms have
performed on stage and there have
been fashion shows with hologram
models

• lightsabers: armed forces developing
weapons that use light e.g. U.S Navy
testing a weapon that can destroy
drones

• droids: scientists working on AI for
years; may be close to succeeding

• landspeeders: Aero-X (a hovercraft
that looks like a motorbike; can float
on air and reach top speed of 72 km /
h) 

• the Force: a company has developed
a headset that records brainwaves &
the way we move our faces;
designed for controlling video games
& helping the disabled

• holograms for sending
messages

• both good Jedi knights
and evil Sith lords use
lightsabers (swords of
light)

• droids C-3PO, R2-D2
and BB-8 have artificial
intelligence – can think
& make decisions for
themselves

• Luke Skywalker and
Rey both use
landspeeders; move
really fast and hover
above the ground

• Yoda uses the Force to
lift a spacecraft from a
swamp

• set a long time ago in a galaxy
far, far away  • films follow

the adventures of the
Skywalker family as they

battle good and evil

• Star Wars
plot

Sci-Fi Gadgets
in Real Life

the technology
they havewhether we

have / will have
the technology
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  8   Suggested answer

Hi, everyone. My name is Amanda Oliver. Abraham Lincoln
said, “The best way to predict your future is to create it.” Well,
George Lucas certainly predicted our future when he created
his epic Star Wars films.
Star Wars is set a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. The
films follow the adventures of the Skywalker family as they
battle good and evil. The characters use holograms for
sending messages. When the first film came out in 1977, this
technology was an amazing thing, but now holograms have
performed on stage and there have been fashion shows with
hologram models.
In the films, both good Jedi knights and evil Sith lords use
lightsabers, which are swords of light. The armed forces are
actually developing weapons that use light. For example, the
U.S Navy is testing a weapon that can destroy drones.
In Star Wars, the droids C-3PO, R2-D2 and BB-8 are
important characters. They have artificial intelligence, which
means they can think & make decisions for themselves.
Scientists have been working on AI for years and many
people believe they may be close to succeeding.
Luke Skywalker and Rey both use landspeeders to travel
around. These vehicles move really fast and hover above the
ground. On Earth, we have the Aero-X, a hovercraft that
looks like a motorbike. It can float on air and can reach a top
speed of 72 km / h.
In Star Wars, Yoda uses the Force to lift a spacecraft from a
swamp. In reality, there is a company that has developed a
headset that records brainwaves & the way we move our
faces. It was designed for controlling video games and
helping the disabled.
While some of the technology from Star Wars, like
holograms, is in use today, some of it, like travelling through
hyperspace, will probably remain a fantasy. For many
people, it might be a disappointment that everything we see
in Star Wars can’t be created in reality, but for others it’s a
relief. I certainly don’t want to see a fully-operational Death
Star in space!
Now it’s over to you. Do you think that Star Wars inspired
these new technologies, or do you think they would have
been created without the films?

Any questions? … Thanks for listening.

Good morning, peers, teachers and parents. I’d like to
welcome you to Roseshaw Academy’s graduation day.
I’m Charlotte Edwards. What do you want to do with your
life? Do you want to travel the world, have a successful
career, or start your own business? Well, now is a good
time to start thinking about the future. Today marks the
end of our school days and the beginning of something
much bigger. But, I don’t want us to forget about the
journey we have been on while at this school.

A lot has changed since I started here at Roseshaw
Academy. I remember in my first week at this school I
was so shy that when I got lost on my way to a lesson, I
didn’t even ask someone to help me. By the time I found
the class, I had missed the first half! But, now I certainly
know my way around and I’m much more confident.

Thanks to Mrs Meredith, I also discovered my artistic
talent! She showed me that I can express myself using art
in so many ways. She taught me that with art you can turn
a negative into a positive, a piece of junk into something
wonderful. When I had problems, she encouraged me.
Now, art is an important part of my life. Mrs Meredith is a
real inspiration and I can’t thank her enough.

In the future, I want to produce lots of pieces of art, but I
also want to be an art teacher and study art therapy. I
believe art can make people happy and improve their
lives, and this is what I want to do. In the words of Walt
Disney, “If you can dream it, you can do it.” So, go out
there and live your dreams, whatever they might be. 

Congratulations to all of you! This is just the beginning
and I’m sure you, as I am, are all excited to see what
comes next.

• Mr Earlsden -
maths teacher

• used to struggle in
maths

• patient and helpful
• took the time to
explain the
problems  to me
until I understood

• he made Maths
simple and easy to
understand 

• it became my
favourite subject

  2    Opening technique: stimulating emotions
       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    Elicit student’s own answers using their ideas and / or
the phrases from the Plan & Useful Language box.

• we all started
here as a group
of frightened 
11-year-olds 

• used to be quiet,
nervous about
making friends
and doing well
in lessons 

• not nervous
anymore

• friends I’ve made
here I will keep
my whole life

• want to study
Accounting at
university 

• hope to one day be
successful enough to
open my own business

• not just the start of a
new chapter for me, it
is the start of
something new for
each one of us

• all capable of success
by being hardworking
and determined

Graduation speech

person who’s
influenced you

future plans

early memories
from school

Ceremonial Speech 1: A Graduation Speech
  1    b)

PSK8
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Presentation Skills Key

Ceremonial Speech 2: A Wedding Speech
  1    b)

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. I’m Claire, the
sister of the bride. I want to thank you all for being here
today to celebrate the marriage of Rachel and Ian.

Imagine walking down a long road; the road has twists
and turns and ups and downs. But, no matter how bumpy
it becomes, it’s important that you walk it with someone
special. This is what marriage is like, according to my
parents.

They also said it feels like just yesterday Rachel and I
were kids. I must admit the years have flown by, and in
what seems like no time at all, here I am giving a speech
at her wedding. I’m proud to be watching Rachel make a
huge commitment to spend her life with Ian, and I
couldn’t be more pleased for the both of them.

Now, Ian is a great guy. I know that he will stand by
Rachel, no matter what. From the beginning he has
demonstrated that he is strong and dependable. It’s for
this reason that I already consider him to be part of our
family.

Today just marks the beginning of Rachel and Ian’s
journey together and I wish them all the happiness in the
world. Now that they’ve tied the knot, they will always
have each other to depend on. I certainly can’t imagine a
more perfect couple.

So, with that in mind, I’d like you all to join me in raising
a glass to Rachel and Ian. Congratulations to you both.

Thank you all for sharing this very special day with us.

• lucky to marry her
• she’s lucky to have him by her side too 
• wonderful man, honest and smart
• I’ve got to know him well 
• not just my brother-in-law, also my friend 
• happy to welcome him to family

• look forward to
many wonderful
things in future 

• wish them a
lifetime of
happiness together

• whatever the next
step – will always
be nearby to offer
our support

about sister
(the bride)

about 
the groom

wishes for
the future

Wedding speech

  2    Opening technique: asking a rhetorical question &
making a statement

       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Elicit student’s own answers using their ideas and / or
the phrases from the Plan & Useful Language box.

• has been dreaming of
perfect wedding day
since we were kids

• today finally walked
down aisle; new
chapter in life

• couldn’t be happier
for her

Ceremonial Speech 3: A Birthday Speech
  1    b)

Good afternoon all. I’m Julia. I’d like to thank everyone
for coming to celebrate my grandfather Tom’s birthday. 

Well, my grandpa is an incredible man. Just the other
day when I asked him what gift he’d like for his birthday,
he told me that just being able to celebrate this special
day with all of us was the best gift he could imagine. 

I’ve known you my whole life, Grandpa, and we’ve
certainly had some fun times together. I remember when
I was very young and I used to spend every summer
holiday with you and Grandma at your country house.
We had such fun together, going for walks in the
countryside, eating our picnic lunches by the river and
watching the boats. It was so great to spend those warm
summer evenings with you, too, and listen to your funny
stories from the past. Remember the laughs we had?

I am so glad to have these fond memories of the times
we’ve spent together. I’d like to take this opportunity to
wish you health and happiness for many, many years to
come. I guess what I want to say is that you are the best
grandpa I could wish for. You’re very special to me and
I’m really lucky to have a grandpa like you.

Can I ask everyone to raise their glasses to my
wonderful grandpa, Tom? To Tom! Happy Birthday! Now
let’s get ready to sing “Happy Birthday”.

• when I was a kid, you were playing
hide-and-seek with me and my
cousins

• you were chasing us around the park 
• you must have been in your 80s
• you managed to catch us every time

• look forward to
celebrating many
more birthdays in
the future

an anecdote

future wish

about the
person

Birthday speech

  2    Opening technique: using a rhyme
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Elicit student’s own answers using their ideas and / or
the phrases from the Plan & Useful Language box.

• over the years, we have
asked ‘How do you do it?’
or ‘What is your secret?’

• you say there’s no secret;
about staying young on
the inside

• don’t feel 100 years old

Toasts
  1    A   7              C   3             E    4                G   1
       B   8              D   6             F    5                H   2
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 1   Values
  1    I think the text must be about what is important to the

people in Viet Nam, and how they feel about their
families.

  2    1    A             2    C           3    B           4    C         5    B

  3    Ss’ own answers

 2   Art
  1    Silk painting began in the 5th century BC when artists

started to paint on silk using ink and glue.

  2    1    T        2    NM     3    F        4    T       5    T    6    NM

  3    Ss’ own answers

 3   Etiquette and Body Language
  1    The text may be about the correct way to behave.

Maybe it is aimed at visitors to Viet nam.

  2    1 A smile can mean a lot of different things; for
example, it can be an apology, a sign of
embarrassment, a way to say thank you, or a
greeting.

       2 Fruit, sweets, flowers or incense are suitable gifts.   
       3 You must remember to ask permission first.   
       4 This gesture is only used for animals, so it is rude

to use it on a person. 

  3    Ss’ own answers

 4   Medicine
  1    I recognise the first picture, lemon grass. I think it is

used in cooking, or to make tea.

  2    1 indigestion or stomach ache
       2 applied to the skin or mixed with hot water and

the steam can be inhaled
       3 insect bites
       4 chew wild betel leaf
       5 lemon grass and wild betel leaf

  3    Ss’ own answers

 5   Festivals
  1    Maybe the text is about foods that are served at a

festival.

  2    1    B             2    C           3    B           4    B         5    C

  3    Ss’ own answers

CK1

Culture Key
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Unit: .........................................................          Exercise: .........................................................

Evaluation Chart

Student’s name: Mark and comments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 1

Go through Unit 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
   •    talk about appearance & character
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    describe a person’s physical characteristics
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    talk about families
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    describe what I do in my free time over a typical weekend
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    talk about my plans for this weekend
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    compare people I know
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    ask for / express opinion / (dis)agreement
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on a tribe
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on the benefits of being in an extended family
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on ethnic groups in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    compare pictures
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    predict content of a text / recording
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    practise exclamations
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    form -ing / -ed participles
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
   •    write a short text describing an experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    use formal style
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    identify topic / supporting sentences
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    use linkers to join sentences
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    express opinion
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    write an opinion essay
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 2

Go through Unit 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about accidents and disasters
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about natural phenomena / weather
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    narrate a travel experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    ask about an experience – express interest / shock / disbelief
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen and make notes
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on a space mission
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation about a nasty experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on how the Earth orbits the Sun
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation about a celebration in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify word stress & weak vowels
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    describe a picture
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form nouns from verbs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write sentences describing my feelings about an accident
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an informal email about an experience I had
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify order of events in a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    set the scene in a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    use adjectives / adverbs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write about a myth in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 3

Go through Unit 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about jobs of the future
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    predict the content of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about education
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about job qualities & requirements
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on choosing the right career
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    practise echo questions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form nouns from verbs / nouns
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    have a job interview
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write a few sentences making predictions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify beginnings / endings in emails
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify formal / informal language
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write a CV
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an email applying for a job
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 4

Go through Unit 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about the arts
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    predict the content of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    talk about films & TV shows
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    talk about art & crafts & jobs related to the arts
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on an artist
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on a festival
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on sculptures in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    give a presentation on art galleries in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    form compound nouns
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    describe a process using the passive
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    identify /aI/  /OI/ 
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    listen for gist / specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    describe a performance
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    compare pictures
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    compare festivals
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write a short biography
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    write a short text about my favourite TV show
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    write a quiz about culture
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    use appropriate adjectives to describe films / books
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    recommend a book
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    brainstorm for ideas
        .....................................................................................................................................................
   •    write a book review
        ......................................................................................................................................................
   •    write an article about a festival
        ......................................................................................................................................................
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 5

Go through Unit 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about global issues
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    predict content
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify the author’s purpose
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on Earth Hour 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    present a song
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about the environment
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form adjectives from nouns or verbs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    report a person’s words
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for gist / specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify homophones
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    make suggestions – agree / disagree
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    describe pictures 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write a summary of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an essay providing solutions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    use formal style
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    use linkers to join ideas
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify paragraph structure
        .....................................................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 6

Go through Unit 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about fears & phobias
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify the main idea in a paragraph
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify the author’s purpose
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about body language & feelings
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    make deductions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form negative adjectives
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    express concern / show sympathy / give advice
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on a competition
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information / gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify sounds not pronounced (elision)
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    describe a picture
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write sentences giving advice
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify paragraph content
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    link sentences
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    practise opening / closing remarks
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify and correct mistakes in a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an email of advice
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 7

Go through Unit 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about health & fitness
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about symptoms & treatment
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form abstract nouns from adjectives
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about possible, unreal or imaginary situations
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    make wishes
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on the Mediterranean diet
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information / gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    intonation in question tags
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    ask for / give advice
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    express concession
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write an article about a festival
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write sentences giving advice
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify content of paragraphs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    practise topic / supporting sentences
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    link ideas
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write a for-and-against essay
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 8

Go through Unit 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about travel
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about holiday activities
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    predict content of text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on popular tourist destinations in my country and in Scotland
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about city life / country life
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form verbs from adjectives & nouns
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    express purpose
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for detail
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    ask for / give information / express preference
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    compare photographs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    intonation in subject / object questions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on Dartmoor
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write a paragraph about a tourist attraction
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    analyse a rubric
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify content of paragraphs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    use adjectives
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    use practise opening / closing remarks
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    identify informal / formal style
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an informal letter
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an advert / brochure for a place in my country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                 Unit 9

Go through Unit 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    talk about mobile devices
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    talk about technology in Star Wars films
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    predict the content of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on the technology of Star Wars
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    form words using negative prefixes
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    express purpose
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for specific information / gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    listen for ideas
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    returning a faulty product – asking for / offering to help / explaining a problem / suggesting
solutions

        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    make decisions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    pronunciation: British English vs American English
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on how electricity reaches our homes
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    give a presentation on an inventor
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

   •    write a paragraph giving my opinion
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write sentences based on a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

   •    write an email of complaint
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 1

very well OK not very well

talk about appearance & character

describe a person’s physical characteristics

talk about families

describe what I do in my free time over a typical weekend

talk about my plans for this weekend

compare people I know

ask for / express opinion / (dis)agreement

give a presentation on a tribe

give a presentation on the benefits of being in an extended
family

give a presentation on ethnic groups in my country

compare pictures

read for specific information

listen for specific information

predict content of a text / recording

practise exclamations

form -ing / -ed participles

write a short text describing an experience

use formal style

identify topic / supporting sentences

use linkers to join sentences

express opinion

write an opinion essay
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.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 2

very well OK not very well

talk about accidents and disasters

talk about natural phenomena / weather

narrate a travel experience

ask about an experience – express interest / shock / disbelief

listen and make notes

give a presentation on a space mission

give a presentation about a nasty experience

give a presentation on how the Earth orbits the Sun

give a presentation about a celebration in my country

listen for specific information

read for specific information

identify word stress & weak vowels

describe a picture

form nouns from verbs

write sentences describing my feelings about an accident

write an informal email about an experience I had

analyse a rubric

identify order of events in a story

set the scene in a story

use adjectives / adverbs

write a story

write about a myth in my country

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 3

very well OK not very well

talk about jobs of the future

predict the content of a text

talk about education

talk about job qualities & requirements

give a presentation on choosing the right career

listen for specific information

practise echo questions

form nouns from verbs / nouns

have a job interview

write a few sentences making predictions

analyse a rubric

identify beginnings / endings in emails

identify formal / informal language

write a CV

write an email applying for a job

Progress Report Card
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Progress Report Card
.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 4

very well OK not very well
talk about the arts
predict the content of a text
read for specific information
talk about films & TV shows
talk about art & crafts & jobs related to the arts
give a presentation on an artist
give a presentation on a festival
give a presentation on sculptures in my country
give a presentation on art galleries in my country
form compound nouns
describe a process using the passive

identify / aI / / OI / 
listen for gist / specific information
describe a performance
compare pictures
compare festivals
write a short biography
write a short text about my favourite TV show
write a quiz about culture
analyse a rubric
use appropriate adjectives to describe films / books
recommend a book
brainstorm for ideas
write a book review
write an article about a festival

Progress Report Card
.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 5

very well OK not very well
talk about global issues
predict content
identify the author’s purpose
give a presentation on Earth Hour
present a song
talk about the environment
form adjectives from nouns or verbs
report a person’s words
listen for gist / specific information
identify homophones
make suggestions – agree / disagree
describe pictures
write a summary of a text
write an essay providing solutions
analyse a rubric
use formal style
use linkers to join ideas
identify paragraph structure
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 6

very well OK not very well

talk about fears & phobias

identify the main idea in a paragraph

read for specific information

identify the author’s purpose

talk about body language & feelings

make deductions

form negative adjectives

express concern / show sympathy / give advice

give a presentation on a competition

listen for specific information / gist

identify sounds not pronounced (elision)

describe a picture

write sentences giving advice

analyse a rubric

identify paragraph content

link sentences

practise opening / closing remarks

identify and correct mistakes in a text

write an email of advice

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 7

very well OK not very well

talk about health & fitness

talk about symptoms & treatment

read for specific information

form abstract nouns from adjectives

talk about possible, unreal or imaginary situations

make wishes

give a presentation on the Mediterranean diet

listen for specific information / gist

intonation in question tags

ask for / give advice

express concession

write an article about a festival

write sentences giving advice

analyse a rubric

identify content of paragraphs

practise topic / supporting sentences

link ideas

write a for-and-against essay
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 8

very well OK not very well

talk about travel

talk about holiday activities

predict content of text

read for specific information

give a presentation on popular tourist destinations in my
country and in Scotland

talk about city life / country life

form verbs from adjectives & nouns

express purpose

listen for specific information

listen for detail

ask for / give information / express preference

compare photographs

intonation in subject / object questions

give a presentation on Dartmoor

write a paragraph about a tourist attraction

analyse a rubric

identify content of paragraphs

use adjectives

use practise opening / closing remarks

identify informal / formal style

write an informal letter

write an advert / brochure for a place in my country

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                     Unit 9

very well OK not very well

talk about mobile devices

talk about technology in Star Wars films

predict the content of a text

read for specific information

give a presentation on the technology of Star Wars

form words using negative prefixes

express purpose

listen for specific information / gist

listen for ideas

returning a faulty product – asking for / offering to help /
explaining a problem / suggesting solutions

make decisions

pronunciation: British English vs American English

give a presentation on how electricity reaches our homes

give a presentation on an inventor

write a paragraph giving my opinion

write sentences based on a text

write an email of complaint
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Unit 1
Reading (pp. 4-5)

  1    a) D

       b) The correct answer is D.
       ‘Unusual’ is paraphrased to ‘with a difference’ and

‘the people who compete’ is paraphrased to ‘the
contestants’.

  2    1    A             2    D           3    B           4    B         5    B

  3    scorching ≠ freezing                  exciting ≠ boring
       colourful ≠ dull                           strength ≠ weakness
       vain ≠ modest

  4    1    entrant               3    homeland          5    whirl
        2    native                 4    show off             6    nomadic

  5    1    region                4    elaborate           7    effort
        2    herders              5    circle                  8    winners
        3    contestants       6    judges

Vocabulary (p. 6)

  1    1    honest               3    forgetful             5    impatient
        2    carefree             4    open-minded     6    generous  

  2    1    pale         3    fair          5    athletic     7    caring
        2    rosy         4    pretty      6    friendly    8    generous

Vocabulary plus (p. 6)

  1    A)   1    old       3    average      5    straight   7    wrinkles
             2    late      4    beard         6    long

       B)   1    teenage             3    curly                5    thin
             2    plump                4    round

       C)  1    late                     3    oval                  5    full
             2    slim                    4    wavy                6    freckles

  2    1    vain         2    short      3    wavy      4    slim     5    fat

Grammar in use (pp. 7-8)
  1    1 have just received                6    live  
       2 are always complaining        7    am meeting
       3 don’t do                                8    have been looking
       4 am writing                             9    have visited
       5 have been staying              10    is running

  2   1 am thinking, don’t think   4   see, am seeing
       2 Have you talked,            5    Have you seen, has 
       haven’t seen                         just left, has
       3 are you looking, looks          

  3    1    the hardest        4    taller than     7    more slowly / 
        2    healthier             5    fast as               slower
        3    sooner               6    the nicest     8    the best

  4    1    colder          3    warmer           5    worse, worse
        2    low as         4    toughest         6    most important

  5    1    messy              5    appearance          9    dishonest
        2    lonely               6    responsibility     10   shocking
        3    insecure          7    amusing
        4    interesting       8    properly

  6    1    on            3    about      5    down         7    up
        2    with          4    to            6    to

Grammar Focus (Unit 1) (p. 8)

  7    1 has been learning                 4    by far the nicest  
       2 older you get the more         5    is less expensive 
       3 usually surfs the Net                  than 

  8    1    largest                   6    under            10   for  
        2    them                     7    than              11   is 
        3    have reached        8    with                      becoming
        4    living                     9    have been    12   these
        5    have developed         living             13   since

Listening skills (p. 9)

  1    A is the correct answer.

  2    1    A             2    C           3    B           4    A         5    C

  3    1    What                  3    How                   5    What
        2    How                   4    What

  4    1 a tribe of East Africa       4    short curly black hair
       2 the soil is poor                5    get attached to people
       3 keep track of time           6    wander the land

Speaking skills (p. 10)

  1    1    a             2    a            3    b            4    b          5    b

  2    1    adults                 3    happy                     5    T-shirt
        2    casually             4    good-looking         6    dark

  3   a) Picture B

       b) I can see three people wearing smart business
clothes. There is blue sky behind them. An older
man has got his back towards the camera and he
is shaking hands with the woman. A younger man
is watching them. They must have just agreed on
a business deal, or perhaps they have just met.
They are all smiling and look relaxed.

  4    1 a family sitting at the table.  
        2 a meal, perhaps breakfast because they are

drinking orange juice.  
       3 a purple T-shirt.  
       4 a baby.  
       5 a black polo shirt.  
       6 relaxed.
       7 happy.
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Writing skills (p. 11)

  1    Key words: children should go to nursery school,
essay, teacher, opinion, 120-160 words.

  2    1    Firstly                 3    Moreover          5    In contrast
        2    For instance      4    As a result        6    All in all

  3    1 What are the benefits of nursery school?  
       2 In my opinion, Havering Academy is the best

school in England.  
       3 Studying at university is great!  
       4 I am strongly in favour of nursery schools.  
       5 In addition, I feel that Mr Jones is a fantastic

teacher.  

  4    a) Key words: teacher, essay, opinion, teenagers
have part-time jobs, 120-160 words.

        b) Viewpoint 1 – Examples / Reasons: being in
charge / build self-confidence, being in charge
can help teenagers build their self-confidence.

       Viewpoint 2 – Examples / Reasons: save up /
buy things they need, they can also save up for
the future or have enough money to buy the
things they need in their daily lives.

       Opposing viewpoint – Examples / Reasons: too
tired / hobbies / socialising, they can be too tired
to take part in hobbies or socialise.

       c) Suggested Answer
        In today’s world, more and more teenagers want

to have a degree of financial independence from
their parents and are keen to work part-time to
achieve this. I personally feel that a part-time job is
an excellent idea for them, for a couple of reasons.

       In the first place, having a job helps make
teenagers grow into more responsible adults. For
example, they may be put in charge of something
or be expected to handle money. By taking on this
extra responsibility, they not only learn practical
management skills but they also build up their
self-confidence.

       Furthermore, many teenagers feel a sense of
satisfaction in being able to earn their own money.
As a result, they can put aside an amount
regularly as savings for the future. Alternatively,
they have enough money to buy the things they
need in their daily lives without having to ask their
parents to contribute.

       On the other hand, some parents may not want
their children to have a part-time job. They argue
that it doesn’t leave them enough free time.
Therefore, they are too tired to do hobbies or
social activities, which are also an important part
of their development.

       All in all, however, I believe that a part-time job is
a valuable asset for a teenager to have. As well as
offering a measure of financial independence,
working part-time also helps to develop a young

person’s character and give them a good start in
their life as adults. 

Unit 2
Reading (pp. 12-13)

  1    The correct answer is C.

  2    1    C            2    C           3    B           4    A         5    D

  3    Introduction: spinning – turning quickly, frustrating –
upsetting

       Para A: picture – imagine, attaching – connecting
        Para B: floated – moved gently, running out –

finishing, tough – difficult, face – experience 
       Para C: panicking – becoming nervous, made up of –

consisting of, incredibly – extremely
        Para D: risen – increased, fogged up – cloudy,

moisture – humidity

  4    beneath ≠ above                        different ≠ similar
       safe ≠ dangerous                      luckily ≠ unfortunately
       secure ≠ loose                           tiny ≠ large
       slow ≠ fast

  5    1    carry            3    locked     5    running      7    fly
        2    floated        4    fogged     6    head

  6    1    experiments       4    oxygen               7    safety
        2    cables                5    disconnected
        3    airlock                6    moisture

Vocabulary (p. 14)

  1    A   6              C   4             E    7                G   3
       B   5              D   2             F    1                H   8

  2    1    survived             3    jumped              5    twisted
        2    scratched          4    injured               6    escaped

Vocabulary plus (p. 14)

  1    1    F        2    A        3    C        4    B        5    E      6    D

  2    1    bolt             3    strong      5    heavily       7    foggy
        2    dripping      4    deep        6    boiling        8    rain

Grammar in use (pp. 15-16)

  1    1 was driving, saw, did you phone
       2 were you doing, were watching
       3 caused, crashed, broke
       4 did it start, wasn’t snowing
        5 was slicing, was talking, cut, did she do, fainted,

took

  2    1    for                      4    already             7    until, before
        2    ever                    5    since                 8    never
        3    ago                    6    yet

  3    1    B             2    A            3    C           4    A
WK2
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  4    1 had / 'd been living                  8    remembered
        2 had / 'd never experienced        9    had / 'd seen
       3 changed                                 10   ran
       4 was sitting                              11   stood
       5 felt                                          12   noticed
       6 was shaking                          13   had broken
       7 were screaming

  5    1 the nicest                        4    carefully as
       2 better                              5    the messiest of
       3 the noisiest                      6    the hottest

  6    1    explosion           4    survival        7    organisation
         2    successful         5    safety          8    exploration
         3    dangerous         6    natural

  7    1    of             3    from        5    up              7    of
        2    out           4    in            6    from           8    with

Grammar Focus (Units 1-2) (p. 16)

  8    1 did not / didn’t stop snowing heavily
       2 has not / hasn’t flown since
       3 the laziest person
       4 were having lunch when
       5 did not / didn’t use to go
       6 have not / haven’t been camping for

  9    1    which / that           7    leaving       13   for
        2    more                     8    came          14   before
        3    at / on / near         9    but             15   was 
        4    yourself               10   was                    shaking
        5    stops                   11   strikes        16   were falling
        6    higher                  12   are              17   After / In

Listening skills (p. 17)

  1    Factory fire: flammable, blaze
       Flood: sandbags, storm, rising waters, drain away
       Oil spill: flammable, tanker, collision, black slime
       Earthquake: aftershocks, tremors, shaking
       Car crash: speeding, overtaking, collision

  2    The correct answer is C.

  3    Speaker 1   B                   Speaker 4   E
       Speaker 2   D                   Speaker 5   A
       Speaker 3   F

  4    Suggested Answer
        I think a car accident is the most terrifying because

you never know when it might happen. You could be
with a safe driver but another driver may be speeding
or may lose control of their vehicle and crash into you.
It can happen very fast and you could be seriously
injured or killed. The other incidents are less common
and there are ways to prepare for them and / or avoid
them.

  5    1 had a crew of 3 men
       2 the crew faced catastrophe
       3 a meteor had hit them
       4 an oxygen tank to explode
       5 managed to splash down safely

Speaking skills (p. 18)

  1    1    both                   3    whereas        5    as
        2    and                    4    while             6    In contrast

  2    1    snowman           6    jackets        11   excited
        2    posing               7    trousers       12   background
        3    bright                 8    woolly          13   garden
        4    dressed             9    scarf
        5    wearing            10   smile

  3    1 man
        2 a warm winter jacket, a hat, gloves and jeans
        3 shovelling snow, has snowed
        4 unhappy
        5 covered in snow

  4    1    b         2    b         3    b         4    a          5    a

Writing skills (p. 19)

  1    A   2             B   1           C   4           D   3

  2    1    sunny                 4    huge                  7    friendly
        2    tall                      5    ferocious
        3    strange              6    short

  3    1    frustrated           3    amazed              5    sad
        2    relieved              4    worried

  4    1    suddenly            3    strongly              5    thickly
        2    tightly                 4    anxiously           6    greatly

  5    Suggested Answer
        I was extremely worried as I was driving back home. I’d

heard on the radio that the volcano on the next island
was erupting, but they said it was nothing to worry
about.

       We were supposed to be safe, but I could see a huge
ash cloud rising from the volcano. When I got home, I
closed all the doors and windows tightly. I went into
the basement with a supply of fresh water, some food
and the radio.

       No sooner had I done this than there was an urgent
warning for people to stay indoors because the ash
cloud was coming our way. I waited anxiously in the
basement all night, with only the radio for company. 

       Just after dawn the announcer said that the ash had
stopped falling and the emergency services were
coming to clean up the streets. Outside everything
was covered in thick ash. It was shocking, but I was
glad everyone was all right.
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Unit 3
Reading (pp. 20-21)

  1    a) A

        b) degree, education, schooling, university, certificate

       c) The correct answer is A.
       academic qualifications – need to have a degree

  2    1    B             3    D           5    D           7    A         9    C
        2    C            4    A            6    B           8    C       10   D

  3    Text A: amazing – impressive, artistic – creative
       Text B: job – position, only – merely, show – prove,

risks – hazards, cost – price
       Text C: tasks – duties, history – background, risky –

dangerous 
       Text D: tasty – delicious, discover – invent, useful –

handy

  4    favourite ≠ unpopular                warm ≠ freezing
       enormous ≠ tiny                        sweet ≠ bitter 
       safe ≠ dangerous                       interesting ≠ ordinary 

  5    1    dress                 3    hang                  5    look
        2    climb                  4    give                    6    head

  6    1    wrinkly               4    sweet tooth     7    ingredients
        2    sense                 5    adrenalin         8    flavours
        3    hazards              6    panel

  7    1    qualifications     3    holidaymakers   5    position
        2    caretaker           4    applicants 

Vocabulary (p. 22)

  1    1    experience         3    qualifications     5    applicant
        2    staff                   4    degree               6    reference

  2    1    meet        3    ideal            5    skills         7    career
        2    requires   4    personal      6    head         8    quit

  3    1    well                    3    stressful             5    full 
        2    up-to-date         4    high

Vocabulary plus (p. 22)

  1    1    mark                  3    resit                    5    certificate 
        2    failed                  4    course

  2    1    quick                 4    polite             7    punctual 
        2    efficient              5    patient           8    enthusiastic
        3    cooperative       6    hardworking

Grammar in use (pp. 23-24)

  1    1    will                     4    is going to         7    are 
        2    am going to       5    am going to            going to 
        3    will                     6    will                     8    will 

  2    1 will have completed        3    will be doing
       2 Will the meeting              4    Will you be seeing
       have finished                   5    will have worked 

  3    1 will be moving /              5    will go
       am moving                      6    will have visited
       2 will change                     7    will be flying
       3 am starting                      8    will phone
       4 will have                          9    will come

  4    1 When will the lecture start? 
       2 will be holding, while 
       3 As soon as, finishes 
       4 the moment, comes 
       5 When, will they announce
       6 will have finished, by 

  5    1    manager            5    cooperative          9    security
        2    performance      6    disappear           10   inventor
        3    employment      7    musician
        4    knowledge        8    professional

  6    1    for      2    in        3    up      4    up      5    out   6    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-3) (p. 24)

  7    1 he had been waiting            4    didn’t use to
       2 since Jill graduated              5    soon as he 
       3 will have finished                        completes 

  8    1 will change                     7    our
       2 more                                8    is improving
       3 choosing                         9    longer
       4 such                              10   after
       5 have disappeared         11   most important
       6 is advancing

Listening skills (p. 25)

  1    1 E – drama                            4    B – role 
       2 A – performance                  5    D – shooting 
       3 C – session 

       A   performance        C   session            E   drama
       B   role                      D   shooting

  2    a)   1    job                     4    open                7    final
             2    professional       5    community      8    work
             3    feature               6    theatrical

       b) Suggested Answer
       job opportunity (phr) = career prospect
        professional actor (phr) = a person whose job is to

act (in films / plays)
        feature film (n) = a full-length movie shown in

cinemas
        open audition (phr) = a chance for anyone to try

out for a part in a TV show / play / film / etc
        community centre (phr) = a place people go to do

activities
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       theatrical stage (phr) = the place where actors
perform plays 

       final callbacks (phr) = the last chance for sb to
get a part in a TV show / play / film / etc

        work overtime (v) = to stay longer or work more
hours than scheduled

  3    1   Forest        3    television cameras        5    night
        2    training      4    9 am                              6    £248

  4    a)   1    YES                   3    YES                 5    NO
             2    NO                     4    YES                 6    NO

       b) Suggested Answer
       I wouldn’t mind working in a bookshop. It would

be nice to be surrounded by books, and it would
not be difficult work most of the time. On the other
hand, it could be really boring. Also, it could be
annoying helping customers sometimes. Finally,
I’m sure it is not a well-paid job. All in all, there are
probably other jobs I would rather do.

       c) Suggested Answer
        My ideal job would involve doing something

creative while earning enough money to live on. I
would probably need a university degree or maybe
a lot of training.

  5   1 looking for a secretary
       2 further training is provided
       3 Starting salary 
       4 should be fluent in 
       5 be able to work as part of a team

Speaking skills (p. 26)

  1    1 both                                5    However /  
       2 while  /  whereas                  On the other hand
       3 Also                                 6    rather than
       4 whereas  /  while             7    instead

  2    1    A             3    D           5    D           7    A         9    A
        2    A             4    D           6    D           8    D       10   A

  3    1 talk to lots of different people, get the chance to
be creative, people might not like their new style,
stand on your feet all day

       2 drive to interesting places every day, go outside in
bad weather, doesn’t pay well  /  can be repetitive

  4    1 Please take a seat.
       2 Well, I need a part time job.
       3 I worked in a grocery shop last year and
       4 I think I’m hardworking and responsible.
       5 What are the working hours?
       6 I can work after college, then. 

Writing skills (p. 27)

  1    A   4            C   1            E   8           G   2           I    7
       B   6             D   5            F    3           H   9

  2    1    E              2    B             3    E                4    B

  3    1 I am currently studying History at university.  
       2 I have no experience but I’m willing to learn. 
       3 I consider myself to be responsible and punctual. 
        4 I would be grateful if you would consider my

application.

  4    Suggested Answer

  5   Suggested Answer
       Dear Ms Farrell, 
       I am writing to apply for the job of camp counsellor,

which appeared on jobs.com yesterday. 
       I am 20 years old and I am currently studying sports

science at the University of Bath. 
       I have previously worked as a football coach at my

local youth club, where I worked with children from
ages 9 to 14. While I was there, I demonstrated
excellent reliability and good organisational skills. 

       I believe I would be suitable for this job because I am
very enthusiastic and energetic. I also enjoy working
with children and being outdoors. 

        I have included a copy of my CV. I am available for an
interview at any time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

       Yours sincerely, 
       Thomas Williams

Unit 4
Reading (pp. 28-29)

  1   B

  2    1    B             2    D           3    F            4    A         5    C

  3    A   3             B   5           C   1           D   2

  4    • rich – wealthy  • lucky – fortunate  • portrays –
depicts  • made up of – formed  • bark – material
that covers the outside of a tree  • fooled – deceived
• intended – meant  • entertain – amuse
• recreates – reproduces  • certainly – definitely
• version – model

  5    powerful ≠ weak                   serious ≠ light-hearted 
       famous ≠ unknown               gradually ≠ suddenly 
       simple ≠ difficult                   real ≠ artificial
       coldest ≠ hottest 

  6    1    movement       4    Powerful        7    masterpiece 
        2    canvas             5    exhibited
        3    evident            6    profile

What doing 
now

Qualifications
Experience

Character
qualities

Studying
sports
science at
university

Football coach at
youth club.
Organising
activities

Energetic, reliable,
enthusiastic, good
with children. Like
being outdoors
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  7    1    composed     4    developed        7    rediscovered
        2    arranged       5    combinations   8    inspired 
        3    portrayed      6    royalty               9    technique

Vocabulary (p. 30)

  1    1    drawn            4    promote            7    brought
        2    transfer          5    stay                   8    raising 
        3    kept               6    presenting

  2    1    e          2    c          3    a          4    b         5    d

  3    1    based                                4    to be missed
        2    has been nominated         5    booking 
        3    awards                              6    will regret 

Vocabulary plus (p. 30)

  1    1    B         2    A         3    B         4    C         5    C      6    C

  2    1    plotline            5    episode              9    award 
        2    effects             6    series               10   reviews 
        3    audience         7    fans
        4    cast                 8    chart hits

Grammar in use (pp. 31-32)

  1    1 will be cancelled             5    is being judged 
       2 were not allowed            6    to be restored 
       3 has been returned          7    are ... filled
       4 are chosen                      8    will be announced

  2    A 1 is chosen              3    is drawn
       2 are selected

       B 1 was written           3    is highly recommended 
       2 be made 

      C 1 was robbed           3    have not been arrested
       2 were stolen           4    is being offered

  3    1 A film was awarded 3 Oscars last Sunday.
       2 A painting has been brought to life with new

technology.
       3 Art thieves were arrested yesterday.
       4 The exhibition is to be attended by thousands. 

  4    1 had a photographer take a photo of her. 
       2 are having their house redecorated by a designer.
       3 have been having our pool cleaned by the

neighbour’s son for years. 
       4 had his digital camera replaced by the shop.
       5 are having the masks made for our play. 
       6 is going to have an ice sculpture made for her

gallery.

  5    1    amazement       5    humorous          9    theatrical
        2    spectacular        6    listeners           10   fictional 
        3    rehearsals          7    incredible
        4    classical             8    beautifully

  6    1    to                       3    on                      5    over
        2    off                      4    in                        6    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-4) (p. 32)

  7    1 twice as hard                       5    the cinema more 
       2 enjoyed themselves                  than the 
       3 going to give                        6    can be bought 
       4 is interested in 

  8    1    visiting                 4    to                   7   between
        2    one                       5    for                  8   of
        3    was designed      6    was built

Listening skills (p. 33)

  1    1    H              3    E             5    F                7    D
        2    G             4    A             6    B                8    C

  2    1    C            2    C           3    B           4    C         5    C 

  3    a)   1   bestselling                      5    couple of years
             2    group of friends              6    different from
             3    tell their secrets              7    strong
             4    is discovered

       b) Suggested Answer
       An interesting book that I read recently is Ender’s

Game by Orson Scott Card. Like Pretty Little Liars,
it’s about young people growing up together. But
in Ender’s Game, the hero is in a military school, in
training to fight against an alien enemy. His name
is Andrew ‘Ender’ Wiggin. He is close to his sister
Valentine, but has a troubled relationship with his
brother Peter. Like Pretty Little Liars, there’s a
tragic death, and a character that must stand up
to bullying. The characters are quite complex in
both books. Ender’s Game though is a science
fiction story with spaceships and aliens, whereas
Pretty Little Liars is a mystery book. 

  4    1 are so realistic that they look more like
       2 paints models’ hands
       3 to promote their phones
       4 raise public awareness for
       5 been exhibited around the world

Speaking skills (p. 34)

  1    a) A – a concert             D – an amusement park
       B – a film                  E – a club
       C – a ballet                F – a circus

       b)   1    appeal             4    worth             7    outdoor
             2    expensive        5    sociable        8    more
              3    interested        6    rides              9    ourselves

  2    1 a woman make pottery
       2 in front of a table / bench
       3 a white T-shirt and an apron
       4 a red T-shirt and an apron
       5 interested in what he is doing
       6 a mosaic / tiles on the wall
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  3    1    C            2    E            3    A            4    B         5    D 

Writing skills (p. 35)

  1    Key words: saw an in-flight film, enjoyed, write your
friend, telling, about it, why, recommend it, 120-160
words.

  2    1    interesting     4    talented                7   unexpected
        2    fantasy         5    well-developed    8   exciting
        3    main              6    fast-paced

  3    1    tells                    3    likeable              5    set
        2    twist                  4    effects               6    disappoint

  4   A   1    are looking for                 C   5    waste of time
             2    make sure                              6    don’t bother

       B    3    well worth seeing
             4    thoroughly recommend 

  5    Suggested Answer
       Film title / type: Captain Phillips, drama
       Director: Paul Greengrass
       Cast: Tom Hanks
       Plot: Based on a true story. Somali pirates capture an

American ship. The captain tries to save his crew, but
is taken hostage. Eventually he is saved by the navy.

       Comments: Fast-paced and exciting finale. Very
good  characters and lots of action. 

       Recommendation: I found this film well worth seeing.
If you like adventure, I recommend that you see it. 

  6    Suggested Answer
       Dear Steve, 
       Yesterday evening I watched a film with my brother. It

is a drama film called Captain Phillips, directed by Paul
Greengrass. It stars Tom Hanks in the lead role as the
captain of a huge ship. 

        The film is based on a true story. It is about an
American ship that is captured by Somali pirates.
Captain Phillips tries to save his crew, but he is taken
hostage by the pirates. In the exciting finale, the US
Navy rescues him. 

       The film is very fast-paced and there are lots of action
scenes. The ending is so exciting! Tom Hanks is a
great actor and the character of Captain Philips is
very believable. 

       Overall, I found this film well worth seeing. If you like
adventure I recommend that you see it.

       Yours,
       Tom

Unit 5
Reading (pp. 36-37)

  1    1    B             2    A            3    C           4    D         5    A

  2    1 Winter’s tail was caught in a crab trap. Because it
was badly damaged, she lost it. 

       2 Dan and Kevin designed an artificial tail to help
Winter swim properly again. 

       3 WintersGel has made artificial limbs more
comfortable for people to use. 

  3    • difficulties – challenges  • serious – severe
• encouragement – inspiration  • tightly – firmly
• definitely – truly  • slowly – gradually  • lively – playful
• hope – chance  • story – tale  • left behind –
abandoned  • popular – successful  • fake – artificial

  4    1    staff                   3    authorities          5    runs
        2    attraction           4    set                      6    developed

  5    1    coast                  5    damaging          9    worth
        2    trap                   6    limb                 10   starring
        3    survive              7    deal
        4    named               8    gripped

Vocabulary (p. 38)

  1    1    e          2    f           3    a          4    b         5    d       6    c

  2    1    packaging          4    unemployment  7    injustice
        2    security              5    pollution             8    peace
        3    poverty              6    campaign

  3    1    capsized            3    preventing         5    fined
        2    affected             4    declined

Vocabulary plus (p. 38)

  1    1    bulbs                 5    warming             9    change
        2    waste                6    spill                  10   power
        3    fuels                  7    layer 
        4    gases                 8    endangered

  2    1   melting               3    saving                5    volunteer
        2    promoting          4    recycled

Grammar in use (pp. 39-40)

  1    1    told          3    asked     5    say             7    said
        2    say           4    told         6    told

  2    1 Danny said that Katie had joined an environmental
group. 

       2 Fran told us that she was writing her project on
endangered species. 

       3 Ben’s wife told me that he used public transport
to get to work instead of driving. 

       4 The Prime Minister said that the government
would give more money to fight poverty. 

       5 John said he could help out at the animal shelter
that week. 

       6 Kelly told me she had seen a sea turtle while
swimming the day before. 

  3    1 Sam asked me where the animal shelter was in
my neighbourhood.
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       2 Beth asked if I (had) found out about volunteering
for Oxfam. 

       3 David wondered what he had been saying about
coral reefs. 

       4 Anya asked me if I had read the article about
homelessness. 

       5 Peter asked Bob to save all his old newspapers.

  4    1 The organiser told us to make sure we arrived
on time.

       2 The organiser told us not to wear trainers.
       3 The organiser told us to bring some plastic bags

for the rubbish. 
       4 The organiser reminded / told us not to forget to

bring something for lunch.
       5 The organiser told / instructed us to put the

rubbish in the correct bins. 

  5    1 that the clean-up campaign began that day.
       2 me to go to the WWF meeting with her. 
       3 us to go swimming with the dolphins. 
       4 us not to buy aerosol sprays that use CFCs. 
       5 to take the bags out for me. 
        6 for not recording the wildlife show the night before. 

  6    1 unnecessary                    6    darkness
       2 exhausting                      7    starry
       3 illnesses                          8    recycling
       4 global                              9    equipment 
       5 accommodation            10   natural

  7    1    on, at                 3    in, out              5    on, on
        2    down, off           4    against, on      6    on, in

Grammar Focus (Units 1-5) (p. 40)

  8    1 is being picked up          4    haven’t been 
       2 has his waste taken        5    asked if Mary was 
       3 much more expensive

  9    1 every / each / per           6    than 
       2 are recycled                    7    will be 
       3 takes                               8    was set
       4 for                                   9    works
       5 is destroyed                  10   in 

Listening skills (p. 41)

  1    People: founder, manager, staff, donor, volunteer (n)
       Places: developing countries, remote mountains,

rural village, town
        Activities: build a school, sell second-hand goods,

raise funds, dig a well, donate money, volunteer (v)

  2    1    A         2    C         3    A         4    B         5    B      6    C

  3   animal welfare: care for the well-being of animals
       symbol: a picture that represents something else
       endangered: at risk of extinction

        adoption programme: a programme where people
'adopt' a particular animal or species by donating
money to their welfare

       rare: not common
       one-off yearly payment: a sum of money that is

paid all together once a year
       hectare: 10,000 square metres
       grassland: an area of land with wild grass growing

on it
       certificate: a piece of paper that proves you have

done something

  4    1    1961          3    Chinese            5    National Park 
        2    lion             4    36                     6    magazine

  5    1 a giant silvery cloud in the sky
       2 to spot the stars in the night sky
       3 affects wildlife and the ecosystem
       4 get disrupted by light pollution
       5 switch off their lights for an hour in an effort to

reduce 

Speaking skills (p. 42)

  1    A 1 outside in the street
       2 forty
       3 old clothes
       4 unhappy
       5 is giving him some money
       6 in her late twenties or early thirties
       7 a grey jacket and a black skirt
       8 homeless

       B 1 outside on a bench
       2 hair and a grey beard
       3 a dark blue short-sleeved shirt and light-

coloured trousers
       4 a mobile phone and a newspaper
       5 a job
       6 worried and anxious

  2    1    donating            3    awareness        5    education
        2    charities             4    create                6    paying

  3    1    endangered       4    planting             7    solution 
        2    planet                5    problems           8    suitable
        3    working              6    isolated

  4    1    a             2    b            3    a            4    b          5    b  

Writing skills (p. 43)

       1   b)    1    To begin with            4    In this way 
                   2    For instance              5    In conclusion 
                   3    Another way 

  2    A   2
       B Sentence B does not fit in a main body paragraph

because it belongs at the end of the introduction.
       C   1
       D   3
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  3   There are (incorrect grammar)
       to help (incorrect grammar) 
       and cities. (incorrect punctuation) 
       so there (incorrect spelling) 
       on the road. (incorrect punctuation)
       it also makes (incorrect grammar)
       people fitter (incorrect spelling) 
       and healthier (incorrect spelling)
       If people (incorrect punctuation) 
       will decrease (incorrect grammar)

  4   a) 1    B – i                   2    A – ii

       b) Suggested Answer
        The amount of household waste that we produce is

on the increase. Most food comes in plastic
containers, which are taken to huge landfills when we
are finished with them. Landfills are getting full. So
what can we do to help? 

        To begin with, we could recycle food containers by
finding a new use for them. Metal tins can be made
into something new rather than just thrown away. In
this way, there will be less rubbish going into landfills. 

        Another way to help is to compost our food waste.
For instance, vegetable peel can be put into the soil
in our back garden. This will make better quality soil
and enable more plants to grow. 

        In conclusion, there are many ways in which we can
reduce the amount of rubbish we create. By recycling
plastic and metal, and reusing food waste, we can
help to make the world a cleaner place for everyone. 

Unit 6
Reading (pp. 44-45)

  1    1    A             2    B

  2    1    B              3    B             5    C                7    A
        2    B              4    C            6    B

  3    shriek – loud & high scream, put up with – experience
(sth difficult), agonising – extremely painful, sprays –
throws drops into the air, aims for – points towards,
aggressive – violent & angry, wanders – walks around
without a particular destination, prey – creatures to hunt

  4    1    webs        3    signals        5    melt       7    invade
        2    hide         4    deep           6    hive

  5    1 wanders                          3    attacked, away
       2 get away                         4    ceremony

  6    1    harmful    2    beautiful      3    calm      4    bright

  7    1 They live in nests.           4    They send out signals.
       2 They spray acid.             5    They live in beehives.
       3 They live in forests. 

Vocabulary (p. 46)

  1    1    open                  3    panic                  5    crawlies
        2    public                 4    phobia               6    spaces

  2    1    shaking              3    control               5    freezes
        2    face                   4    beating

  3    1   is worried           4    startled              7    avoids 
        2    refuses               5    suffers               8    screamed
        3    lessen                6    sweat 

Vocabulary plus (p. 46)

  1    1    gazed                 4    smiling               7    tilted
        2    touched             5    raised                 8    covered
        3    frowned             6    opened

  2    1    scared               3    proud            5    nervous
        2    surprised           4    dizzy              6    embarrassed

Grammar in use (pp. 47-48)

  1    1    E         2    C         3    D         4    F         5    B      6    A

  2    1 Sue might come tomorrow.  
       2 You can’t / mustn’t enter this area.  
       3 He must attend the meeting.  
       4 You ought to / should see a doctor.  
       5 She might pass the test.  
       6 You needn’t come if you don’t want to.  
       7 She can fly a plane.  
       8 You mustn’t / can’t park here.  
       9 Can / Could you give me a lift to the doctor’s?  
      10   He could run long distances.  
      11   May / Can I use your phone?  
      12   You have to / must see a doctor.    

  3    1 You must have been terrified when you were
stuck in the elevator.

       2 Michelle may / might have a social phobia.  
        3 Pete can’t have gone surfing because it’s too

stormy today.  
       4 Joyce can’t be afraid of public speaking.  
       5 You might / may be afraid of heights if you felt

dizzy on that bridge.  
       6 They must be seeing the doctor tonight. 

  4    1 treatment                        5    appearance
       2 nutritious                         6    illegal
       3 irrational                          7    deadly 
       4 fearless / fearful              8    creepy 

  5    1    of                       4    on                      7    to
        2    of, at                  5    to                       8    on
        3    for                     6    about                 9    up with
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Grammar Focus (Units 1-6) (p. 48)

  6    1 are not allowed to          5    would have gone 
       2 as many pets as             6    (new) employees are
       3 couldn’t have been               hired
       4 if only he didn’t

  7    1    of                       5    where                 9    plenty
        2    on                      6    are not found   10   the best
        3    and                    7    the                   11   is growing
        4    have evolved     8    eating              12   for

Listening skills (p. 49)

  1    1    C         2    C         3    A         4    B         5    A       6    C

  2    In the picture there is a woman sitting in front of a
computer. She is frowning and her arms are folded. She
looks angry. She may be feeling upset about something.

  3    1    NO                     3    NO                     5    NO
        2    YES                   4    YES                   6    NO

  4    She advises him to prepare well by doing things like
writing and memorising his talk, then taking a video of
himself speaking and using this to get advice from his
friends and, finally, practising on the stage where he
will speak. She says that doing these things will make
him feel more confident.

  5    1 the most common phobias
       2 avoid spiders at all costs
       3 consider spiders a nutritious treat
       4 spiders help us reduce our fear of them
       5 sufferers overcome their fear of these 

Speaking skills (p. 50)

  1    1    waiting           5    must                9    glasses
        2    speaking        6    opinion          10    clasped
        3    anxious          7    well                11    background
        4    needles          8    pain

  2    1 a woman with dark hair who is holding a cup  
       2 screaming, bug, cup  
       3 a white coat
       4 surprised and frightened  
      5 drop the cup

  3    1    b              2    b             3    a                 4    a

  4    Student A: Hi, Michelle! How are you?
       Student B: Not so good, Mike.
       Student A: Why? What’s wrong?
       Student B: I have to give a speech in my history

class next week, and I’m terrified. I can’t
sleep. 
I think I have a phobia of public speaking.

       Student A: Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. It must be
terrible to feel so frightened.

       Student B: Yeah, it is.

        Student A: Why don’t you see a psychologist? I’m
sure he or she could help you get over
your fear. Psychologists help people with
phobias all the time.

       Student B: That’s not a bad idea. Maybe I’ll give it a
try.

       Student A: Let me know how you get on.

Writing skills (p. 51)

  1    A    3         B    1         C    2

  2    1 I hope I’ve been of some help  
       2 let me know what happens  
       3 It must be awful to be  
       4 I’m only too glad to help  
       5 One thing you can do  
       6 If you do this  
       7 Another thing you can do is  
       8 Then  
       9 it might be a good idea to  

  3    1 Why don’t you  
       2 help  
       3 you’re high up 
      4 like  
       5 If I were you  
       6 go to see a psychologist  
       7 be able to give you some more help  

  4    Advice 1 – Expected result –  you will know what you
want to say, so you will feel calmer.

       Advice 2 – Expected result – you will get used to the
process.

  5    Suggested Answer
       Hi Suzy,
       I’m really sorry to hear that you’re worried about

speaking in front of your class. I know how awful it is,
because I used to feel like that, too. I managed to get
over my fear, so maybe I can help you.

       First of all, you should prepare you speech notes very
well. By doing this, you will know exactly what you
want to say, so you will feel calmer. Also, you should
practise in front of a mirror. This way you will get used
to the process. Of course, if it seems too difficult you
could always talk to a professional, too. They know
exactly what to do for people with phobias.

        I hope I’ve been of some help. Let me know how it goes.
       Best wishes,
       Liam

Unit 7
Reading (pp. 52-53)

  1    a)   1    Why        2    How        3    Which

       b)   1    C – reasons, isn’t good for us 
            2    A – one way, labels 
            3    B – fresh fruit, vegetables, great fuel WK10
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  2    1    D            2    F            3    E            4    B

  3    1    calories              5    baked                9    fibre
        2    dip                     6    store                10   handful
        3    key                    7    snack
        4    cereal                8    ingredients

  4    • pop into – visit quickly  • treats – enjoyable things
• grab – pick up quickly  • despair – feel hopeless  
• watch out – be careful  • moderation – within

reasonable limits  • hunger pangs – sudden feeling
of wanting to eat  • overeat – eat too much

  5    1    in                        3    for                    5    on
        2    In                       4    of                     6    on

  6    1    prepare              5    mug                 9    hungry
        2    fridge                 6    bar                 10    go
        3    cut                     7    labels             11    moderation
        4    plastic               8    calories          12   overeat

Vocabulary (p. 54)

  1    1    blood                 4    heart                  7    immune
        2    weight                5    balanced            8    high
        3    ageing                6    health

  2    1    boost                 4    sprained            7    aching
        2    vomiting             5    healed                8    recovering
        3    burning              6    absorbs

  3    1    almonds             4    cabbage            7    turnip
        2    peas                   5    beetroot
        3    cucumber          6    watermelon

Vocabulary plus (p. 54)

  1    1    vaccination        5    cure                 9    prescription
        2    symptom           6    treatment       10   rash
        3    indigestion         7    operation
        4    allergy                8    cough

  2    1    itchy                   3    treatments       5    symptoms
        2    sneezing            4    prescription     6    avoid

Grammar in use (pp. 55-56)

  1    1 boils – Type 0
       2 I would have left – Type 3
       3 would go to the beach – Type 2
       4 rains – Type 1
       5 would help – Type 2
       6 had seen – Type 3
       7 will stay – Type 1
       8 would buy – Type 2
       9 are – Type 1
      10 do – Type 1
      11 won’t pass – Type 1
      12 I wouldn’t have missed – Type 3

  2    Suggested Answer
       1 I would learn to play golf
       2 I would give everyone £1,000
       3 I would have gone to the rock concert
       4 I wouldn’t have been so angry
       5 you won’t pass the exam
       6 if she had known about the meeting 
       7 if you give me the money
       8 I would buy a car instead of a motorbike 

  3    1 could lose                       4    wouldn’t eat
       2 was going                       5    had attended
       3 hadn’t caught                  6    wasn’t

  4    1    wouldn’t have    3    wouldn’t        5    hadn’t eaten
        2    won’t                 4    buy                  6    were

  5    1    shall                  4    didn’t               7    won’t 
        2    am                     5    does                 8    have 
        3    will                     6    can’t 

  6    1    infection             5    illnesses            9    effectively
        2    beneficial           6    painful              10    prescription 
        3    muscular            7    breathing
        4    exhausted          8    healthier

  7    1    to                       3    out                     5    from
        2    with                    4    to

Grammar Focus (Units 1-7) (p. 56)

  8    1 don’t have enough         4    has been written by
       2 the fastest runner of        5    had her bicycle stolen
       3 is only closed

  9    1    least                 5    being              9    itself
        2    on                    6    makes          10   can / might / 
        3    than                 7    have                     could
        4    getting             8    be accepted     

Listening skills (p. 57)

  1   Team sports: football, hockey, water polo, volleyball,
cricket

       Individual sports: jogging, scuba diving, karate, 
weightlifting, skiing

  2    1    B             2    B           3    C           4    A         5    C

  3    You can learn at your own pace, and you don’t have
to practise if you aren’t feeling well. 

  4    1    immune system        3    ice cream            5    6 pm
        2    heart                         4    local bands          6    £5  

  5    1 a lot of health benefits
       2 expands our lung capacity
       3 slows down the ageing process
       4 absorb nutrients from the food
       5 increase your heart rate
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Speaking skills (p. 58)

  1    1 doing a form of exercise
       2 jogging outdoors
       3 running on treadmills
       4 clothes that are suitable for the open air
       5 wearing sports vests 
       6 to keep fit and healthy
       7 get more oxygen  
       8 better way of checking your performance

  2    1 would be best               6    I doubt if
       2 not sure                         7    wouldn’t be a good idea
       3 doesn’t he                     8    agree with you
       4 be better                       9    best choice
       5 were in his shoes

  3    1    b             2    a            3    a

Writing skills (p. 59)

  1    A    2         B    1         C    4         D    3

  2    in the first place – to start with / to begin with, In
addition – Moreover, for instance – for example, All in
all – All things considered, In my opinion – I believe,
However – On the other hand, Firstly – to begin with /
to start with, This means – Therefore, Furthermore –
What is more, As a result – Consequently

  3    1 Let’s not forget               5    Secondly
       2 many disadvantages to   6    can be boring
       3 To begin with                  7    For this reason
       4 be very expensive           8    give up

  4    A    3         B    2         C    1         D    5         E    4

  5    a) PROS:
       Argument 1: To begin with, you can practise an

individual sport when it suits you.
       Reason / justification 1: For this reason, there is

no need to arrange a time to train with others.
       Argument 2: Also, it encourages independence.
       Reason / justification 2: For instance, you

become better at motivating yourself.
       CONS:
       Argument 1: Firstly, you do not learn the value of

teamwork
       Reason / justification 1: Therefore, you can’t

work well with others.
       Argument 2: Furthermore, you have fewer

opportunities to make friends.
       Reason / justification 2: As a result, you might

feel lonely sometimes.

       b) Suggested Answer
        These days, everyone is talking about how important

exercise is for our health, particularly for young
people. Usually, people recommend that they get
involved in team sports, due to the many social

benefits they offer. But there are also a lot of sports
that teens can do by themselves. Are these
individual sports a good idea too?

       There are certainly a number of advantages to
individual sports. To begin with, you can practise
an individual sport when it suits you. For this
reason, it is easy to exercise because there is no
need to arrange a time to train with others. Also,
they encourage independence. For instance, you
become better at motivating yourself.

       On the other hand, individual sports also have
disadvantages. Firstly, you do not learn the value
of teamwork. Therefore, you might not learn to
work well with others. Furthermore, you have
fewer opportunities to make friends. As a result,
you might feel lonely sometimes.

       All in all, I think the independence that practising
an individual sport can give young people easily
outweighs the disadvantages of doing an activity
on their own. Getting involved in individual sports
seems like a great idea.

Unit 8
Reading (pp. 60-61)

  1    A

  2    1    C         2    D         3    A         4    B

       Key words: Pete: physically active – variety of sports,
Sue: dine in style – delicacies / restaurant, Becky:
unwind on deck – relax / boat, Ann: history –
Acropolis / past.

  3    a) Key words:
        1 professional chef, passionate about food /

drinks, take things at her own pace, prefers
gentle exercise

       2 prefers impressive landscapes, not bothered
about history / shopping / nightlife, physically
active

        3 doesn’t like crowded destinations, interested in
history & archaeology, collects unusual souvenirs

       4 doesn’t get much holiday time, treat herself,
eat well, relax in maximum comfort

        5 looking for somewhere new to live & work,
loves music, art and ICT, be with other young
people, improve his qualifications 

       b)   1    B          2    H          3    D          4    C        5    E

       Suzie: chef / exercise in unspoilt surroundings;
       B: classes in French cuisine, bicycle ride through

quiet villages
        Tariq: impressive landscape, be physically active;
        H: unspoilt rivers and mountains, haven for

adventure sports enthusiasts / nature lovers
       Sophia: interested in history / archaeology,

unusual souvenirs; D: architectural treasures,
hand-made items
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       Ann: well-paid job, treat herself, eat well, relax;
       C: designer labels, pampered / luxury spa, dine in

style
        Jesse: live / work, loves music, art, ICT, a place with

other young people; E: programming / creativity
festival, lectures, university-town's culture

  4    • pace – speed  • not bothered – uninterested
• elegant – stunning  • mighty – powerful  
• converted – restyled  • rare – unusual  
• wide – huge  • vibrant – lively  • range – variety 

Vocabulary (p. 62)

  1    1    home            4    warm                       7    beaten
        2    site               5    mouth-watering       8    resort
        3    guided          6    ruins

  2    1    relax             4    stole                        7    board
        2    dine              5    delayed                   8    enjoyed
        3    float              6    wander

  3    1    do            4    play        7    go            10   play
        2    play          5    do           8    play
        3    go            6    go           9    go

Vocabulary plus (p. 62)

  1    1    mouth-watering    5    overnight        9    double
        2    elegant                  6    heavy           10   traffic
        3    guided                   7    unspoilt
        4    capital                   8    adventure

  2    1    resorts            3    sledging                5    cabins
        2    activities         4    accommodation    6    bookings

Grammar in use (pp. 63-64)

  1    1 I remember the day trip we took to Madrid when
the tour guide got lost.

       2  That man who works in the travel agent’s is my
neighbour. 

       3 The girl whose passport was stolen had to go to
the police. 

        4 This is the seat by the window which you reserved.
(‘which’ could be omitted)

       5  I don’t know the reason why Darren insists on
travelling by boat. (‘why’ could be omitted)

       6  This is the local craft shop where I bought all my
souvenirs. 

  2    1    where                 3    why                    5    when
        2    who                    4    whose                6    which

  3    1 People whose last names begin with the letters
A-M will have Scott as their tour guide. – D – cannot
be omitted

       2 The Tree Hotel, where we stayed last year, has
great offers for families. – ND – can be omitted.

       3 The woman who painted this portrait is my
neighbour. – D – cannot be omitted

       4 My passport, which I’ve had since 2008, has
expired – ND – can be omitted

  4    1 Emily took some time off work in order to travel
abroad. 

       2 Jeff set his alarm clock so that he would get to the
airport on time. 

       3 Peter flew to Finland to see the sand festival. 
       4 She took a map with her so that she wouldn’t get

lost. 

  5    1 Whose passport is this? 
        2    Where did the Millers go? 
        3    Who went on an all-inclusive holiday? 
        4    What is the city famous for? 
        5    What was left at the check-in desk?

  6    1    definitely      3    remarkable        5    wonderful
        2    wooden        4    friendly               6    information

  7    1    on            3    over        5    in                7    at
        2    in             4    at            6    out             8    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-8) (p. 64)

  8   1 I had more                      4    not as outgoing as 
       2 must be at                      5    refused to help
       3 will have been offered 

  9    1    of                     5    the                9    most common
        2    appears          6    It                 10    of
        3    its                    7    is seen        11    any
        4    is caused        8    than            12   to see

Listening skills (p. 65)

  1    Accommodation: camping, hostel, summer camp,
hotel

       Activities: sailing, archery, canoeing, cycling, try
local food

       Type: backpacking, camping, summer camp

  2    Speaker 1 – B                            Speaker 4 – D
       Speaker 2 – A                            Speaker 5 – E
       Speaker 3 – F                             Statement C is extra. 

  3    Suggested Answer
        I think I would like to go on holiday number four because

I enjoy cycling and being active. I also like to see
beautiful countryside and stay in small hotels.

  4    Suggested Answer
       waterfall (n) = a place where water falls from a height

to a lower level
        rock formations (phr) = rock that is arranged in a

certain way, often forming patterns
        stick up (phr v) = to come out of the ground
        chimney (n) = the long tube that takes the smoke

from the fireplace outside the house
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        planetarium show (phr) = a show with educational
and entertaining presentations about astronomy and
the night sky

       laser pointer (n) = a small device which produces a
thin ray of light used to show or highlight sth

        constellation (n) = a group of stars in a night sky
        carve (v) = to make designs and patterns on wood,

rock and other materials
        hole (n) = an opening in a solid surface
        treat (n) = an event or thing that gives delight or

pleasure

  5    1    B             2    C           3    A            4    B         5    C

  6    1 mouth-watering meal while the boat was floating
       2 unwind on deck and dine
       3 the magnificent ruins of the ancient city
       4 go somewhere off the beaten track
       5 crowded with people and there is traffic

Speaking skills (p. 66)

  1    1    C            2    E            3    B           4    A         5    D

  2    1    cost         4    choice    7    book        10   opinion
        2    close        5    abroad    8    boring
        3    enjoys      6    point       9    deals

  3   1 a man with dark hair sitting on the ground in front
of a building.

       2 blue jeans and a white shirt.
       3 smiling and looking around.
       4 a tourist, he has got a map and a backpack.
       5 excited about seeing a new place.
       6 a building that looks important and blue sky.

  4    1    b             2    a            3    a            4    b          5    b

Writing skills (p. 67)

  1    1    b

  2    1    C      3    O       5    O           7    C        9    C    11   O
        2    C      4    O       6    O or C   8    C      10   O   12   C

  3    Opening comments: How are you? – I hope you are well. 
    Closing comments: I really hope you can come. Write

back soon and let me know. – I really hope you can
make it. Write back.

  4    1    Sorry                          3    ages          5    I’d love it 
        2    haven’t written             4    really          6    come along

  5    Suggested Answer
       General Details about Holiday
        Camping trip, one week, south of France, 2nd of

August
       Possible Activities
       go on long hikes, sit around a campfire, go

swimming, sunbathe

  6    Suggested Answer
       Hi Louise, 
        How are you? I hope you’re feeling better. Sorry I haven’t

written for so long. On the 2nd of August I’m going on a
camping holiday with my parents and I was wondering if
you want to come with us. What do you think? 

        We’re going for one week. We’re driving to the south of
France to a popular campsite. We went there two years
ago and it’s really great. My brother and I loved it.  

        We can go on long hikes, sit around the campfire or
sunbathe. Also, we can go to the beach nearby. It’ll be
fun to swim in the sea! 

        I’d better go now as I have to finish my homework. I really
hope that you can come. Say hi to you family from me. 

        Best wishes, 
       May 

Unit 9
Reading (pp. 68-69)

  1    C

  2    1    E        2    C        3    B        4    D        5    G      6    A

  3    main – most important
       adapted – changed
       periods – amounts of time
       manages – is able
       surface – ground
       colleagues – people sb works with
       latest – newest
       plans – is preparing

  4    unwelcoming – friendly        abandoned – rescued
       valuable – useless                eventually – immediately
       artificial – natural                  similar – different
       success – failure

  5    1    last                     4    essential            7    bounce
        2    reach                 5    features             8    stranded
        3    plot                    6    survive

  6    1    knowledge         4    supply                7    version
        2    developed         5    recycled             8    volunteer
        3    realistic              6    vehicle

Vocabulary (p. 70)

  1    1    make                  4    following            7    talk
        2    send                  5    stream               8    posted
        3    taking                 6    watch

  2    a)   1    dies            3    disconnected     5    freezes
              2    scratched   4    missing              6    switches off

       b)   1    C                        2    B                      3    A

Vocabulary plus (p. 70)

  1    1    touchpad    3    keyboard    5    USB ports
        2    screen         4    webcam     6    external hard drive
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  2    a    delete            d    browse        g    copy and paste
        b    scroll             e    save            h    insert
        c    install              f    edit

Grammar in use (pp. 71-72)

  1    1    to save               4    turning               7    give
        2    deleting              5    talking                8    showing
        3    to see                6    to pay

  2    1    such                   3    so                      5    so
        2    such                   4    so

  3    1    B        2    A        3    C        4    A        5    C      6    B

  4    1    Nobody              4    all                       7    Neither
        2    lots of                5    all                       8    both
        3    something         6    anything

  5    1    enrich                5    misbehave         9    unwind
        2    interview            6    encourage       10   misuse
        3    unpacked          7    enjoys
        4    disappeared      8    disapprove

  6    1    in             3    in            5    to               7    of
        2    of             4    on           6    At               8    for

Grammar Focus (Units 1-9) (p. 72)

  7    1 been taking part in      4    should be backed up
        2 is stored on its               5    said / told me that I could
       3 was the cheapest

  8    1 have been discovered          7    built
       2 as                                          8    to
       3 are called                              9    has allowed
       4 enough                               10    who
       5 who                                    11    best
       6 sending                              12    to

Listening skills (p. 73)

  1    b) B

  2    1 maker                              6    lonely
       2 teaching methods           7    important
       3 (own) inventions              8    computer program
       4 heartbeat                         9    special
       5 blind                              10   (big) inspiration

  3    Speaker 1 - F                             Speaker 4 - A
       Speaker 2 - B                             Speaker 5 - G
       Speaker 3 - C

  4    1 has developed a headset
       2 it can read brainwaves
       3 instructions for controlling electronic devices
       4 play video games simply by thinking
       5 improve the lives of the physically disabled

Speaking skills (p. 74)

  1    1    b             2    b            3    b            4    a          5    a

  2    1 tablet – smartphone        5    crying – smiling
       2 plane – bus                     6    typing – checking / 
       3 short – long                          reading
       4 blue – tan / beige            7    on holiday – to work

  3    1 Let’s start with
       2 I agree / You’re right / That’s true / That’s a good

point / Yes
       3 Let’s talk about
       4 What do you think / What’s your opinion
       5 How / What about
       6 How / What about
       7 Shall we make our decision
       8 Let’s choose / go for

Writing skills (p. 75)

  1    Key words: conference, hotel, not enough seats or
refreshments, staff, not helpful, write, letter of
complaint to the hotel manager, Mr Hampton,
explaining, problems, saying what action you expect,
120-160 words

  2    1 To begin with                       4    Furthermore
        2 However                                5    As you can imagine
       3 To make matters worse       6    as well as

  3    Dear Sir / Madam; Yours faithfully

  4    1 When I phoned the shop, the staff was unhelpful
and rude.

       2 The staff said it was the delivery company’s fault
and said that there was nothing they could do.

       3 The TV was left outside the house and got wet in
the rain.

       4 The TV I ordered arrived two weeks after the date
I was expecting it.

  5    A mild, opening                 C   strong, opening
       B strong, closing                D   mild, closing

  6    Suggested Answer
       Dear Sir / Madam,
        I wish to complain about the terrible way I was treated

after ordering a TV from your shop in Bradford.
       To begin with, the TV I ordered took two weeks to

arrive. To make matters worse, the TV was left
outside the house and got wet in the rain.

       Furthermore, when I phoned the shop, the staff was
unhelpful and rude. The staff said it was the delivery
company’s fault and said that there was nothing they
could do.

       I demand that you give me a full refund and a written
apology. If this matter is not dealt with immediately, I
shall have no choice but to take further action.

       Yours faithfully,
       John NaughtonWK15
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Listening skills 1
Exercise 2 (p. 9)

 A:    Hi, welcome back to 106 Talk FM. I’m Hannah Ashley.
Today I’m talking to famous anthropologist Dr
Matthew West. Dr West has a new book called
Rainforest Man which he wrote to describe life with
tribes in the jungle. But before we get started, I want
to ask: what exactly is anthropology? 

 B:    Hi Hannah, thanks for having me on the show.
Anthropologists look at how people act and how their
lives are different from ours. We are especially
interested in the history and environments of small
tribes, and how that influences their culture.
Anthropologists like me actually go and stay with
different tribes for years at a time to find out all about
them. It is difficult, but it’s important for anthropologists
to have as much information as possible. You don’t
have to become one of them, but you can’t write a
whole book about people you’ve never met. 

 A:    That sounds like hard work. Are you pleased to be
back in the UK now?

B:    I am. It’s nice to be close to my family and to have all
the comforts of home again. For example, they don’t
have proper houses with electricity or clean running
water in the jungle. And it’s great to be able to enjoy
British cuisine again! But I do miss the Amazon
sometimes, especially the warm weather. 

 A:    So what is your book Rainforest Man about, then? 
B:    Well, it’s about the Nukak tribe from the Colombian

Amazon Rainforest. In many ways, they’re just like
you and me. They love their children, work hard to
feed them and so on. They’re peaceful people who
have a deep relationship with the jungle. They use
poison darts to hunt animals like monkeys, birds,
mice and frogs. Sometimes, they even eat wasps!
Can you believe it? 

 A:    I don’t think I’d enjoy that! What can you tell me about
their lifestyle?  

B:    Actually, that’s what I’m here today to talk about. The
Nukak are in danger of extinction. Big logging
companies are chopping down the trees in the forest
where they live, and they don’t have as many animals
to hunt. In addition, they are at risk from lots of
diseases like measles that cause them to get very
sick. In fact, it’s worse than that. Tribes from other
parts of the Amazon have died in large numbers
through such illnesses.

 A:    Dr West, that was most interesting. Thank you for
coming to talk to me today. His book has arrived on
the shelves of the bookshop, and if you check online,
you’ll see that he’s making an appearance in one or
two, to give a talk and sign some books.

Exercise 4 (p. 9)

  1    The Hadza is a tribe of East Africa.
  2    They live in the Yaeda Valley where the soil is poor.
  3    They don’t keep track of time.

  4    Men are short and slim with short curly black hair.
  5    They are generous and easy-going people and don’t

get attached to people or things.
  6    They wander the land taking food from it.

Listening skills 2
Exercise 3 (p. 17)

Speaker 1
Last winter, there was a huge factory fire right near my
house. We first noticed a smell of smoke coming through
the living room window. I looked outside and the smoke
was so thick that it was difficult to see the end of the
garden. Suddenly there was the sound of sirens as five or
six fire engines raced down the road towards the factory.
The factory made clothing which was highly flammable and
it took the firefighters two days to put the blaze out. We had
to stay inside the whole time so that the dense smoke didn’t
hurt our eyes and throats. I couldn’t wait for it to be over.

Speaker 2
When I was a little girl, my parents would take me and my
sister to the seaside every summer. We would stay in a
little cottage by the sea in a really quiet resort. One year
we were there on holiday when an oil tanker hit some
rocks just offshore. It spilled tons of oil into the ocean, it
was awful. Black slime had covered the beach and the
birds and fish all got ill. We tried to help the volunteers as
much as we could by cleaning rocks and helping the
animals, but it wasn’t enough. By the time our holiday was
over there was still a lot to do and it would have been nice
if we could have stayed longer. It’s such a shame that the
oil hurt the local wildlife.

Speaker 3
My childhood home was right next to a busy road and I
saw two accidents happen outside my house when I was
younger. So I’ve always been very strict about wearing my
seatbelt. Two months ago, I was driving my sister to the
shops and she didn’t want to wear her seatbelt, but I made
her put it on. Suddenly, a lorry that was overtaking another
car crashed into the back of us. It was a big collision, but
my sister and I were fine. It smashed the rear windscreen
and the police said that if we hadn’t been wearing our
seatbelts we could have been really hurt, which proves
that you should always be careful. It turned out that the
driver of the lorry was speeding so he got into a lot of
trouble with the police.

Speaker 4
I’d never felt an earthquake until last year. It happened
very late at night while everyone was asleep. I was in the
middle of a dream when everything in my bedroom started
shaking and I woke up. At first I had no idea what was
going on. Things were dropping off my shelves and I
thought the house was falling down – it was terrifying! The
tremors only lasted for a minute or so, but it felt like
forever. Smaller aftershocks carried on for a while and
afterwards the house was in a mess. All of the plates in the
kitchen had fallen out of the cupboards and smashed.
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Luckily there wasn’t any serious damage, but everyone
was pretty shocked.

Speaker 5
Floods are quite common in my area. I live by the sea so
we get rising tides and big waves when there’s a storm.
The last flood we had was the worst I’ve ever seen, though.
We always keep an eye on the weather forecast and when
we saw that a massive storm was on its way we put
sandbags by the door and moved all of our valuable
belongings upstairs. It was lucky that we were ready
because the flood water was over a metre deep and it took
a week to drain away. We even had to use an inflatable
boat to get to the next door neighbour’s house. Sometimes
it’s good to be prepared for anything.

Exercise 5 (p. 17)

  1    The Apollo 13 mission had a crew of three men.
  2    Two days into the mission, the crew faced

catastrophe.
  3    They thought a meteor had hit them.
  4    A short circuit caused an oxygen tank to explode.
  5    Despite the problems they managed to splash down

safely in the South Pacific Ocean.

Listening skills 3
Exercise 3 (p. 25)

If you think that you have what it takes to become a
professional actor then you may be interested in an
exciting new job opportunity. 
The Leeds Film Studio is looking for young actors to star in
a new feature film called Black Forest. We would prefer
applicants who have studied performance art and drama
at university, although we will consider people with no
formal training as well. However, at least some experience
of acting on the theatrical stage and in front of television
cameras is absolutely essential. 
Auditions begin at 9am on Monday morning in the
community centre. There will be afternoon sessions for
those that get through the first stage. Final callbacks will
be on Thursday and we will inform the people who get the
role by 4pm on Friday at the latest. 
Filming will start on the 18th of February and we expect it
to last for a month, but it may go on longer. Shooting is
taking place locally and will involve a lot of night scenes.
Please be aware that you may have to work overtime on
some days. 
The rate of pay for day filming will be £248 per day, but
when shooting at night this will go up to £280. This is an
open audition and there is no need to call ahead of time. If
you have any questions at all then please contact us on ...

Exercise 4a (p. 25)

Interviewer: Good morning. Thank you for coming here
today for the job interview.
Alison: You’re welcome. Thanks for asking me. I’d really
like to work for ReadingWorld.  

Interviewer: Great. Now, let’s begin. Your name is Alison
Ainsworth, right?
Alison: Yes, that’s right.
Interviewer: Thank you. Ms Ainsworth, how old are you?
Alison: I’m seventeen. 
Interviewer: OK...... do you have any experience working
in a shop?
Alison: No, I don’t; this will be my first job. But I’m a quick
learner. 
Interviewer: OK, that’s not a problem. We will provide
training to the successful candidate. But as you know,
we’re looking for a part-time shop assistant to work on
weekends. You will need to open the bookshop on your
own on Sunday mornings. We need someone who is
punctual and responsible. Do you have these qualities?
Alison: Oh, yes. Um... I’m always on time for school. My
teacher, Ms Smith, is one of my references. She’ll agree. I
also spend time babysitting my little brother. I think
looking after an 8-year-old shows a lot of responsibility. 
Interviewer: Yes, that’s true. Now, sometimes helping
fussy customers can be difficult. Do you have any qualities
that will make you good at customer service?
Alison: Well, I’m polite and patient. I actually enjoy helping
people; it makes me feel happy. And I’m really enthusiastic
about books – I love them! So, helping people find books
is going to be easy for me. At least that’s what I think.
Interviewer: Excellent. Now, imagine a customer is angry
and aggressive with you. What will you do?
Alison: Oh, that’s difficult. I guess I would try to apologise
and be very calm and cooperative. You know what they
say, ‘the customer is always right’.
Interviewer: That’s a good answer, but sometimes when a
customer is very rude, you need to get help. This is when
you will need to call your manager.
Alison: Oh. OK.
Interviewer: Now, we are going to be interviewing
candidates all weekend, so we will let you know as soon
as we’ve made a decision. We’ll give you a call, probably
early next week.
Alison: That’s great. I’ll look forward to hearing from you!

Exercise 5 (p. 25)

  1    We are looking for a secretary for our London office.
  2    Experience is necessary but further training is

provided.
  3    Starting salary is $1200 a month. 
  4    The ideal candidate should be fluent in English and

Spanish.
  5    They should also have an ability to meet deadlines

and be able to work as part of a team.

Listening skills 4
Exercises 2 & 3a (p. 33)

Lisa: Hello, Rebecca. What’s that you’re reading?
Rebecca: Hi Lisa. It’s a mystery story called Pretty Little
Liars. Have you ever read it?
Lisa: No, I’ve never heard of it.
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Rebecca: Really? It’s the first book in a bestselling series.
It’s a great read.
Lisa: Why? What makes it so good?
Rebecca: It’s really fast-paced. The book never gets
boring because there is always something exciting going
on. When you finish a chapter, you never know what’s
going to happen next. I can’t put it down! 
Lisa: Wow, it sounds like my kind of thing. Tell me what
happens in the story.
Rebecca: It’s about a group of friends who are bullied by
an anonymous person called ‘A’. ‘A’ knows absolutely
everything about the girls and bullies them by threatening
to tell their secrets. The girls suspect that ‘A’ is their best
friend Alison, who disappeared the year before. But when
Alison’s dead body is discovered, the girls are left clueless
and confused. The novel has two mysteries: who is
Alison’s murderer and who is ‘A’?
Lisa: Wait, I think I know that plot! Isn’t it a TV series?
Rebecca: Yes, the books were made into a TV series a
couple of years ago. I’d much rather read the books,
though. I don’t think the actors really portrayed the
characters in the way the author wanted. I don’t mean the
way they look – different hair colour and height isn’t that
important – but the characters’ personalities are different
from how they are in the book. They don’t seem like the
same people at all.
Lisa: Which character do you like best?
Rebecca: Aria. In the TV series, she is quite serious and
she’s really scared of the bully, ‘A’. But in the book, she’s
the funniest character and she’s really fearless; despite all
of the bullying, she remains strong. 
Lisa: What will you do when you finish reading the series?
Rebecca: Try another author, I suppose. I hear The
Heroes of Olympus is a good fantasy series, so I might try
it. But I hate finishing a series I really enjoyed because it
means saying goodbye to the characters. When you start
a new series, you get into a whole new plot and I enjoy
that. But it often takes time to get to know the new
characters and make them your friends! 

Exercise 4 (p. 33)

  1    Guido’s paintings are so realistic that they look more
like photographs than paintings.

  2    He paints models’ hands to look exactly like different
creatures.

  3    A company used the hand-imals painted by Guido to
promote their phones.

  4    Guido has helped raise public awareness for the
World Wildlife Fund.

  5    His work has been exhibited around the world.

Listening skills 5
Exercise 2 (p. 41)

Interviewer: I want to welcome the founder of ‘Ending
Poverty’, a new charity that helps poor communities in
developing countries. Jennifer Towers, what inspired you
to start ‘Ending Poverty’?

Jennifer: Well, I spent five years travelling after I left
university, and when I got back, I didn't want to leave
those experiences behind. Most of all, there was a month I
spent in a village in the remote mountains of Laos, with
some of the most generous people I've ever met. They had
nothing, yet they shared everything with me – and I wanted
to give something back.
Interviewer: But surely there are plenty of charities you
could donate money to? Oxfam fights poverty, for example. 
Jennifer: What I find is that with these big charities, you
drop some money into a collection box and that's the last
you hear of it. You don't know where it goes and you have
no say in what it does. The big charities do great things,
but the person donating money plays very little part in that.
Interviewer: What makes Ending Poverty different, then?
Jennifer: Ending Poverty is aimed at travellers who have
actually visited a place, as I visited the rural village in Laos,
and want to help the people there with a particular project.
It could be something as small as digging a well or as big
as building a school. My website gives them a place to try
and raise the funds. As the manager of the charity, I help
them make their ideas a reality. 
Interviewer: It sounds complicated ...
Jennifer: I prefer to think of it as involved. By that I mean,
we as the staff of the charity are deeply involved in each
project, certainly. But so is the person whose idea it was
and the people who the money is meant to help. Everyone
has responsibility for the project – and that's both the
hardest part and the secret of our success.
Interviewer: What has the response to your appeals been
like? Do you usually get the amount of money you need?
Jennifer: We've never failed so far! I think it's because we
ask for something very specific and donors can follow the
progress of each project online to its completion. They feel
part of it. We've even had travellers turning up in the towns
where a project is going on and asking if they can help!
Interviewer: What's the next step for Ending Poverty?
Jennifer: Up until now, donors could only give money, but
that will change tomorrow. We've got warehouse space
manned by volunteers and we're launching an online shop
which will sell the second-hand goods that people send in.
So if you haven't got any money to donate to a project,
you can donate an old radio or something. Then we'll sell it
and give the money to the project of your choice.
Interviewer: Absolutely marvellous ... 

Exercise 4 (p. 41)

Welcome back, listeners, to Tony Green's ‘Green Hour’,
where I let you know about environmental news from all
over the planet. Today I want to give you some information
about the World Wildlife Fund's ‘Adopt an Animal’
program. The World Wildlife Fund, or WWF, is one of the
oldest animal welfare organisations. It started out in 1961,
in fact, and its symbol is the giant panda.  
‘Adopt an Animal’ is a way for you to donate money to the
particular endangered animal you care about. That could
mean the giant panda itself, a polar bear, an African lion
and so on. Alternatively, if you live close to a WWF office,
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you might find that your local office offers an adoption
program for a local species that's endangered. For
example, the WWF office in Hong Kong offers an adoption
program for the rare Chinese white dolphin.
There are different ways to pay. You can either pay an
amount monthly for a year or you can choose a one-off
yearly payment of £36. Now obviously you aren't going to
get an animal through the post to look after, but what
you're doing is helping the WWF look after the endangered
animal for you. For instance, why not adopt Kamrita, a
female Bengal tiger who lives in southern Nepal in the
Chitwan National Park? By paying the WWF £5 a month
for a year, they can restore one hectare of grassland in
Nepal, so there are more animals for the tigers to hunt. 
So what do you get? The WWF will send you a cuddly toy
of the animal you have adopted and an information pack
containing a factbook, a certificate of adoption,
bookmarks, stickers and more. They will also send you a
magazine three times a year that gives information about
wildlife in general and the progress of the animal you
adopted in particular. 

Exercise 5 (p. 41)

  1    The Milky Way Galaxy looks like a giant silvery cloud
in the sky.

  2    It is not easy to spot the stars in the night sky
nowadays because of light pollution.

  3    Light pollution seriously affects wildlife and the
ecosystem.

  4    Our sleep patterns get disrupted by light pollution.
  5    During ‘Earth Hour’, people in many cities switch off

their lights for an hour in an effort to reduce light
pollution.

Listening skills 6
Exercise 1 (p. 49)

Hi, I’m Jenny Matthews and I’m here today to talk to you
about my new book about body language, called Saying It
Without Words. People are always asking me why I wrote
it. Well, I studied behavioural sciences at university, and
body language was one of the modules of study. It wasn’t
my favourite module at all and I think one of the reasons
was that there didn’t seem to be any good books about
this subject, even though it’s a fascinating one. So I saw
my opportunity and took it! Now I teach at a university
myself and my students are using the book for their
studies. It’s a great feeling!
In the first chapter of the book I wanted to give some
interesting facts and general information about the topic.
In later chapters, there are certainly plenty of tips about
how to use body language to your advantage but in this
first section the main point I make is that our bodies don’t
know how to lie! As we fold our arms, cross our legs,
stand, walk and move our eyes and mouth, we are always
sending out signals and communicating our thoughts.  
In the rest of the book I really get down to business. I didn’t
want to just give facts and figures and scientific

explanations. I really wanted this to be a book that people
could take away and use. I also wanted it to be a good read.
And in fact I’ve been told by many people that they couldn’t
put it down, which is a great compliment! I didn’t set out to
write a best-seller, but so far the book has been a lot more
popular than I expected. 
So what practical information can you learn from this
book? Well, I reveal the body language secrets you need
to know to have confidence during any face-to-face
encounter, from making a good first impression when
meeting new people at a party to getting that job you
want. You can find out, for instance, how to use a
handshake to gain control, how a smile can work like
magic and generally how to use your gestures and other
non-verbal cues to communicate effectively and get the
responses you want. 
Readers always say that the chapter they enjoyed the
most was the one about accessories – things like glasses,
pens, handbags and hats - and what they tell us about
people. The nervous pen-clicker at a meeting, for instance,
or the girl looking anxiously through her bag or hiding
behind her sunglasses tell us so much about their state of
mind. These things are quite easy to understand, but
maybe you didn’t know that you put things near your
mouth when you’re feeling unsure. You adjust your clothes
when you’re feeling uncomfortable, you may shake your
shoe when you’re feeling nervous or excited or remove
and clean your glasses when you’re thinking.
I’ll leave you with some helpful tips from the book. Did you
know that your emotions and your body language mirror each
other? So what? Well, this means that you can adapt your
feelings by adapting your body language. Force yourself to
smile, for instance, and watch your mood improve! Also, if
you come across someone with a negative attitude – let’s say
they have their arms crossed, which means that they are
closed and possibly unhappy – hand them a pen or a cup of
coffee, which means that they will have to uncross their arms.
Then watch their attitude change!
If you found this interesting, you can buy my book through
many retailers and all major online book-sellers. I hope you
enjoy it and it helps you!

Exercise 3 (p. 49)

Ursula: Hi Dave! How’s it going at college? 
Dave: Pretty well, I thought - until yesterday. I’ve been
working hard and getting good marks for my work, and
I’ve just started on an interesting new project … 
Ursula: That sounds great! So what’s wrong?
Dave: Then I found out that at the end of term, I have to
give a 30-minute presentation about this project to the rest
of the course. I will be standing on a stage, in front of a
hundred people. I am absolutely terrified. I can’t sleep, I
can’t concentrate …
Ursula: Ah, I see. You have a fear of public speaking.
Dave: It’s more than a fear. I am convinced that I’ll just
stand there and not be able to say anything, and everyone
will laugh at me. To be honest, I have been thinking of
quitting the course to get out of it.
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Ursula: Don’t do that! The good thing is that you have
plenty of time to prepare. Look, I’ll let you into a secret. I
used to be just like you.
Dave: But you seem so comfortable and natural whenever
you speak in front of an audience …
Ursula: Yes, and that’s because I trained myself to be like
that – and you can too! First of all, you must prepare very
thoroughly. You can even write a script and memorize it, if
that helps. Then, make a video of yourself giving the
presentation, perhaps using your laptop’s webcam. Show
the video to friends and ask them to suggest ways in
which you could improve. By the time the big day comes
round, you’ll be much more confident. Also, just remember
that you know far more about the subject than your
audience … after all, that’s why it’s you giving the
presentation!
Dave: That’s true. I hadn’t thought of that.
Ursula: Another helpful trick is to go along to wherever
you’ll give the presentation, and just get used to being on
the stage and reading out loud to an empty room. That’ll
reduce a lot of the fear right away.
Dave: Ursula, thanks so much for this. I feel better already.

Exercise 5 (p. 49)

  1    Arachnophobia is one of the most common phobias.
  2    About 3% of people avoid spiders at all costs.
  3    In some countries people consider spiders a

nutritious treat.
  4    Remembering how helpful spiders are helps us

reduce our fear of them.
  5    ‘Exposure therapy’ helps sufferers overcome their

fear of these creepy-crawlies.

Listening skills 7
Exercises 2 & 3 (p. 57)

Radio Presenter: Joining us today, we have PE teacher
Greg Walker, who will be discussing individual sports with
me. So, Greg, what exactly is an individual sport?
Greg: Well, basically, it's a sport you do on your own.
Popular individual sports include gymnastics, golf and
running. Some people tend to focus on team sports, but
practising an individual sport can have a lot of advantages. 
First of all, you can set your training programme to fit in
with your own schedule. You don't have to arrange a time
to train with the rest of the team. Also, if you're feeling
under the weather, there's no pressure to drag yourself
down to the sports hall or wherever. Instead, you can rest
and get your strength back.
Radio Presenter: Don't you think it would be tempting to
miss practice every time you had a runny nose?
Greg: Look, with individual sports it's certainly your
responsibility to motivate yourself. But rather than seeing
that as a negative thing, I view it positively. It makes you
stand on your own two feet. People who practise
individual sports become better at motivating themselves,
and that's a quality which helps in all areas of life.

Radio Presenter: Surely we learn skills from being part of
a team too, though?
Greg: Oh, absolutely. The value of teamwork is a very
important lesson, and of course you don't learn it playing
individual sports. I've seen the negative effect of this with
my own eyes at school. If you want to work with others,
you have to give up some control to them – even if you're
in charge. You have to trust in others. People who are
used to playing individual sports often can't do that.
Radio Presenter: What about the social aspects? Do
individual sports provide opportunities to make friends?
Greg: Well, not very many, no. That's one of the biggest
disadvantages of an individual sport. Most of your time will
be spent training alone and you can't avoid that. I've heard
players complain that they feel very lonely sometimes, but
it's just something you have to learn to deal with.
Radio Presenter: What about at the competitions? Can
players strike up friendships there?
Greg: There are plenty of opportunities to meet people at
these events, so there's certainly a chance to make a
friend or two at them. The only problem is that at some
point you might have to compete against them!
Radio Presenter: Awkward! Well, let's take a quick
break ... 

Exercise 4 (p. 57)

Garlic is a really tasty way to jazz up your cooking, along
with its cousin the onion. But there’s another reason you
should be eating it! Did you know it’s good for you, too –
boosting your immune system and protecting you from
heart disease! 
This weekend, join us at the Isle of Wight Garlic Festival to
celebrate all things garlicky. A good time is guaranteed for
all. A famous chef will give cookery demonstrations, and
you’ll find all sorts of garlic products available to taste and
to buy – including garlic drinks. For those with a sweet
tooth, there’s even garlic ice cream! 
Local bands will entertain you with a variety of music and
there will also be a vintage tractor display. A special arena
is host to a variety of family activities.
The gates open at 10 o’clock in the morning, and we finish
for the day at six pm.  Prices are only £8.50 for adults;
children of 15 or less pay £5; under 5s get in free! Dogs are
allowed if they are on a leash. So if you like garlic, don’t
miss this festival! 

Exercise 5 (p. 57)

  1    Eating red foods has a lot of health benefits.
  2    Taking deep breaths through a straw expands our

lung capacity.
  3    Smiling helps to reduce stress and slows down the

ageing process.
  4    Chewing our food slowly helps the body absorb

nutrients from the food.
  5    Telling a lie can increase your heart rate.
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Listening skills 8
Exercise 2 (p. 65)

Speaker 1
I usually go camping in France with my family, but this year
I really wanted to do something a bit different. So, my
friend Ben and I decided to sign up for a 2-week summer
camp. It was an adventure camp with exciting activities
like canoeing, sailing and archery. I didn’t really know what
to expect but we both had so much fun and definitely want
to go again next year.

Speaker 2
I had been looking forward to our holiday all year. The
hotel was quite nice and there was a great view of the sea
from our room, but I didn’t enjoy the trip as much as I
expected to. There were no other young people staying in
the hotel and not much to do. The weather was a bit chilly
too so we didn’t stay on the beach for very long.

Speaker 3
I saved up for my month-long backpacking trip for ages
and, to my surprise, by the end I hadn’t spent all my money.
I was enjoying myself so much that I decided to travel for a
bit longer. I went to Spain and Portugal with some people I
had met at a hostel in Germany and we had a wonderful
time. 

Speaker 4
I enjoyed our cycling holiday so much! Every day, we cycled
for hours through beautiful countryside then we booked into
a small hotel and enjoyed the delicious local food. It was a
great experience, but every evening, I was so exhausted I
could hardly speak! I’ve never slept so well in my life!

Speaker 5
It was my friend David who invited me to go on the trip to
Asia with him. It was an amazing feeling to know that I was
making people who have difficult lives happier. Each
morning we coached some local children in football skills
then later we were free to visit the local area. I enjoyed all
the trips we went on, but the most rewarding part of the
holiday was seeing the smiles on the children’s faces as
we taught them.

Exercise 5 (p. 65)

Radio presenter: Well, with the holidays coming up soon,
we thought we’d interview some people about interesting
holidays they’re planning. First up, we’ve got Andrew
Blakely on the line. Andrew, tell us all about the amazing
holiday you’ve booked.
Andrew: Well, this summer my brother and I are going on
an astronomy tour in Cappadocia, which is an area in
Turkey with beautiful rivers, waterfalls and valleys. It’s not
all this that the area is most famous for, though, but
strange rock formations that stick up from the ground.
They call them the ‘fairy chimneys’. 
When we first get there, our tour leader will show us how
to set up our tents, then each day we’ll travel to different
places on foot, by bike or even on horseback. That should

be fun! I thought that I’d enjoy horse-riding the most, but
actually I now think I’ll enjoy every single day for different
reasons. Of course, the horse and bike riding will be
amazing, but I’ll really enjoy the hiking days too, climbing
over the rocks and swimming in the rivers and waterfalls!
Every night after cooking local dishes together at our base
camp, we’re going to look up at the stars while our tour
leader teaches us about the night sky. I’ve never been
interested in astronomy - it was my brother who wanted to
go on this trip - but he’s convinced me that I’ll really enjoy
these evenings. He says it will be like a live planetarium
show with the tour leader using a laser pointer to point out
the different constellations and planets!
My favourite day, I think, will be the day we visit the village
of Goreme. It’s a town carved into the rock and it’s got
many cave homes and hotels. Apparently, people have
been living in the cave houses for more than a thousand
years! I’ve seen lots of pictures of them. They’re strange to
look at. They’re small with long, narrow stone staircases
inside and from the outside they look just like a big swiss
cheese with lots of holes in the rock! I can’t wait to visit
them personally!
At the end of the week, our last treat will be a visit to a
Turkish bath called a hamam, which will be relaxing. By
the time I get home, I’m sure I’ll have learnt loads of things
I didn’t know about Turkey … not to mention what we’ll
learn about astronomy! It will be so much more useful than
just lying on the beach with my family like I usually do. 
Radio presenter: Well, that sounds absolutely wonderful,
Andrew. I hope you have a fantastic trip.
Andrew: Thank you, I will!
Radio presenter: Well, for any listeners who are
interested, we’re going to put all the information about all
of the holidays that are mentioned today on our website.
Now, next on the show we have Sandra Murray who … 

Exercise 6 (p. 65)

  1    We enjoyed a mouth-watering meal while the boat
was floating down the river.

  2    It was great to unwind on deck and dine in style.
  3    We admired the magnificent ruins of the ancient city

of Petra.
  4    We had always wanted to go somewhere off the

beaten track.
  5    The streets are always crowded with people and

there is traffic at noon.

Listening skills 9
Exercise 2 (p. 73)

Hello and welcome to Teen Talent, the show where we talk
about teenagers who have made the news. This week our
subject is Angad Daryani from Mumbai in India. Angad
describes himself as a ‘maker’. That’s because his passion
is to make, design and build useful, low-cost products that
can help change the world.
Angad’s passion for creating things started when he was
just eight years old and his father bought him a toy that
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allowed him to design and build his own robots. He loved
creating these machines and using his imagination. Later,
when Angad was in the ninth year at school, he made the
brave decision to quit his classes. He didn’t like the
teaching methods there and wanted more time to follow
his own interests. He may have left school, but Angad did
not stop having an education. He continued to study
school subjects, but now he also had plenty of time for his
own inventions.
During his time away from school, Angad worked on
several projects with the MIT Media Lab. One of these
projects was to create a small wearable device for
monitoring a patient’s heartbeat. This could make it a lot
easier to provide healthcare in countries such as India. For
another project, Angad helped to make a device that reads
written text and turns it into braille. Braille is a written
language for blind people based on raised patterns instead
of letters. This is an invention that could allow thousands of
blind people to have easy access to books.
After a year away from school, Angad decided to return to
study for the International Baccalaureate exams. Although
he gained a lot from his time outside the school system, he
started to realise that he was not spending enough time on
his education. He was also getting lonely and felt that he
needed to spend more time with people of his own age.
This time around, he’s enjoying school a lot more. 
Angad’s most important invention is probably his 3D printer.
3D printers are changing the world of manufacturing
because they allow us to create almost anything we want in
whatever shape we like. With a 3D printer, anyone can
design a new product using a computer program and then
print it out with just the click of the mouse, just like we print
text documents. This means that inventors and designers
can try out their designs immediately without having to wait
for someone to produce it for them.
Why is Angad’s 3D printer so special? Well, it’s the first 3D
printer that is completely made in India and it will be sold
at a price that lots of people can afford. And the great
thing about 3D printers is that once you have one, you can
save lots of money by printing out your own products
rather than buying them from the shops. You can even use
a 3D printer to print out a new 3D printer.
All in all, I’m sure you’d agree that Angad should be a big
inspiration to all young people who love creating or
inventing things.

Exercise 3 (p. 73)

Speaker 1
We now have such a lot of technology that we never feel
bored. My worry is that this will have a negative effect on
the next generation. Young people today don’t get the
chance to get bored, and boredom is a great way to
develop your creativity. If I hadn’t spent large amounts of
time with nothing to do in childhood, I would never have
started writing short stories. In the end, I think it was this
that made me the bestselling author I am today.

Speaker 2
Some people believe that children are wasting their time
playing computer games, but I think that some computer
games are actually excellent teachers. After all, playing a
video game is all about solving problems, and that’s a
really useful skill in life. I have to say that it’s not all games,
but the good ones force children to think and to get
creative. I’ve even read that they help improve memory
and reflexes. 

Speaker 3
It started to take over my life. I was on Twitter, Facebook
and YouTube all day. As soon as I woke up, I’d check my
phone, check my emails and check the news sites. I’d
sleep with the phone by my bed. At some point, I realised I
had a problem and decided to do something about it. It
hasn’t been easy but now I only go on the Internet during
the week. I also quit Twitter and Facebook. The next thing
is to do something about my smartphone.

Speaker 4
Today, you don’t need to pay expensive school fees or live
close to a good library. Instead, if you want to study
something, you can sign up for a free online course or
watch talks on YouTube by experts. You can also learn in
a more old-fashioned way by downloading all the classic
works of literature for free. Whether you are old or young,
everything you need is online for just the cost of an
Internet connection.

Speaker 5
I love wandering around libraries and bookshops. It’s great
to be able to take your time, and you never know what you
might find. Of course, a lot of these places are closing
down these days because people are buying their books
on the Internet.  It’s all a lot more convenient and saves a
lot of time, but for me it ruins some of the magic. It’s more
fun to go and look for a book in the shops than just find it
on one of those huge websites. It’s good exercise, too. 

Exercise 4 (p. 73)

  1    Emotiv Systems is a company that has developed a
headset.

  2    The company says that it can read brainwaves.
  3    Computer programs can translate the data into

instructions for controlling electronic devices.
  4    This allows people to play video games simply by

thinking.
  5    More importantly, it can improve the lives of the

physically disabled.
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Starter
  1    1    desks                 5    sheep                9    roofs
        2    leaves                6    men                 10   buses
        3    zoos                   7    candles            11   tomatoes
        4    teeth                  8    loaves              12   boxes

  2    2    an                      4    an                      6    some
        3    some                 5    a

  3    2    is                        4    is                        6    is
        3    is                        5    is                        7    are

  4    2    is                        4    an                      6    some
        3    are                     5    a

  5    2    some       6    an         10   an            14   a
        3    a              7    some    11   an
        4    some       8    a           12   some
        5    a              9    some    13   an

  6    1 B: the
       2 A: a                               B:    the, –, a
       3 A: the, –                        B:    the, an
       4 A: a, a, the                    B:    an, –

  7    1    –          6    –         11   the       16   the       21   The
        2    The      7    the      12   the       17   the       22   –
        3    –          8    the      13   –          18   the       23   the
        4    the       9    the      14   the       19   –
        5    –        10   the      15   –          20   –

Unit 1
  1    2 is always teasing (present continuous + always to

express annoyance)
       3 tells (present simple for a review)
       4 always offer (present simple to express a habit)
       5 takes off (present simple for a timetable)
       6 are looking (present continuous to express a

temporary situation)
       7 are getting (present continuous to express a fixed

arrangement in the near future)
        8 teaches (present simple to express a permanent

state)
        9 is growing (present continuous to express a

changing or developing situation)
      10 is listening (present continuous to express an

action happening at the moment of speaking)

  2    2 are you walking               5    has
       3 isn’t working                   6    often eat out
       4 crawl

  3    2 is not / isn’t going out     5    believes
       3 do not / don’t fit              6    are / ’re thinking
       4 am / ’m meeting

  4    2   a)    smell (= have an aroma)
            b)    is smelling (= is sniffing)
       3   a)    are having (= are hosting)
            b)    has (= owns)
       4   a)    is appearing (= is performing)
            b)    appears (= seems)

  5    1 am / ’m doing
       2 is / ’s coming, starts
       3 are always playing, do not / don’t understand,

’re saying, only play
       4 Do you think, is / ’s getting
       5 need, am / ’m not doing
       6 are you looking, looks

  6    2 She is usually so polite.
       3 I will never grow a beard again.
       4 We rarely see her these days.
       5 We don’t often eat out, so I don’t know.
        6 I sometimes go to the cinema but I mostly stay

home. 

  7    2 usually gets                     9    sounds
       3 ’re freezing                    10   cook 
       4 are having                     11   starts
       5 make                             12   doesn’t want
       6 ’re going                        13   Are you doing
       7 loves                             14   have
       8 travel

  8    2    costs                  5    are being           8    see
        3    tastes                 6    listens
        4    gather                7    is looking

  9    2 don’t need to take
       3 you are being
       4 are getting married in
       5 does not hunt
       6 isn’t doing anything
       7 does this sports car belong
       8 rarely goes
       9 am seeing my / the / a
      10 are having a meeting at

10   Suggested answers
       2 I often watch the news on TV.
       3 My friend from abroad is visiting me this week.
       4 I’m reading a book right now.
       5 I’m getting a new bike next week.
       6 My family and I seldom go to the theatre.

11    2 have you been waiting       4    hasn’t apologised
        3 haven’t slept                       5    ’s graduated

12    2 has been to                        4    has been in
        3 has gone to                        5    have been
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13    2    yet                      4    for                      6    never
        3    already               5    just

14    2    B             3    A            4    C           5    A           

15    2 has been snowing for    4    hasn’t finished
        3 time he has ever tried    5    has he been in

16   Suggested answers
       • I have hoovered my bedroom carpet. I have taken

out the rubbish.
       • I have passed all my exams with a high score. My

parents have bought me a laptop.
       • I have been chatting online with my friends. I have

been playing PC games.

17    2    much                 4    slightly               6    in
        3    by far                 5    not                     7    much

18    2    D            4    B           6    A            8    A
        3    A             5    B           7    D           9    C

19    2 as tall                               6    faster
       3 slimmer                           7    the best
       4 the fittest                         8    the most successful
       5 less                                             

20   Suggested answers
       • My sister is the messiest person in the house.
       • My friend Sam isn’t as outgoing as I am.
       • I am the youngest of three sisters.
       • My mum is thinner than my dad.
       • My aunt Suzie isn’t very brave.

21    1    such                   3    so, such a          5    What,
        2    What, how         4    What an                  such a
    
22    2    for instance       3    to                       4    either

23    2    as well as           4    when                  6    whenever
        3    until                    5    because

24    2    Stewart has a house which is by the beach.
        3 Delia is both a responsible and a hardworking

person.
        4 I like many kinds of sports, especially water sports.
        5 Samantha didn’t go to the gym today but she

worked out at home.
       6 Jackson walks his dog as soon as he comes back

from work every day.
       7 We can go to Donna’s graduation ceremony

provided that we receive an invitation.
       8 Jason is looking for a flatmate so they can share

the bills.

25    2    Apologise, otherwise I’ll never speak to you again.
        3    In short, this has been a successful year.
        4    Initially, James moved to New York to find a job.

26    2    C              4    A             6    B                8    B
        3    B              5    C            7    D

27   Suggested answers
       1 I have to take an exam at college
       2 I don’t have a lot of free time
       3 turkey meat and broccoli
       4 does my sister
       5 going for a walk or listening to music

Unit 2
  1    1 watched
       2 has sent, didn’t know 
       3 met, has been, ’ve always wanted
       4 hit, ruined, heard
       5 had, witnessed, ’ve never seen

  2    1 tripped, fell
       2 have already cleared, formed, struck
       3 left, hasn’t returned
       4 has had, haven’t rebuilt
       5 broke, has been
       6 got, sent, hasn’t replied
       7 damaged
       8 hasn’t experienced

  3    2 arrived, took                    5    has left
       3 caused, destroyed          6    played
       4 has suffered                    7    have cleared 

  4    2 has travelled                   7    has leaked
       3 struck                             8    has worked
       4 collapsed                        9    told
       5 started                           10   added
       6 have not arrived            11   has not seen

  5    2 time the volcano erupted was 
       3 played tennis was before 
       4 has gone to 
       5 last visited Madrid in 

  6    1 capsized
       2 didn’t stay, wasn’t shining
       3 destroyed, left
       4 was driving, heard
       5 was reading, was making

  7    1 were watching
       2 called, were having, didn’t want
       3 saw, was pouring, decided
       4 was preparing, caught

  8    1 Did you see
       2 were working, broke out, evacuated, made
       3 Did you feel, was sleeping
       4 wasn’t listening
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  9    2 were spending                9    got up
       3 was raining                    10   rushed 
       4 was blowing                  11   was coming
       5 weren’t really paying     12   was rising
       6 were all sleeping           13   called
       7 started                           14   came
       8 woke                             15   pumped

10    2 hasn’t got used to           5    joined
       3 are used to                      6    Did you use to live
       4 aren’t used to

11    2 can’t replace it                4    can’t replace it
       3 ✓ (would read)                5    can’t replace it

12    2    A              3    C            4    D                5    A

13    2 had burnt, arrived 
       First action: had burnt
       3 got, had forgotten
       First action: had forgotten
       4 didn’t accept, had eaten
       First action: had eaten
       5 phoned, hadn’t heard
       First action: hadn’t heard
       6 had been, finally started
       First action: had been

14    2 had you been waiting      5    had reached
       3 had evacuated                6    had been lying
       4 had been sitting              7    hadn’t snowed

15    1 saw, had been working, hadn’t had
       2 did Jake break, didn’t break, twisted, was playing
       3 were you shouting, walked, asked, decided, had

already closed
       4 got, had been driving, realised, were going / had

been going

16    2 had been hiking              7    weren’t working
       3 realised                           8    were going
       4 had lost                           9    met
       5 had dropped                 10   showed
       6 were all freezing

17    2    D            3    B           4    B           5    D         6    A

18    2 had been telling lies        4    long ago did the river
       3 had already finished        5    used to have

19    2    metal                  3    silky                   4    stone

20    2 small, brand-new, blue
       3 tall, old, brick
       4 delicious, Thai
       5 round, black, metal
       6 small, oval, aluminium
       7 brown, English, wooden

21    2 beautiful, golden, sandy
       3 thick, round, black 
       4 nice, young, local
       5 comfortable, yellow, plastic
       6 cute, little, baby
       7 delicious, Italian, vegetable

22    2 the young people            6    the hungry
       3 the homeless                  7    the blind people
        4 the unemployed people   8    The strong people
       5 the disabled

23    2 simple – Adj                    6    absolute – Adj
       3 well – Adv                        7    heavy – Adj
       4 careful – Adj                    8    important – Adj
       5 quickly – Adv

24    -ly: immediately, warmly, dangerously
       -le ➝ -ly: terribly
       -l ➝ -lly: actually, accidentally, successfully 
       consonant + y ➝ -ily: crazily, lazily, funnily
       -ic ➝ -ally: dramatically, ironically, drastically

25    2    sleepily              4    publicly              6    bravely
        3    absolutely          5    equally

26    2 tonight, time                    5    previously, time
       3 calmly, manner               6    really, degree,
       4 often, frequency                   outside, place

27    2 She gently put the bird’s eggs back in the nest
before dark.

       3 Luckily, there have been no forest fires so far this
summer.

       4 I (usually) don’t (usually) like to swim in very deep
water.

       5 The old woman was greatly relieved (this morning)
when the firefighter rescued her cat from the tree
(this morning).

       6 (Last night) Bill left the office late (last night).
        7 Everybody decided to patiently wait (at the airport)

for another flight (at the airport) all night.
       8 (Tomorrow) They will replace the roof at the library

that was completely damaged in the snowstorm
(tomorrow).

28    2    extremely           4    a lot                   6    awfully
        3    totally                 5    not much

29    2    just                     4    quite                  6    really
        3    bit                      5    rather

30   Suggested answer
       Another one of my favourite things is a lovely, full-

length, black, woollen coat I wear when it’s really
cold.

       I also love my comfortable, brand-new, leather tennis
shoes. 
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Unit 3
  1    2 ’s going to enrol              6    ’ll lose
        3 ’s going to miss              7    ’ll buy
        4 Are you going to apply    8    ’re going to step
        5 will order                         9    ’s going to study

  2    2 will become                     7    opens
        3 ’ll call                               8    is getting
        4 ’ll go                                9    will be
        5 is going to apply           10   ’re going to drive
        6 ’ll tell

  3    2 ’ll make                           7    ’ll like
        3 ’ll try                                8    ’m going to apply
        4 ’ll email                           9    Are you going to quit / 
        5 ’ll find                                   Are you quitting
        6 ’m going to go / ’m going

  4    2 ’m going to apply            5    ’m going to come
        3 ’ll make                           6    aren’t doing
        4 will consider 

  5    2 robots will replace           4    is performing as
        3 is going to give

  6    Suggested answers
       1 I hope there will be fewer endangered species in

the future.
       I hope there won’t be any unemployment.
       2 I’m going to travel abroad.
       I’m going to go on a cruise.
       3 I’m meeting my friends.
       I’m tidying my room. 

  7    2 won’t have finished         4    Will you be going
       3 will be interviewing          5    won’t be doing

  8    2 will have left
        3 Will you be using / Are you going to use, ’ll be

eating out / ’m going to eat out / ’m eating out
        4 leaves

  9    2    C              4    B             6    B                8    C
        3    B              5    A             7    A                9    D

10    2 won’t have repaired, till
        3 Once, mail
        4 When, had already removed
        5 The moment, ’s going to buy
        6 when, will give back
        7 once, have
        8 Before, worked / had worked

11    2 owner is going to            4    will get
        3 will have graduated by    5    will be flying

Unit 4
  1    2    with      3    by         4    by          5    with     6    with

  2    2 The new James Bond novel was written by
William Boyd.

        3 Who is the new Star Wars film being directed by?
        4 The leading role will be given to a new actor.
        5 Cameras cannot be taken into the art gallery.
        6 Tickets for the school play were being sold by

Martha during lunchtime.
        7 All seats had been booked by noon.

  3    2 will be taught music by Jill
          will be taught to the new students by Jill
        3 was offered money for her sculpture by Jonathan
          was offered to Victoria by Jonathan for her sculpture
        4 can be shown the exhibition by the curator
          can be shown to us by the curator

  4    2 can be seen                          5    have already 
        3 are being displayed                   been sold
        4 are supposed                       6    will be given

  5    2 The art thief has not been caught yet.
        3 The Odeon cinema was destroyed by a fire.
        4 50 sculptures are sold daily by a local artist.

  6    2 were being given                  5    can be bought
        3 was made to sign                 6    are made with
        4 weren’t allowed to talk

  7    2 Anna had had her violin repaired long before the
concert.

        3 David wants to have his novel published before
next year.

        4 Emily will probably have her living room redone by
a decorator. / Emily will probably have a decorator
redo her living room.

        5 Sharon has had her sculpture stolen from the
gallery (by thieves).

        6 Paul has been having his photographs developed
by Ian.

        7 Kate will be having her new woodcarving displayed
by the gallery all month.

        8 Oliver had his house decorated with expensive
paintings.

  8    2 Steph got the director to give her a part in the show.
        3 The curator will have an expert look at some of

the gallery’s paintings.
        4 Kate managed to get her brother to take her to the

cinema.
        5 Steve made me go to the opera with him.
        6 The novelist got the editor to publish his book.
        7 Emma had Daniel look for information on local

festivals.
        8 Our director made us wear our costumes for the

last night of rehearsals.
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  9    2 on her own                           7    have the tickets
        3 is having his hair styled              booked by
        4 introduced himself and        8    to have their
        5 get your flat decorated              roof fixed
        6 our tickets paid for

Unit 5
  1    2    said, told               4    tell, telling       6    ask, tell
        3    ask, told, said       5    tells, ask

  2    2 Ben told his brother (that) they would save a lot of
trees if they recycled everything.

        3 He said (that) he was collecting money for the
local hospital.

        4 He told Lisa (that) he always unplugged the
television at night.

        5 Emma told us (that) tigers had always been her
favourite animal.

        6 She told us (that) their city built / had built two
new animal shelters the previous year / the year
before.

        7 Betty told me (that) she was watching / had been
watching a documentary on the Amazon till late
the previous night / the night before.

  3    2 would do, “I will do it later today.”
        3 had been, “I was there two years ago and I prefer

to go somewhere else.”
        4 was going to look, “I am going to look for one

today.”
        5 was making, “The dirty air from the traffic is

making me sick.”

  4    2 Experts say (that) climate change is a problem that
affects us all. (tenses do not change: introductory
verb in present tense)

        3 Edward said (that) nobody cared about global
warming. (tenses change: we consider what the
speaker said to be untrue)

        4 He told me (that) if he had known that there was a
recycling bin nearby, he wouldn’t have thrown his
newspapers in the rubbish. (tenses do not change:
conditional type 3)

  5    2 John asked Amanda if she would email him her
research on fossil fuels then.

        3 Helen asked if they had employed rangers to
patrol the national park.

        4 Terry asked who was going to give the lecture on
climate change the following week / the week after.

        5 Mike wanted to know how old Professor Gillian
was.

        6 Barry wondered when people would stop cutting
down the rainforest.

        7 I asked my boss if I could put a recycling bin in
the office.

        8 She inquired if those souvenirs were made from
real ivory.

  6    2 who runs the homeless shelter in your town?
        3 how much money celebrities give to charity.
        4 how many turtle species are endangered?
        5 whether the government can solve the problem of

unemployment once and for all.
        6 where I can find the job training centre?

  7    2 The police officer ordered us to stop fishing in that
area immediately.

        3 The doctor advised me not to stay in the sun too
long.

        4 She begged the councillor to help her find a job.
        5 The officer commanded the soldier to go there

immediately.
        6 Dad suggested that we (should) tear up the

cardboard box before we put it in the recycling bin.

  8    2 advised me to put some cream on my skin. /
suggested (that) I (should) put some cream on my
skin.

        3 asked if / whether we had got any old clothes for
charity.

        4 suggested (that) we (should) get / getting our own
recycling bin.

        5 begged Paul to let him use his computer that
night.

        6 asked us to stop talking.

  9    2    b                        3    a                        4    b

10    2    denied               4    reminded           6    advised
        3    threatened         5    accused

11    1 e Greg boasted that he had raised / about
raising more money than all of us.

        2 b She complained about him never helping her
separate the recycling. / She complained that
he never helped her separate the recycling.

        3 d She admitted (to) losing / having lost my book.
        4 a The security guard forbade us to enter that room.
       5 c Jane refused to wear real fur.
       6 f He wondered how he could save energy.

12    1 urged Ivan to start buying recyclable products
       2 claimed they had cleaned their
       3 apologised to Joe for being

Unit 6
  1    2 should / ought to, advice
       3 couldn’t / wasn’t able to, Jack didn’t manage to

get to the stadium on time.
       4 must, obligation
       5 can, It is theoretically possible for a spider to be

poisonous.
       6 can’t, inability
       7 can’t, I’m sure that Max doesn’t own a car; he

doesn’t even drive.
       8 Can / May / Could, asking for permission
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       9 mustn’t / can’t / may not, prohibition
      10   can / could, suggestion
      11   needn’t, It wasn’t necessary for Jake to pay for

a ticket as the concert was free.
      12   will, It is certain that Janet will be terrified once

she sees the snake.

  2    2    d             4    e            6    j             8    a        10   b
        3    f              5    g            7    i             9    c

  3    2 may be upset by the news
       3 must suffer from anxiety
       4 should have sought professional help
       5 needn’t have attended the meeting
       6 could have sent you these flowers

  4    2 Shall we ask John to give us a lift?
       We can / could ask John to give us a lift.
       3 Judy can’t be in this class.
       4 Thomas couldn’t / wasn’t able to find his keys.
       5 We couldn’t fish in the lake.
       6 Adam doesn’t have to / doesn’t need to / needn’t

feel so anxious.
       7 May / Can / Could I leave my backpack here?
       8 They may / might / could have stayed back at

work yesterday.
       9 Jessica had to report the problem to the manager.

  5    2    A             3    C           4    B           5    B         6    C

  6    2    She can’t / couldn’t have been making fun of you.
       3 Ian may / might have had an allergic reaction to

the bee sting.
        4 Josh must have heard the news before we told him.
        5 He may / might have been working till late these

days.
       6 Chris must know how to solve the problem.
       7 She must be working out at the gym tomorrow

morning.
       8 Sarah must have been looking for a job long

before she quit the company.
       9 Lisa can’t have told us the truth.
      10    He could / may / might leave the hospital tomorrow.
      11   Ken may / might not agree to pay for the damage.

  7    2    can’t have taken           5    was able to run away
        3    should be working          6    may have been sleeping
        4    must have overcome    7    ought to discuss

Unit 7
  1    2 hadn’t tripped                 5    will
       3 find                                  6    would have made
       4 would include                  7    had

  2    2 would be                         5    hadn’t eaten
       3 lower                               6    wouldn’t ignore
       4 go

  3    2 If he comes                     4    When she finishes
       3 When he gets it              5    If he returns it

  4    2 will need /     3    used       5    wouldn’t have become 
       need            4    go          6    ’ll be

  5    2    you bring the proper shoes, you can’t come
bowling.

        3    we had enough players, we wouldn’t cancel our
game of football.

        4    she hadn’t taken some aspirin, her headache
wouldn’t have gone away.

  6    2    wouldn’t have got             6    does not get better
        3    unless you make               7    you will complete
        4    were you, I would put         8    had known about my
        5    will not eat / does not eat 

  7    Suggested answers
       1 we will go on a picnic
       2 I would go to the doctor
       3 they should not eat them
       4 we feel tired
       5 if my tooth hadn’t hurt so much

  8    2    I wish / If only I had done more warm-up exercises.
        3    I wish / If only I had drunk more water.
        4    I wish / If only I was / were as fit as the other

members of the gym.
        5    I wish / If only my friend Paul had come with me.

  9    2    I wish / If only I had prepared more for today’s race.
        3    I wish / If only you would eat healthy food.
        4    I wish / If only I were better at judo.
        5    I wish / If only I had brought my tennis racquet.
        6    I wish / If only I got more sleep every night.
        7    I wish / If only you weren’t always showing up

late for football practice.
        8    I wish / If only I hadn’t lost my ticket for the

basketball game.

10    2    I hadn’t been ill
             I hadn’t been ill, I would have gone running
        3    I knew how to cook
             I knew how to cook, I wouldn’t eat out so often
        4    my friend didn’t work / wouldn’t work (such) long

hours
             my friend didn’t work (such) long hours, we could

train together
        5    my friend wouldn’t / didn’t tease me because I’m

too thin, if I wasn’t so thin my friend wouldn’t
tease me and I wouldn’t feel embarrassed

11    2    wouldn’t shout /      5    came / would come
             didn’t shout              6    didn’t play / wouldn’t play
        3    lived                          7    had known
        4    had made
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12    2    was / were       4    had kept             6    had
        3    could afford      5    would change

13    2    was / were able to go        7    could speak Italian 
        3    had not been sold                  better
        4    he had enough time          8    he did not have
        5    only Patrick had told me   9    I had not lied
        6    would allow us to

14   Suggested answers
       1    a tablet PC                            4    speak so loudly
        2    wasn’t / weren’t so rainy      5    play the guitar
        3    ill                                           6    better at maths

15    2    is there              5    aren’t I               8    isn’t it 
        3    does he             6    isn’t he               9    won’t you
        4    didn’t she          7    don’t you         10   shall we

16    2    isn’t it                 6    isn’t it                 9    aren’t I
        3    shall we             7    haven’t you      10   did you
        4    will you              8    will you / 
        5    have you                 won’t you

17    2    have raised their prices, haven’t they
        3    borrowed my goggles last week, didn’t you
        4    ’ve bought a new bicycle, haven’t you
        5    shout, will you
        6    be careful, will you / won’t you
        7    know I am right, don’t you

18    2    B        4    C        6    B        8    A      10   D    12   B
        3    A        5    B        7    B        9    B      11   A

Unit 8
  1    2    whose            6    when / that    10   when / that
        3    when              7    who / that      11   whose
        4    where             8    whose            12   who / that
        5    why                9    where

  2    2    whose (cannot be omitted)
        3    who (cannot be omitted)
        4    why (can be omitted)
        5    where (cannot be omitted)
        6    when (can be omitted)

  3    2    whose                 5    why                  8    when
        3    which / that          6    whom
        4    where                   7    which / that

  4    2    whose ND (cannot be omitted – add commas) 
        3    where D (cannot be omitted – no commas)
        4    which / that D (can be omitted – no commas)
        5    who ND (cannot be omitted – add commas)
        6    where D (cannot be omitted – no commas)
        7    who / that D (can be omitted – no commas)
        8    why D (can be omitted – no commas)
        9    which / that D (can be omitted – no commas)

      10   which ND (cannot be omitted – add commas)
      11   who / that D (cannot be omitted – no commas)
      12   where ND (cannot be omitted – add commas)

  5    Suggested answers
       1 when I usually go on holiday.
       2 where we can see lots of sights.
       3 which are quite difficult.
       4 who had been to Antarctica.
       5 why things happen in nature.
       6 which is by the window.

  6    2    so that          5    for exchanging       8    so as
        3    avoid             6    with a view to
        4    in case          7    in order not to

  7    2 as a result she
        3 as not to forget / that I would not forget
        4 to avoid paying
      5 in order not to

  8    2    Who made Mark’s travel arrangements?
        3    Whose car will Kate borrow to take her friends

sightseeing?
        4    How far is it from New York to Los Angeles? / 

How many kilometres is it from New York to L.A.?
        5    What is Alicia carrying?
        6    Who will be driving us to the airport?
        7    Which jacket costs a lot?
        8    What is in Anne’s suitcase?

  9    2 a fixed Shane’s motorcycle 
       b motorcycle did Jim the mechanic fix
       3 a works at a ski resort
       b does John work
       4 a ball belongs to Katie
      b does the blue ball belong to

Unit 9
  1    2    to carry              4    having                6    to listen
        3    ring                    5    to come

  2    2    to relax              5    repeating           8    to find
        3    living                  6    drinking
        4    to fit                   7    give

  3    1 make                               4    Having, To be
       2 falling, to catch               5    to be selected, act
       3 running, moving              6    to finish, to ask

  4    2 f having                        5    e    take up
       3 g eating                        6    b    working out
       4 a stay up                      7    c    going

  5    2 Sue seems to be cooking dinner for four.
        3 Mark didn’t seem to have tried hard enough to win.
       4 Daniel appears to be addicted to the Internet.
       5 Sarah claimed to have been invited to the gallery

opening.
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        6 Paul tends to spend most of his leisure time online.
       7 Carol’s cooking seems to be appreciated by all

her friends and family.

  6    2    smiling               5    to offend            8    meeting
        3    to inform            6    chewing             9    giving
        4    to lose                7    making             10   to ask

  7    2    C            4    A            6    B           8    B       10   D
        3    A             5    D           7    D           9    C       11   C

  8    2    To begin            5    exercising          8    to offer
        3    consuming         6    to provide
        4    cause                 7    taking

  9    2 looking forward to going
       3 too ill to compete
       4 has difficulty (in) sticking
       5 must have been trying

10    2    enough              5    too                     8    enough
        3    enough              6    enough              9    enough
        4    too                     7    too                   10   too

11    2 The steak is too tough (for me) to eat.
        3 We have enough eggs to make omelette for all of

us.
       4 Mia is too young to come kayaking with us.
       5 He works too hard to be enjoying life.
       6 It’s too cold outside (for me) to go to the beach.
        7 Eric is funny enough to be a professional comedian.
       8 The gym is big enough to fit 200 people.
       9 They haven’t scored enough goals to win.
     10 Ben’s shorts are too small (for him) to fit into.
     11 The exercise is easy enough (for me) to do.
     12 He left the house too late to catch the 9:00 am

bus.

12    2 fit enough                        7    too early
       3 too slow                          8    enough seats
       4 enough ice cream           9    nicely enough
       5 too difficult                    10   sweet enough
       6 too high

13    2    so            4    such an        6    such       8    so
        3    such        5    so                 7    so

14    2 Your suitcase is so big that it won’t fit in the car.
       3 The airline lost our luggage. Therefore, they had to

compensate us.
        4 The museum was so far away (for us to walk to)

that we had to catch the bus.

15    2 enjoyed ourselves           6    went by himself
       3 sign it herself                   7    turns off by itself
       4 taught himself                 8    hurt myself
       5 behave themselves

16    2    everything          5    every                  8    any
        3    no one               6    everywhere
        4    Someone           7    any

17    1    anywhere           5    somewhere        9    no one
        2    some                 6    something       10   everything
        3    anyone               7    everywhere
        4    Every                 8    any

18    1    B        3    B        5    D        7    C        9    B    11   D
        2    C        4    A        6    C        8    A      10   C    12   B

19    2    each        4    Every      6    every          8    each
        3    every       5    Each       7    each

20    2    none                  5    either, both        8    whole
        3    whole                 6    every
        4    all                       7    either, both

21   2 Either Beth or Nick will play tennis with me.
       3 Neither Max nor Sam likes eating peas.
       4 Both Rod and Raul drink energy drinks.
       5 Either Sam or Darren will come kayaking with me.
       6 Neither I nor my sister had ever been skydiving

before.
       7 Mr Penn teaches both chemistry and physics at

our school.
       8 I’ve made both shepherd’s pie and roast chicken

for dinner.

22    2    How much         5    a little                 8    many
        3    lots of                6    many
        4    few                     7    a lot

23    2 How many, not any
       3 How much, much
       4 many, a lot of
       5 a lot of, many 
       6 How much, a lot of
       7 many / a lot of, many
       8 How much, a lot of
       9 much / a lot of, many / a lot of
     10 much, a lot of
     11 how many, many
     12 How much, How many

24    2    many / a lot of      5   A lot of                 8    a lot of
        3    much                    6   much / a lot of     9    a lot of
        4    many / a lot of      7   a lot                   10   much

25    2 much, a few                    5    very little, a few
       3 a little                              6    much, a few
       4 a few                               7    very little

26    2    lot            4    both        6    a little         8    each
        3    plenty      5    much      7    whole

27    1    B        2    D        3    D        4    A        5    B      6    C
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WPSK1

Workbook Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 1: The Next Step
  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

       b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the model presentation. Then, ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

  2    a) Opening technique: stimulating emotions
       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    a) Feedback technique: open discussion

       b) Alternative feedback technique: making a list

       Now, on the flipchart next to me, I want to
summarise the main points to consider when
choosing the right university or college course.
You can use the initial letters to help you.

       E-ntry requirements
       R-esearch
       C-ost
       C-areer opportunities 

       Great! The list is complete!

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

  5    a) Introductions: A, D             Conclusions: B, C

       b)   A   3             B   4            C   1             D   2

  6    Students find appropriate pictures of different career
paths or pictures which illustrate the things students
should look at when choosing the right career path.

  7    Suggested answer

Good afternoon, everyone! I’m Anna Whitehead and I’m
a careers guidance counsellor. There are many career
paths available to young people these days and
choosing which path to follow is one of the biggest
decisions you’ll make right now. With this in mind, this
information session aims to give you some useful
information to put you on the right path.

An initial step when choosing the right career path is to
evaluate your skills. Some people are great at science
subjects like Chemistry or Biology while others are
better at drawing. So, simply put, look at what you’re
good at. 

Some career paths also require special courses which
can be pricey. But this shouldn’t discourage you as
there are government schemes which provide financial
assistance. Talk to me, your careers guidance
counsellor, for further advice on this matter.

If further education is not on your cards, search the web
to find work opportunities that don’t require extra
schooling. Whatever you do, think carefully. This means
not rushing into a decision. If you’re not sure about
which career is right for you, why not take a year off
school and try some jobs out? Lots of companies offer
part-time jobs and internships. It’s also important to
choose a career that will make you happy. Being happy
will make you better at your job, not to mention that your
employer and customers will also be content.

To sum up, it’s vital to evaluate your skills, talk to a
guidance counsellor, research and think carefully
before settling on a particular career. Remember to also
enjoy this journey. It is only the start of much bigger and
greater things to come in your lives.

Now, I’d like you to get into groups of four and talk
about how important it is to evaluate your skills. Why?

Does anyone have any questions about choosing the
right career path? … Thank you all for listening.• some career paths

require special
pricey  courses 

• don’t feel
discouraged –
government
schemes available 

• talk to your careers
guidance counsellor
for further advice 

• investigate career
opportunities on
completion of a
course (check
employment
sites or make an
appointment to
discuss options)

• review the entry
requirements of desired
course (many courses
will not accept students
unless they have studied
particular subjects at
high school and they
have obtained
satisfactory scores)

• research course structure/
facilities/teaching staff and
qualifications (provide a general
overview of what is on offer)

• sit down with family to discuss
finances (text books/course/
accommodation fees)

cost

career
opportunities

entry
requirements

research

Choosing the
right university/
college course

• if further
education is not
on the cards,
search the web
for work
opportunities that
don’t require
extra schooling

• don’t rush into a
decision (take a
year off school and try
some jobs out/lots of
companies offer 
part-time jobs and
internships)

• choose a career that
will make you happy
(being happy will
make you better at
your job) 

research

Choosing the
right career

evaluate
your skills

think
carefully

talk to 
a guidance
counsellor

• look at what you’re good at
(e.g. science or drawing)
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Presentation Skills 2: An Award
Ceremony

  1    a) Type of presentation: ceremonial

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: using a quotation
       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

  4    a)   A   2                        B   1

       b)   A   1                        B   2

  5    Suggested answer
       In the words of the writer Wendell Berry, “The Earth is

what we all have in common.” 
       As the American athlete Arthur Ashe said, “Start

where you are. Use what you have. Do what you
can.”

  6    Students should look for pictures related to the WWF
and their projects.

  7    Suggested answer

• created in 1919 to help
children after World War I

• continued to help children
ever since

• main goal:
saving lives  

• protecting
children’s
rights

• work around the
world to protect,
rescue and
educate children  

• raising money  
• search-and-
rescue efforts

• work in Nepal after the
earthquake in April 2015
(sent supplies and
shelters to the most
affected communities)  

• work with governments to
prevent child labour
(enables children to go to
school and make a better
life for themselves)

• created in 1961  
• Victor Stolan, Julian
Huxley and Max Nicholson

• main goal:
protect
endangered
animals

• protect the
environment

• Project Tiger (first
successful WWF
campaign);
worked with Indian
government to
help endangered
tigers 

• Tropical Rainforest
Campaign; created
national parks and
reserves in Africa,
Asia and Latin
America 

• conserve animal
life and nature as
well  

• raise money  
• work with
governments

• actively participate
in conservation
efforts

activities

goals

history

projects

Save the
Children

activities

goals

history

projects

World Wildlife
Fund

Host: ... and here to receive this award for the WWF is
... .

Student: Good evening. It is an honour to be here and
to accept this award on behalf of the World Wildlife
Fund. The WWF and I would like to thank the
committee for selecting us to receive it in recognition of
the work our organisation has done to help the planet. It
really is a beautiful planet, isn’t it? And it’s filled with
amazing creatures. Sadly, some of these animals and
birds are in danger. That’s where the WWF comes in.
We’ve been helping the situation for over half a century.

The World Wildlife Fund is an organisation that works
toward making the world a better place. It was created
in 1961 by Victor Stolan, Julian Huxley and Max
Nicholson. Since its creation, it has become a charity
not just for conserving animal life but nature as well.
From raising money and working with governments to
actively participating in conservation efforts, our
organisation has done a lot to work toward our goals. 

The WWF’s main goal is to protect endangered
animals. One example is the first successful WWF
campaign, Project Tiger, when we worked with the
Indian government to help save endangered tigers. The
WWF also helps protect the environment in many ways.
For instance, our Tropical Rainforest Campaign has
created national parks and reserves in Africa, Asia and
Latin America.

To sum up, the World Wildlife Fund is an amazing
charity that I’m very proud to be a part of. I’m sure if the
founders of the WWF could be here today, they would
also be very proud to see how far their organisation has
come. 

And before I finish, I want to take this moment to thank
our volunteers; without you, we wouldn’t be able to do
what we do to make this world a better place! Thank
you all.
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Hello, everyone. I’m Liam Malcolm. Have you ever been
stung by a stinging nettle? … It’s painful, isn’t it? But
can you actually imagine eating one of these leaves –
for fun? This is what the participants of the World
Stinging Nettle Eating Championship do.

The World Stinging Nettle Eating Championship takes
place in the village of Marshwood in the south-west of
the UK. It began in 1986 when two farmers argued
about who had the longest stinging nettles in his field.
One of the farmers, called Alex Williams, promised that
he would eat any nettle in the other farmer’s field that
was longer than his nettles. That’s how the competition
started!

The participants have to strip the leaves off a two-foot
stalk and then eat as many as they can. They have one
hour to do this and then they have to stay at the table
for a further 60 minutes after the competition ends. The
winner is the person with the most bare stalks. The
nettles all come from the competition organiser’s own
garden and so they are all the same strength.

The World Stinging Nettle Eating Championship is a
very strange competition with an interesting history, and
it’s important to the people of Marshwood. What if you
visited Marshwood? Would you want to take part? I
certainly wouldn’t!

Now I’d like to hear from you. What are your thoughts
about the World Stinging Nettle Eating Championship?

Does anyone want to ask a question? … Thanks for
your attention.

  5    a)   A   2                        B   1

       b)  A   1                        B   2

  6    a) Feedback technique: focus groups

       b) Alternative feedback technique: a T/F game

       Let’s play a game in teams. Listen to my
statements. If you think a statement is true, stand
up. Let’s start! First statement: The competition
began in 1968. … That’s false. It began in 1986.
Second statement: The World Stinging Nettle
Eating Championship takes place in a village. …
Yes, that’s true. Last statement: The contestants
have two hours to eat as many leaves as they can.
… That’s false. They have an hour to eat as much
as they can, but they must remain at the table for
another hour afterwards.

  7    Ss should find pictures of stinging nettles or the
World Stinging Nettle Eating Championship.

  8    Suggested answer

Presentation Skills 3: Strange
Competitions

  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe a strange
food competition

       b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram as shown
below:

  2    Opening technique: making a statement
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3   Feedback technique: polling questions

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram as shown
below:

name

place

how it started

rules
Competition

name

place

how it started

rules Competition

• only began in 2011 when
the festival was held for
the first time

• no one knows where idea
came from; organisers
weren’t sure if it would be
a success, but the public
loved it

• every year more and more
people come to Dorset for
the festival

• simple
• participants have
to eat a selection
of chillies (quite
mild to super-hot)

• each contestant
has a glass of
milk; if they take
a sip, they’re out
of the
competition

• last person eating
is the winner

• part of the
Great Dorset
Chilli Festival

• takes place
every year at
St Giles House
in Dorset,
England

• Great Dorset Chilli
Eating Contest

• World Stinging Nettle
Eating Championship

• the village of
Marshwood 

• south-west
of the UK

• began in 1986 
• two farmers argued about
who had the longest
stinging nettles in his field

• Alex Williams promised that
he would eat any nettle that
was longer than his

• participants have
to strip the leaves off a
two-foot stalk and then
eat as many as they can

• have one hour to do this
• have to stay at the table
for 60 minutes after the
competition ends

• winner is the person
with the most bare
stalks

• nettles all come from
the competition
organiser’s own garden;
all the same strength
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Presentation Skills 4: Healthy Eating
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: To persuade

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• associated with a higher
quality of life and health  

• have a healthier heart,
longer lifespan and
good weight
management

• study in 2013 found that
people on the
Mediterranean diet had
30% lower risk of heart
attack and stroke

• heavily based on key ingredients which
include consuming: 
– vegetables, fruits, beans, whole
grains and olive oil on a daily basis

– fish, seafood, poultry, eggs and
sweets on a weekly basis

– red meat on a monthly basis

• incorporates the
traditional healthy eating
habits of people living in
Mediterranean countries 

Hello everyone! My name is Robert Martin and I’m a
nutritionist with the Premier Cooking School. Growing up
in an Italian family, I followed the Mediterranean diet. I
remember the fresh fruits and vegetables with fish and
olive oil. Of course I wanted to eat other tempting, less
healthy foods, but my parents always told me that I was
lucky to be eating such a variety of rich ingredients.
Well, I can say now without a doubt that I’m a healthier
person for eating this way and during this cookery
course I’ll teach you many Mediterranean dishes based
on this diet. 

For those of you who are not familiar with the
Mediterranean diet, it incorporates the traditional healthy
eating habits of people living in countries bordering the
Mediterranean Sea. This diet is heavily based on some
key ingredients which include vegetables, fruits, beans,
whole grains and olive oil. These should be consumed
on a daily basis. Then it’s advisable to consume fish,
seafood, poultry, eggs and sweets on a weekly basis.
Red meat consumption should be monthly. 

In my line of work, people always ask me about why the
Mediterranean diet is special. In other words: ‘what’s in it
for me?’ Well, there are numerous benefits. For one, it’s
associated with a higher quality of life and health.
People are also known to have a healthier heart, a
longer lifespan and good weight management.
According to a study in 2013, people on the
Mediterranean diet had a 30% lower risk of heart attack
and stroke. Isn’t that an amazing statistic? 

To sum up, the Mediterranean diet, with its proven
benefits, can lead to a healthier lifestyle. As the poet
Marcus Valerius Martialis once said, “Life is not merely
being alive, but being well”. So what have you got to lose? 

Now, how many of you want to try this way of eating?...
Great, lots of you do. How many of you agree the
benefits are amazing? … Everyone! I agree too!

Are there any questions for me about following the
Mediterranean diet? … Thanks for your attention and
have fun cooking. 

types of
foods/amounts

what is it?

benefits

The
Mediterranean

diet

types of
foods/amounts

benefits

The Eatwell Plate

  5    a) Introduction: A                    Conclusions: B, C

       b)   A   2                        B   3                      C   1

  6    Suggested answer

       In the words of the American poet Ralph Waldo
Emerson, ‘The first wealth is health’.

       As the author George William Curtis said, ‘Happiness
lies, first of all, in health’.

  7    Students should find pictures of the different foods from
the Mediterranean diet or of people eating these foods.

  8    Suggested answer 

• designed by the Food Standards
Agency in the UK

• illustrates different types of food and
quantities we need to eat in order to
have a healthy and balanced diet

• eating wholegrain
starchy foods provides
us with more energy
over a longer period

• fruits and vegetables
supply our bodies with
essential nutrients 

• dairy products help to
keep our bones strong

• protein plays an
important role in the
growth and repair of
our body tissue

• by reducing fatty and
sugary foods we avoid
weight gain and lessen
the risk of developing
illnesses (e.g. diabetes)

what is it?

• starchy foods should make up
approximately one third of the food we
consume (eat one starchy food with each
main meal, especially wholegrain varieties)

• fruits and vegetables, accounts for one
third of our diet (aim to have five portions
of this every day)

• remaining one third of our food
consumption should be split between
dairy, protein and fat

• a small amount of dairy products (milk
and cheese) each day and protein (meat,
fish, beans and eggs)

• foods and drinks which contain fat and
sugar (cakes and fizzy drinks), should be
consumed in limited quantities

  2    Opening technique: addressing the audience 
       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    a) Feedback technique: open discussion 

       b) Alternative feedback technique: making a list
       Now, on the flipchart next to me let’s summarise

the main food groups of the Eatwell Plate. You
can use the initial letters to help you.

       S-tarchy D-airy F-at & sugar
       F-ruits & vegetables P-rotein

       Excellent! Our list is complete.

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:
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Presentation Skills 5: Invisible Journeys
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe how wireless

Internet reaches our devices.

       b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the model presentation. Then, ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram as
shown below:

  5    a)   A   2                        B   1

       b)  A   2                        B   1

  6    a) Feedback technique: polling questions

       b) Alternative feedback technique: open discussion

       What are your thoughts on the journey of
electricity from the power station to our homes?
Do you think it’s a safe way to transport energy?
Why or why not?

  7    Ss should find pictures of the ways electricity travels
or how it arrives in our homes.

  8    Suggested answer

Good afternoon, class. The American comedian George
Gobel once said, “If it weren't for electricity, we'd all be
watching television by candlelight.” This may be a joke, but
Mr Gobel did have a point – it’s very hard to imagine our
lives without electricity. However, even though we use it
every day, most people know relatively little about how it
gets to our homes.
In the past, electricity came from the burning of fossil fuels
such as coal, oil and gas in power stations. These days, we
generate electricity using nuclear power or renewable
energy from wind, sunlight or flowing water. 
Electricity leaves the power station and a transformer
increases its voltage. This means that it can travel over
large distances without losing too much energy. This
electricity flows through wires that are kept far off the
ground by pylons because high voltages are dangerous.
The voltage is reduced when the electricity reaches
substations in our towns so that we can use it safely in our
homes. It reaches our houses through cables that are
underground or on top of poles. 
Once inside our houses, wiring in the walls connects the
electricity to our lights and electrical sockets. A meter
measures the amount of electricity each household uses
and a fuse box cuts off the electricity if the flow becomes
too great. This protects our homes from fire or explosions.
So that’s the journey of electricity from power station to plug
socket. Next time you turn on the TV, your hairdryer or the
microwave, think about its great invisible journey to your
home.
Now let’s play a game. Listen to my statements. If you think a
statement is true, stand up. Let’s begin. First statement: Most
electricity these days comes from fossil fuels. … That’s false.
Most electricity comes from nuclear power or renewable
energy. Second statement: Transformers increase the
voltage of electricity. … Yes, that’s true. Last statement: Fuse
boxes connect electricity to sockets in our walls. … That’s
false. Wiring in the walls connects electricity to the sockets.
Are there any questions? ... Now let’s read about electricity
in our textbooks.

where 
wireless Internet

comes from

the journeyin our homes

Invisible
Journeys

the journey

in our homes

Invisible
Journeys

• router is a device that turns
electrical signals into
electromagnetic waves

• waves travel through air in
straight lines at incredible
speeds

• when they reach a receiver (e.g.
tablet/smartphone), they are
turned back into electrical
signals we use to view web
pages or watch videos

• all happens in less than a second

• when you visit a
website, information is
sent from the DNS
through cables under
the ground to local
Internet Service Provider
(ISP)’s server

• information travels
along cables,
underground or above
our heads; reaches your
home & your router

• all websites have their
information stored on
Domain Name Servers (DNS)

• inside houses, wiring
in walls connects
electricity to lights &
electrical sockets

• a meter measures the
amount of electricity
each household uses

• a fuse box cuts off the
electricity if the flow
becomes too great;
protects homes from
fire/explosions

• leaves power station & a transformer
increases its voltage; can travel over
large distances without losing too
much energy

• flows through wires kept far off the
ground by pylons because high
voltages are dangerous

• voltage reduced when electricity
reaches substations in towns; can
use it safely in our homes

• reaches houses through cables
underground or on top of poles

• in past, electricity
came from burning
fossil fuels (e.g. coal,

oil, gas) in power stations
• these days, we generate
electricity using nuclear power
or renewable energy from
wind, sunlight or flowing water

where 
electricity 

comes from

  2    Opening technique: addressing the audience
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Feedback technique: pop quiz style questions in teams

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then, ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram as shown
below:
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Exam Practice 1
  1    1    up                      4    make                  7    from
        2    themselves        5    their                   8    into
        3    as / like              6    no

  2    1    nomadic            4    possessions      7    adulthood
        2    curly                   5    interesting          8    probably
        3    settlements        6    successful

  3    1 forgets                             7    far
       2 have never met               8    on playing
       3 prefers singing                9    aren’t any
       4 does your brother         10   am seeing
       5 still cooking                   11   to walk
       6 is the funniest

Exam Practice 2
  1    1    B             3    D           5    B           7    B         9    D
        2    A             4    A            6    C           8    D       10   D

  2    1 used to                       5    were driving
       2 had never seen           6    just finished
       3 goes                           7    have not / haven’t been
       4 rainy                            8    did not / didn’t leave

  3    1 patiently                      4    annoyed
       2 helpful                         5    investigation
       3 heavily

Exam Practice 3
  1    1    not                     4    when                  7    from
        2    for                      5    On                      8    more
        3    any                     6    which

  2    1    explorers            4    demanding         7    strength 
        2    production         5    training               8    finally
        3    applicants          6    living

  3    1 never had                        6    am starting
       2 and I are                         7    you arrive 
       3 far from                           8    better than
       4 having a meeting            9    won’t be
       5 am visiting                     10   are five offices

Exam Practice 4
  1    1    C              3    B             5    A                7    A
        2    A              4    C            6    D                8    D

  2    1 are two                            5    many
       2 bought                             6    herself
       3 have been to                   7    big enough
       4 expensive                        8    such a funny

  3    1    impressive         3    exhibition           5    imaginary
        2    unexpected       4    comedians

Exam Practice 5
  1    1    in                        4    which             7    their
        2    as                      5    what               8    on
        3    into                    6    of

  2    1    unusual             4    harmless        7    deadly
        2    resident             5    illegal              8    organisation
        3    destruction        6    dangerous

  3    1 Do you                                  6    going
       2 off                                         7    dark
       3 have never volunteered        8    forget  
       4 to switch                              9    not to throw 
       5 join

Exam Practice 6
  1    a) Suggested Answer
       Both notices mention feeding times for different

animals in Brentley Zoo. However, the first notice
cautions visitors to stay at a safe distance while
the animals are being fed whereas the other
invites visitors to help with feeding.

       b) 1 B                                2    C

        Key words: be careful at feeding time, could be
dangerous, get close at feeding time, perfectly
safe

  2    1    A             2    B           3    B           4    B         5    C

Exam Practice 7
  1    1    most    3    if / when    5   which    7    rushed / taken
        2    For      4    to              6   in          8    risk

  2    1    personal         4    movements         7    fashionable
        2    strength          5    intention              8    weight
        3    breathing        6    equipment

  3    1 both won                         6    wouldn’t have gained
       2 would try swimming        7    wouldn’t train
       3 pay                                  8    unless
       4 watching                         9    takes
       5 much

Exam Practice 8
  1    1    C            3    D           5    A            7    B         9    B
        2    A             4    D           6    B            8    B       10   A

  2   1 never visited / never been to
        2    as 
        3    more than / better than 
        4    the smartest

WEPK1
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  3   1 comfortable                     6    accommodation
       2 hardly                              7    information
       3 activities                          8    different
       4 adventurous                    9    relaxing 
       5 leader

Exam Practice 9
  1    1    D            2    B           3    A            4    D         5    C

  2    To stress the fact that people should never lose hope
no matter how hard the conditions they live in are and
that, as citizens, we should care about people in need
and give them a second chance to change their lives.

  3    1 Apart from showing important buildings and
places, he also explains what it is like living as a
homeless person and points out hostels and
places for the homeless and where they can get
food from.

       2 First he lost his job, then he split up with his wife
and ended up without a home.

       3 Now, he sleeps in a hostel, he earns money from
his tours, he is more confident and he makes
plans for the future.

WVBK1
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Workbook Vocabulary Bank Key

Vocabulary Bank 1 
  1    1   scruffy                3    elegant               5    ugly
        2    cute                   4    pretty                 6    handsome

  2    A)   1    T-shirt                3    jeans                5    casual
             2    shirt                   4    shoes

       B)   1    suit                     2    tie                    3    smart

       C)  1    coat        2    boots      3    belt         4    scarf

  3    1    put on                3    take off              5    suit
        2    fit                       4    match

  4    1    jumper               3    jeans                  5    earrings
        2    glasses              4    necklace

  5    Jane and Steve are business people. In this photo
Jane is wearing a black women’s skirt suit, a white
top and a pair of high-heeled shoes

        Steve is wearing a dark grey suit, a blue shirt and a tie.

Vocabulary Bank 2
  1    1 rescue, collapsed            4    services, respond
       2 casualties, accident        5    conditions, poor
       3 ground, shake                 6    injured, assistance

  2    1    soaked               3    lightning             5    slowed
        2    shine                  4    shelter                6    weather

  3    1    a – wrecked, b – spoiled
        2    a – damaged, b – crushed
        3    a – harm, b – injury
        4    a – disaster, b – catastrophe

  4    Rain: downpour, drizzle           Sun: heatwave, hot spell
       Snow: snowflakes, blizzard     Wind: gale, breeze

Vocabulary Bank 3
  1    1    cook                  3    banker           5    biologist 
        2    salesperson       4    explorer         6    reporter

  2    1    report                 4    changing       7    private 
        2    learning              5    head              8    results 
        3    state                   6    education

  3    1    B             2    A            3    C           4    B

  4    1    vet                      3    tour guide         5    street sweeper
        2    accountant      4    plumber          6    architect

Vocabulary Bank 4
  1    1    designed            3    direct            5    sculpts
        2    drawn                4    acted             6    carving

  2    1    written               4    made            7    released
        2    hired                  5    directed
        3    built                    6    edited 
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  3    1    volume               3    paperback      5    chapter
        2    hardback           4    edition             6    publication

  4    1    adaptation         4    script               7    hit
        2    nominees            5    leading             8    cast, curtain
        3    dress                 6    footlights 

Vocabulary Bank 5
  1    1    poaching            4    found                7    enforce
        2    threatened         5    sentenced         8    charged
        3    accused            6    impose              9    received

  2    1    patrol               3    raise                5    dump
        2    support             4    cut                    6    contaminate

  3    1    Illiteracy          3    Migration         5    Hunger
        2    Inequality         4    War                 6    Human rights

  4    1    biodegradable   4    Industrial        7    car
        2    Acid                   5    thick
        3    carbon               6    extinct

Vocabulary Bank 6
  1   bite: dogs, tigers, crocodiles, spiders, ants, sharks,

mosquitoes, snakes, tortoises, bears, mice, rabbits,
cats

       sting: bees, wasps, jellyfish, scorpions
       scratch: dogs, tigers, bears, mice, rabbits, cats
        crawl: snails, crocodiles, spiders, ants, crabs, tortoises,

cockroaches, earthworms, scorpions

  2    1    injury                  3    pain                 5    harm
        2    damage             4    wound

  3    1 G, impatient                     5    B, embarrassed
       2 D, nervous                      6    C, confused
       3 F, bored                          7    A, surprised
       4 E, angry

  4    Suggested Answer
       1 a friend went on stage and sang without telling

anyone that he was going to.
       2 my sister borrowed my laptop without asking me.
        3 I had to speak in front of my teachers and

classmates and I got so nervous that I completely
forgot what I was going to say.

       4 I have to go to the dentist.

Vocabulary Bank 7
  1    Butcher’s: beef, lamb
       Fishmonger’s: trout, salmon, crab, sardines
       Greengrocer’s: onions, broccoli, peppers, potatoes
       Baker’s: cake, biscuits, bread rolls, apple pie

  2   Carbohydrates: breakfast cereal, rice, (bananas),
noodles, pasta

       Proteins: fish, (nuts), (cheese), eggs, beef, chicken
       Fats: (fish), chocolate, vegetable oils, butter, nuts,

cream, cheese, (eggs), avocado
       Vitamins: carrots, oranges, bananas, (avocado)

  3    1    wine         2    water      3    bread         4    sugar

  4    1    D            2    A            3    C           4    A         5    C

  5    1    broken     2    burnt       3    a virus        4    fainted

Vocabulary Bank 8
  1    1    stay                5   booking                   9    camp
        2    reservation     6   accommodation    10   itinerary
        3    abroad            7   destination             11   weekend
        4    meal               8   deals                      12   nightlife

  2    1    F              3    H            5    D                7    B
        2    E              4    A             6    G                8    C

  4    1    refunded            4    spoiled               7    rent
        2    hire                    5    missed               8    includes
        3    change              6    book

Vocabulary Bank 9
  1   a)   1    F       2    E       3    D       4    C      5    B      6    A

       b) screen: A, B, C, D, E
       keyboard: A, D
       earphones: B, D
       buttons: A, B, C, D, E, F
       controller: C, F
       microphone: A, B, D
       touchscreen: A, B, C, D, E
       lens: A, D, E

  2    a)   1    memory           4    desktop          7    resolution
             2    files                  5    viruses            8    fax
             3    life                    6    system           9    wireless

       b) selling a device: 1st & 3rd notice
       repairing a device: 2nd notice

  3    1    scan                   4    update               7    record
        2    operate              5    charge               8    connect
        3    download          6    upgrade

  3 ride land sail

Motorcycle, bike,
train, bus, coach

Plane,
helicopter

boat

get on / off drive catch 

Bus, coach,
boat, plane,
bike, motorcycle,
train

Car Train, bus,
plane, coach
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Unit 1 
  1    Taiwan      4    raise          7    skinny            10   vain
  2    tribe          5    time          8    father-in-law
  3   facial         6    pale           9    A nuclear

Unit 2
  1    F (it wasn’t a Friday)
  2    T
  3    F (caused by an earthquake)
  4    F (fourth)
  5    T
  6    T
  7    T 
  8    T
  9    F (the most important) 
10   F (sting)

Unit 3
  1    patients                 5    degree                9    experience
  2   waiter / waitress    6    fees                   10   application
  3   Lifeguards             7    reference
  4   salaries                  8    staff

Unit 4
  1    design                   5    book                   9    awarded
  2   career                    6    based                10   gripping
  3   awareness            7    effects
  4    cast                       8    box office

Unit 5 
  1    Homelessness      5    layer                    9    fumes
  2   recycle                  6    ban                   10   threat
  3    disease                 7    Utah
  4   warming                8    whether

Unit 6
  1    F (arachnid)         5    T                             9    T
  2    T                         6    F (pounding)         10   F (every 
  3    T                         7    T                                  year)
  4    F (legs)                8    F (open)

Unit 7
  1    immune                  5    disease            9    temperature
  2    vitamin                  6    dairy              10   prescription
  3   process                 7    poultry
  4    pressure                8    scrambled

Unit 8
  1    tour                       5    attraction            9    destination
  2   home                     6    natural               10   London
  3   traditional              7    crowded
  4   ruins                      8    seat

Unit 9
  1    T           3    T             5    T            7    T            9    F
  2    F           4    F             6    T            8    T          10   F
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Prepositions
Unit 1

  1    in                7    about       13    about       19    in
  2    in                8    to             14    on            20    about
  3    to               9    to             15    over         21    of
  4    about       10    with          16    in
  5    on            11    at             17    on
  6    with          12    of             18    in

Unit 2
  1    against       8    on            15    from         22    in
  2    in                9    with          16    on            23    to
  3    in              10    from         17    with          24    of
  4    at             11    from         18    To            25    to
  5    on            12    with          19    in              26    on
  6    in              13    about       20    on            27    in
  7    with          14    of             21    to

Unit 3
  1    from      4    for            7    with      10    on         13    at
  2    in           5    of             8    for         11    to          14    with
  3    on          6    for            9    at          12    to          15    in

Unit 4
  1    on          4    with         7    at          10    on         13    at
  2    to          5    on            8    on         11    in          14    on
  3    of           6    about       9    for         12    for         15    in

Unit 5
  1    up              5    at               9    in              13    for
  2    on              6    on            10    at             14    at
  3    of               7    from         11    under       15    of
  4    to               8    in              12    on            16    to

Unit 6
  1    of           5    of             9    on         13    for         17    with
  2    at           6    to           10    to          14    of          18    of
  3    At          7    about     11    of          15    in          19    for
  4    of           8    to           12    At         16    from     20    back

Unit 7
  1    at               4    from           7    for            10    in
  2    in                5    to               8    from         11    with
  3    of               6    in                9    for

Unit 8
  1    on          7    out         13    in          19    into       25    up
  2    in           8    on          14    to          20    on         26    for
  3    off         9    at           15    with      21    of
  4    of         10    in           16    for         22    for
  5    at         11    at           17    about    23    of
  6    in         12    with       18    to          24    for

Unit 9
  1    of               8    for            15    to             22    to
  2    on              9    on            16    on            23    on
  3    on            10    down       17    into          24    on
  4    to             11    on            18    in              25    with
  5    on            12    for            19    from
  6    in              13    with          20    off
  7    In             14    about       21    from

Phrasal Verbs
Unit 1

  1    off                           3    up                        5    out
  2    over                         4    down                   6    down

Unit 2
  1    out        4    down       7    up         10    up         13    out
  2    out        5    off            8    on         11    off
  3    out        6    out           9    on         12    back

Unit 3
  1    up         3    out           5    out          7    away      9    to
  2    up         4    with         6    up           8    back

Unit 4
  1    on          2    off            3    back       4    over        5    on

Unit 5
  1    off              3    into            5    down         7    out of
  2    out             4    down         6    off              8    up

Unit 6
  1    away          3    away          5    up              7    on
  2   out             4    on              6    over           8    out

Unit 7
  1    on          2    on            3   out          4    up           5    down

Unit 8
  1    in                3    off              5    over           7    up
  2    on              4    out             6    in

Unit 9
  1    out             3    out             5    out             7    off
  2    off              4    up              6    up for         8    off

Word formation
Unit 1

  1    courageous            5    social                   9    recognition
  2    forgetful                  6    bossy                10    difference
  3    messy                     7    noisy                 11    obligations
  4    sensible                  8    annoyed

Unit 2
  1    scientific                 7    discussion         14    beautiful
  2    equipment              8    organisation      15    quickly
  3    safely                      9    delivery
  4    success                10    direction
  5    references             11    relieved
  6    investigation /      12    darkness
        investigator(s)       13    bushy

Unit 3
  1    security                   6    dangerous         11    location
  2    successful              7    medical             12    reliable
  3    information             8    dirty                   13    cooperation
  4    responsibility          9    recharge            14    efficient
  5    necessary             10    voluntary           15    patient

Unit 4
  1    photography           7    relaxing           12    sensitive
  2    pleased                   8    disappointed   13    inspirational
  3    creation                  9    absolutely       14    weakness(es)
  4    realistic                 10    incredible        15    definitely
  5    predictable           11    amazement     16    imaginary
  6    educational

Unit 5
  1    accommodations    6    pollution          11    continuous
  2    delighted                 7    seriously         12    affordable
  3    advertisement         8    illnesses          13    conservation
  4    darkness                 9    depression      14    illegally
  5    silvery                   10    starry              15    endangered
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Unit 6
  1    unhealthy                            9    embarrassed
  2    disappeared                     10    judgments / judgements
  3    irrational                            11    counsellor
  4    exposure                          12    suggestion
  5    terrified                             13    picturesque
  6    accompany                       14    resident
  7    dishonest                          15    championship
  8    certificate

Unit 7
  1    supplements      6    demonstration    11    agreement
  2    allowance           7    Eventually           12    indigestion
  3    vaccines             8    entertainment     13    prescription
  4    adventurous       9    encouragingly     14    appointment
  5    vegetarian        10    definitely

Unit 8
  1    luxurious          5    magnificent       9    accommodations
  2    civilizations      6    impressive      10    suitable
  3    peaceful           7    opportunities  11    definitely
  4    natural             8    exhibits           12    completely

Unit 9
  1    distant                5    exploration           9    rudely
  2    Surprisingly        6    regularly             10    replacement
  3    movement          7    entertainment     11    apology
  4    Physically           8    immediately

Sentence transformations
Unit 1

  1    the tallest boy
  2    never miss a 
  3    is not as young 
  4    always goes for a 
  5    haven’t / have not seen Martha for
  6    I have ever been to
  7    is rarely late
  8    going to see
  9    is the most beautiful city 
10    is longer than 

Unit 2
  1    (that) Daisy had ever seen
  2    am not used to 
  3    has known Sally for
  4    took six hours for
  5    hasn’t / has not been an eruption
  6    had already gone out
  7    used to play
  8    had stopped before
  9    is it since
10    was raining heavily

Unit 3
  1    ’ll / will lend you
  2    ’ll / will be working as
  3    I am / I’m going to get
  4    you going to do
  5    won’t be able to
  6   ’ll / will have finished
  7   ’ll / will be busy
  8   had still not sent
  9    he had been working
10    won’t have left

Unit 4
  1    is not allowed
  2    is held by

  3    was written by
  4    can be seen
  5    is being organised by
  6    of the album have been
  7    is having his
  8    is often said
  9    has had some of her
10    will be put on

Unit 5
  1    told Mark to switch
  2    whether he had heard
  3    reminded Ava to join them
  4    warned the children not to 
  5    agreed to help
  6    that they would reduce
  7    which bin plastic bottles went
  8    explained that there were
  9    told us to put our
10    apologised for not going

Unit 6
  1    can’t be
  2    wasn’t / was not able to
  3    don’t / do not have to
  4    might be able to
  5    must not use
  6    may / might have a
  7    can’t be her
  8    you should try
  9    ought to see
10    aren’t / are not allowed to

Unit 7
  1    you should do
  2    had eaten less
  3    I had eaten
  4    wishes he didn’t / did not have to
  5    were you, I’d / I would
  6    I had enough
  7    I would be able to
  8    only I hadn’t
  9    had been able to
10    unless it starts

Unit 8
  1    in case it’s / it is
  2    hotel which has
  3    so that I did not
  4    passenger who wasn’t / was not
  5    date / day when I’ll / I will be
  6    whose parents
  7    in order to get
  8    wasn’t Kelly who lost
  9    camera that Helen
10    so as to find / as I wanted to find

Unit 9
  1   are only a few
  2    should / can ask either
  3    can’t wait to play
  4    can’t help checking
  5    was too expensive for
  6    designed the website all by
  7    Jack nor Tim has
  8    phone is so old
  9    don’t / do not mind you borrowing
10    enjoys himself when
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